Colloquial Cluster Corpus a precious

Gollum:

We wants it, we needs it. Must have the precious.
They stole it from us. Sneaky little copyrighterses.
Wicked, tricksy, false!
Sméagol: No. Not Money-maker.
Gollum: Yes, precious. False. They will cheat you, hurt you, lie!
Sméagol: Money-maker is my friend.
Gollum: You don't have any friends. Nobody likes you!
Sméagol: Not listening. I'm not listening.
Gollum: You're a liar and a thief.

/A la ‘The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers’/

— SELL ON colloq. (orig. US) make enthusiastic about, convince of the worth of,
(freq. in BE SOLD ON). /SOED/
— To persuade (another) to recognize the worth or desirability of something:

They sold me on the idea. /American Heritage Dictionary/

So much here to lean on
So much loneliness to lose
And when we stumble
We'll have each other
So all we have to do is choose
We're gonna see
That we can feel
We're gonna fly
This time love can be real
As we look into the future
And we celebrate the past
It's more than now, it's forever
/FREEMASONS  I Feel Like LYRICS/

(Hallo) Spaceboy, you're sleepy now
Your silhouette (is) so stationary
You're released but your custody calls
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Lost your summer day
stood and watched it fade
you gave it up
now you're out of luck and you've had enough of everything you know
feel like breaking down feel like running out on everything you've learned
you're too tired to sleep you get in too deep and
yeah you got burned
but, you're not alone now
you're not alone now . . .
you'll get back in time it's alright
got to hang on in through the thick of it, yeah you'll survive
got to take your doubts
ohh just break them out to feel the sunshine
when it gets too cold when the world's on hold you've got to give it time
or your letting go 'cos it feels like you won't come out the other side
/Freemasons feat. Julie Thompson  You're Not Alone Now LYRICS/
Guessing what passes Sméagol’s split‐mind in a given moment
is as schizophrenically hard (ha‐ha) as finding the exact meaning of a given idiom.
HERITAGE defines ‘schizophrenia’ as:
1. Any of a group of psychotic disorders usually characterized by withdrawal from reality, illogical patterns of thinking, delusions, and
hallucinations, and accompanied in varying degrees by other emotional, behavioral, or intellectual disturbances.
2. A situation or condition that results from the coexistence of disparate or antagonistic qualities, identities, or activities.
Caramba, that’s an interesting burden for sure. Who else noted the striking similarity between ‘idiomatic’, ‘idiotic’ and ‘schizophrenic’!
Included phrase lists:
wik_ stands for: en.wiktionary.org_7304_English_Idioms.txt
ntc_ stands for: NTC's_Dictionary_of_American_Slang_and_Colloquial_Expressions_4344.txt
pes_ stands for: The_Probert_Encyclopaedia_of_Slang_15573.txt
wmi_ stands for: Wayne_Magnuson_6724_English_Idioms_‐_Sayings_and_Slang.txt
hdi_ stands for: The_American_Heritage_Dictionary_of_Idioms_9419.txt
Next lists are to be included:
ris_ stands for: American_Idioms_and_Phrasal_Verbs_Richard_Spears_~~~~~.txt
cai_ stands for: Cambridge_International_Dictionary_of_Idioms_~~~~~.txt
coi_ stands for: The_Cobuild_Dictionary_of_Idioms_~~~~~.txt
oxi_ stands for: Oxford_Dictionary_of_Idioms_~~~~~.txt
oxv_ stands for: Oxford_Phrasal_Verbs_Dictionary_~~~~~.txt
lov_ stands for: Longman_Phrasal_Verbs_Dictionary_~~~~~.txt
cca_ stands for: Dictionary_of_Clichés_Christine_Ammer_~~~~~.txt
pro_ stands for: Proverbs_Martin_Manser_~~~~~.txt
More lists to be included . . .
wmi_ 'at a boy (that a boy)

ntc_ (dead) ringer (for

ntc_ (Go) blow it out your ear!

ntc_ (real) McCoy

pes_ 404

wmi_ 'fraid so

ntc_ (dirty) dozens

ntc_ (grand)daddy (of them all)

ntc_ (rip‐)off artist

pes_ 56

ntc_ (a)round the bend
ntc_ (all) shook up
ntc_ (as) close as stink on shit
ntc_ (Aw) shucks!
ntc_ (baby) boomer
ntc_ (bang) dead to rights
ntc_ (bargaining) chip
ntc_ (blind) munchies
ntc_ (blue) blazes
ntc_ (brand) spanking new

ntc_ (Do) you eat with that
mouth?
ntc_ (Do) you kiss your momma
with that mouth?
ntc_ (Don’t) you wish!
ntc_ (el) primo
ntc_ (face) fungus
ntc_ (flake) spoon
ntc_ (flat) on one’s ass
ntc_ (ghetto) blaster
ntc_ (ghetto) box

wmi_ 'at a girl (that a girl)
wmi_ 'round the clock

someone)

ntc_ (Do you) get my drift?

ntc_ (good) looker
ntc_ (hot) rod

ntc_ (hot) skinny
ntc_ (I) love it!
ntc_ (It’s) not my dog.
ntc_ (limp) dishrag
ntc_ (little) pinkie
ntc_ (live) wire
ntc_ (love) handles
ntc_ (mountain) dew
ntc_ (must) do
ntc_ (parental) units
ntc_ (rap) sheet

ntc_ (right) up one’s alley
ntc_ (So,) sue me!

ntc_ (soul) brother
ntc_ (soul) sister
ntc_ (strictly) from hunger
ntc_ (That’s the) way to go!
ntc_ (Well,) pardon me for
living!
pes_ 110 PERCENT
pes_ 180‐OUT
ntc_ 20/20 hindsight
pes_ 24‐7
ntc_ 4 real
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pes_ 411
pes_ 714S
pes_ 911
pes_ 98

pes_ A'PORTH
hdi_ A‐1

pes_ A‐COATHED
pes_ A‐HEAD

hdi_ A‐number‐one
wmi_ A‐OK

pes_ A‐OKAY
hdi_ A‐one

pes_ A‐STOGGED
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pes_ A‐STOODED

pes_ A‐ZEW
wmi_ a babe in arms
wmi_ a babe in the woods
wmi_ a bad taste in my mouth
wmi_ a bad time
wmi_ a ball‐park figure
wmi_ a bar fly
wmi_ a bar star
wmi_ a bare‐faced lie
wmi_ a barnburner
wmi_ a barrel of laughs
wmi_ a basket case
wmi_ a bawling out
wmi_ a bed of roses
wmi_ a bee in her bonnet
wmi_ a beehive of activity
wmi_ a big rig
wmi_ a big shot
wmi_ a big wheel
wmi_ a big wig
wmi_ a bimbo
wmi_ a bird in the hand is worth
two in the bush
a
hdi_ bit
wmi_ a bit at sea
wmi_ a bit dense
wik_ a bit much
pes_ A BIT OF A BUMBLE
pes_ A BIT OF CRUMPET
pes_ A BIT OF HOW'S YOUR
FATHER
wmi_ a bit off/a bit mental
wmi_ a bitch [B]
wmi_ a bite to eat
wmi_ a bitter pill
wmi_ a black mark
wmi_ a blackout (TV)
wmi_ a blackout (war)
wmi_ a blank look
wmi_ a blast
wmi_ a blessing in disguise
wmi_ a blow job [B]
wmi_ a blowout
hdi_ a bolt out of the blue
wmi_ a bone to pick
wmi_ a breath of fresh air
wmi_ a breath of wind
wmi_ a brick
wmi_ a brick short
wmi_ a budding genius
pes_ A BUGGER'S MUDDLE
wmi_ a bull in a china shop
wmi_ a bum rap
wmi_ a bummer
wmi_ a bun in the oven
wmi_ a bunch of malarkey
wmi_ a bundle of nerves
pes_ A BUTTON SHORT
wmi_ a card
pes_ A CARSE

wmi_ a case of

wmi_ a caution
wmi_ a cheap drunk
wmi_ a checkup
wmi_ a chicken in every pot
wmi_ a chin wag
wmi_ a chip off the old block
wmi_ a chunk of change
wmi_ a clean bill of health
wmi_ a cliff‐hanger
wmi_ a close call
wmi_ a close shave
wmi_ a clutch hitter (baseball)
wik_ a cold day in Hell
pes_ A COLD DAY IN HELL
wmi_ a common thread
wmi_ a contract out on
wmi_ a coon's age
wmi_ a crash course
wmi_ a crush on
wmi_ a crying shame
wmi_ a cut‐up
wmi_ a cut above
wik_ a cut below
wmi_ a daredevil
wik_ a day late and a dollar short
wmi_ a dead giveaway
wmi_ a dead heat
wmi_ a dead loss
wmi_ a dead ringer
wmi_ a dickens of a time
wmi_ a different kettle of fish
wmi_ a dildo [B]
wmi_ a dime a dozen
hdi_ a dog's age
wmi_ a dog's age
wmi_ a dog's breakfast
wmi_ a dog's life
wmi_ a doggy bag
wmi_ a double‐edged sword
wmi_ a downer (drug)
wmi_ a downer (sadness)
hdi_ a drag
wmi_ a drag
wmi_ a dressing down
wmi_ a drop in the bucket
wmi_ a duke's mixture
wmi_ a dust‐up
wmi_ a fair shake
wmi_ a falling out
wmi_ a false move
wmi_ a far cry
wmi_ a faraway look
wmi_ a fart in a windstorm
wmi_ a fat lip
wmi_ a feather in your cap
hdi_ a few
wmi_ a few bricks short of a full
load
a
wik_ few sandwiches short of a
picnic

wmi_ a fifth wheel

wmi_ a fighting chance
wmi_ a fill‐up
wmi_ a fine‐toothed comb
wmi_ a fine line
hdi_ a fine/pretty kettle of fish
wmi_ a firm hand
wmi_ a flash in the pan
wmi_ a fleeting glance
wmi_ a fly on the wall
wmi_ a fool and his money are
soon parted
wmi_ a foregone conclusion
wmi_ a free‐for‐all
wmi_ a free hand
wmi_ a freeze on
wmi_ a fresh pair of eyes
wmi_ a fresh start
wmi_ a full house (cards)
wmi_ a full plate
wmi_ a gaggle of geese
wmi_ a game one
wik_ a gentleman and a scholar
wmi_ a ghost of a chance
wmi_ a glow on
wmi_ a go
wmi_ a go‐getter
wmi_ a going concern,
wmi_ a golden opportunity
hdi_ a gone goose
hdi_ a goner
wmi_ a goner
wmi_ a good arm
hdi_ a good deal
wik_ a good deal
wmi_ a good egg
wmi_ a good head
hdi_ a good scout
wmi_ a good sport
wik_ a good voice to beg bacon
wmi_ a grain of salt
wmi_ a grain of truth
pes_ A GRAPE ON THE
BUSINESS
wik_ a great deal
hdi_ a great deal
hdi_ a great many
wik_ a hair's breadth
wmi_ a handful
wmi_ a handout
wmi_ a hard‐on [B]
wmi_ a hard day
wmi_ a hard row to hoe
wmi_ a hard time
wmi_ a hassle
wmi_ a head start
wmi_ a heavy day
wmi_ a heavy hitter
wmi_ a heavyweight
wmi_ a hell of a time
wmi_ a helping hand

wmi_ a hill of beans

wmi_ a hit
wmi_ a hollow leg
wmi_ a holy pile
wmi_ a hoot
wmi_ a horse's ass [B]
wmi_ a horse of a different color
hdi_ a horse of another color
wmi_ a hot hand
wmi_ a hot number
wmi_ a hot ticket
wmi_ a hot topic
wmi_ a hotdog
wmi_ a hothead
wmi_ a hotshot
wmi_ a household name
wmi_ a howling blizzard
wmi_ a humdinger
wik_ a hundred and ten percent
wik_ a into g
wmi_ a into g
wmi_ a jim dandy
wmi_ a keeper
wmi_ a kept woman
hdi_ a kick in the ass
hdi_ a kick in the teeth
pes_ A LA
wmi_ a lady‐killer
wmi_ a leg up
wmi_ a level playing field
wmi_ a lick and a promise
wik_ a life of its own
wmi_ a lift
hdi_ a little
hdi_ a little bird
wmi_ a little bird told me
wik_ a little bird told me
wik_ a little bit of bread and no
cheese
wik_ a little from column A, a
little from column B
wmi_ a little hair off the dog
hdi_ a little knowledge
hdi_ a little learning is a
dangerous thing
wmi_ a little off
wmi_ a little steep
wmi_ a little thick
wmi_ a long shot
wmi_ a loose cannon
hdi_ a losing game
wmi_ a losing streak
wmi_ a lost cause
hdi_ a lot
wik_ a lot
wmi_ a lot of bunk
wmi_ a lot of folderol
wmi_ a lot on the ball
wmi_ a love tap
wmi_ a lucky break
wmi_ a lucky streak
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wmi_ a major

wmi_ a man's home is his castle
wmi_ a man of few words
wmi_ a man of the cloth
wmi_ a marked man

hdi_ a marked woman

wmi_ a matter of life and death
wmi_ a mental block

wmi_ a month of Sundays
wmi_ a must
hdi_ a must

wmi_ a nail‐biter

wmi_ a necktie party

wmi_ a new broom sweeps clean
wmi_ a new lease on life
wik_ a notch above

wmi_ a notch below
ntc_ A number 1

hdi_ a number of
wmi_ a nut case

wmi_ a pack of lies

wmi_ a pain in the ass [B]
wmi_ a pain in the butt
wmi_ a paltry sum
wmi_ a paper trail

wmi_ a party to that
wmi_ a pat answer

wmi_ a penny for your thoughts
wmi_ a perfect stranger
wmi_ a pick‐me‐up

wmi_ a picture is worth a

thousand words

wmi_ a piece of ass [B]
wmi_ a piece of cake

pes_ A PIECE OF CRUMPET
pes_ A PIECE OF GOODS
wmi_ a piece of my mind
wmi_ a piece of piss

wmi_ a piece of tail [B]

wmi_ a piece of the action
wmi_ a pig in a poke

wmi_ a pinch of coon shit [B]
wmi_ a pinch of salt

wmi_ a pinch to grow an inch
wmi_ a pine float

wmi_ a play on words

wmi_ a pocket of resistance
wmi_ a poker face
wmi_ a pop

wmi_ a pretty penny
wmi_ a question of

wik_ a quick drop and a sudden

stop

wmi_ a quick study
wmi_ a quickie

wmi_ a raw deal

wmi_ a red‐letter day
wmi_ a redneck

wmi_ a regular guy

wik_ a riddle wrapped up in an

enigma
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wmi_ a riot

wmi_ a rip‐off
pes_ A ROD IN PICKLE
wmi_ a roll in the hay [B]
pes_ A ROLL JACK RICE
COULDN'T JUMP OVER
a
wmi_ rolling stone gathers no
moss
hdi_ a rough diamond
wmi_ a rough time
wmi_ a rough time of it
wmi_ a royal pain
wmi_ a run for your money
wmi_ a sack of hammers
wmi_ a sad sack
wmi_ a scandal is brewing
wik_ a scholar and a gentleman
wmi_ a score to settle
wmi_ a screw loose
wmi_ a send‐up
wmi_ a shadow of his former self
wmi_ a sharp tongue
wmi_ a sharp wit
wmi_ a shitload
wmi_ a shogun
wmi_ a shoo‐in
wmi_ a short one
wmi_ a shot in the arm
wmi_ a shot in the dark
wmi_ a sick building
wmi_ a sight for sore eyes
wmi_ a silver spoon...
wmi_ a sitting duck
pes_ A SKULL
wmi_ a slim chance
wmi_ a slip of the tongue
wmi_ a slippery slope
wmi_ a slow day
wmi_ a slug
wmi_ a snap
wmi_ a snootful
wmi_ a snow job
wmi_ a snowball's chance in hell
pes_ A SODA
wmi_ a soft touch
wmi_ a spot of tea
pes_ A SQUEEZE
wmi_ a state secret
wmi_ a steal
wmi_ a stiff upper lip
wmi_ a stitch in time saves nine
wmi_ a stitch of clothes
wmi_ a stone's throw
wmi_ a sucker for punishment
wmi_ a suicide pass (hockey)
wmi_ a sure bet
wmi_ a sure thing
wmi_ a sweet tooth
wmi_ a takeoff on
wmi_ a talking to
wmi_ a tall one

wmi_ a tempest in a teapot

wmi_ a thorn in my side
wmi_ a three‐bagger
wmi_ a three‐bagger (baseball)
wmi_ a titch
pes_ A TO Z
wmi_ a token gesture
wmi_ a tongue‐lashing
wmi_ a total stranger
wmi_ a touch of
pes_ A TOUCH OF THE TAR‐
BRUSH
wmi_ a tough act to follow
wmi_ a tough call
wmi_ a tough row to hoe
wmi_ a tough time of it
wmi_ a tower of strength
wmi_ a wake‐up call
wmi_ a wash
wmi_ a wash‐out
wmi_ a way with words
wik_ a week from next Tuesday
wmi_ a whale of a game
hdi_ a while ago
hdi_ a while back
wmi_ a wild goose chase
wik_ a wild goose never laid a
tame egg
a
wmi_ window of opportunity
wmi_ a wolf in sheep's clothing
wmi_ a word to the wise is
sufficient
wmi_ a wordsmith
wmi_ a yawner
pes_ A.C.A.B.
pes_ A.D.
pes_ A.K.A.
wmi_ a.k.a. (aka)
pes_ AAP
pes_ AARDVARK
pes_ AB
pes_ ABB
pes_ ABBESS
ntc_ abbreviated piece of
nothing
pes_ ABDOMINABLE
VOORHEAVES
pes_ ABDUL
pes_ ABE
pes_ ABEL AND CAIN
pes_ ABERDEENS
pes_ ABERGAVENY
pes_ ABFAB
hdi_ abide by
pes_ ABIGAIL
ntc_ able to cut something
wik_ able to get a word in
edgewise
pes_ ABO
pes_ ABOUT DONE
pes_ ABOUT RIGHT

wmi_ about time

hdi_ about time
wik_ about time
wik_ about to
hdi_ about to
wik_ about turn
hdi_ above all
hdi_ above and beyond
wik_ above and beyond
wmi_ above and beyond the call
of duty
wmi_ above board
wik_ above board
wik_ above measure
wik_ above one's bend
wik_ above oneself
hdi_ above suspicion
wik_ above the curve
wmi_ above the law
hdi_ above the law
wik_ above the law
wik_ above the salt
wik_ above water
pes_ ABRAHAM
pes_ ABRAHAM'S WILLING
wik_ Abram men
pes_ ABROAD
wmi_ absence makes the heart
grow fonder
hdi_ absence makes the heart
grow fonder
pes_ ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE
hdi_ absent without leave
pes_ ABSOFUCKINGLUTELY
pes_ ABSORB
pes_ ABSOTIVELY
ntc_ absotively (posilutely)
wik_ abstract idea
wik_ abstract nonsense
wik_ abuse of distress
pes_ ABYSSINIA
pes_ ABYSSINIAN POLO
pes_ AC
pes_ AC/DC
pes_ ACAPULCO
pes_ ACAPULCO GOLD
pes_ ACCA
pes_ ACCELERATED DEATH
BENEFITS
pes_ ACCIDENT
wik_ accident of birth
wik_ accident waiting to happen
hdi_ accidentally on purpose
wik_ according to
hdi_ according to all accounts
hdi_ according to Hoyle
wik_ according to Hoyle
wmi_ according to Hoyle
hdi_ according to one's merits
wmi_ account for
hdi_ account for

hdi_ accustomed to

pes_ ACE
pes_ ACE‐DEUCE
ntc_ ace boom‐boom
ntc_ ace boon‐coon
pes_ ACE HURLER
ntc_ ace in the hole
hdi_ ace in the hole
pes_ ACE IN THE HOLE
wmi_ ace in the hole
wik_ ace in the hole
ntc_ ace in(to something)
hdi_ ace it
wik_ ace of spades
pes_ ACE OF SPADES
pes_ ACE OF TRUMPS
hdi_ ace out
pes_ ACE OUT
ntc_ ace out
ntc_ ace someone out
wik_ ace up one's sleeve
hdi_ ace up one's sleeve
pes_ ACEY‐DEUCY
pes_ ACHE AND PAIN
hdi_ Achilles' heel
wmi_ Achilles heel
pes_ ACID
pes_ ACID CASUALTY
pes_ ACID DROPS
pes_ ACID FLASH
pes_ ACID HEAD
pes_ ACID HOUSE
pes_ ACID ROCK
ntc_ acid test
hdi_ acid test
wmi_ acid test
wik_ acid test
pes_ ACID TRIP
pes_ ACKER
pes_ ACKER BILK
pes_ ACKERS
wik_ acknowledge the corn
pes_ ACORN
pes_ ACORN IN A BIRD'S NEST
pes_ ACORNS
hdi_ acquired taste
wik_ acquired taste
pes_ ACRE
pes_ ACROBAT
wmi_ across the board
hdi_ across the board
wik_ across the board
pes_ ACROSS THE BOARD
wik_ across the pond
pes_ ACROSS THE RIVER
pes_ ACT
pes_ ACT DUMB
wik_ act of Congress
hdi_ act of faith
hdi_ act of God
hdi_ act on/upon
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hdi_ act one's age
wik_ act one's age
hdi_ act out
wmi_ act out
wik_ act out

pes_ ACT THE JINNIT

pes_ ACT THE LINNET

pes_ ACT THE MAGGOT

pes_ ACT THE MOHAWK
wmi_ act up
wik_ act up
hdi_ act up

hdi_ act upon

pes_ ACTCOM
pes_ ACTION

pes_ ACTION MAN

wmi_ actions speak louder than

words

hdi_ actions speak louder than

words
hdi_ active duty
wik_ activist judge
wik_ activist justice
pes_ ACTOR
pes_ ACTUAL
hdi_ ad hoc
wmi_ ad lib (ad libitum)
hdi_ ad nauseam
pes_ ADAM
pes_ ADAM'S ALE
pes_ ADAM AND EVE
pes_ ADAM AND EVE'S TOGS
pes_ ADAM AND EVE BALL
pes_ ADAM AND EVE ON A
RAFT
pes_ ADAM AND EVE ON A
RAFT AND WRECK 'EM
ADAM
ANTS
pes_
pes_ ADAM FAITH
ntc_ Adam Henry
wik_ Adam Tiler
pes_ ADAMITICAL
pes_ ADAMS
wik_ add fuel to the fire
pes_ ADD FUEL TO THE FIRE
wmi_ add fuel to the fire
hdi_ add fuel to the fire/flames
hdi_ add fuel to the flames
hdi_ add insult to injury
pes_ ADD INSULT TO INJURY
wik_ add insult to injury
wmi_ add insult to injury
hdi_ add up
wik_ add up
hdi_ add up to
pes_ ADDICTION MEDICINE
pes_ ADDLED
ntc_ adios muchachos
ntc_ adobe dollar
pes_ ADOLPH
pes_ ADONIS
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pes_ ADRIAN

pes_ ADRIAN QUIST
pes_ ADVANCE DIRECTIVE
pes_ AERATED
pes_ AERIAL
pes_ AERIAL PING‐PONG
pes_ AEROPLANE BLOND
pes_ AEROPLANE SKIRT
pes_ AF
pes_ AFFAIR
pes_ AFGHANI INDICA
pes_ AFICIONADO
hdi_ afraid of one's own shadow
pes_ AFRAID OF ONE'S
SHADOW
afraid
so
wmi_
pes_ AFRICA SPEAKS
pes_ AFRICAN
ntc_ African golf ball
ntc_ African grape
pes_ AFRICAN LAGER
pes_ AFRICAN QUEEN
pes_ AFRICAN TIME
pes_ AFRICAN WOODBINE
pes_ AFRICKY
pes_ AFRIKS
pes_ AFRO
pes_ AFRO SAXON
pes_ AFROED
pes_ AFTER
hdi_ after a fashion
hdi_ after a sort
hdi_ after a while
hdi_ after all
wmi_ after all
wik_ after all
hdi_ after all's said and done
hdi_ after all is said and done
pes_ AFTER DAVY
pes_ AFTER EIGHT MINT
pes_ AFTER HAIR
hdi_ after hours
wik_ after one's own heart
hdi_ after one's own heart
pes_ AFTER ONE'S OWN HEART
wik_ after the fact
hdi_ after the fact
wik_ after the Lord Mayor's
show
hdi_ after/once the dust settles
pes_ AFTERBIRTH
pes_ AFTERBOOMER
pes_ AFTERGLOW
pes_ AFTERNOON DELIGHT
pes_ AFTERS
pes_ AG
wik_ again and again
hdi_ again and again
wik_ against all odds
wmi_ against all odds
hdi_ against all odds

hdi_ against one's better

judgment
hdi_ against one's will
pes_ AGAINST THE CLOCK
hdi_ against the clock
wik_ against the clock
wik_ against the collar
wik_ against the grain
wmi_ against the grain
hdi_ against the grain
wik_ against the law
wik_ against the run of play
hdi_ against the tide
pes_ AGAINST THE WIND
hdi_ against time
pes_ AGATE
pes_ AGATES
wmi_ age before beauty
wik_ age before beauty
wmi_ age of majority
pes_ AGGIE
pes_ AGGIE EYES
pes_ AGGRAVATION
pes_ AGGRO
pes_ AGGY
pes_ AGINNER
pes_ AGONY
wik_ agree to disagree
ntc_ agree to disagree
wik_ agreement in principle
pes_ AGTEROS
pes_ AGUA DE CHANGO
pes_ AH‐AHS
pes_ AH SEH ONE
hdi_ ahead of one's time
wik_ ahead of one's time
wik_ ahead of the curve
wmi_ ahead of the curve
pes_ AHEAD OF THE GAME
wik_ ahead of the game
wmi_ ahead of the game
ntc_ ahead of the game
hdi_ ahead of the game
hdi_ ahead of time
pes_ AI‐AI
wik_ AIDS whore
pes_ AIKONA
pes_ AIM ARCHIE AT THE
ARMITAGE
ntc_ aim for the sky
hdi_ aim to
pes_ AIMED
wmi_ ain't
wmi_ ain't half‐bad
pes_ AIN'T IT A TREAT
pes_ AIN'T SHE SWEET
pes_ AIN'T TODAY STORY
ntc_ ain’t long enough
pes_ AIR‐DANCE
ntc_ air ball
pes_ AIR DIRTY LAUNDRY

ntc_ air guitar

pes_ AIR HOSE
ntc_ air hose
ntc_ air kiss
pes_ AIR OFF ONESELF
hdi_ air one's dirty
linen/laundry
hdi_ air one's grievances
ntc_ air one’s belly
ntc_ air one’s pores
wik_ air out
pes_ AIR OUT ONE'S MOUTH ON
wmi_ air rage
wik_ air rage
pes_ AIR THE DICED CARROTS
wmi_ air was blue
pes_ AIRBALL
pes_ AIRBRAINED
pes_ AIRCRAFT CARRIER
pes_ AIRHEAD
wmi_ airhead
pes_ AIRMOUSE
pes_ AIRS AND GRACES
pes_ AIRSICK PIGEON
wmi_ airy‐fairy
pes_ AISH
pes_ AITCH DROPPER
pes_ AJAX
pes_ AL CAPONE
pes_ ALA
pes_ ALABAMA
pes_ ALABASTER
pes_ ALADDIN'S CAVE
pes_ ALAN'S PSYCHEDELIC
BREAKFAST
pes_ ALAN BORDER
pes_ ALAN LADD
pes_ ALAN MINTER
pes_ ALAN WHICKER
pes_ ALAN WHICKERS
pes_ ALANS
wik_ alarm bell
pes_ ALASS'N
wik_ albatross
pes_ ALBATROSS
hdi_ albatross around one's
neck
wik_ albatross around one's
neck
wik_ albatross round one's neck
pes_ ALBERT
pes_ ALBERT HALL
pes_ ALCO
pes_ ALDERMAN'S NAIL
pes_ ALDERSHOT LADIES
pes_ ALDERSHOT WHORE
pes_ ALDGATE EAST
pes_ ALDGATE PUMP
wik_ ale post
pes_ ALEC
pes_ ALED

pes_ ALF

pes_ ALF GARNET
pes_ ALFALFA
pes_ ALFIE BASS
pes_ ALFRED
pes_ ALFRED THE GREAT
pes_ ALGERNON
pes_ ALI BABA
pes_ ALI G
pes_ ALI OOP
pes_ ALIAS
pes_ ALIAS MAN
pes_ ALICE
pes_ ALIGHT
pes_ ALIVE
hdi_ alive and alert
wik_ alive and kicking
hdi_ alive and kicking
hdi_ alive and well
pes_ ALIVE OR DEAD
hdi_ alive to
hdi_ alive with
pes_ ALKIE
ntc_ alkied (up)
pes_ ALKY
wmi_ all's fair in love and war
hdi_ all's fair in love and war
hdi_ all's well that ends well
wmi_ all's well that ends well
wik_ all‐a‐mort
pes_ ALL‐FIRED
wmi_ all‐out
wik_ all‐over oneself
hdi_ all‐right
ntc_ all (that) meat and no
potatoes
pes_ ALL AFLOAT
hdi_ all along
wik_ all along
hdi_ all along the line
hdi_ all and sundry
wik_ all and sundry
pes_ ALL ARMS AND LEGS
wmi_ all around Robin Hood's
barn
wik_ all at once
hdi_ all at once
hdi_ all at sea
wik_ all bark and no bite
pes_ ALL BEER AND SKITTLES
pes_ ALL BEHIND
pes_ ALL BEHIND LIKE THE
COW'S TAIL
pes_ ALL BETS ARE OFF
wik_ all bets are off
hdi_ all better
pes_ ALL BUCK‐UP GOES
hdi_ all but
pes_ ALL COME ON TOP
pes_ ALL COMPLAIN
hdi_ all cylinders
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pes_ ALL DAY AND NIGHT
pes_ ALL DAYER

wmi_ all decked out
hdi_ all dolled up

hdi_ all downhill from here
wik_ all duck or no dinner
pes_ ALL EARS
wmi_ all ears
hdi_ all ears
wik_ all ears

hdi_ all else being equal
wik_ all eyes
wmi_ all eyes
hdi_ all eyes

wik_ all eyes and ears
wmi_ all fired up
hdi_ all for

hdi_ all for the best

pes_ ALL FORLORN

pes_ ALL FRUITS RIPE

wik_ all fur coat and no knickers
wmi_ all get‐out

wmi_ all goes well
hdi_ all gone

hdi_ all gussied up
pes_ ALL HANDS

wmi_ all hat and no cattle
wik_ all hat and no cattle

wik_ all hell breaks loose
wik_ all hell broke loose
wmi_ all hell broke loose
wmi_ all his marbles
wik_ all holiday
wik_ all hollow
hdi_ all hours
wmi_ all in

wik_ all in a day's work
wmi_ all in a day's work
hdi_ all in a day's work
wmi_ all in all
hdi_ all in all

hdi_ all in good time
hdi_ all in one piece

hdi_ all in the day's work
hdi_ all in the family

hdi_ all in the same boat
hdi_ all in, be

wmi_ all it's cracked up to be
wik_ all it's cracked up to be
hdi_ all joking aside
wmi_ all joking aside

hdi_ all kidding aside
wik_ all kidding aside
hdi_ all kinds of

hdi_ all manner of

ntc_ all meat and no potatoes

wik_ all mouth and no trousers
pes_ ALL MOUTH AND

TROUSERS
all
mouth and trousers
wik_
all
nations
wik_
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pes_ ALL NIGHT RAVE

hdi_ all of
hdi_ all of a dither
pes_ ALL OF A DOODAH
hdi_ all of a piece
hdi_ all of a sudden
pes_ ALL OF ONE'S DOGS
AREN'T BARKING
hdi_ all of the above
hdi_ all of the best
pes_ ALL ON TOP
hdi_ all one
wik_ all one's eggs in one basket
hdi_ all out
wik_ all out
hdi_ all outdoors, big as
wik_ all over
hdi_ all over
hdi_ all over again
hdi_ all over bar the shouting
wmi_ all over but the shouting
wik_ all over but the shouting
hdi_ all over but the shouting
wmi_ all over hell's half acre
wik_ all over hell's half acre
ntc_ all over someone like a
cheap suit
ntc_ all over something
pes_ ALL OVER THE BALLPARK
wik_ all over the board
pes_ ALL OVER THE LOT
wik_ all over the map
wik_ all over the place
hdi_ all over the place
pes_ ALL OVER THE SHOP
pes_ ALL OVER THE SHOW
hdi_ all over the world
hdi_ all over town
hdi_ all over with
wik_ all over with
pes_ ALL PISS AND WIND
hdi_ all present and accounted
for
pes_ ALL QUIET
pes_ ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN FRONT
all
right
ntc_
pes_ ALL RIGHT
hdi_ all right
hdi_ all right by one
hdi_ all right for you
hdi_ all right with one
wik_ all right, my lover
wik_ all rights reserved
hdi_ all roads lead to Rome
pes_ ALL ROUNDER
pes_ ALL SAME
pes_ ALL SERENE
wmi_ all set
hdi_ all set
wik_ all set

hdi_ all sewed up

wmi_ all she wrote
hdi_ all shook up
wmi_ all shook up
wmi_ all show
pes_ ALL SIR GARNET
wik_ all sizzle and no steak
pes_ ALL SNOT AND TEARS
hdi_ all sorts
hdi_ all sorts of
wmi_ all spruced up
pes_ ALL STATIONS
pes_ ALL SYSTEMS GO
hdi_ all systems go
hdi_ all talk (and no action)
wmi_ all talk and no action
wik_ all talk and no cider
wmi_ all teed up
hdi_ all that
wik_ all that
wik_ all that and a bag of chips
ntc_ all that and then some
hdi_ all that glitters is not gold
wmi_ all that jazz
ntc_ all that jazz
wik_ all that jazz
hdi_ all the
wmi_ all the bells and whistles
hdi_ all the best
hdi_ all the better
wmi_ all the livelong day
wmi_ all the marbles
wik_ all the marbles
pes_ ALL THE RAGE
hdi_ all the rage
wik_ all the rage
hdi_ all the same
wik_ all the same
wik_ all the tea in China
wmi_ all the tea in China
hdi_ all the thing
hdi_ all the time
pes_ ALL THE WAY
hdi_ all the way
ntc_ all the way
hdi_ all the way down the line
ntc_ all the way live
wik_ all the way to Egery and
back
wmi_ all the way to Egery and
back
all
the while
hdi_
wmi_ all the world's a stage
hdi_ all the worse
hdi_ all there
wik_ all things being equal
wmi_ all things being equal
wik_ all things considered
wmi_ all things to all people
hdi_ all things to all people, be
hdi_ all thumbs

wik_ all thumbs

wmi_ all thumbs
pes_ ALL TITS AND TEETH
wik_ all to smash
hdi_ all to the good
wik_ all told
hdi_ all told
hdi_ all up
hdi_ all very well
wik_ all very well
wmi_ all walks of life
wmi_ all washed up
hdi_ all well and good
hdi_ all wet
wik_ all wet
wmi_ all wet
pes_ ALL WET
hdi_ all wool and a yard wide
hdi_ all work and no play
(makes Jack a dull boy)
wmi_ all work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy
wik_ all y'all
wik_ all y'all's
hdi_ all year round
wmi_ all your eggs in one basket
pes_ ALLEGRO
pes_ ALLER
pes_ ALLEY
ntc_ alley apple
pes_ ALLEY APPLE
pes_ ALLEY CAT
hdi_ alley cat
pes_ ALLEY OOP
pes_ ALLEZ OOP
pes_ ALLIED IRISH
pes_ ALLIED IRISH BANK
pes_ ALLIGATOR
pes_ ALLIGATOR SPREAD
hdi_ allow for
hdi_ alma mater
pes_ ALMIGHTY
wik_ almighty dollar
ntc_ almighty dollar
pes_ ALMOND ROCK
pes_ ALMOND ROCKS
wik_ along about
pes_ ALONG FOR THE RIDE
hdi_ along for the ride
wmi_ along for the ride
hdi_ along in years
wik_ along the lines
hdi_ along the lines of
wmi_ along those lines
hdi_ along with
hdi_ alongside of
hdi_ alpha and omega
ntc_ Alpha Charlie
pes_ ALPHABET BOYS
ntc_ alphabet soup
pes_ ALPHONSE

pes_ ALQUITRAN

pes_ ALQUITRANAT
hdi_ also‐ran
wik_ also known as
pes_ ALSO RAN
pes_ ALT
pes_ ALTERNATIVE
DENTATION
pes_ ALTERNATIVE ROCK
wik_ aluminum shower
pes_ ALVIN
wik_ amateur hour
pes_ AMATEUR NIGHT
pes_ AMBASSADOR
wik_ ambassador of Morocco
pes_ AMBASSADOR OF
MOROCCO
pes_ AMBER FLUID
wik_ amber gambler
wik_ amber nectar
pes_ AMBER NECTAR
pes_ AMBIDEXTER
pes_ AMBIDEXTROUS
pes_ AMBO
ntc_ ambulance chaser
hdi_ ambulance chaser
pes_ AMBULANCE CHASER
pes_ AMEN‐PREACHER
wik_ amen curler
wmi_ American as apple pie
wik_ American Dream
pes_ AMERICAN LAD
pes_ AMIDSHIPS
pes_ AMMIT
pes_ AMMO
pes_ AMOEBAE
pes_ AMOS AND ANDY
hdi_ amount to
hdi_ amount to the same thing
pes_ AMP
pes_ AMP JOINT
pes_ AMP OFF
pes_ AMPED UP
pes_ AMPSTER
pes_ AMSCRAY
pes_ AMSTERDAM
pes_ AMY
pes_ AMYL
wmi_ an ace up your sleeve
wmi_ an airhead
hdi_ an apple a day
wik_ an apple a day
wmi_ an apple a day keeps the
doctor away
hdi_ an arm and a leg
wmi_ an attitude
wmi_ an axe to grind
wik_ an axe to grind
wmi_ an earful
wmi_ an easy mark
wmi_ an even keel
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hdi_ an eye for an eye

wmi_ an eye for an eye (a tooth

for a tooth)

wmi_ an offer I couldn't refuse
wik_ an offer one can't refuse
wmi_ an old hand at

wmi_ an old warhorse

hdi_ an ounce of prevention

wmi_ an ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure
ANABOLICS
pes_
pes_ ANABOLS
ntc_ anal applause
wmi_ anal retentive
pes_ ANARCHISTS
pes_ ANBY
pes_ ANCHOR
wmi_ anchor you
pes_ ANCHORS
pes_ ANCHORS AWAY
wik_ ancient history
ntc_ ancient history
hdi_ ancient history
ntc_ and a half
wik_ and all
hdi_ and all
hdi_ and all that
wik_ and all that
ntc_ and change
wik_ and change
wik_ and counting
wik_ and crap
wik_ and finally
wik_ and his mother
wmi_ and how
wik_ and how
hdi_ and how!
ntc_ And how!
wik_ and shit
wik_ and so forth
hdi_ and so forth
wik_ and so on
hdi_ and so on
wmi_ and stuff
ntc_ and stuff like that (there)
wmi_ and that's that
wik_ and the like
hdi_ and the like
wik_ and then some
hdi_ and then some
wmi_ and then some
wik_ and whatnot
hdi_ and/or
pes_ ANDRAMARTINS
pes_ ANDREW
pes_ ANDREW MILLAR
pes_ ANDREW MILLER
pes_ ANDY CAIN
pes_ ANDY CAPP
pes_ ANDY MAGUIRE
pes_ ANDY MCNISH
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pes_ ANDY PANDY

pes_ ANGEL
wik_ angel's advocate
pes_ ANGEL'S KISS
pes_ ANGEL CRYSTAL
ntc_ angel dust
pes_ ANGEL DUST
ntc_ angel hair
pes_ ANGEL HAIR
pes_ ANGEL LUST
pes_ ANGELA
wmi_ angels fear to tread
wik_ angle for
wik_ angle for farthings
wik_ angle of attack
pes_ ANGLE OF DANGLE
pes_ ANGLO
pes_ ANGORA
pes_ ANGRY FRUIT SALAD
pes_ ANIMAL
pes_ ANIMAL COMPANION
pes_ ANIMAL HOUSE
pes_ ANIMAL NIGHT
pes_ ANIMALIST
pes_ ANKLE
pes_ ANKLE‐BITER
pes_ ANKLE‐BITERS
ntc_ ankle biter
pes_ ANKLE SLAPPER
pes_ ANNA MARIA
pes_ ANNA MAY
pes_ ANNA MAY WONG
pes_ ANNANAB
pes_ ANNIE
pes_ ANNIE LOUISE
pes_ ANNIE NO‐RATTLE
pes_ ANNIHILATED
pes_ ANORAK
hdi_ another county heard from
wik_ another nail in one's coffin
wmi_ another nail in your coffin
ntc_ another peep (out of you)
hdi_ answer back
wik_ answer back
hdi_ answer for
wik_ answer on a postcard
hdi_ answer to
pes_ ANT'S BOLLOCK ON A
BEACH
pes_ ANT'S PANTS
hdi_ ante up
wmi_ ante up
pes_ ANTE UP
pes_ ANTENNA SHOP
pes_ ANTHEA TURNER
pes_ ANTI‐FREEZE
pes_ ANTICIPOINTMENT
pes_ ANTIDOTE
wik_ ants in one's pants
hdi_ ants in one's pants, have
pes_ ANTSY

hdi_ any day

hdi_ any day now
hdi_ any day of the week
hdi_ any longer
wik_ any nook or cranny
hdi_ any number of
hdi_ any old
wik_ any old nook or cranny
wmi_ any old thing
wik_ any old thing
hdi_ any port in a storm
wik_ any port in a storm
pes_ ANY TOM, DICK, OR HARRY
wik_ any way one slices it
wmi_ any way you slice it
wmi_ any word
wik_ anyone's guess
hdi_ anyone's guess
hdi_ anything but
hdi_ anything goes
wmi_ anything goes
wik_ anything goes
hdi_ anything like
pes_ ANYWHEN
pes_ ANYWHERE
hdi_ apart from
pes_ APE
pes_ APE‐HANGERS
ntc_ ape hangers
wik_ ape leader
pes_ APE SHIT
pes_ APENNY DIP
pes_ APIECE
pes_ APOLLO PLAY
wik_ apothecary's bill
wik_ apothecary's Latin
pes_ APPARATCHIK
hdi_ appear as
pes_ APPLAUSE
pes_ APPLE
wmi_ apple‐pie order
hdi_ apple‐pie order
pes_ APPLE‐POLISHER
hdi_ apple a day
wmi_ apple a day...
pes_ APPLE AND PIP
pes_ APPLE CIDER
pes_ APPLE CORE
wik_ apple dumplin shop
pes_ APPLE FRITTER
wmi_ apple of his eye
pes_ APPLE OF ONE'S EYE
hdi_ apple of one's eye
wik_ apple of someone's eye
pes_ APPLE PIE
pes_ APPLE PIE ORDER
pes_ APPLE PIPS
pes_ APPLE POLISH
hdi_ apple polisher
pes_ APPLE SAUCE
pes_ APPLE SHINER

pes_ APPLE TART

pes_ APPLEJACK
pes_ APPLES
pes_ APPLES AND ORANGES
hdi_ apples and oranges
wik_ apples and oranges
pes_ APPLES AND PEARS
pes_ APPLES AND RICE
pes_ APPLETON TALKING
pes_ APPLY LAWYER FOOT
wik_ apply oneself
pes_ APPLYING A BAND‐AID
pes_ APPOINTMENT
TELEVISION
pes_ APRICOT AND PEACH
pes_ APRIL FOOL
pes_ APRIL FOOLS
pes_ APRIL IN PARIS
pes_ APRIL SHOWERS
pes_ APRON
wik_ apron‐string hold
hdi_ apropos of
pes_ ARAB
pes_ ARBUCKLE
pes_ ARC
wik_ arch dell
wik_ arch doxy
wik_ arch duke
pes_ ARCHBISHOP LAUD
pes_ ARCHER
pes_ ARCHET
pes_ ARCHIE
pes_ ARCTIC EXPLORER
pes_ ARDLE
ntc_ Are we away?
wik_ are you deaf
pes_ ARE YOUR BOOTS LACED?
wik_ are your ears burning
wik_ area of influence
pes_ ARGIE
pes_ ARGUMENT ENDER
pes_ ARGY‐BARGY
pes_ ARIES
wik_ arise
pes_ ARISTOTLE
wik_ ark ruffian
pes_ ARLUS
pes_ ARM
wik_ arm's length
wik_ arm and a leg
hdi_ arm and a leg
pes_ ARM AND LEG
wik_ arm candy
hdi_ arm in arm
wik_ arm to the teeth
wik_ arm up
pes_ ARMCHAIR
pes_ ARMCHAIR
QUARTERBACK
armed
to the teeth
hdi_
armed
to the teeth
wmi_

pes_ ARMOUR

pes_ ARMPIT
pes_ ARMSTRONG
pes_ ARMY
pes_ ARMY AND NAVY
ntc_ army brat
pes_ ARMY ROCKS
pes_ ARMY TANK
pes_ ARNIES
pes_ ARNOLD
pes_ ARNOLD PALMERS
pes_ ARNOLD
SCHWARTZENEGGER
pes_ ARNOLDS
hdi_ around and around
wik_ around Robin Hood's barn
wmi_ around Robin Hood's barn
hdi_ around the bend
wik_ around the bend
wmi_ around the bend
wik_ around the clock
wmi_ around the clock
wik_ around the corner
hdi_ around the corner
wik_ around the Horn
pes_ AROUND THE WAY
pes_ ARREST
wik_ arrive at
hdi_ arrive at
hdi_ arrive/come on the scene
pes_ ARRIVERDERCI
pes_ ARRIVERDERCI ROMA
pes_ ARROWS
pes_ ARSE
pes_ ARSE‐END
pes_ ARSE‐LICKING
pes_ ARSE‐PISS
wik_ arse about
pes_ ARSE ABOUT
wik_ arse about face
pes_ ARSE ABOUT FACE
pes_ ARSE BANDIT
wik_ arse end of nowhere
pes_ ARSE MUSIC
pes_ ARSE OVER TIT
wik_ arse over tit
pes_ ARSE SCRATCHER
pes_ ARSE UP
pes_ ARSE WIPE
pes_ ARSE WIPER
pes_ ARSE WIPING
pes_ ARSEHOLE
pes_ ARSENAL
pes_ ARSY‐VERSY
wik_ arsy varsy
wik_ arsy versy
pes_ ARTFUL DODGER
pes_ ARTFUL FOX
pes_ ARTHRITIC HANDSHAKE
MOB
ARTHUR
pes_
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pes_ ARTHUR ASHE

pes_ ARTHUR BLISS

pes_ ARTHUR SCARGILL
pes_ ARTICAL

pes_ ARTICHOCKE

pes_ ARTICHOKE RIPE
pes_ ARTILLERY
pes_ ARTIST

hdi_ artistic license
ntc_ artsy (fartsy)

pes_ ARTSY FARTSY
pes_ ARTY ROLLER
pes_ ARVIE
pes_ ARVO
pes_ AS

hdi_ as ... as

hdi_ as a matter of course
hdi_ as a matter of fact
wmi_ as a matter of fact
hdi_ as a rule
wik_ as a rule

hdi_ as a whole

wmi_ as all get‐out
wik_ as all get‐out
hdi_ as all getout

wmi_ as American as apple pie
hdi_ as best one can
wik_ as best one can
hdi_ as big as life

wmi_ as busy as a beaver

wmi_ as clean as a whistle
wmi_ as drunk as a skunk

wmi_ as dumb as a sack of

hammers
hdi_ as far as
wik_ as far as
hdi_ as far as I can see
wmi_ as far as I know
wik_ as far as one knows
hdi_ as far as possible
hdi_ as far as that goes
hdi_ as far as that is concerned
hdi_ as follows
hdi_ as for
wmi_ as full as a tick
hdi_ as good as
wik_ as good as one's word
hdi_ as I live and breathe
wik_ as I was saying
wik_ as if
hdi_ as if
wmi_ as if
wik_ as if there were no
tomorrow
ntc_ As if!
hdi_ as is
wik_ as is
wik_ as it happens
wik_ as it is
hdi_ as it were
hdi_ as lambs to the slaughter
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hdi_ as like as not

hdi_ as likely as not
wik_ as long as
hdi_ as long as
wik_ as luck may have it
wik_ as luck would have it
hdi_ as luck would have it
wmi_ as luck would have it
hdi_ as many
wik_ as much
hdi_ as much
hdi_ as much as
wmi_ as new
hdi_ as of
wik_ as of
hdi_ as one
hdi_ as one man
hdi_ as one woman
wmi_ as plain as day
wmi_ as plain as the nose on your
face
wmi_ as poor as a church mouse
hdi_ as regards
wmi_ as right as rain
wmi_ as scarce as hen's teeth
wmi_ as sick as a dog
wmi_ as sick as a parrot
wmi_ as slow as a dead snail
wmi_ as slow as molasses in
January
wmi_ as solid as the Rock of
Gibraltar
hdi_ as soon
hdi_ as soon as
wik_ as soon as
hdi_ as such
wmi_ as sure as shit
wmi_ as the crow flies
hdi_ as the crow flies
pes_ AS THE CROW FLIES
wik_ as the crow flies
wik_ as the day is long
wik_ as the wind blows
hdi_ as though
hdi_ as to
wmi_ as useless as a fifth wheel
wmi_ as useless as tits on a boar
hdi_ as usual
wik_ as we speak
hdi_ as well
wik_ as well
hdi_ as well as
wik_ as well as
wik_ as yet
hdi_ as yet
wik_ as you know
hdi_ as you please
pes_ ASCOT HEATH
pes_ ASCOT RACES
pes_ ASH‐CANDLES
pes_ ASH AND OAK

pes_ ASH COOKIE

pes_ ASH TRAY ON A
MOTORBIKE
pes_ ASHES
hdi_ aside from
pes_ ASK
hdi_ ask a stupid question and
you'll get a stupid answer
wik_ ask after
wik_ ask around
wik_ ask for
hdi_ ask for
pes_ ASK FOR A PIECE OF WIFE
hdi_ ask for it
wmi_ ask for it
wik_ ask for it
wmi_ ask for the moon
hdi_ ask for the moon
wik_ ask for the moon
wik_ ask my arse
wik_ ask out
hdi_ ask out
wik_ ask round
wik_ ask the question
wmi_ asking price
ntc_ asleep at the switch
hdi_ asleep at the switch
wmi_ asleep at the switch
wik_ asleep at the switch
hdi_ asleep at the wheel
wik_ asphalt jungle
ntc_ asphalt jungle
pes_ ASS
wmi_ ass
wik_ ass‐backwards
pes_ ASS‐KICKER
pes_ ASS‐KISSER
pes_ ASS‐WIPE
wmi_ ass [B]
pes_ ASS BOY
hdi_ ass in a sling, have one's
wmi_ ass into gear
wmi_ ass on the line
ntc_ ass out
wik_ ass over teakettle
wmi_ ass over teakettle
pes_ ASS OVER TINCUPS
ntc_ ass over tit
pes_ ASS PEDDLER
wik_ assault and battery
pes_ ASSFUCK
pes_ ASSN
wik_ asspussy
wik_ assume the mantle
wik_ assume the position
pes_ ASTON VILLA
pes_ ASTROTURF
hdi_ at a blow
wik_ at a canter
hdi_ at a crossroads
hdi_ at a discount

wik_ at a glance

wmi_ at a glance
wmi_ at a good clip
hdi_ at a loss
wik_ at a loss
wmi_ at a loss for words
wik_ at a loss for words
hdi_ at a low ebb
wik_ at a moment's notice
wmi_ at a moment's notice
wik_ at a pinch
hdi_ at a premium
hdi_ at a sitting
ntc_ at a snail’s gallop
ntc_ at a snail’s pace
wik_ at a stand
hdi_ at a stretch
hdi_ at a stroke
hdi_ at a time
hdi_ at a word
hdi_ at about
hdi_ at all
wik_ at all
wmi_ at all
hdi_ at all costs
hdi_ at all events
wik_ at all hours
hdi_ at all times
hdi_ at any cost
hdi_ at any price
hdi_ at any rate
hdi_ at arm's length
wik_ at arm's length
hdi_ at bat
wik_ at bay
hdi_ at bay
wmi_ at bay
wik_ at best
hdi_ at best
hdi_ at bottom
hdi_ at close quarters
hdi_ at close range
wik_ at cross‐purposes
hdi_ at cross purposes
wik_ at death's door
wmi_ at death's door
hdi_ at death's door
hdi_ at each other's throats
wmi_ at ease
hdi_ at ease
hdi_ at every turn
wmi_ at face value
hdi_ at face value, take
wmi_ at fault
hdi_ at fault
wik_ at first
hdi_ at first
hdi_ at first blush
hdi_ at first glance
wmi_ at first glance
hdi_ at first hand

wmi_ at first light

hdi_ at first sight
hdi_ at full blast
wik_ at full tilt
hdi_ at full tilt
hdi_ at gunpoint
hdi_ at half‐mast
hdi_ at hand
wik_ at hand
hdi_ at heart
wmi_ at heart
wik_ at heart
hdi_ at home
wik_ at home
hdi_ at home with
hdi_ at issue
pes_ AT IT
hdi_ at it
wmi_ at it again
hdi_ at knifepoint
hdi_ at large
wik_ at large
hdi_ at last
wik_ at last
wik_ at latter Lammas
wmi_ at least
hdi_ at least
hdi_ at leisure
hdi_ at length
hdi_ at liberty
wmi_ at liberty
hdi_ at loggerheads
wmi_ at loggerheads
wik_ at long last
hdi_ at long last
hdi_ at loose ends
wik_ at loose ends
ntc_ at loose ends
wmi_ at loose ends
hdi_ at most
wmi_ at my wits' end
wik_ at no time
hdi_ at odds
wik_ at odds
wmi_ at odds
hdi_ at once
wik_ at once
wmi_ at once
hdi_ at one
hdi_ at one's
hdi_ at one's best
hdi_ at one's convenience
hdi_ at one's door
hdi_ at one's earliest
convenience
at
hdi_ one's ease
hdi_ at one's expense
wik_ at one's fingertips
hdi_ at one's fingertips
hdi_ at one's leisure
hdi_ at one's wit's end
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hdi_ at one's word
hdi_ at one blow

wmi_ at one fell swoop
hdi_ at one fell swoop
hdi_ at one stretch
hdi_ at one stroke
hdi_ at one time
wmi_ at one time

hdi_ at one time or another
wik_ at one with
wik_ at pains

hdi_ at pains, be
hdi_ at peace
wmi_ at peace
wik_ at peace

wik_ at peace with
hdi_ at present

hdi_ at random
wik_ at rest
hdi_ at rest
wmi_ at rest
hdi_ at risk
hdi_ at sea
wik_ at sea

hdi_ at second hand
hdi_ at short notice
hdi_ at sight

wik_ at sixes and sevens
hdi_ at sixes and sevens
wmi_ at sixes and sevens
hdi_ at someone's

hdi_ at someone's beck and call
hdi_ at someone's elbow

hdi_ at someone's feet, be
hdi_ at someone's heels

hdi_ at someone's mercy

hdi_ at someone's request
hdi_ at someone's service
hdi_ at stake
wmi_ at stake
wik_ at stake

hdi_ at sword's point

hdi_ at swords' points
wik_ at that
hdi_ at that

hdi_ at that point

hdi_ at that point in time
hdi_ at that rate

hdi_ at that stage

hdi_ at that stage of the game
hdi_ at the back of

wik_ at the best of times
wik_ at the coal face

wmi_ at the crack of dawn
hdi_ at the crossroads

hdi_ at the drop of a hat
wmi_ at the drop of a hat
wik_ at the drop of a hat

wmi_ at the end of my rope/ at

the end of my tether
at
hdi_ the end of one's rope
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hdi_ at the end of one's tether
wik_ at the end of one's tether
wik_ at the end of the day
hdi_ at the expense of
wik_ at the feet of
hdi_ at the hand of
hdi_ at the hands of
wmi_ at the hands of
hdi_ at the helm
wik_ at the high port
hdi_ at the last minute
hdi_ at the latest
hdi_ at the least
wik_ at the mercy of
hdi_ at the mercy of
wik_ at the moment
hdi_ at the most
hdi_ at the outset
hdi_ at the outside
hdi_ at the point of
pes_ AT THE POST
hdi_ at the present time
wik_ at the ready
hdi_ at the ready
wik_ at the receiving end
wmi_ at the ripe old age
hdi_ at the same time
wmi_ at the top of her game
wmi_ at the top of his voice
hdi_ at the top of one's lungs
wik_ at the top of one's lungs
hdi_ at the top of one's voice
pes_ AT THE WASH
wmi_ at the wheel
hdi_ at the wheel
wik_ at the wheel
hdi_ at the worst
hdi_ at this juncture
hdi_ at this moment
hdi_ at this point
wik_ at this point in time
hdi_ at this point in time
wmi_ at this point in time
hdi_ at this present or at that
present?
hdi_ at this rate
hdi_ at this stage
hdi_ at this stage of the game
hdi_ at times
hdi_ at variance
hdi_ at war
wmi_ at will
hdi_ at will
wik_ at will
hdi_ at wits' end
hdi_ at work
wik_ at work
hdi_ at worst
wmi_ at your beck and call
wmi_ at your fingertips
pes_ ATE‐THE‐BOLTS

ntc_ ate up with someone or

something
wik_ Athanasian wench
pes_ ATHIRT
pes_ ATOMIC
ntc_ atomic wedgie
wik_ atta boy
wik_ atta girl
pes_ ATTABOY
wik_ attaboy
wmi_ attaboy (that a boy)
wik_ attagal
wik_ attagirl
wmi_ attagirl (that a girl)
wik_ attention whore
pes_ ATTER
pes_ ATTIC
wik_ Attic salt
pes_ ATTITUDE
pes_ ATTRIT
hdi_ augur ill for
hdi_ augur well for
pes_ AUNT
pes_ AUNT'S SISTERS
pes_ AUNT ANNIE
pes_ AUNT EMMA
pes_ AUNT FANNY
ntc_ Aunt Flo
pes_ AUNT HAZEL
pes_ AUNT JEMIMA
pes_ AUNT JOANNA
pes_ AUNT LIL
pes_ AUNT LILY
pes_ AUNT MARIA
pes_ AUNT MARY
pes_ AUNT NELL
pes_ AUNT NELLY
pes_ AUNTIE
pes_ AUNTIE'S RUIN
pes_ AUNTIE ELLA
pes_ AUNTIE ENA
pes_ AUNTIE MEG
pes_ AUNTIE NELLIE
pes_ AUNTIE RUTH
pes_ AUSSIE
pes_ AUSSIE SALUTE
wik_ autem bawler
wik_ autem cackler
wik_ autem dipper
wik_ autem diver
wik_ autem mort
pes_ AUTOGRAPH
pes_ AUTUMN LEAF
hdi_ avail oneself of
wik_ avant la lettre
pes_ AVENUE‐TANK
ntc_ avenue tank
wik_ average bear
wik_ average joe
wik_ average up
pes_ AVO

wik_ avoid like the plague

hdi_ avoid like the plague
pes_ AVORE
pes_ AVRIGHTED
pes_ AWAY
pes_ AWAY‐DAY
pes_ AWAY AND CLAW MOULD
ON YOURSELF
pes_ AWAY FOR SLATES
wik_ away game
pes_ AWAY ON A HACK
wmi_ away out
wmi_ away out of line
pes_ AWAY THE TRIP
pes_ AWAY TO THE HILLS
wmi_ away to the races
pes_ AWAY WITH THE BAND
wik_ away with the fairies
pes_ AWAY WITH THE FAIRIES
pes_ AWESOME
wmi_ awesome
wik_ awesome sauce
pes_ AWFUL WEDDED
pes_ AWKWARD SQUAD
pes_ AWOL
pes_ AX
hdi_ ax to grind
pes_ AXE
wmi_ axe to grind
pes_ AXEMAN
pes_ AXLE GREASE
pes_ AYA
wik_ aye aye, sir
pes_ AYLESBURY DUCK
pes_ AYRTON
pes_ AYRTON SENNA
pes_ AZTEC TWO‐STEP
ntc_ Aztec two‐step
pes_ B
pes_ B‐
pes_ B‐40
pes_ B‐52
pes_ B‐BOY
pes_ B‐GIRL
pes_ B‐WAY
hdi_ B and B
pes_ B AND D
pes_ B AND S BALL
pes_ B AND T
pes_ B.A.
pes_ B.F.
pes_ B.M.O.C.
pes_ B.O.F.
pes_ B.V.D.S
ntc_ ba(t)ch (it)
pes_ BAA
pes_ BAA LAMB
pes_ BAALEBOS
pes_ BAB
pes_ BABBLER
pes_ BABBLING BROOK

wmi_ babe

pes_ BABE
wmi_ babe in arms
hdi_ babe in arms
wik_ babe in arms
wik_ babe in the woods
wmi_ babe in the woods
hdi_ babe in the woods
pes_ BABE LAIR
wik_ babe magnet
pes_ BABE MAGNET
pes_ BABELICIOUS
pes_ BABY
pes_ BABY'S EYES
pes_ BABY'S PAP
pes_ BABY'S PRAM
pes_ BABY‐SITTING
ntc_ baby bear
ntc_ Baby Bell
pes_ BABY BELLS
wmi_ baby blues
pes_ BABY BLUES
wik_ baby blues
pes_ BABY BOOMER
wmi_ baby boomer
pes_ BABY CATCHER
pes_ BABY CHUTE
pes_ BABY GRAVY
pes_ BABY M LAWS
pes_ BABY MAKER
ntc_ baby needs shoes
pes_ BABY POP
wik_ baby steps
wik_ baby up
pes_ BABYCISE CLASS
pes_ BABYLON
wik_ babysitter test
pes_ BACARDI AND COKE
pes_ BACARDI BREEZER
pes_ BACCA BOX
pes_ BACCY
ntc_ bach (it)
pes_ BACK
wik_ back‐asswards
wik_ back‐burner
wik_ back‐cloth star
wik_ back‐of‐the‐envelope
pes_ BACK‐PEDAL
wik_ back‐to‐back
pes_ BACK‐WHEEL SKID
hdi_ back against the wall
hdi_ back alley
pes_ BACK ALONG
hdi_ back and fill
wik_ back and forth
hdi_ back and forth
wmi_ back at it
wmi_ back at ya
wik_ back at you
hdi_ back away
pes_ BACK BLOCKS
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wik_ back burner

hdi_ back burner, on a
hdi_ back door

pes_ BACK DOOR

pes_ BACK DOOR MAN

pes_ BACK DOOR TROTS
pes_ BACK DOUBLE
hdi_ back down
wmi_ back down
wik_ back down
pes_ BACK END

pes_ BACK END MONEY
pes_ BACK EYE

wik_ back gammon player
pes_ BACK GARDEN

hdi_ back in circulation
hdi_ back in harness

pes_ BACK IN THE BOX
wik_ back in the day
wik_ back into

hdi_ back number
ntc_ back number
hdi_ back of

wik_ back of beyond
hdi_ back of beyond

pes_ BACK OF BOURKE

hdi_ back of one's hand

hdi_ back of one's mind
wik_ back off
hdi_ back off
wmi_ back off

pes_ BACK OFF AND LET THE

BREEZE BLOW OVER ME
back
office
wik_
hdi_ back on one's feet
wmi_ back on your feet
hdi_ back order
wik_ back out
wmi_ back out
hdi_ back out
hdi_ back out of something
pes_ BACK PORCH
ntc_ back room
ntc_ back room boys
pes_ BACK SLANG
hdi_ back street
pes_ BACK STREET BUTCHER
wmi_ back teeth are floating
hdi_ back the wrong horse
hdi_ back to back
hdi_ back to basics
ntc_ back to square one
pes_ BACK TO SQUARE ONE
wik_ back to square one
hdi_ back to square one
wmi_ back to square one
wik_ back to the drawing board
hdi_ back to the drawing board
wmi_ back to the drawing board
wmi_ back to the grind
hdi_ back to the salt mines
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ntc_ back to the salt mines

wik_ back to the wall
hdi_ back to the wall
wik_ back up
ntc_ back up
wmi_ back up
hdi_ back up
wik_ back wall
hdi_ back water
pes_ BACK WAY
pes_ BACK WHEELS
wmi_ back you
wmi_ back yourself into a corner
pes_ BACKDOOR
pes_ BACKDOOR MAN
ntc_ backdoor trot(s)
pes_ BACKDOOR WORK
ntc_ backed up
pes_ BACKER
pes_ BACKFIRE
ntc_ backfire (on someone)
pes_ BACKGROUNDER
pes_ BACKHACK
hdi_ backhanded compliment
pes_ BACKHANDER
pes_ BACKHOUSE
wmi_ backpack (business)
wik_ backpedal
wmi_ backroom boys
pes_ BACKSEAT DRIVER
hdi_ backseat driver
ntc_ backseat driver
wik_ backseat driver
wmi_ backside
wmi_ backup
hdi_ backward and forward
hdi_ backward(s) and
forward(s)
pes_ BACKWARDS
pes_ BACKWARDS BUNGEE
wik_ backwater
pes_ BACON
wik_ bacon‐faced
pes_ BACON AND EGGS
pes_ BACON BONCE
wik_ bacon fed
pes_ BACON LARDON
pes_ BACON RIND
pes_ BAD
pes_ BAD‐MOUTH
wik_ bad apple
wmi_ bad apple
hdi_ bad blood
pes_ BAD BLOOD
wik_ bad blood
wmi_ bad blood
wik_ bad boy
pes_ BAD BOY
wmi_ bad breath
pes_ BAD COUGH
wmi_ bad date

hdi_ bad egg

ntc_ bad egg
pes_ BAD EGG
wik_ bad egg
wik_ bad form
wik_ bad hair day
hdi_ bad hair day
ntc_ bad hair day
pes_ BAD HEJAB
wik_ bad iron
wik_ bad joke
hdi_ bad mouth
wik_ bad name
pes_ BAD NEWS
hdi_ bad news
wmi_ bad news
ntc_ bad news
wik_ bad news
hdi_ bad off
ntc_ bad paper
wik_ bad penny
ntc_ bad rap
ntc_ bad shit
hdi_ bad sort, a
wmi_ bad taste in my mouth
wik_ bad taste in one's mouth
wik_ bad to the bone
hdi_ bad trip
ntc_ bad trip
pes_ BADASS
pes_ BADEN‐POWELL
pes_ BADERBUS
pes_ BADERED
pes_ BADGE
wik_ badge bunny
pes_ BADGER
pes_ BADGER CRIB
hdi_ badger game
pes_ BADGER GAME
pes_ BADLANDS
hdi_ badly off
pes_ BADLY PACKED KEBAB
wmi_ badmouth
pes_ BADNESS
wmi_ bafflegab
pes_ BAG
wmi_ bag and baggage
hdi_ bag and baggage
pes_ BAG AND BAGGAGE
wik_ bag and baggage
ntc_ bag ass (out of some place)
pes_ BAG BITER
pes_ BAG FILLER
hdi_ bag it
ntc_ Bag it!
pes_ BAG JOB
wmi_ bag lady
pes_ BAG LADY
pes_ BAG MAN
ntc_ bag of bones
pes_ BAG OF BONES

wik_ bag of bones

pes_ BAG OF COKE
pes_ BAG OF FLOUR
pes_ BAG OF FRUIT
pes_ BAG OF MYSTERY
pes_ BAG OF NAILS
wik_ bag of rations
pes_ BAG OF SAND
pes_ BAG OF SHELLS
wmi_ bag of tricks
hdi_ bag of tricks
wik_ bag of tricks
pes_ BAG OF TRIPE
ntc_ bag of wind
wik_ bag of wind
pes_ BAG OFF
pes_ BAG ON
ntc_ bag on someone
pes_ BAG ONE'S FACE
pes_ BAG SOME RAYS
ntc_ bag some rays
wmi_ bag some rays
ntc_ bag someone
pes_ BAG SOMEONE'S ASS
ntc_ Bag that!
pes_ BAG UP
ntc_ Bag your face!
wmi_ bagel
pes_ BAGEL‐BENDER
pes_ BAGGAGE
pes_ BAGGED
pes_ BAGGER
pes_ BAGGIES
pes_ BAGGING
pes_ BAGGY GREEN
pes_ BAGPIPE
pes_ BAGS
pes_ BAGSY
wmi_ bah
pes_ BAIDIE
pes_ BAIL
ntc_ bail (out)
ntc_ bail (out) on someone
wmi_ bail me out
pes_ BAIL ON SOMEONE
hdi_ bail out
wik_ bail out
wmi_ bail out
pes_ BAIL OUT
pes_ BAIL UP
pes_ BAIT
hdi_ bait and switch
pes_ BAKE IT
wik_ bake up
pes_ BAKED BEAN
pes_ BAKED BEANS
pes_ BAKED POTATO
pes_ BAKER'S DOZEN
hdi_ baker's dozen
wik_ baker's dozen
wik_ baker's half dozen

pes_ BAKING‐SPITTLE

pes_ BAKKIE
pes_ BAKSHEESH
pes_ BALACLAVA
pes_ BALAHU
wmi_ balance of power
wik_ balance out
hdi_ balance the books
wik_ balance the books
wik_ balancing act
pes_ BALD
ntc_ bald‐headed hermit
ntc_ bald‐headed mouse
pes_ BALD HEAD
pes_ BALD TYRE BANDIT
wmi_ balderdash
pes_ BALDHEAD
pes_ BALE OF STRAW
wik_ bale up
pes_ BALES
pes_ BALI BELLY
pes_ BALL
wmi_ ball's in your court
hdi_ ball's in your court, the
wik_ ball‐breaker
pes_ BALL‐LESS WONDER
wmi_ ball‐park figure
hdi_ ball and chain
pes_ BALL AND CHAIN
ntc_ ball and chain
pes_ BALL AND RAT
wmi_ ball her [B]
ntc_ ball is in someone’s court
pes_ BALL OF CHALK
pes_ BALL OF FAT
ntc_ ball of fire
wik_ ball of fire
hdi_ ball of fire
pes_ BALL OF LEAD
ntc_ ball off
ntc_ ball park estimate
ntc_ ball park figure
pes_ BALL SLAP
ntc_ ball someone or something
up
pes_ BALL TEARER
ntc_ ball up
hdi_ ball up
pes_ BALLAST
pes_ BALLBAG
pes_ BALLBREAKER
ntc_ balled up
pes_ BALLING
pes_ BALLING THE JACK
pes_ BALLISTIC
wmi_ ballistic
pes_ BALLOCKS
pes_ BALLOON
pes_ BALLOON CAR
wik_ balloon goes up
hdi_ balloon goes up, the
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pes_ BALLOON JUICE
wik_ balloon knot

pes_ BALLOON ROOM
pes_ BALLOON SOUP
pes_ BALLOONS
pes_ BALLOW

wik_ ballpark estimate
hdi_ ballpark figure
wik_ ballpark figure

pes_ BALLROOM WITHOUT A

PARACHUTE
pes_ BALLS
pes_ BALLS‐ACHE
pes_ BALLS‐OUT
wik_ balls‐out
wik_ balls‐up
pes_ BALLS‐UP
wik_ balls to the wall
pes_ BALLSITCH
pes_ BALLSY
pes_ BALLUP
pes_ BALLY
pes_ BALMY BREEZE
pes_ BALONEY
wmi_ baloney
pes_ BALONIE
pes_ BALSAM
pes_ BALT
wik_ balum rancum
wmi_ bam
pes_ BAM
pes_ BAMA
pes_ BAMBA
pes_ BAMBER
pes_ BAMBOO
pes_ BAMBOOING
pes_ BAMBS
pes_ BAMBU
pes_ BAMMY
pes_ BAMPOT
pes_ BANANA
pes_ BANANA‐BENDER
pes_ BANANA BENDER
pes_ BANANA BOAT
pes_ BANANA BOY
pes_ BANANA FRITTER
ntc_ banana oil
hdi_ banana oil
wik_ banana republic
ntc_ banana republic
pes_ BANANA SPLIT
pes_ BANANA SPLITS
pes_ BANANA TRUCK
pes_ BANANAS
wmi_ bananas
wik_ Banbury story of a cock
and a bull
pes_ BAND
pes_ BAND IN THE BOX
pes_ BAND OF HOPE
pes_ BAND RAT
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wik_ band together

pes_ BANDALU BUSINESS
pes_ BANDIT
pes_ BANDIT COUNTRY
pes_ BANDIT TERRITORY
pes_ BANDULU
wmi_ bandwidth
pes_ BANDY
pes_ BANG
wmi_ bang [B]
pes_ BANG AND BIFF
hdi_ bang away
wik_ bang away
hdi_ bang for the buck
ntc_ bang for the buck
wik_ bang for the buck
wmi_ bang for your buck
ntc_ bang in the arm
hdi_ bang into
wmi_ bang on
wik_ bang on
pes_ BANG ON
pes_ BANG ON THE DRUM
pes_ BANG ONE'S BISHOP
hdi_ bang one's head against
hdi_ bang one's head against a
brick wall
hdi_ bang one's head into a
brick wall
wik_ bang out
hdi_ bang out
wik_ bang straw
pes_ BANG TO RIGHTS
wik_ bang to rights
pes_ BANG UP
wik_ bang up
hdi_ bang up
wik_ bang up cove
pes_ BANGED‐UP
pes_ BANGED OUT
pes_ BANGED TO RIGHTS
wik_ banged up
pes_ BANGER
pes_ BANGERS AND MASH
pes_ BANGLES
pes_ BANJAXED
pes_ BANJO
pes_ BANJO'D
pes_ BANK
wik_ bank night
wmi_ bank on
hdi_ bank on
wik_ bank up
wik_ bankbook
pes_ BANKER
wik_ banker's dozen
ntc_ banker’s hours
wik_ bankers' hours
pes_ BANKROLL
wmi_ bankroll

pes_ BANTER PLAY BUILT ON A

COKE FRAME
wik_ banyan day
pes_ BAPPER
pes_ BAPPO
pes_ BAPS
pes_ BAPSOUSE
pes_ BAPTISE
wik_ baptism by fire
wmi_ baptism by fire
hdi_ baptism of fire
wik_ baptism of fire
pes_ BAR
pes_ BAR‐FLY
pes_ BAR BORE
wmi_ bar fly
wmi_ bar hop
wik_ bar none
hdi_ bar none
wmi_ bar none
pes_ BAR OF SOAP
wik_ bar off
wmi_ bar star
wik_ bar star
pes_ BAR STEWARD
pes_ BAR STOOL PREACHER
wik_ bar up
pes_ BARA
pes_ BARB
pes_ BARBECUE
pes_ BARBECUE GRIDDLE
pes_ BARBED WIRE
pes_ BARBER
pes_ BARBIE
ntc_ Barbie doll
pes_ BARBIE DOLL
pes_ BARBIES
pes_ BARBS
pes_ BARCLAY'S BANK
pes_ BARD‐PARKER
wmi_ bare‐faced lie
wmi_ bare bones
hdi_ bare bones
hdi_ bare hands, with one's
hdi_ bare necessities
wik_ bare one's soul
hdi_ bare one's soul
hdi_ bare one's teeth
wik_ bare one's teeth
wmi_ bare your soul
pes_ BAREBACK
pes_ BAREBUM
hdi_ barefaced lie
wmi_ barf
pes_ BARF
pes_ BARF BAG
ntc_ barf bag
pes_ BARF CITY
ntc_ Barf City
ntc_ barf out
ntc_ Barf out!

ntc_ barf someone out

pes_ BARF SOMEONE OUT
pes_ BARGAIN
hdi_ bargain for
hdi_ bargain on
hdi_ bargain over
pes_ BARGE
pes_ BARGE AND TUG
wik_ barge in
hdi_ barge in
hdi_ barge in on
hdi_ barge into
pes_ BARGEN
pes_ BARGES
pes_ BARK
pes_ BARK AND GROWL
pes_ BARK AT ANTS
wmi_ bark is worse than his bite
hdi_ bark is worse than one's
bite, one's
hdi_ bark up the wrong tree
wik_ bark up the wrong tree
wmi_ bark up the wrong tree
pes_ BARKER
pes_ BARKER'S
pes_ BARKER'S EGG
pes_ BARKERS
pes_ BARKING
pes_ BARKING DOGS
pes_ BARKING IRONS
pes_ BARKING SPIDER
ntc_ barking spider
pes_ BARM POT
wik_ Barmacide feast
pes_ BARMY
pes_ BARMY ARMY
wik_ barn burner
wik_ barn find
pes_ BARNABY RUDGE
pes_ BARNACLE BILLS
wmi_ barnburner
pes_ BARNES WALLIS
pes_ BARNET
pes_ BARNET FAIR
pes_ BARNEY
pes_ BARNEY MOKE
pes_ BARNEY RUBBLE
ntc_ barnyard language
pes_ BARON
pes_ BARRA
pes_ BARRACK
pes_ BARRAKIN
pes_ BARREL
ntc_ barrel ass
ntc_ barrel ass (out of some
place)
ntc_ barrel fever
pes_ BARREL FEVER
pes_ BARREL OF FAT
ntc_ barrel of fun
wik_ barrel of laughs

wik_ barrel of monkeys

pes_ BARREL OF TREACLE
ntc_ barreled (up)
pes_ BARREN JOEY
pes_ BARRES
pes_ BARRIKIN
pes_ BARRO
wik_ barrow man
pes_ BARRY MCGUIGAN
pes_ BARRY WHITE
pes_ BARSE
pes_ BARSY
pes_ BART
pes_ BARTON
pes_ BASE
ntc_ base binge
pes_ BASE ON
wik_ base over apex
pes_ BASEHEAD
wik_ basement battler
wmi_ bash
pes_ BASH STREET KID
wik_ bash the bishop
pes_ BASH UP
pes_ BASHER
pes_ BASHMENT
pes_ BASHY
pes_ BASIC BROWN
pes_ BASIL
pes_ BASIL BRUSH
pes_ BASIL FAWLTY
pes_ BASIN
pes_ BASIN CUT
pes_ BASIN OF GRAVY
pes_ BASKET
ntc_ basket case
pes_ BASKET CASE
hdi_ basket case
wik_ basket case
wmi_ basket case
wik_ basket house
ntc_ Basra belly
wik_ bass‐ackwards
pes_ BASSING
wmi_ basta la musica
wik_ bastardly gullion
pes_ BASTE
pes_ BASTE THE TUNA
pes_ BASTER
pes_ BAT
wik_ bat a thousand
wmi_ bat a thousand
pes_ BAT ALONG
hdi_ bat an eye
wmi_ bat an eye
pes_ BAT AN EYE
wik_ bat an eyelash
wik_ bat an eyelid
pes_ BAT AND BALL
pes_ BAT AND BOWL
pes_ BAT AND WICKET
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hdi_ bat around

wik_ bat five hundred
wmi_ bat five hundred

wik_ bat for both sides

pes_ BAT FOR THE OTHER SIDE
wik_ bat for the other team
wmi_ bat her eyes

wik_ bat one's eyelashes
wik_ bat one's eyes

hdi_ bat one thousand
hdi_ bat the breeze
pes_ BATCH
pes_ BATE

wmi_ bated breath
pes_ BATEY

pes_ BATH‐DODGER
pes_ BATH BUN
pes_ BATHERS

pes_ BATHTUB

ntc_ bathtub scum
pes_ BATS

hdi_ bats in one's belfry, have
pes_ BATS IN THE BELFRY
pes_ BATT

pes_ BATTALION
ntc_ batted out

pes_ BATTEN DOWN THE

HATCHES
batten
down the hatches
hdi_
wik_ batten down the hatches
pes_ BATTER
pes_ BATTERY ACID
pes_ BATTING A THOUSAND
pes_ BATTLE‐CRUISER
pes_ BATTLE‐ROYAL
pes_ BATTLE AXE
pes_ BATTLE BOWLER
wik_ battle cry
ntc_ battle of the bulge
pes_ BATTLE THE SUBS
wmi_ battleaxe
pes_ BATTLER
pes_ BATTLESHIP
wik_ battre en brèche
pes_ BATTS
wmi_ batty
pes_ BATTY
pes_ BATTY BOY
pes_ BAUB
pes_ BAUBLES
pes_ BAVEN
wmi_ bawl me out
wik_ bawl out
hdi_ bawl out
ntc_ bay window
pes_ BAYONET
pes_ BAZAAR
pes_ BAZOO
pes_ BAZOOKA
pes_ BAZOOKAS
pes_ BAZULCO
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pes_ BAZUMAS

ntc_ BB brain
wik_ be‐all and end‐all
hdi_ be‐all and end‐all, the
wmi_ be‐all, end‐all
hdi_ be a credit to
hdi_ be a hit
hdi_ be a loud mouth
wik_ be a man
pes_ BE A SKINNER
pes_ BE ALL
pes_ BE ALL DOMINO
wik_ be all ears
pes_ BE ALL OVER
hdi_ be along
wik_ be around
wik_ be as silent as the grave
hdi_ be back in harness
hdi_ be big on
wik_ be born yesterday
hdi_ be bound to
hdi_ be busted
hdi_ be clear as crystal
hdi_ be cool
pes_ BE DIRTY ON
hdi_ be down
hdi_ be dying for
hdi_ be dying to
hdi_ be fucked off
hdi_ be fucked up
wik_ be glad to see the back of
hdi_ be gone up
hdi_ be had
hdi_ be hard on
pes_ BE HOT FOR
wik_ be in a spot of bother
wik_ be in for
hdi_ be in on
wik_ be in one's altitudes
hdi_ be in touch with
hdi_ be in with
hdi_ be into
wik_ be it as it may
hdi_ be keen on
wik_ be left holding the baby
pes_ BE LUCKY
hdi_ be mad about
pes_ BE MISSING
wik_ be mother
pes_ BE MY GEORGIE BEST
pes_ BE MY GUEST
wmi_ be my guest
wik_ be my guest
hdi_ be my guest
ntc_ Be my guest.
wmi_ be my undoing
wmi_ be off
wik_ be off
hdi_ be off
hdi_ be on
hdi_ be on a tightrope

wik_ be on about

hdi_ be on one's way
wik_ be on the horns of a
dilemma
hdi_ be on to
wik_ be on to
hdi_ be one's own man/woman
hdi_ be oneself
wik_ be oneself
hdi_ be quiet/still
hdi_ be rid of
wik_ be sick
hdi_ be sick
wik_ be still my heart
wik_ be taken ill
wik_ be that as it may
hdi_ be that as it may
hdi_ be the death of
hdi_ be the end of one
hdi_ be the making of
wik_ be the way to go
wmi_ be there
wmi_ be there for me
wmi_ be there or be square
wik_ be there or be square
hdi_ be touched with
hdi_ be up to
hdi_ be washed up
hdi_ be wise to
hdi_ be worth one's keep/salt
wmi_ be yourself
hdi_ be/get used to
ntc_ beach bum
ntc_ beach bunny
wik_ beach hut
pes_ BEACHED WHALE
pes_ BEACON
pes_ BEADLE
pes_ BEADLES
pes_ BEAGLE
pes_ BEAK
pes_ BEAK OFF
pes_ BEAKER
pes_ BEAKER‐HAULER
pes_ BEALLADONA
pes_ BEAM
ntc_ Beam me up, Scotty!
ntc_ beam up
pes_ BEAMER
pes_ BEAN
pes_ BEAN'T
pes_ BEAN‐BAG
wik_ bean counter
pes_ BEAN COUNTER
ntc_ bean head
wmi_ bean pole
wik_ bean queen
ntc_ bean time
ntc_ Bean Town
ntc_ beaned up
pes_ BEANER

pes_ BEANIE

pes_ BEANO
pes_ BEANPOLE
pes_ BEANS
pes_ BEAR
pes_ BEAR'S PAW
pes_ BEAR‐LEADER
pes_ BEAR‐TRACKER
hdi_ bear a grudge
wik_ bear a hand
ntc_ bear cage
hdi_ bear down
wik_ bear down
wmi_ bear down
hdi_ bear fruit
hdi_ bear in mind
wik_ bear in mind
ntc_ bear in the air
hdi_ bear one's cross
hdi_ bear out
wmi_ bear the brunt
hdi_ bear the brunt
pes_ BEAR TRAP
ntc_ bear trap
hdi_ bear up
wik_ bear up
wik_ bear with
hdi_ bear with
pes_ BEARD
pes_ BEARD SPLITTER
hdi_ beard the lion
wik_ beard the lion in his den
pes_ BEARDED CLAM
pes_ BEARDED OYSTER
pes_ BEARDED WHELK
pes_ BEARDIE
pes_ BEAS
pes_ BEAST
wik_ beast with two backs
pes_ BEASTIE
pes_ BEASTMASTER
pes_ BEAT
wmi_ beat a dead horse
hdi_ beat a dead horse
wik_ beat a dead horse
hdi_ beat a hasty retreat
wmi_ beat a hasty retreat
hdi_ beat a path to someone's
door
wik_ beat a retreat
hdi_ beat a retreat
hdi_ beat about the bush
hdi_ beat all
hdi_ beat around the bush
wmi_ beat around the bush
wik_ beat around the bush
hdi_ beat back
wik_ beat Banaghan
ntc_ beat box
hdi_ beat down
wik_ beat feet

pes_ BEAT FOR THE YOLK

hdi_ beat hollow
hdi_ beat into one's head
hdi_ beat it
wmi_ beat it
wik_ beat it
ntc_ Beat it!
ntc_ beat off
wik_ beat off
hdi_ beat off
pes_ BEAT OFF
wik_ beat one's brain
hdi_ beat one's brains out
wik_ beat one's head against a
stone wall
beat
one's head against the
hdi_
wall
wik_ beat one's meat
pes_ BEAT ONE'S MEAT
ntc_ beat one’s brains out (to do
something)
ntc_ beat one’s gums
ntc_ beat one’s meat
pes_ BEAT ONES CHOPS
pes_ BEAT ONES SKIN
hdi_ beat out
wik_ beat somebody to the
punch
BEAT
SOMEONE'S BRAINS
pes_
OUT
wik_ beat someone's brains out
hdi_ beat someone at his or her
own game
beat
someone or something
ntc_
out
ntc_ beat someone’s brains out
ntc_ beat something out
hdi_ beat the air
hdi_ beat the band
hdi_ beat the bushes for
hdi_ beat the clock
wik_ beat the crap out of
hdi_ beat the drum for
ntc_ beat the drum for someone
or something
ntc_ beat the dummy
hdi_ beat the Dutch
hdi_ beat the living daylights out
of
ntc_ beat the meat
hdi_ beat the meat
wik_ beat the meat
hdi_ beat the pants off
wmi_ beat the pants off
ntc_ beat the pup
hdi_ beat the rap
pes_ BEAT THE RAP
wmi_ beat the rap
pes_ BEAT THE ROCKS
wik_ beat the shit out of
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ntc_ beat the shit out of

someone
wik_ beat the stuffing out of
hdi_ beat the wind
hdi_ beat time
hdi_ beat to it
hdi_ beat to the draw
hdi_ beat to the punch
pes_ BEAT TO THE SOCKS
hdi_ beat up
wmi_ beat up
ntc_ beat up
hdi_ beat up on
wmi_ beat up on
wmi_ beat your head against a
stone wall
wmi_ beat your time
pes_ BEATBOX
hdi_ beaten track
wmi_ beater
pes_ BEATER
wik_ beats me
hdi_ beats me
ntc_ beats me
pes_ BEATTIE AND BABS
pes_ BEAUT
pes_ BEAUTY
wmi_ beauty is in the eye of the
beholder
hdi_ beauty is only skin deep
wmi_ beauty is only skin deep
wik_ beauty mark
wik_ beauty queen
ntc_ beauty sleep
wik_ beauty sleep
pes_ BEAVER
wik_ beaver away
pes_ BEAVER CLEAVER
pes_ BEAVER SHOT
pes_ BEBOP
pes_ BEBOP GLASSES
wik_ because you touch yourself
at night
pes_ BECHER'S BROOK
wmi_ beck and call
wik_ beck and call
pes_ BECKER
hdi_ become of
wik_ become of
wmi_ become of
wmi_ becomes you
pes_ BED'N
hdi_ bed and board
hdi_ bed and breakfast
wmi_ bed down
wik_ bed in
ntc_ bed of roses
wik_ bed of roses
hdi_ bed of roses
pes_ BEDDERMOS'
wik_ beddy‐bye
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pes_ BEDFORDSHIRE

wik_ bedroom eyes
ntc_ bedroom eyes
ntc_ bedtime story
pes_ BEDWORTHY
pes_ BEE
pes_ BEE'S KNEES
wik_ bee's knees
pes_ BEE‐STINGS
wik_ bee in one's bonnet
hdi_ bee in one's bonnet
pes_ BEE STINGS
pes_ BEECHAM'S PILL
pes_ BEECHAMS
pes_ BEEF
pes_ BEEF AND MUTTON
pes_ BEEF BAYONET
pes_ BEEF BRAIN
pes_ BEEF BUGLE
pes_ BEEF CURTAINS
pes_ BEEF HEAD
pes_ BEEF HEART
wmi_ beef it up
pes_ BEEF SOMEONE
ntc_ beef something up
wik_ beef to the hoof
hdi_ beef up
wik_ beef up
pes_ BEEF UP
pes_ BEEFCAKE
wik_ beefed out
pes_ BEEFER
pes_ BEEFY
pes_ BEEHIVE
wmi_ beehive of activity
wmi_ beeline
pes_ BEEMAL
pes_ BEEMOB
pes_ BEEMOC
pes_ BEEN'S
wmi_ been around
hdi_ been around
ntc_ been around (the block)
hdi_ been had
wmi_ been had
ntc_ been had
pes_ BEEN ROUND THE BLOCK
wik_ been there, done that
hdi_ been there, done that
wik_ been there, done that,
bought the T‐shirt
been
there, done that, got
wik_
the T‐shirt
wik_ been to the rodeo
hdi_ been to the wars
pes_ BEER‐TOKENS
pes_ BEER‐UP
pes_ BEER‐VOUCHERS
ntc_ beer and skittles
wik_ beer and skittles
pes_ BEER BARREL

ntc_ beer belly

ntc_ beer blast
ntc_ beer bust
pes_ BEER EATER
wik_ beer goggles
ntc_ beer goggles
pes_ BEER GUT
ntc_ beer gut
pes_ BEER ME UP SCOTTY
wik_ beer muscles
pes_ BEER SCOOTER
pes_ BEER SHOP
pes_ BEER TRAP
pes_ BEERED UP
pes_ BEERSUCKER
pes_ BEERY
pes_ BEERY NOSE
pes_ BEES AND HONEY
pes_ BEES BOLLOCKS
pes_ BEES KNEES
pes_ BEES WINGERS
pes_ BEESWAX
pes_ BEETLE
pes_ BEETLE'S BLOOD
pes_ BEETLE‐CRUSHERS
pes_ BEETLE‐STICKER
pes_ BEETLE BRAIN
pes_ BEETLE OFF
pes_ BEETLEHEAD
pes_ BEETLES AND ANTS
pes_ BEETROOT MUG
pes_ BEEVO
pes_ BEEVOS
pes_ BEEZA
pes_ BEEZE
pes_ BEEZER
pes_ BEEZONKER
pes_ BEF
pes_ BEFOK
pes_ BEFORE ABE
pes_ BEFORE ABE JIVE
pes_ BEFORE DAY CREEP
hdi_ before long
pes_ BEFORE ONE CAN SAY
JACK ROBINSON
wik_ before someone's time
hdi_ before the wind
hdi_ before you can say Jack
Robinson
wmi_ before you can say Jack
Robinson
before
you can say Jack
wik_
Robinson
hdi_ before you know it
wmi_ beg off
hdi_ beg off
wik_ beg off
hdi_ beg the question
wik_ beg to differ
wmi_ beg to differ
hdi_ beg to differ

pes_ BEG YOUR PARDON

wmi_ beg your pardon
hdi_ beg, borrow, or steal
pes_ BEGGAR
pes_ BEGGAR'S LAGGING
pes_ BEGGAR BOY'S
pes_ BEGGAR BOY'S ARSE
pes_ BEGGAR BOY'S ASS
hdi_ beggar description
pes_ BEGGAR MAKER
pes_ BEGGAR MY NEIGHBOUR
wmi_ beggars can't be choosers
hdi_ beggars can't be choosers
hdi_ begin to see daylight
hdi_ begin to see the light
hdi_ begin with
hdi_ beginner's luck
hdi_ beginning of the end, the
wmi_ begs the question
hdi_ behind bars
wik_ behind bars
ntc_ behind bars
wmi_ behind bars
hdi_ behind closed doors
wik_ behind closed doors
hdi_ behind in
wik_ behind its time
hdi_ behind on
hdi_ behind someone's back
wik_ behind someone's back
wik_ behind the bit
wik_ behind the counter
wmi_ behind the curve
wik_ behind the eight‐ball
hdi_ behind the eight ball
wmi_ behind the eight ball
ntc_ behind the eight ball
wmi_ behind the scenes
hdi_ behind the scenes
wik_ behind the scenes
hdi_ behind the times
hdi_ behind time
wik_ behind time
wmi_ behind your back
pes_ BEIGEL
pes_ BEIGEL BASHER
wik_ being that
wmi_ being there
hdi_ belabor the point
pes_ BELCH
pes_ BELCH CHASERS
pes_ BELCH WATER
pes_ BELCHER
pes_ BELFA
pes_ BELFRY
wik_ Belgravian
hdi_ believe it or not
wik_ believe it or not
wmi_ believe my ears
wmi_ believe my eyes
hdi_ believe one's ears

wik_ believe one's eyes

hdi_ believe one's eyes
wik_ believe you me
ntc_ Believe you me!
pes_ BELL
pes_ BELL‐PLOW
pes_ BELL‐RINGER
pes_ BELL‐RINGERS
pes_ BELL END
wik_ bell out
pes_ BELL RINGERS
pes_ BELL ROPE
pes_ BELL SHINER
wik_ bell the cat
pes_ BELL THE CAT
hdi_ bell the cat, who will
pes_ BELLED UP
pes_ BELLMAN
pes_ BELLOWER
pes_ BELLOWS
pes_ BELLOWS TO MEND
pes_ BELLOWSED
pes_ BELLOWSER
pes_ BELLS
wmi_ bells and whistles
wik_ bells and whistles
ntc_ bells and whistles
pes_ BELLS AND WHISTLES
pes_ BELLSWAGGER
pes_ BELLY
pes_ BELLY‐SLOP
ntc_ belly button
ntc_ belly fiddle
pes_ BELLY FIDDLER
ntc_ belly flop
ntc_ belly laff
ntc_ belly laugh
ntc_ belly up
wmi_ belly up
wik_ belly up
ntc_ belly up (to something)
wmi_ belly up to the bar
wmi_ bellyache
pes_ BELLYACHE
pes_ BELLYFLOP
pes_ BELLYFUL
hdi_ below par
wik_ below par
pes_ BELOW THE BELT
wik_ below the belt
hdi_ below the belt, hit
wmi_ below the poverty line
wik_ below the salt
pes_ BELSEN VICTIM
pes_ BELT
pes_ BELT AND BRACES
pes_ BELT AND BRACES MAN
hdi_ belt down
pes_ BELT LOOSENER
hdi_ belt out
wik_ belt out
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pes_ BELT STRAINER
ntc_ belt the grape
pes_ BELT UP
wmi_ belt you

pes_ BELTER

pes_ BELYANDO SPEW

pes_ BELYANDO SPRUCE
pes_ BEMBE

pes_ BEMUSED
pes_ BEN

pes_ BEN'UM

pes_ BEN COVE

pes_ BEN FLAKE
pes_ BEN HUR

pes_ BENBOUSE

pes_ BENCH‐LEGGED
pes_ BENCH‐MAN

pes_ BENCH‐POINTS

pes_ BENCH‐WARMER
wik_ bench jockey
ntc_ bench jockey

ntc_ bench warmer
pes_ BENCHER

pes_ BEND DOWN

pes_ BEND ONE'S EAR

hdi_ bend one's elbow
wik_ bend one's elbow
ntc_ bend one’s elbow
pes_ BEND OVER

hdi_ bend over backwards
wmi_ bend over backwards
wik_ bend over backwards
wik_ bend somebody's ear
hdi_ bend someone's ear
pes_ BEND THE ELBOW
ntc_ bend the law

wmi_ bend the rules

wik_ bend the truth
wmi_ bend your ear

wmi_ bend your elbow
pes_ BENDED

pes_ BENDED KNEES
pes_ BENDER

wmi_ benefit of the doubt

wik_ benevolent overlord
pes_ BENGHAZI
pes_ BENNETS
pes_ BENNIE
pes_ BENNY

pes_ BENNY HILL
pes_ BENT

hdi_ bent on
wik_ bent on

wik_ bent on a splice

ntc_ bent out of shape
hdi_ bent out of shape
hdi_ bent upon
pes_ BENTY

pes_ BERESK
pes_ BERK

pes_ BERKELEY HUNT
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pes_ BERKO

pes_ BERKSHIRE HUNT
pes_ BERLEY
pes_ BERMUDA
pes_ BERNHARD LANGER
pes_ BERNI
pes_ BERNI FLINT
pes_ BERNICE
pes_ BERNIE
pes_ BERNIE'S FLAKES
pes_ BERNIE'S GOLD DUST
pes_ BERRIES
pes_ BERRY
pes_ BERTIE
pes_ BERTIE SMALLS
pes_ BERTISS
pes_ BERYL REID
pes_ BERZONKERS
wmi_ beside myself
hdi_ beside oneself
wik_ beside oneself
hdi_ beside the mark
hdi_ beside the point
wmi_ beside the point
wik_ beside the point
hdi_ beside the question
pes_ BESSIE BRADDOCK
pes_ BESSIE BUNTER
wik_ best‐kept secret
hdi_ best‐laid plans go astray,
the
wik_ best bet
hdi_ best bib and tucker
pes_ BEST BIB AND TUCKER
ntc_ best bud
ntc_ best buy
wmi_ best foot forward
wmi_ best interests at heart
wik_ best laid plans
wmi_ best laid plans
wik_ best of both worlds
wmi_ best of both worlds
wik_ best of the bunch
hdi_ best part of something
wik_ best regards
wik_ best thing since sliced
bread
hdi_ best thing since sliced
bread
wik_ best thing since sliced pan
wik_ bet dollars to donuts
wmi_ bet on
wmi_ bet on a lame rooster
hdi_ bet on the wrong horse
hdi_ bet one's ass
hdi_ bet one's boots
hdi_ bet one's bottom dollar
hdi_ bet one's life
ntc_ bet one’s bottom dollar
ntc_ bet someone dollars to
doughnuts

wik_ bet the farm

wmi_ bet you dollars to donuts
pes_ BET YOUR BOLLOCKS
pes_ BET YOUR BOOTS
wik_ better half
wmi_ better half
ntc_ better half
hdi_ better half
wmi_ better late than never
hdi_ better late than never
ntc_ Better luck next time.
wmi_ better off
hdi_ better off
hdi_ better part
hdi_ better part of
hdi_ better safe than sorry
hdi_ better than
wmi_ better than a kick in the ass
[B]
better
than sex
wmi_
wik_ better than sex
wmi_ better the devil you know...
pes_ BETTER TO BE BLOWN UP
THAN SHOWN UP
better
to have loved...
wmi_
hdi_ better/bigger fish to fry
pes_ BETTY
pes_ BETTY BOOP
pes_ BETTY GRABLE
pes_ BETTY SWOLLOCKS
pes_ BETWATTLED
hdi_ between a rock and a hard
place
between
a rock and a hard
wmi_
place
wik_ between a rock and a hard
place
between
a rock and a hard
ntc_
place
hdi_ between ourselves
hdi_ between Scylla and
Charybdis
between
Scylla and
wik_
Charybdis
wmi_ between sixes and sevens
hdi_ between the devil and the
deep blue sea
wmi_ between the devil and the
deep blue sea
wik_ between the hammer and
the anvil
BETWEEN
THE HORNS
pes_
wik_ between the jigs and the
reels
pes_ BETWEEN THE JIGS AND
THE REELS
hdi_ between the lines
wik_ between the pipes
pes_ BETWEEN THE SHEETS
pes_ BETWEEN THE STICKS
pes_ BETWEEN THE TWO WS

hdi_ between you and me

wik_ between you, me, and the
bedpost
ntc_ between you, me, and the
bedpost
ntc_ between you, me, and the
lamppost
wik_ betwixt and between
wmi_ betwixt and between
pes_ BEV
pes_ BEVERAGE
pes_ BEVVIED
pes_ BEVVY
pes_ BEVVY‐UP
pes_ BEVVY SHOP
pes_ BEVVYPINT
wmi_ bevy of beauties
pes_ BEX
pes_ BEXANDEBS
pes_ BEXLEY HEATH
hdi_ beyond a doubt
hdi_ beyond all
hdi_ beyond compare
hdi_ beyond comparison
wmi_ beyond help
wmi_ beyond me
hdi_ beyond measure
hdi_ beyond one's depth
wik_ beyond one's ken
hdi_ beyond one's means
wik_ beyond one's pay grade
hdi_ beyond question
hdi_ beyond reach
hdi_ beyond recall
wmi_ beyond repair
hdi_ beyond reproach
pes_ BEYOND THE BEYONDS
wik_ beyond the black stump
hdi_ beyond the call of duty
wmi_ beyond the call of duty
hdi_ beyond the pale
wik_ beyond the pale
wmi_ beyond the pale
pes_ BEYOND THE RABBIT‐
PROOF FENCE
hdi_ beyond the shadow of a
doubt
wik_ BFD
pes_ BHANG
ntc_ bhang ganjah
pes_ BHLUUUUGH
pes_ BI
pes_ BIBLE‐BASHER
pes_ BIBLE‐POUNDER
pes_ BIBLE‐PUNCHER
pes_ BIBLE‐THUMPER
hdi_ Bible belt
pes_ BIBLEBACK
pes_ BICCY
pes_ BICE
pes_ BICE OF TENNERS

pes_ BICKETY

pes_ BICYCLE
pes_ BICYCLE LAMP
hdi_ bid adieu
hdi_ bid up
pes_ BIDDIE
pes_ BIDDIES
pes_ BIDDY
pes_ BIDE
hdi_ bide one's time
wik_ bide one's time
pes_ BIDE QUIET
pes_ BIFF
wmi_ biff/biffy
pes_ BIFFIN
pes_ BIFFO
pes_ BIFTAD
pes_ BIG‐ABLE
pes_ BIG‐AND‐PLENTY
pes_ BIG‐AND‐SO‐SO
pes_ BIG‐BELLY
wik_ big‐boned
pes_ BIG‐NOTE
pes_ BIG‐NOTER
wmi_ big‐sky thinking
ntc_ big‐time operator
ntc_ big‐time spender
pes_ BIG A
pes_ BIG ALLEY
hdi_ big and bold
pes_ BIG AND BULKY
wmi_ Big Apple
ntc_ Big Apple
hdi_ big as all outdoors
hdi_ big as life
pes_ BIG B
pes_ BIG BAG
pes_ BIG BAMBOO
pes_ BIG BASS
pes_ BIG BASS DRUM
pes_ BIG BEN
pes_ BIG BICKIES
pes_ BIG BLINK
pes_ BIG BLOKE
pes_ BIG BLOW
ntc_ big blue
pes_ BIG BLUE
ntc_ big board
pes_ BIG BOPPER
wik_ big boy
wmi_ big boys
wik_ big boys
wmi_ big break
wik_ big break
ntc_ big brother
pes_ BIG BROWN EYES
pes_ BIG BUCKS
hdi_ big bucks
wmi_ big bucks
wik_ big bucks
ntc_ big bucks
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pes_ BIG C

ntc_ big cheese
hdi_ big cheese
wik_ big cheese

pes_ BIG CHEESE
wmi_ big cheese
pes_ BIG CHILL
pes_ BIG D

hdi_ big daddy
wik_ big daddy
hdi_ big deal
wik_ big deal
ntc_ big deal
wmi_ big deal

pes_ BIG DIPPER
ntc_ big drink

ntc_ big drink of water
pes_ BIG E

pes_ BIG EARS

pes_ BIG EARS AND NODDY
pes_ BIG ENCHILADA
wik_ big enchilada
ntc_ big enchilada
hdi_ big enchilada
pes_ BIG EYE
wik_ big fat

pes_ BIG FIGURE
ntc_ big fish

wik_ big fish in a small pond
hdi_ big fish in a small pond
hdi_ big frog in a little pond
pes_ BIG GATES

pes_ BIG GIRL'S BLOUSE
pes_ BIG GREEN
ntc_ big gun
hdi_ big gun
wik_ big gun
wik_ big guy
pes_ BIG H

wmi_ big hairy deal

hdi_ big head, have a
ntc_ big house

pes_ BIG HOUSE
pes_ BIG I AM
ntc_ big iron

pes_ BIG JOB

pes_ BIG JOBS
ntc_ big John

ntc_ big juice

pes_ BIG JUMP

ntc_ big kahuna
wik_ big kahuna
hdi_ big league
ntc_ big league
pes_ BIG MAC

ntc_ Big Mac attack

ntc_ big man on campus
ntc_ big mouth
wik_ big mouth

hdi_ big mouth, have a
pes_ BIG MOVER
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ntc_ big name

pes_ BIG NOISE
ntc_ big noise
pes_ BIG O
hdi_ big of one
ntc_ big of someone
hdi_ big on
pes_ BIG ONE
wik_ big picture
wmi_ big picture
pes_ BIG POTATO
pes_ BIG RED
pes_ BIG RED SWITCH
wmi_ big rig
wik_ big shot
hdi_ big shot
ntc_ big shot
wmi_ big shot
pes_ BIG SLEEP
pes_ BIG SMOKE
wik_ big spender
ntc_ big spender
pes_ BIG STICKS
ntc_ big stink
hdi_ big stink
ntc_ big talk
wik_ big tent
pes_ BIG TIME
wmi_ big time
hdi_ big time
ntc_ big time
hdi_ big top
ntc_ big top
wik_ big up
hdi_ big wheel
ntc_ big wheel
wik_ big wheel
wmi_ big wheel
pes_ BIG WHEEL
pes_ BIG WIG
wmi_ big wigs
ntc_ big with someone
ntc_ big Z’s
wmi_ Bigfoot
wik_ bigger fish to fry
wmi_ bigger fish to fry
pes_ BIGGER STATE THAN
CHINA
pes_ BIGGER STATE THAN
TEXAS
bigger
than life
wmi_
bigger
they
are...
wmi_
hdi_ bigger they come, the
harder they fall, the
pes_ BIGGER THOMAS
pes_ BIGHEAD
pes_ BIGITTY
pes_ BIGMOUTH
wmi_ bigmouth
pes_ BIGNOTE
pes_ BIJOU

pes_ BIKE

ntc_ bike boys
pes_ BIKER
pes_ BIKIE
pes_ BIKKIE
pes_ BILGE
pes_ BILGEWATER
pes_ BILINGUAL
wmi_ bilk
pes_ BILK
pes_ BILL
pes_ BILL‐ON‐A‐BIKE
pes_ BILL AND BEN
ntc_ bill and coo
pes_ BILL O'GORMAN
wik_ bill of goods
pes_ BILL SHOP
pes_ BILL STICKERS
pes_ BILLABONG
pes_ BILLET
pes_ BILLIES
pes_ BILLY
pes_ BILLY‐O
pes_ BILLY BUNTER
pes_ BILLY BUTTON
pes_ BILLY COTTON
pes_ BILLY GOAT
pes_ BILLY LIAR
pes_ BILLY MAN
pes_ BILLY MUGGINS
pes_ BILLY NO MATES
pes_ BILLY SMART
pes_ BILLY THE KID
pes_ BILLY TWO SHEDS
pes_ BILLY WHIZZ
pes_ BILLY WRIGHT
pes_ BILTONG CURTAIN
pes_ BIMBETTE
pes_ BIMBO
wmi_ bimbo
pes_ BIN
pes_ BIN LADEN
wik_ binary decimal
pes_ BIND
hdi_ bind hand and foot
hdi_ bind over
pes_ BINDLE
pes_ BINDLESTIFF
pes_ BINGHI
pes_ BINGLE
pes_ BINGO
wmi_ binner
pes_ BINNIE HALE
pes_ BINS
pes_ BINT
wik_ bio queen
pes_ BIRCH BROOM
pes_ BIRCH BROOM IN A FIT
pes_ BIRCHINGTON HUNT
pes_ BIRD
wik_ bird's‐eye view

hdi_ bird's eye view

pes_ BIRD'S NEST
pes_ BIRD‐BATTEN
pes_ BIRD‐KIPPY
pes_ BIRD BANDIT
pes_ BIRD DROPPINGS
hdi_ bird has flown, the
wik_ bird in the bosom
hdi_ bird in the hand
pes_ BIRD LIME
wik_ bird of one's own brain
hdi_ bird of passage
ntc_ bird watcher
pes_ BIRDBATH
pes_ BIRDBRAIN
wmi_ birdbrain
pes_ BIRDCAGE
wmi_ birder
pes_ BIRDING
pes_ BIRDLIME
pes_ BIRDS AND BEES
wik_ birds and bees
hdi_ birds and the bees, the
wik_ birds of a feather
hdi_ birds of a feather (flock
together)
wmi_ birds of a feather flock
together
BIRDWOOD
pes_
pes_ BIRF
hdi_ birthday suit
wmi_ birthday suit
pes_ BIRTHDAY SUIT
wik_ birthday suit
pes_ BIS
pes_ BISCUIT
pes_ BISCUITS AND CHEESE
pes_ BISH
pes_ BISH‐BASH‐BOSH
pes_ BISSEN
pes_ BIST
pes_ BIT
pes_ BIT AND PIECE
wik_ bit by a barn mouse
hdi_ bit by bit
wmi_ bit by bit
ntc_ bit much
pes_ BIT OF A BROTHEL
pes_ BIT OF BLACK
pes_ BIT OF BRUSH
pes_ BIT OF CRACKLING
pes_ BIT OF CRUMPET
pes_ BIT OF FISH
pes_ BIT OF FLUFF
pes_ BIT OF ROUGH
pes_ BIT OF SKIRT
pes_ BIT OF SLAP AND TICKLE
pes_ BIT OF SPARE
pes_ BIT OF STUFF
ntc_ bit of the action
pes_ BIT OF THE OTHER

pes_ BIT OF TIT

wmi_ bit off
wik_ bit on the side
pes_ BIT ON THE SIDE
pes_ BIT PREVIOUS
pes_ BIT SPIT
pes_ BITCH
wmi_ bitch
wmi_ bitch [B]
ntc_ bitch box
ntc_ bitch of a someone or
something
ntc_ bitch out
ntc_ bitch session
ntc_ bitch slammer
ntc_ bitch someone off
ntc_ bitch something up
ntc_ bitch tits
wik_ bitch up
pes_ BITCHIN'
pes_ BITCHING
pes_ BITCHY
pes_ BITE
wik_ bite me
wmi_ bite me [B]
wik_ bite of the reality sandwich
wik_ bite off
wik_ bite off more than one can
chew
hdi_ bite off more than one can
chew
wmi_ bite off more than you can
chew
bite
on someone
ntc_
wik_ bite one's lip
hdi_ bite one's nails
wik_ bite one's tongue
hdi_ bite one's tongue
wik_ bite someone's head off
hdi_ bite someone's head off
hdi_ bite someone's nose off
wik_ bite someone in the arse
wik_ bite the big one
ntc_ bite the big one
wik_ bite the biscuit
ntc_ bite the bullet
pes_ BITE THE BULLET
hdi_ bite the bullet
wmi_ bite the bullet
wik_ bite the bullet
wik_ bite the dust
hdi_ bite the dust
ntc_ bite the dust
pes_ BITE THE DUST
wmi_ bite the dust
wik_ bite the hand that feeds
one
wmi_ bite the hand that feeds
you
bite
the hand that feeds
hdi_
you
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ntc_ Bite the ice!
wik_ bite to eat

wmi_ bite your tongue

ntc_ Bite your tongue!
pes_ BITER

wmi_ biter (curling)

pes_ BITES AND SCRATCHES
pes_ BITHY‐WINE
pes_ BITIES

pes_ BITING

wik_ bits and bobs

pes_ BITS AND BOBS
wmi_ bits and pieces
pes_ BITSA

pes_ BITSER

wmi_ bitten by the same bug
wmi_ bitter end
hdi_ bitter end
wik_ bitter end

pes_ BITTER OATH
wmi_ bitter pill

hdi_ bitter pill to swallow
wik_ bitter pill to swallow
pes_ BITTERZWEET
pes_ BIVVY
pes_ BIZ

pes_ BIZZIES
pes_ BIZZO
pes_ BJ

wmi_ blab

pes_ BLAB

pes_ BLABBER

wmi_ blabbermouth

pes_ BLABBERMOUTH
pes_ BLACK

pes_ BLACK‐BOB
wmi_ black‐listed

wik_ black‐on‐black
pes_ BLACK ACE

wik_ black and blue

pes_ BLACK AND BLUE
hdi_ black and blue
ntc_ black and blue

pes_ BLACK AND DECKER
pes_ BLACK AND TAN

pes_ BLACK AND WHITE
hdi_ black and white
ntc_ black and white
hdi_ black as coal

hdi_ black as night
hdi_ black as pitch
wik_ black babies

pes_ BLACK BAG JOB
pes_ BLACK BESS

pes_ BLACK BOMBERS
hdi_ black book

pes_ BLACK BOX
ntc_ black eye
hdi_ black eye

pes_ BLACK EYE
wmi_ black eye
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pes_ BLACK FOOD

hdi_ Black Friday
wmi_ Black Friday
pes_ BLACK GUNION
hdi_ black hole
pes_ BLACK JOB
hdi_ black list
hdi_ black look
wik_ black magic
pes_ BLACK MARIA
wik_ black mark
hdi_ black mark
wmi_ black mark
pes_ BLACK MONEY BOX
hdi_ black or white
hdi_ black out
wik_ black out
wmi_ black out
pes_ BLACK PEARL
pes_ BLACK PENCIL
pes_ BLACK PETER
pes_ BLACK PILLAR BOX
pes_ BLACK RAT
pes_ BLACK ROCK DAY
wik_ black sheep
wmi_ black sheep
hdi_ black sheep
pes_ BLACK STUFF
pes_ BLACK STUMP
pes_ BLACK TAR
wik_ black tie
wik_ black triangle
pes_ BLACK VELVET
pes_ BLACK WIDOW
pes_ BLACKADDER
pes_ BLACKBIRD AND THRUSH
pes_ BLACKHEAD
pes_ BLACKHEATH
wmi_ blackout
pes_ BLACKPOOL ROCK
pes_ BLACKWALL TUNNEL
pes_ BLADDER OF FAT
pes_ BLADDER OF LARD
pes_ BLADDERED
pes_ BLADE
pes_ BLAG
pes_ BLAGGER
pes_ BLAH
wik_ blame Canada
wik_ blame game
pes_ BLANCA
pes_ BLANCH
pes_ BLANCO
pes_ BLANK
wmi_ blank
wik_ blank canvas
hdi_ blank check
wik_ blank out
pes_ BLANKER
pes_ BLANKET
ntc_ blanket drill

pes_ BLANKET FEVER

wik_ blanket term
pes_ BLANKET TREATMENT
pes_ BLANKS
wik_ blare out
pes_ BLAST
wmi_ blast
hdi_ blast away
pes_ BLAST FROM THE PAST
hdi_ blast off
wik_ blast off
wmi_ blast you
wmi_ blasted
pes_ BLASTED
pes_ BLATHERSKITE
pes_ BLAYDON RACES
wik_ blaze a trail
hdi_ blaze a trail
wik_ blaze away
pes_ BLAZER
pes_ BLAZES
pes_ BLEAT
ntc_ bleed for someone
ntc_ bleed like a stuck pig
ntc_ bleed someone dry
hdi_ bleed someone white
ntc_ bleed someone white
wik_ bleed the lizard
pes_ BLEEDER
pes_ BLEEDING
wik_ bleeding edge
wmi_ bleeding heart
pes_ BLERT
wik_ bless you
hdi_ blessed event
wik_ blessed event
wik_ blessing in disguise
wmi_ blessing in disguise
hdi_ blessing in disguise
pes_ BLETHER
pes_ BLIGHTED
pes_ BLIGHTY
pes_ BLIKKEYS
pes_ BLIM
pes_ BLIMP
pes_ BLIMP OUT
ntc_ blimp out
wik_ blimp out
pes_ BLIND
hdi_ blind alley
hdi_ blind as a bat
wmi_ blind date
wik_ blind date
ntc_ blind drunk
pes_ BLIND EYE
pes_ BLIND FART
wmi_ blind leading the blind
wik_ blind leading the blind
hdi_ blind leading the blind
hdi_ blind side
hdi_ blind spot

pes_ BLINDER

pes_ BLINDING
pes_ BLINDMAN'S BUFF
pes_ BLINDO
pes_ BLING‐BLING
pes_ BLINK
wik_ blink‐and‐you‐miss‐it
wik_ blink of an eye
pes_ BLINKER
pes_ BLINKERS
pes_ BLINKY
pes_ BLIP
ntc_ bliss ninny
ntc_ bliss out
hdi_ bliss out
pes_ BLISSED‐OUT
ntc_ blissed (out)
pes_ BLISTER
ntc_ blithering idiot
pes_ BLITZ
pes_ BLITZ OUT
pes_ BLITZED
ntc_ blitzed (out)
pes_ BLIVET
pes_ BLIZZARD
pes_ BLOAT
pes_ BLOATER
pes_ BLOB
pes_ BLOB WAGON
pes_ BLOCK
pes_ BLOCK AND TACKLE
pes_ BLOCK IN
pes_ BLOCK IT
pes_ BLOCK OF ICE
wik_ block out
pes_ BLOCKED
pes_ BLOCKHEAD
wik_ blocking and tackling
pes_ BLOKE
pes_ BLOKE‐BIRD
pes_ BLOKESS
pes_ BLOKEY
pes_ BLOKISH
pes_ BLOOD
pes_ BLOOD‐RED FANCY
pes_ BLOOD‐WORM
ntc_ blood (brother)
pes_ BLOOD ALLEY
wik_ blood and guts
ntc_ blood and guts
pes_ BLOOD AND SAND
pes_ BLOOD BALL
pes_ BLOOD BLISTER
pes_ BLOOD BOX
pes_ BLOOD BUCKET
pes_ BLOOD CLAAT
pes_ BLOOD CLOTH
pes_ BLOOD DONOR
wmi_ blood from a stone
wik_ blood in the water
wmi_ blood is thicker than water

hdi_ blood is thicker than water
wmi_ blood is up
pes_ BLOOD MEDICINE
wmi_ blood money
pes_ BLOOD OR BEER
pes_ BLOOD RED
pes_ BLOOD SPORTS
pes_ BLOOD WAGON
pes_ BLOODHOUND
pes_ BLOODHOUSE
pes_ BLOODY
pes_ BLOODY BACK
pes_ BLOODY FLAG IS OUT
pes_ BLOODY JEMMY
pes_ BLOODY MARY
pes_ BLOODY MONDAY
wmi_ bloody well
wik_ bloom is off the rose
pes_ BLOOMER
pes_ BLOOPER
pes_ BLOOTERED
pes_ BLOOTH
hdi_ blossom into
hdi_ blossom out
wik_ blossom out
pes_ BLOT
wik_ blot on the escutcheon
wik_ blot one's copy book
hdi_ blot out
ntc_ blot someone out
wmi_ blotto
pes_ BLOTTO
pes_ BLOW
wik_ blow‐by‐blow
pes_ BLOW‐OUT
ntc_ blow (one’s) cookies
ntc_ blow (one’s) lunch
wmi_ blow a bundle
hdi_ blow a fuse
pes_ BLOW A FUSE
ntc_ blow a fuse
wik_ blow a fuse
wik_ blow a gasket
pes_ BLOW A GASKET
hdi_ blow a gasket
ntc_ blow a gasket
pes_ BLOW A GUT
ntc_ blow a hype
wik_ blow a kiss
wmi_ blow a kiss
ntc_ blow a snot rocket
pes_ BLOW AWAY
hdi_ blow away
wik_ blow away
ntc_ blow beets
pes_ BLOW BEETS
pes_ BLOW BILE
pes_ BLOW BOTH BARRELS
pes_ BLOW BREAKFAST
pes_ BLOW BUBBLES
hdi_ blow by blow
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pes_ BLOW CHANGE
pes_ BLOW CHOW
ntc_ blow chow

pes_ BLOW CHOWDER
wmi_ blow chunks

pes_ BLOW CHUNKS
ntc_ blow chunks
wik_ blow chunks
ntc_ blow cold

pes_ BLOW COOKIES
pes_ BLOW DIN‐DIN

pes_ BLOW DOUGHNUTS
pes_ BLOW FIRE

pes_ BLOW FOAM
pes_ BLOW GAGE
ntc_ blow grits

pes_ BLOW GROCERIES
wik_ blow hot and cold
hdi_ blow hot and cold
hdi_ blow in
ntc_ blow in
hdi_ blow it
wmi_ blow it
wik_ blow it

pes_ BLOW IT IN

wmi_ blow it out of proportion
wmi_ blow it out your ear

ntc_ Blow it out your ear!
wmi_ blow it up (photo)
ntc_ blow jive
ntc_ blow job

pes_ BLOW JOB

wmi_ blow job [B]
ntc_ blow lunch

pes_ BLOW LUNCH
wik_ blow me

wmi_ blow me [B]

wmi_ blow me down
wmi_ blow me over

wmi_ blow my cover
wik_ blow off

pes_ BLOW OFF
hdi_ blow off
ntc_ blow off

ntc_ blow off (some) steam
hdi_ blow off steam
wik_ blow off steam
ntc_ Blow on it!

pes_ BLOW ONE'S BEANS

hdi_ blow one's brains out

pes_ BLOW ONE'S BULKHEADS
hdi_ blow one's cool

pes_ BLOW ONE'S CORK
hdi_ blow one's cover
wik_ blow one's load

pes_ BLOW ONE'S MIND
hdi_ blow one's mind

hdi_ blow one's own horn

pes_ BLOW ONE'S RADIATOR

CAP
blow
one's stack
hdi_
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wik_ blow one's stack

wik_ blow one's top
pes_ BLOW ONE'S TOP
hdi_ blow one's top
hdi_ blow one's trumpet
pes_ BLOW ONE'S TUBES
ntc_ blow one’s cool
ntc_ blow one’s cork
ntc_ blow one’s doughnuts
ntc_ blow one’s fuse
ntc_ blow one’s groceries
ntc_ blow one’s lid
ntc_ blow one’s lines
ntc_ blow one’s own horn
ntc_ blow one’s stack
ntc_ blow one’s top
pes_ BLOW ONES SOUL
hdi_ blow out
pes_ BLOW OUT
wik_ blow out of proportion
hdi_ blow out of the water
pes_ BLOW OUT THE
AFTERGLOW
wik_ blow over
hdi_ blow over
hdi_ blow sky‐high
wmi_ blow sky high
ntc_ blow smoke
wik_ blow smoke
wmi_ blow snakes (music)
ntc_ blow snot rockets
wik_ blow someone's mind
pes_ BLOW SOMEONE'S MIND
ntc_ blow someone away
ntc_ blow someone or
something off
ntc_ blow someone out of the
water
wik_ blow someone out of the
water
hdi_ blow someone to
ntc_ blow someone to
something
ntc_ blow someone’s cover
ntc_ blow someone’s doors off
ntc_ blow someone’s mind
ntc_ blow something wide open
pes_ BLOW STREET
pes_ BLOW STREET RUNNER
pes_ BLOW THE GAFF
ntc_ blow the joint
hdi_ blow the lid off
wmi_ blow the lid off
ntc_ blow the lid off something
wmi_ blow the whistle
wik_ blow the whistle
hdi_ blow the whistle on
wmi_ blow them away
wmi_ blow this joint
wik_ blow this pop stand
wmi_ blow this Popsicle stand

wik_ blow this popsicle stand

wmi_ blow to kingdom come
ntc_ blow town
ntc_ blow up
wmi_ blow up
hdi_ blow up
wik_ blow up in one's face
hdi_ blow wide open
wmi_ blow you away
wmi_ blow you out of the water
pes_ BLOW YOUR EATS
wmi_ blow your lid/stack/top
pes_ BLOW YOUR MIND
wmi_ blow your mind
wmi_ blow your stones [B]
wmi_ blow your wad
ntc_ blow Z’s
ntc_ blowed (away)
pes_ BLOWER
pes_ BLOWHARD
pes_ BLOWHOLE
pes_ BLOWIES
ntc_ blown (out)
ntc_ blown (up)
pes_ BLOWN AWAY
ntc_ blown away
pes_ BLOWN OUT
wmi_ blowout
pes_ BLOWSE
pes_ BLOWSED‐UP
pes_ BLOWSER
pes_ BLOWSING
pes_ BLUB
pes_ BLUBBER
pes_ BLUBBER BAGS
ntc_ blubber gut(s)
pes_ BLUBBER HEAD
pes_ BLUDGE
pes_ BLUDGER
wmi_ blue
pes_ BLUE
wmi_ blue‐collar worker
wik_ blue‐eyed
wik_ blue‐eyed boy
pes_ BLUE AND GREY
ntc_ blue and white
pes_ BLUE ANGEL
ntc_ blue around the gills
pes_ BLUE BALLS
ntc_ blue balls
pes_ BLUE BAR
pes_ BLUE BIRDS
ntc_ blue boys
pes_ BLUE BROADWAY
wik_ blue chamber
pes_ BLUE CHEER
ntc_ blue chip
ntc_ blue coats
wik_ blue devils
ntc_ blue devils

pes_ BLUE FILM TO A MAN

WITH NO ARMS
ntc_ blue flu
pes_ BLUE FOOT
pes_ BLUE FUNK
ntc_ blue funk
hdi_ blue funk, in a
wmi_ blue in the face
ntc_ blue in the face
hdi_ blue in the face
pes_ BLUE LADY
wmi_ blue moon
pes_ BLUE MOON
wik_ blue moon
wik_ blue movie
wik_ blue note
pes_ BLUE OCEAN
pes_ BLUE PETER
pes_ BLUE PIGEON
pes_ BLUE PIGEON FLYER
pes_ BLUE PIPE
pes_ BLUE PLUM
pes_ BLUE RIBBONER
pes_ BLUE ROOM
pes_ BLUE RUIN
wmi_ blue sky
pes_ BLUE SLOP
wik_ blue state
ntc_ blue suit
pes_ BLUE VEIN
pes_ BLUE VEINER
pes_ BLUE VELVET
pes_ BLUEBERRY HILL
pes_ BLUEBOTTLE
pes_ BLUENOSE
pes_ BLUES
pes_ BLUES AND TWOS
pes_ BLUEY
pes_ BLUNT
wik_ blurt out
wmi_ blurt out
hdi_ blurt out
pes_ BO
pes_ BO‐PEEP
ntc_ BO juice
pes_ BO PEEP
pes_ BOAK
pes_ BOARD AND EASEL
pes_ BOARD AND PLANK
wik_ board out
wmi_ boarding (hockey)
hdi_ boardinghouse reach
pes_ BOARDS
pes_ BOAT
pes_ BOAT‐HOOK
ntc_ boat anchor
pes_ BOAT AND OAR
pes_ BOAT PERSON
pes_ BOAT RACE
pes_ BOB
pes_ BOB'S YOUR UNCLE

wmi_ Bob's your uncle

wik_ Bob's your uncle
pes_ BOB AND DICK
pes_ BOB AND HIT
pes_ BOB AND WEAVE
pes_ BOB HOPE
pes_ BOB HOWLER
pes_ BOB MARLEY
pes_ BOB SQUASH
hdi_ bob up
pes_ BOB, HARRY AND DICK
pes_ BOBBING AND WEAVING
pes_ BOBBING FOR APPLES
pes_ BOBBINS
pes_ BOBBY
pes_ BOBBY MOORE
pes_ BOBBY SOXER
pes_ BOBBYDAZZLER
pes_ BOBO
pes_ BOCHE
pes_ BOCK
pes_ BOD
wmi_ bodacious
pes_ BODACIOUS
hdi_ bode ill for
hdi_ bode well for
pes_ BODES DODGY
pes_ BODGE
pes_ BODGE‐UP
pes_ BODGIE
pes_ BODGY
pes_ BODY
hdi_ body blow
ntc_ body count
hdi_ body English
wik_ body English
wmi_ body language
ntc_ body shake
pes_ BODYSHOP
pes_ BOFF
pes_ BOFFO
pes_ BOFFOLA
pes_ BOG
pes_ BOG‐BRUSH
pes_ BOG‐ROLL
pes_ BOG‐STANDARD
pes_ BOG‐TROTTER
pes_ BOG BLOCKER
hdi_ bog down
pes_ BOG EYED
wik_ bog in
pes_ BOG OFF
wik_ bog off
wik_ bog standard
pes_ BOG UP
pes_ BOGAN
pes_ BOGART
pes_ BOGEY
pes_ BOGEY TEAM
wik_ bogged down
pes_ BOGGER
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hdi_ boggle the mind

wmi_ boggle your mind
wmi_ bogof

pes_ BOGON

pes_ BOGOSITY
pes_ BOGUE

pes_ BOGULATE
pes_ BOGUS

ntc_ bogus beef

pes_ BOGUS BEEF
pes_ BOHO

pes_ BOHUNK

wik_ boil down
hdi_ boil down
hdi_ boil over
wik_ boil up

pes_ BOILED BEEF AND

CARROT

pes_ BOILED SWEET
pes_ BOILER

pes_ BOILER ROOM

pes_ BOILERMAKER
pes_ BOILERPLATE
ntc_ boiling (mad)
wik_ boiling frog
wik_ boiling hot

wmi_ boiling mad

wik_ boiling point
hdi_ boiling point
pes_ BOINK
pes_ BOKE

pes_ BOKO
pes_ BOLD

hdi_ bold as brass

wik_ boldly go where no man

has gone before

pes_ BOLIC

pes_ BOLINS

pes_ BOLIVIAN

pes_ BOLL WEEVILS
pes_ BOLLITICS
pes_ BOLLIXED
pes_ BOLLO

pes_ BOLLOCK

pes_ BOLLOCK‐HEAD

pes_ BOLLOCK‐NAKED
pes_ BOLLOCK BRAIN

pes_ BOLLOCK BUSTER
pes_ BOLLOCK CHOPS
pes_ BOLLOCKACHE
pes_ BOLLOCKBAG
pes_ BOLLOCKING
pes_ BOLLOCKS

pes_ BOLLOCKS‐UP

pes_ BOLLOCKS IN BRACKETS
pes_ BOLLOCKSED
pes_ BOLLOCKY
pes_ BOLO
pes_ BOLT

wik_ bolt bucket

wmi_ bolt from the blue
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hdi_ bolt from the blue, a
pes_ BOLT THE DOOR
hdi_ bolt upright
pes_ BOLTED‐UP
pes_ BOMB
ntc_ bomb (out)
wmi_ bomb around
wmi_ bomb out
wik_ bomb out
pes_ BOMB THROWER
pes_ BOMBADIER
pes_ BOMBAY ROLL
pes_ BOMBED
wmi_ bombed
ntc_ bombed (out)
pes_ BOMBER
pes_ BOMBHEAD
pes_ BOMBIDO
pes_ BOMBITA
pes_ BOMP ON
pes_ BONA
pes_ BONA NOCHI
pes_ BONCE
pes_ BONCE PONCE
pes_ BONE
pes_ BONE‐ACHE
pes_ BONE‐BASTER
wik_ bone‐crunching
wik_ bone‐dry
wik_ bone‐idle
wik_ bone‐shaking
pes_ BONE BOX
wik_ bone dry
wmi_ bone dry
pes_ BONE FACTORY
ntc_ bone factory
ntc_ bone idle
wik_ bone of contention
hdi_ bone of contention
wmi_ bone of contention
pes_ BONE OFF
ntc_ bone orchard
pes_ BONE ORCHARD
ntc_ bone out
pes_ BONE SHAKER
wmi_ bone to pick
hdi_ bone to pick, have a
hdi_ bone up
wik_ bone up
wmi_ bone up on
pes_ BONEHEAD
pes_ BONER
pes_ BONES
pes_ BONESHAKER
pes_ BONEYARD
pes_ BONG
ntc_ bonged (out)
pes_ BONGO'D
pes_ BONITA
pes_ BONK
wmi_ bonkers

pes_ BONKERS

pes_ BONNIE AND CLYDE
pes_ BONNIE DUNDEE
pes_ BONUS
pes_ BONZER
wmi_ bonzer
pes_ BOO
pes_ BOO‐BOO
pes_ BOO AND HISS
pes_ BOO BOO BAMA
pes_ BOO KOOS
pes_ BOOB
pes_ BOOB TUBE
wmi_ booboo
pes_ BOOBS
wmi_ boobs [B]
pes_ BOOBY
pes_ BOOBY HATCH
ntc_ booby hatch
wik_ booby prize
ntc_ booby trap
pes_ BOODLE
pes_ BOOFHEAD
pes_ BOOGER
pes_ BOOGIE
wmi_ boogie
pes_ BOOGIE BOX
ntc_ boogie down (to
somewhere)
wik_ boogie on down
wik_ book in
ntc_ book it
wmi_ book worm
wmi_ booked/booked up
pes_ BOOLHIPPER
pes_ BOOLIE
pes_ BOOM
pes_ BOOM AND MIZEN
ntc_ boom box
wmi_ boom box
wmi_ boom or bust
ntc_ boom sticks
pes_ BOOMER
wik_ boomshanka
pes_ BOONDOCKS
pes_ BOONG
pes_ BOOPSY
pes_ BOOST
pes_ BOOSTER
pes_ BOOT
pes_ BOOT‐SNITCH
wik_ boot camp
pes_ BOOT CAMP
wmi_ boot it
hdi_ boot out
ntc_ boot someone out
pes_ BOOT TREES
wmi_ boot up
hdi_ boot up
pes_ BOOTED
pes_ BOOTED ON

pes_ BOOTFACE

pes_ BOOTIE
pes_ BOOTLACE
pes_ BOOTLE OF BOOZE
wmi_ bootleg
pes_ BOOTLICKER
pes_ BOOTNOSE
pes_ BOOTS
wik_ boots and all
wik_ boots on the ground
pes_ BOOTSIE AND SNUDGE
pes_ BOOTY
pes_ BOOTY‐BANDIT
ntc_ booty call
pes_ BOOTYLICIOUS
wmi_ booze
pes_ BOOZE
pes_ BOOZE‐UP
ntc_ booze artist
wik_ booze can
ntc_ booze it (up)
ntc_ booze up
pes_ BOOZED
pes_ BOOZER
wmi_ boozing buddies
pes_ BOP
pes_ BOPPER
pes_ BOPPERS
pes_ BORACIC LINT
pes_ BORAK
pes_ BORDEAUX
hdi_ bore stiff
hdi_ bore the pants off
ntc_ bore the pants off (of)
someone
hdi_ bore to death
hdi_ bore to tears
wik_ bored out of one's brains
wik_ bored out of one's mind
pes_ BORED OUT OF ONE'S
SKULL
wik_ borganism
pes_ BORN AGAIN VIRGIN
wik_ born and bred
hdi_ born and bred
wik_ born in a barn
wik_ born on the Fourth of July
wmi_ born tired
hdi_ born under a lucky star
hdi_ born with a silver spoon
wmi_ born with a silver spoon in
his mouth
wik_ born with a silver spoon in
one's mouth
hdi_ born yesterday
pes_ BORON
pes_ BORROW AND BEG
hdi_ borrow trouble
wik_ borrowed time
pes_ BORSTAL
wmi_ bosom buddy

ntc_ bosom buddy

ntc_ bosom chums
ntc_ bosom friends
pes_ BOSS
pes_ BOSS‐EYED
hdi_ boss around
ntc_ boss dick
ntc_ boss lady
ntc_ boss man
wik_ Boston brahmin
pes_ BOT
pes_ BOTANY BAY
wmi_ botch it
hdi_ both barrels, with
hdi_ both feet on the ground,
with
ntc_ both sheets in the wind
pes_ BOTHER
hdi_ bother, bothered
pes_ BOTHERATION
pes_ BOTHERMENTS
pes_ BOTTLE
pes_ BOTTLE AND GLASS
pes_ BOTTLE AND STOPPER
wik_ bottle away
ntc_ bottle baby
pes_ BOTTLE BLONDE
wmi_ bottle drive
wmi_ bottle man
pes_ BOTTLE OF BEER
wik_ Bottle of Dog
pes_ BOTTLE OF DRINK
pes_ BOTTLE OF FIZZ
pes_ BOTTLE OF KOLA
pes_ BOTTLE OF MILK
pes_ BOTTLE OF POP
pes_ BOTTLE OF SAUCE
pes_ BOTTLE OF SCENT
pes_ BOTTLE OF SCOTCH
pes_ BOTTLE OF SPRUCE
pes_ BOTTLE OF WATER
pes_ BOTTLE OF WINE
pes_ BOTTLE OPENER
pes_ BOTTLE OUT
wik_ bottle out
pes_ BOTTLE RETURN
pes_ BOTTLE TOP
wmi_ bottle up
hdi_ bottle up
wik_ bottle up
pes_ BOTTLE UP AND GO
pes_ BOTTLED
pes_ BOTTLED PROMISE
pes_ BOTTLES OF BOOZE
wik_ bottom bitch
pes_ BOTTOM BURP
ntc_ bottom dollar
hdi_ bottom drops out, the
wik_ bottom edge
wmi_ bottom fell out
ntc_ bottom fishing
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wik_ bottom hand
hdi_ bottom line
wik_ bottom line
wmi_ bottom line
ntc_ bottom line

pes_ BOTTOM OF A BIRDCAGE
ntc_ bottom of the barrel
hdi_ bottom of the barrel
ntc_ bottom of the heap

hdi_ bottom of the ladder
wik_ bottom of the line

wik_ bottom of the ninth
ntc_ bottom out
wmi_ bottom out
hdi_ bottom out

wmi_ bottom rung

wik_ bottom the house
ntc_ bottomless pit
wmi_ bottoms up

ntc_ Bottoms up.
pes_ BOTTY BOY

wik_ bought the farm

pes_ BOULDER BONCE
pes_ BOUNCE

pes_ BOUNCE‐UP

hdi_ bounce around
hdi_ bounce back
wmi_ bounce back
wik_ bounce back

ntc_ bounce for something
wik_ bounce off

wik_ bounce off the walls

ntc_ bounce something off (of)

someone
pes_ BOUNCED
pes_ BOUNCER
pes_ BOUNCERS
pes_ BOUNCY‐BOUNCY
hdi_ bound and determined to
hdi_ bound for
hdi_ bound hand and foot
hdi_ bound to, be
hdi_ bound up in
hdi_ bound up with
pes_ BOUNDER
pes_ BOUNDING
pes_ BOUNTY BAR
ntc_ bouquet of assholes
ntc_ bout it
pes_ BOVVER
pes_ BOVVER‐BOY
pes_ BOVVER BOOTS
pes_ BOW‐WOW
pes_ BOW AND ARROW
pes_ BOW AND QUIVER
hdi_ bow and scrape
wik_ bow down
pes_ BOW DOWN BEFORE THE
PORCELAIN GOD
BOW
LOCKS
pes_
bow
out
hdi_
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wik_ bow out

wmi_ bow out
ntc_ bow to the porcelain altar
pes_ BOWL
wik_ bowl a googly
pes_ BOWL A WIDE
wmi_ bowl me over
wik_ bowl of cherries
hdi_ bowl of cherries, life is just
a
bowl
over
wik_
hdi_ bowl over
pes_ BOWLER HAT
pes_ BOWSER
pes_ BOX
wik_ box‐office bomb
wik_ box clever
pes_ BOX OF BIRDS
pes_ BOX OF TOYS
pes_ BOX OF TRICKS
hdi_ box office
wik_ box oneself into a corner
hdi_ box score
wik_ box seat
ntc_ box someone in
wik_ box the compass
hdi_ box the compass
pes_ BOX THE FOX
pes_ BOXED
ntc_ boxed (up)
ntc_ boxed in
ntc_ boxed on the table
pes_ BOY
pes_ BOY AND GIR;
wik_ boy in the boat
pes_ BOY IN THE BOAT
pes_ BOY RACER
pes_ BOY SCOUT
pes_ BOY SCOUT WITH
AGOROPHOBIA
pes_ BOY SCOUTS
wik_ boy toy
wmi_ boy, oh boy
wik_ boys and girls
wik_ boys and their toys
ntc_ boys in blue
pes_ BOYS IN BLUE
ntc_ boys in the back room
wmi_ boys will be boys
hdi_ boys will be boys
pes_ BOYSIE
pes_ BOYSTOWN
wmi_ bozo
pes_ BOZO
pes_ BRACE
pes_ BRACE OF HORNED CORNS
wik_ brace of shakes
hdi_ brace oneself
hdi_ brace up
pes_ BRACELETS
pes_ BRACES AND BITS

pes_ BRACK

pes_ BRACKERS
pes_ BRACKET
pes_ BRAD PITT
pes_ BRADBURY
pes_ BRADFORD CITY
pes_ BRADFORDS
pes_ BRADS
pes_ BRADY
wik_ bragging rights
pes_ BRAHMA
pes_ BRAHMS AND LISZT
pes_ BRAIN
wmi_ brain
ntc_ brain bucket
wik_ brain cramp
pes_ BRAIN DAMAGE
wmi_ brain drain
hdi_ brain drain
pes_ BRAIN FAILURE
wik_ brain fart
wmi_ brain is fried
hdi_ brain someone
wmi_ brain storm
wik_ brain surgeon
wik_ brain surgery
pes_ BRAIN TABLET
wmi_ brain traffic
hdi_ brain trust
pes_ BRAINBOX
pes_ BRAINS
pes_ BRAINSTEM
pes_ BRAINSTORM
pes_ BRAINWAVE
wik_ branch off
hdi_ branch off
wmi_ branch office
wmi_ branch out
hdi_ branch out
wik_ branch out
wmi_ brand new/ brand
spanking new
BRANDS
HATCH
pes_
pes_ BRANDY AND FASHODA
pes_ BRASS
wik_ brass‐neck
wik_ brass‐necked
pes_ BRASS BAND
wik_ brass farthing
pes_ BRASS HAT
hdi_ brass hat
ntc_ brass hat
wik_ brass monkey
pes_ BRASS MONKEYS
wik_ brass monkeys
pes_ BRASS NAIL
pes_ BRASS NECK
wik_ brass neck
wik_ brass ring
hdi_ brass ring
pes_ BRASS TACKS

ntc_ brass tacks

ntc_ brassed (off)
pes_ BRASSED OFF
pes_ BRASSICK
pes_ BRASSWORK
pes_ BRASSY
pes_ BRAT
pes_ BRATTERY
pes_ BRAVE AND BOLD
hdi_ brave face, put on a
hdi_ brave it out
hdi_ brave the elements
pes_ BRAVEHEART
wmi_ bravo
pes_ BRAWL
hdi_ brazen it out
pes_ BREA
pes_ BREAD
wmi_ bread
wik_ bread‐and‐butter
hdi_ bread‐and‐butter letter
pes_ BREAD AND BUTTER
hdi_ bread and butter
ntc_ bread and butter
wik_ bread and butter
wmi_ bread and butter
pes_ BREAD AND CHEESE
pes_ BREAD AND HONEY
pes_ BREAD AND JAM
pes_ BREAD AND LARD
pes_ BREAD AND SCRAPE
pes_ BREAD HOOKS
pes_ BREAD KNIFE
pes_ BREADBASKET
wmi_ breadbasket
pes_ BREADCRUMBS
pes_ BREADHEAD
pes_ BREADSPREAD
wmi_ break a habit
wik_ break a law
wik_ break a leg
hdi_ break a leg
wmi_ break a leg
ntc_ Break a leg!
wmi_ break a promise
wmi_ break a spell
wmi_ break a story
wik_ break a sweat
wmi_ break a sweat
wmi_ break and enter
hdi_ break away
wmi_ break away
hdi_ break bread
hdi_ break camp
wik_ break cover
hdi_ break cover
wmi_ break curfew
hdi_ break down
wmi_ break down
hdi_ break even
wik_ break even

hdi_ break ground

wik_ break ground
wik_ break in
wmi_ break in
hdi_ break in
hdi_ break in on
wmi_ break into
hdi_ break into
wik_ break into
wmi_ break into song
hdi_ break it up
ntc_ Break it up!
hdi_ break loose
hdi_ break new ground
wik_ break new ground
hdi_ break of day
wmi_ break off
hdi_ break one
hdi_ break one's
ass/balls/butt/chops
hdi_ break one's back
hdi_ break one's balls
pes_ BREAK ONE'S DUCK
wik_ break one's duck
hdi_ break one's fall
wik_ break one's lance
hdi_ break one's neck
hdi_ break one's word
ntc_ break one’s balls to do
something
wmi_ break out
hdi_ break out
wik_ break out
ntc_ break out
wmi_ break out in a rash
hdi_ break out of
hdi_ break ranks
wik_ break ranks
pes_ BREAK SHINS
hdi_ break someone
hdi_ break someone's heart
wik_ break someone's heart
hdi_ break someone's serve
hdi_ break someone of
something
hdi_ break someone up
ntc_ break someone’s balls
hdi_ break the back of
wik_ break the back of
hdi_ break the bank
wik_ break the bank
wmi_ break the bank
wik_ break the buck
wik_ break the deadlock
wik_ break the fourth wall
hdi_ break the ice
ntc_ break the ice
wik_ break the ice
wmi_ break the ice
wmi_ break the law/rules
hdi_ break the news
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wmi_ break the record
hdi_ break the record

wik_ break the Sabbath
wik_ break the seal

wmi_ break the silence
hdi_ break through
hdi_ break up
wik_ break up
wmi_ break up

pes_ BREAK UP

hdi_ break wind
wik_ break wind
hdi_ break with
wik_ break with

wmi_ break your fall

wmi_ break your heart
wmi_ breakdown

wik_ breakfast of champions
ntc_ breakfast of champions
wik_ breaking and entering
pes_ BREAKING LUCK

pes_ BREAKNECK SPEED
wmi_ breakup

pes_ BREATH

hdi_ breath of fresh air
wmi_ breath of fresh air
wik_ breath of fresh air
wmi_ breath of wind

wmi_ breathe a sigh of relief
wik_ breathe a sigh of relief

wmi_ breathe down my neck

hdi_ breathe down someone's

neck
breathe
down someone's
wik_
neck
hdi_ breathe easily/freely
wmi_ breathe easy
wik_ breathe easy
hdi_ breathe life into
hdi_ breathe new life into
hdi_ breathe one's last
hdi_ breathing space
wik_ breed in the bone
hdi_ breeze in
pes_ BREEZE UP
pes_ BREKKERS
pes_ BREKKY
pes_ BREMBLE
pes_ BRENDA FRICKERS
pes_ BREW
pes_ BREWER'S BUNG
pes_ BREWER'S DROOP
ntc_ brews brothers
pes_ BREWSKI
pes_ BRIAN
pes_ BRIAN O'LINN
pes_ BRICK
wmi_ brick
wik_ brick by brick
wik_ brick house
wik_ brick in
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pes_ BRICK IN ONE'S HAT

pes_ BRICK IT
wik_ brick wall
pes_ BRICKED
pes_ BRICKING IT
hdi_ bricks and mortar
pes_ BRICKS AND MORTAR
hdi_ bricks shy of a load
pes_ BRIDE AND GROOM
pes_ BRIDGE
wmi_ bridge the gap
wik_ bridge too far
pes_ BRIDGER
pes_ BRIDGET JONESES
pes_ BRIDGETS
pes_ BRIEF
pes_ BRIG
pes_ BRIG'S REST
wmi_ bright
wik_ bright‐eyed and bushy‐
tailed
ntc_ bright‐eyed and bushy‐
tailed
hdi_ bright‐eyed and bushy‐
tailed
wmi_ bright‐eyed and bushy‐
tailed
wik_ bright‐line rule
pes_ BRIGHT AND BREEZY
ntc_ bright and breezy
hdi_ bright and early
pes_ BRIGHT AND FRISKY
hdi_ bright idea
wik_ bright line
wik_ bright shiny object
hdi_ bright side
pes_ BRIGHTON
pes_ BRIGHTON LINE
pes_ BRIGHTON PIER
pes_ BRIGHTON ROCK
pes_ BRILL
wik_ bring a knife to a gunfight
hdi_ bring about
wik_ bring about
wmi_ bring an end to
hdi_ bring around
pes_ BRING DOWN
hdi_ bring down
hdi_ bring down the curtain
hdi_ bring down the house
wik_ bring down the house
hdi_ bring forth
wik_ bring forward
hdi_ bring home
wik_ bring home
ntc_ bring home the bacon
wmi_ bring home the bacon
wik_ bring home the bacon
hdi_ bring home the bacon
hdi_ bring into line
hdi_ bring into play

hdi_ bring into the world

wmi_ bring it off
pes_ BRING IT UP FOR A VOTE
wik_ bring it weak
hdi_ bring off
wik_ bring on
hdi_ bring on
wik_ bring one's arse to an
anchor
hdi_ bring out
wik_ bring owls to Athens
wik_ bring round
hdi_ bring round
ntc_ bring someone down
ntc_ bring someone on
ntc_ bring something up
wmi_ bring the house down
hdi_ bring the house down
hdi_ bring to
wik_ bring to a boil
wmi_ bring to a close
hdi_ bring to a head
wik_ bring to bear
hdi_ bring to bear
hdi_ bring to book
hdi_ bring to heel
wik_ bring to heel
wik_ bring to justice
hdi_ bring to life
wik_ bring to light
hdi_ bring to light
hdi_ bring to mind
hdi_ bring to one's knees
hdi_ bring to pass
hdi_ bring to terms
wik_ bring to the table
hdi_ bring up
wik_ bring up
wmi_ bring up
wik_ bring up the rear
hdi_ bring up the rear
hdi_ bring up to date
wmi_ bring you up short
pes_ BRINGDOWN
pes_ BRINNY
pes_ BRINY
pes_ BRISTLES
pes_ BRISTOL CITIES
pes_ BRISTOLS
pes_ BRIT
pes_ BRITISH RAIL
pes_ BRITNEY SPEARS
pes_ BRIXTON BRIEFCASE
pes_ BRIXTON RIOT
pes_ BRO
wmi_ broad
pes_ BROAD
wik_ broad across the beam
wik_ broad church
hdi_ broad daylight
wmi_ broad daylight

hdi_ broad in the beam

wik_ broad in the beam
wik_ broad shoulders
hdi_ broad shoulders, have
wik_ broad strokes
wik_ broaden one's horizons
pes_ BROADS
wik_ Broadway
pes_ BROCCOLO
pes_ BROJA
wmi_ broke
wik_ broken‐hearted
wmi_ broken dreams
pes_ BROKEN HEART
wik_ broken record
wmi_ broken record
hdi_ broken reed
wik_ broken vessel
pes_ BROKEN WRISTED
pes_ BROMIDE
pes_ BROMIDIOM
pes_ BROMLEY‐BY‐BOW
pes_ BRONCO LAYNE
pes_ BRONK
wik_ Bronx cheer
ntc_ Bronx cheer
pes_ BRONX CHEER
pes_ BRONZE
pes_ BRONZE EYE
pes_ BRONZE FIGURE
pes_ BROOKLYN MATING CALL
pes_ BROOM
pes_ BROOM‐BROOM
pes_ BROOM OFF
pes_ BROOM TO THE SLAMMER
THAT FRONTS THE DRAPE
pes_ BROOMHED
pes_ BROTHEL CREEPERS
pes_ BROTHEL STOMPERS
pes_ BROTHER AND SISTER
pes_ BROTHER BUNG
pes_ BROTHER OF THE BADGE
wmi_ brouhaha
wmi_ browbeat
pes_ BROWN
pes_ BROWN‐NOSE
wik_ brown‐noser
pes_ BROWN AND MILD
wik_ brown bag
hdi_ brown bagger
pes_ BROWN BESS
pes_ BROWN BOTTLE
ntc_ brown bottle flu
wik_ brown bread
pes_ BROWN BREAD
pes_ BROWN EYE
pes_ BROWN FOOD
pes_ BROWN HAT
pes_ BROWN HATTER
ntc_ brown hole
pes_ BROWN JOE

hdi_ brown nose

wmi_ brown nose [B]
wik_ brown noser
ntc_ brown out
pes_ BROWN PAPER
wik_ brown power
ntc_ brown someone off
hdi_ brown study, in a
pes_ BROWN STUFF
pes_ BROWN SUGAR
wik_ brown thumb
pes_ BROWN TONGUE
pes_ BROWN TROUSERS
pes_ BROWN WINDSOR
pes_ BROWN WINK
ntc_ browned (off)
hdi_ browned off
wik_ browned off
wmi_ browned off
pes_ BROWNED OFF
pes_ BROWNIE
pes_ BROWNIE‐HOUND
wik_ Brownie point
hdi_ brownie points
ntc_ brownie points
wmi_ brownie points
pes_ BROWNIE POINTS
wik_ brownnose
pes_ BRUCE FOSYTHE
pes_ BRUCE LEE'S
pes_ BRUM
pes_ BRUMMAGEM
pes_ BRUMMAGEM
SCREWDRIVER
pes_ BRUMMIE
pes_ BRUNO
pes_ BRUSH
wmi_ brush‐off
wik_ brush aside
hdi_ brush aside
wik_ brush by
wmi_ brush cut
wik_ brush down
wmi_ brush it off
wik_ brush off
pes_ BRUSH OFF
hdi_ brush off
hdi_ brush up
wik_ brush up
wmi_ brush up on
hdi_ brush up on
wmi_ brush with death
wmi_ brush with the law
pes_ BRUSHET
wik_ Brussels
pes_ BRUSSELS SPROUT
pes_ BRUSSELS SPROUTS
hdi_ brute force
hdi_ brute strength
pes_ BRYAN FERRY
pes_ BRYANT AND MAY
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pes_ BRYANT AND MAYS
pes_ BUB

pes_ BUBBIES
pes_ BUBBLE

pes_ BUBBLE AND BLISTER
pes_ BUBBLE AND SQUEAK
pes_ BUBBLE BATH

pes_ BUBBLE DANCING
pes_ BUBBLE GUM
wik_ bubble over
pes_ BUBBLE UP

ntc_ bubble water

pes_ BUBBLEBRAIN
pes_ BUBBLED

pes_ BUBBLED UP
pes_ BUBBLEGUM
pes_ BUBBLES
pes_ BUBBLY
pes_ BUBS

pes_ BUCCANEER
pes_ BUCK
wmi_ buck

pes_ BUCK AND DOE
wmi_ buck fever
hdi_ buck for
wik_ buck for

ntc_ buck for something
pes_ BUCK HOUSE
wik_ buck naked
ntc_ buck naked

wmi_ buck stops here

hdi_ buck stops here, the
wmi_ buck up
ntc_ buck up
hdi_ buck up
wik_ buck up

pes_ BUCKET

pes_ BUCKET AFLOAT

pes_ BUCKET AND PAIL

pes_ BUCKET AND SPADE
pes_ BUCKET AND WELL
wik_ bucket down
wik_ bucket list

ntc_ bucket of bolts
wik_ bucket of bolts

pes_ BUCKET OF COLD MUD
pes_ BUCKET OF HAIL

pes_ BUCKET OF SAND
pes_ BUCKET SHOP
pes_ BUCKETING

wik_ buckle down
wmi_ buckle down
hdi_ buckle down

pes_ BUCKLE MY SHOE
hdi_ buckle under
wmi_ buckle under
hdi_ buckle up
wmi_ buckle up
wik_ buckle up

wik_ Buckley's and none
wik_ Buckley's chance
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pes_ BUCKLEY'S CHANCE

pes_ BUCKS HUSSAR
pes_ BUCKSHEE
wmi_ buckstop (military)
pes_ BUDDHA
pes_ BUDDHA STICKS
wmi_ budding genius
pes_ BUDDY
pes_ BUDDY HOLLY
hdi_ buddy up
ntc_ buddy up (with someone)
ntc_ buddy up to someone
ntc_ budget crunch
ntc_ budget squeeze
pes_ BUDGIE
pes_ BUFF
wik_ buff out
wik_ buff the muffin
wik_ buff up
wmi_ buffalo
pes_ BUFFALOED
pes_ BUFFOON
pes_ BUG
pes_ BUG‐A‐LUG
pes_ BUG‐FUCKER
pes_ BUG‐SMASHER
wmi_ bug (someone)
pes_ BUG AND FLEA
pes_ BUG HOUSE
wik_ bug off
hdi_ bug off
ntc_ Bug off!
pes_ BUG OUT
ntc_ bug out
wik_ bug out
hdi_ bug out
pes_ BUG PATH
pes_ BUG RAKE
pes_ BUG RUN
pes_ BUG WALK
pes_ BUGGED
pes_ BUGGER
pes_ BUGGER ABOUT
wik_ bugger all
pes_ BUGGER ALL
wmi_ bugger all [B]
hdi_ bugger off
pes_ BUGGER OFF
wik_ bugger off
pes_ BUGGERATION
pes_ BUGGERED
pes_ BUGGERLUGS
pes_ BUGGERY GRIPS
pes_ BUGGINS' TURN
wik_ Buggins's turn
pes_ BUGGY
pes_ BUGHOUSE
pes_ BUGLE
pes_ BUGLE‐DUSTER
pes_ BUGLIX
pes_ BUGS BUNNY

pes_ BUGS IN THE RUG

pes_ BUGSY
pes_ BUICK
wik_ build a better mousetrap
wmi_ build a better mousetrap
hdi_ build a fire under
pes_ BUILD A SCONCE
wik_ build castles in the air
hdi_ build down
hdi_ build in
hdi_ build into
hdi_ build on
wik_ build on sand
hdi_ build on sand
hdi_ build up
wmi_ build up
wik_ build up
hdi_ build upon
pes_ BUILT
pes_ BUILT FOR COMFORT
ntc_ built like a brick shithouse
wik_ built like a brick shithouse
pes_ BUILT LIKE A BRICK
SHITHOUSE
built
like a brick shithouse
wmi_
[B]
wik_ built like a tank
hdi_ built to order
wik_ bulger
wik_ bulk bill
wik_ bulk billing
pes_ BULL
pes_ BULL'S EYE
pes_ BULL AND BUSH
pes_ BULL AND COW
pes_ BULL ARTIST
hdi_ bull artist
ntc_ bull bitch
pes_ BULL DUST
pes_ BULL FIDDLE
hdi_ bull in a china shop
wmi_ bull in a china shop
pes_ BULL IN THE RING
pes_ BULL MERCHANT
wik_ bull session
ntc_ bull session
pes_ BULL SESSION
hdi_ bull session
wmi_ bull/bullshit/BS [B]
pes_ BULLDOZE
pes_ BULLDOZER
pes_ BULLDYKE
pes_ BULLET
hdi_ bulletin board
wik_ bulletproof
pes_ BULLETS
pes_ BULLOCK'S BLOOD
pes_ BULLOCK'S HEART
pes_ BULLOCK'S HORN
pes_ BULLOCK'S LIVER
pes_ BULLS

pes_ BULLS WOOL

pes_ BULLSEYE
pes_ BULLSHINE
pes_ BULLSHIT
hdi_ bullshit artist
ntc_ bullshit artist
pes_ BULLY BEEF
wmi_ bully for you
pes_ BULLYWAYO
pes_ BULRUSH
pes_ BUM
wmi_ bum
wmi_ bum's rush
pes_ BUM'S RUSH
hdi_ bum's rush
wik_ bum's rush
ntc_ bum about someone or
something
wik_ bum around
ntc_ bum around
hdi_ bum around
pes_ BUM BAG
pes_ BUM BANDIT
ntc_ bum beef
pes_ BUM BOY
pes_ BUM BUDDY
ntc_ bum check
wik_ bum chum
pes_ BUM CHUM
pes_ BUM FODDER
pes_ BUM FREEZER
pes_ BUM FUCKER
pes_ BUM GRAVY
pes_ BUM LICKER
hdi_ bum out
ntc_ bum out
hdi_ bum rap
wmi_ bum rap
pes_ BUM RAP
ntc_ bum rap
wik_ bum rap
wik_ bum rush
ntc_ bum someone out
ntc_ bum something (off
someone)
wik_ bum steer
pes_ BUM STEER
ntc_ bum steer
hdi_ bum steer
pes_ BUM SUCKER
pes_ BUM TAGS
ntc_ bum trip
pes_ BUM UP
ntc_ bum’s rush
pes_ BUMBERSHOOT
pes_ BUMBLEBEE
pes_ BUMBLEBEES
pes_ BUMBOY
pes_ BUMF
pes_ BUMFACE
pes_ BUMFEST

pes_ BUMFLUFF

wik_ Bumfuck
wik_ Bumfuck, Egypt
ntc_ bummed (out)
pes_ BUMMED OUT
pes_ BUMMER
wmi_ bummer
pes_ BUMP
hdi_ bump against
wik_ bump and grind
wmi_ bump and grind
wmi_ bump and grind (hockey)
wik_ bump into
wmi_ bump into
hdi_ bump into
wik_ bump off
pes_ BUMP OFF
hdi_ bump off
ntc_ bump someone off
pes_ BUMP START
ntc_ Bump that!
pes_ BUMP TUMMIES
ntc_ bump uglies
hdi_ bump up
wik_ bump up
wmi_ bumper to bumper
pes_ BUMPERS
pes_ BUMPH
pes_ BUMPS
wik_ bums in seats
pes_ BUMSUCKING
pes_ BUMSWIZZLED
pes_ BUMWAD
pes_ BUN FIGHT
wmi_ bun in the oven
pes_ BUN IN THE OVEN
pes_ BUNCE
pes_ BUNCH
ntc_ bunch of fives
pes_ BUNCH OF FIVES
pes_ BUNCO
pes_ BUNDLE
wmi_ bundle
ntc_ bundle from heaven
wik_ bundle of energy
ntc_ bundle of joy
wik_ bundle of joy
wik_ bundle of laughs
ntc_ bundle of nerves
wmi_ bundle of nerves
wik_ bundle of nerves
hdi_ bundle of nerves
wmi_ bundle up
pes_ BUNDU
pes_ BUNG
pes_ BUNG IN THE BOTTLE
pes_ BUNG IT IN
pes_ BUNGALOW
pes_ BUNGALOW BILL
pes_ BUNGEE JUMPER
pes_ BUNGER
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pes_ BUNGHOLE
pes_ BUNGIE
pes_ BUNGY
wmi_ bunk

pes_ BUNK

pes_ BUNK‐UP
pes_ BUNK IN

pes_ BUNK OFF
pes_ BUNKIES
pes_ BUNNY

pes_ BUNNY BOILER
wik_ bunny girl

wik_ bunny hop
wik_ bunny hug
pes_ BUNS
wmi_ buns

pes_ BUNSEN BURNER
wik_ buoy up
pes_ BUP

pes_ BUPPY

ntc_ burbed out
wmi_ burbs

hdi_ burden of proof

pes_ BURDETT‐COUTTS
pes_ BURG

pes_ BURGLAR ALARM
pes_ BURGOO
pes_ BURIED

wik_ buried treasure
pes_ BURK

pes_ BURKE AND HARE
pes_ BURL

pes_ BURLEYCUE

pes_ BURLINGTON BERTIE
pes_ BURLINGTON HUNT
pes_ BURLY
pes_ BURN

pes_ BURN‐ARTIST
pes_ BURN‐TOAST
pes_ BURN‐UP

wik_ burn a hole in one's pocket
wmi_ burn a hole in your pocket
pes_ BURN AND SMOULDER
ntc_ burn artist

hdi_ burn at the stake
hdi_ burn down

hdi_ burn in effigy
hdi_ burn into
wmi_ burn it in

pes_ BURN OFF
hdi_ burn off

pes_ BURN OIL

hdi_ burn one's boats

hdi_ burn one's bridges
wik_ burn one's bridges

wik_ burn one's candle at both

ends

hdi_ burn one's fingers
wik_ burn one's fingers
hdi_ burn oneself out
hdi_ burn out
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wik_ burn out

wmi_ burn out
ntc_ burn rubber
wik_ burn rubber
pes_ BURN RUBBER
hdi_ burn rubber
pes_ BURN SMOKE
pes_ BURN SOMEONE'S GOAT
ntc_ burn someone down
hdi_ burn someone up
ntc_ burn someone up
pes_ BURN THE BRITISH
hdi_ burn the candle at both
ends
wmi_ burn the midnight oil
wik_ burn the midnight oil
hdi_ burn the midnight oil
hdi_ burn to a cinder
wik_ burn to a crisp
hdi_ burn to a crisp
wmi_ burn up
hdi_ burn up
ntc_ burn with a low blue flame
wmi_ burn your ass [B]
wmi_ burn your bridges
pes_ BURNED
wmi_ burned
ntc_ burned out
ntc_ burned up
hdi_ burned up
pes_ BURNER
hdi_ burning question
wmi_ burning question
pes_ BURNOUT
pes_ BURNS AND SMOULDERS
pes_ BURNT
pes_ BURNT CINDER
ntc_ burnt offering
pes_ BURNT OFFERING
ntc_ burnt out
hdi_ burst a gut
hdi_ burst at the seams
wik_ burst in
hdi_ burst into
hdi_ burst out
hdi_ burst out in/into
wik_ burst out laughing
wik_ burst someone's bubble
hdi_ burst with
pes_ BURTON‐ON‐TRENT
pes_ BURY
wik_ bury one's head in the sand
hdi_ bury one's head in the sand
pes_ BURY THE HATCHET
wik_ bury the hatchet
ntc_ bury the hatchet
hdi_ bury the hatchet
wmi_ bury the hatchet
wik_ bury the lead
wik_ bury the lede
pes_ BUS AND TRAM

pes_ BUSH

ntc_ bush bitch
pes_ BUSH LAWYER
wik_ bush league
pes_ BUSH PAROLE
pes_ BUSH PATROL
ntc_ bush patrol
ntc_ bush pig
wmi_ bush telegraph
wik_ bush telegraph
pes_ BUSHBASHING
pes_ BUSHED
wmi_ bushed
pes_ BUSHEL AND PECK
pes_ BUSHEL OF COKE
pes_ BUSHER
pes_ BUSHEY PARK
pes_ BUSHFIRE
pes_ BUSHFIRED
pes_ BUSHIE
wmi_ bushwhack
pes_ BUSHWHACKER
pes_ BUSHY PARK
pes_ BUSINESS
wik_ business as usual
wmi_ business as usual
hdi_ business as usual
wik_ business end
ntc_ business end (of
something)
wik_ business girl
pes_ BUSINESS GIRL
pes_ BUSK IT
hdi_ busman's holiday
wik_ busman's holiday
pes_ BUST
ntc_ bust (one’s) ass (to do
something)
ntc_ bust (some) suds
wik_ bust a cap in someone's ass
hdi_ bust a gut
ntc_ bust a gut (to do
something)
wik_ bust a move
ntc_ bust a move
wik_ bust a nut
ntc_ bust ass (out of some
place)
wik_ bust ass cold
wik_ bust chops
wmi_ bust my butt
ntc_ bust on someone or
something
wik_ bust one's ass
hdi_ bust one's ass
hdi_ bust one's
ass/balls/butt/chops
wik_ bust one's balls
pes_ BUST ONE'S BUNS
wik_ bust one's butt
wik_ bust one's chops

pes_ BUST ONE'S CONK

ntc_ bust one’s butt to do
something
ntc_ bust one’s nuts to do
something
wmi_ bust out
wik_ bust out
ntc_ bust someone one
ntc_ bust something up
ntc_ bust something wide open
wmi_ busted
wik_ busted flush
pes_ BUSTEL PUNCHING
pes_ BUSTER
pes_ BUSTERS
pes_ BUSTING
wmi_ busy as a beaver
hdi_ busy as a beaver
hdi_ busy as a bee
wik_ busy beaver
wik_ busy work
hdi_ busy work
hdi_ but for
hdi_ but good
wmi_ but good
wik_ but seriously folks
wik_ but then
hdi_ but then
ntc_ But, hey
pes_ BUTCH
pes_ BUTCH UP
pes_ BUTCHER'S
pes_ BUTCHER'S HOOK
pes_ BUTT
wmi_ butt
ntc_ butt‐fucking Egypt
wik_ butt‐naked
wik_ butt‐ugly
wik_ butt heads
wik_ butt in
wmi_ butt in
hdi_ butt in
ntc_ butt naked
wmi_ butt of the joke
pes_ BUTT OUT
wmi_ butt out
wik_ butt out
ntc_ Butt out!
pes_ BUTTER CHURN
wmi_ butter fingers
wik_ butter fingers
wmi_ butter up
wik_ butter up
hdi_ butter up
wmi_ butter wouldn't melt in his
mouth
hdi_ butter wouldn't melt in
one's mouth
pes_ BUTTERBALL
pes_ BUTTERBOY
pes_ BUTTERCUP

pes_ BUTTERCUP AND DAISY

pes_ BUTTERED BREAD
pes_ BUTTERED BUN
pes_ BUTTERED SCONE
hdi_ butterflies in one's stomach
pes_ BUTTERFLY
wik_ butterfly upon a wheel
pes_ BUTTFUCK
pes_ BUTTHEAD
pes_ BUTTIE
pes_ BUTTINSKI
pes_ BUTTINSKY
pes_ BUTTNAKED
pes_ BUTTON
wik_ button‐down
pes_ BUTTON IT
pes_ BUTTON ONE'S LIP
hdi_ button one's lip
wik_ button one's lip
hdi_ button one's mouth
hdi_ button up
wmi_ button your lip
ntc_ Button your lip!
wik_ buttoned‐down
pes_ BUTTONED UP
pes_ BUTTONHOLE
hdi_ buttonhole someone
wmi_ buttonhole you
pes_ BUTTONS AND BOWS
pes_ BUTTY
pes_ BUVARE
pes_ BUY
pes_ BUY A PUP
wmi_ buy a round
wmi_ buy into
wik_ buy into
hdi_ buy into
pes_ BUY IT
ntc_ buy it
hdi_ buy it
pes_ BUY MY BUICK
hdi_ buy off
hdi_ buy out
wik_ buy out
wmi_ buy out
wik_ buy someone out
ntc_ buy someone’s wolf ticket
hdi_ buy something
wik_ buy straw hats in winter
wmi_ buy that
ntc_ buy the big one
wmi_ buy the farm
hdi_ buy the farm
pes_ BUY THE FARM
wik_ buy the farm
ntc_ buy the farm
pes_ BUY THE RABBIT
wmi_ buy time
hdi_ buy time
ntc_ buy time
wik_ buy time
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wik_ buy to let

ntc_ buy trouble
hdi_ buy up
wmi_ buy up
wik_ buy up

pes_ BUYER

wmi_ buyer's market
pes_ BUZZ

pes_ BUZZ‐CRUSHER
wmi_ buzz‐kill

ntc_ buzz along
pes_ BUZZ OFF
hdi_ buzz off
wmi_ buzz off
wik_ buzz off

pes_ BUZZ WAGON
pes_ BUZZARD

ntc_ buzzard meat
pes_ BUZZCOCKS
wmi_ buzzed

pes_ BUZZER

pes_ BUZZING

wmi_ buzzword
pes_ BUZZY

pes_ BUZZY HOUSE
pes_ BWOTH
pes_ BWOY
pes_ BY

pes_ BY'N‐BY

pes_ BY‐BLOW
pes_ BY‐CHOP

wik_ by‐the‐book

wik_ by‐the‐numbers

wmi_ by a country mile
hdi_ by a hair

hdi_ by a hairbreadth/whisker
pes_ BY A JUGFUL

pes_ BY A LONG CHALK
hdi_ by a long shot
wik_ by a long shot
wmi_ by a long shot

pes_ BY A LONG SHOT

pes_ BY A LONG SIGHT
hdi_ by a mile

pes_ BY A STREET
hdi_ by a thread

hdi_ by all accounts
wik_ by all accounts

hdi_ by all manner of means
wik_ by all means
hdi_ by all means
wmi_ by all means
hdi_ by all odds
hdi_ by and by

wmi_ by and large
hdi_ by and large
wik_ by and large

wik_ by any chance
wmi_ by any means
hdi_ by any means

hdi_ by any stretch
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wmi_ by any stretch...

pes_ BY CHALKS
hdi_ by chance
hdi_ by choice
hdi_ by coincidence
hdi_ by cracky
wmi_ by cracky
hdi_ by definition
hdi_ by degrees
hdi_ by design
wik_ by dint of
wmi_ by dint of
hdi_ by dint of
wik_ by far
hdi_ by far
hdi_ by fits and starts
wmi_ by golly
wmi_ by gosh
wmi_ by guess or by gosh
hdi_ by half
hdi_ by halves
hdi_ by hand
wik_ by hand
wmi_ by heart
hdi_ by heart
wik_ by heart
wik_ by hook or by crook
wmi_ by hook or by crook
hdi_ by hook or crook
hdi_ by inches
wmi_ by its very nature
hdi_ by Jove
wmi_ by jove
hdi_ by leaps and bounds
wmi_ by leaps and bounds
hdi_ by means of
wik_ by mistake
hdi_ by mistake
wik_ by no means
wmi_ by no means
hdi_ by no means
hdi_ by no stretch
hdi_ by one's bootstraps
wik_ by one's lights
wik_ by one's own hand
hdi_ by one's wits
hdi_ by oneself
wik_ by oneself
pes_ BY PASS
hdi_ by reason of
hdi_ by request
hdi_ by rights
wik_ by rights
hdi_ by rote
hdi_ by storm
hdi_ by surprise
hdi_ by the balls
hdi_ by the board
hdi_ by the book
wik_ by the book
wmi_ by the by

wik_ by the by

hdi_ by the by
hdi_ by the bye
pes_ BY THE CRINGE
hdi_ by the day
hdi_ by the dozen
wik_ by the Grace of God
hdi_ by the
hour/week/month/year
hdi_ by the hundred/thousand
pes_ BY THE NECK
wik_ by the numbers
hdi_ by the numbers
wik_ by the same token
wmi_ by the same token
hdi_ by the same token
hdi_ by the seat of the pants
wmi_ by the seat of your pants
hdi_ by the short hairs
wmi_ by the short hairs
hdi_ by the skin of one's teeth
wik_ by the skin of one's teeth
wmi_ by the skin of their teeth
hdi_ by the sweat of one's brow
wik_ by the time
wmi_ by the way
hdi_ by the way
wik_ by the way
wik_ by trade
hdi_ by turns
wik_ by virtue of
hdi_ by virtue of
hdi_ by way of
hdi_ by weight
hdi_ by word of mouth
wmi_ by word of mouth
wmi_ bye
pes_ BYE‐BYES
wmi_ bye for now
hdi_ bête noire
pes_ C
wmi_ c'est la vie
pes_ C‐NOTE
pes_ C AND A
pes_ CA‐CA
pes_ CAB RANK
pes_ CAB YAB
pes_ CABALLO
pes_ CABBAGE
pes_ CABBAGE HEAD
pes_ CABBAGED
wmi_ Cabbagetown
pes_ CABELLO
pes_ CABIN CRUISER
wmi_ cabin fever
hdi_ cabin fever
pes_ CABMAN'S RESTS
pes_ CABOOSE
pes_ CACA
pes_ CACA‐BACCA
pes_ CACATORIUM

pes_ CACK

pes_ CACK‐CATCHERS
pes_ CACK‐HANDED
pes_ CACKLE
wmi_ cackleberries
pes_ CACKPIPE
ntc_ cactus (buttons)
ntc_ cactus juice
pes_ CAD
pes_ CADBURY'S
pes_ CADBURY'S SNACK
pes_ CADBURY ALLEY
pes_ CADBURY CHANNEL
pes_ CADDLE
pes_ CADDY
pes_ CADY
pes_ CAFETERIA
pes_ CAFF
pes_ CAG MAG
pes_ CAGE
ntc_ cage of anger
pes_ CAHOOT
pes_ CAIN AND ABEL
pes_ CAINE
wik_ cake crumbs
ntc_ cake hole
wik_ cake walk
pes_ CAKEHOLE
pes_ CAKERY
wik_ cakes and ale
wik_ cakewalk
pes_ CALABOOSE
pes_ CALAMITY JANE
pes_ CALBO
hdi_ calculated risk
pes_ CALCUTTA
pes_ CALENDAR
hdi_ calf love
pes_ CALIFORNIA SPECIAL
pes_ CALL
pes_ CALL‐BOY
pes_ CALL‐GIRL
wik_ call 'em as one sees 'em
ntc_ call (all) the shots
pes_ CALL A COPPER!
hdi_ call a halt
wmi_ call a spade a spade
wik_ call a spade a spade
hdi_ call a spade a spade
wmi_ call attention to
hdi_ call back
pes_ CALL BUICKS
pes_ CALL DINOSAURS
hdi_ call down
pes_ CALL EARL
ntc_ call earl
wmi_ call for
hdi_ call for
pes_ CALL FOR HUEY
wmi_ call his bluff
ntc_ call hogs

ntc_ call house

ntc_ call hughie
hdi_ call in
hdi_ call in question
hdi_ call in sick
wmi_ call into account
hdi_ call into question
wmi_ call it a day
wik_ call it a day
hdi_ call it a day
wik_ call it a night
wik_ call it even
wmi_ call it quits
wik_ call it quits
hdi_ call it quits
wmi_ call it square
ntc_ Call my service.
hdi_ call names
hdi_ call of duty
hdi_ call of nature
ntc_ call of nature
hdi_ call off
wmi_ call off
pes_ CALL OFF ALL BETS
wik_ call off the dogs
wmi_ call off the dogs
wik_ call on
wmi_ call on
hdi_ call on
hdi_ call on the carpet
hdi_ call one's own
hdi_ call out
wik_ call out
ntc_ call ralph
pes_ CALL RALPH ON THE BIG
WHITE TELEPHONE
ntc_ call ruth
ntc_ call shotgun
hdi_ call someone's bluff
wik_ call someone's bluff
ntc_ call someone out
wmi_ call tabs
wik_ call the shots
hdi_ call the shots
pes_ CALL THE SHOTS
wmi_ call the shots
hdi_ call the tune
hdi_ call to account
wik_ call to account
hdi_ call to mind
hdi_ call to order
wik_ call to the bar
pes_ CALL TO THE SEALS
pes_ CALL UNCLE RALPH
wmi_ call up
hdi_ call up
wik_ call up
hdi_ call upon
pes_ CALLARD AND BOWSERS
pes_ CALLARDS
wik_ calling card
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wmi_ calm before the storm
wik_ calm before the storm
wmi_ calm down

pes_ CALVIN KLEIN
ntc_ cam (red)

pes_ CAMBER SANDS
ntc_ Cambodian red
pes_ CAMDEN

pes_ CAMDEN LOCK

pes_ CAMDEN TOWN
pes_ CAMEL'S HUMP
wik_ camel's nose

wik_ camel through the eye of a

needle

wmi_ camel toes [B]

pes_ CAMERER CUSS
pes_ CAMEROON

pes_ CAMILLA PARKER‐

BOWLES
CAMISTER
pes_
pes_ CAMP
hdi_ camp follower
hdi_ camp it up
ntc_ camp it up
hdi_ camp out
ntc_ campus queen
wmi_ can
pes_ CAN
hdi_ can't abide
hdi_ can't abide/bear/stomach
wmi_ can't believe my ears
wmi_ can't believe my eyes
hdi_ can't but
hdi_ can't complain
hdi_ can't do anything with
hdi_ can't fight City Hall
wik_ can't get enough
wmi_ can't have it both ways
wmi_ can't help
hdi_ can't help
hdi_ can't help but
hdi_ can't hit the broad side of a
barn
wmi_ can't hold a candle
hdi_ can't make a silk purse out
of a sow's ear
can't
make head or tail of
hdi_
hdi_ can't punch one's way out
of a paper bag
wmi_ can't put my finger on it
wmi_ can't put my hands on it
hdi_ can't see farther than the
end of one's nose
wmi_ can't see for looking
wmi_ can't see the forest for the
trees
hdi_ can't see the forest for the
trees
hdi_ can't see the wood for the
trees
can't
seem
wik_
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hdi_ can't seem to

hdi_ can't stand
wmi_ can't stand
wik_ can't stand
pes_ CAN'T TAKE A TRICK
wik_ can't wait
hdi_ can't wait
hdi_ can do with
wmi_ can help it
wik_ can it
pes_ CAN IT
wmi_ can it
ntc_ Can it!
pes_ CAN OF COKE
pes_ CAN OF OIL
ntc_ can of worms
wik_ can of worms
pes_ CAN OF WORMS
wmi_ can of worms
hdi_ can of worms
wmi_ Canada goose
ntc_ can’t hit the (broad) side of
a barn
ntc_ can’t win (th)em all
pes_ CANAL BOAT
wmi_ canary
pes_ CANARY
pes_ CANARY WHARF
hdi_ cancel out
ntc_ cancel someone’s
Christmas
pes_ CANCER BED
ntc_ cancer stick
pes_ CANCER STICK
pes_ CANDLE
pes_ CANDLE BASHER
wik_ candle in the wind
pes_ CANDLE SCONCE
pes_ CANDLE WAX
pes_ CANDLES
pes_ CANDY
wmi_ candy‐ass
pes_ CANDY BLUNT
ntc_ candy man
ntc_ candy store
pes_ CANDYASS
pes_ CANDYFLOSS
pes_ CANDYMAN
pes_ CANE
pes_ CANED
pes_ CANER
pes_ CANISTER
wmi_ canned
pes_ CANNED
hdi_ canned laughter
hdi_ canned music
hdi_ cannot but
hdi_ cannot hold a candle to
ntc_ cannot see (any) further
than the end of one’s nose
CANNY
pes_

pes_ CANOE

pes_ CANOES
pes_ CANOODLE
pes_ CANS
pes_ CANTALOUPES
pes_ CANTEEN MEDAL
pes_ CANUCK
wmi_ Canuck
pes_ CANUK
pes_ CANVAS
pes_ CAP
hdi_ cap and gown
hdi_ cap in hand
hdi_ cap it all
hdi_ cap it all off
wik_ cap it all off
wik_ cap over the windmill
pes_ CAPE HORN
pes_ CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
pes_ CAPEESH
pes_ CAPER
pes_ CAPITAL CITY
pes_ CAPON
pes_ CAPPER
pes_ CAPTAIN'S LOG
pes_ CAPTAIN BLIGH
pes_ CAPTAIN COOK
pes_ CAPTAIN GRIMES
pes_ CAPTAIN KANGAROO
pes_ CAPTAIN KETTLE
pes_ CAPTAIN KIRK
pes_ CAPTAIN MORGAN
wik_ captain of industry
ntc_ captain of industry
pes_ CAPTAIN SCOTT
pes_ CAPTAIN SENSIBLE
hdi_ captive audience
pes_ CAPTURE
wmi_ capture the imagination
pes_ CAR
pes_ CAR‐PARK
wmi_ car buff
pes_ CAR SURFING
hdi_ carbo load
pes_ CARBOLIC NAKED
hdi_ carbon copy
pes_ CARBUNCLE
pes_ CARCASS TRADE
wmi_ card
wmi_ card‐carrying member
hdi_ card in
hdi_ card up one's sleeve
pes_ CARDBOARD BOX
pes_ CARDIE
hdi_ cards are stacked against
wik_ care package
hdi_ care package
pes_ CARELESS TALK
pes_ CARGA
wmi_ caribouboo
pes_ CARJUN

pes_ CARK

pes_ CARKED
pes_ CARL EARL
pes_ CARL ROSA
pes_ CARLO GATTI
pes_ CARN
pes_ CARNEY
pes_ CARNIE
pes_ CARNY
pes_ CAROL SINGER
pes_ CAROON
hdi_ carpe diem
pes_ CARPET
pes_ CARPET BAG
wik_ carried away
hdi_ carried away
pes_ CARROT
pes_ CARROT‐NOB
pes_ CARROT‐TOP
wik_ carrot and stick
hdi_ carrot and stick
pes_ CARROT CRUNCHER
ntc_ carrot top
pes_ CARRY
pes_ CARRY‐OUT
wik_ carry a lot of weight
wik_ carry a torch for
hdi_ carry a torch for
wik_ carry a tune
hdi_ carry a tune
wmi_ carry a tune
hdi_ carry authority/conviction
hdi_ carry away
hdi_ carry coals to Newcastle
wik_ carry coals to Newcastle
hdi_ carry forward
wmi_ carry it off
wik_ carry off
hdi_ carry off
hdi_ carry on
wik_ carry on
wmi_ carry on
wik_ carry one's own weight
wik_ carry one's weight
hdi_ carry one through
wik_ carry oneself
hdi_ carry out
wmi_ carry out
wik_ carry out
wik_ carry over
hdi_ carry over
wik_ carry someone's water
hdi_ carry the ball
hdi_ carry the can
wmi_ carry the can
wik_ carry the can
wmi_ carry the conversation
wmi_ carry the day
hdi_ carry the day
wik_ carry the message to Garcia
ntc_ carry the stick

hdi_ carry the torch

hdi_ carry the torch for
hdi_ carry through
wik_ carry through
hdi_ carry to excess
hdi_ carry too far
wik_ carry water for
wmi_ carry weight
hdi_ carry weight
ntc_ carry weight
wmi_ carry your weight
pes_ CARRYING
ntc_ carrying a (heavy) load
hdi_ carrying charge
pes_ CARSE
hdi_ cart away
wmi_ cart before the horse
hdi_ cart before the horse, put
the
cart
off
wik_
hdi_ cart off
pes_ CARTWHEEL
pes_ CARVE
pes_ CARVE‐UP
wik_ carve out
pes_ CARVE UP
wik_ carved in stone
ntc_ carved in stone
pes_ CARVER
pes_ CARVING KNIFE
pes_ CARZEY
pes_ CAS
pes_ CASABLANCA
pes_ CASCADE
wmi_ cascade (business)
pes_ CASE
wik_ case closed
hdi_ case in point
wik_ case in point
wmi_ case in point
wmi_ case of
ntc_ case of the shorts
ntc_ case the joint
pes_ CASED UP
pes_ CASER
pes_ CASH AND CARRIED
pes_ CASH AND CARRY
wmi_ cash and carry
wik_ cash cow
hdi_ cash cow
wmi_ cash cow
ntc_ cash cow
wmi_ cash flow
ntc_ cash flow
pes_ CASH IN
wmi_ cash in
wik_ cash in
hdi_ cash in
hdi_ cash in on
wik_ cash in one's chips
hdi_ cash in one's chips
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ntc_ cash in one’s checks
ntc_ cash in one’s chips
ntc_ Cash is king.

ntc_ Cash is trash.

hdi_ cash on the barrelhead
wmi_ cash on the barrelhead
wmi_ cash on the line
wik_ cash up

wmi_ cash up/cash out
wik_ cask wine
pes_ CASO

ntc_ Caspar Milquetoast
pes_ CASSAVA

ntc_ cast‐iron stomach
wik_ cast a shadow
wmi_ cast a spell
hdi_ cast about
hdi_ cast adrift

hdi_ cast around
wik_ cast aside
hdi_ cast aside

wik_ cast aspersions
hdi_ cast away

hdi_ cast doubt on
hdi_ cast down

hdi_ cast in one's lot

hdi_ cast in one's lot with
hdi_ cast in stone

hdi_ cast in the same mold
hdi_ cast loose
hdi_ cast off
hdi_ cast on

hdi_ cast one's lot with
wik_ cast one's vote
hdi_ cast out

wik_ cast pearls before swine
hdi_ cast pearls before swine
wik_ cast the first stone
hdi_ cast the first stone

wik_ cast up one's accounts
wmi_ cast your vote
wik_ casting couch
ntc_ casting couch

wik_ castle in the air
pes_ CASTLE RAG

hdi_ castles in Spain

hdi_ castles in the air
pes_ CASTOR

pes_ CASTOR AND POLLUX
pes_ CASTOR OIL

ntc_ castor oil artist
pes_ CASTOR OILS
pes_ CASTORS
pes_ CASUAL
pes_ CAT

wmi_ cat's ass

pes_ CAT'S BREAKFAST
wik_ cat's cradle

pes_ CAT'S FACE
pes_ CAT'S LICK
wmi_ cat's meow
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wik_ cat's meow

pes_ CAT'S MILK
wmi_ cat's out of the bag
wik_ cat's pajamas
hdi_ cat's paw
wik_ cat's pyjamas
pes_ CAT'S PYJAMAS
pes_ CAT'S WHISKERS
wik_ cat‐and‐mouse
pes_ CAT AND DOG
wik_ cat and dog life
pes_ CAT AND KITTY
pes_ CAT AND MOUSE
wik_ cat and mouse
hdi_ cat got one's tongue
wik_ cat got someone's tongue
wmi_ cat got your tongue
wik_ cat in the meal‐tub
wik_ cat in the sack
pes_ CAT LICK
wik_ cat piss
wik_ cat that ate the canary
pes_ CAT VALIUM
ntc_ cat’s meow
hdi_ catbird seat
wik_ catbird seat
wmi_ catcall
wik_ Catch‐22
hdi_ Catch‐22
wik_ catch‐as‐catch‐can
wmi_ catch‐up
wmi_ catch 22
wik_ catch a buzz
wmi_ catch a buzz
wik_ catch a cold
pes_ CATCH A COLD
wmi_ catch a cold (catch cold)
wmi_ catch a glimpse
wmi_ catch a plane/bus/train
wmi_ catch a ride
wik_ catch a tan
hdi_ catch a Tartar
wik_ catch air
hdi_ catch as catch can
wik_ catch as catch can
wmi_ catch as catch can
hdi_ catch at
wik_ catch big air
hdi_ catch cold
wik_ catch dust
hdi_ catch fire
wik_ catch fire
wik_ catch flies
wik_ catch hell
ntc_ catch hell (for something)
wmi_ catch hell [B]
hdi_ catch in the act
hdi_ catch it
wik_ catch it
wmi_ catch it

pes_ CATCH IT ON THE

REBOUND
wmi_ catch me by surprise
wmi_ catch me doing that
hdi_ catch napping
wik_ catch napping
hdi_ catch off guard
wik_ catch on
wmi_ catch on
hdi_ catch on
pes_ CATCH ON
hdi_ catch one's breath
hdi_ catch one's death (of cold)
wik_ catch one's drift
wmi_ catch phrase
hdi_ catch red‐handed
hdi_ catch sight of
wik_ catch sight of
ntc_ catch some rays
wmi_ catch some rays
hdi_ catch some rays
pes_ CATCH SOME RAYS
pes_ CATCH SOME Z'S
wik_ catch some z's
wmi_ catch some z's
hdi_ catch some z's
ntc_ catch some Z’s
hdi_ catch someone's eye
wik_ catch someone's eye
wik_ catch someone napping
ntc_ catch something
hdi_ catch the drift
wik_ catch the eye
wmi_ catch the wave
wmi_ catch up
hdi_ catch up
ntc_ catch up
wmi_ catch up on
hdi_ catch up on
wmi_ catch up with
hdi_ catch up with
wmi_ catch you at a bad time
wmi_ catch you later
ntc_ Catch you later.
wmi_ catch you off guard
wmi_ catch your death
wmi_ catch your eye
pes_ CATCHED
pes_ CATEUDYL
ntc_ catholic bagel
wik_ Catholic twins
pes_ CATHOUSE
pes_ CATS
pes_ CATS AND DOGS
ntc_ cats and dogs
pes_ CATTING
pes_ CATTLE
wik_ cattle call
pes_ CATTLE MARKET
pes_ CATTLE TRAIN
pes_ CATTLE TRUCKED

pes_ CATTLED

pes_ CATTY
wik_ caucus race
wik_ caught between the devil
and the deep blue sea
wmi_ caught dead
hdi_ caught dead, wouldn't be
hdi_ caught flat‐footed
wmi_ caught flatfooted
wik_ caught in the act
wmi_ caught in the act
hdi_ caught in the cross‐fire
hdi_ caught in the middle
wmi_ caught looking
wik_ caught on the hop
wmi_ caught red‐handed
hdi_ caught short
pes_ CAUGHT SHORT
wmi_ caught up
wmi_ caught with his pants down
wik_ caught with one's hand in
the cookie jar
wik_ caught with one's pants
down
caught
with one's pants
hdi_
down, be
wmi_ cauliflower ear
hdi_ cause a commotion
hdi_ cause a stir
wik_ cause a stir
hdi_ cause raised eyebrows
wmi_ caution
pes_ CAVALIER
pes_ CAVE IN
wik_ cave in
hdi_ cave in
wmi_ cave in
wik_ caviar to the general
pes_ CAVY
wik_ cease and desist
hdi_ cease and desist
wik_ cease to be
pes_ CECIL
pes_ CECIL GEES
pes_ CEILING INSPECTOR
pes_ CELESTIAL DISCHARGE
pes_ CELESTIAL TRANSFER
pes_ CELLAR FLAP
ntc_ cement city
wmi_ cement hands
pes_ CEMENTHEAD
wik_ center field
hdi_ center of attraction, the
wik_ central dogma
pes_ CENTRE FORWARD
pes_ CENTRE HALF
pes_ CENTURY
ntc_ century note
pes_ CEREB
ntc_ certain party
pes_ CESS

pes_ CESSY

pes_ CEST
pes_ CFB
pes_ CHAIN AND CRANK
pes_ CHAIN AND LOCKET
pes_ CHAIN GANG
wmi_ chain letter
wmi_ chain of command
wik_ chain reaction
wmi_ chain reaction
hdi_ chain reaction
wmi_ chain smoker
hdi_ chain smoker
wmi_ chairman of the boards
(hockey)
CHALFONTS
pes_
pes_ CHALFRONT ST GILES
pes_ CHALICE
pes_ CHALK FARM
wmi_ chalk it up to
wmi_ chalk one up for you
wik_ chalk out
hdi_ chalk up
wik_ chalk up to
pes_ CHALKY WHITE
pes_ CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
ntc_ chamber of commerce
pes_ CHAMMER
wik_ champ at the bit
hdi_ champ at the bit
pes_ CHAMPAGNE GLASS
wik_ champagne taste on a beer
budget
CHAMPERS
pes_
pes_ CHAMPION
wik_ chance'd be a fine thing
hdi_ chance it
hdi_ chance on
hdi_ chance upon
wik_ chance upon
pes_ CHANCER
wik_ chances are
wmi_ chances are
pes_ CHANCRE MECHANIC
pes_ CHANDELIER
pes_ CHANDU
pes_ CHANGE
wmi_ change for the better
hdi_ change hands
wmi_ change hands
wik_ change hands
wmi_ change horses in mid
stream
wik_ change horses in
midstream
change
horses in
hdi_
midstream, don't
wmi_ change of heart
hdi_ change of heart
wik_ change of heart
hdi_ change of life
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wik_ change of life

hdi_ change of pace
wik_ change of tack
hdi_ change off

hdi_ change one's mind
wik_ change one's mind

hdi_ change one's stripes
hdi_ change one's tune
wik_ change one's tune
wik_ change over

wik_ change someone's mind
ntc_ change the channel
hdi_ change the subject
wmi_ change your mind
wmi_ change your tune
pes_ CHANNEL FLEET
ntc_ channel hopping
pes_ CHANNEL PORT

pes_ CHANNEL PORTS
ntc_ channel surfer

ntc_ channel surfing
hdi_ channel surfing

ntc_ channel zapping
pes_ CHAPOPOTE

ntc_ chapter and verse
hdi_ chapter and verse
pes_ CHAR

pes_ CHARA

wik_ character assassination
wmi_ character assassination
wmi_ character density
pes_ CHARAS

pes_ CHARGE

hdi_ charge against
wik_ charge down
wmi_ charge it

hdi_ charge off
wik_ charge up
hdi_ charge up

hdi_ charge with

ntc_ charged (up)

pes_ CHARING CROSS
pes_ CHARITY‐BANG

pes_ CHARITY‐MOLL

hdi_ charity begins at home
wmi_ charity begins at home
wik_ charity mugger
pes_ CHARLES

pes_ CHARLES ATLAS

pes_ CHARLES DANCE

pes_ CHARLES JAMES FOX
pes_ CHARLEY

wik_ charley horse

hdi_ Charley horse
wmi_ charley horse
pes_ CHARLICK
pes_ CHARLIE

pes_ CHARLIE'S DEAD
pes_ CHARLIE BRADY

pes_ CHARLIE BROWN
pes_ CHARLIE CHAN
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pes_ CHARLIE CLORE

pes_ CHARLIE COOKE
pes_ CHARLIE DICKEN
pes_ CHARLIE DILKE
pes_ CHARLIE DRAKE
ntc_ Charlie Foxtrot
pes_ CHARLIE FREER
pes_ CHARLIE FRISKY
pes_ CHARLIE HOWARD
pes_ CHARLIE HUNT
ntc_ Charlie Irvine
pes_ CHARLIE MASON
pes_ CHARLIE NEBS
ntc_ Charlie Noble
pes_ CHARLIE POPE
pes_ CHARLIE PRESCOTT
pes_ CHARLIE RANDY
pes_ CHARLIE RONCE
pes_ CHARLIE SMIRKE
pes_ CHARLIE WIGGINS
pes_ CHARLIES
pes_ CHARLTON AND
GREENWICH
hdi_ charm the pants off
hdi_ charmed life
wik_ charmed life
pes_ CHARMING WIFE
pes_ CHARPER
pes_ CHARRA
pes_ CHARVER
pes_ CHARVERED
pes_ CHAS AND DAVE
pes_ CHASE
wik_ chase a rainbow
hdi_ chase after
wik_ chase after
wik_ chase off
pes_ CHASE ONE'S TAIL
wik_ chase tail
pes_ CHASE THE DOG END
pes_ CHASE THE DRAGON
ntc_ chase the dragon
wmi_ chaser
wmi_ chasing rainbows
pes_ CHASING THE DRAGON
pes_ CHASING THE TIGER
pes_ CHASSIS
wmi_ chat her up
wik_ chat up
hdi_ chat up
pes_ CHATARRA
pes_ CHATEAU'D
pes_ CHATHAM AND DOVER
pes_ CHATTER BROTH
pes_ CHATTERMAG
pes_ CHAUNTER
pes_ CHAVVY
pes_ CHAVVY LAVVY
pes_ CHAW
pes_ CHAWRY GOODS
wmi_ cheap

wik_ cheap‐arse Tuesday

hdi_ cheap at twice the price
wmi_ cheap drunk
wmi_ cheap like borsch
ntc_ cheap shot
hdi_ cheap shot
wmi_ cheap skate
hdi_ cheap skate
wik_ cheaper by the dozen
pes_ CHEAPO
wik_ cheat on
wmi_ cheat on
hdi_ cheat on
wik_ cheat sheet
pes_ CHEAT THE WORMS
pes_ CHEATERS
pes_ CHECK
wmi_ check‐out
hdi_ check in
hdi_ check into
wik_ check is in the mail
wmi_ check it out
pes_ CHECK IT OUT
hdi_ check off
wik_ check off
hdi_ check on
pes_ CHECK ONE'S OIL
hdi_ check out
pes_ CHECK OUT
wmi_ check out
ntc_ check out the plumbing
hdi_ check over
wmi_ check over
ntc_ check something out
wmi_ check that
ntc_ check that
pes_ CHECK THE WAR
wmi_ check this out
hdi_ check up
wmi_ check up on
hdi_ check up on
wmi_ check your bags
pes_ CHECK YOUR NERVES
hdi_ checkered career
wmi_ checkered career
hdi_ checks and balances
wik_ checks and balances
wmi_ checkup
wmi_ cheek
pes_ CHEEK
wmi_ cheek by jowl
hdi_ cheek by jowl
wik_ cheek by jowl
pes_ CHEEKTOWAGA SCREAM
wmi_ cheeky
wik_ cheeky monkey
hdi_ cheer on
hdi_ cheer up
wik_ cheer up
pes_ CHEERFUL EARFUL
pes_ CHEERFUL GIVER

wmi_ cheerio

wmi_ cheers
wmi_ cheery‐bye
pes_ CHEESE
pes_ CHEESE‐CUTTER
pes_ CHEESE‐CUTTERS
pes_ CHEESE AND CRACKERS
pes_ CHEESE AND KISSES
pes_ CHEESE EFFECT
pes_ CHEESE GRATER
pes_ CHEESE IT
hdi_ cheese it
wik_ cheese it
ntc_ Cheese it (the cops)!
wik_ cheese off
pes_ CHEESEBALL
pes_ CHEESEBOX
pes_ CHEESECAKE
wmi_ cheesecake
pes_ CHEESECAKER
pes_ CHEESECUTTER
ntc_ cheesed off
hdi_ cheesed off
wik_ cheesed off
wmi_ cheesed off
pes_ CHEESED OFF
pes_ CHEESY
wmi_ cheesy
pes_ CHEESY QUAVER
pes_ CHELSEA BUN
pes_ CHELSEA POTTER
pes_ CHELSEA SMILE
pes_ CHELTENHAM BOLD
wik_ chemical imbalance
wik_ chemically imbalanced
pes_ CHERIE BLAIR
pes_ CHERNOBYL PACKET
pes_ CHERRIES
pes_ CHERRY
wik_ cherry‐pick
pes_ CHERRY HOG
pes_ CHERRY METH
wik_ cherry pick
pes_ CHERRY PICKER
wik_ cherry picking
pes_ CHERRY RED
pes_ CHERRY RIPE
wmi_ cherrypicker (hockey)
wik_ chesterfield rugby
wmi_ chestnut
pes_ CHESTNUT
wik_ chestnut
pes_ CHESTY
pes_ CHEVY
pes_ CHEVY CHASE
ntc_ chew face
wmi_ chew him out
wik_ chew off
wik_ chew on
wik_ chew out
hdi_ chew out

hdi_ chew over

pes_ CHEW SOMEONE OUT
ntc_ chew someone out
ntc_ chew someone’s ass out
ntc_ chew something over
ntc_ chew the cheese
wik_ chew the cud
hdi_ chew the cud
pes_ CHEW THE FAT
ntc_ chew the fat
wik_ chew the fat
hdi_ chew the fat
wmi_ chew the fat/ chew the rag
ntc_ chew the rag
hdi_ chew the rag
wik_ chew the scenery
pes_ CHEW UP
wik_ chew up
pes_ CHEWERS
pes_ CHI‐ACK
pes_ CHI‐CHI
pes_ CHIC
pes_ CHICANO
wmi_ chick
pes_ CHICK
wmi_ chick flick
wmi_ chicken
pes_ CHICKEN
pes_ CHICKEN AND RICE
pes_ CHICKEN FEED
wmi_ chicken feed
ntc_ chicken feed
wik_ chicken feed
hdi_ chicken feed
wik_ chicken fillet
pes_ CHICKEN HEART
wmi_ chicken in every pot
pes_ CHICKEN NECK
wmi_ chicken on a June bug
wik_ chicken out
hdi_ chicken out
ntc_ chicken out (of something)
pes_ CHICKEN PERCH
ntc_ chicken powder
pes_ CHICKEN RANCH
pes_ CHICKEN RUN
ntc_ chicken shit
hdi_ chicken shit
pes_ CHICKEN SOUP
hdi_ chicken with its head cut
off
CHICKENHAWK
pes_
hdi_ chickens come home to
roost
wmi_ chickens come home to
roost
pes_ CHICKENSHIT
wmi_ chickenshit [B]
pes_ CHICKIE
pes_ CHICLE
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ntc_ chief cook and bottle

washer
wmi_ chief cook and bottle
washer
hdi_ chief cook and
bottlewasher
child's
play
hdi_
wik_ child's play
pes_ CHILDREN
pes_ CHILL
ntc_ chill (out)
wmi_ chill out
pes_ CHILL OUT
hdi_ chill out
wik_ chill out
ntc_ chill someone’s action
hdi_ chilled to the bone
hdi_ chilled to the marrow
pes_ CHILLIN'
pes_ CHILLUM
pes_ CHILVER
wik_ chime in
wmi_ chime in
hdi_ chime in
pes_ CHIMER
pes_ CHIMLEY
pes_ CHIMNEY
pes_ CHIMNEY AND SOOT
wmi_ chimo
pes_ CHIN
pes_ CHIN‐PROP
pes_ CHIN‐SPLITTER
ntc_ chin music
wik_ chin up
wmi_ chin wag
pes_ CHINA
pes_ CHINA BOWL
pes_ CHINA BROWN
pes_ CHINA PLATE
pes_ CHINA POT
wik_ China syndrome
pes_ CHINA WHITE
ntc_ China white
wik_ Chinaman's chance
hdi_ Chinaman's chance
wik_ Chinaman on one's back
pes_ CHINESE
wik_ Chinese compliment
wik_ Chinese overtime
wik_ Chinese puzzle
ntc_ Chinese red
pes_ CHINESE ROCKS
wik_ Chinese Wall
ntc_ Chinese white
pes_ CHING
pes_ CHINK
hdi_ chink in one's armor
pes_ CHINK JOINT
wik_ chink up
pes_ CHINKER
pes_ CHINKERS
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pes_ CHINKIE‐JOG

pes_ CHINKS
pes_ CHINKY
pes_ CHINLESS WONDER
pes_ CHINNY
pes_ CHINSPLASHER
pes_ CHINSTRAP
pes_ CHINTZ
wmi_ chintzy
pes_ CHINTZY
pes_ CHINWAG
pes_ CHIP
hdi_ chip'n dip
hdi_ chip and dip
wik_ chip away
wik_ chip in
hdi_ chip in
pes_ CHIP IN
wmi_ chip in
wik_ chip off the old block
wmi_ chip off the old block
hdi_ chip off the old block
wmi_ chip on his shoulder
hdi_ chip on one's shoulder
wik_ chip on one's shoulder
wik_ chip shot
pes_ CHIP TOGETHER
wik_ chip up
pes_ CHIPHEAD
pes_ CHIPPENS
pes_ CHIPPER
pes_ CHIPPERY
pes_ CHIPPING
pes_ CHIPPLE
pes_ CHIPPY
ntc_ chippy (user)
ntc_ chippy around
pes_ CHIPS
pes_ CHIPS AND PEAS
wmi_ chips are down
pes_ CHIPSY
pes_ CHIRA
wik_ chirk up
pes_ CHIRKY
pes_ CHIRPY
pes_ CHIRRUP AND TITTER
pes_ CHISEL
pes_ CHISELLER
pes_ CHISELLY
pes_ CHIV
pes_ CHIV‐MAN
pes_ CHIVA
pes_ CHIVEY
pes_ CHIVVER
pes_ CHIVY
pes_ CHOAD
pes_ CHOADSMOKER
pes_ CHOAN
pes_ CHOC‐ICE
pes_ CHOCAHOLIC
pes_ CHOCHA

pes_ CHOCK‐VULL

wmi_ chock full
wmi_ chockablock
pes_ CHOCKER
pes_ CHOCKO
pes_ CHOCKY JOCKEY
pes_ CHOCLATE ÉCLAIR
pes_ CHOCO
pes_ CHOCOLATE
pes_ CHOCOLATE BANDIT
pes_ CHOCOLATE BISCUIT
pes_ CHOCOLATE BOX
pes_ CHOCOLATE DROP
pes_ CHOCOLATE EYE
pes_ CHOCOLATE FIREGUARD
pes_ CHOCOLATE FROG
pes_ CHOCOLATE FUDGE
pes_ CHOCOLATE HIGHWAY
wik_ chocolate hot dog
pes_ CHOCOLATE STARFISH
pes_ CHOCOLATE TEAPOT
pes_ CHOICE
pes_ CHOIRBOY
pes_ CHOKE
wmi_ choke
pes_ CHOKE A DARKIE
hdi_ choke back
hdi_ choke off
wik_ choke off
pes_ CHOKE THE CHICKEN
wik_ choke the chicken
ntc_ choke the chicken
hdi_ choke up
wik_ choke up
wmi_ choked
pes_ CHOKED
pes_ CHOKER
pes_ CHOKEY
pes_ CHOLLY
pes_ CHOMBY
pes_ CHOMP
wik_ chomp at the bit
pes_ CHOMPERS
wmi_ chomping at the bit
pes_ CHOMPING GEAR
pes_ CHONKEYS
pes_ CHOO‐CHOO
pes_ CHOOF OFF
pes_ CHOOK
pes_ CHOOM
pes_ CHOOPS
pes_ CHOOSE OFF
wmi_ choose sides
hdi_ choose up
wik_ choose up
wmi_ choose up sides
pes_ CHOOSER
pes_ CHOP
wik_ chop down
pes_ CHOP SHOP
pes_ CHOP STICKS

pes_ CHOPPED HOG

ntc_ chopped liver
wik_ chopped liver
pes_ CHOPPER
pes_ CHOPPERS
pes_ CHOPS
wmi_ chops
pes_ CHOPSY
wmi_ chow
pes_ CHOW
wmi_ chow down
ntc_ chow down
wik_ chow down
pes_ CHOW DOWN
hdi_ chow down
ntc_ chow hound
ntc_ chow something down
pes_ CHOZZER
pes_ CHRISSIE
pes_ CHRISTEN
pes_ CHRISTINA
pes_ CHRISTMAS‐CRACKERED
pes_ CHRISTMAS CARD
pes_ CHRISTMAS CHEER
pes_ CHRISTMAS CRACKERS
pes_ CHRISTMAS DINNER
wik_ Christmas disease
pes_ CHRISTMAS EVE
wmi_ Christmas graduate
pes_ CHRISTMAS LOG
pes_ CHRISTMAS SHOP
ntc_ Christmas tree
wik_ Christmas tree bill
pes_ CHRISTMAS TREES
pes_ CHRISTOPHER LEE
pes_ CHROME‐DOME
wik_ chrome dome
wik_ chrome horn
wmi_ chromedome
pes_ CHROMO
pes_ CHRONIC
pes_ CHUBB
pes_ CHUBBETTE
pes_ CHUBBY‐CHASER
pes_ CHUBBY CHOPS
pes_ CHUCK
pes_ CHUCK A CHEESY
ntc_ chuck a dummy
pes_ CHUCK A PIZZA
wik_ chuck in
wmi_ chuck it
wik_ chuck it down
ntc_ chuck it in
wik_ chuck out
ntc_ chuck up
pes_ CHUCK UP
pes_ CHUCK YOU FARLEY
pes_ CHUCKAWAY CHARLIE
pes_ CHUCKING‐OUT TIME
pes_ CHUCKLEHEAD
pes_ CHUDDY

pes_ CHUFF

pes_ CHUFF ADDER
pes_ CHUFFED
pes_ CHUFFER
pes_ CHUFFING
pes_ CHUG
pes_ CHUM
wik_ chum up
pes_ CHUMMY
pes_ CHUMP
wik_ chump‐change
ntc_ chump change
wik_ chump change
hdi_ chump change
pes_ CHUNDER
pes_ CHUNDER CIRCUIT
pes_ CHUNDEROUS
pes_ CHUNDERSPEW
pes_ CHUNK OF BEEF
wmi_ chunk of change
pes_ CHUNK OF WOOD
pes_ CHUNKY
pes_ CHUNNEL
pes_ CHUNTER
pes_ CHURCH KEY
ntc_ church key
pes_ CHURCHER
pes_ CHURCHWARDEN
pes_ CHURCHYARD COUGH
hdi_ churn out
pes_ CHURRY
pes_ CHUTE
pes_ CHUTIST
pes_ CHUTZPAH
wmi_ ciao
pes_ CIG
pes_ CIGARETTE
pes_ CIGARETTE HOLDER
ntc_ cigarette with no name
pes_ CIGAROID
pes_ CIGGIE
pes_ CILLA BLACK
pes_ CINCH
pes_ CINCIES
pes_ CINDERELLA
pes_ CIRCLE
ntc_ circle (the drain)
wik_ circle the drain
wik_ circle the wagons
wmi_ circles around you
pes_ CIRCLING THE DRAIN
wik_ circuit slugger
ntc_ circular file
wmi_ circular file
wik_ circular file
wik_ circular firing squad
pes_ CIRCUS
pes_ CIRCUS LOVE
pes_ CISCO KID
wik_ cite chapter and verse
pes_ CITIZEN
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pes_ CITREXAL

pes_ CITY BANKER
wik_ city slicker

pes_ CITY TOTE

ntc_ civil serpent
hdi_ civil tongue
pes_ CIVILIAN
pes_ CIVVIES
pes_ CIVVY

pes_ CIVVY STREET
pes_ CJ

pes_ CLACK

pes_ CLACK‐BOX
pes_ CLACKERS
pes_ CLAG

pes_ CLAIM

hdi_ claim check

wmi_ claim to fame
wik_ claim to fame
pes_ CLAIMO

pes_ CLAIRE RAYNERS
wmi_ clam

pes_ CLAM

pes_ CLAM SMACKER
pes_ CLAM UP
wmi_ clam up
hdi_ clam up
wik_ clam up
ntc_ clam up

pes_ CLAMBRAIN

hdi_ clamp down on
wik_ clamp down on
pes_ CLAMS

pes_ CLAMSHELL

pes_ CLAMSHELLS
pes_ CLANG

pes_ CLANGER
pes_ CLAP

hdi_ clap eyes on

pes_ CLAP EYES ON
pes_ CLAP TRAP

hdi_ clap/set eyes on
pes_ CLAPPED

pes_ CLAPPED OUT
pes_ CLAPPED UP
pes_ CLAPPER

pes_ CLAPPERS
pes_ CLAPSED

pes_ CLAPSTER
wmi_ claptrap
pes_ CLARET

pes_ CLARET AND BLUES
pes_ CLARK GABLE
pes_ CLARK KENT
pes_ CLART

wmi_ class act

pes_ CLASS ACT
ntc_ class act

wik_ class clown

wik_ class warfare
pes_ CLASSY
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pes_ CLASSY CHASSIS

pes_ CLAT‐TALE
pes_ CLAVY
pes_ CLAW HAMMER COAT
wmi_ claws are showing
pes_ CLAY PIGEON
ntc_ clay pigeon
hdi_ clay pigeon
pes_ CLAY PIGEONS
pes_ CLEAN
hdi_ clean as a whistle
hdi_ clean bill of health
wmi_ clean bill of health
hdi_ clean breast
wik_ clean code
wmi_ clean cut
hdi_ clean hands, have
hdi_ clean house
wik_ clean house
pes_ CLEAN HOUSE
wmi_ clean me out
ntc_ clean one’s act up
wik_ clean out
hdi_ clean out
hdi_ clean out of
hdi_ clean slate
wik_ clean someone's clock
hdi_ clean someone's clock
ntc_ clean someone out
hdi_ clean sweep
ntc_ clean sweep
wik_ clean up
wmi_ clean up
hdi_ clean up
ntc_ clean up (on something)
wmi_ clean up on
hdi_ clean up on
wik_ clean up one's act
pes_ CLEAN UP THE KITCHEN
wmi_ clean up your act
wmi_ clean up your plate
ntc_ cleaned out
pes_ CLEANED OUT
hdi_ cleanliness is next to
godliness
pes_ CLEANSKIN
pes_ CLEAR
wmi_ clear as a bell
hdi_ clear as a bell
hdi_ clear as crystal
hdi_ clear as mud
ntc_ clear as mud
pes_ CLEAR AS MUD
wmi_ clear as mud
ntc_ clear as vodka
hdi_ clear away
hdi_ clear away/off
wik_ clear cut
hdi_ clear off
wik_ clear one's lines
hdi_ clear one's name

hdi_ clear oneself

wik_ clear out
ntc_ clear out
hdi_ clear out
wmi_ clear out
pes_ CLEAR OUT
wmi_ clear sailing
ntc_ clear sailing
wmi_ clear the air
hdi_ clear the air
hdi_ clear the decks
wik_ clear the decks
hdi_ clear the table
hdi_ clear up
wmi_ clear up
hdi_ clear with
wmi_ clear your head/mind
pes_ CLEETY
pes_ CLEMENT FREUDS
pes_ CLEMMED
pes_ CLEVER‐CLOGS
pes_ CLEVER DICK
pes_ CLEVER MIKE
pes_ CLICK
ntc_ click (with someone)
wmi_ click in
pes_ CLICKER
pes_ CLICKETTY CLICKERS
pes_ CLICKETY CLICK
wmi_ cliff‐hanger
pes_ CLIFFDWELLER
pes_ CLIFFHANGER
pes_ CLIMAX
wik_ climb down
pes_ CLIMB THE RIGGING
pes_ CLIMB THE TREE
pes_ CLIMB THE WALL
ntc_ climb the wall(s)
wik_ climb the walls
hdi_ climb the walls
wmi_ climb the walls
hdi_ climb/hop/jump on the
bandwagon
pes_ CLINCH
ntc_ cling like shit to a shovel
hdi_ clinging vine
pes_ CLINK
pes_ CLINKER
pes_ CLIP
ntc_ clip a butt
pes_ CLIP ARTIST
pes_ CLIP JOINT
ntc_ clip joint
pes_ CLIP ONE'S WINGS
pes_ CLIP SIDE OF BIG MOIST
hdi_ clip someone's wings
ntc_ clip someone’s wings
pes_ CLIPDICK
pes_ CLIPPER
pes_ CLIPPIE
pes_ CLIPPING

pes_ CLIQUM

pes_ CLIT
pes_ CLITHOPPER
pes_ CLITTY
pes_ CLOAK‐AND‐DAGGER
pes_ CLOAKROOM
pes_ CLOBBER
pes_ CLOBBERED‐UP
pes_ CLOCK
wik_ clock in
hdi_ clock in
ntc_ clock in
hdi_ clock is ticking, the
hdi_ clock out
hdi_ clock up
ntc_ clock watcher
pes_ CLOCKING
pes_ CLODHOPPER
pes_ CLOG
wik_ clog up
pes_ CLOGGER
pes_ CLONE
pes_ CLONE‐ZONE
wmi_ close a deal/sale
ntc_ close as stink on shit
hdi_ close at hand
hdi_ close but no cigar
ntc_ close call
wmi_ close call
hdi_ close call
pes_ CLOSE DOORS
hdi_ close down
wik_ close enough for
government work
hdi_ close in
wik_ close in on
hdi_ close in on/upon
wik_ close of play
hdi_ close on a sale/deal
hdi_ close one's doors
wik_ close one's eyes
hdi_ close one's eyes to
hdi_ close out
hdi_ close ranks
wik_ close ranks
pes_ CLOSE RANKS
wmi_ close shave
ntc_ close shave
hdi_ close shave
wik_ close shave
hdi_ close something out
pes_ CLOSE THE BOOK
hdi_ close the books
hdi_ close the deal
hdi_ close the door on
wik_ close the face
hdi_ close the sale
wik_ close the stable door after
the horse has bolted
close
to home
wik_
close
to home
hdi_

hdi_ close to one's heart

wmi_ close to the vest
hdi_ close up
hdi_ close up shop
wik_ close up shop
wik_ close, but no cigar
ntc_ Close, but no cigar.
wik_ closed book
hdi_ closed book, a
hdi_ closed door
wik_ closed form
wmi_ closer
pes_ CLOSET CASE
pes_ CLOT
pes_ CLOTE
pes_ CLOTHES PEG
pes_ CLOTHESLINE
wmi_ clotheslined (hockey)
pes_ CLOTHESLINER
pes_ CLOUD
hdi_ cloud‐cuckoo land
wik_ cloud nine
hdi_ cloud over
pes_ CLOUD SEVEN
hdi_ cloud up
wmi_ clouds on the horizon
pes_ CLOUT
wik_ clout list
pes_ CLOVEN HOOF
pes_ CLOWN
ntc_ clown around
pes_ CLOY
pes_ CLUB FED
pes_ CLUCKY
pes_ CLUDGIE
hdi_ clue in
wik_ clue in
ntc_ clue someone in
wik_ clue stick
hdi_ clue up
wmi_ clued in
pes_ CLUELESS
wmi_ clueless
pes_ CLUM
pes_ CLUMP
pes_ CLUNK
wmi_ clunker
ntc_ cluster fuck
ntc_ clutch (up)
hdi_ clutch at straws
wmi_ clutch hitter (baseball)
pes_ CLUTCHFIST
pes_ CLUTEY
wmi_ clutz
pes_ CLY
pes_ CLY‐FAKER
pes_ CLYDE
pes_ CLYDESDALE
pes_ CLYSTER‐PIPE
pes_ COACH‐WHEEL
pes_ COACHEE
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pes_ COACHMAN ON THE BOX
pes_ COACHMANS

pes_ COAL AND COKE
pes_ COAL HEAVER
pes_ COAL SACK

pes_ COALBOXED

pes_ COALMAN'S SACK

wik_ coals to Newcastle
hdi_ coast is clear, the
pes_ COASTING
pes_ COAT

pes_ COAT AND BADGE
pes_ COAT HANGER
pes_ COB

pes_ COB OF COAL
pes_ COBBER

pes_ COBBLER

pes_ COBBLER'S AWLS

pes_ COBBLER'S STALLS
pes_ COBBLERS
pes_ COCA

pes_ COCK

wik_ cock‐and‐bull story
pes_ COCK‐ROCK
pes_ COCK‐SHY

pes_ COCK‐TEASE

pes_ COCK‐TEASER
pes_ COCK‐UP

pes_ COCK A DEAF ONE
hdi_ cock a snook
wik_ cock a snook

pes_ COCK ALLEY

wmi_ cock and bull [B]

hdi_ cock and bull story
pes_ COCK AND HEN
wik_ cock cheese

pes_ COCK LINNET

wik_ cock of the roost
wik_ cock of the walk
hdi_ cock of the walk
wik_ cock pilot

pes_ COCK SPARROW
pes_ COCKALEEKIE
pes_ COCKED HAT
pes_ COCKER

pes_ COCKEREL AND HEN
pes_ COCKEYE BOB
pes_ COCKLE

pes_ COCKLE TO A PENNY BUN
hdi_ cockles of one's heart
pes_ COCKNEY SLANG
pes_ COCKROACH

pes_ COCKSUCKER
pes_ COCKTAIL
wmi_ cocky

pes_ COCKY

pes_ COCKY'S JOY
pes_ COCO

pes_ COCOA

pes_ COCONUT
wmi_ cocoon
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pes_ COCOONING

pes_ COD
pes_ COD'S ROE
pes_ CODE BROWN
pes_ CODE YELLOW
pes_ CODS
pes_ CODSWALLOP
pes_ COFFEE
pes_ COFFEE‐BAR COWBOYS
ntc_ coffee and
pes_ COFFEE AND COCOA
pes_ COFFEE AND TEA
pes_ COFFEE STALLS
wmi_ coffee talk
pes_ COFFIN DODGER
pes_ COFFIN NAIL
ntc_ coffin nail
ntc_ coffin tack
ntc_ coffin varnish
pes_ COG
hdi_ cog in the machine
hdi_ cog in the wheel
wik_ coil up
wmi_ coin
wmi_ coin a phrase
hdi_ coin money
pes_ COIT
pes_ COJONES
pes_ COKE
ntc_ coke party
pes_ COKEHEAD
pes_ COKIE
pes_ COKIES
pes_ COLD
ntc_ cold blood
wmi_ cold call
ntc_ cold call
hdi_ cold cash
ntc_ cold coffee
wmi_ cold comfort
wik_ cold comfort
hdi_ cold comfort
pes_ COLD ENOUGH TO FREEZE
THE BALLS OFF A BRASS
wmi_ cold feet
ntc_ cold feet
hdi_ cold feet, get
hdi_ cold fish
wik_ cold fish
ntc_ cold fish
pes_ COLD FISH
hdi_ cold hands, warm heart
pes_ COLD MEAT PARTY
wik_ cold one
ntc_ cold piece of work
ntc_ cold pop
pes_ COLD POTATO
wik_ cold reading
ntc_ cold shoulder
wik_ cold shoulder
hdi_ cold shoulder

wmi_ cold shoulder

hdi_ cold shower
hdi_ cold snap
wik_ cold snap
ntc_ cold sober
hdi_ cold spell
hdi_ cold storage
hdi_ cold sweat
wik_ cold turkey
pes_ COLD TURKEY
wmi_ cold turkey
hdi_ cold turkey
ntc_ cold turkey
wmi_ cold, hard cash
wmi_ coldcock
pes_ COLDIE
pes_ COLDSTREAM GUARDS
pes_ COLLAR
pes_ COLLAR A BROOM
pes_ COLLAR A DUSTER UP THE
LADDER
pes_ COLLAR A HOT
pes_ COLLAR AND CUFF
pes_ COLLAR AND TIE
pes_ COLLAR THE JIVE
pes_ COLLARED
pes_ COLLECT
wik_ collect dust
wmi_ collect my thoughts
wik_ collect one's thoughts
wmi_ collecting dust
hdi_ collector's item
hdi_ collector's piece
pes_ COLLEEN BAWN
pes_ COLLEGE
pes_ COLLINS STREET FARMER
pes_ COLLY
pes_ COLLYWOBBLES
pes_ COLNEY HATCH
pes_ COLOMBIAN
ntc_ Colombian (gold)
pes_ COLONEL BLIMP
pes_ COLONEL GADAFFI
pes_ COLONEL PRESCOTT
pes_ COLONIC
hdi_ color of someone's money,
see the
ntc_ color of someone’s money
pes_ COLOURING THE PATIO
wik_ colt over the fence
ntc_ Columbian (gold)
pes_ COMB AND BRUSH
pes_ COMBO
pes_ COMBOL
pes_ COME
ntc_ come‐hither look
pes_ COME‐ON
wmi_ come‐on
wik_ come‐to‐Jesus
wmi_ come [B]
pes_ COME A CLOVER

pes_ COME A CROPPER

wik_ come a cropper
pes_ COME A GUTSER
hdi_ come a long way
wik_ come a long way
pes_ COME A STUMER
pes_ COME A TUMBLE
hdi_ come about
wmi_ come across
pes_ COME ACROSS
wik_ come across
hdi_ come across
wmi_ come across [B]
hdi_ come across with
wmi_ come again
wik_ come again
hdi_ come again?
wmi_ come alive
hdi_ come alive
hdi_ come along
wik_ come along
hdi_ come and get it
hdi_ come and go
wik_ come and go
pes_ COME AND GO
hdi_ come apart at the seams
wik_ come around
hdi_ come around
wmi_ come around
hdi_ come at
pes_ COME AT
wik_ come at
hdi_ come back
wmi_ come back to haunt you
hdi_ come between
hdi_ come by
wmi_ come by
wik_ come clean
hdi_ come clean
wmi_ come clean
ntc_ come clean (with someone)
(about something)
come
down
ntc_
wik_ come down
hdi_ come down
ntc_ come down hard
wmi_ come down hard
hdi_ come down hard on
ntc_ come down hard on
someone
come
down off your high
wmi_
horse
hdi_ come down on
wmi_ come down on like a ton of
bricks
come
down the pike
wik_
hdi_ come down the pike
wik_ come down to
hdi_ come down to
wmi_ come down to earth
wik_ come down to us

hdi_ come down upon

wmi_ come down with
hdi_ come down with
wik_ come down with
hdi_ come forward
wik_ come forward
hdi_ come from
hdi_ come from behind
wmi_ come full circle
hdi_ come full circle
wik_ come full circle
pes_ COME HARD
wik_ come hell or high water
hdi_ come hell or high water
wmi_ come hell or high water
wik_ come home to roost
hdi_ come home to roost
wmi_ come home to roost
hdi_ come in
wik_ come in
hdi_ come in for
hdi_ come in from the cold
wik_ come in from the cold
hdi_ come in handy
wik_ come in handy
hdi_ come in on
hdi_ come in out of the cold
hdi_ come in out of the rain,
know enough to
hdi_ come into
wmi_ come into
wik_ come into
wik_ come into being
wmi_ come into play
wmi_ come into your own
pes_ COME IT
pes_ COME IT HARD
wmi_ come naturally
wmi_ come of
hdi_ come of
hdi_ come of age
wmi_ come of age
wik_ come of age
wmi_ come off
hdi_ come off
pes_ COME OFF
hdi_ come off it
wmi_ come off it
ntc_ Come off it!
wik_ come on
ntc_ come on
pes_ COME ON
hdi_ come on
wmi_ come on
hdi_ come on in
pes_ COME ON LIKE GANG
BUSTERS
ntc_ come on like gangbusters
wik_ come on over
hdi_ come on strong
wmi_ come on strong
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ntc_ come on strong
hdi_ come on to

ntc_ come on to someone
pes_ COME ONE'S GUTS
hdi_ come one's way
wik_ come online

wmi_ come onside
wmi_ come onto
hdi_ come out
wik_ come out

pes_ COME OUT

ntc_ come out ahead
hdi_ come out ahead
hdi_ come out for

hdi_ come out for/against

wik_ come out in the wash
wmi_ come out in the wash
ntc_ come out in the wash

hdi_ come out in the wash, it

will
hdi_ come out of
hdi_ come out of nowhere
wik_ come out of one's shell
hdi_ come out of the closet
wik_ come out of the closet
ntc_ come out of the closet
wik_ come out of the woodwork
ntc_ come out on top
wik_ come out swinging
hdi_ come out with
wmi_ come out with
hdi_ come over
hdi_ come right down to
hdi_ come right out with
hdi_ come round
pes_ COME THE ACID
wik_ come the acid
pes_ COME THE RAW PRAWN
wik_ come thick and fast
wmi_ come through
wik_ come through
hdi_ come through
hdi_ come through with
hdi_ come through with flying
colors
hdi_ come to
wmi_ come to
wik_ come to
wik_ come to a close
hdi_ come to a grinding halt
hdi_ come to a halt
wik_ come to a head
hdi_ come to a head
wmi_ come to a head
hdi_ come to a standstill
hdi_ come to an end
wik_ come to an end
wik_ come to blows
hdi_ come to blows
wmi_ come to fruition
wik_ come to grief
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hdi_ come to grief

wik_ come to grips with
hdi_ come to grips with
wmi_ come to grips with
wik_ come to Jesus
hdi_ come to life
wik_ come to life
wik_ come to light
hdi_ come to light
wik_ come to mention it
wik_ come to mind
hdi_ come to mind
hdi_ come to naught
hdi_ come to no good
wik_ come to nothing
hdi_ come to nothing
wik_ come to nought
hdi_ come to one's senses
wik_ come to oneself
wik_ come to papa
hdi_ come to pass
wik_ come to someone's rescue
wik_ come to terms
hdi_ come to terms
wmi_ come to terms
wik_ come to terms with
wmi_ come to terms with
hdi_ come to that
wik_ come to the fore
hdi_ come to the point
wmi_ come to the point
hdi_ come to the same thing
wmi_ come to think of it
wik_ come to think of it
hdi_ come to think of it
wmi_ come true
hdi_ come true
hdi_ come under
wmi_ come undone
hdi_ come unglued
wmi_ come unglued
hdi_ come unglued/unstuck
wik_ come unhinged
hdi_ come unstuck
wik_ come unstuck
wik_ come up
hdi_ come up
wmi_ come up
hdi_ come up against
ntc_ come up for air
hdi_ come up from behind
hdi_ come up in the world
wik_ come up roses
hdi_ come up roses
hdi_ come up through the ranks
hdi_ come up to
hdi_ come up with
wmi_ come up with
wik_ come up with
hdi_ come upon
hdi_ come what may

wik_ come what may

hdi_ come with the territory
pes_ COMEBACK
wmi_ comeback kid
pes_ COMEDOWN
hdi_ comedy of errors
wmi_ comeuppance
wik_ comfort girl
ntc_ comfort station
wik_ comfort woman
hdi_ comfortable as an old shoe,
as
wik_ comfortable in one's own
skin
wik_ comfortably off
pes_ COMIC CUTS
pes_ COMIC SINGERS
pes_ COMICAL FARCE
hdi_ coming and going, have
someone
hdi_ coming or going, not know
if one is
wik_ coming out of one's ears
hdi_ coming out of one's ears
ntc_ coming out of one’s ears
wmi_ coming out of our ears
wmi_ coming out of your yin
yang
coming
up roses
wmi_
hdi_ comings and goings
wik_ command performance
hdi_ command performance
hdi_ commit to memory
pes_ COMMO
ntc_ commode‐hugging drunk
pes_ COMMODE HUGGING
wik_ common‐and‐garden
hdi_ common cause
hdi_ common ground
wik_ common ground
wik_ common or garden variety
wmi_ common sense
hdi_ common touch, the
ntc_ company bull
wik_ company man
ntc_ company man
hdi_ company man
hdi_ company manners
wik_ company town
hdi_ compare notes
wmi_ compare notes
pes_ COMPLETELY CUTE
pes_ COMPO
wmi_ comuppins
pes_ CON
pes_ CON‐CHARGE
pes_ CON AND COL
ntc_ con artist
hdi_ con game
ntc_ con job
hdi_ con man

ntc_ con man

pes_ CONAN DOYLE
pes_ CONCERTINAS
pes_ CONCH
wik_ concrete jungle
pes_ CONDO
pes_ CONEHEAD
pes_ CONER
hdi_ confidence game
hdi_ confidence man
hdi_ confidence trick
pes_ CONGER EEL
wik_ conjure up
pes_ CONK
pes_ CONK‐BUSTER
ntc_ conk out
wmi_ conk out
hdi_ conk out
pes_ CONK OUT
pes_ CONKER
pes_ CONKERS
pes_ CONNAUGHT RANGER
pes_ CONNECT
ntc_ connect (with someone)
ntc_ connect (with something)
pes_ CONNECTION
pes_ CONNIPTION
ntc_ conniption (fit)
wmi_ consarned
pes_ CONSHIE
hdi_ conspicuous by its absence
hdi_ conspicuous by one's
absence
conspiracy
of silence
hdi_
pes_ CONSTANT SCREECHER
pes_ CONSTIPATED
pes_ CONSTIPATION
wik_ consume mass quantities
pes_ CONTRACT
wmi_ contract out on
hdi_ contradiction in terms
wik_ controlled substance
hdi_ conventional wisdom
hdi_ conversation piece
pes_ CONVO
pes_ CONYO
pes_ COO‐YON
pes_ COOEY
wmi_ cook
pes_ COOK
hdi_ cook on the front burner
hdi_ cook someone's goose
hdi_ cook the books
wik_ cook the books
pes_ COOK UP
hdi_ cook up
wik_ cook up
pes_ COOK WITH GAS
hdi_ cook with gas
wmi_ cook your goose
pes_ COOKED

wik_ cooked

ntc_ cooked up
pes_ COOKIE
wik_ cookie‐cutter
pes_ COOKIE‐PUSHER
ntc_ cookie pusher
pes_ COOKING
ntc_ cooking with gas
wik_ cooking with gas
pes_ COOL
wmi_ cool
hdi_ cool as a cucumber
ntc_ Cool bananas!
wmi_ cool beans
ntc_ Cool beans!
ntc_ cool cat
wmi_ cool cat
hdi_ cool down
ntc_ cool down
hdi_ cool down/out
pes_ COOL HAND LUKE
pes_ COOL IT
wmi_ cool it
wik_ cool it
hdi_ cool it
ntc_ Cool it!
ntc_ cool off
hdi_ cool off
wmi_ cool off
wik_ cool one's heels
hdi_ cool one's heels
wik_ cool one's jets
ntc_ cool out
hdi_ cool out
pes_ COOL PAPA
ntc_ cool someone out
wmi_ cool under pressure
wmi_ cool your heels
hdi_ cool, calm, and collected
ntc_ cool, calm, and collected
ntc_ cooled out
pes_ COOLER
wmi_ cooler heads prevailed
pes_ COOLIE
pes_ COOMBE
pes_ COON
hdi_ coon's age
pes_ COON'S AGE
wik_ coon's age
wmi_ coon's age
wik_ coon eyes
pes_ COONDIE
pes_ COONIE
pes_ COOT
pes_ COOTIE
pes_ COOTY
pes_ COOZE
pes_ COP
wmi_ cop
wik_ cop‐out
pes_ COP A BROOM
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ntc_ cop a drag

pes_ COP A DRILL
pes_ COP A FEEL
wik_ cop a feel
hdi_ cop a feel
ntc_ cop a fix

pes_ COP A FLOWER POT
ntc_ cop a head
hdi_ cop a plea

pes_ COP A PLEA
ntc_ cop a plea

ntc_ cop a squat

pes_ COP A SQUAT
ntc_ cop a tube

ntc_ cop an attitude
pes_ COP OFF
wik_ cop on

pes_ COP OUT
ntc_ cop out
hdi_ cop out
wmi_ cop out
wik_ cop out

pes_ COP SHOP

ntc_ cop some Z’s

pes_ COP SOME ZS

pes_ COP THE BREWERY
pes_ COP THE CURRANT
pes_ COPACETIC
wmi_ copacetic

wik_ copious free time

pes_ COPIOUSLY COUGH ONES

COOKIES

wmi_ copper

pes_ COPPER

wik_ copper‐bottomed
pes_ COPPER‐NOB

wik_ coprophagous grin
pes_ COPSHOP
ntc_ copy

pes_ CORE

pes_ CORGIS

pes_ CORK IT

pes_ CORK UP
wmi_ corked

pes_ CORKED

ntc_ corked (up)
pes_ CORKER

pes_ CORKING

pes_ CORKSCREW

ntc_ corkscrewed (up)
pes_ CORN

pes_ CORN FLAKE
pes_ CORN JUICE

pes_ CORN ON THE COB

pes_ CORN SQUEEZINGS
pes_ CORN UP

pes_ CORNED BEEF

pes_ CORNED BEEF CITY

pes_ CORNED BEEF LEGS
pes_ CORNER‐BOY

wik_ corner the market
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wmi_ corner the market

hdi_ corner the market
wmi_ corner you
pes_ CORNFLAKE
pes_ CORNHOLE
pes_ CORNHUSKER
pes_ CORNICHON
pes_ CORNISH DUCK
pes_ CORNISH PASTIE
pes_ CORNISH PASTIES
pes_ CORNPONE
pes_ CORNPOPPER
pes_ CORNS AND BUNIONS
pes_ CORNSTALK
wmi_ corny
pes_ CORNY
pes_ CORPORAL
pes_ CORPORAL KLINGER
pes_ CORPORATION COCKTAIL
pes_ CORPORATION POP
wik_ corporation pop
pes_ CORPSE
pes_ CORPSE‐REVIVER
ntc_ corral dust
hdi_ corridors of power
pes_ CORRINE
pes_ CORY
pes_ COSH BOY
pes_ COSMIC
wmi_ cost a pretty penny
wik_ cost a pretty penny
wmi_ cost an arm and a leg
wik_ cost the earth
wmi_ cost you
pes_ COSTARD
pes_ COSY
pes_ COT‐CASE
pes_ COTICS
pes_ COTTAGE
pes_ COTTAGING
pes_ COTTON
wmi_ cotton‐picking
wik_ cotton‐picking
wik_ cotton on
pes_ COTTON ON
hdi_ cotton on to
pes_ COTTON PICKER
wik_ cotton to
hdi_ cotton to
wmi_ cotton to that
pes_ COTTON WOOL
pes_ COTTONTAIL
pes_ COTTONTOP
pes_ COUCH CASE
pes_ COUCH HOCKEY
wmi_ couch potato
ntc_ couch potato
pes_ COUCH POTATO
pes_ COUCH SLOUCH
pes_ COUGH
pes_ COUGH AND CHOKE

pes_ COUGH AND SNEEZE

pes_ COUGH AND SPLUTTER
pes_ COUGH DROP
ntc_ Cough it up!
ntc_ cough something up
wmi_ cough up
hdi_ cough up
wik_ cough up
pes_ COUGH UP YOUR VITTLES
pes_ COUGHING CHUNKS CURL
AND HURL
hdi_ could care less
wmi_ could care less
wik_ could care less
hdi_ could do with
wik_ could not get elected
dogcatcher
pes_ COULDA
wmi_ couldn't believe my ears
hdi_ couldn't care less
wmi_ couldn't care less
pes_ COULDN'T GIVE A CANDY
wik_ couldn't happen to a nicer
wik_ couldn't organise a piss‐up
in a brewery
pes_ COUNCIL GRITTER
pes_ COUNCIL HOUSES
hdi_ count against
hdi_ count down
hdi_ count for
hdi_ count heads
hdi_ count in
hdi_ count noses
hdi_ count off
wmi_ count on
wik_ count on
hdi_ count on
wik_ count one's blessings
hdi_ count one's chickens before
they hatch
hdi_ count out
wik_ count sheep
hdi_ count to ten
hdi_ count upon
wmi_ count your chickens before
they hatch
COUNTERJUMPER
pes_
pes_ COUNTRY
hdi_ country cousin
pes_ COUNTRY COUSIN
ntc_ country drunk
wik_ country mile
pes_ COUNTRY PANCAKE
pes_ COUPLE OF BOB
pes_ COUPON
hdi_ courage of one's
convictions, have the
hdi_ course of true love never
ran smoothly, the
course
you can
wmi_
courseware
wmi_

wmi_ courtesy of

pes_ COUSIN
pes_ COUSIN ELLA
pes_ COUSIN SIS
pes_ COUSINS
pes_ COUSSEN
pes_ COUTER
pes_ COVE
wik_ covenant of salt
pes_ COVENT GARDEN
wmi_ cover‐up
hdi_ cover a lot of ground
hdi_ cover for
wmi_ cover for me
hdi_ cover girl
hdi_ cover ground
hdi_ cover one's ass
wik_ cover one's bases
hdi_ cover one's hide
hdi_ cover one's tracks
wik_ cover one’s feet
hdi_ cover oneself
wik_ cover someone's ass
hdi_ cover story
hdi_ cover the field
hdi_ cover the ground
hdi_ cover the
territory/waterfront
cover
up
wmi_
hdi_ cover up
wik_ cover up
hdi_ cover up for
pes_ COVER WITH THE MOON
wmi_ cover your ass [B]
pes_ COVERED WAGON
pes_ COW
pes_ COW'S CALF
pes_ COW'S LICK
pes_ COW'S LICKER
pes_ COW‐HORNS
wmi_ cow‐pie
pes_ COW AND CALF
pes_ COW AND GATE
ntc_ cow chips
pes_ COW COCKY
hdi_ cow college
pes_ COW COLLEGE
ntc_ cow flop
ntc_ cow juice
pes_ COW JUICE
pes_ COW PIE
ntc_ cow plop
pes_ COWBOY
pes_ COWBOY JOB
pes_ COWBOY OUTFIT
pes_ COWDENBEATH
wik_ cowgirl position
pes_ COWING
wmi_ cowpoke
pes_ COWS AND KISSES
wmi_ Cowtown

pes_ COYOTE

hdi_ cozy up
ntc_ cozy up (to someone)
pes_ COZZER
pes_ CRAB
wik_ crab mentality
pes_ CRABS
pes_ CRACK
ntc_ crack a book
wik_ crack a book
hdi_ crack a book
wmi_ crack a book
hdi_ crack a bottle
pes_ CRACK A BROWN
wik_ crack a crib
pes_ CRACK A CRIB
pes_ CRACK A FAT
wik_ crack a fat
hdi_ crack a joke
wmi_ crack a joke
hdi_ crack a smile
wik_ crack a smile
pes_ CRACK A STIFFIE
ntc_ crack a tube
wik_ crack down
hdi_ crack down
wmi_ crack down on
pes_ CRACK HEAD
ntc_ crack house
pes_ CRACK HOUSE
pes_ CRACK IT
wmi_ crack me up
wmi_ crack of dawn
wik_ crack of dawn
hdi_ crack of dawn
wik_ crack on
pes_ CRACK ON
ntc_ crack open a bottle
wmi_ crack shot/salesman etc.
ntc_ crack some suds
hdi_ crack someone up
ntc_ crack someone up
wmi_ crack the line‐up
hdi_ crack the whip
wmi_ crack this case
wik_ crack through
wmi_ crack under the strain
wik_ crack up
ntc_ crack up
hdi_ crack up
pes_ CRACK UP
pes_ CRACK WISE
pes_ CRACKAJACK
wmi_ cracked
hdi_ cracked up
ntc_ cracked up to be
pes_ CRACKER
pes_ CRACKERS
wmi_ crackers
pes_ CRACKING
pes_ CRACKLE
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pes_ CRACKLING
wmi_ crackpot

pes_ CRACKPOT
pes_ CRACKS

pes_ CRACKSMAN
wmi_ crackup

wik_ cradle‐to‐grave
wik_ cradle robber

pes_ CRADLE SNATCHER
pes_ CRAMP

hdi_ cramp someone's style
wik_ cramp someone's style
wmi_ cramp your style

pes_ CRANBERRY EYE
pes_ CRANK

ntc_ crank bugs
hdi_ crank call
hdi_ crank in

wmi_ crank issue
wmi_ crank it up

hdi_ crank letter
wmi_ crank out
hdi_ crank out
wik_ crank out

ntc_ crank something out
ntc_ crank something up

pes_ CRANK THE CHICKEN

SWITCH
crank
up
wik_
hdi_ crank up
pes_ CRANK UP
pes_ CRANNICK
wmi_ crap
pes_ CRAP
pes_ CRAP‐RACK
hdi_ crap around
wik_ crap one's pants
hdi_ crap out
pes_ CRAP OUT
ntc_ crap out
wik_ crap out
hdi_ crap up
pes_ CRAPHOUSE
pes_ CRAPOLA
pes_ CRAPOLOGY
ntc_ crapped (out)
pes_ CRAPPER
ntc_ crapper dick
pes_ CRAPPO
pes_ CRAPPY
wmi_ crappy
pes_ CRASH
wmi_ crash
pes_ CRASH‐HOT
wmi_ crash a party
wik_ crash and burn
hdi_ crash and burn
ntc_ crash and burn
pes_ CRASH CART
wmi_ crash course
wik_ crash course
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hdi_ crash course

pes_ CRASH OUT
hdi_ crash pad
pes_ CRASH PAD
ntc_ crash pad
hdi_ crash the gate
pes_ CRASHER
pes_ CRASHING
pes_ CRASHPAD
pes_ CRATE
pes_ CRATEHEAD
wmi_ crawl on my hands and
knees over broken glass
just to see her photo
wik_ crawl with
pes_ CRAWLARSE
pes_ CRAWLER
wmi_ crawling with
ntc_ crawling with someone or
something
pes_ CRAZY
wmi_ crazy about
hdi_ crazy about, be
ntc_ crazy bone
hdi_ crazy like a fox
wmi_ crazy like a fox
wik_ crazy like a fox
pes_ CRAZY RIM
pes_ CREAKER
pes_ CREAM
pes_ CREAM‐CRACKERED
ntc_ cream (in) one’s pants
pes_ CREAM CRACKERS
wik_ cream in one's jeans
wik_ cream of the crop
wmi_ cream of the crop
hdi_ cream of the crop, the
ntc_ cream one’s jeans
ntc_ cream puff
pes_ CREAM PUFF
wmi_ cream you
ntc_ creamed foreskins
pes_ CREASE UP
pes_ CREATE
hdi_ create a scene
pes_ CREATURE‐FEATURES
hdi_ creature comfort
wik_ creature comfort
wik_ creature feature
pes_ CREATURES
pes_ CRED
hdi_ credibility gap
pes_ CREEP
wmi_ creep
ntc_ creep dive
wik_ creep into
ntc_ creep joint
hdi_ creep up on
pes_ CREEPEN JUNNY
pes_ CREEPER
pes_ CREEPERS

pes_ CREEPING JESUS

pes_ CREEPS
pes_ CREEPSHOW
pes_ CREMATED
wik_ creme de la creme
pes_ CREVICE
pes_ CREW
hdi_ crew cut
pes_ CRIB
ntc_ crib course
pes_ CRIBBAGE PEG
pes_ CRIDDLE
hdi_ cried all the way to the
bank
pes_ CRIM
pes_ CRIMBO
hdi_ crime does not pay
pes_ CRIMEA
pes_ CRINGE
pes_ CRINGE‐MAKING
pes_ CRINKLE
pes_ CRINKLY
pes_ CRIPPLE AND CRUTCH
pes_ CRIPPLEWARE
pes_ CRISPY
pes_ CRISPY CRITTER
wik_ criss‐cross applesauce
pes_ CROAK
pes_ CROAKER
wmi_ crock
pes_ CROCK
ntc_ crock (of shit)
pes_ CROCKED
pes_ CROCODILE
pes_ CROCODILE DUNDEE
wik_ crocodile tear
wik_ crocodile tears
hdi_ crocodile tears
wmi_ crocodile tears
pes_ CROCUS
pes_ CRONK
pes_ CROOK
hdi_ crook one's elbow
pes_ CROOP
hdi_ crop out
hdi_ crop up
wmi_ crop up
wik_ crop up
pes_ CROPE
pes_ CROPPER
pes_ CROSBY, STILLS AND NASH
ntc_ cross‐eyed (drunk)
wik_ cross‐purpose
hdi_ cross a bridge when one
comes to it
cross
as a bear
hdi_
wik_ cross my heart
hdi_ cross my heart and hope to
die
cross
my heart and hope to
wmi_
die

wik_ cross off

hdi_ cross one's fingers
hdi_ cross one's mind
wik_ cross out
hdi_ cross over
wmi_ cross over Jordan
hdi_ cross over to the other side
wmi_ cross over to the other side
wik_ cross paths
wmi_ cross paths
wmi_ cross someone
wik_ cross someone's palm
hdi_ cross someone's palm with
silver
hdi_ cross someone's path
wik_ cross someone's path
ntc_ cross someone (up)
hdi_ cross swords
wik_ cross swords
wmi_ cross that bridge when I
come to it
wik_ cross that bridge when one
comes to it
hdi_ cross that bridge when you
come to it
wik_ cross the aisle
wik_ cross the line
wik_ cross the Rubicon
hdi_ cross the Rubicon
hdi_ cross to bear
hdi_ cross up
ntc_ cross up someone
wmi_ cross your fingers
pes_ CROUTON
pes_ CROW
hdi_ crow over
pes_ CROWD
wik_ crowd‐pleaser
pes_ CROWDED SPACE
pes_ CROWN
pes_ CROWN AND ANCHOR
pes_ CROWN JEWELS
wik_ crown jewels
hdi_ crown jewels
pes_ CRUCIAL
pes_ CRUCIFY
pes_ CRUD
pes_ CRUDDY
wmi_ cruise
pes_ CRUISE
wik_ cruising for a bruising
ntc_ cruising for a bruising
wmi_ cruising for a bruising
ntc_ crum something up
pes_ CRUMB
pes_ CRUMBLE
pes_ CRUMBLE RUMBLE
pes_ CRUMBLY
pes_ CRUMMY
wmi_ crummy
ntc_ crumped (out)

pes_ CRUMPET

pes_ CRUMPET MAN
wmi_ crunch
wik_ crunch numbers
hdi_ crunch numbers
hdi_ crunch time
pes_ CRUNCHIE
wmi_ crush on
pes_ CRUSHER
pes_ CRUST
pes_ CRUST OF BREAD
pes_ CRUSTY
pes_ CRUT
pes_ CRUTCH
pes_ CRUTCH CHEESE
wmi_ crux of the matter
hdi_ crux of the matter
wik_ cry all the way to the bank
pes_ CRY BEEF
wik_ cry down
hdi_ cry for
wik_ cry for help
hdi_ cry havoc
wmi_ cry her heart out
ntc_ cry hughie
pes_ CRY HUGHIE
wik_ cry in one's beer
ntc_ cry in one’s beer
wmi_ cry in your beer
wmi_ cry me a river
hdi_ cry off
hdi_ cry on someone's shoulder
hdi_ cry one's eyes out
wik_ cry one's eyes out
hdi_ cry one's heart out
hdi_ cry out for
wmi_ cry over spilt milk
hdi_ cry over spilt milk, don't
pes_ CRY RALPH
ntc_ cry ralph
ntc_ cry ruth
pes_ CRY RUTH
wik_ cry someone a river
wik_ cry the blues
wmi_ cry the blues
hdi_ cry uncle
wik_ cry uncle
hdi_ cry wolf
wik_ cry wolf
wmi_ cry your eyes out
ntc_ crying drunk
wik_ crying shame
wmi_ crying shame
hdi_ crying shame, a
hdi_ crying towel
ntc_ crying towel
ntc_ crying weed
pes_ CRYPPIE
pes_ CRYPTONITE
pes_ CRYSTAL
wik_ crystal clear
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wmi_ crystal clear

hdi_ crystal clear, be
wik_ crystal dick
pes_ CRYSTAL T

pes_ CRYSTAL TAC

wik_ crème de la crème
pes_ CUBE

pes_ CUBEHEAD
pes_ CUCKOO

pes_ CUCKOO'S NEST

pes_ CUDDLE AND KISS
ntc_ cuddle bunny

pes_ CUDDLED AND KISSED
hdi_ cudgel one's brains
pes_ CUE

pes_ CUE BALL
hdi_ cue in
pes_ CUFF

wik_ cuff Jonas

pes_ CUFF LINK
ntc_ cuff quote
pes_ CUFFY
pes_ CUJO

pes_ CULLY

hdi_ culture shock

hdi_ culture vulture
pes_ CULVER

wik_ cum grano salis
pes_ CUMULOT
pes_ CUNDY

pes_ CUNNING STUNT
pes_ CUNNY

pes_ CUNNY WARREN
pes_ CUNT

pes_ CUNT‐HOOKS
pes_ CUNT‐ITCH

pes_ CUNT‐SHOP

pes_ CUNT‐STRUCK
ntc_ cunt fart

ntc_ cunt hound

pes_ CUNT TEASER
pes_ CUNTED

pes_ CUNTHEAD

pes_ CUNTSTABLE
wik_ cup of joe

pes_ CUP OF TEA
ntc_ cup of tea
wmi_ cup of tea
wik_ cup of tea

hdi_ cup of tea, one's

wmi_ cup runneth over

hdi_ cupboard is bare, the
pes_ CUPCAKE

pes_ CUPID STUNT
pes_ CUPIDS ITCH
pes_ CUPPA
pes_ CURA

wik_ curate's egg
wik_ curb appeal

wmi_ curiosity killed the cat
hdi_ curiosity killed the cat
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hdi_ curl one's hair

wik_ curl someone's hair
hdi_ curl up
ntc_ curl up and die
wmi_ curl up with a good book
wmi_ curl your hair
pes_ CURLEYWIG
pes_ CURRANT BREAD
pes_ CURRANT BUN
pes_ CURRANT CAKES
pes_ CURRANT CAKIE
pes_ CURRANTS AND PLUMS
pes_ CURRENCY
pes_ CURRY AND RICE
wik_ curry favor
hdi_ curry favor
pes_ CURRY MUNCHER
pes_ CURSE
hdi_ curtain raiser
pes_ CURTAINS
wmi_ curtains
hdi_ curtains for, be
pes_ CUSHDY
pes_ CUSHTI
pes_ CUSHTI MANTI
pes_ CUSHTI RYE
pes_ CUSHY
wmi_ cushy
wmi_ cuss
pes_ CUSTARD
pes_ CUSTARD AND JELLY
pes_ CUSTARD CREAM
pes_ CUT
wmi_ cut
wik_ cut‐and‐thrust
pes_ CUT‐DOWNS
pes_ CUT‐OFFS
pes_ CUT‐PURSE
wmi_ cut‐up
ntc_ cut (up)
hdi_ cut a caper
ntc_ cut a check
pes_ CUT A CHUCKLE
wik_ cut a dash
hdi_ cut a deal
ntc_ cut a deal
ntc_ cut a fart
wmi_ cut a fine figure
hdi_ cut a long story short
pes_ CUT A MELON
ntc_ cut a muffin
pes_ CUT A PERSON SOME
SLACK
pes_ CUT A RUG
wik_ cut a rug
wik_ cut a swath
hdi_ cut a wide swath
wmi_ cut a wide swath
wik_ cut a wide swath
wmi_ cut above
hdi_ cut above

hdi_ cut across

hdi_ cut adrift
pes_ CUT AND CARRIED
wmi_ cut and dried
wik_ cut and dried
hdi_ cut and dried
hdi_ cut and paste
pes_ CUT AND PASTE
hdi_ cut and run
ntc_ cut and run
pes_ CUT AND SCRATCH
ntc_ cut ass (out of some place)
hdi_ cut back
wik_ cut bait
hdi_ cut both ways
wik_ cut both ways
hdi_ cut capers
hdi_ cut class
hdi_ cut corners
wmi_ cut corners
ntc_ cut corners
wik_ cut corners
hdi_ cut dead
hdi_ cut down
wik_ cut down
hdi_ cut down on
hdi_ cut down to size
wmi_ cut from the same cloth
wik_ cut from the same cloth
wmi_ cut him off [B]
hdi_ cut ice
hdi_ cut in
wik_ cut in
hdi_ cut in on/into
hdi_ cut into
wik_ cut it
wmi_ cut it
pes_ CUT IT
hdi_ cut it
wmi_ cut it a little fine
wik_ cut it close
hdi_ cut it fine
wik_ cut it fine
wmi_ cut it out
hdi_ cut it out
ntc_ Cut it out!
hdi_ cut loose
ntc_ cut loose
wik_ cut loose
wmi_ cut losses
pes_ CUT LUNCH
wmi_ cut me some slack
wmi_ cut me to the quick
wmi_ cut my teeth on
wik_ cut no ice
hdi_ cut no ice
ntc_ cut no ice (with someone)
pes_ CUT OF ONE'S JIB
wik_ cut of one's jib
hdi_ cut of one's jib
wik_ cut off

wmi_ cut off

hdi_ cut off
wik_ cut off one's nose to spite
one's face
hdi_ cut off one's nose to spite
one's face
cut
off with a shilling
hdi_
hdi_ cut off with a shilling/cent
wmi_ cut off your nose to spite
your face
cut
one
ntc_
wik_ cut one
wik_ cut one's coat according to
one's cloth
hdi_ cut one's eye‐teeth on
hdi_ cut one's losses
wik_ cut one's teeth
hdi_ cut one's teeth on
wik_ cut one loose
ntc_ cut one’s losses
ntc_ cut one’s own throat
ntc_ cut one’s wolf loose
ntc_ cut out
hdi_ cut out
wik_ cut out
hdi_ cut out for
wmi_ cut out for
hdi_ cut out of whole cloth
wmi_ cut rate
wik_ cut red tape
hdi_ cut short
wik_ cut short
pes_ CUT SOME CHEESE
pes_ CUT SOME SLACK
ntc_ cut some Z’s
hdi_ cut someone's throat
ntc_ cut someone a break
hdi_ cut someone dead
ntc_ cut someone in (on
something)
wik_ cut someone loose
pes_ CUT STICK
hdi_ cut teeth
hdi_ cut that
ntc_ cut the cheese
wik_ cut the cheese
wmi_ cut the cheese [B]
hdi_ cut the comedy
ntc_ Cut the comedy!
hdi_ cut the crap
wik_ cut the crap
wmi_ cut the crap [B]
ntc_ Cut the crap!
ntc_ cut the dust
hdi_ cut the ground from under
ntc_ cut the mustard
wmi_ cut the mustard
hdi_ cut the mustard
pes_ CUT THE MUSTARD
wik_ cut the mustard
wik_ cut the umbilical cord

wik_ cut through

wik_ cut to pieces
hdi_ cut to the bone
ntc_ cut to the chase
hdi_ cut to the chase
wmi_ cut to the chase
wik_ cut to the chase
hdi_ cut to the quick
wik_ cut up
hdi_ cut up
ntc_ cut up (about someone or
something)
wmi_ cut you down to size
wmi_ cut you to ribbons
wmi_ cut your own throat
pes_ CUT YOURSELF A BIG
SLICE OF CAKE
pes_ CUTAWAYS
wmi_ cute as a bug's ear
hdi_ cute as a bug's ear
hdi_ cute as a button
pes_ CUTESY
pes_ CUTIE
wik_ cutie pie
ntc_ cutie pie
pes_ CUTOUT
pes_ CUTS AND SCRATCHES
pes_ CUTTER
wmi_ cutting edge
wik_ cutting edge
hdi_ cutting edge, at the
pes_ CUTTY
pes_ CUTTY SARK
pes_ CYCLINE
pes_ CYCLONA
pes_ CYCLONE
pes_ CYRIL LORD
pes_ D
pes_ D'OYLY CARTE
pes_ D AND D
pes_ D FOR DUNCE
pes_ D.A.
pes_ D.K.
pes_ D.M.'S
pes_ D.O.A.
pes_ D.O.M.
pes_ DA
ntc_ da bomb
pes_ DAB
pes_ DAB ON
pes_ DABS
pes_ DACHA
pes_ DACHSHUND
pes_ DAD'S ARMY
wmi_ dad‐blamed
pes_ DAD AND MUM
pes_ DADDIO
pes_ DADDLER
pes_ DADDY
ntc_ daddy (of them all)
pes_ DAFFADOWN DILLY
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pes_ DAFFODIL
pes_ DAFFY

pes_ DAFIDOWNDILLY
pes_ DAFT

pes_ DAFT AND BARMY
pes_ DAG

pes_ DAGENHAM GIRL PIPER
pes_ DAGGA

hdi_ daggers drawn, at
pes_ DAGGY
pes_ DAGO

ntc_ dagwood (sandwich)
pes_ DAILY BREAD

pes_ DAILY DOUBLE
ntc_ daily dozen
hdi_ daily dozen

pes_ DAILY EXPRESS
wik_ daily grind
ntc_ daily grind

pes_ DAILY MAIL
pes_ DAINTIES

pes_ DAIRY BOX
pes_ DAIRYLEA
pes_ DAISY

pes_ DAISY BEAT

pes_ DAISY BEATERS
pes_ DAISY CHAIN
hdi_ daisy chain

pes_ DAISY CUTTER

pes_ DAISY DORMER
pes_ DAISY ROOTS
pes_ DAKS

pes_ DAMABLANCA
pes_ DAMAGE

hdi_ damage control

hdi_ damaged goods
wmi_ damaged goods
pes_ DAME

pes_ DAMN ALL

pes_ DAMN AND BLAST

wik_ damn by association
wmi_ damn it [B]

wmi_ damn the luck [B]

wik_ damn the torpedoes
hdi_ damn well

wik_ damn with faint praise
hdi_ damn with faint praise
wik_ damn Yankee

wmi_ damn you [B]

hdi_ damned if I do, damned if I

don't
damned
if one does and
wik_
damned if one doesn't
wmi_ damned if you do and
damned if you don't
damned
well
hdi_
hdi_ Damocles' sword
pes_ DAMON HILL
pes_ DAMP
wik_ damp squib
wmi_ dampen your spirits
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pes_ DAMPER

pes_ DAN DARES
pes_ DAN LENO
pes_ DANCE
hdi_ dance attendance on
hdi_ dance to another tune
wmi_ dance with the one who
brought you
pes_ DANCER CASES
pes_ DANDRUFF ON WHEELS
pes_ DANG
pes_ DANGLER
pes_ DANGLERS
wik_ Daniel come to judgement
pes_ DANK
pes_ DANNY LA RUE
pes_ DAP
pes_ DAPPER DAN
wmi_ dapper Dan
pes_ DAPS
pes_ DARBIES
pes_ DARBY AND JOAN
pes_ DARBY BANDS
pes_ DARBY KELY
hdi_ dare say
wmi_ daredevil
wmi_ dark horse
ntc_ dark horse
wik_ dark horse
hdi_ dark horse
pes_ DARK MEAT
ntc_ dark Monday
ntc_ dark night
wmi_ dark side
ntc_ dark Sunday
wmi_ darken a church door
wik_ darken someone's door
hdi_ darken someone's door
pes_ DARKERS
pes_ DARKIE
pes_ DARKMANS
pes_ DARKS
pes_ DARKY COX
pes_ DARLING BUDS OF MAY
pes_ DARLING DAUGHTER
pes_ DARLING WIFE
wmi_ darn
wmi_ darn it
wmi_ darn my luck
wmi_ darn right
wik_ darn tootin'
wmi_ darn tooting
wik_ darning needle
pes_ DARREN GOUGH
wmi_ dasein
pes_ DASH
ntc_ Dash it all!
hdi_ dash off
wik_ dash off
wmi_ dash off a note/letter
hdi_ dash someone's hopes

pes_ DASHER

pes_ DATE
wmi_ date
pes_ DATE AND PLUM
pes_ DATE MATE
hdi_ date rape
pes_ DATE RAPE DRUG
pes_ DATE ROLL
wik_ date with destiny
wmi_ dates you
pes_ DAVID
pes_ DAVID BECKHAM
pes_ DAVID BOWIE
hdi_ Davy's locker
pes_ DAVY CROCKETT
pes_ DAVY JONES' LOCKER
wik_ Davy Jones's locker
hdi_ Davy Jones's locker
pes_ DAVY LARGE
pes_ DAWK
wik_ dawn of a new day
hdi_ dawn on
wik_ dawn on
wmi_ dawn on me
hdi_ dawn upon
pes_ DAY'S A DAWNING
pes_ DAY‐GLO
wik_ day‐to‐day
wik_ day after day
hdi_ day after day
wik_ day and age
pes_ DAY AND NIGHT
hdi_ day and night
wik_ day and night
hdi_ day by day
hdi_ day in court, have one's
wmi_ day in, day out
wik_ day in, day out
hdi_ day in, day out
wmi_ day of the family farm
hdi_ day off
wmi_ day one
wik_ day one
ntc_ day one
wik_ day or night
wik_ day out
ntc_ day person
ntc_ day the eagle flies
ntc_ day the eagle shits
hdi_ day to day
wik_ daylight
hdi_ daylight robbery
wik_ daylight robbery
pes_ DAYLIGHTING
hdi_ days are numbered, one's
wik_ days of yore
pes_ DAZZLER
pes_ DE‐BAG
pes_ DE‐DYKE
pes_ DE‐FROSTED
pes_ DE FACTO

wmi_ dead‐cat bounce

ntc_ dead‐end kid
wmi_ dead‐eye Dick
wik_ dead 'n' buried
hdi_ dead ahead
wik_ dead air
pes_ DEAD AND ALIVE
pes_ DEAD AND ALIVE HOLE
wik_ dead and buried
hdi_ dead and buried
ntc_ dead and gone
hdi_ dead and gone
hdi_ dead as a dodo/herring
hdi_ dead as a doornail
wmi_ dead as a doornail
wik_ dead asleep
pes_ DEAD BANG
hdi_ dead beat
pes_ DEAD BODY
ntc_ dead broke
wmi_ dead certain
ntc_ dead cinch
hdi_ dead drunk
ntc_ dead drunk
wik_ dead duck
hdi_ dead duck
pes_ DEAD DUCK
ntc_ dead duck
wmi_ dead duck
ntc_ dead easy
wik_ dead end
hdi_ dead end
wmi_ dead even
pes_ DEAD EYE
pes_ DEAD EYE DICK
ntc_ dead from the neck up
pes_ DEAD FROM THE NECK UP
hdi_ dead from the neck up
wik_ dead giveaway
wmi_ dead giveaway
hdi_ dead heat
wik_ dead heat
wmi_ dead heat
ntc_ dead horse
hdi_ dead horse
hdi_ dead in one's tracks
hdi_ dead in the water
wik_ dead in the water
wmi_ dead in the water
ntc_ dead in the water
ntc_ dead issue
wmi_ dead last
wik_ dead last
ntc_ dead letter
hdi_ dead letter
hdi_ dead loss
pes_ DEAD LOSS
wmi_ dead loss
hdi_ dead man
ntc_ dead man
ntc_ dead marine

pes_ DEAD MEAT

wmi_ dead meat
wik_ dead men
hdi_ dead of
wik_ dead of night
wik_ dead on
wmi_ dead on
ntc_ dead on
hdi_ dead on one's feet
ntc_ dead one
pes_ DEAD PRESIDENT
ntc_ dead president
pes_ DEAD RABBIT
hdi_ dead ringer
wik_ dead ringer
wmi_ dead ringer
wmi_ dead set against
wik_ dead set against
hdi_ dead set against
pes_ DEAD SOLDIER
hdi_ dead soldier
ntc_ dead soldier
hdi_ dead tired
wmi_ dead tired
wik_ dead to rights
hdi_ dead to rights
ntc_ dead to rights
pes_ DEAD TO RIGHTS
hdi_ dead to the world
ntc_ dead to the world
wmi_ dead to the world
wik_ dead tree edition
hdi_ dead weight
pes_ DEAD WEIGHT
wik_ dead weight
wik_ dead wood
wmi_ dead wrong
pes_ DEADASS
wmi_ deadbeat
hdi_ deadbeat
pes_ DEADBEAT
wik_ deadbeat dad
ntc_ deadcat bounce
pes_ DEADHEAD
wmi_ deadhead
pes_ DEADLEG
pes_ DEADLEGS
ntc_ deadly (dull)
pes_ DEADSHIT
wik_ deadstick landing
pes_ DEAF AND DUMB
hdi_ deaf as a post
hdi_ deaf as an adder
wik_ deafening silence
pes_ DEAL
wik_ deal breaker
hdi_ deal in
wmi_ deal me in
hdi_ deal one a hand
hdi_ deal out
ntc_ deal stock
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hdi_ deal with
pes_ DEALER

pes_ DEANER

wmi_ Dear Dad, No mon, no fun,

your son! Dear Son, So sad,
too bad, your dad!
Dear
John letter
ntc_
hdi_ dear me
pes_ DEARIE ME
hdi_ death and taxes, certain as
wik_ death by spellcheck
wik_ death knell
hdi_ death knell
hdi_ death of
hdi_ death on
ntc_ death on someone or
something
ntc_ death on something
wmi_ death row
pes_ DEATH SEAT
wik_ death spiral
wmi_ death warmed over
wik_ death warmed up
pes_ DEATH WARMED UP
wmi_ death wish
wmi_ deathbed
pes_ DEB
pes_ DEB'S DELIGHT
wik_ debris field
wik_ decimal dozen
pes_ DECK
pes_ DECK CARGO
wmi_ deck him
pes_ DECK IT
hdi_ deck out
wmi_ deck out
pes_ DECK UP
pes_ DECKO
hdi_ declare war against
hdi_ declare war on
pes_ DECORATE PAVEMENT
pes_ DEECE
pes_ DEEDLE
pes_ DEEFER
pes_ DEELAB
pes_ DEELYBOPPER
pes_ DEENAH
wik_ deep‐six
pes_ DEEP‐SIX
wik_ deep down
hdi_ deep down
hdi_ deep end
wik_ deep end
hdi_ deep pocket
ntc_ deep pockets
wik_ deep pockets
wmi_ deep pockets
hdi_ deep pockets
pes_ DEEP SEA DIVER
pes_ DEEP SEA FISHERMAN
pes_ DEEP SHIT
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pes_ DEEP SIX

wik_ deep six
ntc_ deep six
hdi_ deep six
wmi_ deep six
wik_ deep sleep
wmi_ deep sleep
wik_ deep thinker
pes_ DEEP THROAT
hdi_ deep water
wik_ deep water
wmi_ deep, dark secret
wik_ deer in the headlights
pes_ DEERACKS
pes_ DEERAY
pes_ DEERIB
pes_ DEERUT
pes_ DEF
pes_ DEFROSTED
wmi_ deke you
wmi_ deked out of his jock
pes_ DEKKO
pes_ DELANTZ
pes_ DELATESTRYL
pes_ DELATS
pes_ DELAUD
wik_ Delhi belly
pes_ DELHI BELLY
ntc_ Delhi belly
pes_ DELI
pes_ DELIDA
pes_ DELIVER STREET PIZZA
hdi_ deliver the goods
wik_ deliver the goods
wik_ deliver the message to
Garcia
pes_ DELO
pes_ DELO LIB
pes_ DELO NAM
pes_ DELO NAMMOW
pes_ DELOES
pes_ DELOG
pes_ DEMENTOID
pes_ DEMO
pes_ DEMOLISH
pes_ DEMON
wik_ den of iniquity
pes_ DENIS
pes_ DENIS LAW
pes_ DENIS WISE
wmi_ dense
wmi_ Denver boot
pes_ DEP‐TESTOSTERONE
pes_ DEPTH CHARGE
pes_ DERBY
pes_ DERBY BRIGHTS
pes_ DERBY KELY
pes_ DERI
pes_ DERO
pes_ DERRO
pes_ DERRY

pes_ DERRY‐DOWN DERRY

pes_ DERRY AND TOMS
pes_ DES O'CONNOR
pes_ DES RES
pes_ DESDY
hdi_ desert a sinking ship
ntc_ desert cherry
wmi_ deserve credit
pes_ DESHY
pes_ DESIGNER DRUG
ntc_ desk jockey
wik_ desk jockey
pes_ DESK PIANO
pes_ DESMOND
pes_ DESMOND HACKETT
pes_ DESPERATE DAN
pes_ DESTROYED
pes_ DETHRONED
pes_ DETOX
pes_ DEUCE
pes_ DEUCE AND ACE
pes_ DEUCE ODIMS AND DARKS
ON THE CUTBACK
pes_ DEUCE OF BENDERS
pes_ DEUCE OF HAIRCUTS
pes_ DEUCE OF NODS ON THE
BACKBEAT
pes_ DEUCE OF PEEKERS
pes_ DEUCE OF TICKS
wik_ devil's advocate
hdi_ devil's advocate
pes_ DEVIL'S BUCKIE
wmi_ devil‐may‐care
hdi_ devil and deep blue sea
wik_ devil is in the details
hdi_ devil of a
ntc_ devil of a time
pes_ DEVIL SCREECHER
hdi_ devil take the hindmost,
the
hdi_ devil to pay, the
wmi_ devil you say
ntc_ devil’s own time
pes_ DEWBERRY
pes_ DEWBIT
pes_ DEWDROP
pes_ DEWEY
pes_ DEX
pes_ DEXIE
pes_ DEXO
pes_ DEXY
pes_ DHOBYING
pes_ DIAGONAL STREET
pes_ DIAL
pes_ DIAMBISTA
pes_ DIAMOND
pes_ DIAMOND‐CRACKING
hdi_ diamond in the rough
ntc_ diamond in the rough
wik_ diamond in the rough
pes_ DIANA DORS

pes_ DIAPER

pes_ DIAPER THE BABY
ntc_ diarrhea of the jawbone
ntc_ diarrhea of the mouth
pes_ DIB
pes_ DIBBLE
pes_ DIBS
wmi_ dibs
ntc_ dibs on something
hdi_ dice are loaded, the
pes_ DICEY
pes_ DICK
wmi_ dick
pes_ DICK 'N' ARRY
wmi_ dick [B]
wik_ dick all
pes_ DICK AROUND
ntc_ dick around
pes_ DICK DUNN
pes_ DICK EMERY
ntc_ dick for
wik_ dick milk
wik_ dick munch
pes_ DICK OUT
pes_ DICK TURPIN
pes_ DICK UP
pes_ DICK VAN DYKE
pes_ DICKBRAINED
wmi_ dickens of a time
wmi_ dickens you say
pes_ DICKEY
pes_ DICKHEAD
pes_ DICKLESS TRACY
pes_ DICKORY DOCK
pes_ DICKY
wik_ dicky‐bird
pes_ DICKY‐BOW
pes_ DICKY BIRD
pes_ DICKY DIDDLE
pes_ DICKY DIRT
pes_ DICKY UP
wik_ dictated but not read
wmi_ did good
wmi_ did yourself proud
pes_ DIDDICOI
pes_ DIDDIES
pes_ DIDDLE
ntc_ diddle with something
pes_ DIDDLEY DIDDLEY BAND
pes_ DIDDLO
pes_ DIDDLY‐DUM
wmi_ diddly‐squat
pes_ DIDDLY SQUAT
pes_ DIDDY
pes_ DIDDY RIDE
pes_ DIDLE
wmi_ didn't have a stitch of
clothes on
pes_ DIDN'T OUGHT
pes_ DIDN'T OUGHTA
pes_ DIE

hdi_ die away

wik_ die down
hdi_ die down
wmi_ die down
wmi_ die for
hdi_ die for
wmi_ die hard
hdi_ die hard
hdi_ die in harness
hdi_ die is cast, the
hdi_ die laughing
wmi_ die off
wik_ die off
hdi_ die off
ntc_ die on someone
wik_ die on the vine
wik_ die out
hdi_ die out
hdi_ die to
hdi_ die with one's boots on
pes_ DIESEL BOOTS
pes_ DIESEL DYKE
pes_ DIESEL FITTER
hdi_ different as day and night
hdi_ different as night and day
wmi_ different strokes for
different folks
hdi_ different strokes for
different folks
ntc_ different strokes for
different folks
pes_ DIG
wmi_ dig a little deeper
wmi_ dig deep
wik_ dig deep
hdi_ dig down
wik_ dig in
hdi_ dig in
wmi_ dig in
hdi_ dig in one's heels
wik_ dig in one's heels
pes_ DIG IN THE GRAVE
wmi_ dig in their heels
hdi_ dig into
pes_ DIG IT
wmi_ dig it up
wmi_ dig me
pes_ DIG MY GRAVE
hdi_ dig one's own grave
wik_ dig one's own grave
pes_ DIG OUT
hdi_ dig out
wik_ dig out
wik_ dig out of a hole
pes_ DIG THE DIP
wik_ dig up
hdi_ dig up
wik_ dig up dirt
ntc_ Dig up!
wmi_ dig your own grave
wmi_ dig yourself in
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wmi_ dig/dig it
pes_ DIGGER

pes_ DIGITATE
pes_ DIGS
wmi_ digs

pes_ DILAUDID
pes_ DILBERT
pes_ DILDO
wmi_ dildo
pes_ DILL

pes_ DILLIES

wik_ DILLIGAFF
wmi_ dilly

pes_ DILLY

wmi_ dilly‐dally
ntc_ dim bulb
wik_ dim bulb

pes_ DIM BULB

wik_ dimber damber upright

man
pes_ DIMBO
wik_ dime's worth
wmi_ dime a dozen
wik_ dime a dozen
hdi_ dime a dozen
pes_ DIME BAG
pes_ DIME DROPPER
pes_ DIME SOMEONE
ntc_ dime store
wik_ diminishing returns
pes_ DIMMO
pes_ DIMP
pes_ DIMS AND BRIGHTS
pes_ DIMWIT
wmi_ dimwit
pes_ DIN‐DINS
pes_ DINAH
pes_ DINARLY
hdi_ dine out on
pes_ DING
wmi_ ding‐a‐ling
pes_ DING DONG
pes_ DING DONG BELL
pes_ DING DONGS
pes_ DINGALING
pes_ DINGBAT
wmi_ dingbat/ding‐dong
wmi_ dingbusted
pes_ DINGDONG
pes_ DINGE
ntc_ dinged out
wmi_ dingle you
pes_ DINGLEBERRY
pes_ DINGLEY DELL
pes_ DINGO
pes_ DINGO'S BREAKFAST
pes_ DINGUS
pes_ DINING AT THE Y
pes_ DINK
wmi_ dink [B]
ntc_ dink someone off
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pes_ DINKLE

wmi_ DINKS
pes_ DINKUM
pes_ DINKY
pes_ DINKY‐DI
pes_ DINKY DOO
pes_ DINKY DOOS
ntc_ dinner basket
pes_ DINNYHAZER
pes_ DIP
wik_ dip a toe into
pes_ DIP AND DRIVE
hdi_ dip into
wik_ dip into
hdi_ dip one's toes into
pes_ DIP ONE'S WICK
wik_ dip out
pes_ DIP YOUR BREAD IN
wik_ diplomatic flu
pes_ DIPPER
pes_ DIPPING
pes_ DIPPY
pes_ DIPSHIT
pes_ DIPSO
pes_ DIPSTICK
wmi_ dipstick
pes_ DIPSY
pes_ DIPSY‐DOO
pes_ DIRT
wik_ dirt‐poor
pes_ DIRT BOX
ntc_ dirt cheap
wmi_ dirt cheap
hdi_ dirt cheap
wmi_ dirt file
wik_ dirt nap
pes_ DIRT ROAD
pes_ DIRTBAG
wmi_ dirties
pes_ DIRTY
pes_ DIRTY AND RUDE
pes_ DIRTY BIRD
hdi_ dirty book
wik_ dirty cop
ntc_ dirty crack
pes_ DIRTY DAUGHTER
ntc_ dirty deal
pes_ DIRTY DEN
pes_ DIRTY DICK
ntc_ dirty dog
wmi_ dirty dog/dirty rat
pes_ DIRTY DOZENS
pes_ DIRTY FACES
pes_ DIRTY GERTIE
hdi_ dirty joke
ntc_ dirty joke
ntc_ dirty laundry
wmi_ dirty laundry
wik_ dirty laundry
pes_ DIRTY LEPER
ntc_ dirty linen

ntc_ dirty look

hdi_ dirty look, give a
pes_ DIRTY MAC BRIGADE
pes_ DIRTY MONEY
wik_ dirty money
wmi_ dirty money
pes_ DIRTY OLD JEW
wik_ dirty old man
ntc_ dirty old man
hdi_ dirty one's hands
ntc_ dirty pool
pes_ DIRTY ROTTER
wmi_ dirty thirties
hdi_ dirty tricks
pes_ DIRTY TYKE
pes_ DIRTY WATER
wik_ dirty word
hdi_ dirty word
ntc_ dirty word
wmi_ dirty work
ntc_ dirty work
wik_ dirty work
hdi_ dirty work
pes_ DIRTYBONES
pes_ DIS
ntc_ dis(s) (on someone)
wmi_ dis/diss
wik_ disagree with
ntc_ disc jockey
pes_ DISCHARGED
DOWNSTAIRS
pes_ DISCO BISCUITS
pes_ DISCOMBOBULATED
wmi_ discombobulated
pes_ DISCORAMA
wmi_ discretion is the better part
of valor
discretion
is the better part
hdi_
of valor
pes_ DISCUSS UGANDA
pes_ DISGORGE
pes_ DISGUSTO
wmi_ dish
pes_ DISH
wmi_ dish it out
pes_ DISH OF THE DAY
hdi_ dish out
ntc_ dish something out
hdi_ dish the dirt
pes_ DISH THE DIRT
ntc_ dish the dirt
wik_ dishpan hands
pes_ DISHY
ntc_ disk jockey
wmi_ disk jockey (DJ)
pes_ DISMAL DESMOND
wik_ dismal science
pes_ DISNEYLAND
pes_ DISOBEY THE POPE
hdi_ dispense with
hdi_ dispose of

pes_ DISS

pes_ DISS'N
pes_ DITCH
wmi_ ditch him
pes_ DITCH WEED
pes_ DITCHWEED
pes_ DITSY
wmi_ ditto
wmi_ ditz
pes_ DITZ
pes_ DIV
pes_ DIVE
ntc_ dive a muff
wik_ dive in
pes_ DIVEBOMBING
pes_ DIVER
hdi_ divide and conquer
hdi_ divide and govern/rule
pes_ DIVING
pes_ DIVING SUIT
pes_ DIVOT
pes_ DIVULGE DINNER
pes_ DIVVY
ntc_ divvy something up
wik_ divvy up
pes_ DIVVY UP
pes_ DIXIE LID
pes_ DIY
pes_ DIY JOB
pes_ DMT
pes_ DO
wmi_ do
hdi_ do's and don'ts
wmi_ do‐dad
pes_ DO‐DAD
wmi_ do‐funny
pes_ DO‐HICKEY
wik_ do‐or‐die
pes_ DO‐RE‐MI
wmi_ do (a speed)
wik_ do a
wmi_ do a 180
pes_ DO A BERTIE
pes_ DO A BUNK
wik_ do a bunk
wmi_ do a dime
hdi_ do a disappearing act
hdi_ do a double take
ntc_ do a dump on someone or
something
do
a fade
ntc_
do
a
favor
wmi_
hdi_ do a flip‐flop
wmi_ do a gig
pes_ DO A GLENN MILLER
hdi_ do a job on
pes_ DO A JOB ON SOMEONE
ntc_ do a job on someone or
something
do
a line
ntc_
DO
A MELBA
pes_

pes_ DO A NUMBER

wik_ do a number on
wmi_ do a number on
hdi_ do a number on
ntc_ do a number on someone
ntc_ do a number on something
hdi_ do a one‐eighty
pes_ DO A RUNNER
pes_ DO A SKIPPER
ntc_ do a slow burn
wik_ do a slow burn
ntc_ do a snow job on someone
pes_ DO A TRAIN
hdi_ do an about‐face
hdi_ do any good
hdi_ do as I say
pes_ DO AS YOU LIKE
hdi_ do away with
wmi_ do away with
wik_ do away with
hdi_ do blindfolded
hdi_ do by
hdi_ do credit to
hdi_ do credit to someone
ntc_ do dope
wik_ do down
ntc_ do drugs
wik_ do drugs
wmi_ do drugs
hdi_ do for
wik_ do for
pes_ DO FOR
hdi_ do good
ntc_ Do I have to draw (you) a
picture?
ntc_ Do I have to paint (you) a
picture?
do
in
wik_
pes_ DO IN
hdi_ do in
pes_ DO IT
wmi_ do it the hard way
wik_ do it tough
wik_ do justice
hdi_ do justice to
wmi_ do lunch
wmi_ do me
pes_ DO ME A FAVOUR
wik_ do me a lemon
wmi_ do me for/do me until
pes_ DO ME GOOD
wmi_ do me in
pes_ DO MY DAGS
hdi_ do no good
pes_ DO ONE
hdi_ do one
wik_ do one
hdi_ do one's best
hdi_ do one's bit
wik_ do one's bit
wik_ do one's block
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pes_ DO ONE'S CRUST

hdi_ do one's damnedest
wik_ do one's damnedest
wik_ do one's darnedest
hdi_ do one's duty

pes_ DO ONE'S HEAD IN

hdi_ do one's heart good

hdi_ do one's homework
hdi_ do one's level best
pes_ DO ONE'S NUT

hdi_ do one's own thing
hdi_ do one's part

pes_ DO ONE'S SCONE
hdi_ do one's thing
wik_ do one's thing
hdi_ do one good

ntc_ do one’s (own) thing
hdi_ do oneself in

ntc_ do oneself proud
ntc_ do or die
wmi_ do or die
hdi_ do or die
hdi_ do out of
hdi_ do over

pes_ DO OVER

hdi_ do over again

ntc_ do some bongs

ntc_ do some fine coin

pes_ DO SOME METALWORK
hdi_ do someone

wik_ do someone's head in

hdi_ do someone damage/harm
pes_ DO SOMEONE DIRT
ntc_ do someone dirt

wik_ do someone dirty

wik_ do someone proud
hdi_ do someone proud

hdi_ do someone wrong
hdi_ do something over

hdi_ do standing on one's head
hdi_ do tell

ntc_ Do tell.

pes_ DO THE ARM AEROBICS
pes_ DO THE BATCHELOR'S

SHUFFLE

pes_ DO THE BIRD CIRCUIT
pes_ DO THE BOOK

pes_ DO THE BOOK AND COVER
pes_ DO THE BROWN‐EYE

EXPRESS
DO
THE BUSINESS
pes_
DO
THE CIVIL
pes_
pes_ DO THE DANCE
pes_ DO THE DEADLY DEED
pes_ DO THE DECENT THING
wik_ do the deed
pes_ DO THE DEED
pes_ DO THE DINGO
pes_ DO THE DIRTIES
pes_ DO THE DIRTY
hdi_ do the dishes
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pes_ DO THE DO

pes_ DO THE DOUBLE ACT
pes_ DO THE DOWNY
ntc_ do the drink thing
ntc_ do the drug thing
pes_ DO THE DUTCH
pes_ DO THE FISH
pes_ DO THE FULL SESH
pes_ DO THE GENTLEMAN
pes_ DO THE GRACEFUL
pes_ DO THE GRAND
pes_ DO THE HAN SOLO
pes_ DO THE HAND JIVE
pes_ DO THE HANDSOME
wik_ do the hard yards
pes_ DO THE HEAVY
wik_ do the honors
wmi_ do the honors
hdi_ do the honors
wik_ do the honours
wik_ do the math
wik_ do the nasty
pes_ DO THE PACIFIC SLOPE
hdi_ do the spadework
wmi_ do the town
hdi_ do the trick
ntc_ do the trick
wik_ do the trick
wmi_ do the trick
pes_ DO THE WORK ON
SOMEONE
ntc_ do time
hdi_ do time
pes_ DO TIME
wmi_ do time
pes_ DO UNDER
hdi_ do unto others as you
would have them do unto
you
wmi_ do unto others as you
would have them do unto
you
do
up
wmi_
pes_ DO UP
wik_ do up
hdi_ do up
hdi_ do well
pes_ DO WELL
wik_ do well by doing good
wik_ do well for oneself
wik_ do what
pes_ DO WHAT?
pes_ DO WHICH?
wmi_ do with
hdi_ do with
wik_ do with mirrors
wmi_ do without
hdi_ do without
wmi_ do you follow
wmi_ do you mind
hdi_ do you read me?

pes_ DO YOUR BLOCK

pes_ DO YOUR NUT
wmi_ do your own thing
wmi_ do your part
wmi_ do your utmost
wmi_ do yourself proud
pes_ DOA
pes_ DOB
pes_ DOB IN
pes_ DOBBER
pes_ DOBBER‐IN
pes_ DOBIE
pes_ DOCK ASTHMA
pes_ DOCKER
pes_ DOCKER'S HOOK
pes_ DOCTOR
pes_ DOCTOR'S ORDERS
pes_ DOCTOR AND NURSE
pes_ DOCTOR COTTON
pes_ DOCTOR CRIPPEN
pes_ DOCTOR DOLITTLE
pes_ DOCTOR FEELGOOD
wmi_ doctor it/doctor it up
pes_ DOCTOR JEKYLL
pes_ DOCTOR LEGG
pes_ DOCTOR WHO
ntc_ doctor’s orders
pes_ DOCTORS AND NURSES
wik_ doctors make the worst
patients
pes_ DODDLE
wik_ dodge a bullet
wmi_ dodge a bullet
pes_ DODGEMENTS
pes_ DODGEWORK
pes_ DODGY
pes_ DODGY JOB
wmi_ dodo
pes_ DODO
wik_ does the Pope shit in the
woods
wmi_ doesn't add up
wmi_ doesn't mince words
wmi_ doesn't wash
pes_ DOG
wmi_ dog's age
hdi_ dog's age
pes_ DOG'S BOLLOCKS
wmi_ dog's breakfast
pes_ DOG'S BREAKFAST
wik_ dog's breakfast
pes_ DOG'S BREATH
pes_ DOG'S COCK
pes_ DOG'S DINNER
wmi_ dog's life
wik_ dog's life
hdi_ dog's life
pes_ DOG'S MEAT
pes_ DOG'S TOOTH
pes_ DOG'S WIFE
pes_ DOG‐AND‐BONED

hdi_ dog‐and‐pony show

pes_ DOG‐ASS
pes_ DOG‐BOTHERER
wik_ dog‐eat‐dog
pes_ DOG‐END
pes_ DOG AND BONE
pes_ DOG AND BONED
wik_ dog and cat
pes_ DOG AND CAT
pes_ DOG AND DUCK
wik_ dog and pony show
ntc_ dog and pony show
pes_ DOG AND PUP
wik_ dog around
pes_ DOG BREATH
pes_ DOG BURGER
ntc_ dog collar
pes_ DOG COLLAR
hdi_ dog days
wmi_ dog days of summer
wmi_ dog eat dog
hdi_ dog eat dog
pes_ DOG END
pes_ DOG EYE
wik_ dog in the hunt
wmi_ dog in the manger
hdi_ dog in the manger
wmi_ dog it
wik_ dog it
hdi_ dog it
pes_ DOG IT
wmi_ dog me
ntc_ dog meat
wik_ dog my cats
pes_ DOG OUT
pes_ DOG SOMEONE AROUND
pes_ DOG TAG
wmi_ dog tired
pes_ DOG TRICK
ntc_ dog’s mother
wmi_ dogan
pes_ DOGFACE
pes_ DOGFOOD
pes_ DOGFUCKING
pes_ DOGGED‐UP
pes_ DOGGETT
pes_ DOGGETT'S COAT AND
BADGE
pes_ DOGGIE‐DO
pes_ DOGGIE‐FASHION
pes_ DOGGIE‐STYLE
pes_ DOGGO
wmi_ doggone
pes_ DOGGY‐BAG
wmi_ doggy bag
ntc_ doggy bag
wmi_ doggy doo
pes_ DOGS
pes_ DOGSBODY
pes_ DOING A HUNDRED
pes_ DOINGS

pes_ DOINK

pes_ DOLE BLUDGER
wik_ dole out
pes_ DOLEY
pes_ DOLL
pes_ DOLL CITY
pes_ DOLL UP
pes_ DOLLAR
wmi_ dollars to donuts
hdi_ dollars to doughnuts, it's
hdi_ dolled up
wmi_ dolled up
pes_ DOLLFACE
pes_ DOLLIES
pes_ DOLLOP
pes_ DOLLS
pes_ DOLLY
pes_ DOLLY BAG
pes_ DOLLY BIRD
pes_ DOLLY COTTON
pes_ DOLLY DIMPLE
pes_ DOLLY MIXTURES
pes_ DOLLY SHOP
pes_ DOLLY VARDEN
pes_ DOMAN
pes_ DOME
pes_ DOMESTIC
wik_ domingo siete
pes_ DOMINO
pes_ DOMKOP
pes_ DON
hdi_ don't ask
pes_ DON'T BE RUDE
wmi_ don't borrow trouble
wik_ don't call us, we'll call you
hdi_ don't change horses at
midstream
don't
count your chickens
wmi_
before they hatch
hdi_ don't cross that bridge till
you come to it
wik_ don't drop the soap
wmi_ don't eat that
wmi_ don't get mad; get even
wik_ don't get me started
wmi_ don't get me wrong
hdi_ don't get me wrong
wmi_ don't get smart with me
wmi_ don't give a crap [B]
wmi_ don't give a damn [B]
pes_ DON'T GIVE A FLYING
DUCK
pes_ DON'T GIVE A FLYING
FUCK
pes_ DON'T GIVE A SHIT
wmi_ don't give me any of your
lip
wmi_ don't give me that
line/story etc.
don't
give up your day job
wik_
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wmi_ don't go away mad; just go

away
wik_ don't go there
wmi_ don't go there
wmi_ don't hand me that
wmi_ don't have a cow
wmi_ don't hold your breath
wik_ don't hold your breath
hdi_ don't hold your breath
wmi_ don't knock it
wik_ don't knock yourself out
wmi_ don't know him from Adam
wmi_ don't know the first thing
about it
wmi_ don't know the half of it
wmi_ don't know whether you're
coming or going
wmi_ don't know which end is up
wmi_ don't know which side your
bread is buttered on
wmi_ don't know your ass from a
hole in the ground [B]
wik_ don't let the bedbugs bite
wik_ don't let the door hit you
on the way out
hdi_ don't let the grass grow
under one's feet
wmi_ don't look a gift horse in
the mouth
wik_ don't look at me
pes_ DON'T MAKE A FUSS
wmi_ don't make a mountain out
of a molehill
don't
make me laugh
wmi_
wmi_ don't make no nevermind
wmi_ don't make waves
wmi_ don't mention it
hdi_ don't mention it
wmi_ don't push your luck
wmi_ don't put all your eggs in
one basket
hdi_ don't put off
wmi_ don't rock the boat
wik_ don't shit where you eat
hdi_ don't swap horses in
midstream
don't
sweat it
wmi_
wmi_ don't teach your
grandmother how to suck
eggs
don't
think so
wmi_
don't
want
to go there
wmi_
pes_ DON JUAN
pes_ DON REVIE
pes_ DONA
ntc_ Don’t ask me.
ntc_ Don’t ask.
ntc_ Don’t call us, we’ll call you.
ntc_ Don’t get your bowels in an
uproar!
don’t
give a hoot
ntc_
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ntc_ don’t give a rip

ntc_ Don’t have a cow!
ntc_ Don’t I know it!
ntc_ Don’t make a federal case
out of it!
ntc_ Don’t make me laugh!
ntc_ Don’t sweat it!
pes_ DONAH
pes_ DONALD DUCK
pes_ DONALD PEERS
pes_ DONALD TRUMP
pes_ DONE
wik_ done and done
wik_ done and dusted
ntc_ done by mirrors
ntc_ done deal
wik_ done deal
hdi_ done deal
wmi_ done for
hdi_ done for
pes_ DONE FOR
wmi_ done good
wmi_ done in
hdi_ done in
wmi_ done it all
pes_ DONE LIKE A KIPPER
wmi_ done to a turn
ntc_ done to a turn
wmi_ done with it
ntc_ done with mirrors
pes_ DONER KEBAB
pes_ DONERED
pes_ DONG
pes_ DONK
pes_ DONKEY
pes_ DONKEY'S BREAKFAST
wik_ donkey's ears
wik_ donkey's years
pes_ DONKEY'S YEARS
hdi_ donkey's years
pes_ DONKEY‐LICK
pes_ DONKEY DEEP
wik_ donkey work
ntc_ donkey’s breakfast
ntc_ donkey’s years
wmi_ Donnybrook
pes_ DONNYBROOK
pes_ DONORCYCLE
wmi_ doo‐doo
pes_ DOO‐WOP
pes_ DOOB
pes_ DOOBRY
pes_ DOOBS
pes_ DOOBY
pes_ DOODAD
pes_ DOODAH
pes_ DOODLE
pes_ DOODLY‐SQUAT
pes_ DOODY
pes_ DOOFAH
pes_ DOOFER

pes_ DOOG

pes_ DOOGA DOOGA
pes_ DOOJIE
pes_ DOOK
pes_ DOOLALLY
pes_ DOOLAN
wik_ doom and gloom
pes_ DOOMBRAIN
pes_ DOON
wmi_ door to door
pes_ DOOR TO DOOR
hdi_ door to door
pes_ DOORKNOB
pes_ DOORSTEP
pes_ DOORSTEP BABY
pes_ DOOS'T
pes_ DOOZE
pes_ DOOZER
pes_ DOOZY
pes_ DOPE
pes_ DOPE‐BOOK
pes_ DOPE‐FIEND
pes_ DOPE‐RING
pes_ DOPE‐RUNNER
hdi_ dope out
pes_ DOPE OUT
pes_ DOPE SHEET
wik_ dope sheet
ntc_ dope something out
ntc_ dope up
hdi_ dope up
pes_ DOPED‐UP
pes_ DOPEHEAD
pes_ DOPER
pes_ DOPESTER
pes_ DOPEY
pes_ DOPPELGANGER
pes_ DORADILLA
pes_ DORIS DAY
pes_ DORK
wmi_ dork [B]
ntc_ dork off
ntc_ dorkus maximus
pes_ DORKY
wik_ dormitive principle
wik_ dormitive virtue
pes_ DOROTHY SQUIRES
pes_ DOSE
hdi_ dose of one's own medicine
pes_ DOSED UP
pes_ DOSH
pes_ DOSS
wik_ doss about
pes_ DOSS AROUND
wik_ doss around
pes_ DOSS DOWN
pes_ DOSS MONEY
pes_ DOSSBAG
pes_ DOSSER
pes_ DOSSHOUSE
pes_ DOSSY

pes_ DOT

pes_ DOT AND CARRIED
pes_ DOT AND CARRY ONE
pes_ DOT AND DASH
pes_ DOT COTTON
pes_ DOT ON THE CARD
wik_ dot the i's and cross the t's
hdi_ dot the i's and cross the t's
pes_ DOTHEAD
pes_ DOTS AND CAREFULS
pes_ DOTTY
pes_ DOTTY ABOUT
pes_ DOUBLE
pes_ DOUBLE‐BAGGER
ntc_ double‐barreled slingshot
pes_ DOUBLE‐BLUE
wmi_ double‐cross
pes_ DOUBLE‐DUGGED
wik_ double‐edged sword
wmi_ double‐edged sword
pes_ DOUBLE‐FISTED
pes_ DOUBLE‐GAITED
wmi_ double‐talk
wik_ double‐tongued
pes_ DOUBLE ARSED
hdi_ double back
wik_ double back
pes_ DOUBLE BANKER
pes_ DOUBLE BEANSHOOT
hdi_ double bill
wik_ double booked
pes_ DOUBLE BUBBLE
ntc_ double buffalo
pes_ DOUBLE CARPET
hdi_ double cross
ntc_ double cross
hdi_ double date
ntc_ double digits
wik_ double down
pes_ DOUBLE DREADS
pes_ DOUBLE DUTCH
wik_ double Dutch
hdi_ double Dutch
hdi_ double duty
wik_ double entendre
pes_ DOUBLE EVENT
pes_ DOUBLE EYED
pes_ DOUBLE FAIR
hdi_ double feature
pes_ DOUBLE FIN
pes_ DOUBLE FLUSHER
pes_ DOUBLE GUTS
pes_ DOUBLE HANDFUL
pes_ DOUBLE HEADER
hdi_ double in brass
hdi_ double life
ntc_ double nickels
wmi_ double or nothing
wik_ double over
pes_ DOUBLE RESULT
pes_ DOUBLE ROCK

ntc_ double saw(buck)

ntc_ double six
hdi_ double standard
wmi_ double take
ntc_ double take
hdi_ double take, do a
wik_ double taker
wik_ double talk
hdi_ double talk
wik_ double tap
pes_ DOUBLE TOP
hdi_ double up
ntc_ double up (with laughter)
pes_ DOUBLE WHAMMY
wmi_ double whammy
ntc_ double whammy
pes_ DOUBLE YOLKER
pes_ DOUBLER
hdi_ doublespeak
pes_ DOUBLET AND HOSE
pes_ DOUBLOON
hdi_ doubting Thomas
wik_ douche bag
ntc_ douche bag
pes_ DOUCHEBAG
pes_ DOUGH
wmi_ dough
ntc_ dough head
pes_ DOUGHBOY
wmi_ doughhead
pes_ DOUGHNUT
pes_ DOUGHY
pes_ DOUGHY OVER
pes_ DOUGLAS
pes_ DOUSE
pes_ DOUT
wmi_ dove
pes_ DOVE‐TART
pes_ DOVER
pes_ DOVER'S POWDER
pes_ DOVER BOAT
pes_ DOVER HARBOUR
pes_ DOVEY
pes_ DOWDY
pes_ DOWLAS
wmi_ down
pes_ DOWN‐AND‐DIRTY
wik_ down‐and‐outer
wik_ down‐to‐earth
ntc_ down (with someone)
wmi_ down a peg
pes_ DOWN AMONG THE DEAD
MEN
wmi_ down and dirty
hdi_ down and dirty
wmi_ down and out
hdi_ down and out
wik_ down and out
wik_ down at heel
hdi_ down cold, have
wmi_ down for the count
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wik_ down for the count
ntc_ down for the count
hdi_ down for the count
wmi_ down home

wmi_ down in the dumps
wik_ down in the dumps
hdi_ down in the dumps
wik_ down in the mouth
hdi_ down in the mouth
wmi_ down in the mouth
ntc_ down low

wmi_ down my throat
hdi_ down on

wmi_ down on his luck

hdi_ down on one's luck
wik_ down on one's luck
hdi_ down one's alley
hdi_ down one's neck
hdi_ down one's nose
wmi_ down pat
wik_ down pat

pes_ DOWN SIX

hdi_ down someone's throat
pes_ DOWN THE BLOCK

pes_ DOWN THE CARSEY
pes_ DOWN THE CHUTE
pes_ DOWN THE DRAIN
wik_ down the drain
ntc_ down the drain
wmi_ down the drain
hdi_ down the drain

pes_ DOWN THE DRAINS
pes_ DOWN THE FLUSH

wmi_ down the garden path
wmi_ down the hatch
wik_ down the hatch
hdi_ down the hatch

ntc_ Down the hatch!
wmi_ down the line
hdi_ down the line
wik_ down the line

pes_ DOWN THE PAN
hdi_ down the pike
wmi_ down the pike

pes_ DOWN THE PLUGHOLE
pes_ DOWN THE RIVER
wik_ down the road

pes_ DOWN THE ROAD
hdi_ down the road
wmi_ down the road

wik_ down the road, not across

the street
wik_ down the track
hdi_ down the tube
wmi_ down the tubes
hdi_ down the tubes
wik_ down the tubes
pes_ DOWN THE TUBES
ntc_ down time
hdi_ down to
wik_ down to a fine art
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wmi_ down to a T

wmi_ down to brass tacks
hdi_ down to earth
wmi_ down to earth
pes_ DOWN TO LARKIN
hdi_ down to size
hdi_ down to the ground
wmi_ down to the short strokes
wik_ down to the short strokes
hdi_ down to the wire
ntc_ down to the wire
wik_ down to the wire
wmi_ down to the wire
ntc_ down trip
wik_ down under
wmi_ down under
ntc_ down under
wmi_ down with
hdi_ down with
wik_ down with his apple‐cart
ntc_ down with something
pes_ DOWN WITH THE DUST
ntc_ down with the haps
pes_ DOWNER
wmi_ downer (drug)
wmi_ downer (sadness)
pes_ DOWNERS
wmi_ downhearted
pes_ DOWNHILL
hdi_ downhill all the way
pes_ DOWNHOME
wik_ Downing Street
pes_ DOWNING STREET
wmi_ downplay
pes_ DOWNS
wmi_ downside
pes_ DOWNSTAIRS
wmi_ downtime
pes_ DOWNY
pes_ DOXY
hdi_ doze off
pes_ DOZY
pes_ DR. FEELGOOD
pes_ DRABBIE
pes_ DRACK
pes_ DRACKS
pes_ DRACULA
pes_ DRAF
ntc_ draft board
wmi_ draft dodger
wmi_ drag
pes_ DRAG
pes_ DRAG‐ASS
ntc_ drag (on someone)
pes_ DRAG ASS
ntc_ drag ass (out of some
place)
ntc_ drag ass around
hdi_ drag ass/it/tail
pes_ DRAG DYKE
hdi_ drag in

wmi_ drag it out

wik_ drag king
pes_ DRAG KING
wik_ drag on
hdi_ drag on
wmi_ drag on
hdi_ drag one's ass
hdi_ drag one's feet
wik_ drag one's feet
hdi_ drag one's heels
hdi_ drag one's tail
hdi_ drag out
wik_ drag out
hdi_ drag queen
pes_ DRAG QUEEN
wmi_ drag queen
wmi_ drag race
wmi_ drag your feet
pes_ DRAGGED‐UP
ntc_ dragged out
wmi_ dragged through a...
pes_ DRAGGIN' WAGON
pes_ DRAGGING
pes_ DRAGGY
pes_ DRAGON
hdi_ dragon lady
pes_ DRAGSTER
pes_ DRAGSTRIP
pes_ DRAIN CHARLES DICKENS
pes_ DRAIN OFF
ntc_ drain the bilge
pes_ DRAIN THE DRAGON
pes_ DRAIN THE LIZARD
pes_ DRAIN THE MAIN
wik_ drain the main vein
pes_ DRAIN THE RADIATOR
pes_ DRAIN THE SNAKE
wmi_ drain the swamp
pes_ DRAIN THE TANK
pes_ DRAINPIPES
pes_ DRAMA QUEEN
wik_ drama queen
pes_ DRAPE
pes_ DRASH
pes_ DRASHEL
wmi_ drat
pes_ DRATSAB
pes_ DRAW
hdi_ draw a bead on
wik_ draw a blank
hdi_ draw a blank
wmi_ draw a blank
hdi_ draw a line between
wik_ draw a line in the sand
wmi_ draw a sober breath
hdi_ draw a veil over
hdi_ draw an inference
hdi_ draw and quarter
wmi_ draw attention to
wik_ draw away
hdi_ draw away

wik_ draw back

hdi_ draw back
hdi_ draw blood
wik_ draw down
hdi_ draw down
wik_ draw even
hdi_ draw fire
wmi_ draw first blood
wik_ draw in
hdi_ draw in
hdi_ draw in one's horns
hdi_ draw in the reins
wmi_ draw it to my attention
hdi_ draw lots
wik_ draw off
hdi_ draw on
wik_ draw one's last breath
hdi_ draw out
pes_ DRAW SOME MUD
hdi_ draw straws
wik_ draw stumps
pes_ DRAW THE CROW
hdi_ draw the curtain
wmi_ draw the line
wik_ draw the line
hdi_ draw the line at
hdi_ draw the line between
wik_ draw the short straw
wmi_ draw their fire
hdi_ draw up
wmi_ draw upon
hdi_ draw upon
hdi_ drawing board
hdi_ drawing card
wmi_ drawing card
pes_ DREAD
pes_ DREADLOCKS
pes_ DREADNOUGHT
pes_ DREAM
pes_ DREAM BOX
hdi_ dream come true, a
wmi_ dream on
hdi_ dream up
pes_ DREAMBOAT
pes_ DRECK
wik_ dredge up
pes_ DREDGEL
pes_ DREGS
wmi_ dress clothes
hdi_ dress down
wik_ dress down
wmi_ dress down
wmi_ dress rehearsal
wik_ dress to kill
hdi_ dress up
wmi_ dress up
wmi_ dressed fit to kill
hdi_ dressed to kill
ntc_ dressed to kill
hdi_ dressed to the nines
wmi_ dressed to the nines

ntc_ dressed to the nines

wik_ dressed to the nines
ntc_ dressed to the teeth
wik_ dressing‐down
pes_ DRIB
pes_ DRIBBLE
pes_ DRIBBLE PHLEM
pes_ DRIBBLER
hdi_ dribs and drabs
wmi_ dribs and drabs
wik_ dribs and drabs
pes_ DRIBS AND DRABS
pes_ DRIED BARKERS
pes_ DRIFF
wik_ drift apart
wik_ drift off
pes_ DRILL
wik_ drill down
pes_ DRILL FOR MARMITE
wik_ drill rig
pes_ DRILLING
pes_ DRILLING FOR VEGEMITE
wik_ drilling rig
pes_ DRINK
pes_ DRINK‐LINK
wik_ drink from a firehose
hdi_ drink like a fish
wmi_ drink like a fish
hdi_ drink to
wmi_ drink up
ntc_ Drink up!
wmi_ drink you under the table
pes_ DRINKER
wik_ drinking age
pes_ DRINKING VOUCHERS
pes_ DRIP
pes_ DRIP DRY
pes_ DRIPPING
pes_ DRIPPING AND TOAST
pes_ DRIPPING FOR IT LIKE A
BUTCHER'S DAUGHTER
pes_ DRITH
wik_ drive‐by media
hdi_ drive a hard bargain
wmi_ drive a hard bargain
wmi_ drive around
hdi_ drive at
wik_ drive away
wik_ drive home
hdi_ drive home
wmi_ drive it home
wmi_ drive me batty
wmi_ drive me crazy
wmi_ drive me to the edge
wmi_ drive me up the wall
wik_ drive off
wik_ drive out
ntc_ drive someone around the
bend
drive
someone bonkers
ntc_
drive
someone
crazy
wik_
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hdi_ drive someone crazy
hdi_ drive someone

mad/bananas/bonkers/nu
ts
ntc_ drive someone nuts
hdi_ drive someone to drink
wik_ drive someone up the wall
ntc_ drive someone up the wall
hdi_ drive someone up the wall
wmi_ drive standard
ntc_ drive the big bus
wik_ drive the porcelain bus
ntc_ drive the porcelain bus
pes_ DRIVE THE PORCELAIN
BUS
drive
to drink
hdi_
wmi_ drive you
wmi_ drive you nuts
wmi_ drive you to distraction
wmi_ drive you to drink
hdi_ driving force
pes_ DROID
pes_ DROME
pes_ DRONE
pes_ DRONG
pes_ DRONGO
pes_ DRONGWAY
pes_ DROOB
ntc_ drool (all) over someone or
something
pes_ DROOLY
wmi_ drop
pes_ DROP
ntc_ drop‐dead list
wmi_ drop‐in
pes_ DROP‐KICK
pes_ DROP‐OUT
wik_ drop a bollock
pes_ DROP A BOLLOCK
pes_ DROP A BOMB
wik_ drop a bomb
ntc_ drop a bomb(shell)
wik_ drop a bombshell
hdi_ drop a bombshell
ntc_ drop a bop
wik_ drop a brick
ntc_ drop a brick
hdi_ drop a brick
pes_ DROP A BRICK
wmi_ drop a bundle
pes_ DROP A BUNDLE
ntc_ drop a bundle (on
someone)
ntc_ drop a bundle (on
something)
drop
a clanger
hdi_
pes_ DROP A CLANGER
wik_ drop a dime
ntc_ drop a dime
hdi_ drop a dime
wik_ drop a hint
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wmi_ drop a hint

hdi_ drop a line
wik_ drop a line
wmi_ drop a line
wmi_ drop a log [B]
wmi_ drop a name / drop names
pes_ DROP A PUP
pes_ DROP ANCHOR IN BUM
BAY
hdi_ drop back
wmi_ drop back
hdi_ drop behind
wmi_ drop behind
hdi_ drop by
wmi_ drop charges
wmi_ drop dead
hdi_ drop dead
ntc_ Drop dead!
wmi_ drop her/him
wmi_ drop him like a hot potato
wmi_ drop in
wik_ drop in
hdi_ drop in one's tracks
hdi_ drop in someone's lap
hdi_ drop in the bucket
wik_ drop in the bucket
wmi_ drop in the bucket
wik_ drop in the ocean
hdi_ drop in/over
wmi_ drop it
ntc_ Drop it!
pes_ DROP KNOWLEDGE
hdi_ drop like a hot potato
hdi_ drop like flies
wmi_ drop like flies
hdi_ drop names
pes_ DROP OF NONSENSE
hdi_ drop off
wik_ drop off
wmi_ drop off
pes_ DROP OFF THE PERCH
wik_ drop off the radar
pes_ DROP OFF THE TWIG
pes_ DROP ONE
pes_ DROP ONE'S BUNDLE
pes_ DROP ONE'S DAKS
pes_ DROP ONE'S GUTS
pes_ DROP ONE'S LUNCH
pes_ DROP ONE OUT
ntc_ drop one’s cookies
ntc_ drop one’s teeth
wik_ drop out
hdi_ drop out
wmi_ drop out
ntc_ drop out
pes_ DROP OUT
wmi_ drop out of sight
wmi_ drop over
ntc_ drop someone
ntc_ drop someone or
something like a hot potato

ntc_ drop someone some

knowledge
wmi_ drop the ball
hdi_ drop the ball
ntc_ drop the ball
wik_ drop the ball
wik_ drop the f‐bomb
wik_ drop the gloves
wik_ drop the kids off at the pool
pes_ DROP THE LASHES ON
wmi_ drop the other shoe
wik_ drop the writ
pes_ DROP TROU
wik_ drop trow
wmi_ drop your drawers
wmi_ drop your gloves (hockey)
pes_ DROPDEAD
wik_ dropout factory
pes_ DROPPED ON
pes_ DROPPER
pes_ DROPPIES
pes_ DROPSY
hdi_ drown one's sorrows
wik_ drown out
hdi_ drown out
wmi_ drown your sorrow
ntc_ drug lord
wik_ drug of choice
hdi_ drug on the market
wik_ drug on the market
ntc_ drug out
pes_ DRUGFAG
pes_ DRUGGY
pes_ DRUGHEAD
ntc_ drugstore cowboy
wmi_ drugstore cowboy
pes_ DRUGSTORE COWBOY
pes_ DRUKKIE
pes_ DRUM
pes_ DRUM AND BASS
pes_ DRUM AND FIFE
hdi_ drum into one's head
hdi_ drum into someone's head
hdi_ drum out
wik_ drum up
hdi_ drum up
wmi_ drum up
pes_ DRUMMER
pes_ DRUMMING
pes_ DRUMMOND
pes_ DRUMMOND AND ROCE
pes_ DRUMSTICKS
pes_ DRUNG
pes_ DRUNK AS A DUCK
hdi_ drunk as a fiddler/skunk
hdi_ drunk as a lord
pes_ DRUNK AS AN EMPEROR
ntc_ drunk back
ntc_ drunk tank
pes_ DRURY LANE AGUE
pes_ DRY‐FUCK

pes_ DRY‐HUMP

hdi_ dry as dust
hdi_ dry behind the ears
wik_ dry behind the ears
pes_ DRY BOKE
wik_ dry eye
pes_ DRY GIN
pes_ DRY LONG SO
wik_ dry one's eyes
hdi_ dry out
wmi_ dry out
wik_ dry out
pes_ DRY ROOT
wmi_ dry run
wik_ dry run
hdi_ dry run
wmi_ dry up
hdi_ dry up
ntc_ Dry up!
pes_ DS
wik_ dá a mão, quer o braço
pes_ DTS
pes_ DUANE EDDYS
pes_ DUB
pes_ DUBBED UP
pes_ DUBBER
pes_ DUBBO
pes_ DUBLIN TRICK
wmi_ dubs
pes_ DUCHESS
pes_ DUCHESS OF FIFE
pes_ DUCHESS OF TECK
pes_ DUCHESS OF YORK
pes_ DUCK
pes_ DUCK'S ARSE
pes_ DUCK'S BREAKFAST
wmi_ duck's guts
pes_ DUCK AND DIVE
pes_ DUCK EGG
hdi_ duck out
wik_ duck out
wmi_ duck out
pes_ DUCK SHOOT
wmi_ duck soup
hdi_ duck soup
wik_ duck soup
pes_ DUCK SOUP
wik_ duck test
pes_ DUCKBURG
pes_ DUCKE OF TECK
pes_ DUCKISH
pes_ DUCKS
wmi_ ducks in a row (ducks in
order)
pes_ DUCKY
wmi_ ducky
pes_ DUDE
wmi_ dude
ntc_ dude up
pes_ DUDLEY MOORE
pes_ DUDS

wik_ due course

wmi_ due north
hdi_ due to
pes_ DUFF
pes_ DUFF UP
pes_ DUFFER
pes_ DUFFLUF
pes_ DUFUS
pes_ DUGOUT
pes_ DUGS
wmi_ duh
wmi_ duke's mixture
pes_ DUKE IT
wmi_ duke it out
wik_ duke it out
pes_ DUKE IT UP
pes_ DUKE OF ARGYLL
pes_ DUKE OF ARGYLLS
pes_ DUKE OF FIFE
pes_ DUKE OF KENT
pes_ DUKE OF YORK
pes_ DUKE ON IT
ntc_ duke someone out
pes_ DUKES
pes_ DULL AND DOWDY
ntc_ dull as dishwater
hdi_ dull as dishwater
ntc_ dull roar
pes_ DULLSVILLE
pes_ DUM‐DUM
pes_ DUMB
pes_ DUMB‐HEAD
wmi_ dumb as a sack of hammers
hdi_ dumb bunny
ntc_ dumb bunny
wik_ dumb bunny
ntc_ dumb cluck
pes_ DUMB CLUCK
ntc_ dumb Dora
wik_ dumb down
ntc_ dumb ox
wik_ dumb shit
pes_ DUMBASS
pes_ DUMBBELL
wmi_ dumbbell
pes_ DUMBLEDORE
pes_ DUMBO
wmi_ dumbo
pes_ DUMMY
wik_ dummy run
wik_ dummy spit
ntc_ dummy up
pes_ DUMMY UP
pes_ DUMP
ntc_ dump all over someone or
something
wmi_ dump her/him
ntc_ Dump it.
wik_ dump on
wmi_ dump on
pes_ DUMP ON
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ntc_ dump on someone

ntc_ dump on someone or

something

wik_ dump one's load
ntc_ dump one’s load
ntc_ dumped on
pes_ DUMPER

pes_ DUMPER TRUCK
pes_ DUMPLING

pes_ DUMPLINGS
pes_ DUMPS

pes_ DUMPSEY

wmi_ Dumpster diving
pes_ DUNCH

pes_ DUNG‐PUNCHER

pes_ DUNG‐SPURRING
pes_ DUNKIE

pes_ DUNKING
pes_ DUNKIRK

wik_ Dunkirk spirit

pes_ DUNLOP TYRE
pes_ DUNNEE
pes_ DUNNO
pes_ DUNOP
pes_ DUPPY

pes_ DURBAN POISON
pes_ DUREX

hdi_ during the course of
wmi_ durn

pes_ DURRY
wmi_ dust

pes_ DUST

pes_ DUST‐BIN
pes_ DUST‐UP
wmi_ dust‐up

wmi_ dust bunny

pes_ DUST BUNNY
wik_ dust bunny
wmi_ dust devil

pes_ DUST KITTY
wik_ dust mouse

ntc_ dust of angels
wik_ dust off
hdi_ dust off

wik_ dust off a batter

pes_ DUST ONE'S JACKET
ntc_ dust someone off

ntc_ dust someone’s pants
pes_ DUSTBIN

pes_ DUSTBIN LID

pes_ DUSTBIN LIDS

pes_ DUSTED PARSLEY
pes_ DUSTERS

pes_ DUSTIN HOFFMANS

pes_ DUSTPAN AND BRUSH
pes_ DUSTY

ntc_ dusty butt

pes_ DUSTY BUTT
wik_ dusty miller
pes_ DUTCH

wik_ Dutch act
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ntc_ Dutch act

pes_ DUTCH BEER
pes_ DUTCH CONCERT
wik_ Dutch courage
pes_ DUTCH COURAGE
hdi_ Dutch courage
ntc_ Dutch courage
ntc_ Dutch cure
pes_ DUTCH PEG
pes_ DUTCH PLATE
pes_ DUTCH POT
wik_ Dutch reckoning
ntc_ Dutch treat
wmi_ Dutch treat
hdi_ Dutch treat
hdi_ Dutch uncle
ntc_ Dutch uncle
pes_ DUTCHIE
hdi_ duty bound
wmi_ duty calls
pes_ DVID GOWER
pes_ DWEEB
hdi_ dwell on
pes_ DWELL UP
hdi_ dwell upon
pes_ DYCUE
wik_ dye in the wool
wik_ dyed‐in‐the‐wool
wik_ dyed in the wool
wmi_ dyed in the wool
wmi_ dying seconds
wmi_ dying to know
pes_ DYKE
pes_ DYKIE
pes_ DYNA
ntc_ dynamic duo
pes_ DYNAMITE
pes_ DYNO
pes_ DYNOSUPREME
pes_ E
wik_ e thumb
pes_ EACER
hdi_ each and every one
hdi_ each other
wmi_ each to his own
pes_ EACH WAY
pes_ EACOR
wik_ eager beaver
wmi_ eager beaver
hdi_ eager beaver
pes_ EAGLE‐HAWK
wik_ eagle eye
hdi_ eagle eye
wmi_ eagle eyes
ntc_ eagle freak
pes_ EAR'OLE
pes_ EAR‐BANGER
pes_ EAR‐BASHER
pes_ EAR‐BENDER
pes_ EAR‐WIGGING
ntc_ ear candy

wmi_ ear candy

ntc_ ear hustling
pes_ EAR SEX
wik_ ear to the ground
wmi_ ear to the ground
hdi_ ear to the ground, have
one's
wik_ ear tunnel
pes_ EARACHE
pes_ EARBASH
wmi_ earful
pes_ EARL
pes_ EARL'S KNOCKING AT THE
DOOR
pes_ EARLIES
pes_ EARLS COURT
wik_ early bath
pes_ EARLY BEAM
ntc_ early beam(s)
ntc_ early bird
wmi_ early bird
wik_ early bird
pes_ EARLY BIRD
hdi_ early bird catches the
worm
hdi_ early bird gets the worm
ntc_ early black
pes_ EARLY BLACK
pes_ EARLY BRIGHT
pes_ EARLY DOOR
pes_ EARLY DOORS
pes_ EARLY HOURS
pes_ EARLY MORN
hdi_ early on
hdi_ early to bed, early to rise
(makes a man healthy,
wealthy, and wise)
EARN
A CRUST
pes_
wik_ earn a living
wik_ earn one's keep
hdi_ earn one's keep
hdi_ earn one's stripes
pes_ EARNER
ntc_ Earp slop, bring the mop.
pes_ EARS
wmi_ ears are burning
wik_ ears are burning
hdi_ ears are burning, one's
wmi_ ears lowered
wmi_ ears pinned back
ntc_ earth pads
pes_ EARTH PADS
ntc_ Earth to someone.
pes_ EARTHA KITT
pes_ EARTHA KITTS
pes_ EARWIG
pes_ EARWIGGING
hdi_ ease off
hdi_ ease out
wmi_ ease up
hdi_ ease up

wik_ easier said than done

hdi_ easier said than done
pes_ EASING
pes_ EAST AND SOUTH
pes_ EAST AND WEST
pes_ EAST INDIA DOCKS
pes_ EASTER BUNNY
pes_ EASTER EGG
pes_ EASY
pes_ EASY‐PEASY
hdi_ easy as falling
wmi_ easy as pie
hdi_ easy as pie
hdi_ easy as rolling off a log
wmi_ easy come, easy go
hdi_ easy come, easy go
hdi_ easy does it
wik_ easy does it
ntc_ Easy does it.
pes_ EASY LAY
ntc_ easy make
ntc_ easy mark
pes_ EASY MEAT
ntc_ easy money
hdi_ easy money
wik_ easy on the eye
hdi_ easy on the eyes
wik_ easy on the eyes
wmi_ easy pickings
pes_ EASY RIDER
hdi_ easy sledding
wmi_ easy street
ntc_ easy street
wik_ easy street
hdi_ easy street, on
wmi_ easy time of it
hdi_ easy to look at
pes_ EAT
hdi_ eat and run
ntc_ eat at the Y
hdi_ eat away at
hdi_ eat crap
pes_ EAT CROW
wmi_ eat crow
ntc_ eat crow
hdi_ eat crow
wik_ eat crow
pes_ EAT DIRT
hdi_ eat dirt
ntc_ eat face
wik_ eat for two
hdi_ eat high off the hog
wmi_ eat high off the hog
wik_ eat humble pie
hdi_ eat humble pie
wmi_ eat humble pie
hdi_ eat in
wmi_ eat it up
hdi_ eat like a bird
wmi_ eat like a horse
ntc_ Eat me!

wmi_ eat my hat/shirt

wik_ eat my shorts
pes_ EAT MY SHORTS
ntc_ eat nails
hdi_ eat one's cake and have it,
too
eat
one's hat
hdi_
wik_ eat one's hat
hdi_ eat one's heart out
wik_ eat one's heart out
wik_ eat one's own dog food
wik_ eat one's Wheaties
hdi_ eat one's words
wik_ eat one's words
wik_ eat one's young
ntc_ eat one’s hat
ntc_ eat one’s heart out
pes_ EAT OUT
wik_ eat out
wmi_ eat out
hdi_ eat out
hdi_ eat out of someone's hand
wik_ eat out of someone's hand
wmi_ eat out of the palm of your
hand
pes_ EAT PUSSY
wik_ eat pussy
hdi_ eat shit
pes_ EAT SHIT
wik_ eat shit
ntc_ Eat shit!
hdi_ eat someone's ass out
wik_ eat someone's dust
hdi_ eat someone's lunch
hdi_ eat someone alive
hdi_ eat someone out
hdi_ eat someone out of house
and home
wik_ eat someone out of house
and home
hdi_ eat someone up
ntc_ eat someone’s lunch
ntc_ eat something up
wmi_ eat that
wik_ eat the wind
wmi_ eat up
hdi_ eat up
wik_ eat up
ntc_ eat up
wmi_ eat you for breakfast
wmi_ eat you out of house and
home
wmi_ eat your fill
wmi_ eat your heart out
wmi_ eat your words
pes_ EATING IN
wmi_ eating you
pes_ EAU DE COLOGNE
hdi_ ebb and flow
pes_ ECKIES
pes_ ECLIPSE
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pes_ ECNOP

pes_ ECO‐FREAK
pes_ ECO‐NUT
ntc_ eco freak

pes_ ECO FREAK
ntc_ eco nut

pes_ ECO WARRIOR

wik_ economical with the truth
pes_ ECSTACY
pes_ ECSTASY
pes_ ECU

pes_ EDGAR ALLAN POE
pes_ EDGAR BRITT
pes_ EDGE CITY
hdi_ edge in

wik_ edge out
hdi_ edge out
wmi_ edgy

pes_ EDINBURGH FRINGE
pes_ EDMUNDO ROS
pes_ EDNA MAY

hdi_ educated guess, an
pes_ EDWARD HEATH
pes_ EDWARDIAN

pes_ EDWIN DROOD
pes_ EE

pes_ EEFIL

pes_ EEFINK
pes_ EEFOC
pes_ EEJIT
pes_ EEK

pes_ EEKIBE
pes_ EELIM

pes_ EELS AND LIQUOR
pes_ EEMAG

pes_ EEMOSH
pes_ EFF

wmi_ eff 'im [B]

pes_ EFF AND BLIND
ntc_ effing around

pes_ EFFUSING THE NIGHTS

EXCESS
pes_ EGABAC
pes_ EGANARO
pes_ EGG
pes_ EGG AND HAM
pes_ EGG AND SPOON
hdi_ egg in your beer
wmi_ egg me on
wik_ egg on
pes_ EGG ON
hdi_ egg on
wmi_ egg on my face
hdi_ egg on one's face, have
wik_ egg somebody on
pes_ EGGBEATER
pes_ EGGHEAD
pes_ EGGY
pes_ EGO‐TRIP
pes_ EGO MASSAGE
pes_ EGO PRICING
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hdi_ ego trip

wmi_ ego trip
ntc_ ego trip
ntc_ ego tripper
pes_ EGON RONAY
pes_ EGYPTIAN HALL
pes_ EGYPTIAN PT
wmi_ eh
pes_ EIFFEL TOWER
pes_ EIGHT BALL
pes_ EIGHTEEN CARAT
pes_ EIGHTEEN PENCE
pes_ EIGHTY‐EIGHT
wmi_ eighty‐six it
pes_ EINSTEIN'S HOMEWORK
pes_ EISENHOWER
hdi_ either feast or famine
pes_ EJECTA
hdi_ eke out
wmi_ eke out a living
ntc_ el cheapo
pes_ EL PRIMO
pes_ EL ROPO
pes_ ELBAT
pes_ ELBOW
pes_ ELBOW BENDER
hdi_ elbow grease
wik_ elbow grease
pes_ ELBOW IN
wmi_ elbow room
wik_ elbow room
hdi_ elbow room
pes_ ELBOW ROOM
pes_ ELDERBERRY
pes_ ELDERS
pes_ ELECTRIC SOUP
hdi_ electronic bulletin board
pes_ ELECTRONIC CADAVER
wmi_ electronic superhighway
pes_ ELEM
pes_ ELEPHANT'S TRUNK
pes_ ELEPHANT AND CASTLE
wik_ elephant in the room
pes_ ELEPHANT TRANQUILIZER
ntc_ elevator music
pes_ ELEVATOR MUSIC
pes_ ELEVATOR SURFING
hdi_ eleventh hour
wik_ eleventh hour
pes_ ELIMINATE
pes_ ELIZABETH REGINA
pes_ ELKY CLARK
pes_ ELLA
pes_ ELLEN TERRY
pes_ ELOESRA
pes_ ELOPPA
pes_ ELPANIP
pes_ ELRIG
pes_ ELSIE TANNER
pes_ ELT
pes_ ELTOB

pes_ ELTON

pes_ ELTON JOHN
pes_ ELTROT
wik_ Elvis has left the building
wik_ Elysian
wik_ Elysian Fields
pes_ EMBALMED
ntc_ embalming fluid
wik_ embarrassment of riches
hdi_ embarrassment of riches
pes_ EMBROCATION
pes_ EMLUP
pes_ EMMA FREUDS
pes_ EMMAS
pes_ EMMERDALE FARM
pes_ EMMET
pes_ EMMET BUT
pes_ EMOC
wik_ emperor's new clothes
wik_ employ a steam engine to
crack a nut
pes_ EMPTY‐NESTERS
hdi_ empty calories
pes_ EMPTY CALORIES
hdi_ empty nest
wik_ empty promise
hdi_ empty suit
wik_ empty the tank
pes_ EMULSION
hdi_ en masse
hdi_ en route
pes_ ENAMEL
pes_ END
hdi_ end game
hdi_ end in itself
wmi_ end justifies the means
hdi_ end justifies the means, the
wik_ end of
hdi_ end of one's rope, at the
ntc_ end of the ball game
hdi_ end of the line
wmi_ end of the line
wik_ end of the line
hdi_ end of the road
wik_ end of the world
hdi_ end run
hdi_ end to end
hdi_ end up
wik_ end up
wmi_ end up
hdi_ endangered species
pes_ ENDLESS SLEEP
hdi_ ends of the earth, the
pes_ ENDSVILLE
pes_ ENEMY
wik_ enemy combatant
pes_ ENFORCER
pes_ ENGELBERT HUMERDINCK
wik_ engine room
pes_ ENGINEER'S SPANNER
pes_ ENGINEERS AND STOKERS

pes_ ENGLAND'S LAST HOPE

pes_ ENGLISH CHANNEL
pes_ ENGLISH JOINT
pes_ ENGLISH SPLIFF
pes_ ENIN
pes_ ENO
pes_ ENOCH POWELL
wmi_ enough is enough
hdi_ enough is enough
hdi_ enough rope, give someone
hdi_ enough said
wik_ enough to choke a horse
wik_ enough to make the angels
weep
hdi_ enough to sink a battleship
hdi_ enough to sink a ship
ntc_ Enough, already!
hdi_ enter into
hdi_ enter on
hdi_ enter one's head
hdi_ enter one's mind
hdi_ enter the fray
hdi_ enter the lists
hdi_ enter upon
pes_ ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM
pes_ ENZEDDER
pes_ EPSOM RACES
pes_ EPSOM SALTS
hdi_ equal to
pes_ EQUALISER
pes_ EQUALIZER
pes_ EQUIPMENT
pes_ ERASE
pes_ ERBERT
pes_ ERIC
pes_ ERK
pes_ ERNIE MARSH
pes_ EROS AND CUPID
wik_ err on the side of
wik_ err on the side of caution
pes_ ERROL FLYNN
pes_ ERROL FLYNNS
pes_ ERSATZ
hdi_ escape notice
pes_ ESKIMO NELL
pes_ ESNORTIAR
wik_ esprit de corps
wik_ esthetically challenged
pes_ ESTUFFA
hdi_ etched in stone
ntc_ eternal checkout
hdi_ eternal triangle
wik_ ethically challenged
pes_ ETHNIC
pes_ ETHNO
pes_ EUCHRE
pes_ EUPHEMISM
wik_ eureka moment
pes_ EUROTRASH
pes_ EVE
pes_ EVE WITH A LID ON

wik_ Evel Knievel

wmi_ even
hdi_ even‐steven
wik_ even‐steven
wmi_ even‐steven
pes_ EVEN‐STEVENS
wmi_ even a blind pig can find an
acorn
wik_ even keel
wmi_ even keel
hdi_ even money
wik_ even money
wmi_ even so
hdi_ even so
wmi_ even up
pes_ EVEN UP THE SCORE
ntc_ evened out
pes_ EVENING BREEZE
pes_ EVENING NEWS
pes_ EVENT
hdi_ ever and again
wik_ ever so
pes_ EVERTON TOFFEE
hdi_ every bit
wmi_ every cloud has a silver
lining
hdi_ every cloud has a silver
lining
every
dog has its day
hdi_
pes_ EVERY DOUBLE TREY
hdi_ every inch
wik_ every inch
wik_ every last
hdi_ every last one
hdi_ every little bit helps
hdi_ every man for himself
hdi_ every man has his price
hdi_ every man Jack
wik_ every man Jack
hdi_ every minute counts
hdi_ every moment counts
hdi_ every mother's son
hdi_ every nook and cranny
hdi_ every now and again
hdi_ every now and then
wik_ every old nook and cranny
hdi_ every once in a while
hdi_ every other
wik_ every second
hdi_ every single one
hdi_ every so often
wik_ every time
hdi_ every time one turns
around
wik_ every time one turns
around
hdi_ every Tom, Dick, and Harry
wmi_ every trick in the book
pes_ EVERY TUB ON ITS OWN
BLACK BOTTOM
every
walk of life
wmi_
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wik_ every which way
hdi_ every which way

wik_ every which where

wik_ everybody and his cousin

wik_ everybody and his mother
wik_ everybody and their

brother
wik_ everybody and their dog
wik_ everyone and his brother
wik_ everyone and his mother
wik_ everyone and their brother
wik_ everyone and their dog
wik_ everyone and their mother
wik_ everything and the kitchen
sink
everything
but the kitchen
hdi_
sink
wik_ everything but the kitchen
sink
everything
but the kitchen
wmi_
sink
ntc_ everything from soup to
nuts
wmi_ everything from soup to
nuts
wmi_ everything old is new again
hdi_ everything under the sun
pes_ EVET
pes_ EVIL
hdi_ evil eye
wik_ evil twin
wmi_ ex
hdi_ except for
hdi_ exception proves the rule,
the
wik_ exception that proves the
rule
EXCESS
BAGGAGE
pes_
pes_ EXCHANGE AND MART
pes_ EXCHANGE SPIT
pes_ EXCREMENTAL
hdi_ excuse me
ntc_ Excuse me for breathing!
ntc_ Excuse me for living!
ntc_ Excuse my French.
hdi_ excuse oneself
pes_ EXE
pes_ EXECS
pes_ EXECUTION DAY
wik_ execution style
pes_ EXERCISE THE FERRET
hdi_ exert oneself
pes_ EXES
wik_ exit stage left
wmi_ exit stage left
wik_ exotic cheroot
pes_ EXOTICS
wmi_ expand your horizons
pes_ EXPENSE
hdi_ expense is no object
pes_ EXPENSIVE CARE
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hdi_ explain away

hdi_ explain oneself
wik_ expose oneself
hdi_ express oneself
hdi_ extend credit
hdi_ extend credit to
hdi_ extend someone credit
hdi_ extenuating circumstances
pes_ EXTRA
wik_ extra pair of hands
pes_ EXTRACT THE MICHAEL
pes_ EXTRACT THE URINE
wik_ extract the urine
pes_ EYE
pes_ EYE‐OPENER
pes_ EYE‐POPPER
pes_ EYE‐TROUBLE
wmi_ eye candy
wik_ eye candy
wik_ eye for an eye
wmi_ eye for an eye
wik_ eye for an eye, a tooth for a
tooth
hdi_ eye for an eye, an
pes_ EYE IN THE SKY
wmi_ eye of a needle
pes_ EYE OF A NEEDLE JOB
wik_ eye of the beholder
wmi_ eye of the storm
hdi_ eye opener, an
hdi_ eye to eye
wmi_ eye to eye
hdi_ eye to the main chance,
have an
hdi_ eye to, with an
wik_ eye up
pes_ EYEBALL
wmi_ eyeball this
ntc_ eyeball to eyeball
hdi_ eyeball to eyeball
pes_ EYEBALLER
pes_ EYEBALLS IN THE SKY
pes_ EYEFUCK
pes_ EYELASH
pes_ EYES
pes_ EYES A WINKING
hdi_ eyes are bigger than one's
stomach, one's
pes_ EYES FRONT
wmi_ eyes glaze over
hdi_ eyes in the back of one's
head, have
pes_ EYES LIKE PISSHOLES IN
THE SNOW
pes_ EYES OF BLUE
hdi_ eyes open, with
wmi_ eyes peeled
pes_ EYETIE
pes_ EYETO
pes_ EYEWASH
pes_ EYEWATER

ntc_ F‐ing around

wmi_ F‐word
pes_ F A
pes_ FAB
pes_ FACE
pes_ FACE‐ACHE
ntc_ face card
hdi_ face down
wik_ face down
wmi_ face facts
pes_ FACE FURNITURE
hdi_ face it
ntc_ face man
wik_ face that would stop a clock
hdi_ face the music
wmi_ face the music
ntc_ face the music
wik_ face the music
pes_ FACE THE MUSIC
ntc_ face time
hdi_ face to face
wik_ face to face
wmi_ face up
hdi_ face up
hdi_ face up to
wik_ face value
hdi_ face value
hdi_ face with
pes_ FACED
wik_ fact is
hdi_ factor in
wik_ factor space
pes_ FACTORY
pes_ FACTOTUM
hdi_ facts of life
ntc_ facts of life
wik_ facts on the ground
pes_ FADDLE
pes_ FADE
hdi_ fade away
wik_ fade out
hdi_ fade out
pes_ FADED
pes_ FAFF
pes_ FAFF ABOUT
pes_ FAG
pes_ FAG‐ASH LIL
pes_ FAG‐END
pes_ FAG‐HAG
pes_ FAG‐HOLE
wik_ fag hag
pes_ FAG PACKET
pes_ FAG TAG
wmi_ fag/faggot
ntc_ fagged out
pes_ FAGGOT
pes_ FAGGOT TUNNEL
pes_ FAGGOTY
pes_ FAGGY
wik_ failure to thrive
wmi_ faint of heart

pes_ FAINTING FITS

wmi_ fair‐haired boy
hdi_ fair‐haired boy
ntc_ fair‐haired boy
wik_ fair‐haired boy
hdi_ fair‐weather friend
wik_ fair‐weather friend
wmi_ fair‐weather friend
wik_ fair and square
hdi_ fair and square
pes_ FAIR DINKUM
pes_ FAIR ENOUGH
wik_ fair enough
hdi_ fair enough
wmi_ fair game
hdi_ fair game
wik_ fair game
pes_ FAIR GO
pes_ FAIR GOES
hdi_ fair play
wik_ fair sex
hdi_ fair sex
ntc_ fair shake
pes_ FAIR SHAKE
wmi_ fair shake
hdi_ fair shake, a
hdi_ fair to middling
wik_ fair to middling
wmi_ fair to middling
pes_ FAIRY
hdi_ fairy godmother
pes_ FAIRY STORY
pes_ FAIRY TALE
ntc_ fairy tale
ntc_ fake book
ntc_ fake it
wmi_ fake it
ntc_ fake off
ntc_ fake someone out
pes_ FAKE THC
ntc_ fake the funk
pes_ FAKE X
pes_ FALL
wmi_ fall‐out
wik_ fall about the place
hdi_ fall all over oneself
hdi_ fall apart
wik_ fall apart
wmi_ fall apart (at the seams)
hdi_ fall asleep
wmi_ fall asleep
wik_ fall at the last hurdle
hdi_ fall away
hdi_ fall back
hdi_ fall back on
hdi_ fall back upon
wik_ fall behind
hdi_ fall behind
wmi_ fall behind
wmi_ fall between the cracks
hdi_ fall between the cracks

wik_ fall between two stools

wmi_ fall between two stools
hdi_ fall between two stools
wik_ fall by the wayside
hdi_ fall by the wayside
hdi_ fall down
hdi_ fall flat
wmi_ fall flat on my face
hdi_ fall flat on one's face
hdi_ fall for
wmi_ fall for
wik_ fall for
wmi_ fall for that
wik_ fall foul
hdi_ fall from grace
wik_ fall from grace
ntc_ fall guy
hdi_ fall guy
pes_ FALL GUY
wmi_ fall head over heels
wmi_ fall ill
hdi_ fall in
hdi_ fall in line
wik_ fall in line
wmi_ fall in line
hdi_ fall in love
wmi_ fall in love
hdi_ fall in place
hdi_ fall in with
hdi_ fall into
wik_ fall into
wmi_ fall into a trap
hdi_ fall into line
wmi_ fall into my lap
wik_ fall into place
hdi_ fall into place
hdi_ fall off
wik_ fall off a truck
wik_ fall off the back of a lorry
wik_ fall off the back of a truck
wik_ fall off the turnip truck
ntc_ fall off the wagon
wmi_ fall off the wagon
hdi_ fall off the wagon
wik_ fall off the wagon
hdi_ fall on
wik_ fall on deaf ears
wmi_ fall on deaf ears
hdi_ fall on deaf ears
hdi_ fall on one's face
wik_ fall on one's face
hdi_ fall on one's feet
wik_ fall on one's sword
wmi_ fall on your sword
pes_ FALL OUT
ntc_ fall out
wik_ fall out
hdi_ fall out
ntc_ fall out of bed
wik_ fall over
hdi_ fall over
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hdi_ fall over backwards
wmi_ fall short
wik_ fall short

hdi_ fall short of

hdi_ fall through
wik_ fall through
wmi_ fall through

wmi_ fall through the cracks
hdi_ fall through the cracks
wik_ fall through the cracks
hdi_ fall to

wik_ fall to pieces
wmi_ fall to pieces
hdi_ fall under
hdi_ fall upon

wik_ fallen over

wmi_ fallen woman

ntc_ falling‐down drunk
hdi_ falling‐down drunk
hdi_ falling down drunk
wmi_ falling in love
wik_ falling out
wmi_ falling out

hdi_ false alarm

pes_ FALSE ALARM
hdi_ false colors
wik_ false friend
wmi_ false move
hdi_ false start
wik_ false step
hdi_ false step
pes_ FALSIES

pes_ FAMBLE

hdi_ familiarity breeds

contempt

wmi_ familiarity breeds

contempt
FAMILY
pes_
wmi_ family jewels
ntc_ family jewels
hdi_ family jewels
wik_ family jewels
pes_ FAMILY JEWELS
wmi_ family tree
pes_ FAMILY TREE
hdi_ famous last words
wmi_ famous last words
pes_ FAN
ntc_ fan the breeze
hdi_ fan the flames
pes_ FANCY DAN
ntc_ fancy footwork
wmi_ fancy footwork
pes_ FANCY MAN
ntc_ Fancy meeting you here.
pes_ FANCY PIECE
ntc_ Fancy that!
pes_ FANCY WOMAN
pes_ FANGOGGLING
pes_ FANLIGHT
pes_ FANNY
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pes_ FANNY ABOUT

wik_ fanny about
pes_ FANNY ADAMS
wik_ Fanny Adams
pes_ FANNY BLAIR
pes_ FANNY CRADDOCK
pes_ FANNY FLANGE
pes_ FANNY HILL
pes_ FANNY ITCH
pes_ FANNY MAGNET
pes_ FANNY MERCHANT
pes_ FANNY RAG
pes_ FANNY RAT
pes_ FANTABULOSA
pes_ FANTASY
pes_ FANTOD
pes_ FANZINE
pes_ FAR‐OUT
hdi_ far afield
hdi_ far and away
wik_ far and away
pes_ FAR AND NEAR
hdi_ far and near
hdi_ far and wide
wik_ far and wide
wik_ far be it
hdi_ far be it from one to
wmi_ far cry
wik_ far cry
hdi_ far cry from, a
hdi_ far from
ntc_ far gone
hdi_ far gone
wik_ far gone
hdi_ far out
wmi_ far out
wik_ far out
ntc_ far out
wik_ far post
pes_ FARAWAY PLACE
pes_ FARDEL
pes_ FARE‐DODGER
wik_ fare thee well
pes_ FARLEY
wik_ farm nigger
hdi_ farm out
pes_ FARMER'S DAUGHTER
wik_ farmer's tan
pes_ FARMER GILES
pes_ FARMERS
pes_ FART
pes_ FART‐ABOUT
pes_ FART‐ARSE
pes_ FART‐SACK
ntc_ fart around
wmi_ fart around [B]
ntc_ fart hole
wmi_ fart in a windstorm [B]
ntc_ fart off
ntc_ fart sack
wik_ fashion plate

pes_ FASHION VICTIM

wik_ fashionably late
pes_ FAST
wik_ fast and furious
hdi_ fast and furious
hdi_ fast and loose
wik_ fast asleep
ntc_ fast buck
hdi_ fast buck
ntc_ fast footwork
wmi_ fast friends
wmi_ fast lane
hdi_ fast lane
ntc_ fast one
pes_ FAST ONE
pes_ FAST TALK
hdi_ fast track
wmi_ fast track
wmi_ fastball
wmi_ faster than a minnow can
swim a dipper
wmi_ faster than a speeding
bullet
pes_ FAT‐SLAGS
pes_ FAT AND WIDE
ntc_ fat as a beached whale
pes_ FAT CAT
wmi_ fat cat
hdi_ fat cat
hdi_ fat chance
ntc_ fat chance
wik_ fat chance
wmi_ fat chance
pes_ FAT CITY
hdi_ fat city
ntc_ fat city
pes_ FAT FARM
hdi_ fat farm
pes_ FAT GUTS
hdi_ fat is in the fire, the
wik_ fat lip
ntc_ fat lip
wmi_ fat lip
pes_ FAT LIP
hdi_ fat lot
wik_ fat of the land
hdi_ fat of the land, the
ntc_ fat skrill
pes_ FATBOY SLIM
wmi_ fate is sealed
hdi_ fate worse than death, a
pes_ FATHEAD
pes_ FATHER O'FLYNN
pes_ FATHER TED
pes_ FATSO
hdi_ fatted calf
wik_ faux queen
pes_ FAVE
hdi_ favorite son
pes_ FAW
pes_ FAWNEY

wmi_ faze me

wmi_ faze me out
pes_ FEARGAL SHARKEY
wik_ feast for the eyes
hdi_ feast one's eyes on
hdi_ feast or famine
wik_ feast or famine
wmi_ feast or famine
wmi_ feast your eyes on
wmi_ feather a pass (hockey)
pes_ FEATHER AND FLIP
ntc_ feather brain
wik_ feather in one's cap
hdi_ feather in one's cap, a
wmi_ feather in your cap
hdi_ feather one's nest
wik_ feather one's nest
wmi_ feather your nest
wik_ featherless biped
pes_ FEATHERS
pes_ FEATURE WITH
pes_ FEATURES
pes_ FECAL BURP
pes_ FED
hdi_ fed to the gills
hdi_ fed to the teeth
wmi_ fed up
hdi_ fed up
wik_ fed up
wik_ federal case
ntc_ federal diploma
ntc_ federal jug
pes_ FEEB
wik_ feed off
hdi_ feed one's face
ntc_ feed one’s face
hdi_ feed someone a line
hdi_ feed someone lines
wik_ feed the dragon
pes_ FEED THE FISH
pes_ FEED THE FISHES
pes_ FEED THE FLIES
pes_ FEED THE HOUSEPLANTS
hdi_ feed the kitty
pes_ FEED THE PUSSY
pes_ FEED THE WORMS
pes_ FEED YOUR YOUNG
wmi_ feedback
pes_ FEEL
wmi_ feel a draft
ntc_ feel a draft
pes_ FEEL A DRAFT
hdi_ feel bad
hdi_ feel bad about
hdi_ feel blue
wmi_ feel blue
pes_ FEEL FINE
wik_ feel for
wmi_ feel for
hdi_ feel for
wik_ feel free

wmi_ feel free

hdi_ feel free
ntc_ feel groovy
hdi_ feel in one's bones
wik_ feel in one's bones
hdi_ feel like
hdi_ feel like death
hdi_ feel like oneself
pes_ FEEL LIKE SHIT
hdi_ feel like two cents
wmi_ feel myself
hdi_ feel no pain
pes_ FEEL ONE'S OATS
hdi_ feel one's oats
wik_ feel one's oats
hdi_ feel one's way
wik_ feel oneself
hdi_ feel oneself
hdi_ feel out
hdi_ feel out of place
hdi_ feel put upon
pes_ FEEL SOMEONE'S COLLAR
hdi_ feel someone up
ntc_ feel someone up
wik_ feel the pinch
wmi_ feel the pinch
hdi_ feel the pinch
hdi_ feel the pulse of
wik_ feel up
wik_ feel up to
hdi_ feel up to
pes_ FEELERS
wmi_ feeling bum
wmi_ feeling good
wmi_ feeling his oats
wmi_ feeling no pain
ntc_ feeling no pain
pes_ FEET AND YARDS
wik_ feet first
hdi_ feet of clay
wik_ feet of clay
hdi_ feet on the ground
wik_ feet on the ground
pes_ FEISTY
pes_ FEMME
pes_ FENCE
ntc_ fence hanger
hdi_ fence in
wik_ fence in
wmi_ fence sitter
hdi_ fence with
wik_ fencepost problem
pes_ FENCER‐BENDER
pes_ FENCING
wik_ fend and prove
wik_ fend away
hdi_ fend for oneself
wmi_ fend for yourself
pes_ FENDER‐BENDER
wmi_ fender bender
wik_ fer caput
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ntc_ fer shur

pes_ FERRET

hdi_ ferret out

pes_ FERRY DUST

pes_ FERTILIZE THE SIDEWALK
pes_ FESS UP

hdi_ fetch and carry
ntc_ fetch up

pes_ FETCH UP

wmi_ fever breaks

hdi_ few and far between
wik_ few and far between
wmi_ few and far between

hdi_ few bricks shy of a load
pes_ FEW TICKERS
ntc_ few ticks

pes_ FEWS AND TWOS
pes_ FEYGELE
wmi_ fib

wmi_ Fibber McGee's closet
wmi_ fickle finger of fate
pes_ FIDDLE

pes_ FIDDLE‐CASES

pes_ FIDDLE‐DE‐DEE
pes_ FIDDLE FACE

pes_ FIDDLE STICK

hdi_ fiddle while Rome burns
pes_ FIDDLERS THREE
wmi_ fiddlesticks
pes_ FIDGET
wmi_ fido

wik_ field day
hdi_ field day

pes_ FIELD OF WHEAT
pes_ FIFE AND DRUM
pes_ FIFTEEN TWO
wmi_ fifth business
wmi_ fifth column
hdi_ fifth column
hdi_ fifth wheel
ntc_ fifth wheel

pes_ FIFTH WHEEL
wmi_ fifth wheel
wik_ fifth wheel
hdi_ fifty‐fifty

pes_ FIFTY‐LEVEN
pes_ FIFTY WINKS
pes_ FIG

wik_ fight a losing battle
wmi_ fight fire with fire
hdi_ fight fire with fire
wik_ fight fire with fire
wik_ fight fires

wik_ fight in armour
hdi_ fight it out
hdi_ fight off

wik_ fight shy of
hdi_ fight shy of

wmi_ fight tooth and nail
hdi_ fight tooth and nail
wik_ fight tooth and nail
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hdi_ fighting chance

wmi_ fighting chance
wik_ fighting chance
pes_ FIGHTING FIFTH
hdi_ fighting words
hdi_ figment of one's
imagination
hdi_ figure in
pes_ FIGURE OF EIGHT
wik_ figure of speech
hdi_ figure on
hdi_ figure out
wik_ figure out
wmi_ figure out
hdi_ figure up
wmi_ figurehead
pes_ FILBERT
pes_ FILE
wmi_ file 13
ntc_ file thirteen
pes_ FILFTH
pes_ FILFTHY
pes_ FILFTHY BEAST
wmi_ fill‐up
wmi_ fill her up
wmi_ fill his shoes
pes_ FILL IN
hdi_ fill in
wmi_ fill in
wik_ fill in
hdi_ fill in for
wmi_ fill in for me
wik_ fill in the blank
wmi_ fill me in
wik_ fill one's hand
ntc_ fill or kill
wmi_ fill out
hdi_ fill out
wik_ fill someone's shoes
hdi_ fill someone's shoes
wik_ fill the bill
wmi_ fill the bill
hdi_ fill the bill
wmi_ fill the gap
wik_ fill up
wmi_ fill up
pes_ FILL UP THE TORY
SWIMMING POOL
wmi_ fill your face
hdi_ filled to the brim
pes_ FILLET OF COD
pes_ FILLET OF PLAICE
pes_ FILLET OF VEAL
pes_ FILLETED
ntc_ filling station
wik_ filter down
wik_ filter up
pes_ FILTH
pes_ FILTHY
hdi_ filthy lucre
wik_ filthy lucre

ntc_ filthy lucre

wmi_ filthy lucre
wik_ filthy rich
wmi_ filthy rich
ntc_ filthy rich
pes_ FIN
pes_ FINAGLING
wik_ final curtain
wik_ final cut
wik_ final nail in the coffin
wik_ final solution
pes_ FINANCIAL
ntc_ financially embarrassed
pes_ FIND
wmi_ find a way around
hdi_ find fault
wmi_ find fault
hdi_ find it in one's heart
wmi_ find my tongue
hdi_ find one's bearings
wik_ find one's feet
hdi_ find one's way
hdi_ find oneself
wik_ find oneself
wik_ find out
wmi_ find out
hdi_ find out
wik_ find the net
hdi_ find true north
wmi_ find your voice
wmi_ find your way
wmi_ find yourself
hdi_ finders, keepers
wmi_ fine‐feathered friend
hdi_ fine‐tooth comb
wmi_ fine‐toothed comb
wmi_ fine‐tune
ntc_ fine and dandy
hdi_ fine and dandy
pes_ FINE AND DANDY
hdi_ fine art
wik_ fine line
hdi_ fine print
wik_ fine print
ntc_ fine wolf
pes_ FINESSE SOMEONE
pes_ FINEST
pes_ FINGER
wmi_ finger
pes_ FINGER‐FUCK
pes_ FINGER AND THUMB
hdi_ finger in the pie, have a
pes_ FINGER PIE
ntc_ finger wave
pes_ FINGERED
pes_ FINGERS
wmi_ fingers the size of bananas
wmi_ finish off
wmi_ finishing touch
hdi_ finishing touch
pes_ FINK

wmi_ fink

ntc_ fink (on someone)
pes_ FINK OUT
ntc_ fink out (on someone or
something)
pes_ FINKO
pes_ FINSBURY PARK
pes_ FINSKI
pes_ FIR
wmi_ fire
wik_ fire‐breathing
ntc_ fire a line
pes_ FIRE ALARMS
wmi_ fire away
ntc_ fire away
hdi_ fire away
wik_ fire drill
wik_ fire hose
wik_ fire in the belly
hdi_ fire off
hdi_ fire on all cylinders
wik_ fire on all cylinders
ntc_ fire someone up
ntc_ fire something up
pes_ FIRE THE ACID
ntc_ fire up
hdi_ fire up
pes_ FIREBALL
pes_ FIRED‐UP
pes_ FIRED UP
ntc_ fired up
wmi_ fired up
pes_ FIREMAN'S HOSE
pes_ FIREPROOF
pes_ FIRESHIP
wik_ firing line
hdi_ firing line, on the
pes_ FIRKIN'
pes_ FIRM
wmi_ firm hand
wmi_ firm market
wik_ firm up
pes_ FIRMING
pes_ FIRST AID
pes_ FIRST AID KITS
wik_ first among equals
hdi_ first and foremost
wmi_ first and foremost
wik_ first and last
hdi_ first and last
wik_ first annual
pes_ FIRST BASE
hdi_ first blush
wmi_ first class
wmi_ first come, first served
hdi_ first come, first served
wik_ first come, first served
hdi_ first cousin
wmi_ first crack at
wmi_ first dibs
wmi_ first down/first and ten

hdi_ first hand

wmi_ first hand
wmi_ first light
wik_ first loser
pes_ FIRST LOT
wik_ first love
hdi_ first of all
wik_ first of all
pes_ FIRST OF MAY
wmi_ first off
hdi_ first off
wmi_ first pancake is always
spoiled
wik_ first port of call
wik_ first rate
hdi_ first thing
hdi_ first things first
wmi_ first up
ntc_ firstest with the mostest
pes_ FISH
wik_ fish‐eating grin
pes_ FISH AND CHIP
pes_ FISH AND CHIPS
wmi_ fish and company stink
after three days
pes_ FISH AND SHRIMP
pes_ FISH AND TANK
pes_ FISH BREAKFAST
pes_ FISH DINNER
pes_ FISH FINGERS
hdi_ fish for
wmi_ fish for a compliment
wik_ fish for compliments
hdi_ fish in troubled waters
hdi_ fish or cut bait
wmi_ fish or cut bait
wik_ fish or cut bait
ntc_ Fish or cut bait.
wik_ fish out
hdi_ fish out
hdi_ fish out of water, a
hdi_ fish story
ntc_ fish story
pes_ FISH SUPPER
ntc_ fish tale
wik_ fish to fry
hdi_ fish up
pes_ FISHERMAN
pes_ FISHERMAN'S DAUGHTER
pes_ FISHERMANS
pes_ FISHING
pes_ FISHING EXPEDITION
ntc_ fishing expedition
hdi_ fishing expedition
wik_ fishing expedition
pes_ FISHING FLEET
pes_ FISHTANK
wmi_ fishy
pes_ FISHY
pes_ FIST MAGNET
pes_ FISTICUFFS
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pes_ FISTING
pes_ FIT

hdi_ fit as a fiddle
wmi_ fit as a fiddle
wik_ fit for a king
hdi_ fit in

hdi_ fit into

hdi_ fit like a glove
hdi_ fit out
wik_ fit out

pes_ FIT TO BE TIED
wik_ fit to be tied
hdi_ fit to be tied
wmi_ fit to be tied
hdi_ fit to kill
pes_ FIT UP
hdi_ fit up

wik_ fits and starts
wmi_ fits and starts

hdi_ fits and starts, by
ntc_ five‐alarm fire

pes_ FIVE‐BOB DEAL

ntc_ five‐finger discount

pes_ FIVE‐FINGER DISCOUNT
wik_ five‐finger discount

pes_ FIVE‐MINUTE MOVER
pes_ FIVE ACRE FARMS
pes_ FIVE BELLIES

pes_ FIVE FINGER SHUFFLE
pes_ FIVE FURLONG JOB
ntc_ five it

wmi_ five o'clock shadow
pes_ FIVE PINTER

pes_ FIVE STAR NAP
pes_ FIVE TO FOUR
pes_ FIVE TO TWO

pes_ FIVE TO TWOS

wik_ five will get you ten
pes_ FIVER
pes_ FIX

hdi_ fix someone's wagon
wik_ fix someone's wagon
hdi_ fix up

wmi_ fix you

wmi_ fix your wagon

pes_ FIXED BAYONET
ntc_ fixed up
pes_ FIXER

wmi_ fixing to
pes_ FIZZER

pes_ FIZZHOUSE
hdi_ fizzle out

ntc_ flack (out)
pes_ FLAG

wmi_ flag a cab

hdi_ flag down
wik_ flag down

pes_ FLAG UNFURLED
pes_ FLAGGED
pes_ FLAK
wmi_ flake
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pes_ FLAKE

ntc_ flake (out)
ntc_ flake down
pes_ FLAKE OF CORN
wmi_ flake out
hdi_ flake out
pes_ FLAKE OUT
pes_ FLAKED OUT
ntc_ flaked out
pes_ FLAKO
pes_ FLAKY
pes_ FLAM
wik_ flame up
pes_ FLAMER
pes_ FLAMING
pes_ FLAN
pes_ FLANAGAN AND ALLEN
pes_ FLANGE TROUBLE
pes_ FLANKER
pes_ FLANNEL
wik_ flannelled fool
pes_ FLAP
wik_ flap one's gums
pes_ FLAP ONE'S LIPS
wmi_ flap your gums
pes_ FLAPDOODLE
pes_ FLAPHEAD
pes_ FLAPPER
pes_ FLAPPING TRACK
pes_ FLAPS
pes_ FLAPSHOT
hdi_ flare up
pes_ FLARGE
pes_ FLASH
wmi_ flash a smile
pes_ FLASH HARRY
hdi_ flash in the pan
wik_ flash in the pan
wmi_ flash in the pan
pes_ FLASH OF LIGHT
pes_ FLASH ON
ntc_ flash on something
pes_ FLASH THE ASH
ntc_ flash the hash
pes_ FLASH YOUR DOVER
pes_ FLASHER
pes_ FLAT
wmi_ flat
wik_ flat‐chested
wik_ flat‐earther
wik_ flat‐footed
hdi_ flat‐footed
hdi_ flat as a pancake
wmi_ flat broke
hdi_ flat broke
ntc_ flat broke
wik_ flat chat
hdi_ flat on one's back
hdi_ flat out
wik_ flat out
wmi_ flat out

ntc_ flat out

pes_ FLATBACKER
pes_ FLATFOOT
wmi_ flatfoot
wmi_ flatfooted
wmi_ flatliner
pes_ FLATS
hdi_ flatter oneself
wmi_ flattery will get you
nowhere
FLAVOUR
OF THE MONTH
pes_
pes_ FLAXIE
pes_ FLAYBOTTOMIST
pes_ FLEA'S FOOTPATH
pes_ FLEA‐BAG
pes_ FLEA AND LOUSE
pes_ FLEA BAG
pes_ FLEA BITE
wik_ flea in one's ear
hdi_ flea in one's ear, a
hdi_ flea market
pes_ FLEA RAKER
pes_ FLEAPIT
pes_ FLEAS AND ITCHERS
pes_ FLEAS AND LICE
pes_ FLEECE
wmi_ fleeting glance
hdi_ flesh and blood
wmi_ flesh out
wik_ flesh out
hdi_ flesh out
wmi_ Fletcherize your food
wmi_ flew the coop
hdi_ flex one's muscles
ntc_ flexed out of shape
pes_ FLEXIBLE
pes_ FLEXIBLE FRIEND
pes_ FLICK
pes_ FLICK ONE'S WICK
wik_ flick the bean
pes_ FLICKER
pes_ FLICKING
pes_ FLICKS
pes_ FLICKS 'N' CHIPS
pes_ FLID
hdi_ flight of fancy
wik_ flight of fancy
pes_ FLIM
pes_ FLIM‐FLAM
ntc_ flimflam artist
pes_ FLIMP
pes_ FLIMSY
pes_ FLING
pes_ FLING FLOOR PIE
hdi_ fling oneself at someone
ntc_ fling up
hdi_ fling/throw oneself at
someone's head
pes_ FLIP
wmi_ flip
wmi_ flip‐flop

ntc_ flip (out)

wik_ flip one's lid
hdi_ flip one's lid
wik_ flip one's wig
hdi_ flip one's wig
ntc_ flip one’s lid
ntc_ flip one’s wig
pes_ FLIP ONES LID
hdi_ flip out
ntc_ flip side
ntc_ flip someone off
ntc_ flip someone out
ntc_ flip someone the bird
ntc_ flip the script
hdi_ flip through
wmi_ flip you for it
wmi_ flip your lid
pes_ FLIPPER
pes_ FLIPPERS
wmi_ flipping
pes_ FLIPPING
ntc_ flipping burgers
pes_ FLIT
pes_ FLITTERMOUSE
wik_ float around
wik_ float someone's boat
wmi_ float your boat
pes_ FLOATER
pes_ FLOATERS
pes_ FLOATING
pes_ FLOB
pes_ FLOG
wmi_ flog a dead horse
hdi_ flog a dead horse
wik_ flog a dead horse
pes_ FLOG THE BISHOP
wik_ flog the dolphin
pes_ FLOG THE DOLPHIN
pes_ FLOG THE LIZARD
wik_ flog the log
pes_ FLOG THE LOG
pes_ FLONG
wik_ floor it
wmi_ floor it
wmi_ floor you
pes_ FLOORED
pes_ FLOOZIE
pes_ FLOOZY
pes_ FLOP
pes_ FLOPHOUSE
wik_ floppy baby syndrome
wik_ floppy infant syndrome
pes_ FLORENCE AND DOUGAL
wmi_ Florida green
pes_ FLORIN
pes_ FLOSSY
hdi_ flotsam and jetsam
pes_ FLOUNDER AND DAB
pes_ FLOUR GRADER
pes_ FLOUR MIXER
wik_ flower

pes_ FLOWER POT

pes_ FLOWERS
pes_ FLOWERS AND FROLICS
pes_ FLOWERY DELL
ntc_ flub (up)
ntc_ flub something up
ntc_ flub the dub
pes_ FLUE
pes_ FLUFF
wik_ fluff up
pes_ FLUFFING
pes_ FLUKE
wik_ flunk out
hdi_ flunk out
wmi_ flunk out
ntc_ flunk out (of something)
pes_ FLUNKEY AND LACKEY
pes_ FLUSH
pes_ FLUSHER
wik_ flutter in the dovecote
pes_ FLY
wmi_ fly‐by‐night
wik_ fly‐by‐night
pes_ FLY‐PITCHING
pes_ FLY‐POSTING
pes_ FLY‐TIPPING
pes_ FLY A KITE
hdi_ fly at
hdi_ fly blind
pes_ FLY BY NIGHT
pes_ FLY BY NIGHTS
wik_ fly by the seat of one's
pants
fly
by the seat of your...
wmi_
pes_ FLY FOOD
hdi_ fly high
hdi_ fly in the face of
wmi_ fly in the face of
wik_ fly in the face of
wmi_ fly in the ointment
hdi_ fly in the ointment
wik_ fly in the ointment
hdi_ fly in the teeth of
ntc_ fly kites
ntc_ fly light
wmi_ fly low
wik_ fly low
ntc_ fly mink
pes_ FLY MY KITE
wik_ fly off
wmi_ fly off the handle
wik_ fly off the handle
hdi_ fly off the handle
wmi_ fly on the wall
hdi_ fly on the wall
wik_ fly on the wall
wik_ fly out of the traps
wik_ fly the coop
hdi_ fly the coop
ntc_ fly the coop
wik_ fly the freak flag
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pes_ FLY TIPPER
ntc_ fly trap

pes_ FLYBOW
pes_ FLYER

pes_ FLYER WITH THE ROOF

SLIGHTLY HIGHER
FLYING
pes_
pes_ FLYING DUCK
wik_ Flying Dutchman
wik_ flying start
hdi_ flying start
pes_ FLYING TRAPEZE
wik_ flying visit
pes_ FNK
hdi_ foam at the mouth
hdi_ fob off
pes_ FODDER
pes_ FOG AND MIST
wmi_ foggiest
ntc_ foggiest (idea)
pes_ FOGHORN
wmi_ fold
hdi_ fold one's tent
wik_ fold one's tent
pes_ FOLD ONES EARS
wik_ fold up
hdi_ fold up
wmi_ folderol
pes_ FOLDEROL
ntc_ folding money
pes_ FOLDING STUFF
ntc_ folding stuff
hdi_ follow along
hdi_ follow in someone's
footsteps
wik_ follow in someone's
footsteps
follow
in someone's tracks
hdi_
wmi_ follow me
hdi_ follow one's nose
hdi_ follow out
wik_ follow suit
hdi_ follow suit
hdi_ follow the crowd
wmi_ follow the rules
wik_ follow through
hdi_ follow through
wmi_ follow through
hdi_ follow up
ntc_ foo‐foo water
pes_ FOO FOO
pes_ FOOD AND DRINK
wik_ food chain
pes_ FOOD ESCAPE!
hdi_ food for thought
wmi_ food for thought
wik_ food for thought
pes_ FOODIE
hdi_ fool's errand
wik_ fool's errand
hdi_ fool's paradise
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wik_ fool's paradise

pes_ FOOL‐FOOL
hdi_ fool and his money are
soon parted, a
wmi_ fool and his money...
pes_ FOOL AROUND
hdi_ fool around
wmi_ fool around
hdi_ fool away
wik_ fool away
wmi_ fool you
hdi_ fools rush in where angels
fear to tread
pes_ FOOP
wik_ foot‐in‐mouth disease
ntc_ foot‐in‐mouth disease
hdi_ foot in both camps, have a
hdi_ foot in one's mouth, put
one's
foot
in the door, get one's
hdi_
ntc_ foot it
wmi_ foot the bill
hdi_ foot the bill
pes_ FOOTBALL KITS
pes_ FOOTBALLS
pes_ FOOTLING
hdi_ footloose and fancy‐free
wik_ footloose and fancy free
wmi_ footloose and fancy free
pes_ FOOTY
pes_ FOOZLING
ntc_ for (all) one’s trouble
wik_ for a change
hdi_ for a change
wmi_ for a dog's age
hdi_ for a loop
hdi_ for a song
wmi_ for a song
hdi_ for a wonder
hdi_ for all
ntc_ for all I know
wik_ for all intensive purposes
wik_ for all intents and purposes
hdi_ for all intents and purposes
wik_ for all one is worth
hdi_ for all one is worth
hdi_ for all practical purposes
hdi_ for all that
wmi_ for all the tea in China
wik_ for all the world
hdi_ for all the world
hdi_ for better or for worse
wmi_ for better or worse
pes_ FOR BORROW
hdi_ for certain
ntc_ for chicken feed
hdi_ for chicken feed
wik_ for chrissake
hdi_ for crying out loud
wmi_ for crying out loud
wik_ for crying out loud

hdi_ for days on end

hdi_ for dear life
wmi_ for dear life
hdi_ for example
hdi_ for fear of
hdi_ for fear that
hdi_ for free
ntc_ for free
wik_ for fuck's sake
hdi_ for fun
hdi_ for God's sake
wmi_ for good
wik_ for good
hdi_ for good
hdi_ for good and all
wik_ for good and all
hdi_ for good measure
wmi_ for good measure
wik_ for good measure
wik_ for goodness' sake
wmi_ for goodness sake
hdi_ for goodness sake
wmi_ for gosh sake
hdi_ for heaven's sake
wmi_ for heaven's sake
wik_ for heaven's sake
hdi_ for instance
hdi_ for keeps
ntc_ for keeps
wik_ for keeps
ntc_ for kicks
wik_ for kicks
hdi_ for kicks
wmi_ for kicks
wmi_ for laughs
wmi_ for long
wmi_ for love nor money
hdi_ for love or money
wik_ for mercy's sake
wik_ for my money
wik_ for old times' sake
wik_ for old times' sakes
wik_ for once
hdi_ for one
wik_ for one's life
hdi_ for one's life
hdi_ for one's money
hdi_ for one's pains
hdi_ for one's part
wik_ for one's particular
hdi_ for one's sake
hdi_ for one thing
hdi_ for openers
wmi_ for openers
ntc_ for peanuts
hdi_ for Pete's sake
wik_ for Pete's sake
wmi_ for Pete's sake
ntc_ For Pete’s sake!
wik_ for pity's sake
hdi_ for pity's sake

ntc_ For pity’s sake!

ntc_ for real
hdi_ for real
pes_ FOR REAL
hdi_ for shame
hdi_ for short
hdi_ for show
pes_ FOR STARTERS
hdi_ for starters
hdi_ for sure
wmi_ for sure
ntc_ for sure
wik_ for that matter
hdi_ for that matter
hdi_ for the asking
wik_ for the asking
hdi_ for the best
hdi_ for the birds
ntc_ for the birds
wmi_ for the birds
wik_ for the birds
ntc_ for the devil of it
hdi_ for the fun of it
wmi_ for the fun of it
hdi_ for the heck of it
ntc_ for the heck of it
wik_ for the heck of it
ntc_ for the hell of it
hdi_ for the hell of it
wik_ for the hell of it
wmi_ for the life of me
hdi_ for the life of one
wik_ for the life of one
wik_ for the love of
hdi_ for the love of
ntc_ For the love of Mike!
hdi_ for the moment
hdi_ for the most part
wik_ for the most part
wik_ for the nonce
hdi_ for the present
hdi_ for the record
hdi_ for the sake of
hdi_ for the time being
wik_ for the time being
hdi_ for two cents
hdi_ for what it's worth
hdi_ for whatever it's worth
wik_ for XYZ reasons
wik_ forbidden fruit
hdi_ forbidden fruit
ntc_ forbidden fruit
pes_ FORBY
wik_ force of habit
wmi_ force of habit
hdi_ force someone's hand
wik_ force someone's hand
hdi_ force to be reckoned with
hdi_ fore and aft
wmi_ foregone conclusion
hdi_ foregone conclusion, a

pes_ FOREIGN

pes_ FOREIGN LANGUAGE
hdi_ forever and a day
wmi_ forever and a day
hdi_ forewarned is forearmed
wmi_ forget it
hdi_ forget it
ntc_ Forget it!
pes_ FORGET ME DRUG
hdi_ forget oneself
wik_ forget oneself
pes_ FORGET PILL
ntc_ Forget you!
wmi_ forget your manners
wik_ forget, when up to one's
neck in alligators, that the
mission is to drain the
swamp
wik_ forgive and forget
hdi_ forgive and forget
pes_ FORK
pes_ FORK AND KNIFE
wik_ fork off
pes_ FORK OUT
hdi_ fork out/up
wik_ fork over
wmi_ fork over
hdi_ fork over
ntc_ fork something over
ntc_ Fork you!
wik_ forked tongue
pes_ FORKS
pes_ FORM
hdi_ form an opinion
pes_ FORNICATING
pes_ FORREST GUMP
pes_ FORSYTE SAGA
pes_ FORTNUM AND MASON
pes_ FORTY FOUR
wik_ forty minutes of hell
pes_ FORTY SNOOZEWINKS
wik_ forty winks
ntc_ forty winks
pes_ FORTY WINKS
hdi_ forty winks
pes_ FOUL‐ARSE
ntc_ foul mouth
hdi_ foul one's nest
hdi_ foul one's own nest
hdi_ foul play
hdi_ foul up
ntc_ foul up
wik_ foul up
ntc_ fouled up
wmi_ found money
wmi_ found out
wik_ fountain of youth
wik_ four‐eyes
wik_ four‐leaf clover
pes_ FOUR‐LETTER MAN
hdi_ four‐letter word
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wmi_ four‐letter words

pes_ FOUR‐ON‐THE‐FLOOR
wik_ four‐on‐the‐floor
pes_ FOUR BY TWO

hdi_ four corners of the earth,

the
FOUR
FLUSH
pes_
pes_ FOUR FLUSHER
wik_ Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse
FOUR
POSTER
pes_
wik_ four score and seven years
ago
ntc_ four sheets (to the wind)
ntc_ four sheets in the wind
wik_ four sheets to the wind
ntc_ four wheels
pes_ FOURPENNY
pes_ FOURPENNY ALL OFF
pes_ FOURPENNY BIT
pes_ FOURPENNY ONE
wik_ fourth estate
pes_ FOURTH OF JULY
wik_ fourth wall
pes_ FOX
pes_ FOX AND BADGER
pes_ FOX AND HOUND
wik_ fox in the henhouse
ntc_ fox trap
pes_ FOXTROT OSCAR
pes_ FOXY
ntc_ foxy lady
pes_ FRACTURED
pes_ FRAG
pes_ FRAGGING
wmi_ fraidy cat
ntc_ fraidy cat
pes_ FRAIL
pes_ FRAIL EEL
pes_ FRAME
wmi_ frame
pes_ FRAME‐UP
hdi_ frame of mind
wmi_ frame of mind
pes_ FRANCE AND SPAIN
pes_ FRANCIS DRAKES
pes_ FRANGER
pes_ FRANK BOUGH
pes_ FRANK SKINNER
pes_ FRANK ZAPPA
pes_ FRANKIE DURR
pes_ FRANKIE FRASER
pes_ FRANKIE HOWERD
pes_ FRANKIE LAINE
pes_ FRANKIE VAUGHAN
pes_ FRANTIC
pes_ FRAT
pes_ FRAZER NASH
wmi_ frazzled
pes_ FREAK
pes_ FREAK‐OUT
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ntc_ freak (out)

ntc_ freak daddy
wik_ freak flag
ntc_ freak mommy
hdi_ freak out
ntc_ freak someone out
wmi_ freak/freak out
ntc_ freaked (out)
pes_ FREAKING
pes_ FREAKY
pes_ FRECKLE
pes_ FRED'S
pes_ FRED ASTAIRE
pes_ FRED ASTAIRES
pes_ FRED BERK
pes_ FRED KARNO'S ARMY
pes_ FRED PERRY
wmi_ free‐for‐all
wik_ free‐for‐all
hdi_ free agent
hdi_ free and clear
wik_ free and easy
hdi_ free and easy
hdi_ free as a bird
ntc_ free base
ntc_ free base party
hdi_ free enterprise
hdi_ free fall
ntc_ free for all
hdi_ free hand
wik_ free hand
wik_ free lunch
ntc_ free lunch
wik_ free rein
hdi_ free rein
wik_ free ride
ntc_ free ride
ntc_ free show
wik_ free space
pes_ FREE THE SLAVES
ntc_ free trip
wik_ free, white, and twenty‐one
pes_ FREEBASE
pes_ FREEBIE
wmi_ freebie
wik_ freedom of speech
wmi_ freeload
pes_ FREELOADER
pes_ FREEMANS
wmi_ freeze‐up
hdi_ freeze one's blood
hdi_ freeze out
ntc_ freeze someone out
wmi_ freeze wages
ntc_ freezing cold
wik_ freezing cold
pes_ FREIGHTED UP
pes_ FRENCH
pes_ FRENCH BLUE
wik_ French kiss
pes_ FRENCH KISS

ntc_ French kiss

pes_ FRENCH LESSONS
pes_ FRENCH LETTER
wik_ french letter
pes_ FRENCH LOAF
pes_ FRENCH PRESIDENT
pes_ FRENCH SCREWDRIVER
pes_ FRENCH TICKLER
pes_ FRENCHIE
pes_ FRENCHING UNIT
pes_ FREQUENT FLYER
wmi_ fresh
pes_ FRESH
wik_ fresh‐faced
ntc_ fresh and sweet
hdi_ fresh as a daisy
ntc_ fresh as a daisy
pes_ FRESH FISH
wmi_ fresh legs
wik_ fresh legs
wik_ fresh meat
pes_ FRESH MEAT
wik_ fresh off the boat
wmi_ fresh out
wik_ fresh out of
hdi_ fresh out of
wmi_ fresh pair of eyes
wik_ fresh start
wmi_ fresh start
pes_ FRESH WATER TROUT
wmi_ freshen up
pes_ FRESHER
pes_ FRIAR TUCK
pes_ FRIDGE FREEZER
pes_ FRIED
pes_ FRIED BREAD
pes_ FRIED EGG
hdi_ friend in court
wik_ friend of Bill W.
wik_ friend with benefits
hdi_ friends in high places
wmi_ friends with
wik_ friendship with benefits
pes_ FRIG
wik_ frig it
wmi_ friggin
pes_ FRIGGING
hdi_ frighten out of one's wits
wmi_ frightened to death
pes_ FRIGHTENER
pes_ FRIGHTENERS
pes_ FRILL
pes_ FRIOS
pes_ FRIT
hdi_ fritter away
pes_ FRITZ
pes_ FROCK AND FRILL
pes_ FROG
pes_ FROG AND FEATHER
pes_ FROG AND TOAD
ntc_ frog face

hdi_ frog in a small pond

hdi_ frog in one's throat
wik_ frog in one's throat
pes_ FROG IN THE THROAT
ntc_ frog slicing
pes_ FROG SPAWN
pes_ FROGGIE
pes_ FROGSPAWN
pes_ FROLIC PAD
ntc_ from (the) git‐go
wik_ from A to izzard
hdi_ from A to Z
wik_ from A to Z
ntc_ from A to Z
hdi_ from bad to worse
wik_ from can see to can't see
wik_ from cover to cover
wmi_ from day one
hdi_ from day to day
hdi_ from first to last
hdi_ from hand to hand
hdi_ from hand to mouth
wmi_ from hand to mouth
hdi_ from head to heels/foot
hdi_ from head to toe
pes_ FROM HERE TO BLOOMS
wik_ from here to Sunday
wik_ from hunger
wmi_ from hunger
ntc_ from hunger
hdi_ from Missouri, I'm
wik_ from my cold, dead hands
hdi_ from now on
pes_ FROM OUT FRONT
wik_ from pillar to post
hdi_ from pillar to post
wmi_ from pillar to post
hdi_ from rags to riches
wmi_ from rags to riches
wik_ from scratch
hdi_ from scratch
wmi_ from scratch
pes_ FROM SOUP TO AFTERS
pes_ FROM SOUP TO
CHEESEBOARD
wik_ from soup to nuts
hdi_ from soup to nuts
wmi_ from soup to nuts
wmi_ from square one
hdi_ from start to finish
wmi_ from stem to stern
hdi_ from stem to stern
wmi_ from the bottom of my
heart
wik_ from the bottom of one's
heart
hdi_ from the bottom of one's
heart
hdi_ from the cradle to the
grave

wik_ from the Department of the

Bleeding Obvious
wmi_ from the frying pan into the
fire
wmi_ from the get‐go
wik_ from the get‐go
wik_ from the ground up
hdi_ from the ground up
wmi_ from the horse's mouth
hdi_ from the horse's mouth
hdi_ from the outset
hdi_ from the ridiculous to the
sublime
hdi_ from the sublime to the
ridiculous
from
the word go
wmi_
wik_ from the word go
hdi_ from the word go
hdi_ from this day forward
hdi_ from this day on
wmi_ from time to time
hdi_ from time to time
wik_ from time to time
hdi_ from tip/top to toe
pes_ FROM TRAP TO LINE
hdi_ from way back
pes_ FRONT
hdi_ front and center
wik_ front and center
pes_ FRONT BOTTOM
hdi_ front burner, on a
pes_ FRONT DOOR
pes_ FRONT ENTRANCE
wik_ front foot
pes_ FRONT IT
wik_ front load
wmi_ front man
ntc_ front man
wmi_ front me
ntc_ front money
pes_ FRONT OFF
ntc_ front off about something
hdi_ front office
pes_ FRONT OUT
pes_ FRONT PARLOUR
pes_ FRONT ROOM
wik_ front runner
ntc_ front runner
wmi_ front runner
wik_ front wall
pes_ FRONT WHEEL SKID
pes_ FROST
pes_ FROST FACE
ntc_ frosted (over)
hdi_ frosting on the cake
pes_ FROSTY
wmi_ frosty Friday
ntc_ frosty one
wik_ frown at
hdi_ frown on
wik_ frown upon
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pes_ FRUIT

pes_ FRUIT‐FLY

pes_ FRUIT AND NUT
pes_ FRUIT BAT
ntc_ fruit loop

wik_ fruit of one's loins

wik_ fruit of the poisonous tree
wik_ fruit of the union
pes_ FRUITCAKE
pes_ FRUITING
pes_ FRUITY
pes_ FRY

pes_ FRY DADDY
wik_ fry up

pes_ FRYING PAN
pes_ FUBAR
pes_ FUCK

pes_ FUCK‐A‐DUCK
ntc_ Fuck a dog!

ntc_ Fuck a duck!

pes_ FUCK ABOUT
pes_ FUCK ALL
wik_ fuck all
wmi_ fuck all

hdi_ fuck around

pes_ FUCK AROUND
ntc_ fuck around

ntc_ fuck around with someone
ntc_ fuck bunny
wik_ fuck it

ntc_ Fuck it (all)!
ntc_ Fuck it!

wik_ fuck knows
pes_ FUCK OFF
ntc_ fuck off
wik_ fuck off
hdi_ fuck off

wmi_ fuck off [B]
hdi_ fuck over
wik_ fuck over

pes_ FUCK PIG

wik_ fuck someone's brains out
hdi_ fuck someone around
ntc_ fuck someone around

ntc_ fuck someone or something

up
FUCK
SOMEONE OVER
pes_
wik_ fuck someone over
ntc_ fuck someone over
ntc_ fuck someone’s mind (up)
wmi_ fuck that noise [B]
wik_ fuck this
pes_ FUCK TRUCK
ntc_ fuck up
pes_ FUCK UP
hdi_ fuck up
wmi_ fuck up [B]
wik_ fuck with
ntc_ fuck with someone
ntc_ fuck with something
hdi_ fuck you
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wik_ fuck you

pes_ FUCK YOU CHARLEY
ntc_ Fuck you!
pes_ FUCKABLE
pes_ FUCKED
pes_ FUCKED‐UP
wik_ fucked by the fickle finger
of fate
wmi_ fucked by the fickle finger
of fate [B]
fucked
out
ntc_
wik_ fucked over
wik_ fucked up
ntc_ fucked up
pes_ FUCKER
pes_ FUCKHEAD
pes_ FUCKING
ntc_ Fucking A!
wik_ fucking hell
pes_ FUCKPIG
wik_ fuckpole
pes_ FUCKWIT
pes_ FUCKWITTED
pes_ FUDDLE
wmi_ fuddle duddle*
pes_ FUDDY‐DUDDY
pes_ FUDGE
ntc_ fudge factor
wik_ fudge factor
wmi_ fudge it
wik_ fudge the issue
pes_ FUDGEPACKER
pes_ FUG
pes_ FUGLE
pes_ FULHAM
pes_ FULL
hdi_ full‐court press
wik_ full‐fledged
wik_ full‐stretch
pes_ FULL AS A BOOT
wmi_ full as a tick
wmi_ full blast
wik_ full blast
hdi_ full blast
ntc_ full blast
wmi_ full blown
hdi_ full circle, come
wik_ full English
wik_ full marks
pes_ FULL MONTY
wmi_ full Monty
pes_ FULL MOON
wik_ full of beans
pes_ FULL OF BEANS
ntc_ full of beans
hdi_ full of beans
ntc_ full of bull
hdi_ full of bull
wik_ full of crap
hdi_ full of crap
wmi_ full of herself

ntc_ full of hops

ntc_ full of hot air
hdi_ full of hot air
wik_ full of hot air
ntc_ full of it
hdi_ full of it
wik_ full of it
wmi_ full of it [B]
ntc_ full of Old Nick
hdi_ full of oneself
wik_ full of oneself
wmi_ full of piss and vinegar [B]
ntc_ full of prunes
hdi_ full of prunes
pes_ FULL OF SHIT
wik_ full of shit
ntc_ full of shit
hdi_ full of shit
hdi_ full of the devil
ntc_ full of the devil
wmi_ full out
wmi_ full plate
ntc_ full sesh
wik_ full speed ahead
hdi_ full speed ahead
wmi_ full steam ahead
hdi_ full steam ahead
ntc_ full steam ahead
wmi_ full strength
hdi_ full swing
wmi_ full throttle
wmi_ full tilt
wik_ full tilt
wik_ full tilt boogie
hdi_ full tilt, at
wik_ full to the brim
wik_ full to the gills
wmi_ full up
hdi_ full well
wik_ full whack
pes_ FULLY
pes_ FULLY RIGGED
pes_ FUMBLE
pes_ FUN‐BUNDLE
pes_ FUN AND FROLICS
ntc_ fun and games
hdi_ fun and games
wmi_ fun and games
wik_ fun and games
pes_ FUNBAG
pes_ FUNBAGS
pes_ FUNGUS
pes_ FUNK
ntc_ funked out
pes_ FUNKSTER
pes_ FUNKY
pes_ FUNNEL
wik_ funnies
pes_ FUNNY
wik_ funny bone
hdi_ funny bone

pes_ FUNNY BONES

ntc_ funny business
hdi_ funny business
pes_ FUNNY FACE
pes_ FUNNY FAG
ntc_ funny farm
pes_ FUNNY FARM
wik_ funny farm
pes_ FUNNY FEELING
wmi_ funny in the head
wmi_ funny money
hdi_ funny money
wik_ funny money
pes_ FUNNY MONEY
wmi_ funny stuff
wik_ funny stuff
pes_ FUR
pes_ FUR‐DOUGHNUT
pes_ FUR PIE
pes_ FURBURGER
pes_ FURPHY
pes_ FURPIECE
pes_ FURR‐BALL
pes_ FURRA
pes_ FURRY CUP
pes_ FURRY MONKEY
pes_ FUSBY
ntc_ fuse box
pes_ FUSILIER
pes_ FUSILIERS
hdi_ fuss and feathers
wmi_ fuss over
pes_ FUSSOCK
wmi_ future looks bright
pes_ FUTZ
ntc_ futz around
hdi_ futz around
hdi_ futz with
wmi_ fuzz
pes_ FUZZ
ntc_ fuzz man
ntc_ fuzz station
pes_ FUZZY‐WUZZY
ntc_ fuzzy (tail)
pes_ G
pes_ G‐MAN
pes_ G‐RIFFICK
pes_ G.M.
pes_ G.M.F.U.
pes_ G.Q.
pes_ G.T.P.
pes_ GAAN VREK
wmi_ gab
pes_ GAB
ntc_ gab room
pes_ GABBY
pes_ GABBY HAYES
pes_ GABFEST
pes_ GABLE
pes_ GACK
pes_ GADGIE

wmi_ gadzooks

pes_ GAFF
pes_ GAFFER
pes_ GAFIATE
pes_ GAG
pes_ GAG ME WITH A SPOON
pes_ GAG RULE
pes_ GAGA
pes_ GAGE
pes_ GAGGA
pes_ GAGGER
pes_ GAGGING
wik_ gagging for it
pes_ GAGGING FOR IT
pes_ GAGGLE
wik_ gain ground
hdi_ gain ground
pes_ GAL
hdi_ gal Friday
pes_ GALAH
pes_ GALI
pes_ GALL
pes_ GALLEY YARN
pes_ GALLIED
ntc_ galloping dandruff
pes_ GALLOUS
wik_ gallows humor
pes_ GALLUP
pes_ GALLYBAGGER
pes_ GALOOT
ntc_ galumph (around)
pes_ GALVO
pes_ GAM
pes_ GAM CASES
pes_ GAMAROOSH
pes_ GAMBLE AND PROCTER
pes_ GAME
pes_ GAME BIRD
wik_ game face
wmi_ game for anything
hdi_ game is not worth the
candle, the
game
is up, the
hdi_
pes_ GAME OF NAP
wmi_ game one
wmi_ game over
ntc_ game plan
wik_ game plan
hdi_ game that two can play,
that's a
game
time
ntc_
GAMER
pes_
pes_ GAMMA 10
pes_ GAMMON
pes_ GAMMON RASHER
pes_ GAMMY
pes_ GAMP
pes_ GAMS
pes_ GANDER
pes_ GANDHI'S REVENGE
wik_ gandy dancer
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pes_ GANDY DANCER
pes_ GANEF
pes_ GANG

pes_ GANG‐SHAGS
wmi_ Gang of Four
wik_ gang up
hdi_ gang up

wmi_ gang up on
wik_ gang up on

hdi_ gang up on/against
hdi_ gang up with
pes_ GANGBANG

pes_ GANGBANGER

pes_ GANGBUSTERS
pes_ GANGIE

pes_ GANGSTA

pes_ GANGSTER
pes_ GANJA
pes_ GANK

pes_ GANNET
pes_ GANNY
pes_ GAP

wik_ gapers' block
pes_ GARAGE

wmi_ garage kept
pes_ GARBAGE

pes_ GARBAGE DOWN
pes_ GARBAGE FEES
ntc_ garbage freak

ntc_ garbage mouth

ntc_ garbage something down
pes_ GARBAGE TIME
pes_ GARBO

pes_ GARBONZAS

pes_ GARDEN GATE

pes_ GARDEN GATES

pes_ GARDEN GNOME
pes_ GARDEN HOP

pes_ GARDEN HOSE

pes_ GARDEN PATH

pes_ GARDEN PLANT
pes_ GARDEN SHED
wik_ garden variety
hdi_ garden variety
wik_ gardenburger

pes_ GARETH HUNT
pes_ GARGLE

ntc_ gargle factory
pes_ GARGLED

pes_ GARIBALDI BISCUIT
pes_ GARMENTO
pes_ GARN

pes_ GARNISH
pes_ GARP

pes_ GARRET

pes_ GARRETTY

pes_ GARY ABLETT

pes_ GARY GLITTER
wik_ Gary Glitter

pes_ GARY LINEKER
pes_ GAS
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wmi_ gas

pes_ GAS GUZZLER
pes_ GAS METER THIEF
ntc_ gas up
hdi_ gas up
pes_ GASBAG
pes_ GASH
wmi_ gash
ntc_ gash bucket
pes_ GASOLINE
pes_ GASP AND GRUNT
pes_ GASPER
pes_ GASSED
ntc_ gassed (up)
pes_ GASSER
pes_ GASSING
pes_ GAT
pes_ GATE
pes_ GATE ARREST
pes_ GATE FEVER
pes_ GATE OF LIFE
pes_ GATEMOUTH
pes_ GATES OF ROME
wik_ gather dust
wmi_ gathering dust
pes_ GATO
pes_ GATTER
pes_ GAUGE
pes_ GAVAS
pes_ GAVEL‐TO‐GAVEL
pes_ GAVEL AND WIG
pes_ GAWL
pes_ GAWP
pes_ GAY
pes_ GAY AND FRISKY
pes_ GAY AND HEARTY
ntc_ gay as pink ink
pes_ GAY GORDON
pes_ GAYLORD
pes_ GAZER
pes_ GAZUMP
pes_ GAZUNDA
pes_ GAZUNDER
pes_ GAZUNGAS
pes_ GBH
pes_ GDS
pes_ GEAR
wik_ gear up
wmi_ gear up
pes_ GEARBOX
pes_ GEARHEAD
pes_ GEARSTICK
wmi_ gee
pes_ GEE
pes_ GEE‐GEE
pes_ GEE UP
pes_ GEE VET!
hdi_ gee whiz
wmi_ gee whiz
wmi_ gee willickers
pes_ GEEK

wmi_ geek

ntc_ geek out
pes_ GEEK OUT
pes_ GEEK ROCK
pes_ GEESE
pes_ GEETS
pes_ GEEWILLIES
wmi_ geez
pes_ GEEZE BAG
pes_ GEEZER
wmi_ geezer
wmi_ geezer gap
pes_ GEEZERBIRD
pes_ GEL
pes_ GELT
pes_ GEM
pes_ GEMORS
pes_ GEN
pes_ GENDARMES
pes_ GENDER‐BENDER
wik_ gender bender
pes_ GENDER FUCK
hdi_ gender gap
pes_ GENDER ILLUSIONIST
pes_ GENERAL
pes_ GENERAL BOOTH
pes_ GENERAL ELECTION
pes_ GENERAL SMUTS
pes_ GENERALISE
pes_ GENERATING PLACE
hdi_ generation gap
wmi_ Generation X
pes_ GENERATION X
pes_ GENERIC
hdi_ generous to a fault
pes_ GENEROUSLY CUT
pes_ GENIAL
wik_ genie is out of the bottle
pes_ GENTLEMAN ACTOR
wik_ gentleman of the back door
pes_ GENTLEMAN OF THE PAD
pes_ GENTLEMAN OF THE
ROAD
ntc_ genuine article
pes_ GEOFF HURST
pes_ GEOFFREY CHAUCER
pes_ GEORDIE
pes_ GEORGE
pes_ GEORGE AND RINGO
pes_ GEORGE AND ZIPPY
pes_ GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
pes_ GEORGE BLAKE
pes_ GEORGE MELLY
pes_ GEORGE MICHAEL
pes_ GEORGE RAFT
pes_ GEORGE ROBEY
pes_ GEORGE THE THIRD
pes_ GEORGIA CREDIT CARD
pes_ GEORGIA HOME BOY
pes_ GEORGIE BEST
pes_ GERM

pes_ GERMAINE GREER

pes_ GERMAN BANDS
pes_ GERMAN FLUTES
ntc_ German goiter
wik_ German goitre
wik_ German virgin
wik_ German wheel
pes_ GERMANS
pes_ GERONIMOS
pes_ GERRY
pes_ GERRY COTTLE
pes_ GERT AND DAISY
pes_ GERTCHA
pes_ GERTIE GITANA
pes_ GESEECH
pes_ GET
wmi_ get‐go
wik_ get‐rich‐quick
wmi_ get‐up
wmi_ get‐up‐and‐go
ntc_ get (out) while the
gettin(g)’s good
ntc_ get (out) while the goin’s
good
get
a bang out of
wmi_
hdi_ get a bang out of
ntc_ get a bang out of someone
or something
get
a big hand
hdi_
pes_ GET A BODY
hdi_ get a break
ntc_ get a buzz out of someone
or something
get
a can on
ntc_
hdi_ get a charge
wmi_ get a charge out of
wik_ get a charge out of
hdi_ get a charge/kick out of
pes_ GET A CLUE
pes_ GET A CREEP ON
hdi_ get a dirty look
wmi_ get a fix
wik_ get a fix
ntc_ get a fix
hdi_ get a fix
pes_ GET A FIX ON
wmi_ get a fix on
hdi_ get a fix on
pes_ GET A FOOT IN THE DOOR
hdi_ get a free hand
ntc_ get a gift
wik_ get a grip
wmi_ get a grip
hdi_ get a grip on
wmi_ get a grip on yourself
hdi_ get a hand
wmi_ get a handle on
hdi_ get a handle on
wik_ get a handle on
hdi_ get a head start
wmi_ get a hold of

pes_ GET A HUSTLE ON

pes_ GET A JOB
wik_ get a jump on
hdi_ get a kick out of
wmi_ get a kick out of
wik_ get a kick out of
ntc_ get a kick out of someone
or something
wmi_ get a laugh
wik_ get a leg up
pes_ GET A LIFE
hdi_ get a life
wmi_ get a life
ntc_ Get a life!
wmi_ get a lift
hdi_ get a line on
hdi_ get a load of
wik_ get a load of
pes_ GET A LOAD OF
ntc_ get a load of something or
someone
wmi_ get a load of that
ntc_ get a load off one’s feet
ntc_ get a load off one’s mind
hdi_ get a move on
wmi_ get a move on
pes_ GET A MOVE ON
wik_ get a move on
pes_ GET A RAT
pes_ GET A RIFT ON
wmi_ get a rise
wik_ get a rise out of
hdi_ get a rise out of
wik_ get a room
pes_ GET A RUSH
pes_ GET A RUSH ON
wmi_ get a shot
wmi_ get a shot at
hdi_ get a thing about
wmi_ get a ticket
ntc_ get a toehold
wik_ get a wiggle on
pes_ GET A WIGGLE ON
ntc_ Get a wiggle on!
wik_ get a word in edgeways
hdi_ get a word in edgeways
pes_ GET A WORD IN
EDGEWAYS
wik_ get a word in edgewise
hdi_ get a word in edgewise
hdi_ get about
hdi_ get across
wmi_ get after
hdi_ get after
hdi_ get ahead
wmi_ get ahead
wik_ get ahead of oneself
pes_ GET ALL BENT OUT OF
SHAPE
GET
ALL THAT OUT OF
pes_
YOUR MOUTH
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hdi_ get all worked up
wik_ get along
hdi_ get along
wmi_ get along

ntc_ get an eyeball on someone

or something
get
an in with
hdi_
hdi_ get another guess
wmi_ get around
hdi_ get around
wmi_ get around it
wmi_ get around to
hdi_ get at
wmi_ get at
pes_ GET AT
wmi_ get at it
hdi_ get away
wik_ get away with
wmi_ get away with
hdi_ get away with
pes_ GET AWAY WITH MURDER
wik_ get away with murder
ntc_ Get away!
wmi_ get axed
pes_ GET AXED
hdi_ get back
wmi_ get back at
wik_ get back at
hdi_ get back at
pes_ GET BACK ON ONE'S FEET
wik_ get back on the horse that
bucked one
hdi_ get back to
pes_ GET BACK TO ONE'S
ROOTS
wmi_ get bageled
hdi_ get behind
pes_ GET BEHIND
ntc_ get behind someone or
something
ntc_ get behind something
pes_ GET BENCHED
wik_ get bent
wik_ get bent out of shape
hdi_ get better
wik_ get better
pes_ GET BIFFED
pes_ GET BIG AIR
wmi_ get blood from a stone
wik_ get blood from a stone
wik_ get blood out of a stone
wmi_ get burned
hdi_ get busted
pes_ GET BUSY
hdi_ get busy
wik_ get busy
wmi_ get busy
hdi_ get by
wik_ get by
wik_ get by the balls
wmi_ get by/scrape by
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pes_ GET CANNED

wmi_ get carried away
wik_ get carried away
pes_ GET CATCH
wmi_ get caught
wmi_ get caught up
wik_ get changed
pes_ GET CHINESE
wmi_ get cold feet
hdi_ get cold feet
wik_ get cold feet
pes_ GET COLD FEET
hdi_ get cracking
pes_ GET CRACKING
wik_ get cracking
ntc_ Get cracking!
hdi_ get cracking/going/rolling
pes_ GET CREAMED
hdi_ get credit for
hdi_ get down
ntc_ get down
pes_ GET DOWN
hdi_ get down on
ntc_ get down on someone
hdi_ get down to
hdi_ get down to bedrock
wik_ get down to brass tacks
hdi_ get down to brass tacks
wmi_ get down to brass tacks
pes_ GET DOWN TO BRASS
TACKS
wik_ get down to business
wmi_ get down to business
hdi_ get down to cases
ntc_ get down to some serious
drinking
ntc_ get down to the nitty‐gritty
hdi_ get down to the nitty gritty
wik_ get even
wmi_ get even
ntc_ get face
wmi_ get fingered
wmi_ get fresh
wik_ get fresh
hdi_ get fucked
pes_ GET GO
hdi_ get going
wmi_ get going
wmi_ get good wood on
hdi_ get goose pimples
hdi_ get gray hair from
wmi_ get hell [B]
wmi_ get her way
wmi_ get high
wik_ get high
hdi_ get high/on
wmi_ get him back
pes_ GET HITCHED
hdi_ get hold of
wmi_ get home
pes_ GET HORIZONTAL

ntc_ get hot

pes_ GET HOT AND GET LUCKY
hdi_ get in
wik_ get in
hdi_ get in a snit
hdi_ get in a stew
ntc_ get in bad (with someone)
hdi_ get in bad with
wmi_ get in deeper
hdi_ get in good with
wmi_ get in my face
hdi_ get in on
wmi_ get in on it
pes_ GET IN ON THE ACT
wik_ get in on the act
ntc_ get in on the act
wmi_ get in on the ground floor
hdi_ get in one's hair
wmi_ get in shape
hdi_ get in someone's face
wik_ get in someone's hair
ntc_ get in someone’s face
hdi_ get in the act
pes_ GET IN THE GAME
ntc_ get in the groove
hdi_ get in the way
hdi_ get in touch
hdi_ get in touch with
hdi_ get in with
wmi_ get in your hair
ntc_ get in(to) someone’s pants
hdi_ get into
pes_ GET INTO BED
hdi_ get into bed with
wmi_ get into her pants [B]
hdi_ get into hot water
hdi_ get into one's head
wik_ get into one's stride
wik_ get into someone's pants
ntc_ get into something
hdi_ get into the act
hdi_ get into the swing of things
hdi_ get into trouble
wmi_ get into trouble
wik_ get into trouble
hdi_ get involved
wmi_ get it
wik_ get it
ntc_ get it
hdi_ get it
ntc_ get it (all) together
hdi_ get it across
hdi_ get it all together
ntc_ get it in the neck
ntc_ get it off
wmi_ get it off your chest
hdi_ get it on
ntc_ get it on
wik_ get it on
pes_ GET IT ON
wmi_ get it on

ntc_ get it out

hdi_ get it over with
wmi_ get it over with
wik_ get it over with
wmi_ get it straight
pes_ GET IT THROUGH ONE'S
HEAD
pes_ GET IT TOGETHER
wmi_ get it together
pes_ GET IT UP
wik_ get it up
ntc_ get it up
pes_ GET KNOTTED
wik_ get laid
pes_ GET LAID
wmi_ get laid [B]
ntc_ get lip
pes_ GET LOOSE
wmi_ get lost
hdi_ get lost
wik_ get lost
ntc_ Get lost!
pes_ GET LUCKY
pes_ GET LUNCHED
wmi_ get mad
ntc_ get mad (at something)
wmi_ get me down
hdi_ get mileage out of
pes_ GET MODED
wik_ get moving
wmi_ get my drift
ntc_ Get my drift?
wmi_ get my kicks
ntc_ get naked
pes_ GET NAKED
ntc_ get narkied
pes_ GET NO CHANGE OUT OF
hdi_ get nowhere
ntc_ get nowhere fast
hdi_ get off
wmi_ get off
ntc_ get off
pes_ GET OFF
ntc_ get off (on something)
wmi_ get off a few good ones
pes_ GET OFF EASY
ntc_ Get off it!
wik_ get off lightly
ntc_ Get off my ass!
wmi_ get off my back
ntc_ Get off my back!
ntc_ Get off my bumper!
wmi_ get off my case
ntc_ Get off my tail!
hdi_ get off of one
pes_ GET OFF ON
wmi_ get off on
hdi_ get off on
hdi_ get off on the wrong foot
pes_ GET OFF ON THE WRONG
FOOT

pes_ GET OFF ONE'S BACK

hdi_ get off one's butt
wik_ get off one's chest
hdi_ get off one's chest
wik_ get off one's high horse
hdi_ get off one's tail
ntc_ get off one’s rear
hdi_ get off scot‐free
hdi_ get off someone's back
ntc_ get off someone’s back
ntc_ get off someone’s case
ntc_ get off the dime
hdi_ get off the dime
pes_ GET OFF THE GROUND
wik_ get off the ground
hdi_ get off the ground
wmi_ get off the ground
hdi_ get off the hook
wmi_ get off to a good start
pes_ GET OFF WITH
wik_ get off with
pes_ GET OFF WITH YOUR BAD
SELF
wmi_ get off your high horse
wmi_ get off your soap box
hdi_ get on
hdi_ get on for
wmi_ get on in years
wmi_ get on it
wmi_ get on my good side
wmi_ get on my nerves
hdi_ get on one's feet
pes_ GET ON ONE'S TITS
pes_ GET ON ONE'S WICK
ntc_ get on one’s horse
wik_ get on somebody's case
pes_ GET ON SOMEONE'S CASE
pes_ GET ON SOMEONE'S GOAT
hdi_ get on someone's good side
hdi_ get on someone's nerves
wik_ get on someone's nerves
wik_ get on someone's wick
ntc_ get on someone’s case
pes_ GET ON THE BALL
hdi_ get on the bandwagon
wik_ get on the end of
hdi_ get on the stick
pes_ GET ON THE STICK
ntc_ get on the stick
wmi_ get on with it
hdi_ get on with it
wmi_ get on your horse
hdi_ get one's
hdi_ get one's act together
pes_ GET ONE'S ACT TOGETHER
wik_ get one's act together
pes_ GET ONE'S ARSE IN GEAR
hdi_ get one's ass in a sling
wik_ get one's ass in gear
wik_ get one's back up
hdi_ get one's back up
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hdi_ get one's bearings

wik_ get one's butt somewhere
wik_ get one's claws into
wik_ get one's claws out

hdi_ get one's comeuppance
hdi_ get one's dander up

hdi_ get one's ducks in a row
pes_ GET ONE'S END AWAY
wik_ get one's end away

hdi_ get one's feet on the

ground
pes_ GET ONE'S FEET WET
hdi_ get one's feet wet
wik_ get one's feet wet
wik_ get one's fill
hdi_ get one's fill
wik_ get one's finger out
wik_ get one's foot in the door
wik_ get one's freak on
hdi_ get one's hands dirty
wik_ get one's hands dirty
hdi_ get one's hands on
wik_ get one's hands on
wik_ get one's head around
hdi_ get one's head examined
pes_ GET ONE'S HEAD
TOGETHER
wik_ get one's hopes up
pes_ GET ONE'S JOLLIES
wik_ get one's juices flowing
pes_ GET ONE'S KNICKERS IN A
TWIST
wik_ get one's knickers in a twist
pes_ GET ONE'S LEG OVER
wik_ get one's marching orders
hdi_ get one's money's worth
wik_ get one's money's worth
pes_ GET ONE'S OATS
hdi_ get one's own back
pes_ GET ONE'S REAR IN GEAR
pes_ GET ONE'S ROCKS OFF
hdi_ get one's shit
wik_ get one's shorts in a knot
wik_ get one's skates on
hdi_ get one's teeth into
wik_ get one's tits in a wringer
hdi_ get one's toes into/wet
hdi_ get one's walking papers
hdi_ get one's way
hdi_ get one's wires crossed
wik_ get one's wires crossed
hdi_ get one down
ntc_ get one right here
ntc_ get one’s act together
ntc_ get one’s bowels in an
uproar
ntc_ get one’s head together
ntc_ get one’s hooks into
someone
get
one’s hooks into
ntc_
something
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ntc_ get one’s kicks (from

someone or something)
ntc_ get one’s knob polished
ntc_ get one’s lumps
ntc_ get one’s nose cold
ntc_ get one’s nose out of joint
ntc_ get one’s nuts off
ntc_ get one’s rocks off
ntc_ get one’s rocks off (on
something)
get
one’s shit together
ntc_
ntc_ get one’s stuff together
ntc_ get one’s tail somewhere
fast!
ntc_ get one’s tail somewhere
immediately!
ntc_ get one’s tail somewhere
now!
ntc_ get one’s teeth into
something
ntc_ get one’s ticket punched
ntc_ get one’s wings
pes_ GET ONES RUG BEAT
wmi_ get out
hdi_ get out
hdi_ get out from under
wmi_ get out of
hdi_ get out of
wik_ get out of bed on the wrong
side
wik_ get out of Dodge
ntc_ get out of Dodge
wik_ get out of here
pes_ GET OUT OF HERE
ntc_ Get out of here!
wik_ get out of jail free card
pes_ GET OUT OF MY FACE
hdi_ get out of my face
wmi_ get out of my face
ntc_ Get out of my face!
hdi_ get out of one's face
pes_ GET OUT OF ONE'S HAIR
hdi_ get out of one's system
hdi_ get out of someone's sight
wmi_ get out of the road
hdi_ get out of the way
wmi_ get out of town
ntc_ Get out of town!
wmi_ get out of your hair
wik_ get out while the getting's
good
get
out while the getting is
hdi_
good
wik_ get outside
pes_ GET OUTTA HERE
wik_ get outta here
wik_ get over
hdi_ get over
wmi_ get over
hdi_ get over with
pes_ GET PAID

hdi_ get physical

pes_ GET POUNDED
pes_ GET PREVIOUS
pes_ GET PROSECUTED
pes_ GET RATS
hdi_ get ready
wmi_ get real
hdi_ get real
pes_ GET REAL
ntc_ Get real!
wmi_ get reamed out
hdi_ get religion
wmi_ get revenge
wmi_ get rid of
hdi_ get rid of
hdi_ get right
ntc_ get right
wmi_ get rolling
hdi_ get rolling
hdi_ get round
pes_ GET SACKED
wmi_ get screwed
wmi_ get serious
hdi_ get set
wmi_ get shit [B]
hdi_ get short shrift
pes_ GET SHOT OF
hdi_ get sick
hdi_ get sick to one's stomach
pes_ GET SMALL
ntc_ get smart (with someone)
pes_ GET SOME KICK
ntc_ get some shut‐eye
ntc_ get some yokes on
wik_ get someone's back up
hdi_ get someone's back up
hdi_ get someone's dander up
pes_ GET SOMEONE'S GOAT
wik_ get someone's goat
hdi_ get someone's goat
hdi_ get someone's number
hdi_ get someone down
ntc_ get someone going
pes_ GET SOMEONE UP
hdi_ get someone wrong
ntc_ get someone’s goat
ntc_ get someone’s motor
running
hdi_ get something going
ntc_ get something going (with
someone)
get
something into one's
hdi_
head
wik_ get something off one's
chest
get
something on someone
hdi_
wmi_ get something out of
wik_ get something over with
wik_ get something straight
hdi_ get somewhere
pes_ GET STIFFED

ntc_ get straight

hdi_ get straight
wik_ get stuck in
wik_ get stuck into
hdi_ get stuffed
pes_ GET STUFFED
ntc_ get stupid
wik_ get taken in
hdi_ get the advantage of
hdi_ get the air
hdi_ get the ax
ntc_ get the ax
pes_ GET THE AXE
wik_ get the axe
wik_ get the bacon bad
wik_ get the ball rolling
hdi_ get the ball rolling
pes_ GET THE BALL ROLLING
hdi_ get the best of
hdi_ get the better of
wik_ get the better of
wik_ get the boot
hdi_ get the
boot/bounce/can/heave‐
ho/hook/sack
hdi_ get the business
hdi_ get the can
wik_ get the chop
hdi_ get the deep six
wik_ get the drift
hdi_ get the drift
wik_ get the drop on
wmi_ get the drop on
hdi_ get the drop on
ntc_ get the drop on someone
wik_ get the elbow
hdi_ get the feel of
wmi_ get the finger [B] (get the
bird)
pes_ GET THE GLORY
pes_ GET THE GOODS ON
wik_ get the goods on
hdi_ get the goods on
ntc_ get the goods on someone
wmi_ get the green light
hdi_ get the hang of
wmi_ get the hang of
wik_ get the hang of
pes_ GET THE HOOK
pes_ GET THE HORN
pes_ GET THE HUMP
wmi_ get the jitters
wmi_ get the jump on
hdi_ get the jump on
wmi_ get the lay of the land
pes_ GET THE LEAD OUT
wmi_ get the lead out
wik_ get the lead out
hdi_ get the lead out
hdi_ get the lead out of one's
feet/pants

ntc_ Get the lead out!

wik_ get the memo
pes_ GET THE MESSAGE
hdi_ get the message
ntc_ Get the message?
hdi_ get the most out of
pes_ GET THE NEEDLE
hdi_ get the nod
ntc_ get the nod
wik_ get the picture
wmi_ get the picture
hdi_ get the picture
pes_ GET THE PICTURE
ntc_ Get the picture?
wmi_ get the point
wik_ get the point
pes_ GET THE RAP
pes_ GET THE RUN
hdi_ get the runaround
ntc_ get the sack
hdi_ get the sack
wik_ get the sack
hdi_ get the show on the road
pes_ GET THE SHOW ON THE
ROAD
ntc_ get the show on the road
wik_ get the time
hdi_ get the upper hand
wik_ get the vapors
wik_ get the wind up
wmi_ get the word out
hdi_ get the worst of it
wmi_ get the wrinkles out
hdi_ get theirs
ntc_ get there
hdi_ get there
wik_ get there
wmi_ get this monkey off my
back
wik_ get this show on the road
wmi_ get this show on the road
wmi_ get this straight
hdi_ get through
pes_ GET THROUGH
hdi_ get through one's head
pes_ GET THROUGH TO
wik_ get through to
hdi_ get through to
hdi_ get through with
wik_ get tied up
hdi_ get to
wik_ get to
ntc_ get to first (base) (with
someone)
wmi_ get to first base
pes_ GET TO FIRST BASE
hdi_ get to first base
wik_ get to grips with
wmi_ get to it
wmi_ get to me
hdi_ get to one's feet
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ntc_ get to someone

pes_ GET TO THE BOTTOM
hdi_ get to the bottom of

wmi_ get to the bottom of
wik_ get to the bottom of

pes_ GET TO THE HEART
hdi_ get to the heart of
wmi_ get to the point
hdi_ get to the point
wik_ get to the point

wmi_ get to the root of the

problem

hdi_ get together
wik_ get together
wmi_ get together

hdi_ get tough with

wmi_ get under my skin

pes_ GET UNDER SOMEONE'S

SKIN
get
under someone's skin
hdi_
wik_ get under someone's skin
hdi_ get up
wmi_ get up a head of steam
wmi_ get up on the wrong side of
bed
hdi_ get up on the wrong side of
bed
wik_ get up on the wrong side of
the bed
hdi_ get up one's nerve
pes_ GET UP ONE'S NOSE
wik_ get up someone's nose
hdi_ get up steam
wik_ get up the yard
wik_ get up with the chickens
hdi_ get upon
hdi_ get used to
wik_ get well
hdi_ get well
wik_ get wet
pes_ GET WHAT'S COMING
wik_ get what's coming to one
hdi_ get what's coming to one
pes_ GET WIND OF
wik_ get wind of
wmi_ get wind of
hdi_ get wind of
hdi_ get wise to
hdi_ get with it
wmi_ get with it
pes_ GET WITH IT
ntc_ get with it
ntc_ get with someone
wik_ get with the program
pes_ GET WITH THE PROGRAM
ntc_ get with the program
wmi_ get worked up
wmi_ get you back
wmi_ get you down
wmi_ get your act together
ntc_ Get your ass in gear
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wmi_ get your attention

wmi_ get your back up
wmi_ get your buns over here
wmi_ get your dander up
wmi_ get your ears pinned back
wmi_ get your feet wet
wmi_ get your goat
wmi_ get your head out of the
clouds
wmi_ get your head together
wmi_ get your hopes up
wmi_ get your jollies
wmi_ get your kicks
wmi_ get your knuckles rapped
wmi_ get your mind around
ntc_ Get your nose out of my
business!
wmi_ get your shirt in a knot/ get
your shit in a knot [B]
get
your shit together [B]
wmi_
wmi_ get your tits in a wringer
wmi_ get your way
wmi_ get your wires crossed
wmi_ get yours
hdi_ get/have a go/shot/whack
at
hdi_ get/have a grasp of
hdi_ get/have a handle on
hdi_ get/have one's own way
hdi_ get/have the advantage
over
hdi_ get/have the jump on
hdi_ get/lay/put one's hands on
hdi_ get/let off the hook
hdi_ get/take it into one's head
ntc_ Getting any?
pes_ GETTING ANY?
wmi_ getting on in years
hdi_ getting there
pes_ GHB
pes_ GHERKIN
wik_ ghetto bird
ntc_ ghetto bird
wmi_ ghetto blaster
pes_ GHETTO BOX
wik_ ghetto lottery
pes_ GHETTOBLASTER
pes_ GHOST
wik_ ghost at the feast
pes_ GHOST OF A CHANCE
hdi_ ghost of a chance
pes_ GHOST SPEECH
hdi_ ghost town
ntc_ ghost turd
wik_ GI can
pes_ GI US
pes_ GIANFRANCO ZOLA
pes_ GIANLUCA VIALLI
pes_ GIB
wmi_ gibberish
pes_ GIBLETS

ntc_ Giddy up!

wik_ gift horse
hdi_ gift of gab
ntc_ gift of gab
wik_ gift of the gab
pes_ GIFT OF THE GAB
wmi_ gift of the gab (gift of gab)
pes_ GIFTED
pes_ GIG
pes_ GIG‐LAMPS
pes_ GIG ON
pes_ GIGGLE AND TITTER
pes_ GIGGLE FACTORY
pes_ GIGGLE FARM
ntc_ giggle goo
pes_ GIGGLE HOUSE
pes_ GIGGLE JUICE
pes_ GIGGLE STICK
pes_ GIGGLE WATER
pes_ GIGO
pes_ GILBEY'S GIN
pes_ GILCUP
wmi_ gild the lily
hdi_ gild the lily
wik_ gild the lily
hdi_ gilded cage
pes_ GILLIE POTTER
pes_ GILLIGAN
pes_ GILLS
pes_ GIMME
wmi_ gimme a break
ntc_ Gimme a break!
wik_ gimme a five
pes_ GIMMEL
pes_ GIMMER
pes_ GIMP
pes_ GIMPY
pes_ GIMS
pes_ GIN
pes_ GIN AND FUCK‐IT
ntc_ gin dive
pes_ GIN GAN
pes_ GIN GANS
pes_ GIN JOCKEY
pes_ GIN LANE
ntc_ gin mill
ntc_ gin palace
pes_ GINCH
pes_ GINCHY
pes_ GINGER
pes_ GINGER ALE
pes_ GINGER BEER
wik_ ginger knob
pes_ GINGER POP
pes_ GINK
pes_ GINORMOUS
pes_ GINTY
pes_ GINZY TRADING
pes_ GIORGIO ARMANI
pes_ GIP
pes_ GIPPY

pes_ GIRAFFE

hdi_ gird one's loins
hdi_ gird up one's loins
wik_ gird up one's loins
pes_ GIRL
pes_ GIRL‐COTT
pes_ GIRL AND BOY
hdi_ girl Friday
wmi_ girl Friday
pes_ GIRLIE
pes_ GIRLIE‐GIRLIE
ntc_ girlie magazine
ntc_ girlie show
pes_ GIRLIEBOY
pes_ GIRLS AND BOYS
pes_ GIRLY
pes_ GIRT
pes_ GISMO
wmi_ git
pes_ GIT
ntc_ give (out) with something
wmi_ give 110%
wik_ give 110%
hdi_ give a bad name to
hdi_ give a big hand
wmi_ give a black eye
hdi_ give a break
hdi_ give a damn
wmi_ give a damn / give a shit /
give a fuck [B]
pes_ GIVE A DOG A BONE
wik_ give a fuck
ntc_ give a fuck (about someone
or something)
hdi_ give a good account of
oneself
wik_ give a good account of
oneself
pes_ GIVE A HAND
hdi_ give a hand
hdi_ give a hang
hdi_ give a hard time
hdi_ give a hoot
wmi_ give a hoot
hdi_ give a leg up
wmi_ give a little
hdi_ give a pain
wik_ give a person line
pes_ GIVE A PERSON RATS
hdi_ give a piece of one's mind
wik_ give a rat's arse
wik_ give a rat's ass
wik_ give a ring
pes_ GIVE A SAMPLE
wik_ give a shit
hdi_ give a shit
ntc_ give a shit (about someone
or something)
wmi_ give a shit [B]
wik_ give a shite
wik_ give a sneck posset

hdi_ give a talking to

hdi_ give a wide berth
wmi_ give an arm and a leg
wmi_ give an inch
hdi_ give an inch and they'll
take a mile
GIVE
AN ORAL SACRIFICE
pes_
AT THE ALTAR OF THE
pes_ GIVE AND GET
pes_ GIVE AND TAKE
hdi_ give and take
wik_ give and take
wmi_ give and take
wik_ give as good as one gets
hdi_ give as good as one gets
hdi_ give away
wik_ give away the store
wik_ give back
hdi_ give bad marks to
hdi_ give birth to
hdi_ give chase
wik_ give chase
pes_ GIVE CHASE
hdi_ give color to
hdi_ give credit
hdi_ give credit for
wik_ give curry
pes_ GIVE CUTS
wik_ give ear
wik_ give face
pes_ GIVE FIVE
hdi_ give free rein to
hdi_ give gray hair to
hdi_ give ground
pes_ GIVE GROUND
ntc_ give head
pes_ GIVE HEAD
wik_ give head
wmi_ give head [B]
wik_ give heed
wmi_ give her
wmi_ give her credit
wmi_ give her shit [B]
wmi_ give her the eye
wmi_ give him a taste of his own
medicine
give
him an inch and he'll
wmi_
take a mile
wmi_ give him enough rope and
he'll hang himself
give
him the brush‐off
wmi_
give
him
the evil eye
wmi_
wmi_ give him the slip
wik_ give hostage to fortune
hdi_ give in
wmi_ give in
wik_ give in
wmi_ give it a rest
ntc_ Give it a rest!
wik_ give it a shot
pes_ GIVE IT A SHOT
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wik_ give it a whirl
wmi_ give it a whirl

wmi_ give it all you've got
pes_ GIVE IT LARGE

wik_ give it one's best shot
hdi_ give it one's best shot
pes_ GIVE IT SOME

pes_ GIVE IT SOME BOOT
pes_ GIVE IT SOME COG

pes_ GIVE IT SOME STICK

pes_ GIVE IT SOME WELLY
ntc_ give it the gun
wik_ give it the gun

pes_ GIVE IT THE GUN

wmi_ give it the once‐over
hdi_ give it to

wmi_ give it to him

wmi_ give it to me straight

hdi_ give it to someone straight
ntc_ Give it up!

wmi_ give it your best shot

ntc_ Give me (some) skin!
wmi_ give me a bad time
hdi_ give me a break
wmi_ give me a break

ntc_ Give me a break!
wmi_ give me a call

wmi_ give me a dingle
wmi_ give me a hand
wmi_ give me a hint
wmi_ give me a lift

ntc_ Give me a rest!
wmi_ give me a ring
ntc_ Give me five!

wik_ give me liberty or give me

death

wmi_ give me the creeps

wmi_ give me the third degree
wmi_ give my eye teeth

wmi_ give my right arm
wmi_ give no quarter
hdi_ give notice
wmi_ give notice
wik_ give notice

hdi_ give of oneself
wik_ give of oneself
hdi_ give off

wmi_ give off an odor
hdi_ give one

pes_ GIVE ONE

wik_ give one's all

hdi_ give one's eyeteeth

pes_ GIVE ONE'S EYETOOTH

FOR

pes_ GIVE ONE'S HAND ONE

pes_ GIVE ONE'S RIGHT ARM
hdi_ give one's right arm

pes_ GIVE ONE A TASTE OF

PLUM
give
one enough rope
wik_
give
oneself airs
hdi_
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hdi_ give oneself away

hdi_ give oneself over
hdi_ give oneself up
wik_ give or take
hdi_ give or take
wmi_ give out
hdi_ give out
hdi_ give over
wik_ give over
hdi_ give pause
hdi_ give rein to
hdi_ give rise to
hdi_ give short shrift
pes_ GIVE SKIN
pes_ GIVE SOME SKIN
wik_ give some skin
wik_ give somebody a hand
wik_ give somebody a hard time
wik_ give somebody a piece of
one's mind
wik_ give somebody an earful
wik_ give somebody pause
wik_ give somebody the brush‐
off
give
somebody the cold
wik_
shoulder
wik_ give somebody the heave‐
ho
give
somebody the old
wik_
heave‐ho
wik_ give somebody the
runaround
wik_ give somebody the slip
wik_ give somebody what‐for
hdi_ give someone
ntc_ give someone a (good)
talking to
give
someone a (good)
ntc_
working over
wik_ give someone a big head
wik_ give someone a bloody
nose
give
someone a break
hdi_
hdi_ give someone a buzz
ntc_ give someone a buzz
hdi_ give someone a fit
hdi_ give someone a hard time
hdi_ give someone a line on
ntc_ give someone a melvin
ntc_ give someone a pain
pes_ GIVE SOMEONE A PIECE
OF ONE'S MIND
hdi_ give someone a ring
pes_ GIVE SOMEONE A SERVE
pes_ GIVE SOMEONE A WEDGIE
ntc_ give someone an earful
hdi_ give someone an out
pes_ GIVE SOMEONE CURRY
hdi_ give someone enough rope
hdi_ give someone fits
ntc_ give someone five

wik_ give someone grief

hdi_ give someone heart failure
ntc_ give someone hell
hdi_ give someone hell
wik_ give someone his head
hdi_ give someone his or her
due
hdi_ give someone his or her
head
hdi_ give someone the air
pes_ GIVE SOMEONE THE AIR
pes_ GIVE SOMEONE THE ARSE
ntc_ give someone the ax
ntc_ give someone the brushoff
hdi_ give someone the brushoff
ntc_ give someone the business
wik_ give someone the business
wik_ give someone the chair
pes_ GIVE SOMEONE THE COLD
SHOULDER
wik_ give someone the creeps
hdi_ give someone the devil
hdi_ give someone the evil eye
wik_ give someone the eye
hdi_ give someone the eye
ntc_ give someone the finger
hdi_ give someone the gate
ntc_ give someone the gate
ntc_ give someone the go‐by
ntc_ give someone the nod
hdi_ give someone the old
heaveho
hdi_ give someone the once‐
over
ntc_ give someone the
raspberry
ntc_ give someone the shaft
hdi_ give someone the shake
wik_ give someone the shits
ntc_ give someone the slip
wik_ give someone what for
hdi_ give someone/something a
bad name
wik_ give something a go
wik_ give something a miss
wik_ give something a try
hdi_ give something a whirl
hdi_ give thanks for small
blessings
pes_ GIVE THE AIR
hdi_ give the back of one's hand
hdi_ give the benefit of the
doubt
wik_ give the boot
hdi_ give the business
hdi_ give the creeps
hdi_ give the deep six
wik_ give the devil his due
pes_ GIVE THE DEVIL HIS DUE
hdi_ give the devil his due
pes_ GIVE THE DOG A BONE

wik_ give the elbow

hdi_ give the eye
hdi_ give the finger
hdi_ give the go‐ahead
hdi_ give the lie to
wik_ give the lie to
hdi_ give the once‐over
pes_ GIVE THE RINKY‐DINK
hdi_ give the runaround
hdi_ give the shakes
hdi_ give the shirt off one's back
hdi_ give the slip
pes_ GIVE THE SLIP
wik_ give the time of day
hdi_ give the time of day
hdi_ give the word
hdi_ give the works
wmi_ give them a hand
pes_ GIVE THEM HEAPS
wmi_ give them what for
wik_ give thought
hdi_ give to understand
hdi_ give up
wmi_ give up
wmi_ give up the blueline
(hockey)
pes_ GIVE UP THE DIGITS
pes_ GIVE UP THE GHOST
wmi_ give up the ghost
hdi_ give up the ghost
wik_ give up the ghost
pes_ GIVE UP THE SHIP
hdi_ give vent to
hdi_ give voice to
hdi_ give way
hdi_ give way to
wik_ give weight
wik_ give what for
hdi_ give what for
pes_ GIVE WIFE
wmi_ give you a boost
wmi_ give you a hard time
wmi_ give you a line
wmi_ give you a ribbing
wmi_ give you a rough time
wmi_ give you a run for your
money
wmi_ give you an out
wmi_ give you flack
wmi_ give you hell [B]
wmi_ give you odds
wmi_ give you shit [B]
wmi_ give you static
wmi_ give you the axe
wmi_ give you the benefit...
wmi_ give you the boot
wmi_ give you the cold shoulder
wmi_ give you the gears
wmi_ give you the runaround
wmi_ give you the shirt off his
back

wmi_ give you what for

wmi_ give your best
wmi_ give your word
pes_ GIVEN
pes_ GIVEN OUT WITH THE
RATIONS
given
to
hdi_
hdi_ glad hand
wmi_ glad rags
hdi_ glad rags
ntc_ glad rags
wik_ glad tidings
pes_ GLADHAND
pes_ GLADYS KNIGHT
pes_ GLAM
pes_ GLAM ROCK
ntc_ glamour puss
pes_ GLAR
pes_ GLARNEY
pes_ GLASGOW BOAT
pes_ GLASGOW KISS
pes_ GLASGOW MAGISTRATE
pes_ GLASGOW RANGERS
pes_ GLASS
wik_ glass‐half‐empty
wik_ glass‐half‐full
pes_ GLASS ARM
pes_ GLASS CASE
hdi_ glass ceiling
ntc_ glass gun
hdi_ glass is half full, the
pes_ GLASS JAW
pes_ GLASS OF BEER
pes_ GLASS OF LUNCH
pes_ GLASS OF PLONK
pes_ GLASS SOMEONE
pes_ GLASSHOUSE
wmi_ glassy eyed
ntc_ glazed (drunk)
ntc_ glazed (over)
pes_ GLEAMER
pes_ GLENN HODDLE
pes_ GLENN ROEDER
pes_ GLIM
pes_ GLIMMER
pes_ GLITCH
wmi_ glitch
pes_ GLITTERATI
pes_ GLITZ
pes_ GLITZY
pes_ GLOB
wmi_ glom onto
ntc_ gloomy Gus
pes_ GLOOPY
pes_ GLOP
pes_ GLORIA GAYNORS
pes_ GLORIOUS SINNER
pes_ GLORY BE
wmi_ gloss over
wik_ gloss over
hdi_ gloss over
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wik_ glove

wmi_ gloves are off
wik_ gloves are off
wmi_ glow on

ntc_ glow worm

wmi_ glowing terms
ntc_ glue factory
pes_ GLUE FOOT
pes_ GLUE POT
pes_ GLUEBAG

wmi_ glued to the set
pes_ GLUG

pes_ GLUTCH

wik_ glutton for punishment
hdi_ glutton for punishment
pes_ GNARLATIOUS
pes_ GNARLY

hdi_ gnash one's teeth

pes_ GNASHER SNATCHER
pes_ GNASHERS

wmi_ gnashing of teeth
pes_ GNAT'S PISS
pes_ GNAT BITES

wik_ gnaw someone's vitals
pes_ GNAW THE 'NANA
pes_ GO

pes_ GO‐AHEAD
wmi_ go‐getter
wik_ go‐getter

wmi_ go‐round

wik_ go a‐begging

pes_ GO A BUNDLE ON
hdi_ go a long way
wik_ go a long way

hdi_ go a long way toward
hdi_ go about
hdi_ go after

hdi_ go against

wik_ go against the grain
wmi_ go against the grain
hdi_ go ahead
wik_ go ahead

hdi_ go ahead of

hdi_ go ahead with
wmi_ go all‐out
hdi_ go all out
wik_ go all out

ntc_ go all the way
wik_ go all the way
hdi_ go all the way

pes_ GO ALL THE WAY

wmi_ go all the way (sex)

wmi_ go all the way (sports)
hdi_ go along

wmi_ go along for the ride
hdi_ go along for the ride
wik_ go along for the ride

wik_ go along to get along
wmi_ go along with
wik_ go along with
hdi_ go along with
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wik_ go along with the gag

hdi_ go and
hdi_ go ape
wmi_ go ape
pes_ GO APE
ntc_ go ape (over someone or
something)
wik_ go apeshit
pes_ GO APESHIT
ntc_ go apeshit over someone or
something
hdi_ go around
wmi_ go around the bend
wmi_ go around with
hdi_ go as far as to
hdi_ go astray
hdi_ go at
wmi_ go at a good clip
hdi_ go away
hdi_ go back
wmi_ go back on
hdi_ go back on
wik_ go back to the drawing
board
go
bad
wmi_
hdi_ go bad
hdi_ go ballistic
pes_ GO BALLISTIC
wmi_ go ballistic
wik_ go ballistic
ntc_ go bananas
wmi_ go bananas
wik_ go bananas
hdi_ go bananas
wik_ go batshit
hdi_ go begging
wik_ go begging
hdi_ go belly‐up
wik_ go belly‐up
pes_ GO BELLY UP
ntc_ go belly up
wmi_ go berserk
hdi_ go berserk
ntc_ go bitchcakes
ntc_ go blooey
wik_ go blue
wmi_ go bonkers
pes_ GO BORNEO
hdi_ go broke
pes_ GO BUNG
pes_ GO BUSH
hdi_ go bust
wmi_ go bust
hdi_ go by
wik_ go by
wik_ go by the board
wmi_ go by the boards
wmi_ go by the name of
wik_ go by the wayside
ntc_ Go chase your tail!
hdi_ go chase yourself

ntc_ Go chase yourself!

hdi_ go climb a tree
ntc_ Go climb a tree!
wik_ go commando
wmi_ go crazy
pes_ GO CROOK AT
pes_ GO DIVINE BROWN
pes_ GO DOWN
ntc_ go down
wik_ go down
hdi_ go down
wmi_ go down
wmi_ go down for the third time
ntc_ go down in flames
hdi_ go down in history
pes_ GO DOWN ON
wik_ go down on
wmi_ go down on [B]
ntc_ go down on someone
wik_ go down that road
ntc_ go down the chute
hdi_ go down the drain
ntc_ go down the line
wik_ go down the pan
wik_ go down the road
wik_ go down the toilet
ntc_ go down the tube(s)
wik_ go down the tubes
wik_ go down the wrong way
ntc_ go downhill
wmi_ go downhill
hdi_ go downhill
wik_ go downhill
wmi_ go downtown [B]
ntc_ go Dutch
hdi_ go Dutch
wik_ go Dutch
hdi_ go easy
wmi_ go easy on
hdi_ go easy with/on
hdi_ go far
hdi_ go fifty‐fifty
pes_ GO FIGURE
wik_ go figure
wmi_ go figure
ntc_ Go figure.
ntc_ go flooey
wik_ go fly a kite
hdi_ go fly a kite
ntc_ Go fly a kite!
wmi_ go for
wik_ go for
hdi_ go for
pes_ GO FOR A BURN
pes_ GO FOR A BURTON
wmi_ go for a spin
pes_ GO FOR BROKE
hdi_ go for broke
wmi_ go for broke
ntc_ go for broke
wik_ go for broke

wik_ go for it

hdi_ go for it
wmi_ go for it
ntc_ Go for it!
hdi_ go for nothing
pes_ GO FOR THE DOCTOR
ntc_ go for the fences
wik_ go for the gold
wik_ go for the jugular
hdi_ go for the jugular
wmi_ go for the jugular
wik_ go from strength to
strength
wik_ go from zero to hero
ntc_ Go fry an egg!
wik_ go fuck yourself
hdi_ go fuck yourself
ntc_ Go fuck yourself!
hdi_ go full circle
wik_ go Galt
wik_ go great guns
ntc_ go great guns
pes_ GO GREAT GUNS
wmi_ go great guns
hdi_ go great guns
wik_ go halfsies
hdi_ go halfway
wik_ go halves
hdi_ go halves
wik_ go hand in hand
hdi_ go hand in hand
wik_ go hang
hdi_ go hard with
ntc_ go haywire
wmi_ go haywire
hdi_ go haywire
wmi_ go hog wild
hdi_ go hog wild
ntc_ go home in a box
ntc_ go home to mama
wmi_ go hungry
hdi_ go in
wmi_ go in circles
hdi_ go in for
wik_ go in one ear and out the
other
go
in one ear and out the
hdi_
other
wik_ go in the out door
hdi_ go in with
wik_ go in with
hdi_ go into
pes_ GO INTO
hdi_ go into a huddle
hdi_ go into a tailspin
wmi_ go into detail
hdi_ go into detail
hdi_ go into effect
pes_ GO INTO ONE
wik_ go into one's shells
ntc_ go into orbit

pes_ GO IT

hdi_ go it alone
wik_ go it alone
hdi_ go jump in the lake
wmi_ go jump in the lake
wik_ go jump in the lake
ntc_ Go jump in the lake!
wik_ go large
hdi_ go light on
wmi_ go like crazy
wmi_ go like stink
wmi_ go mad
wik_ go mad
ntc_ go mental
wik_ go moggy
hdi_ go native
wik_ go native
wik_ go nowhere
wmi_ go nowhere fast
wmi_ go nuts
wik_ go off
hdi_ go off
pes_ GO OFF
wik_ go off at score
wmi_ go off half‐cocked
hdi_ go off half‐cocked
wik_ go off half‐cocked
ntc_ go off half‐cocked
hdi_ go off on a tangent
hdi_ go off one's head
wik_ go off the boil
wmi_ go off the deep end
ntc_ go off the deep end
hdi_ go off the deep end
wmi_ go on
wik_ go on
hdi_ go on
ntc_ go on (and on) about
someone or something
hdi_ go on a binge
wmi_ go on about
hdi_ go on and on
hdi_ go on line
hdi_ go on record
hdi_ go on something
ntc_ Go on!
hdi_ go one's own way
wmi_ go one better
hdi_ go one better
hdi_ go out
wik_ go out
hdi_ go out for
hdi_ go out of fashion
hdi_ go out of one's mind
wik_ go out of one's way
hdi_ go out of one's way
hdi_ go out of print
hdi_ go out of style
wmi_ go out of your mind
wmi_ go out of your way
wik_ go out on a limb
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wmi_ go out on a limb
hdi_ go out on strike

wik_ go out the window
hdi_ go out the window
hdi_ go out wilding
wmi_ go out with
hdi_ go out with

hdi_ go out with someone
wmi_ go over
hdi_ go over
wik_ go over

ntc_ go over big

ntc_ go over like a lead balloon
wik_ go over someone's head
hdi_ go over someone's head
ntc_ go over the hill

ntc_ go over the wall
wik_ go overboard
wmi_ go overboard
hdi_ go overboard
ntc_ go overboard
wik_ go pee

wmi_ go places
hdi_ go places
wik_ go places
ntc_ go places
wik_ go poop

ntc_ go postal
wik_ go potty

wmi_ go pound salt
wmi_ go public
ntc_ go public
wik_ go public
hdi_ go public
wik_ go red

pes_ GO REGULARS
hdi_ go right

hdi_ go right through one
ntc_ go Rinso

hdi_ go round

wik_ go round in circles
pes_ GO SCRATCH

hdi_ go sit on a tack
wik_ go snake

wik_ go so far as

hdi_ go so far as to

hdi_ go soak your head

ntc_ Go soak your head!
ntc_ Go soak yourself!
wmi_ go soft

ntc_ go sour

wik_ go south
hdi_ go south

pes_ GO SOUTH
ntc_ go South

pes_ GO SPARE

pes_ GO SQUEEZE YOUR BALLS
hdi_ go stag

wmi_ go steady
hdi_ go steady

hdi_ go straight
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wmi_ go straight

ntc_ go straight
pes_ GO STRAIGHT
wmi_ go strong
wmi_ go tell your mother she
wants you
go
the distance
wmi_
hdi_ go the distance
wik_ go the distance
wmi_ go the extra mile
wik_ go the extra mile
pes_ GO THE FULL DISTANCE
ntc_ go the limit
pes_ GO THE LIMIT
hdi_ go the limit
wik_ go the way of
hdi_ go the way of all flesh
wik_ go the way of the dinosaurs
wmi_ go the way of the dodo
wik_ go the way of the dodo
wik_ go the whole hog
pes_ GO THROUGH
hdi_ go through
wmi_ go through
hdi_ go through channels
wik_ go through hell
hdi_ go through one
ntc_ go through someone like a
dose of (the) salts
pes_ GO THROUGH THE CARD
ntc_ go through the changes
wik_ go through the mill
hdi_ go through the mill
wik_ go through the motions
hdi_ go through the motions
wmi_ go through the roof
hdi_ go through the roof
wik_ go through with
hdi_ go through with
ntc_ go tits up
wik_ go to
hdi_ go to
hdi_ go to any length
wmi_ go to any trouble
wmi_ go to bat for
hdi_ go to bat for
hdi_ go to bed with
ntc_ Go to blazes!
wik_ go to Canossa
pes_ GO TO EUROPE WITH
RALPH AND EARL IN A
BUICK
wik_ go to great lengths
hdi_ go to great lengths
wmi_ go to great lengths/ go to
any lengths
wik_ go to ground
pes_ GO TO GROUND
hdi_ go to hell
wmi_ go to hell [B]
wmi_ go to hell in a handbasket

pes_ GO TO HELL IN A

HANDCART
hdi_ go to it
hdi_ go to one's head
wmi_ go to pieces
hdi_ go to pieces
wik_ go to pot
wmi_ go to pot
pes_ GO TO POT
hdi_ go to pot
pes_ GO TO SEE EARL
wik_ go to seed
hdi_ go to seed
hdi_ go to show
wik_ go to sleep
wik_ go to someone's head
hdi_ go to the bother/expense
hdi_ go to the devil
ntc_ Go to the devil!
hdi_ go to the devil/dickens
wik_ go to the dogs
hdi_ go to the dogs
wik_ go to the ends of the earth
hdi_ go to the expense
wik_ go to the mat
hdi_ go to the mat
wik_ go to the mattresses
wik_ go to the polls
hdi_ go to the trouble
wik_ go to the wall
hdi_ go to the wall
wmi_ go to town
wik_ go to town
ntc_ go to town
hdi_ go to town
hdi_ go to town on
wmi_ go to trouble
hdi_ go to waste
wik_ go to work
hdi_ go to wrack and ruin
wmi_ go to your head
ntc_ Go to your room!
ntc_ Go to!
hdi_ go together
wik_ go together
hdi_ go too far
wik_ go too far
wmi_ go too far
hdi_ go toward
wmi_ go under
hdi_ go under
wik_ go under
ntc_ go underground
hdi_ go up
ntc_ go up
hdi_ go up in flames
wmi_ go up in smoke
hdi_ go up in smoke
wik_ go up in smoke
wik_ go upstairs
pes_ GO UPSTAIRS

pes_ GO WALKABOUT

pes_ GO WALKABOUT IN THE
BUSH DOWN UNDER
hdi_ go well with
wik_ go west
hdi_ go west
ntc_ go West
hdi_ go whole hog
wik_ go wild
wmi_ go wild
hdi_ go wilding
hdi_ go with
wik_ go with
ntc_ go with it
ntc_ go with the flow
hdi_ go with the flow
wmi_ go with the flow
wik_ go with the flow
hdi_ go with the tide
wmi_ go without
wik_ go without
hdi_ go without saying
wik_ go without saying
wik_ go wrong
wmi_ go wrong
hdi_ go wrong
ntc_ go zonkers
hdi_ go/run around in circles
pes_ GOALIE
pes_ GOALKEEPER
pes_ GOAT
pes_ GOAT HAIR
pes_ GOB
pes_ GOB IRON
pes_ GOB JOB
pes_ GOBBLE
pes_ GOBBLEDYGOOK
pes_ GOBBLER
pes_ GOBBLER'S GULCH
pes_ GOBSHITE
pes_ GOBSLUTCH
pes_ GOBSMACKED
pes_ GOBSMACKING
pes_ GOBSTOPPER
wik_ God's gift to man
wik_ God's gift to women
wik_ God's green earth
wik_ God's honest truth
pes_ GOD‐BOTHERER
pes_ GOD ALMIGHTY
pes_ GOD ALMIGHTY'S COW
wmi_ god awful
wmi_ God bless the Duke of
Argyle
pes_ GOD DAMN
pes_ GOD FORBID
hdi_ God forbid
wik_ god forbid
pes_ GOD FORBIDS
pes_ GOD IN HEAVEN
hdi_ God knows

wik_ God knows

pes_ GOD LOVE HER
hdi_ God only knows
wmi_ God rest his soul
pes_ GOD SAVE THE QUEENS
pes_ GOD SQUAD
ntc_ God’s acre
pes_ GODAWFUL
pes_ GODDESS DIANA
pes_ GODFATHERS
pes_ GOER
hdi_ goes to show
wmi_ gofer
pes_ GOFER
pes_ GOG
pes_ GOGGLE
pes_ GOGGLEBOX
pes_ GOGGLES
pes_ GOGGY
pes_ GOING‐OVER
wmi_ going concern
wmi_ going down
hdi_ going for one
wmi_ going gets rough
wmi_ going great guns
ntc_ going high
hdi_ going my way
hdi_ going on
hdi_ going on for
ntc_ going over
wmi_ going rate
wik_ going rate
wmi_ going strong
hdi_ going to
wmi_ going to the mountains
wmi_ going to town
wmi_ gol dang/gol darn
pes_ GOLD
pes_ GOLD‐CARD
pes_ GOLD BRICK
wik_ gold coin
ntc_ gold digger
pes_ GOLD FISH
hdi_ gold mine
wik_ gold mine
wik_ gold plate
pes_ GOLD RING
wik_ gold standard
pes_ GOLD WATCH
pes_ GOLDARN
pes_ GOLDEN
pes_ GOLDEN‐BALLS
hdi_ golden age
wmi_ golden age
pes_ GOLDEN AGER
pes_ GOLDEN ASS
pes_ GOLDEN COFFIN
wik_ golden duck
pes_ GOLDEN GATER
wik_ golden goose
pes_ GOLDEN GREASE
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ntc_ golden handcuffs
hdi_ golden handcuffs

pes_ GOLDEN HANDCUFFS
wik_ golden handcuffs

wik_ golden handshake
hdi_ golden handshake
wik_ golden hello

pes_ GOLDEN HIND
pes_ GOLDEN LEAF

pes_ GOLDEN OLDIE

wmi_ golden opportunity

wik_ golden opportunity
ntc_ golden opportunity
ntc_ golden parachute

pes_ GOLDEN PARACHUTE
wik_ golden parachute
wik_ golden rule
hdi_ golden rule
wmi_ golden rule

wik_ golden shower

pes_ GOLDEN SHOWER
pes_ GOLDEN SYRUP
wik_ golden ticket

wik_ golden touch
wmi_ golden years

hdi_ goldfish bowl

pes_ GOLDIE HAWN
ntc_ goldie locks

pes_ GOLDILOCKS
pes_ GOLF BALLS
wik_ golf widow

pes_ GOLGOTHA
pes_ GOLLIER

pes_ GOLLIWOG

pes_ GOLLIWOGGY

pes_ GOLLOPAGOOSE
pes_ GOLLUM
pes_ GOLLY
wmi_ golly

wmi_ golly gee
pes_ GOLPE
pes_ GOM

pes_ GOMA
pes_ GOME

pes_ GOMER
pes_ GONE

pes_ GONE CAMPING
pes_ GONE COON
hdi_ gone coon, a

pes_ GONE FOR A BURTON
ntc_ gone goose

pes_ GONE GOOSE
hdi_ gone goose

pes_ GONE GOSLING
pes_ GONE NATIVE

wik_ gone north about
pes_ GONE TO BED
wmi_ gone to pot

wmi_ gone to the dogs
ntc_ gone under

pes_ GONE WEST
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wik_ gone with the wind

hdi_ gone with the wind
pes_ GONEF
wmi_ goner
pes_ GONER
pes_ GONEST
pes_ GONG
wik_ gong show
pes_ GONGA
pes_ GONGAPOOCH
pes_ GONGER
pes_ GONGOL
pes_ GONGOOZLER
pes_ GONIES
pes_ GONK
pes_ GONNOF
pes_ GONOPH
pes_ GONZO
wmi_ gonzo
pes_ GONZO THE GREAT
pes_ GOO‐GOO
ntc_ goo‐goo eyes
pes_ GOOB
pes_ GOOBATRON
pes_ GOOBER
pes_ GOOD
pes_ GOOD‐BREEDING
pes_ GOOD‐FELLOW
wmi_ good‐for‐nothing
wik_ good‐hearted
ntc_ good‐time Charley
hdi_ good‐time Charlie
ntc_ good‐time it
ntc_ good‐time man
pes_ GOOD 'UN
wmi_ good afternoon
hdi_ good
afternoon/evening/mornin
g
hdi_ good and
wik_ good and
pes_ GOOD AND BAD
wmi_ good and dead/mad/sick
ntc_ good and something
pes_ GOOD ANSWER
wmi_ good arm
hdi_ good as done, as
hdi_ good as gold, as
hdi_ good as one's word, as
hdi_ good as, as
wmi_ good bet
ntc_ good buddy
pes_ GOOD BUDDY
ntc_ Good call!
hdi_ good day
wmi_ good day
pes_ GOOD DEAL
ntc_ Good deal!
hdi_ good deal, a
wik_ good drunk
pes_ GOOD EGG

wik_ good egg

wmi_ good egg
hdi_ good egg, a
wik_ good enough for jazz
wik_ good enough to eat
hdi_ good evening
hdi_ good faith
hdi_ good for
wmi_ good for a loan
wik_ good for nothing
wmi_ good for you
wik_ good God
wmi_ good going
wmi_ good golly
ntc_ Good golly, Miss Molly!
hdi_ good graces
wik_ good gracious
hdi_ good gracious
wmi_ good gravy
wmi_ good grief
hdi_ good grief
pes_ GOOD GUY
pes_ GOOD HANDS
wmi_ good hands
wmi_ good head
hdi_ good head on one's
shoulders, have a
ntc_ Good heavens!
pes_ GOOD HEJAB
pes_ GOOD HORSE
wik_ good job
ntc_ good Joe
hdi_ good life, the
hdi_ good luck
hdi_ good luck to you
hdi_ good many, a
hdi_ good mind
hdi_ good morning
wmi_ good morning
hdi_ good nature
pes_ GOOD NEWS
hdi_ good night
pes_ GOOD OIL
wik_ good old boy
ntc_ good old boy
wik_ good on you
wmi_ good on you
wmi_ good riddance
hdi_ good riddance
wik_ good riddance
hdi_ good riddance to bad
rubbish
hdi_ good Samaritan
hdi_ good scout
pes_ GOOD SHIP VENUS
wmi_ good show
hdi_ good sort
wmi_ good sport
hdi_ good thing
wmi_ good time
hdi_ good time

pes_ GOOD TIME CHARLIE

pes_ GOOD TIME JANE
pes_ GOOD TO GO
wmi_ good to go
wik_ good to go
ntc_ good trip
hdi_ good turn
wik_ good turn
wik_ good value
wmi_ good wood on it
hdi_ good word
hdi_ good works
wik_ goodbye cruel world
pes_ GOODEFELLA
pes_ GOODIE AND BADDIE
wmi_ goodies
wmi_ goodness gracious
wik_ goodness gracious
hdi_ goodness gracious
wik_ goodness gracious me
hdi_ goodness knows
wik_ goodness me
pes_ GOODNIGHT KISS
pes_ GOODY‐GOODY
pes_ GOODY‐TWO‐SHOES
hdi_ goody two‐shoes
ntc_ goody two‐shoes
pes_ GOOEY
pes_ GOOEY NECTAR
pes_ GOOF
pes_ GOOF‐OFF
ntc_ goof around
hdi_ goof around
wmi_ goof off
ntc_ goof off
hdi_ goof off
pes_ GOOF OFF
wik_ goof off
hdi_ goof on
pes_ GOOF ON
ntc_ goof on someone
ntc_ goof something up
pes_ GOOF UP
hdi_ goof up
ntc_ goof up
wmi_ goof up
ntc_ goof up on something
pes_ GOOFBALL
ntc_ goofed (up)
pes_ GOOFERS
pes_ GOOFY
pes_ GOOFY FOOT
pes_ GOOG
pes_ GOOGIE
pes_ GOOGS
pes_ GOOGY
pes_ GOOGY‐EGG
pes_ GOOK
pes_ GOOLIBOOS
pes_ GOOLIES
pes_ GOOMBAH

pes_ GOON

wik_ goon squad
ntc_ goon squad
pes_ GOON SQUAD
pes_ GOONER
pes_ GOONY
pes_ GOOP
pes_ GOOPY
pes_ GOOSE
pes_ GOOSE'S NECK
pes_ GOOSE‐CAP
pes_ GOOSE AND DUCK
hdi_ goose bumps/flesh
ntc_ goose egg
pes_ GOOSE EGG
hdi_ goose egg
wmi_ goose egg
wmi_ goose is cooked
wik_ goose is cooked
wmi_ goose it
hdi_ goose pimples
pes_ GOOSEBERRY BUSH
pes_ GOOSEBERRY PUDDEN
pes_ GOOSEBERRY TART
wmi_ goosed
pes_ GOOSEGOG
pes_ GOOSY
ntc_ gopher ball
pes_ GORBALS KISS
pes_ GORDON
pes_ GORDON AND GOTCH
pes_ GORDON BENNETT
pes_ GORILLA
ntc_ gorilla biscuits
ntc_ gorilla juice
pes_ GORILLA PILLS
ntc_ gorilla pills
pes_ GORILLA PIMP
pes_ GORILLAS IN THE MIST
pes_ GORK
ntc_ gorked (out)
wmi_ gosh
wmi_ gosh darn (gol darn)
ntc_ gospel (truth)
pes_ GOSPEL OAK
hdi_ gospel truth
wmi_ gospel truth
pes_ GOSS
wmi_ got a corner on
wmi_ got a crush on
wmi_ got a light
hdi_ got a thing going
wmi_ got guts
wmi_ got him covered
hdi_ got it
wmi_ got it bad
wmi_ got it coming
wik_ got it going on
pes_ GOT IT GOING ON
wmi_ got it in for
wmi_ got it made
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wmi_ got my eye on

wmi_ got my hands full
wmi_ got no business

pes_ GOT ONES BOOTS ON
pes_ GOT OUT OF PAWN

wmi_ got rocks in your head
wmi_ got the balls [B]
wmi_ got the blues

wmi_ got the hots for

wmi_ got the rags on [B]
hdi_ got to

pes_ GOT TO HAND IT TO
wmi_ got what it takes

wmi_ got you by the balls [B]

wmi_ got you by the short hairs
wmi_ got you cornered
wmi_ got your number
wmi_ gotcha (got you)
wmi_ gotches
pes_ GOTH

ntc_ gouch off

pes_ GOUCH OUT
pes_ GOUGE

pes_ GOUGER
pes_ GOURD

pes_ GOVERNOR
pes_ GOY

pes_ GPPY TUMMY
pes_ GRAB

wmi_ grab a bite to eat
wmi_ grab a chair

pes_ GRAB A GRANNY
wik_ grab and go
hdi_ grab bag
wik_ grab bag

hdi_ grab hold of the third rail
pes_ GRABBERS

wik_ grace period

hdi_ gracious sakes

pes_ GRAEME HICK
pes_ GRAFT

pes_ GRAFTER

pes_ GRAHAM GOOCH
wmi_ grain belt

wmi_ grain of salt
wik_ grain of salt

wik_ grammar Nazi
pes_ GRAND

ntc_ Grand Central Station

pes_ GRAND CENTRAL STATION
pes_ GRAND COOLIE DAM
wik_ grand poobah
hdi_ grand slam
wmi_ grand slam
wik_ grand total
hdi_ grand tour

hdi_ granddaddy of them all
wmi_ grandfather

wmi_ grandfather clause

pes_ GRANDFATHER CLOCK
pes_ GRANDSTAND
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ntc_ grandstand play

wik_ grandstand play
hdi_ grandstand play, make a
pes_ GRANITE BOULDERS
pes_ GRANNIE'S WRINKLE
pes_ GRANNIE GRUNT
pes_ GRANNY
wik_ granny‐bashing
pes_ GRANNY ANNEX
wik_ granny dumping
pes_ GRANNY DUMPING
pes_ GRANNY FLAT
pes_ GRANNY LANE
pes_ GRANOLA
wmi_ granola
pes_ GRAPE‐CAT
ntc_ grape shot
pes_ GRAPEFRUITS
pes_ GRAPES
pes_ GRAPES OF WRATH
ntc_ grapes of wrath
wmi_ grapevine
pes_ GRAPEVINE
wik_ grasp at straws
pes_ GRASP AT STRAWS
hdi_ grasp at straws
wik_ grasp the nettle
pes_ GRASS
pes_ GRASS IN THE PARK
hdi_ grass is always greener on
the other side, the
wmi_ grass is greener...
ntc_ grass party
wik_ grass roots
wik_ grass tops
hdi_ grass widow
wik_ grass widower
pes_ GRASSHOPPER
pes_ GRASSROOTS
wik_ grasstops
pes_ GRAUNCH
pes_ GRAVE BODILY HARM
pes_ GRAVE DIGGER
pes_ GRAVEL AND GRIT
pes_ GRAVEL TRAIN
pes_ GRAVEYARD
ntc_ graveyard shift
pes_ GRAVEYARD SHIFT
wik_ gravitationally challenged
ntc_ gravity check
pes_ GRAVY
ntc_ gravy train
wmi_ gravy train
pes_ GRAVY TRAIN
wik_ gravy train
hdi_ gravy train, ride the
wik_ gray area
hdi_ gray area
hdi_ gray matter
ntc_ Graybar Hotel
ntc_ Graystone College

pes_ GRAZE

pes_ GREASE
pes_ GREASE‐BALL
pes_ GREASE‐TRAP
pes_ GREASE‐UP
pes_ GREASE BURGER
ntc_ grease monkey
pes_ GREASE MONKEY
wik_ grease monkey
wmi_ grease my palm
pes_ GREASE ONE'S PALM
pes_ GREASE ONES CHOPS
wik_ grease payment
wik_ grease someone's palm
hdi_ grease someone's palm
ntc_ grease someone’s palm
pes_ GREASE THE PALM
ntc_ grease the skids
pes_ GREASE THE TRACK
pes_ GREASE THE WHEEL
hdi_ grease the wheels
ntc_ greased lightning
wmi_ greased lightning
pes_ GREASER
wmi_ greaser
pes_ GREASIES
pes_ GREASY
pes_ GREASY BAG
pes_ GREASY CHIN
wmi_ greasy kid's stuff
wik_ greasy spoon
ntc_ greasy spoon
pes_ GREASY SPOON
wmi_ greasy spoon
hdi_ greasy spoon
wik_ great deal
hdi_ great deal
ntc_ great divide
pes_ GREAT GUNS
hdi_ great guns
wmi_ great guns
hdi_ great many
hdi_ great minds run in the
same channel, all
wmi_ Great One
wmi_ great Scot
ntc_ Great Scott!
wmi_ great shakes
hdi_ great shakes
wik_ great unwashed
ntc_ great unwashed
pes_ GREAT UNWASHED
hdi_ great white hope
wmi_ Great White Hope
wmi_ Great White North
wik_ greatest thing since sliced
bread
hdi_ greatest thing since sliced
bread
GREBO
pes_
pes_ GREEDY GUTS

pes_ GREEK

wik_ Greek calends
pes_ GREEK LOVE
pes_ GREEK SHOP
pes_ GREEK SIDE
wmi_ Greek to me
hdi_ Greek to me, it's
ntc_ Greek to someone
pes_ GREEKING
pes_ GREEN
hdi_ green‐eyed monster
hdi_ green about the gills
wik_ green about the gills
pes_ GREEN AND BLACKS
hdi_ green around the gills
ntc_ green around the gills
wik_ green as a gooseberry
pes_ GREEN CRYSTAL JOB
pes_ GREEN FINGERS
wik_ green fingers
ntc_ green folding
pes_ GREEN GILBERT
ntc_ green light
wik_ green light
pes_ GREEN LIGHT
hdi_ green light, the
pes_ GREEN MARKETING
pes_ GREEN MONSTER
ntc_ green paper
pes_ GREEN PRODUCT
pes_ GREEN ROOM
pes_ GREEN SEAL
wik_ green state
pes_ GREEN STUFF
ntc_ green stuff
wmi_ green stuff
ntc_ green thumb
wik_ green thumb
wmi_ green thumb
pes_ GREEN THUMB
hdi_ green thumb
pes_ GREEN WELLY
pes_ GREEN WELLY BRIGADE
hdi_ green with envy
wmi_ green with envy
wik_ green with envy
pes_ GREENACRE
wmi_ greenback
pes_ GREENBACK
pes_ GREENBACK GREEN
pes_ GREENER
wik_ greener pastures
pes_ GREENGAGE
pes_ GREENGAGES
pes_ GREENHORN
pes_ GREENIE
pes_ GREENLOCK
pes_ GREENMAIL
pes_ GREENS
pes_ GREENS AND BRUSSELS
pes_ GREENWASHING

pes_ GREENY

pes_ GREGORY PECK
pes_ GREGORY PECKS
pes_ GREM
pes_ GREMLIN
pes_ GREMMIE
pes_ GREVILLE STARKEY
pes_ GREVIOUS BODILY HARM
pes_ GREY
pes_ GREY‐MARE
wmi_ grey area
wik_ grey area
pes_ GREY AREA
pes_ GREY GHOST
pes_ GREY MARE
pes_ GREY MARKET
wik_ grey matter
wmi_ grey matter
pes_ GREY MATTER
wmi_ grey power
pes_ GREYBEARD
pes_ GREYGLE
pes_ GREYHOUND
pes_ GRIEF
pes_ GRIEFO
pes_ GRIEFY
pes_ GRIFA
pes_ GRIFF
pes_ GRIFTER
pes_ GRILL
wmi_ grill you
wmi_ grim reaper
pes_ GRIMSBY DOCKS
hdi_ grin and bear it
hdi_ grin like a Cheshire cat
wik_ grin like a Cheshire cat
pes_ GRIND
wik_ grind down
wik_ grind one's gears
wik_ grind out
wik_ grind to a halt
wmi_ grind to a halt
hdi_ grind to a halt
pes_ GRIND TO A HALT
pes_ GRINDAGE
pes_ GRINDER
pes_ GRINDERS
wmi_ grinding halt
wmi_ grinning like a bushel
basketful of possum heads
GRIP
pes_
ntc_ gripe one’s ass
ntc_ gripe one’s butt
ntc_ gripe one’s soul
wik_ grist for the mill
hdi_ grist for the mill
wik_ grist to the mill
pes_ GRISTLE GRABBER
pes_ GRIT
hdi_ grit one's teeth
pes_ GRITCH
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pes_ GRIZZ

pes_ GROAN AND GRUNT
ntc_ groan box

wmi_ groaty to the max
pes_ GROCER'S SHOP
pes_ GROCKLE
pes_ GRODY

ntc_ grody to the max
pes_ GROG

pes_ GROGAN

pes_ GROGANS
pes_ GROID

pes_ GROIN
pes_ GROK

pes_ GROLLEY

pes_ GROMMET
pes_ GRONK

ntc_ gronk (out)
pes_ GRONKED
pes_ GROOVE

ntc_ groove on someone or

something

pes_ GROOVER
wmi_ groovy

pes_ GROOVY
pes_ GROPE
pes_ GROSS

pes_ GROSS‐OUT

hdi_ gross one out
pes_ GROSS OUT

pes_ GROSS PLAYER

ntc_ gross someone out

pes_ GROSVENOR SQUARES
pes_ GROT

pes_ GROTBAG
pes_ GROTTEN
pes_ GROTTY

pes_ GROUCHO MARX
pes_ GROUND

pes_ GROUND APPLE

wik_ ground ball with eyes

hdi_ ground floor, get in on the
wmi_ ground me

pes_ GROUND RATIONS
wik_ ground rule

hdi_ ground rules

pes_ GROUND ZERO
wmi_ grounded

pes_ GROUNDED

pes_ GROUP‐GROPE
wmi_ Group of Five

wmi_ Group of Seven
pes_ GROUPIE
pes_ GROUSE
wmi_ grouse

pes_ GROUT

wik_ grow a pair
wmi_ grow a tail
wik_ grow cold
hdi_ grow into
hdi_ grow on
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wik_ grow on

wmi_ grow on you
wik_ grow out of
hdi_ grow out of
wik_ grow up
wmi_ grow up
hdi_ grow up
hdi_ grow upon
hdi_ growing pains
pes_ GROWL AND GRUNT
pes_ GROWLER
pes_ GROWLING SPLASH
MONKEY
pes_ GROWZY
pes_ GROYNE
pes_ GRUB
ntc_ grub on something
ntc_ grub up
pes_ GRUBBIN'
pes_ GRUDGE MATCH
pes_ GRUESOME AND GORY
pes_ GRUEY
pes_ GRUMBLE AND GRUNT
pes_ GRUMBLE AND MUTTER
pes_ GRUNGE
wmi_ grunge
wmi_ grunge (fashion)
wmi_ grunge (music)
pes_ GRUNGEY
pes_ GRUNT
wik_ grunt work
ntc_ grunt work
pes_ GRUNTER
pes_ GRUNTLED
pes_ GRUNTS
wmi_ guard is down
wik_ guarded rights
pes_ GUARDIANISTA
pes_ GUBBINS
pes_ GUCCI GULCH
pes_ GUCK
pes_ GUDGEON
pes_ GUERRILA MARKETING
hdi_ guess again
wik_ guess what
pes_ GUFF
pes_ GUFFIE
pes_ GUILLEMOT
wik_ guilt trip
wik_ guilty pleasure
pes_ GUINEA
pes_ GUINEA PIG
pes_ GUIVER
pes_ GUM‐BEATING
wik_ gum up
hdi_ gum up
pes_ GUMBALL
pes_ GUMBALLS
pes_ GUMBY
pes_ GUMMY
pes_ GUMP

pes_ GUMSHOE

pes_ GUN
wmi_ gun down
hdi_ gun for
pes_ GUN FOR
ntc_ gun for someone
wmi_ gun it
wik_ gun it
pes_ GUN SHY
wik_ gunboat diplomacy
pes_ GUNCHESTER
pes_ GUNFIRE
pes_ GUNG‐HO
hdi_ gung‐ho
hdi_ gung ho
wmi_ gung ho
pes_ GUNGA DIN
pes_ GUNGE
pes_ GUNGEON
pes_ GUNGUN
pes_ GUNK
pes_ GUNNER SUGDENS
pes_ GUNPOWDER
pes_ GUNPOWEDER PLOT
pes_ GUNS
pes_ GUNSEL
pes_ GUNSHIP
wik_ gunshy
pes_ GUNSLINGER
pes_ GUPPIE
pes_ GUPPY
pes_ GUPTA
pes_ GURGLE
pes_ GURGLER
pes_ GURK
wik_ gussie up
ntc_ gussied up
wmi_ gussied up
hdi_ gussied up
pes_ GUT
pes_ GUT‐ROT
wik_ gut‐wrenched
wik_ gut factor
wik_ gut feeling
hdi_ gut it out
wik_ gut reaction
pes_ GUT REACTION
ntc_ gut reaction (to something)
pes_ GUTLESS
wik_ gutless wonder
ntc_ gutless wonder
pes_ GUTSACHE
pes_ GUTSY
pes_ GUTTED
pes_ GUTTER SNIPE
pes_ GUTTER WEAR
pes_ GUTTY
pes_ GUV
pes_ GUY
pes_ GUY FAWKE
pes_ GUZUNDER

pes_ GUZUNTER

pes_ GUZZLE
pes_ GUZZLED
pes_ GVVNOR
pes_ GWEEB
pes_ GWEEBO
pes_ GWEEP
pes_ GWOT
wik_ gym bunny
pes_ GYM CANDY
pes_ GYM RAT
ntc_ gym shoe
pes_ GYP
pes_ GYPPO
pes_ GYPPY TUMMY
pes_ GYPSY
pes_ GYPSY'S WARNING
pes_ GYPSY KISS
pes_ GYPSY MOTH
pes_ GYPSYS
pes_ GYVER
pes_ H
pes_ H DROPPER
pes_ H.A.
pes_ HA'PENNY
pes_ HA'PENNY DIP
pes_ HA'PENNY STAMP
pes_ HA'PORTH
pes_ HA‐HA
pes_ HABIT
pes_ HACHE
pes_ HACK
ntc_ hack around
wik_ hack into
pes_ HACK INTO
wik_ hack it
ntc_ hack it
pes_ HACK IT
pes_ HACK OFF
wmi_ hack/hacker
pes_ HACKED
pes_ HACKED‐OFF
ntc_ hacked (off)
pes_ HACKER
pes_ HACKETTE
pes_ HACKLE
pes_ HACKNEY MARSH
pes_ HACKNEY MARSHES
pes_ HACKNEY WICK
wmi_ had a bellyful
wmi_ had a belt
wmi_ had a couple
wmi_ had a few
hdi_ had best
hdi_ had better
wik_ had better
wmi_ had better
hdi_ had enough
wmi_ had enough
wmi_ had his bell rung
wmi_ had it

hdi_ had it

wmi_ had it up to here
hdi_ had its day, has
hdi_ had one's fill
pes_ HAD OVER
hdi_ had rather
hdi_ had sooner
wmi_ had the bird
hdi_ had, to be
pes_ HADDOCK
pes_ HADDOCK AND BLOATER
pes_ HADDOCK AND COD
pes_ HAEMORRHAGE
pes_ HAEMORRHOID HITMAN
pes_ HAGGIS
pes_ HAGGISLAND
pes_ HAIL
wmi_ hail‐fellow‐well‐met
wmi_ hail a cab
pes_ HAIL AND RAIN
hdi_ hail from
pes_ HAIL MARY
wik_ hair‐splitting
wik_ hair‐splittingly
pes_ HAIR‐UP
pes_ HAIR OF THE DOG
wik_ hair of the dog
hdi_ hair of the dog that bit you
wmi_ hair off the dog that bit you
pes_ HAIR PIE
hdi_ hair shirt
wmi_ hair stand on end
pes_ HAIRBALL
wmi_ hairbrain
pes_ HAIRCUT
pes_ HAIRCUT AND SHAVE
wmi_ hairdo
pes_ HAIRLESS
pes_ HAIRPIN
pes_ HAIRY
pes_ HAIRY‐ARSED
pes_ HAIRY‐LEGS
pes_ HAIRY DOUGHNUT
pes_ HAIRY FAIRY
wik_ HAL
wik_ halcyon days
pes_ HALE AND HEARTY
hdi_ hale and hearty
wmi_ hale and hearty
pes_ HALE AND PACE
pes_ HALF
pes_ HALF‐A‐BAR
pes_ HALF‐A‐DOLLAR
pes_ HALF‐ASSED
wmi_ half‐assed [B]
wmi_ half‐bad
wik_ half‐baked
wmi_ half‐baked
wmi_ half‐cocked
wmi_ half‐corked
pes_ HALF‐CUT
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wmi_ half‐cut

wmi_ half‐hearted
pes_ HALF‐INCH
wmi_ half‐lit

pes_ HALF‐MAST
wik_ half‐naked
wmi_ half‐pint
wik_ half‐pint

pes_ HALF‐SHAVED
wmi_ half‐shot

wmi_ half‐snapped

pes_ HALF‐SOAKED
wmi_ half‐there

ntc_ half a bubble off plumb
pes_ HALF A CROWN

pes_ HALF A DOLLAR
pes_ HALF A GROSS

hdi_ half a heart, with

hdi_ half a loaf is better than

none
wik_ half a mind
hdi_ half a mind
pes_ HALF A NICKER
pes_ HALF A STRETCH
pes_ HALF A SURPRISE
pes_ HALF AND HALFER
ntc_ half in the bag
pes_ HALF INCH
pes_ HALF IRON
hdi_ half of it
pes_ HALF OF MARGE
pes_ HALF OUNCE
pes_ HALF OUNCE OF BACCY
pes_ HALF OUNCER
pes_ HALF PAST TWO
pes_ HALF PINT
pes_ HALF STAMP
hdi_ half the battle
wmi_ half the battle
pes_ HALF TRACK
ntc_ half up the pole
wik_ halfway decent
pes_ HALFWAY HOUSE
pes_ HALFWAY THERE
wik_ Hallmark moment
pes_ HAM
wmi_ ham
pes_ HAM‐FISTED
pes_ HAM AND BEEF
pes_ HAM AND EGGS
pes_ HAM FAT
wmi_ ham hands
wik_ ham it up
wmi_ ham it up
pes_ HAM SHANK
hdi_ ham up
pes_ HAMBONE
pes_ HAMMER
ntc_ hammer a beer
pes_ HAMMER AND DISCUS
pes_ HAMMER AND NAIL
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pes_ HAMMER AND SAW

pes_ HAMMER AND TACK
hdi_ hammer and tongs
wmi_ hammer and tongs
wik_ hammer and tongs
hdi_ hammer away at
wik_ hammer home
hdi_ hammer out
ntc_ hammer some beers
pes_ HAMMERED
wmi_ hammered
pes_ HAMMEROIDS
pes_ HAMPDEN ROAR
pes_ HAMPSHIRE HOG
pes_ HAMPSTEAD HEATH
pes_ HAMPSTEADS
pes_ HAMPTON COURT
pes_ HAMPTON WICK
pes_ HAMS
pes_ HAN SOLO
pes_ HANCOCKS
pes_ HAND
wik_ hand‐in‐glove
pes_ HAND‐JOB
pes_ HAND‐ME‐DOWNS
pes_ HAND AND FIST
hdi_ hand and foot
hdi_ hand down
wik_ hand down
wmi_ hand down
wmi_ hand in
hdi_ hand in glove
wik_ hand in glove
hdi_ hand in hand
wmi_ hand in hand
wik_ hand in hand
hdi_ hand in the till, with one's
hdi_ hand it to
wik_ hand it to somebody
ntc_ hand it to someone
pes_ HAND JIG
pes_ HAND JIVE
pes_ HAND JOB
pes_ HAND LIKE A FOOT
wmi_ hand me down
wik_ hand off
hdi_ hand on
wik_ hand on a plate
hdi_ hand on the torch
wmi_ hand out
hdi_ hand out
wik_ hand over
wmi_ hand over
hdi_ hand over
wmi_ hand over fist
wik_ hand over fist
ntc_ hand over fist
hdi_ hand over fist
hdi_ hand over hand
pes_ HAND SHANDY
hdi_ hand someone a line

ntc_ hand someone something

hdi_ hand to hand
wmi_ hand to mouth
hdi_ hand to mouth, from
hdi_ hand to on a silver platter
wik_ hand waving
wmi_ hand you a line
pes_ HANDBAG
wik_ handbags at dawn
pes_ HANDBAGS AT TWENTY
PACES
pes_ HANDCUFFS
wmi_ handful
pes_ HANDFUL
pes_ HANDFUL OF SPRATS
pes_ HANDICAP
pes_ HANDICAP CHASE
pes_ HANDKERCHIEF‐HEAD
pes_ HANDLE
wmi_ handle herself
hdi_ handle to one's name
hdi_ handle with gloves
wik_ handle with kid gloves
hdi_ handle with kid gloves
pes_ HANDLES
pes_ HANDLEY PAGE
wmi_ handout
pes_ HANDS AND FEET
wmi_ hands are tied
hdi_ hands are tied
hdi_ hands down
wmi_ hands down
ntc_ hands down
wik_ hands down
hdi_ hands off
wmi_ hands on
wmi_ hands up
hdi_ hands up
wik_ hands up
ntc_ Hands up!
pes_ HANDSHAKE
pes_ HANDSOME
hdi_ handsome is as handsome
does
pes_ HANDSOME RANSOM
pes_ HANDWRITING
hdi_ handwriting on the wall
wik_ handwriting on the wall
pes_ HANDY
pes_ HANDYMAN
pes_ HANG
wmi_ hang‐up
pes_ HANG‐UP
ntc_ hang (around)
ntc_ hang a BA (at someone)
ntc_ hang a few on
ntc_ hang a huey
hdi_ hang a left
ntc_ hang a left
wik_ hang a leg
wik_ hang a Louie

pes_ HANG A LOUIE

ntc_ hang a louie
pes_ HANG A RALPH
ntc_ hang a ralph
wik_ hang a Ralph
hdi_ hang a right
ntc_ hang a right
pes_ HANG A YOOIE
wik_ hang about
wik_ hang an arse
wik_ hang around
wmi_ hang around
hdi_ hang around
hdi_ hang back
hdi_ hang by a hair
hdi_ hang by a thread
wik_ hang by a thread
hdi_ hang fire
ntc_ hang five
pes_ HANG FIVE
wik_ hang five
hdi_ hang in
hdi_ hang in the balance
wik_ hang in the balance
wmi_ hang in there
ntc_ hang in there
hdi_ hang in there
hdi_ hang it
hdi_ hang it all
ntc_ Hang it all!
ntc_ hang it up
hdi_ hang loose
pes_ HANG LOOSE
wmi_ hang loose
ntc_ hang loose
wik_ hang on
wmi_ hang on
hdi_ hang on
wmi_ hang on every word
wik_ hang on every word
wmi_ hang on like grim death
hdi_ hang on someone's words
hdi_ hang on to your hat
hdi_ hang one's head
ntc_ hang one on
hdi_ hang one on
pes_ HANG ONE ON
wik_ hang out
hdi_ hang out
wmi_ hang out
pes_ HANG OUT
hdi_ hang out one's shingle
wik_ hang out one's shingle
wik_ hang out to dry
hdi_ hang out to dry
hdi_ hang over
hdi_ hang over one's head
wik_ hang paper
ntc_ hang ten
pes_ HANG TEN
wmi_ hang ten (surfing)

wik_ hang the moon

pes_ HANG THE RAP ON
hdi_ hang together
wik_ hang together
wik_ hang tough
wmi_ hang tough
hdi_ hang tough
ntc_ hang tough (on something)
ntc_ hang up
wik_ hang up
hdi_ hang up
wik_ hang up one's boots
ntc_ hang with someone
wmi_ hang you out to dry
wmi_ hang your hat
pes_ HANGAR LANE
wik_ hangar queen
hdi_ hanged for a sheep as a
lamb, might as well be
hanged,
drawn, and
hdi_
quartered
pes_ HANGEN
pes_ HANGIN
wik_ hanging offence
pes_ HANGINGS
pes_ HANGNAIL
wmi_ hangover
pes_ HANK MARVIN
wmi_ hanky‐panky
pes_ HANKY‐PANKY
pes_ HANNIBAL LECER
pes_ HANPAT
pes_ HANS CHRISTIAN
ANDERSON
pes_ HANSEL AND GRETEL
pes_ HANSOM CABS
pes_ HAPAWALU
wik_ happen along
pes_ HAPPENING
wik_ happily ever after
pes_ HAPPY‐PRATT
wmi_ happy as a box of birds
hdi_ happy as a clam (at high
tide)
wmi_ happy as a clam/lark
hdi_ happy as a lark
wmi_ happy as a peacock
wmi_ happy as a pig in shit [B]
hdi_ happy as the day is long
pes_ HAPPY BOLLOCKS
wik_ happy camper
wmi_ happy camper
ntc_ happy camper
hdi_ happy camper
pes_ HAPPY DUST
pes_ HAPPY FAG
pes_ HAPPY FEET
hdi_ happy hour
wmi_ happy hour
ntc_ happy hour
pes_ HAPPY HOURS
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hdi_ happy hunting ground
ntc_ happy juice

pes_ HAPPY JUICE

wik_ happy medium
hdi_ happy medium

wmi_ happy motoring
pes_ HAPPY PILL
ntc_ happy pills

pes_ HAPPY POWDER
ntc_ happy shop

pes_ HAPPY STICK
pes_ HAPS

pes_ HARBOUR

pes_ HARBOUR LIGHT
pes_ HARD

wik_ hard‐and‐fast
pes_ HARD‐ARSE

pes_ HARD‐ARSED
pes_ HARD‐FACED
pes_ HARD‐HAT

wik_ hard‐nosed
pes_ HARD‐ON

wmi_ hard‐on [B]

wik_ hard‐pressed

hdi_ hard act to follow
hdi_ hard and fast
wmi_ hard as nails
hdi_ hard as nails
wmi_ hard at it

pes_ HARD BAKED
hdi_ hard bargain
hdi_ hard by

ntc_ hard case

pes_ HARD CASE
hdi_ hard cash

pes_ HARD CHEESE
wik_ hard cheese
ntc_ hard coin

wmi_ hard copy
wmi_ hard day

pes_ HARD DOG

wik_ hard done by
wmi_ hard done by
wik_ hard feelings
hdi_ hard feelings
wmi_ hard feelings
hdi_ hard hat

ntc_ hard head

pes_ HARD HIT

hdi_ hard hit, be

pes_ HARD LABOUR
wmi_ hard line
hdi_ hard line

wik_ hard lines

wmi_ hard liquor
ntc_ hard liquor
hdi_ hard liquor
hdi_ hard luck

wmi_ hard nosed
pes_ HARD NUT

hdi_ hard nut to crack
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wik_ hard nut to crack

wmi_ hard of hearing
hdi_ hard of hearing
wik_ hard of hearing
ntc_ hard off
hdi_ hard on
wmi_ hard on me
hdi_ hard on someone's heels
hdi_ hard on the heels of
wik_ hard pill to swallow
wmi_ hard pressed
hdi_ hard pressed
wmi_ hard put
hdi_ hard put, be
wmi_ hard row to hoe
hdi_ hard row to hoe
wmi_ hard sell
ntc_ hard sell
hdi_ hard sell
wmi_ hard skill
pes_ HARD SKULL‐FRY
pes_ HARD SPIEL
pes_ HARD STUFF
wmi_ hard stuff
hdi_ hard time
ntc_ hard time
hdi_ hard times
wmi_ hard times
wmi_ hard to believe
wmi_ hard to get
wmi_ hard to swallow
ntc_ hard to swallow
wmi_ hard to take
pes_ HARD UP
wmi_ hard up
hdi_ hard up
ntc_ hard up
hdi_ hard upon
hdi_ hard way, the
pes_ HARD WORD
wik_ hard yards
pes_ HARDBAG
pes_ HARDBODY
pes_ HARDCORE
hdi_ harden one's heart
wik_ harden someone's heart
pes_ HARDHOUSE
pes_ HARDLEG
hdi_ hardly ever
pes_ HARDROCK
wmi_ hardware
pes_ HARDWARE
pes_ HARE AND HOUND
pes_ HARICOT
pes_ HARICOT BEAN
hdi_ hark back
pes_ HAROLD
pes_ HAROLD LLOYD
pes_ HAROLD MACMILLAN
pes_ HAROLD PINTER
pes_ HAROLD WILSON

pes_ HAROLDS

pes_ HARP
hdi_ harp on
pes_ HARPIC
pes_ HARPOON
pes_ HARRIS TWEED
pes_ HARRY
pes_ HARRY‐STARKERS
pes_ HARRY BLUFF
pes_ HARRY DASH
pes_ HARRY GROUT
pes_ HARRY HUGGINS
pes_ HARRY LAUDER
pes_ HARRY LIME
pes_ HARRY MONK
pes_ HARRY NASH
pes_ HARRY POTTER
pes_ HARRY RANDALL
pes_ HARRY RONCE
pes_ HARRY TAGG
pes_ HARRY TAGGS
pes_ HARRY TATE
pes_ HARRY TATES
pes_ HARRY WRAGG
pes_ HARRY, TOM AND DICK
ntc_ harsh toke
wmi_ harum‐scarum
pes_ HARVEST MOON
pes_ HARVEY
pes_ HARVEY NICHOL
pes_ HARVEY NICHOLS
pes_ HARVEY SMITH
wmi_ has‐been
wmi_ has a mind of his own
pes_ HAS BEENS
wmi_ has the cat got your...
wmi_ has the makings
pes_ HASBIAN
pes_ HASH
ntc_ hash cannon
wmi_ hash it over
wik_ hash out
hdi_ hash out
hdi_ hash over
ntc_ hash pipe
wik_ hash slinger
pes_ HASHBURY
pes_ HASHISH
pes_ HASSEN
wmi_ hassle
pes_ HASSLE
wmi_ hassle me
hdi_ haste makes waste
pes_ HAT
pes_ HAT AND COAT
pes_ HAT AND FEATHER
pes_ HAT AND SCARF
pes_ HAT HOLDER
wik_ hat in hand
hdi_ hat in hand
wmi_ hat in hand

hdi_ hat in the ring

pes_ HAT PEG
pes_ HAT RACK
hdi_ hat trick
wmi_ hat trick
pes_ HATCH
wik_ hatchet job
hdi_ hatchet job
wmi_ hatchet man
wik_ hatchet man
hdi_ hatchet man
wik_ hate somebody's guts
hdi_ hate someone's guts
ntc_ hate someone’s guts
wmi_ hats off
hdi_ hats off to
pes_ HATTIE JACQUES
pes_ HAUCK
wik_ haul ass
pes_ HAUL ASS
ntc_ haul ass (out of some
place)
wmi_ haul ass [B]
wik_ haul his ashes
hdi_ haul off
wik_ haul off
pes_ HAUL OFF
hdi_ haul out
hdi_ haul over the coals
wik_ haul somebody over the
coals
hdi_ haul up
wmi_ haul up on the carpet
pes_ HAVE
ntc_ have‐nots
ntc_ have a (big) head
wmi_ have a ball
wik_ have a ball
hdi_ have a ball
ntc_ have a ball
hdi_ have a big mouth
ntc_ have a big mouth
wmi_ have a bird
wmi_ have a bite
wmi_ have a blast
ntc_ Have a blimp!
ntc_ have a bone on
wik_ have a bone to pick
hdi_ have a bone to pick
wmi_ have a boo
hdi_ have a brush with
wik_ have a bun in the oven
ntc_ have a buzz on
wmi_ have a case of
hdi_ have a case on
wmi_ have a chair
hdi_ have a clean conscience
hdi_ have a clear conscience
wmi_ have a clue
hdi_ have a clue
wmi_ have a conniption

hdi_ have a conniption fit

wik_ have a couple
wik_ have a cow
wmi_ have a cow
hdi_ have a crack at
ntc_ have a crack at something
wmi_ have a crush on
hdi_ have a crush on
hdi_ have a crying need for
pes_ HAVE A DOWN ON
wmi_ have a drag
hdi_ have a falling‐out
hdi_ have a false/hollow ring
hdi_ have a familiar ring
wik_ have a few
wik_ have a fit
wmi_ have a fit
hdi_ have a fit
wmi_ have a fix
hdi_ have a fix on
wmi_ have a flat
wmi_ have a fling
wik_ have a frog in one's throat
ntc_ have a glow on
wik_ have a go
wmi_ have a go
hdi_ have a go at
hdi_ have a good command of
hdi_ have a good day
hdi_ have a good head on one's
shoulders
hdi_ have a good mind to
wik_ have a good one
hdi_ have a good one
ntc_ Have a good one.
hdi_ have a good thing going
wmi_ have a good time
wik_ have a good time
hdi_ have a good time
hdi_ have a good/strong head
for
hdi_ have a grasp of
hdi_ have a grip on
hdi_ have a grudge
hdi_ have a hand in
wik_ have a handle on
ntc_ have a hard‐on
ntc_ have a hard‐on for
someone
hdi_ have a hard time
hdi_ have a head for
wik_ have a head for
wik_ have a heart
wmi_ have a heart
hdi_ have a heart
ntc_ Have a heart!
wmi_ have a hitch in your
getalong
hdi_ have a hold on
hdi_ have a hold over
wmi_ have a laugh
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wik_ have a laugh

wmi_ have a leak [B]

ntc_ have a leg up on someone
hdi_ have a line on

ntc_ have a little visitor
pes_ HAVE A LIVER
ntc_ have a load on

wik_ have a look‐see
wmi_ have a looksee

ntc_ have a loose screw

hdi_ have a lot going for

hdi_ have a lot on one's plate
hdi_ have a loud mouth

ntc_ have a man by the balls

wik_ have a mind of one's own
wmi_ have a mind to
hdi_ have a mind to

ntc_ have a monkey on one’s

back
have
a mountain to climb
wik_
hdi_ have a nerve
hdi_ have a nice day
ntc_ Have a nice day.
ntc_ Have a nice one.
wik_ have a pair
hdi_ have a penchant for
pes_ HAVE A POP AT
wmi_ have a puff
hdi_ have a right to
ntc_ have a run‐in (with
someone or something)
wmi_ have a say
hdi_ have a say in
pes_ HAVE A SCENE
ntc_ have a screw loose
wik_ have a screw loose
hdi_ have a screw loose
wmi_ have a seat
wik_ have a seat
ntc_ have a shit‐fit
ntc_ have a short fuse
hdi_ have a shot at
wmi_ have a shot at
wmi_ have a sip
ntc_ have a skinful
wmi_ have a smash
wik_ have a snootful
pes_ HAVE A SNOUT ON
SOMEONE
wmi_ have a soft spot for
ntc_ have a spaz
wik_ have a stab
hdi_ have a stake in
wik_ have a thing
hdi_ have a thing about
hdi_ have a thing going
wik_ have a tiger by the tail
ntc_ have a tiger by the tail
hdi_ have a time of it
hdi_ have a voice in
hdi_ have a way with
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wik_ have a way with

hdi_ have a weakness for
hdi_ have a whack at
ntc_ have a whale of a time
wik_ have a whale of a time
wmi_ have a whiz
ntc_ have a wild hair up one’s
ass
wik_ have a word
pes_ HAVE A WORD WITH
hdi_ have a word with
wmi_ have a word with you
ntc_ have a yellow streak down
one’s back
hdi_ have a yen for
hdi_ have against
hdi_ have all one's buttons
hdi_ have all one's marbles
ntc_ have all one’s marbles
pes_ HAVE ALL YOUR BUTTONS
ntc_ have an ace up one’s sleeve
wmi_ have an affair
wmi_ have an attack
wik_ have an axe to grind
ntc_ have an edge on
hdi_ have an edge on
hdi_ have an eye for
wik_ have an eye for
hdi_ have an eye to
hdi_ have an in with
wmi_ have an inkling
ntc_ have an itch for something
hdi_ have an out
hdi_ have another guess coming
hdi_ have another think coming
ntc_ have ants in one’s pants
hdi_ have at
wik_ have at
wmi_ have at me
wik_ have bats in one's belfry
ntc_ have bats in one’s belfry
wik_ have been around
wik_ have butterflies in one's
stomach
hdi_ have cold feet
wmi_ have deep pockets
hdi_ have designs on
wmi_ have designs on
hdi_ have dibs on
hdi_ have done
hdi_ have done with
wik_ have egg on one's face
ntc_ have egg on one’s face
wik_ have eyes bigger than one's
belly
have
eyes bigger than one's
wik_
stomach
wik_ have eyes for
wik_ have eyes in the back of
one's head
have
eyes only for
hdi_

hdi_ have fits

wmi_ have fun
hdi_ have going for one
ntc_ have good vibes
wik_ have got
hdi_ have got to
ntc_ have gravy on one’s grits
hdi_ have had enough
hdi_ have had it
wik_ have had it
hdi_ have had it up to here
wik_ have had it up to here
wik_ have had one's chips
wmi_ have half a mind to
hdi_ have heart failure
ntc_ have hot pants (for
someone)
hdi_ have in common
wik_ have in mind
hdi_ have in one's hands
hdi_ have it
hdi_ have it all
hdi_ have it all over someone
ntc_ have it all together
pes_ HAVE IT AWAY
pes_ HAVE IT AWAY ON ONE'S
TOES
wmi_ have it both ways
hdi_ have it both ways
wik_ have it both ways
wik_ have it coming
wmi_ have it coming
hdi_ have it coming
wik_ have it easy
wik_ have it going on
pes_ HAVE IT IN
wmi_ have it in for
hdi_ have it in for
wik_ have it in for
wmi_ have it in hand
hdi_ have it in one
wik_ have it large
hdi_ have it made
ntc_ have it made
wik_ have it made
wmi_ have it made
ntc_ have it made in the shade
wik_ have it off
pes_ HAVE IT OFF
hdi_ have it off
pes_ HAVE IT ON ONE'S TOES
pes_ HAVE IT ON THE THUMB
wmi_ have it out
hdi_ have it out
pes_ HAVE IT THROUGH THE
SLIPS
wmi_ have it your way
wik_ have it your way
hdi_ have its moments
ntc_ have kittens
wik_ have kittens

hdi_ have kittens

ntc_ have lead in one’s pencil
wik_ have more chins than a
Chinese phone book
wmi_ have my ears lowered
wmi_ have my eye on
wmi_ have my work cut out
hdi_ have no beef with
hdi_ have no business
hdi_ have no heart for
hdi_ have no stomach for
hdi_ have no time for
hdi_ have no truck with
hdi_ have no use for
hdi_ have none of
wmi_ have nookie
hdi_ have nothing on
hdi_ have nothing to do with
hdi_ have on
hdi_ have on the ball
pes_ HAVE ONE'S ASS IN A
SLING
hdi_ have one's ass in a sling
wik_ have one's cake and eat it
too
hdi_ have one's cake and eat it,
too
hdi_ have one's day
hdi_ have one's druthers
wik_ have one's ducks in a row
hdi_ have one's ducks in a row
wik_ have one's ears lowered
hdi_ have one's eye on
wik_ have one's eye on
hdi_ have one's fill
wik_ have one's fingers in many
pies
have
one's hand in the
hdi_
cookie jar
wik_ have one's hand out
hdi_ have one's hands full
wik_ have one's hands full
hdi_ have one's head examined
hdi_ have one's head in the sand
hdi_ have one's head screwed
on right
have
one's heart in it
hdi_
wik_ have one's heart set on
hdi_ have one's heart set on
hdi_ have one's moments
wik_ have one's name on it
wik_ have one's name taken
wik_ have one's number on it
hdi_ have one's own way
hdi_ have one's say
wik_ have one's way
wik_ have one's way with
hdi_ have one's way with
wik_ have one's wicked way
hdi_ have one's wires crossed
hdi_ have one's wits about one

wik_ have one's wits about one

wik_ have one's work cut out for
one
hdi_ have one's work cut out for
one
ntc_ have one foot in the grave
wmi_ have one on me
ntc_ have one’s ass in a crack
ntc_ have one’s ass in a sling
ntc_ have one’s brain on a leash
ntc_ have one’s mind in the
gutter
ntc_ have one’s nose wide open
hdi_ have oneself
wik_ have other fish to fry
hdi_ have out
pes_ HAVE OVER
hdi_ have pity on
hdi_ have pull with
hdi_ have rocks in one's head
ntc_ have rocks in one’s head
wik_ have second thoughts
wik_ have seen one's day
wik_ have serious designs
wmi_ have sex
ntc_ have shit for brains
pes_ HAVE SOME BOLLOCKS
hdi_ have some nerve
hdi_ have someone's ear
wik_ have someone's guts for
garters
wik_ have someone's hide
hdi_ have someone's hide
hdi_ have someone's number
wik_ have someone's number
hdi_ have someone by the balls
ntc_ have someone by the short
hairs
wik_ have someone by the short
hairs
ntc_ have someone dead to
rights
have
someone going
wik_
pes_ HAVE SOMEONE OVER
hdi_ have something against
ntc_ have something cinched
hdi_ have something coming
hdi_ have something going
hdi_ have something on
hdi_ have something on
someone
have
something on the ball
hdi_
ntc_ have something on the
brain
wik_ have something to eat
hdi_ have something to show for
hdi_ have straight
pes_ HAVE THE ARSEHOLE
wmi_ have the balls [B]
hdi_ have the better of
hdi_ have the better/best of
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wik_ have the biscuit
hdi_ have the blues
wik_ have the blues

hdi_ have the courage of one's

convictions

pes_ HAVE THE DECORATORS

IN
hdi_ have the edge on
hdi_ have the feel of
wmi_ have the final say
wik_ have the floor
wmi_ have the floor
hdi_ have the goods on
pes_ HAVE THE GOODS ON
hdi_ have the guts
hdi_ have the heart to
pes_ HAVE THE HOTS
ntc_ have the hots (for
someone)
have
the hots for
wik_
pes_ HAVE THE IKE
wik_ have the last laugh
hdi_ have the last laugh
hdi_ have the makings of
wmi_ have the makings of
pes_ HAVE THE PAINTERS IN
wik_ have the run of
hdi_ have the say
wik_ have the tiger by the tail
wik_ have the time of one's life
wik_ have the wind up
wik_ have the wolf by the ear
hdi_ have the worst of it
ntc_ have the wrong number
wmi_ have things in hand
hdi_ have to
wmi_ have to
hdi_ have to do with
wik_ have to do with the price of
fish
wmi_ have to go
wmi_ have to go some
wmi_ have to hand it to you
hdi_ have to show for
hdi_ have too much on one's
plate
have
truck with
wik_
hdi_ have two left feet
wik_ have up
ntc_ have what it takes
wmi_ have what it takes
wik_ have words
hdi_ have words with
wmi_ have you for breakfast
wmi_ have you over
wmi_ have your cake and eat it,
too
wmi_ have your period [B]
hdi_ have/keep one's feet on the
ground
haven't
got a hope
wmi_
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wmi_ haven't got a hope in hell

wmi_ haven't got the stomach for
it
wmi_ haven't seen hide nor hair
wmi_ haven't the foggiest
wmi_ havoc strikes
pes_ HAWAII
pes_ HAWAIIAN HOMEGROWN
HAY
pes_ HAWK
wmi_ hawk
pes_ HAWK THE FORK
pes_ HAY
pes_ HAY‐EATER
pes_ HAY BAG
ntc_ hay burner
ntc_ hay head
pes_ HAYMAKER
pes_ HAYSTACK
wmi_ haywire
wmi_ hazard a guess
pes_ HAZEL
pes_ HAZING
wik_ HE‐double‐hockey‐sticks
wik_ HE‐double‐L
wik_ HE‐double‐toothpicks
wik_ he‐man
pes_ HE‐SHE
wmi_ he who hesitates is lost
hdi_ he who hesitates is lost
wmi_ head
pes_ HEAD
pes_ HEAD‐BANGER
wik_ head‐emptier
pes_ HEAD‐HUNTING
wik_ head‐in‐the‐sand
wik_ head‐on
pes_ HEAD‐ON‐A‐POST
wik_ head‐spinningly
wik_ head‐the‐ball
wmi_ head (headbanger)
hdi_ head above water, keep
one's
wik_ head and shoulders
wmi_ head and shoulders
hdi_ head and shoulders above
ntc_ head cook and bottle
washer
wmi_ head down there
ntc_ head drug
hdi_ head for
wik_ head for the hills
hdi_ head for the hills
hdi_ head for the last roundup
hdi_ head for the setting sun
wmi_ head honcho
pes_ HEAD HONCHO
wik_ head honcho
ntc_ head hunt
wmi_ head in the clouds
wik_ head in the clouds

hdi_ head in the clouds, have

one's
wmi_ head in the sand
hdi_ head in the sand
wmi_ head is spinning
pes_ HEAD JOB
wik_ head of steam
hdi_ head off
hdi_ head on
wmi_ head on
hdi_ head or tail
hdi_ head out
wmi_ head out
wmi_ head over heels
hdi_ head over heels
wik_ head over heels
pes_ HEAD RAKE
wik_ head scratcher
pes_ HEAD SERANG
hdi_ head someone off at the
pass
wik_ head south
ntc_ head South
hdi_ head start
wik_ head start
wik_ head to toe
ntc_ head trip
pes_ HEAD TRIP
hdi_ head up
wmi_ head up
wik_ head up
wmi_ head up there
ntc_ headache department
ntc_ headache house
ntc_ headache man
pes_ HEADBANG
pes_ HEADCASE
pes_ HEADCHEESE
wmi_ headhunter
pes_ HEADLAMPS
pes_ HEADLIGHTS
wik_ headlines
wik_ heads‐up
hdi_ heads I win, tails you lose
hdi_ heads or tails
wik_ heads or tails
wmi_ heads or tails
hdi_ heads up
wik_ heads up
ntc_ Heads up!
wik_ heads will roll
wmi_ heads will roll
hdi_ heads will roll
ntc_ heads will roll
pes_ HEADSHRINKER
ntc_ Headstone City
wmi_ health nut
pes_ HEAP
pes_ HEAP OF COKE
hdi_ hear a peep out of
hdi_ hear a pin drop, can

hdi_ hear from

wmi_ hear me out
hdi_ hear of
wik_ hear on the grapevine
hdi_ hear oneself think, can't
hdi_ hear out
wik_ hear out
wik_ hear the grass grow
wik_ hear things
wik_ hear through the grapevine
wik_ hear, hear
hdi_ hear, hear
pes_ HEART
hdi_ heart's content
wik_ heart‐breaking
pes_ HEART‐ON
ntc_ heart‐to‐heart (talk)
hdi_ heart and soul
wik_ heart and soul
hdi_ heart goes out to, one's
hdi_ heart in it, have one's
hdi_ heart in one's mouth, have
one's
hdi_ heart in the right place,
have one's
wmi_ heart is in the right place
hdi_ heart is set on
hdi_ heart misses a beat, one's
hdi_ heart not in it
wik_ heart of glass
hdi_ heart of gold
wik_ heart of gold
hdi_ heart of stone
hdi_ heart of the matter
hdi_ heart on one's sleeve
hdi_ heart sinks, one's
hdi_ heart stands still
wik_ heart to heart
hdi_ heart to heart
pes_ HEARTH RUG
ntc_ hearts and flowers
pes_ HEARTS OF OAK
pes_ HEAT
wmi_ heat is on
hdi_ heat up
wik_ heat wave
pes_ HEATER
pes_ HEATSEEKER
pes_ HEAVE
pes_ HEAVE‐HO
hdi_ heave‐ho, give the
hdi_ heave into sight
pes_ HEAVEN
pes_ HEAVEN AND HELL
ntc_ heaven dust
hdi_ heaven forbid
wik_ heaven forbid
wmi_ heaven forbid
wmi_ heaven help us
hdi_ heaven knows
pes_ HEAVENLY

pes_ HEAVENLY BLISS

wmi_ heavens
pes_ HEAVENS ABOVE
wmi_ heavens to Betsy
pes_ HEAVES
pes_ HEAVY
wmi_ heavy
wik_ heavy‐footed
wik_ heavy‐hearted
ntc_ heavy artillery
pes_ HEAVY BEVVY
ntc_ heavy bread
ntc_ heavy date
wmi_ heavy day
wmi_ heavy duty
wmi_ heavy foot
pes_ HEAVY GEAR
hdi_ heavy going
wmi_ heavy going
hdi_ heavy hand, with a
ntc_ heavy hash
wmi_ heavy heart
hdi_ heavy heart, with a
hdi_ heavy hitter
wmi_ heavy hitter
ntc_ heavy into someone or
something
ntc_ heavy joint
wik_ heavy lifting
pes_ HEAVY METAL
wmi_ heavy metal types
pes_ HEAVY MOB
ntc_ heavy money
ntc_ heavy necking
ntc_ heavy scene
ntc_ heavy soul
hdi_ heavy weather
pes_ HEAVY WET
pes_ HEBE
pes_ HECCCCCHLUUUG
wmi_ heck
pes_ HEDGE AND DITCH
hdi_ hedge one's bets
wik_ hedge one's bets
wmi_ hedge your bets
pes_ HEDGEHOG
pes_ HEDGEHOPPER
pes_ HEEB
pes_ HEEBIE
wik_ heebie‐jeebies
pes_ HEEBIE‐JEEBIES
pes_ HEEL
pes_ HEESH
pes_ HEESHIE
pes_ HEIFER
pes_ HEIGHT
pes_ HEINIE
ntc_ Heinz 57 (variety)
pes_ HEIST
ntc_ helium head
wmi_ hell's bells
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wmi_ hell's half acre [B]

pes_ HELL'S WAITING ROOM
hdi_ hell‐bent for leather

wik_ hell and half of Georgia
wmi_ hell bent for election

hdi_ hell has no fury like a

woman scorned
wmi_ hell in a handbasket
hdi_ hell of a
ntc_ hell of a mess
ntc_ hell of a note
ntc_ hell of a someone or
something
wmi_ hell of a time
wik_ hell on earth
wik_ hell on wheels
hdi_ hell on wheels
wik_ hell or high water
hdi_ hell or high water, come
ntc_ hell raiser
hdi_ hell to pay
wmi_ hell to pay [B]
wik_ hell week
pes_ HELLA
pes_ HELLACIOUS
ntc_ Hell’s bells (and buckets of
blood)!
pes_ HELLERY
wmi_ hellish [B]
ntc_ helluva someone or
something
pes_ HELMET
wik_ help oneself
hdi_ help oneself
wmi_ help out
hdi_ help out
wmi_ help yourself
wmi_ helping hand
wik_ helping hand
hdi_ helping hand
pes_ HELTER SKELTER
hdi_ hem and haw
wik_ hem and haw
hdi_ hem in
wmi_ hemming and hahing
pes_ HEN
wik_ hen's teeth
wik_ hen's tooth
ntc_ hen fruit
pes_ HEN NIGHT
pes_ HEN PARTY
ntc_ hen party
pes_ HENLEY REGATTA
pes_ HENRIETTA
pes_ HENRY
pes_ HENRY FONDA
pes_ HENRY HALLS
pes_ HENRY MEVILLE
pes_ HENRY MOORE
pes_ HENRY NASH
pes_ HENRY THE THIRD
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wik_ hens' teeth

pes_ HEP
pes_ HEP CAT
ntc_ hepped (up)
pes_ HER
pes_ HER INDOORS
pes_ HERA
pes_ HERB
ntc_ Herb and Al
pes_ HERBA
pes_ HERBIE RIDES
wik_ herd cats
wmi_ here's mud in your eye
hdi_ here's to
wik_ here's to
wmi_ here's to
hdi_ here and now
hdi_ here and there
wik_ here and there
pes_ HERE AND THERE
hdi_ here goes
wik_ here goes nothing
wik_ here to stay
hdi_ here to stay
hdi_ here today, gone tomorrow
wik_ here we go
wik_ here we go again
wik_ here you are
wik_ here you go
hdi_ here, there, and
everywhere
ntc_ Here’s looking at you.
ntc_ Here’s mud in your eye.
ntc_ Here’s the deal.
pes_ HERMAN FINK
ntc_ hero (of the underworld)
pes_ HEROINA
ntc_ herped up
pes_ HERRING
pes_ HERRING AND KIPPER
pes_ HERRING BONE
pes_ HET
wmi_ hey
pes_ HEY DIDDLE DIDDLE
pes_ HEY JUDE
ntc_ Hey, bum!
wmi_ heyday
wmi_ hi
pes_ HI JIMMY KNACKER
wmi_ hi there
pes_ HIBBER‐DE‐HOY
wmi_ hick
pes_ HICKEY
pes_ HICKORY DICKORY DOCK
pes_ HICKSVILLE
wmi_ hidden agenda
wmi_ hidden talent
pes_ HIDE‐AND‐SEEK
hdi_ hide and seek
wik_ hide nor hair
wmi_ hide nor hair

hdi_ hide nor hair, neither

hdi_ hide one's face
hdi_ hide one's head
hdi_ hide one's head in the sand
wik_ hide one's light under a
bushel
hide
one's light under a
hdi_
bushel
hdi_ hide or hair
hdi_ hide out
pes_ HIDE THE SAUSAGE
wik_ hiding to nothing
pes_ HIGH
wmi_ high
pes_ HIGH‐FIVE
wmi_ high‐hat
pes_ HIGH‐HAT
pes_ HIGH‐MEN
hdi_ high‐water mark
hdi_ high‐wire act
wik_ high and dry
ntc_ high and dry
hdi_ high and dry
hdi_ high and low
hdi_ high and mighty
wik_ high and mighty
wmi_ high and mighty
pes_ HIGH AS A KITE
hdi_ high as a kite
pes_ HIGH BALL
wik_ high cotton
ntc_ high five
wmi_ high five
pes_ HIGH FULHAM
hdi_ high gear
wik_ high ground
wmi_ high handed
wmi_ high hopes
hdi_ high hopes
wik_ high horse
hdi_ high horse
hdi_ high jinks
ntc_ high mucky‐muck
pes_ HIGH NOON
wik_ high noon
wik_ high note
hdi_ high off the hog, eat
hdi_ high on
ntc_ high on something
wmi_ high on the hog
wik_ high on the hog
hdi_ high places, friends in
wik_ high road
wmi_ high roller
pes_ HIGH ROLLER
ntc_ high roller
hdi_ high seas
hdi_ high sign
ntc_ high sign
pes_ HIGH STEPPER
wmi_ high strung

wmi_ high time

hdi_ high time
ntc_ high ups
pes_ HIGH YELLOW
ntc_ high, wide, and handsome
wmi_ highball it
wmi_ higher than a kite
ntc_ higher ups
wmi_ highfalutin
wik_ highflier
pes_ HIGHLAND FLING
hdi_ hightail it
wmi_ hightail it
wik_ hightail it
ntc_ highway robbery
hdi_ highway robbery
wik_ highway robbery
pes_ HIKE
wik_ hike up
pes_ HILL AND DALE
wik_ hill of beans
wmi_ hill of beans
pes_ HILLMAN HUNTER
pes_ HIMBO
wik_ hind tit
wik_ hindsight is 20/20
hdi_ hinge on
hdi_ hinge upon
pes_ HINGES
pes_ HINKY
wmi_ hip
pes_ HIP
pes_ HIP‐HOP
wmi_ hip hop (generation)
pes_ HIPPED
pes_ HIPPY
pes_ HIPPY GUMBO
pes_ HIPSTER
wmi_ hire on
hdi_ hire out
hdi_ hired gun
ntc_ hired gun
wik_ hired gun
wik_ his back is up
wmi_ his nibs
pes_ HIS NIBS
wmi_ his own man
wmi_ His Royal Highness
pes_ HISTORY
wmi_ history
pes_ HIT
wmi_ hit
wik_ hit a snag
hdi_ hit a snag
wik_ hit above one's weight
wmi_ hit and miss
pes_ HIT AND MISS
pes_ HIT AND MISSED
pes_ HIT AND RUN
wmi_ hit and run (baseball)
wmi_ hit and run (traffic)

wik_ hit below one's weight

hdi_ hit below the belt
hdi_ hit between the eyes
hdi_ hit bottom
ntc_ hit by the stupid stick
ntc_ hit by the ugly stick
wmi_ hit home
wik_ hit home
pes_ HIT IT
wik_ hit it big
hdi_ hit it big
wmi_ hit it off
wik_ hit it off
hdi_ hit it off
wik_ hit it up
ntc_ hit it with someone
ntc_ hit list
pes_ HIT MAN
ntc_ hit man
wmi_ hit man
wmi_ hit me
wmi_ hit me (card games)
ntc_ hit me again
wmi_ hit me for a loan
ntc_ hit me on the hip
wmi_ hit me with your best shot
ntc_ Hit me.
wmi_ hit my funny bone
wmi_ hit on
wik_ hit on
pes_ HIT ON
hdi_ hit on
hdi_ hit on all cylinders
wmi_ hit on all cylinders
ntc_ hit on someone
ntc_ hit on something
hdi_ hit one's stride
wik_ hit one's stride
wik_ hit one out of the ballpark
hdi_ hit or miss
hdi_ hit out
wik_ hit out
hdi_ hit parade
ntc_ hit pay dirt
wik_ hit paydirt
wmi_ hit paydirt
wmi_ hit rock bottom
ntc_ hit someone (up) for
something
ntc_ hit someone below the belt
wik_ hit someone for six
ntc_ hit someone with
something
wmi_ hit speeds of
wmi_ hit the bar
wik_ hit the big time
hdi_ hit the books
ntc_ hit the books
wmi_ hit the books
wik_ hit the books
ntc_ hit the booze
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hdi_ hit the booze/sauce
wmi_ hit the bottle
ntc_ hit the bottle
wik_ hit the bottle
hdi_ hit the bottle

wmi_ hit the brakes
wmi_ hit the bricks
ntc_ hit the bricks

pes_ HIT THE BRICKS
hdi_ hit the bricks
wik_ hit the bricks

wik_ hit the buffers

hdi_ hit the bull's‐eye
ntc_ hit the bull’s‐eye
wmi_ hit the ceiling
hdi_ hit the ceiling
ntc_ hit the ceiling
wik_ hit the ceiling

hdi_ hit the ceiling/roof
hdi_ hit the deck
ntc_ hit the deck
hdi_ hit the dirt
wik_ hit the fan
hdi_ hit the fan
ntc_ hit the fan

wik_ hit the gas

wik_ hit the ground running
hdi_ hit the ground running
wmi_ hit the ground running
hdi_ hit the hay
wmi_ hit the hay

pes_ HIT THE HAY
wik_ hit the hay
ntc_ hit the hay

wik_ hit the headlines

wmi_ hit the high notes

hdi_ hit the high points
hdi_ hit the high spots
hdi_ hit the jackpot
ntc_ hit the jackpot
wik_ hit the jackpot
hdi_ hit the mark

wik_ hit the nail on the head
hdi_ hit the nail on the head
wmi_ hit the nail on the head
ntc_ hit the panic button
ntc_ hit the pavement
wik_ hit the pavement
pes_ HIT THE POST

pes_ HIT THE ROAD
ntc_ hit the road
wik_ hit the road
hdi_ hit the road

wmi_ hit the road/trail
wik_ hit the rock

wik_ hit the rocks
ntc_ hit the roof
wik_ hit the roof
hdi_ hit the roof

hdi_ hit the sack
ntc_ hit the sack
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wik_ hit the sack

pes_ HIT THE SACK
wik_ hit the skids
ntc_ hit the skids
wmi_ hit the skids
wmi_ hit the spot
wik_ hit the spot
ntc_ hit the spot
hdi_ hit the spot
hdi_ hit the trail
wik_ hit the trail
ntc_ hit the trail
wmi_ hit town
ntc_ hit under the wing
pes_ HIT UP
wik_ hit up
hdi_ hit up for
wik_ hit upon
hdi_ hit upon
hdi_ hit/click on all cylinders
pes_ HITCH
hdi_ hitch a ride
wmi_ hitch in your getalong
hdi_ hitch one's wagon to a star
pes_ HITCHED
hdi_ hither and thither
hdi_ hither and yon
pes_ HITS
pes_ HITTER
pes_ HIVER
pes_ HIZZULF
pes_ HO
pes_ HO‐HUM
pes_ HOBBLEDEHOY
wmi_ hobnob
pes_ HOBO
pes_ HOBO COCKTAIL
pes_ HOBO JUNGLE
hdi_ Hobson's choice
wmi_ Hobson's choice
pes_ HOBSON'S CHOICE
pes_ HOBSON‐JOBSON
pes_ HOCK
ntc_ hock a luggie
pes_ HOCK UP A FURBALL
pes_ HOCKEY
pes_ HOCKS
pes_ HOCKSHOP
pes_ HOD
pes_ HOD OF MORTAR
pes_ HOG
pes_ HOG‐TIED
pes_ HOG‐WILD
pes_ HOG‐WIMPERING
ntc_ hog cadillac
wik_ hog heaven
pes_ HOGGINS
pes_ HOGSNORTON
wmi_ hogwash
pes_ HOICK
pes_ HOIST

wik_ hoist by one's own petard
ntc_ hoist one
hdi_ hoist the white flag
pes_ HOISTER
pes_ HOITY‐TOITY
wmi_ hoity‐toity
pes_ HOKEY
pes_ HOKEY COKEY
wmi_ hokey Dinah
pes_ HOKUM
pes_ HOLD
wmi_ hold‐out
wik_ hold‐up play
wmi_ hold a candle
wik_ hold a candle
hdi_ hold a candle to, not
hdi_ hold a grudge
wik_ hold a grudge
wmi_ hold a grudge
hdi_ hold a gun to someone's
head
wmi_ hold a meeting
hdi_ hold against
hdi_ hold all the aces
ntc_ hold all the aces
hdi_ hold all the trumps
hdi_ hold at bay
wik_ hold back
hdi_ hold back
hdi_ hold court
wmi_ hold down
wik_ hold down
hdi_ hold down
hdi_ hold everything
ntc_ Hold everything!
wmi_ hold forth
wik_ hold forth
hdi_ hold forth
hdi_ hold good
wmi_ hold her liquor
wmi_ hold it
wik_ hold it
hdi_ hold it
ntc_ Hold it!
ntc_ Hold it, Buster!
wmi_ hold me responsible
hdi_ hold no brief for
wik_ hold off
hdi_ hold off
wik_ hold on
hdi_ hold on
wmi_ hold on
pes_ HOLD ON THE SLACK
hdi_ hold on to
hdi_ hold on to your hat
hdi_ hold one's breath
wik_ hold one's breath
hdi_ hold one's end up
hdi_ hold one's fire
hdi_ hold one's ground
hdi_ hold one's head high

wik_ hold one's head high

hdi_ hold one's head up
wik_ hold one's horses
hdi_ hold one's horses
wik_ hold one's liquor
wik_ hold one's nerve
hdi_ hold one's own
wik_ hold one's own
hdi_ hold one's peace
hdi_ hold one's temper
hdi_ hold one's tongue
wik_ hold one's tongue
wik_ hold one's water
ntc_ hold one’s high
ntc_ hold one’s horses
ntc_ hold one’s liquor
wik_ hold out
hdi_ hold out
wmi_ hold out for
hdi_ hold out for
hdi_ hold out on
wik_ hold over
hdi_ hold over
wik_ hold over someone's head
ntc_ Hold some, fold some.
hdi_ hold someone's feet to the
fire
wik_ hold someone's feet to the
fire
wik_ hold someone's hand
hdi_ hold still for
wik_ hold sway
hdi_ hold sway over
wmi_ hold that over my head
wik_ hold that thought
hdi_ hold the bag
wik_ hold the cards
hdi_ hold the fort
wmi_ hold the fort
wik_ hold the fort
ntc_ hold the fort
hdi_ hold the line
hdi_ hold the phone
wmi_ hold the phone
wik_ hold the phone
wik_ hold the purse strings
wmi_ hold the purse strings
hdi_ hold the purse strings
wik_ hold the reins
wik_ hold the ring
hdi_ hold to
hdi_ hold true
wik_ hold true
wmi_ hold up
wik_ hold up
hdi_ hold up
wik_ hold up one's end
hdi_ hold up one's head
wik_ hold water
ntc_ hold water
wmi_ hold water

hdi_ hold water

hdi_ hold with
wik_ hold with the hare and run
with the hounds
wmi_ hold you up
hdi_ hold your
wmi_ hold your drinks
wik_ hold your fire
wmi_ hold your hand
hdi_ hold your hat
wmi_ hold your horses
wmi_ hold your mouth the right
way
pes_ HOLD YOUR NOISE
wmi_ hold your nose
wmi_ hold your own
wmi_ hold your temper
wmi_ hold your tongue
hdi_ hold/keep one's peace
pes_ HOLDING
pes_ HOLDING FOLDING
wik_ holding pattern
wmi_ holding the bag
pes_ HOLE
wik_ hole in one
hdi_ hole in one
pes_ HOLE IN ONE
pes_ HOLE IN ONE'S OWN SHOE
wmi_ hole in one (golf)
pes_ HOLE IN THE GROUND
ntc_ hole in the wall
pes_ HOLE IN THE WALL
hdi_ hole in the wall
ntc_ hole up
hdi_ hole up
wmi_ hole up
pes_ HOLED BELOW THE
WATER LINE
ntc_ holiday cheer
pes_ HOLLER
pes_ HOLLER AND SHOUT
pes_ HOLLER BOYS HOLLER
wmi_ hollow leg
wik_ Hollywood moment
pes_ HOLS
wik_ holy cow
wmi_ holy cow
hdi_ holy cow
ntc_ Holy cow!
wik_ holy crap
wik_ holy crap on a cracker
wik_ holy crickets
pes_ HOLY FRIAR
wik_ holy fuck
pes_ HOLY GHOST
ntc_ holy Joe
pes_ HOLY JOE
pes_ HOLY LAND
wik_ holy mackerel
ntc_ Holy mackerel!
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hdi_ holy

mackerel/Moses/moly/sm
oke
wik_ holy moley
ntc_ Holy moley!
wmi_ holy Moses
pes_ HOLY NAIL
wik_ Holy of Holies
hdi_ holy of holies
wmi_ holy pile
wik_ holy shit
wik_ holy smoke
pes_ HOLY SMOKE
wmi_ holy smoke
wik_ holy smokes
ntc_ holy stink
hdi_ holy terror
ntc_ holy terror
wmi_ holy Toledo
pes_ HOLY WATER
pes_ HOLYFIELD'S EAR
pes_ HOMBRE
wik_ home and dry
wik_ home and hosed
wik_ home away from home
wmi_ home free
hdi_ home free
wik_ home game
wik_ home in on
hdi_ home in on
pes_ HOME ON THE RANGE
hdi_ home run
wik_ home run
pes_ HOME RUN
wmi_ home run (baseball)
wik_ home stretch
wmi_ home stretch
wik_ home sweet home
wik_ home team
hdi_ home truth
pes_ HOMEALONG
pes_ HOMEBOY
pes_ HOMEGROWN
wik_ homeless dumping
pes_ HOMELY
pes_ HOMER
wik_ Homer nods
pes_ HOMEWORK
pes_ HOMEYS
pes_ HOMO
pes_ HONCHO
wmi_ honest‐to‐goodness
wik_ honest‐to‐goodness
hdi_ honest and aboveboard
hdi_ honest Injun
ntc_ honest injun
wik_ honest injun
hdi_ honest to God
hdi_ honest to goodness
wmi_ honestly
wmi_ honesty is the best policy
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pes_ HONEY

wmi_ honey
wik_ honey‐mouthed
pes_ HONEY BLUNTS
ntc_ honey cart
wik_ honey do list
ntc_ honey fuck
pes_ HONEY MONTH
ntc_ honey of a something
pes_ HONEY OIL
wik_ honey trap
ntc_ honey wagon
ntc_ honeymoon (period)
hdi_ honeymoon is over, the
ntc_ honeymoon stage
pes_ HONEYPOT
pes_ HONG KONG
ntc_ Hong Kong dog
pes_ HONK
pes_ HONK UP
pes_ HONKED
pes_ HONKER
pes_ HONKERS
pes_ HONKIES
pes_ HONKING
pes_ HONKING DOWN
pes_ HONKY
wmi_ honky
pes_ HONKY‐TONK
hdi_ honor bound
wik_ honorable mention
wmi_ hoo‐haw [B]
pes_ HOOCH
wmi_ hooch
ntc_ hooch head
ntc_ hooch hound
ntc_ hooched (up)
wmi_ hood
pes_ HOOD
ntc_ hood rat
pes_ HOOEY
pes_ HOOF
pes_ HOOF IT
hdi_ hoof it
ntc_ hoof it
pes_ HOOFER
pes_ HOOFING
pes_ HOOHA
pes_ HOOK
wik_ hook in
pes_ HOOK IT
hdi_ hook or crook
ntc_ hook shop
wik_ hook someone up
ntc_ hook something down
hdi_ hook up
pes_ HOOK UP
wmi_ hook up with
wik_ hook, line and sinker
wmi_ hook, line and sinker
hdi_ hook, line, and sinker

ntc_ hook, line, and sinker

pes_ HOOKED
ntc_ hooked (on someone or
something)
ntc_ hooked (on something)
wmi_ hooker
pes_ HOOKER
pes_ HOOKIE
pes_ HOOKING
pes_ HOOKS
pes_ HOOKY
pes_ HOOKY STREET
pes_ HOOLIE
pes_ HOOLIVAN
pes_ HOON
pes_ HOOP
pes_ HOOP OUT
pes_ HOOPLA
pes_ HOORAY
pes_ HOORAY HENRY
wmi_ hoosegow
pes_ HOOSEGOW
pes_ HOOT
wmi_ hoot
pes_ HOOTCHIE COOTCHIE
pes_ HOOTER
pes_ HOOTERS
pes_ HOOVER
wik_ hoover up
pes_ HOOVERIN
ntc_ hoovering
pes_ HOOVERVILLE
pes_ HOP
pes_ HOP‐O'‐MY‐THUMB
pes_ HOP A BABE
pes_ HOP INTO
pes_ HOP IT
pes_ HOP IT AND SCRAM
wik_ hop joint
pes_ HOP THE WAG
hdi_ hop to it
wik_ hop to it
ntc_ Hop to it!
hdi_ hop up
wmi_ hop up
wik_ hop up
hdi_ hop, skip, and a jump
wik_ hop, skip, and a jump
wik_ hope against hope
hdi_ hope against hope
hdi_ hope springs eternal
wmi_ hopes dashed
pes_ HOPHEAD
pes_ HOPPED‐UP
wik_ hopped up
hdi_ hopped up
ntc_ hopped up
pes_ HOPPER
pes_ HOPPING HUT
ntc_ hopping mad
wmi_ hopping mad

hdi_ hopping mad

wik_ hopping mad
pes_ HOPPING POT
pes_ HOPPY
pes_ HOPS
pes_ HOPSCOTCH
pes_ HORACE
pes_ HORIZONTAL DANCING
wik_ horizontal dancing
wik_ horizontal jogging
wik_ horizontal mambo
pes_ HORIZONTAL
REFRESHMENT
pes_ HORIZONTAL
RELAXATION
HORIZONTAL
RUMBLE
pes_
pes_ HORIZONTAL WORKER
wik_ horizontally challenged
pes_ HORIZONTALS
wmi_ hork
pes_ HORK
pes_ HORLICKS
pes_ HORMONE
pes_ HORMONE FIX
pes_ HORMONES
pes_ HORN
pes_ HORN‐CHILD
pes_ HORN‐GROWER
pes_ HORN‐MAD
pes_ HORN‐MERCHANT
pes_ HORN‐THUMB
pes_ HORN BAG
pes_ HORN COLIC
wmi_ horn in
pes_ HORN IN
hdi_ horn in on
pes_ HORN MOVIE
pes_ HORN OF PLENTY
pes_ HORNBUG
pes_ HORNDOG
pes_ HORNED‐UP
pes_ HORNER‐MAN
pes_ HORNET
pes_ HORNETS
pes_ HORNETY
pes_ HORNIFICATION
pes_ HORNIFIED
pes_ HORNIFY
pes_ HORNING
hdi_ horns of a dilemma, on the
pes_ HORNSWOGGLE
pes_ HORNY
wmi_ horny [B]
wik_ horror story
pes_ HORRORBALL
pes_ HORRORS
pes_ HORRORSHOW
pes_ HORS D'OEUVRES
pes_ HORSE
pes_ HORSE'S ASS
wik_ horse's ass

wmi_ horse's ass [B]

pes_ HORSE'S COLLAR
pes_ HORSE'S HOOF
wik_ horse's mouth
pes_ HORSE AND CARRIAGE
pes_ HORSE AND CART
pes_ HORSE AND CARTS
wik_ horse and rabbit stew
pes_ HORSE AND TRAP
pes_ HORSE AND TROUGH
hdi_ horse around
ntc_ horse around
wmi_ horse around
wik_ horse around
ntc_ horse cock
ntc_ horse doctor
wmi_ horse feathers
pes_ HORSE FEATHERS
ntc_ horse hockey
ntc_ horse laugh
pes_ HORSE MARINE
wik_ horse of a different color
wmi_ horse of a different color
hdi_ horse of a different color, a
wik_ horse opera
ntc_ horse opera
pes_ HORSE PIDDLE
wik_ horse pucky
wik_ horse sense
hdi_ horse sense
wmi_ horse sense
wmi_ horse shoes up his ass [B]
hdi_ horse trading
pes_ HORSE TRANQUILIZER
ntc_ horse’s ass
pes_ HORSEBITE
pes_ HORSED
wmi_ horseplay
wik_ horses for courses
pes_ HORSESHIT
wik_ horsetrade
wik_ horsetrading
pes_ HORSEY SET
pes_ HOSE
wmi_ hose it down/ hose it off
ntc_ hose someone down
pes_ HOSEHEAD
wmi_ hoser
pes_ HOSER
wik_ hospital pass
pes_ HOSS
pes_ HOSS‐TINGER
wmi_ hot
pes_ HOT
pes_ HOT‐DOG
pes_ HOT‐WIRE
hdi_ hot air
ntc_ hot air
wmi_ hot air
hdi_ hot and bothered
wik_ hot and bothered
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wmi_ hot and bothered
pes_ HOT AND COLD
wik_ hot and cold

wik_ hot and heavy
hdi_ hot and heavy
hdi_ hot as blazes
hdi_ hot as hell
hdi_ hot at

pes_ HOT BEEF

wik_ hot button

pes_ HOT CACK
ntc_ hot check

pes_ HOT CROSS BUN
wik_ hot desking

ntc_ Hot diggety (dog)!
hdi_ hot diggety dog
pes_ HOT DINNER
hdi_ hot dog

ntc_ Hot dog!
hdi_ hot for

wmi_ hot goods
wmi_ hot hand
ntc_ hot head
ntc_ hot item

pes_ HOT KNIVES
hdi_ hot line
wik_ hot lips

wik_ hot lunch
wik_ hot mess

hdi_ hot number
ntc_ hot number

wmi_ hot off the press
hdi_ hot off the press

wik_ hot off the presses
wik_ hot on
hdi_ hot on

wik_ hot on somebody's heels
wmi_ hot on the trail

wmi_ hot on your heels
pes_ HOT PANTS
ntc_ hot paper

pes_ HOT POOP
ntc_ hot potato
hdi_ hot potato
wik_ hot potato

pes_ HOT POTATO
wmi_ hot potato
hdi_ hot rod

pes_ HOT ROLLER
pes_ HOT SEAT
ntc_ hot seat

hdi_ hot seat, in the
wik_ hot shit

pes_ HOT SHIT
ntc_ hot shit

pes_ HOT SQUAT
hdi_ hot stuff
wmi_ hot stuff
ntc_ hot stuff
wik_ hot stuff

pes_ HOT TAMALE
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wmi_ hot tempered

wmi_ hot ticket
ntc_ hot tip
hdi_ hot to trot
wik_ hot to trot
pes_ HOT TO TROT
pes_ HOT TODDY
wmi_ hot topic
ntc_ hot under the collar
wmi_ hot under the collar
wik_ hot under the collar
hdi_ hot under the collar
wik_ hot up
wik_ hot water
hdi_ hot water
ntc_ hot wire
ntc_ Hot ziggety!
ntc_ hotbed of something
wmi_ hotdog
pes_ HOTEL
hdi_ hotfoot it
wik_ hotfoot it
wmi_ hothead
pes_ HOTPOT
pes_ HOTS
pes_ HOTSHOT
wmi_ hotshot
pes_ HOTSY‐TOTSY
pes_ HOTTIE
pes_ HOTTING
pes_ HOUDINI
wmi_ hound
pes_ HOUND
pes_ HOUNDS ON AN ISLAND
pes_ HOUNSLOW HEATH
pes_ HOUSE
wik_ house cooling party
ntc_ house moss
wik_ house nigger
wik_ house of cards
hdi_ house of cards
pes_ HOUSE OF FRASER
pes_ HOUSE OF LORDS
ntc_ house of many doors
pes_ HOUSE OF WAX
wik_ house poor
wik_ house warming
wmi_ household name
wik_ household name
pes_ HOUSEMAID'S KNEE
pes_ HOUSEWIVE'S CHOICE
pes_ HOUSEY‐HOUSEY
pes_ HOVIS
hdi_ how's that
wmi_ how's that again
hdi_ how's that again
wik_ how's the weather
wmi_ how's tricks
wik_ how's tricks
pes_ HOW'S TRICKS?
hdi_ how's tricks?

pes_ HOW'S YOUR FATHER

wik_ how‐d'ye‐do
hdi_ how about
hdi_ how about it
wmi_ how about that
hdi_ how about that?
wik_ how are you
wmi_ how are you doing
wmi_ how are you fixed for
wmi_ how are you getting along
wmi_ how are you making out
hdi_ how are you?
wik_ how come
wmi_ how come
hdi_ how come?
pes_ HOW D'YOU DO
pes_ HOW DO
wmi_ how do you do
hdi_ how do you do?
wmi_ how do you like them
apples
wmi_ how does that grab you
ntc_ How does that grab you?
hdi_ how does that grab you?
hdi_ how goes it
wik_ how goes it
wmi_ how goes it
ntc_ How goes it?
wmi_ how goes the battle
wmi_ how it plays out
wik_ how so
wmi_ how so
hdi_ how so?
hdi_ how the land lies
ntc_ how the other half lives
hdi_ how the wind blows
wmi_ how time flies
ntc_ How ya living?
wmi_ how you hold your...
ntc_ How(’re) they hanging?
pes_ HOWARD'S WAY
wmi_ howdy
wik_ howdy‐do
hdi_ however much
pes_ HOWL
ntc_ howling (drunk)
hdi_ howling success
pes_ HRN
pes_ HROUN
pes_ HUBBA
pes_ HUCKLE
wik_ huckleberry
wik_ huckleberry above a
persimmon
pes_ HUCKLEBERRY FINN
pes_ HUCKMUCK
hdi_ hue and cry
pes_ HUEY
pes_ HUFF
hdi_ huff and puff
pes_ HUFFY

ntc_ hug the porcelain

god(dess)
pes_ HUG THE PORCELAIN
WISHING WELL
ntc_ hug the throne
pes_ HUGH JAMPTON
pes_ HUGH JOOTER
pes_ HUGHIE
pes_ HUGHIES
wik_ hugs and kisses
pes_ HUGS AND KISSES
wmi_ huh
pes_ HUM
pes_ HUM‐HOLE
wik_ hum and haw
ntc_ hum job
wik_ humble pie
pes_ HUMDINGER
wmi_ humdinger
pes_ HUMMER
wmi_ humongous
pes_ HUMONGOUS
pes_ HUMP
ntc_ hump (along)
wmi_ hump day
ntc_ hump it (to somewhere)
pes_ HUMPED‐UP
pes_ HUMPTY
pes_ HUMPTY DUMPTY
wik_ Humpty Dumptyism
pes_ HUMPY
pes_ HUN
pes_ HUNCHFRONT
pes_ HUNDRED TO EIGHT
pes_ HUNDRED TO THIRTY
pes_ HUNG
ntc_ hung like a bull
pes_ HUNG UP
pes_ HUNG UP ON
wmi_ hungover
pes_ HUNGRY HORACE
wmi_ hungry thirties
pes_ HUNGRY TRACK
pes_ HUNK
wmi_ hunk
ntc_ hunk of ass
ntc_ hunk of tail
wik_ hunker down
wmi_ hunker down
pes_ HUNKIE
pes_ HUNKY‐DORY
pes_ HUNTLEY
pes_ HUNTLEY AND PALMER
pes_ HUNTLEY AND PALMERS
pes_ HURL
wmi_ hurl
wik_ hurler on the ditch
pes_ HURRICANE DECK
pes_ HURRICANE LAMP
wmi_ hurry up
hdi_ hurry up and wait

ntc_ hurry up and wait

pes_ HURRY UP VAN
ntc_ hurt for someone or
something
wmi_ hurt my feelings
wik_ hurt someone's feelings
pes_ HUSBAND AND WIFE
hdi_ hush money
ntc_ hush money
pes_ HUSH PUPPIE
ntc_ hush someone up
ntc_ hush something up
wmi_ hush up
hdi_ hush up
wmi_ hushed up
pes_ HUSTLE
wik_ hustle and bustle
pes_ HUSTLE YOUR BUSTLE
pes_ HUSTLER
pes_ HUZ
pes_ HUZBIRD
wmi_ hyah
pes_ HYDE PARK
pes_ HYDRAULICS
wik_ hydrogen ion
pes_ HYMIE
pes_ HYPE
ntc_ hype artist
ntc_ hype something up
ntc_ hyped (up)
pes_ HYPED UP
pes_ HYPER
pes_ HYPO
wik_ I'd say
wik_ I'll be
wmi_ I'll be a monkey's uncle
wik_ I'll be a monkey's uncle
hdi_ I'll be hanged
hdi_ I'll be seeing you
pes_ I'LL BE THERE
hdi_ I'll say
wik_ I'll say
pes_ I'M AFLOAT
wmi_ I'm afraid so
hdi_ I'm from Missouri
pes_ I'M SO FRISKY
pes_ I'M WILLING
pes_ I AM BACK
ntc_ I am so sure!
pes_ I AND I
hdi_ I beg your pardon
wik_ I could eat a horse
ntc_ I could(n’t) care less.
hdi_ I dare say
hdi_ I daresay
pes_ I DESIRE
wik_ I do
wik_ I don't fancy yours
ntc_ I don’t believe this!
ntc_ I don’t know.
ntc_ I don’t mean maybe!
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wik_ I haven't the foggiest

ntc_ I hear what you are saying.
ntc_ I hear you.

ntc_ I kid you not.
wik_ I never did

wik_ I rest my case
hdi_ I see

hdi_ I see what you mean

wik_ I see, said the blind man
pes_ I SHOULD COCOA

wmi_ I smell where you're

stepping

ntc_ I smell you.
pes_ I SUPPOSE

hdi_ I suppose so
wik_ I take it

hdi_ I told you so
wik_ I wish

wik_ I would

ntc_ I(’ve) gotta fly.
ntc_ I’ll bite.

ntc_ I’m history.

ntc_ I’m listening.

ntc_ I’m not kidding.
ntc_ I’m out of here.
ntc_ I’m outa here.
ntc_ I’m outie.

ntc_ I’m shaking (in fear).
ntc_ I’m there!

ntc_ I’ve been there.
ntc_ I’ve got to fly.

ntc_ I’ve got to split.
pes_ IAN RUSH
pes_ ICE

wik_ ice‐calm

pes_ ICE‐CREAM

pes_ ICE‐CREAM FREEZER
pes_ ICE‐CREAM HABIT
pes_ ICE‐CREAMER
pes_ ICE COLD
wik_ ice cool

pes_ ICE CREAM

pes_ ICE CREAMER
wik_ ice cube

pes_ ICE MAIDEN
pes_ ICE MAN

ntc_ ice palace
ntc_ ice queen
pes_ ICEBERG

ntc_ iceberg slim
pes_ ICEBOX
pes_ ICED

hdi_ icing on the cake
ntc_ icing on the cake
wmi_ icing on the cake
pes_ ICKY

pes_ IDDY

pes_ IDEA‐POT
ntc_ idea box

pes_ IDEAL HOME
pes_ IDEY
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pes_ IDIOT'S LANTERN

pes_ IDIOT BOARD
hdi_ idiot box
wik_ idiot box
ntc_ idiot box
pes_ IDIOT BOX
ntc_ idiot card
pes_ IDIOT DANCING
ntc_ idiot juice
wik_ idiot light
ntc_ idiot light
wmi_ idiot lights
wik_ idiot mittens
ntc_ idiot oil
ntc_ idiot pills
pes_ IDIOT PILLS
wmi_ if a mussel doesn't open
don't eat it
hdi_ if anything
hdi_ if at first you don't succeed,
try, try again
ntc_ if I’ve told you once, I’ve
told you a thousand times
wik_ if it's all the same
hdi_ if it ain't broke don't fix it
wmi_ if looks could kill
wik_ if looks could kill
wmi_ if my memory serves me
correctly
wik_ if need be
wik_ if needs be
ntc_ if one knows what’s good
for one
if
ntc_ one’s a day
wik_ if only
wmi_ if only
hdi_ if only
wik_ if pigs had wings
ntc_ if push comes to shove
pes_ IF SO BE
wmi_ if that doesn't beat all
ntc_ If that don’t fuck all!
hdi_ if the cap fits, wear it
hdi_ if the mountain won't come
to Muhammad, Muhammad
must go to the mountain
if
wik_ the shoe fits
hdi_ if the shoe fits, wear it
wmi_ if the shoe fits, wear it
hdi_ if wishes were horses
hdi_ if worse comes to worst
hdi_ if worst comes to worst
wmi_ if you're born to hang, you
won't drown
wmi_ if you're not with us you're
against us
wmi_ if you can't cut it, you can't
stay
hdi_ if you can't lick 'em, join
'em

wmi_ if you can't stand the heat,

get out of the kitchen
hdi_ if you can't stand the heat,
get out of the kitchen
ntc_ If you can’t stand the heat,
keep out of the kitchen.
if
hdi_ you don't like it you can
lump it
ntc_ if you’ll pardon the
expression
if/when
it comes right
hdi_
down to
pes_ IFFY
wik_ ifs, ands, or buts
pes_ IGG
hdi_ ignorance is bliss
wmi_ ignorance is bliss
pes_ IKEY
pes_ IKEY MO
pes_ ILIE NASTASE
pes_ ILL
hdi_ ill‐gotten gains
hdi_ ill at ease
wik_ ill health
hdi_ ill wind that blows no one
any good, it's an
pes_ ILLIES
pes_ ILLIN'
pes_ IMBO
pes_ IMMABBE
pes_ IMPENDING SOCIAL
DISASTER
pes_ IMPORT
hdi_ impose on
pes_ IMPOT
hdi_ improve on
pes_ IMSHI
pes_ IN
wmi_ in's and out's
pes_ IN‐AND‐OUT MAN
wmi_ in‐crowd
pes_ IN‐OUT
hdi_ in a bad light
hdi_ in a bad mood
hdi_ in a bad way
ntc_ in a bad way
wmi_ in a bad way
wik_ in a bake
ntc_ in a big way
hdi_ in a big way
wmi_ in a big way
wik_ in a bind
hdi_ in a bind
wmi_ in a bit
ntc_ in a blue funk
wmi_ in a blue moon
hdi_ in a box/hole/jam
hdi_ in a breeze
wik_ in a canter
wik_ in a cleft stick
hdi_ in a cold sweat

wmi_ in a cold sweat

ntc_ in a cold sweat
wmi_ in a coon's age
pes_ IN A DEUCE
hdi_ in a dither
ntc_ in a dither
ntc_ in a familiar way
wmi_ in a family way
ntc_ in a family way
wmi_ in a fix
hdi_ in a fix
wmi_ in a flap
ntc_ in a flash
wmi_ in a flash
hdi_ in a flash
wik_ in a flash
wmi_ in a flutter
hdi_ in a flutter
hdi_ in a flutter/tizzy
hdi_ in a fog
wmi_ in a funk
hdi_ in a good light
hdi_ in a haze
ntc_ in a heap
wik_ in a heartbeat
hdi_ in a hole
hdi_ in a huff
wmi_ in a jam
ntc_ in a jam
hdi_ in a jam
ntc_ in a jiff(y)
wmi_ in a jiffy
hdi_ in a jiffy/second/trice
hdi_ in a lather
wik_ in a league of one's own
wmi_ in a long time
hdi_ in a manner of speaking
wik_ in a nutshell
hdi_ in a nutshell
wmi_ in a pickle
hdi_ in a pickle/spot
pes_ IN A PIG'S ARSE
wik_ in a pig's arse
wmi_ in a pig's ass [B]
hdi_ in a pig's eye
wik_ in a pig's eye
pes_ IN A PIG'S EYE
wik_ in a pinch
hdi_ in a pinch
wmi_ in a pinch
hdi_ in a rut
wmi_ in a rut
wmi_ in a sec
hdi_ in a sense
wmi_ in a slump
wmi_ in a snit
hdi_ in a snit
ntc_ in a snit
wmi_ in a split second
hdi_ in a state
wik_ in a state

wmi_ in a stew

hdi_ in a stew
hdi_ in a tight corner
hdi_ in a tight spot
wmi_ in a tight spot
wmi_ in a tizzy
ntc_ in a tizzy
hdi_ in a tizzy
ntc_ in a twit
ntc_ in a twitter
wik_ in a walk
hdi_ in a walk
hdi_ in a way
hdi_ in a while
hdi_ in a word
hdi_ in a world of one's own
wik_ in Abraham's bosom
hdi_ in absentia
ntc_ in action
hdi_ in addition
wik_ in addition
hdi_ in advance
wmi_ in agreement
wik_ in aid to this fact
hdi_ in all
hdi_ in all good conscience
wik_ in all honesty
hdi_ in all likelihood
wik_ in all my born days
hdi_ in all one's born days
wik_ in all one's glory
hdi_ in all probability
hdi_ in and of itself
pes_ IN AND OUT
wik_ in and out
hdi_ in any case
hdi_ in any event
wmi_ in any way, shape or form
wik_ in any way, shape, or form
hdi_ in arms
hdi_ in arrears
hdi_ in at the death
wik_ in at the deep end
hdi_ in at the finish/kill
hdi_ in awe of, be
hdi_ in back of
hdi_ in bad
wmi_ in bad faith
hdi_ in bad faith
ntc_ in bad shape
wmi_ in bad shape
hdi_ in bad taste
hdi_ in bad with, be
wik_ in bed
pes_ IN BED WITH
wik_ in bed with
hdi_ in behalf of
pes_ IN BETWEEN
hdi_ in between
hdi_ in between times
pes_ IN BITS
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wmi_ in black and white
wik_ in black and white
hdi_ in black and white
pes_ IN BOTHER
hdi_ in brief
wmi_ in brief

wmi_ in broad daylight
wik_ in broad daylight
hdi_ in bulk

wik_ in business
ntc_ in business
hdi_ in cahoots
wmi_ in cahoots

hdi_ in cahoots with
hdi_ in care of

pes_ IN CAREY STREET
wik_ in case
hdi_ in case

hdi_ in case of

hdi_ in cement

hdi_ in character
wik_ in character
hdi_ in charge
wmi_ in charge
hdi_ in check

wik_ in chorus
hdi_ in chorus
hdi_ in circles

hdi_ in circulation
wik_ in clover
wmi_ in clover
hdi_ in clover

wmi_ in cold blood
wik_ in cold blood
ntc_ in cold blood
hdi_ in cold blood

hdi_ in cold storage
ntc_ in cold storage
pes_ IN COLLAR

hdi_ in commission
hdi_ in common
hdi_ in concert

hdi_ in condition

hdi_ in confidence

hdi_ in conscience

hdi_ in consequence

hdi_ in consideration of
wik_ in contention
wik_ in control
wmi_ in control

pes_ IN COOSE

pes_ IN COSTUME
hdi_ in creation

hdi_ in dead earnest
hdi_ in deep
ntc_ in deep

ntc_ in deep doo‐doo

wmi_ in deep doo‐doo [B]
pes_ IN DEEP SHIT

wmi_ in deep shit [B]

wmi_ in deep trouble
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hdi_ in default of

hdi_ in defiance of
hdi_ in demand
hdi_ in depth
wik_ in detail
hdi_ in detail
wmi_ in dire straits
hdi_ in dispute
pes_ IN DOCK
hdi_ in drag
ntc_ in drag
wmi_ in dribs and drabs
ntc_ in dribs and drabs
hdi_ in due course
hdi_ in due course of time
hdi_ in due time
pes_ IN DUTCH
ntc_ in Dutch
wik_ in Dutch
hdi_ in Dutch
hdi_ in earnest
hdi_ in effect
pes_ IN EFFECT
hdi_ in effigy
wik_ in effigy
hdi_ in escrow
hdi_ in essence
wik_ in evidence
hdi_ in evidence
hdi_ in excess of
hdi_ in exchange
hdi_ in exchange for
wmi_ in fact
hdi_ in fact
wik_ in fact
hdi_ in fashion
hdi_ in favor of
hdi_ in favor with
wik_ in fee
ntc_ in fine feather
hdi_ in fine feather
hdi_ in fits and starts
wik_ in focus
hdi_ in for
hdi_ in for a penny, in for a
pound
in
wik_ for it
wik_ in for the kill
hdi_ in force
wik_ in from the cold
hdi_ in front of
pes_ IN FRONT OF
wik_ in front of one's nose
hdi_ in full
hdi_ in full cry
wmi_ in full flight
wik_ in full gear
hdi_ in full swing
wik_ in full swing
hdi_ in fun
hdi_ in general

wmi_ in glowing terms

hdi_ in good condition
hdi_ in good condition/shape
hdi_ in good faith
wmi_ in good faith
hdi_ in good hands
wmi_ in good hands
hdi_ in good part
hdi_ in good spirits
hdi_ in good stead
hdi_ in good time
hdi_ in good with, be
hdi_ in good/high feather
hdi_ in half
hdi_ in hand
wmi_ in hand
hdi_ in harness
hdi_ in heat
wmi_ in heaven's name
wik_ in heaven's name
wmi_ in her good graces
hdi_ in high dudgeon
wik_ in high dudgeon
hdi_ in high spirits
wmi_ in his blood
wmi_ in his good books
pes_ IN HOCK
wmi_ in hock
hdi_ in honor of
hdi_ in hopes of
hdi_ in hopes that
wmi_ in hot water
hdi_ in Indian file
wik_ in its infancy
hdi_ in itself
wik_ in jest
hdi_ in keeping with
wmi_ in keeping with
hdi_ in key
wik_ in kind
hdi_ in kind
hdi_ in large measure
hdi_ in large/small part
wik_ in layman's terms
wik_ in laymen's terms
wmi_ in leaf
hdi_ in league with
hdi_ in left field
hdi_ in less than no time
hdi_ in lieu of
wik_ in light of
hdi_ in light of
pes_ IN LIKE FLYNN
hdi_ in limbo
hdi_ in line
wik_ in line
hdi_ in line with
wik_ in living memory
hdi_ in love
wmi_ in love
hdi_ in luck

pes_ IN LUMBER

hdi_ in memory of
hdi_ in mind
wmi_ in mind
wmi_ in mint condition
wmi_ in my care
wmi_ in my good books
hdi_ in name only
hdi_ in no case
hdi_ in no time
wik_ in no time
wmi_ in no time
hdi_ in no time at all
wmi_ in no uncertain terms
hdi_ in no uncertain terms
wik_ in no uncertain terms
wik_ in no way, shape, or form
ntc_ in nothing flat
hdi_ in nothing flat
hdi_ in on, be
hdi_ in one's
wik_ in one's armour
hdi_ in one's behalf
hdi_ in one's best interest
hdi_ in one's blood
hdi_ in one's book
wik_ in one's book
hdi_ in one's cups
wik_ in one's cups
wik_ in one's dreams
wik_ in one's element
hdi_ in one's element
hdi_ in one's eyes
wik_ in one's face
hdi_ in one's favor
hdi_ in one's glory
hdi_ in one's hands
hdi_ in one's heart of hearts
hdi_ in one's interest
hdi_ in one's midst
hdi_ in one's mind's eye
hdi_ in one's name
hdi_ in one's own backyard
hdi_ in one's own interest
hdi_ in one's own little world
hdi_ in one's own right
hdi_ in one's own way
hdi_ in one's own world
hdi_ in one's pocket
wik_ in one's pocket
hdi_ in one's prime
hdi_ in one's right mind
wik_ in one's right mind
hdi_ in one's shell
hdi_ in one's sight/sights
hdi_ in one's tracks
hdi_ in one's way
hdi_ in one blow
hdi_ in one breath
hdi_ in one ear and out the
other

wmi_ in one ear and out the

other
hdi_ in one fell swoop
wmi_ in one fell swoop
wik_ in one hell of a hurry
hdi_ in one piece
hdi_ in one stroke
ntc_ in one’s blood
ntc_ in one’s something mode
ntc_ in orbit
hdi_ in orbit
wik_ in order
hdi_ in order
wmi_ in order
hdi_ in order that
hdi_ in order to
wik_ in other words
hdi_ in other words
hdi_ in over one's head
wmi_ in over your head
hdi_ in part
hdi_ in particular
hdi_ in passing
hdi_ in perpetuity
hdi_ in person
wmi_ in person
hdi_ in phase
wmi_ in place
hdi_ in place
hdi_ in place of
hdi_ in plain English
wik_ in plain view
wmi_ in plain view
hdi_ in play
ntc_ in play
hdi_ in pocket
hdi_ in point
hdi_ in point of fact
wmi_ in point of fact
hdi_ in practice
hdi_ in principle
hdi_ in print
hdi_ in private
wik_ in process of time
hdi_ in progress
hdi_ in proportion
hdi_ in public
pes_ IN QUEER STREET
hdi_ in quest of
hdi_ in question
ntc_ in rare form
hdi_ in reach
hdi_ in reality
hdi_ in reason
hdi_ in reference to
hdi_ in regard to
hdi_ in relation to
hdi_ in reserve
hdi_ in residence
hdi_ in respect to
hdi_ in retrospect
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hdi_ in return

hdi_ in return for

hdi_ in round figures

hdi_ in round numbers
pes_ IN SCHTUK

hdi_ in search of
hdi_ in season
hdi_ in secret

hdi_ in seventh heaven
wmi_ in seventh heaven
wik_ in shape
hdi_ in shape

pes_ IN SHIT STREET
hdi_ in short

hdi_ in short order

hdi_ in short supply
pes_ IN SHTOOK
pes_ IN SHTUK

wmi_ in sick bay
hdi_ in sight

hdi_ in single file

hdi_ in so many words
hdi_ in some measure
hdi_ in some sense
hdi_ in someone's

hdi_ in someone's bad books

hdi_ in someone's bad graces
hdi_ in someone's face

hdi_ in someone's good books

hdi_ in someone's good graces
hdi_ in someone's hair

hdi_ in someone's place/stead
wik_ in someone's shoes
hdi_ in someone's shoes
hdi_ in someone's stead

wik_ in someone's wheelhouse
hdi_ in someone else's shoes
ntc_ in someone’s face
wik_ in spades
ntc_ in spades
hdi_ in spades
hdi_ in specie

wik_ in spite of
hdi_ in spite of

hdi_ in spite of hell or high

water
in
hdi_ state
hdi_ in step
wmi_ in step
hdi_ in step with
wmi_ in stir
hdi_ in stitches
wik_ in stitches
wmi_ in stitches
hdi_ in stock
pes_ IN STOOK
hdi_ in store
wmi_ in store for
hdi_ in strict confidence
wik_ in stride
hdi_ in stride
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wmi_ in stride

hdi_ in style
hdi_ in substance
pes_ IN SWELL STREET
hdi_ in sync
ntc_ in tall cotton
hdi_ in terms of
hdi_ in that
hdi_ in that case
wmi_ in that vein
ntc_ in the (home) stretch
wik_ in the act
hdi_ in the act
hdi_ in the aggregate
hdi_ in the air
pes_ IN THE ALLEY
hdi_ in the altogether
wik_ in the altogether
hdi_ in the back
wmi_ in the back of my mind
hdi_ in the bag
wmi_ in the bag
ntc_ in the bag
pes_ IN THE BAG
wik_ in the bag
hdi_ in the balance
wmi_ in the ball park
hdi_ in the ballpark
hdi_ in the bargain
wik_ in the biblical sense
wik_ in the black
wmi_ in the black
ntc_ in the black
hdi_ in the black
wik_ in the blink of an eye
hdi_ in the blood
wmi_ in the boonies
hdi_ in the bud
wik_ in the buff
hdi_ in the buff
ntc_ in the buff
wmi_ in the buff
hdi_ in the can
hdi_ in the cards
wik_ in the cards
hdi_ in the care of
hdi_ in the case of
ntc_ in the catbird seat
pes_ IN THE CHAIR
hdi_ in the chips
ntc_ in the chips
hdi_ in the circumstances
wik_ in the clear
hdi_ in the clear
wmi_ in the clink
pes_ IN THE CLOSET
hdi_ in the clouds
pes_ IN THE CLUB
hdi_ in the cold light of day
hdi_ in the course of
wik_ in the crosshairs

wik_ in the dark

wmi_ in the dark
hdi_ in the dark
wik_ in the dock
hdi_ in the dock
wmi_ in the doghouse
pes_ IN THE DOGHOUSE
wik_ in the doghouse
hdi_ in the doghouse
hdi_ in the doldrums
wmi_ in the drink
wmi_ in the driver's seat
hdi_ in the driver's seat
wik_ in the driver's seat
ntc_ in the driver’s seat
hdi_ in the dumps
hdi_ in the dust, leave someone
hdi_ in the end
hdi_ in the event of
hdi_ in the event that
hdi_ in the eye
hdi_ in the eye of
hdi_ in the face
wik_ in the face of
hdi_ in the face of
ntc_ in the family way
hdi_ in the family way
wik_ in the fast lane
wmi_ in the fast lane
hdi_ in the final analysis
hdi_ in the first place
wik_ in the first place
hdi_ in the first/full flush of
hdi_ in the flesh
wmi_ in the flesh
hdi_ in the flush of
pes_ IN THE FLYNN
pes_ IN THE FRAME
hdi_ in the fullness of time
wik_ in the game
hdi_ in the good graces of
ntc_ in the grip of the grape
hdi_ in the groove
pes_ IN THE GROOVE
ntc_ in the groove
ntc_ in the gun
wmi_ in the gutter
hdi_ in the gutter
hdi_ in the hands of
hdi_ in the hands of one
hdi_ in the heat of
wik_ in the here and now
hdi_ in the hole
ntc_ in the hole
wmi_ in the hole
wmi_ in the hoosegow
hdi_ in the hope
wik_ in the hopper
ntc_ in the hopper
wik_ in the hospital
wik_ in the hot seat

hdi_ in the hot seat

ntc_ in the hot seat
hdi_ in the interest of
hdi_ in the interest of one
hdi_ in the interim
wmi_ in the jug
wmi_ in the know
ntc_ in the know
hdi_ in the know
hdi_ in the lap of luxury
wmi_ in the lap of luxury
hdi_ in the last analysis
wik_ in the lead
hdi_ in the least
wik_ in the least
wmi_ in the least
hdi_ in the light of
wik_ in the limelight
hdi_ in the limelight
wmi_ in the long haul
wik_ in the long run
wmi_ in the long run
hdi_ in the long run
wik_ in the long term
wmi_ in the loop
wik_ in the loop
hdi_ in the loop
hdi_ in the lurch
wmi_ in the lurch
hdi_ in the main
wik_ in the making
wmi_ in the making
hdi_ in the making
hdi_ in the market for
wmi_ in the meantime
hdi_ in the middle of
hdi_ in the midst
hdi_ in the midst of
hdi_ in the money
wmi_ in the money
wik_ in the money
wmi_ in the Monford lane
hdi_ in the mood
pes_ IN THE MOOD
wmi_ in the mood
hdi_ in the mouth
hdi_ in the name of
hdi_ in the near future
hdi_ in the neck
hdi_ in the neighborhood of
wmi_ in the nick of time
hdi_ in the nick of time
wik_ in the nick of time
pes_ IN THE NUDDIE
wmi_ in the nude
pes_ IN THE NUDE
ntc_ in the O‐zone
wmi_ in the offing
hdi_ in the offing
wik_ in the offing
ntc_ in the ozone

wmi_ in the picture

hdi_ in the picture, be
wik_ in the pink
wmi_ in the pink
ntc_ in the pink
hdi_ in the pink
wmi_ in the pipe five by five
ntc_ in the pipeline
hdi_ in the pipeline
wmi_ in the poorhouse
wik_ in the post
hdi_ in the public eye
ntc_ in the Q‐zone
pes_ IN THE RATTLE
pes_ IN THE RAW
wik_ in the raw
hdi_ in the raw
wmi_ in the red
hdi_ in the red
wik_ in the red
hdi_ in the region of
wik_ in the reign of Queen Dick
wik_ in the right place at the
right time
in
hdi_ the right, be
wmi_ in the road
hdi_ in the rough
hdi_ in the round
hdi_ in the running
wmi_ in the running
wik_ in the running
hdi_ in the saddle
wik_ in the same boat
hdi_ in the same boat
hdi_ in the same breath
hdi_ in the same league
hdi_ in the same mold
hdi_ in the second place
pes_ IN THE SHIT
wik_ in the short run
hdi_ in the short run
wmi_ in the slammer
hdi_ in the slightest
hdi_ in the soup
wik_ in the soup
pes_ IN THE SOUP
ntc_ in the soup
hdi_ in the spotlight
wik_ in the sticks
hdi_ in the street
ntc_ in the suds
hdi_ in the swim
wik_ in the swim
wmi_ in the tank
hdi_ in the teeth of
wik_ in the thick of
wik_ in the thick of it
wmi_ in the throes
hdi_ in the throes
wik_ in the toilet
pes_ IN THE TRAP
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wik_ in the trouser department
ntc_ in the tube

hdi_ in the twinkling of an eye
wik_ in the twinkling of an eye
hdi_ in the unlikely event
hdi_ in the wake of
wik_ in the wake of
hdi_ in the way
wik_ in the way

wik_ in the way of
wik_ in the wind
hdi_ in the wind

hdi_ in the wings

wik_ in the wink of an eye
wmi_ in the wink of an eye
hdi_ in the works
wik_ in the works
wmi_ in the works
hdi_ in the world
wik_ in the world

hdi_ in the worst way
wmi_ in the worst way
hdi_ in the wrong

wik_ in the wrong place at the

wrong time
ntc_ in there
hdi_ in there pitching
wmi_ in these parts
ntc_ in thing to do
hdi_ in thing, the
wik_ in this day and age
hdi_ in this day and age
wik_ in thunderation
wmi_ in time
hdi_ in time
hdi_ in token of
wik_ in too deep
wik_ in touch
wmi_ in touch
hdi_ in touch, be
wmi_ in tough
hdi_ in tow
wmi_ in trouble
hdi_ in trouble with
hdi_ in trust
wmi_ in tune
hdi_ in tune
wmi_ in tune (music)
hdi_ in tune with
hdi_ in turn
hdi_ in turns
wik_ in two shakes
hdi_ in two shakes
wmi_ in two shakes (of a lamb's
tail)
in
hdi_ two shakes of a lamb's
tail
hdi_ in unison
hdi_ in up to
hdi_ in up to one's
eyes/eyeballs/neck
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wik_ in vain

hdi_ in vain
hdi_ in view
wik_ in view of
hdi_ in view of
wik_ in virtue of
hdi_ in wait
hdi_ in waiting
wik_ in with a chance
hdi_ in with, be
wmi_ in writing
wmi_ in your bad books
wmi_ in your corner
wik_ in your dreams
pes_ IN YOUR EYE
wmi_ in your face
hdi_ in your face
wik_ in your face
wmi_ in your hair
wmi_ in your mind's eye
wmi_ in your prime
hdi_ inasmuch as
wik_ inch‐perfect
hdi_ inch along
hdi_ inch by inch
hdi_ inclined to
hdi_ incumbent on
hdi_ incumbent upon
pes_ INDEX
pes_ INDIA
pes_ INDIAN CHARM
hdi_ Indian file
hdi_ Indian giver
pes_ INDIAN HEMP
hdi_ Indian summer
pes_ INDICA
pes_ INDIE
pes_ INDIE‐KID
pes_ INDIJAGGERS
pes_ INDO
pes_ INDUCE ANTIPERISTALSIS
pes_ INEXPRESSIBLES
wmi_ information leak
wmi_ inhale
pes_ INK
wik_ ink slinger
ntc_ ink slinger
pes_ INKED
pes_ INKSPOT
pes_ INKWELL
pes_ INKY
pes_ INKY BLUE
pes_ INKY SMUDGE
wik_ inner circle
wik_ inner strength
hdi_ inquire after
wik_ ins and outs
ntc_ ins and outs
hdi_ ins and outs
pes_ INSECTS AND ANTS
pes_ INSIDE

wik_ inside baseball

ntc_ inside dope
wmi_ inside information
wik_ inside job
ntc_ inside job
pes_ INSIDE JOB
wmi_ inside joke
wik_ inside joke
pes_ INSIDE LEFT
hdi_ inside of
wmi_ inside out
hdi_ inside out
ntc_ inside out
pes_ INSIDE RIGHT
wmi_ inside story
wik_ inside track
wmi_ inside track
hdi_ inside track, the
hdi_ insofar as
hdi_ insomuch as
pes_ INSPECTOR OF MANHOLES
wik_ installed base
pes_ INSTANT CUSTARD
pes_ INSTANT KARMA
pes_ INSTANT ZEN
hdi_ instead of
pes_ INTELLIGENCE
DEPARTMENT
INTENSE
pes_
pes_ INTERCOURSE
pes_ INTERCOURSED
pes_ INTERFACING
pes_ INTERIOR DECORATING
wmi_ Internet
wik_ Internets
pes_ INTO
hdi_ into account
hdi_ into circulation
wik_ into detail
hdi_ into effect
wmi_ into fitness/dancing etc.
wmi_ into hock
hdi_ into line
hdi_ into one's head
hdi_ into one's shell
hdi_ into question
hdi_ into the bargain
hdi_ into the blue
hdi_ into the drink
wmi_ into the sauce
wmi_ into the tank
wmi_ into thin air
wik_ into thin air
hdi_ into thin air
hdi_ invent the wheel
pes_ INVERSE GUT
wmi_ invite you over
pes_ INVOLUNTARY PERSONAL
PROTEIN SPILL
IRENE
HANDL
pes_
IRISH
pes_

pes_ IRISH APPLE

pes_ IRISH APRICOT
pes_ IRISH CONFETTI
pes_ IRISH JIG
pes_ IRISH PLUM
pes_ IRISH ROSE
pes_ IRISH SCREWDRIVER
pes_ IRISH STEW
pes_ IRISH WAY
pes_ IRON
wik_ iron curtain
pes_ IRON DUKE
wik_ iron eagle
pes_ IRON GIRDER
hdi_ iron hand
pes_ IRON HOOF
pes_ IRON HOOP
pes_ IRON HORSE
pes_ IRON MAGNET
wik_ iron maiden
pes_ IRON MIKE
wmi_ iron out
hdi_ iron out
wik_ iron out
pes_ IRON TANK
pes_ IRONS
wik_ irons in the fire
wmi_ irons in the fire
hdi_ irons in the fire, too many
pes_ IRVING
hdi_ is my face red!
hdi_ is that a fact?
wmi_ is that so
hdi_ is that so?
wmi_ is you is, or is you ain't my
baby
pes_ ISAACS
pes_ ISABELLA
pes_ ISADORA
pes_ ISLE OF MAN
pes_ ISLE OF WIGHT
pes_ ISSUM
wmi_ it's a case of
wmi_ it's a crock
wmi_ it's a dilly
wmi_ it's a Duesey
wmi_ it's a go
wmi_ it's a jungle out there
wmi_ it's a matter of life and
death
hdi_ it's a small world
wmi_ it's a snap
wmi_ it's a toss‐up
wmi_ it's a whole nother world
out there
it's
a whole other world out
wmi_
there
hdi_ it's a zoo
wmi_ it's a zoo in there
hdi_ it's about time
wik_ it's about time

hdi_ it's all downhill

wik_ it's all good
wik_ it's all Greek to me
hdi_ it's all Greek to me
wmi_ it's all over but the crying
wmi_ it's all over but the
shouting
hdi_ it's all over with
hdi_ it's all uphill from here
hdi_ it's an ill wind
wmi_ it's as plain as the nose on
your face
wmi_ it's been a slice (of life)
wmi_ it's beyond me
wmi_ it's cold / it's hot
hdi_ it's curtains
hdi_ it's high time
wmi_ it's in the bag
hdi_ it's no use
hdi_ it's no use to man or beast
wmi_ it's not a question of
wmi_ it's not a state secret
hdi_ it's not
his/her/my/our/their
funeral
wmi_ it's not what you know, it's
who you know
wmi_ it's now or never
wik_ it's one's funeral
wmi_ it's over/ it's over with
wmi_ it's raining/snowing
wmi_ it's the duck's guts
hdi_ it's to die
hdi_ it's to laugh
wmi_ it's up to you
hdi_ it's your funeral
wmi_ it's your move
wmi_ it's your turn
wmi_ it ain't over till it's over
wmi_ it ain't over till the fat lady
sings
wmi_ it appears to me
wik_ it can't be helped
ntc_ It cuts both ways.
ntc_ It cuts two ways.
wik_ it does exactly what it says
on the tin
wmi_ it don't make no nevermind
ntc_ It don’t make (me) no
nevermind.
wmi_ it figures
hdi_ it figures
wik_ it figures
wik_ it goes to show
wmi_ it goes with the territory
wmi_ it goes without saying
wmi_ it has your name on it
wmi_ it is better to have loved
and lost than never to have
loved at all
it
hdi_ is to die for
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hdi_ it is to laugh

wik_ it is what it is
hdi_ it looks like

wmi_ it makes no difference
wmi_ it never fails

hdi_ it never rains but it pours
wmi_ it never rains but it pours
wmi_ it occurs to me

wmi_ it phased me out
wmi_ it seems to me

hdi_ it stands to reason
wmi_ it strikes me

hdi_ it takes a thief to catch a

thief

hdi_ it takes all sorts

hdi_ it takes getting used to

hdi_ it takes one to know one
wmi_ it takes one to know one
wik_ it takes two to tango
hdi_ it takes two to tango
wmi_ it takes two to tango
wmi_ it was a lark

wmi_ it was Greek to me
ntc_ It will be your ass!
wmi_ it works

ntc_ It’s been a slice!

ntc_ It’s your funeral!

pes_ ITCH AND SCRATCH
hdi_ itch for, have an
hdi_ itch to

hdi_ itching palm
pes_ ITCHY

wmi_ itchy feet
wik_ itchy feet

hdi_ itchy palm

pes_ ITCHY PIGS

wik_ itchy trigger finger
pes_ ITEM

hdi_ its days are numbered
wmi_ itsy‐bitsy / itty‐bitty
wik_ itsy bitsy
wik_ itty bitty
pes_ IVAN

pes_ IVORIES

pes_ IVORY PEARL

pes_ IVORY SNATCHER
pes_ IVORY THIEF
hdi_ ivory tower
ntc_ ivory tower
wik_ ivory tower
pes_ IVY

pes_ IXNAY

pes_ IXNAY OFAY
pes_ J

pes_ J ARTHUR

pes_ J ARTHUR RANK

pes_ J CARROLL NAISH
ntc_ J. Edgar (Hoover)
pes_ J.T.

ntc_ jab pop
pes_ JACK
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pes_ JACK‐A‐DANDY

pes_ JACK‐IN‐THE‐BOX
pes_ JACK‐THE‐LAD
pes_ JACK AND DANNY
pes_ JACK AND JILL
pes_ JACK AND JOAN
pes_ JACK AND VERA
wik_ jack around
ntc_ jack around
pes_ JACK BENNY
pes_ JACK DEE
pes_ JACK DOYLE
pes_ JACK FLASH
pes_ JACK FROST
pes_ JACK HORNER
pes_ JACK IN
wik_ jack in
pes_ JACK IN A BOX
pes_ JACK JONES
pes_ JACK KETCH
pes_ JACK MALONE
wmi_ jack me around
wik_ jack o'lantern
wik_ jack of all trades
wmi_ jack of all trades
wik_ jack of all trades, master of
none
pes_ JACK OF DIBS
pes_ JACK OF LEGS
pes_ JACK OF NO TRADES
pes_ JACK OF SPADES
pes_ JACK OF TALL TALES
wik_ jack off
hdi_ jack off
pes_ JACK OFF
ntc_ jack off
pes_ JACK RANDALL
pes_ JACK SHIT
ntc_ jack someone around
ntc_ jack someone up
ntc_ jack something up
pes_ JACK SPRAT
pes_ JACK STRAW
pes_ JACK SURPASS
wik_ Jack Tar
pes_ JACK TAR
pes_ JACK THE LAD
pes_ JACK THE RIPPER
pes_ JACK UP
hdi_ jack up
pes_ JACKANORY
pes_ JACKDAW
pes_ JACKDAW AND ROOK
pes_ JACKED‐UP
ntc_ jacked (out)
pes_ JACKED OFF
ntc_ jacked up
pes_ JACKET
pes_ JACKET AND VEST
pes_ JACKIE
pes_ JACKIE DASH

pes_ JACKIE TRENT

pes_ JACKING
pes_ JACKS ALIVE
pes_ JACKSIE
pes_ JACKSON POLLOCKS
pes_ JACOBS CRACKERS
pes_ JACQUES COUSTEAU
pes_ JAFFA
pes_ JAG
ntc_ jag off
pes_ JAGGED
pes_ JAGGER'S LIPS
pes_ JAIL BIRD
pes_ JAILBAIT
pes_ JAKE
pes_ JAKES
pes_ JALOPY
wmi_ jam
pes_ JAM
pes_ JAM DUFF
pes_ JAM JAR
pes_ JAM PIE
pes_ JAM RAG
pes_ JAM RAID
pes_ JAM ROLL
wik_ jam sandwich
pes_ JAM SANDWICH
wmi_ jam session
wmi_ jam tart
pes_ JAM TART
wik_ jam tomorrow
wmi_ jam/jam out
pes_ JAMAICA RUM
pes_ JAMBOREE BAGS
pes_ JAMES
pes_ JAMES GANG
pes_ JAMES HUNT
pes_ JAMES RIDDLE
pes_ JAMMED
ntc_ jammed up
pes_ JAMMIES
pes_ JAMMY
pes_ JAMMY DODGER
pes_ JAMPON
pes_ JAMPOT
pes_ JANE
pes_ JANE DOE
ntc_ Jane Doe
wik_ Jane Doe
hdi_ Jane Doe
pes_ JANE Q
ntc_ Jane Q. Public
pes_ JANE RUSSELL
pes_ JANE SHORE
pes_ JANET STREET PORTER
pes_ JANG
pes_ JANGLE
pes_ JANGLED
pes_ JANKERS
pes_ JANNY
pes_ JANOO

pes_ JAP

pes_ JAP'S EYE
pes_ JAR
pes_ JAR OF JAM
pes_ JARMIES
pes_ JARRED
pes_ JARRED UP
pes_ JARVEY
pes_ JASPER
pes_ JASPER CARROT
pes_ JAVA
pes_ JAW
wik_ jaw away
pes_ JAWDROPPER
pes_ JAWING
pes_ JAY
pes_ JAY PURPLE
pes_ JAZZ
pes_ JAZZ BAND
pes_ JAZZ HOUSE
ntc_ jazz someone or something
up
hdi_ jazz up
wmi_ jazz up
pes_ JAZZ UP
ntc_ jazzed (up)
pes_ JAZZY
wmi_ je ne sais quoi
pes_ JEAMES
pes_ JEAN‐CLAUDE VAN
DAMME
pes_ JEE GEE
pes_ JEEBIES
pes_ JEEBY
pes_ JEEJEE
pes_ JEEK
pes_ JEEP
wmi_ jeepers
pes_ JEETER
pes_ JEETLED
pes_ JEEZ
pes_ JEEZER
pes_ JEEZLY
pes_ JEFF
pes_ JEFF ARTIST
pes_ JEFF DAVIS
pes_ JEFFER
pes_ JEFFREY
pes_ JEJO
hdi_ Jekyll and Hyde
pes_ JEKYLL AND HYDES
pes_ JEKYLLS
pes_ JELLIED EEL
pes_ JELLIED EELS
pes_ JELLIES
pes_ JELLY
pes_ JELLY‐BELLY
pes_ JELLY‐ROLL
ntc_ jelly babies
pes_ JELLY BEAN
pes_ JELLY BOX

ntc_ jelly sandals

ntc_ jelly shoes
pes_ JELLYBEANS
pes_ JELLYBONE
pes_ JEM MACE
pes_ JEMMINESS
pes_ JEMMY
pes_ JENNY
pes_ JENNY HILL
pes_ JENNY LEE
pes_ JENNY LIND
pes_ JENNY LINDER
pes_ JENNY LINDY
pes_ JENNY RIDDLE
pes_ JENNY WREN
pes_ JERE
pes_ JEREMIAH
pes_ JEREMY BEEDLE
pes_ JERICHO
wmi_ jerk
pes_ JERK
wik_ jerk‐off
pes_ JERK‐OFF
wik_ jerk around
hdi_ jerk around
ntc_ jerk around
wmi_ jerk me around
hdi_ jerk off
wik_ jerk off
ntc_ jerk off
wmi_ jerk off [B]
ntc_ jerk someone around
pes_ JERK SOMEONE AROUND
ntc_ jerk someone over
pes_ JERKIN' THE GHERKIN
pes_ JERKOFF
wik_ jerkoff
pes_ JERKWAD
pes_ JERKWATER
pes_ JERRY
pes_ JERRY‐CUM‐MUMBLE
pes_ JERRY DIDDLE
pes_ JERRY LEE
pes_ JERRY O'GORMAN
pes_ JERRY QUARRY
pes_ JERRY RIDDLE
pes_ JERSEY SIDE OF SNATCH
PLAY
pes_ JESSIE
pes_ JESUS BOOTS
ntc_ Jesus boots
pes_ JESUS FREAK
wik_ Jesus, Mary and Joseph
pes_ JET
wik_ jet‐setter
wik_ jet‐setting
pes_ JET FUEL
wik_ jet set
pes_ JEW
pes_ JEW'S CANOE
pes_ JEW'S ROLLS ROYCE
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pes_ JEW SOMEONE
wmi_ jewels

pes_ JEWIE LOUIE
pes_ JEWISH

pes_ JEWISH LIGHTNING

pes_ JEWISH PENICILLIN
pes_ JEWISH PIANO
pes_ JEWISH TANK

pes_ JEWISH TYPEWRITER
pes_ JIB

pes_ JICK HEAD
pes_ JIFFY
pes_ JIG

pes_ JIG‐A‐JIG
ntc_ jig is up
wmi_ jig is up
hdi_ jig is up
pes_ JIG IT

pes_ JIGGER

pes_ JIGGERED

pes_ JIGGLE AND JOG
pes_ JIGSAW PUZZLE
pes_ JILL

pes_ JILL OFF
pes_ JILLION

pes_ JILLOCK
pes_ JIM

pes_ JIM‐DANDY

pes_ JIM AND JACK
pes_ JIM BROWN
wmi_ jim dandy

pes_ JIM MASON

pes_ JIM PRESCOTT
pes_ JIM SKINNER
pes_ JIMBO

pes_ JIMJAMS

wmi_ jimminy crickets
pes_ JIMMY

pes_ JIMMY BOYLE
pes_ JIMMY BRITS
ntc_ jimmy cap

pes_ JIMMY FLOYD

HASSELBANK
pes_ JIMMY GRANT
pes_ JIMMY HILL
pes_ JIMMY HIX
pes_ JIMMY LOGIE
pes_ JIMMY NAIL
pes_ JIMMY O'GOBLIN
pes_ JIMMY RIDDLE
pes_ JIMMY ROLLOCKS
pes_ JIMMY WHITE
pes_ JIMMY WILDE
pes_ JIMMY YOUNG
pes_ JIN‐JANG
pes_ JINGLE
pes_ JINGLE‐JANGLE
pes_ JINGLE BELL
pes_ JINGLED UP
pes_ JINX
pes_ JISS
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pes_ JISSOM

pes_ JISSUM
pes_ JITNEY
pes_ JITTERS
pes_ JIVE
pes_ JIVE‐ASS
wmi_ jive ass [B]
pes_ JIVE TALK
ntc_ jive talk
ntc_ jive turkey
wik_ jive turkey
pes_ JIZZ
pes_ JOAN OF ARC
pes_ JOAN RIVERS
pes_ JOANIE
pes_ JOANNA
pes_ JOB
pes_ JOB AND FINISH
pes_ JOB SOMEONE
pes_ JOBBED
pes_ JOBBIE
pes_ JOBBY
ntc_ jober as a sudge
pes_ JOBSWORTH
wmi_ jock
pes_ JOCK
pes_ JOCKEY
pes_ JOCKEY'S WHIP
pes_ JOCKEY'S WHIPS
hdi_ jockey for position
pes_ JOCKSTRAP
pes_ JODRELL BANK
pes_ JOE
wmi_ joe‐job
wik_ Joe Average
pes_ JOE BASKI
pes_ JOE BLAKE
pes_ JOE BLAKES
pes_ JOE BLOGGS
pes_ JOE BLOW
ntc_ Joe Blow
hdi_ Joe Blow
pes_ JOE BROWN
pes_ JOE BUCK
ntc_ Joe Citizen
pes_ JOE COLE
ntc_ Joe College
pes_ JOE DAKI
ntc_ Joe Doakes
hdi_ Joe Doakes
pes_ JOE ERK
pes_ JOE GOSS
pes_ JOE GURR
pes_ JOE HOOK
pes_ JOE HUNT
wik_ joe job
pes_ JOE LOSS
pes_ JOE MACBRIDE
pes_ JOE PUBLIC
wik_ Joe Public
pes_ JOE RONCE

pes_ JOE ROOK

pes_ JOE ROOKIE
pes_ JOE ROURKE
pes_ JOE ROYLE
pes_ JOE SAVAGE
ntc_ Joe Schmo
pes_ JOE SHMO
hdi_ Joe Six‐pack
ntc_ Joe Six‐pack
pes_ JOE SIX‐PACK
wik_ Joe Sixpack
pes_ JOE SKINNER
pes_ JOE SOAP
pes_ JOE STRUMMER
pes_ JOE TANK
wmi_ Joe Who
hdi_ Joe Zilch
pes_ JOES
pes_ JOEY
pes_ JOEY THE PLUM
wik_ jog on
wmi_ jog your memory
pes_ JOGUE
pes_ JOHARITO
pes_ JOHHNIE RAY
wmi_ john
pes_ JOHN
pes_ JOHN‐JOHN
pes_ JOHN BULL
pes_ JOHN CLEESE
pes_ JOHN DILLON
hdi_ John Doe
pes_ JOHN DOE
wik_ John Doe
ntc_ John Doe
wik_ John Hancock
pes_ JOHN HANCOCK
ntc_ John Hancock
hdi_ John Hancock
wmi_ John Hancock
wik_ John Henry
hdi_ John Henry
wmi_ John Henry
pes_ JOHN HOP
pes_ JOHN MAJOR
pes_ JOHN O'GROAT
pes_ JOHN O'GROATS
pes_ JOHN PEEL
pes_ JOHN PRESCOTT
pes_ JOHN Q CITIZEN
wik_ John Q. Public
hdi_ John Q. Public
ntc_ John Q. Public
pes_ JOHN ROSCOE
pes_ JOHN SELWYN GUMMER
pes_ JOHN THOMAS
wik_ John Thomas
pes_ JOHN WAYNE
ntc_ John(ny) Law
pes_ JOHNNIE HORNER
pes_ JOHNNY

pes_ JOHNNY‐COME‐LATELY
wik_ Johnny‐come‐lately
wmi_ Johnny‐come‐lately
hdi_ Johnny‐come‐lately
pes_ JOHNNY‐NO‐STARS
hdi_ Johnny‐on‐the‐spot
wik_ Johnny‐one‐note
wmi_ Johnny Canuck
pes_ JOHNNY CASH
pes_ JOHNNY COTTON
pes_ JOHNNY GILES
wmi_ Johnny on the spot
pes_ JOHNNY RANN
pes_ JOHNNY RAW
pes_ JOHNNY REGGAE
pes_ JOHNNY ROLLOCKS
pes_ JOHNNY RONCE
pes_ JOHNNY RUTTER
pes_ JOHNNY SKINNER
pes_ JOHNNY VAUGHAN
pes_ JOHNNY WALKER
pes_ JOHNNYDOM
pes_ JOHNSON
hdi_ join forces
wik_ join the club
hdi_ join the club
wmi_ join up
wmi_ join you
ntc_ joined at the hip
pes_ JOINT
pes_ JOINT OF BEEF
wmi_ joke around
wmi_ joke is on you
pes_ JOKER
wmi_ joker
wmi_ joking aside
pes_ JOLLIES
pes_ JOLLOP
pes_ JOLLY
pes_ JOLLY‐BEAN
pes_ JOLLY‐UP
pes_ JOLLY ALONG
pes_ JOLLY D
wmi_ jolly good fellow
pes_ JOLLY JOKER
pes_ JOLLY POPPER
pes_ JOLLY ROGER
wik_ jolly someone along
pes_ JOLSON STORY
pes_ JOLT
pes_ JONAH
pes_ JONATHAN ROSS
pes_ JONES
pes_ JONNEEK
pes_ JOOK
pes_ JOPETTY‐JOPETTY
wmi_ josh
pes_ JOSH
pes_ JOSSER
wik_ jot down
wik_ jouer avec ses armes

pes_ JOURNO

pes_ JOY
pes_ JOY BANG
ntc_ joy dust
ntc_ joy flakes
pes_ JOY JUICE
ntc_ joy juice
pes_ JOY OF MY LIFE
pes_ JOY POP
pes_ JOY POPPER
ntc_ joy ride
pes_ JOY SMOKE
ntc_ joy water
pes_ JOYNSON‐HICKS
pes_ JOYPOP
wmi_ joyride
pes_ JOYSTICK
pes_ JOZZER
pes_ JU‐JUBES
pes_ JUBBIES
pes_ JUBBLY
pes_ JUBNUTS
hdi_ judge a book by its cover,
one can't
JUDGE
DREAD
pes_
pes_ JUDI DENCH
pes_ JUDY
pes_ JUDY AND PUNCH
pes_ JUG
pes_ JUG AND PAIL
wik_ jug ears
pes_ JUG HANDLES
pes_ JUG UP
ntc_ jug up
ntc_ jug wine
pes_ JUGGED
ntc_ jugged (up)
pes_ JUGGINS
pes_ JUGHEAD
pes_ JUGS
pes_ JUICE
wmi_ juice
pes_ JUICE BACK
ntc_ juice freak
ntc_ juice house
pes_ JUICE JOINT
ntc_ juice joint
ntc_ juice racket
ntc_ juice something back
wik_ juice up
hdi_ juice up
pes_ JUICE UP
pes_ JUICED
pes_ JUICED‐UP
pes_ JUICER
pes_ JUICY
pes_ JUICY PITS
pes_ JUKE
pes_ JULIAN CLARY
pes_ JULIAN DICKS
pes_ JULIUS CAESAR
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pes_ JUMBLY
pes_ JUMBO

pes_ JUMBO'S TRUNK
wmi_ jump

pes_ JUMP

ntc_ jump‐start someone
pes_ JUMP‐UP

ntc_ jump (street)
wmi_ jump [B]

hdi_ jump all over someone
wik_ jump at
hdi_ jump at

hdi_ jump at the bait

wik_ jump at the chance
wmi_ jump at the chance
hdi_ jump at the chance
pes_ JUMP BAIL
hdi_ jump bail
ntc_ jump bail

hdi_ jump down someone's

throat

wmi_ jump for joy
wik_ jump for joy
hdi_ jump in

wik_ jump in one's skin
wmi_ jump in the lake

wmi_ jump in with both feet
hdi_ jump in with both feet
hdi_ jump into the ring
hdi_ jump on
wik_ jump on

wik_ jump on the bandwagon
hdi_ jump out of one's skin
wmi_ jump out of your skin
wmi_ jump queue
wik_ jump rope

pes_ JUMP SALTY
wik_ jump ship
wmi_ jump ship

pes_ JUMP SHOT

ntc_ jump smooth

wik_ jump someone's bones

pes_ JUMP SOMEONE'S BONES
wmi_ jump start

pes_ JUMP START

wmi_ jump the gun
ntc_ jump the gun
hdi_ jump the gun
wik_ jump the gun

wik_ jump the queue
wik_ jump the shark
hdi_ jump the track

wmi_ jump through hoops
wik_ jump through hoops
hdi_ jump through hoops

hdi_ jump to a conclusion
wik_ jump to conclusions
wmi_ jump to conclusions

hdi_ jump/land on someone
wik_ jumped‐up
pes_ JUMPER
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hdi_ jumping‐off place/point
pes_ JUMPING JACK
wmi_ jumping Jehoshaphat
pes_ JUNCO
pes_ JUNCTION
pes_ JUNGLE
pes_ JUNGLE BUNNY
pes_ JUNGLE JIM
ntc_ jungle juice
pes_ JUNGLE JUICE
ntc_ jungle mouth
wmi_ jungle mouth
pes_ JUNGLE MUSIC
wik_ jungle telegraph
pes_ JUNGLY
ntc_ juniper juice
wmi_ junk
pes_ JUNK
ntc_ junk bond
ntc_ junk fax
hdi_ junk food
wmi_ junk food
pes_ JUNK FOOD
ntc_ junk food
ntc_ junk heap
wmi_ junk it
ntc_ Junk it!
pes_ JUNK MAIL
hdi_ junk mail
ntc_ junk mail
wmi_ junk mail
ntc_ junk squad
ntc_ junk tank
pes_ JUNKER
pes_ JUNKIE
wmi_ junkie
pes_ JUNKY
wik_ junkyard dog
wmi_ jury‐rig
wik_ jury is out
hdi_ jury is still out, the
wmi_ just‐in‐time
wik_ just a minute
hdi_ just a minute
hdi_ just a moment
wik_ just a second
wmi_ just a smidgeon
wmi_ just a titch
hdi_ just about
wik_ just about
wmi_ just about
wik_ just another pretty face
pes_ JUST AS
hdi_ just as
pes_ JUST AS I FEARED
wmi_ just as soon
hdi_ just as soon
wik_ just deserts
hdi_ just deserts
wmi_ just ducky
hdi_ just folks

hdi_ just for the hell of it

hdi_ just for the record
hdi_ just in case
wik_ just in case
hdi_ just in time
wmi_ just in time
wmi_ just like that
hdi_ just like that
wik_ just like that
hdi_ just now
ntc_ just off the boat
hdi_ just one of those days
hdi_ just one of those things
wmi_ just passing through
hdi_ just so
hdi_ just the same
wik_ just the same
hdi_ just the ticket
ntc_ just the ticket
wik_ just what the doctor
ordered
hdi_ just what the doctor
ordered
ntc_ just what the doctor
ordered
pes_ JUVE
pes_ JUVIE
pes_ K
pes_ K‐12
pes_ K‐HOLE
pes_ K.I.S.S.
pes_ KA‐CHING
pes_ KAALGAT
pes_ KAALVOET
pes_ KAAPEE
pes_ KAARTJIE
pes_ KAASKOP
pes_ KABA‐KABA
pes_ KABAC GENALS
pes_ KACK
pes_ KAFE
pes_ KAFFIR
pes_ KAKER
pes_ KALAKIT
pes_ KALE
pes_ KALIED
pes_ KAMIKAZE
pes_ KANGA
pes_ KANGAROO
pes_ KANGAROO CARE
ntc_ kangaroo court
wik_ kangaroo court
pes_ KANGAROO COURT
hdi_ kangaroo court
pes_ KANGAROO IT
wik_ kangaroo piss
pes_ KANGAROO VALLEY
pes_ KANGAROOS IN THE TOP
PADDOCK
KAPLONKER
pes_
wmi_ kaput

pes_ KAPUT

pes_ KARACHI
pes_ KARMA
pes_ KARZY
pes_ KATE ADIE
pes_ KATE AND SYDNEY
pes_ KATE KARNEY
pes_ KATE MOSS
pes_ KATHERINE DOCKS
pes_ KAY
pes_ KAYF
pes_ KAYLIED
pes_ KAZOO
pes_ KB
pes_ KECKS
pes_ KEEK
pes_ KEEL‐HAULING
wik_ keel over
hdi_ keel over
pes_ KEEN
hdi_ keen about, be
pes_ KEEN AS MUSTARD
pes_ KEENO
hdi_ keep a civil tongue in one's
head
wik_ keep a close watch on
hdi_ keep a close watch on
hdi_ keep a cool head
wik_ keep a cool head
wik_ keep a lid on
wmi_ keep a lid on it
hdi_ keep a low profile
wmi_ keep a low profile
wmi_ keep a promise
wmi_ keep a secret
hdi_ keep a sharp lookout
hdi_ keep a sharp lookout for
pes_ KEEP A STIFF UPPER LIP
wmi_ keep a stiff upper lip
hdi_ keep a stiff upper lip
wmi_ keep a straight face
hdi_ keep a straight face
pes_ KEEP A STRAIGHT FACE
hdi_ keep a watch
hdi_ keep a weather eye
on/open
keep
a weather eye open
wik_
hdi_ keep a weather eye out
hdi_ keep abreast of
hdi_ keep after
wmi_ keep an even keel
wik_ keep an eye on
hdi_ keep an eye on
wmi_ keep an eye on
pes_ KEEP AN EYE ON
wik_ keep an eye open
wmi_ keep an eye open
wik_ keep an eye out
wmi_ keep an eye out
hdi_ keep an eye out for
wik_ keep an eye peeled

wmi_ keep an open mind

hdi_ keep at
hdi_ keep at arm's length
hdi_ keep back
hdi_ keep body and soul
together
KEEP
CAVE
pes_
wik_ keep coming
hdi_ keep company
wik_ keep company
hdi_ keep company with
hdi_ keep cool
pes_ KEEP COOL
ntc_ keep cool
pes_ KEEP DOG‐EYE
hdi_ keep down
wmi_ keep fit
hdi_ keep from
hdi_ keep good time
hdi_ keep house
wik_ keep house
wmi_ keep in good shape
wmi_ keep in line
hdi_ keep in mind
hdi_ keep in the dark
wmi_ keep in the loop
wmi_ keep in touch
hdi_ keep in touch
ntc_ Keep in touch.
hdi_ keep in with
wik_ keep it between the ditches
wmi_ keep it down
wmi_ keep it quiet
wik_ keep it real
ntc_ Keep it real!
wmi_ keep it to yourself
wmi_ keep it up
hdi_ keep it up
wik_ keep it up
hdi_ keep late hours
wik_ keep mum
hdi_ keep off
wik_ keep on
hdi_ keep on
wmi_ keep on
pes_ KEEP ON KEEPING ON
wik_ keep on truckin'
pes_ KEEP ON TRUCKING
wik_ keep on trucking
wmi_ keep on trucking
ntc_ Keep on trucking.
wik_ keep one's cards close to
one's chest
hdi_ keep one's chin up
hdi_ keep one's cool
wik_ keep one's cool
hdi_ keep one's distance
hdi_ keep one's ear to the
ground
KEEP
ONE'S EAR TO THE
pes_
GROUND
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hdi_ keep one's end up

pes_ KEEP ONE'S END UP

hdi_ keep one's eye on the ball
wik_ keep one's eye on the ball
hdi_ keep one's eyes open

wik_ keep one's eyes peeled
hdi_ keep one's eyes

peeled/skinned

hdi_ keep one's fingers crossed
wik_ keep one's fingers crossed
pes_ KEEP ONE'S HAIR ON
wik_ keep one's hair on

hdi_ keep one's hand in

hdi_ keep one's hands off
wik_ keep one's head
hdi_ keep one's head

wik_ keep one's head above

water

wik_ keep one's lips sealed

wik_ keep one's mouth shut
hdi_ keep one's mouth shut
hdi_ keep one's nose clean
wik_ keep one's nose clean

hdi_ keep one's nose to the

grindstone
wik_ keep one's options open
hdi_ keep one's own counsel
wik_ keep one's pecker up
hdi_ keep one's powder dry
hdi_ keep one's shirt on
wik_ keep one's shirt on
hdi_ keep one's temper
hdi_ keep one's wits about one
hdi_ keep one's word
wik_ keep one on one's toes
ntc_ keep one’s cool
ntc_ keep one’s head right
ntc_ keep one’s nose clean
wik_ keep oneself to oneself
hdi_ keep oneself to oneself
wmi_ keep out
ntc_ Keep out of this!
wik_ keep pace
hdi_ keep pace
wmi_ keep pace
hdi_ keep posted
wik_ keep quiet
hdi_ keep quiet
wmi_ keep quiet
pes_ KEEP SHTOOM
wik_ keep shtum
wik_ keep somebody posted
hdi_ keep someone's feet to the
fire
wik_ keep someone company
wik_ keep someone in the dark
wik_ keep someone in the loop
wik_ keep someone on ice
hdi_ keep still
wik_ keep straight
pes_ KEEP TABS ON
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hdi_ keep tabs on

wmi_ keep tabs on
wik_ keep tabs on
wmi_ keep the ball rolling
hdi_ keep the ball rolling
wmi_ keep the faith
ntc_ Keep the faith (baby)!
wik_ keep the home fires
burning
hdi_ keep the lid on
wik_ keep the peace
hdi_ keep the peace
hdi_ keep the wolf from the
door
wmi_ keep the wolf from the
door
wik_ keep the wolf from the
door
wmi_ keep them straight
hdi_ keep time
hdi_ keep to
hdi_ keep to oneself
wik_ keep to oneself
wmi_ keep to yourself
hdi_ keep track
wmi_ keep track
hdi_ keep under one's hat
wmi_ keep under wraps
hdi_ keep under wraps
wmi_ keep up
wik_ keep up
hdi_ keep up
wik_ keep up appearances
hdi_ keep up on
wmi_ keep up the good work
hdi_ keep up with
wmi_ keep up with the Joneses
pes_ KEEP UP WITH THE
JONESES
wik_ keep up with the Joneses
wmi_ keep up with the times
wik_ keep watch
hdi_ keep watch
wmi_ keep you going
wmi_ keep you honest
wmi_ keep you in mind
wmi_ keep you on track
wmi_ keep you posted
wmi_ keep your cool
wmi_ keep your distance
wmi_ keep your ear to the
ground
wmi_ keep your eyes peeled
wmi_ keep your fingers crossed
wmi_ keep your hair on
ntc_ Keep your hands to
yourself.
wmi_ keep your head
wmi_ keep your head above
water
keep
your nose clean
wmi_

ntc_ Keep your nose out of my

business!
wmi_ keep your nose to the
grindstone
ntc_ Keep your pants on!
wmi_ keep your shirt on
ntc_ Keep your shirt on!
wmi_ keep your word
hdi_ keep/stay in touch
wmi_ keeper
hdi_ keeping up with the
Joneses
wmi_ keester
ntc_ keg party
pes_ KEGGED
pes_ KEGGER
pes_ KEISTER
pes_ KEITH MOON
pes_ KELLY'S EYE
pes_ KELPER
pes_ KELT
pes_ KEMELS
pes_ KEN
pes_ KEN DODD
pes_ KEN DODDS
pes_ KENNEL
pes_ KENNETH BRANAGH
pes_ KENNINGTON LANE
pes_ KENSINGTON GORE
pes_ KENTISH TOWN
ntc_ Kentucky fried
wmi_ kept woman
pes_ KERB CRAWLER
pes_ KERFLUMMOX
pes_ KERMIT
pes_ KERMIT THE FROG
pes_ KERN
wik_ kernel of truth
pes_ KERRY PACKERED
pes_ KERRY PACKERS
pes_ KETTLE
pes_ KETTLE AND HOB
hdi_ kettle of fish
wmi_ kettle of fish
wik_ kettle of fish
pes_ KEVIN
pes_ KEVINISH
pes_ KEWPIE DOLL
pes_ KEY
ntc_ key figure
ntc_ key grip
hdi_ key up
ntc_ keyed (up)
pes_ KEYED UP
ntc_ keyed up to the roof
pes_ KEYHOLDING A ROUND
TRIPPER
pes_ KEYHOLE
pes_ KEYHOLING
wik_ keys to the kingdom
pes_ KEYSTONE COP

pes_ KHARZI

pes_ KHYBER PASS
pes_ KIBBLE
pes_ KIBITZ
pes_ KIBITZER
pes_ KIBOSH
wmi_ kick
pes_ KICK
ntc_ kick‐ass on someone
ntc_ kick (off)
wmi_ kick a habit
hdi_ kick a habit
hdi_ kick about
wik_ kick against the pricks
pes_ KICK AND PRANCE
ntc_ kick around
hdi_ kick around
pes_ KICK AROUND
hdi_ kick ass
wik_ kick ass
wmi_ kick ass
pes_ KICK ASS
wmi_ kick ass [B]
wmi_ kick at the cat
wik_ kick back
wmi_ kick back
ntc_ kick back
hdi_ kick back
pes_ KICK BACK
wik_ kick bollocks scramble
wmi_ kick butt
wik_ kick butt
ntc_ kick cold (turkey)
ntc_ kick down with something
ntc_ kick freak
wik_ kick in
hdi_ kick in
pes_ KICK IN
ntc_ kick in the (seat of the)
pants
ntc_ kick in the ass
wik_ kick in the balls
pes_ KICK IN THE BOLLOCKS
ntc_ kick in the butt
ntc_ kick in the guts
wik_ kick in the pants
hdi_ kick in the pants, a
ntc_ kick in the rear
ntc_ kick in the teeth
wik_ kick in the teeth
ntc_ kick in the wrist
wik_ kick into touch
wik_ kick it
hdi_ kick it
ntc_ kick it
pes_ KICK IT
pes_ KICK IT APART
wmi_ kick myself
pes_ KICK OFF
wik_ kick off
hdi_ kick off

wik_ kick off the team

pes_ KICK ON
wik_ kick one's heels
hdi_ kick oneself
wik_ kick oneself
hdi_ kick out
wik_ kick out
pes_ KICK OUT THE JAMS
hdi_ kick over the traces
ntc_ kick party
wmi_ kick some ass
ntc_ kick some ass (around)
wik_ kick some tires
wik_ kick someone when they
are down
kick
start
wmi_
pes_ KICK STOMP
pes_ KICK STONES
wmi_ kick the bucket
pes_ KICK THE BUCKET
wik_ kick the bucket
hdi_ kick the bucket
ntc_ kick the bucket
wik_ kick the can down the road
ntc_ kick the habit
hdi_ kick the habit
wik_ kick the habit
pes_ KICK THE HABIT
ntc_ kick the shit out of
someone
wik_ kick the tires
wik_ kick the tyres
wmi_ kick the weed
wik_ kick to the curb
wik_ kick up
hdi_ kick up
wik_ kick up a fuss
hdi_ kick up a fuss
wmi_ kick up a fuss
hdi_ kick up a row/storm
ntc_ kick up a storm
wik_ kick up one's heels
hdi_ kick up one's heels
wik_ kick up the arse
wmi_ kick up your heels
hdi_ kick upstairs
wik_ kick upstairs
wik_ kick with the other foot
pes_ KICKASS
pes_ KICKED TO THE CURB
pes_ KICKER
pes_ KICKERS
pes_ KICKIN
pes_ KICKING
wik_ kicking and screaming
wmi_ kicking around
wik_ kicking boots
pes_ KICKING IT
pes_ KICKS
pes_ KICKSIES
pes_ KICKSTART
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pes_ KICKSY
pes_ KICKY
pes_ KID
wmi_ kid

pes_ KID'S STUFF
hdi_ kid around
wik_ kid around

pes_ KID CREOLE
wik_ kid glove

hdi_ kid gloves

pes_ KID STUFF
hdi_ kid stuff
ntc_ kid stuff

hdi_ kid the pants off
wmi_ kid you not

wik_ kidding aside
pes_ KIDDLE
pes_ KIDDO
pes_ KIDDY

pes_ KIDLET

pes_ KIDNEY PUNCH
pes_ KIDOLOGY

pes_ KIDS' STUFF

wik_ kids will be kids
pes_ KIDSTAKE
pes_ KIDVID
pes_ KIF

pes_ KIFE

pes_ KIFER
pes_ KIKE
pes_ KIKI

pes_ KILBURN

pes_ KILBURN PRIORY
pes_ KILKENNY

pes_ KILKENNY CATS
pes_ KILL

wmi_ kill a penalty (hockey)
wmi_ kill an elephant
wmi_ kill for

pes_ KILL IT
wmi_ kill me
hdi_ kill off
wmi_ kill off

hdi_ kill or cure

wmi_ kill ourselves laughing
pes_ KILL SHOT

pes_ KILL THAT NOISE
hdi_ kill the fatted calf
wik_ kill the fatted calf

wik_ kill the goose that lays the

golden eggs
kill
the goose that lays the
hdi_
golden eggs
wmi_ kill the goose that lays the
golden eggs
kill
the messenger
wik_
wik_ kill the rabbit
hdi_ kill time
wmi_ kill time
wmi_ kill two birds (with one
stone)
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wik_ kill two birds with one

stone
hdi_ kill two birds with one
stone
hdi_ kill with kindness
ntc_ killed (off)
pes_ KILLER
pes_ KILLER BEES
pes_ KILLER CARDS
wik_ killer instinct
wmi_ killer instinct
pes_ KILLER WEED
ntc_ killer weed
pes_ KILLING FLOOR
wmi_ killing me
pes_ KILT
pes_ KILTIE
wik_ kind of
hdi_ kind of
pes_ KINDA
hdi_ kindred soul
wik_ kindred soul
wik_ kindred spirit
hdi_ kindred spirit
pes_ KINDY
pes_ KING
pes_ KING'S HEAD
pes_ KING'S PROCTOR
hdi_ king's ransom
wik_ king's ransom
pes_ KING CANUTE
pes_ KING DEATH
pes_ KING DICK
pes_ KING DICKIE
pes_ KING FAROUK
ntc_ King Grod
pes_ KING HIT
ntc_ King Kong pills
ntc_ King Kong specials
pes_ KING LEAR
wik_ king of beasts
wik_ King Shit of Turd Island
wmi_ King Shit on Turd Island
pes_ KINGDOM COME
pes_ KINGS AND QUEENS
pes_ KINIFEE
pes_ KINK
pes_ KINKY
pes_ KINKY BOOTS
pes_ KIP
pes_ KIP DOWN
pes_ KIPLING
pes_ KIPPER
pes_ KIPPER AND BLOATER
pes_ KIPPER AND PLAICE
pes_ KIPPER SEASON
pes_ KIPPERED
pes_ KIRP
pes_ KISS‐ASS
pes_ KISS AND CUDDLE
wik_ kiss and make up

hdi_ kiss and make up

hdi_ kiss and tell
wik_ kiss arse
wik_ kiss ass
pes_ KISS ASS
hdi_ kiss ass
wmi_ kiss ass [B]
wmi_ kiss curls (hair style)
hdi_ kiss good‐bye
wmi_ kiss it off
pes_ KISS ME HARDY
pes_ KISS ME QUICK
wik_ kiss my ass
ntc_ Kiss my ass!
wik_ kiss of death
pes_ KISS OF DEATH
hdi_ kiss of death
wmi_ kiss of death
ntc_ kiss of death
wik_ kiss of life
pes_ KISS OF LIFE
wmi_ kiss off
pes_ KISS OFF
hdi_ kiss off
ntc_ kiss off
wik_ kiss off
wik_ kiss someone's ass
ntc_ kiss someone or something
off
ntc_ kiss someone’s ass
ntc_ kiss someone’s hind tit
ntc_ kiss something good‐bye
ntc_ kiss something off
wmi_ kiss that one goodbye
wmi_ kiss the blarney stone
ntc_ kiss the dust
wik_ kiss the gunner's daughter
pes_ KISS THE PORCELAIN GOD
ntc_ kiss the porcelain god
pes_ KISS UP
wik_ kiss up
wik_ kiss up to
hdi_ kiss up to
ntc_ kiss up to someone
pes_ KISSER
hdi_ kissing cousins
pes_ KISSING TACKLE
pes_ KISSING THE CAN
pes_ KIT
pes_ KIT‐KAT
pes_ KIT‐KAT SHUFFLE
hdi_ kit and caboodle
wmi_ kit and caboodle
pes_ KIT AND CABOODLE
ntc_ kit and caboodle
wik_ kit and caboodle
pes_ KITCHEN RANGE
pes_ KITCHEN SINK
wik_ kitchen table software
pes_ KITE
pes_ KITE FLYER

pes_ KITE MAN

hdi_ kith and kin
pes_ KITING
wmi_ kitty‐corner
wmi_ kitty bar the door
pes_ KIWI
pes_ KIYER
pes_ KLEENEX
pes_ KLEPTO
pes_ KLINK
pes_ KLUDGE
wmi_ klutz
pes_ KLUTZ
pes_ KLUTZY
pes_ KNACKER
wik_ knacker's yard
pes_ KNACKERED
pes_ KNACKERS
pes_ KNAP
pes_ KNAVE
ntc_ knee‐deep in something
wik_ knee‐deep in the Big
Muddy
ntc_ knee‐deep navy
hdi_ knee‐high to a grasshopper
ntc_ knee‐high to a grasshopper
pes_ KNEE‐JERK
pes_ KNEE‐TREMBLER
pes_ KNEE BENDER
wik_ knee high to a grasshopper
wmi_ knee high to a grasshopper
wik_ knee slapper
pes_ KNEEBANGERS
pes_ KNEEL BEFORE THE
PORCELAIN THRONE
pes_ KNEES UP
pes_ KNICKER‐BANDIT
pes_ KNICKER‐WRECKER
pes_ KNICKER LOOSENER
pes_ KNICKERS
pes_ KNICKS
pes_ KNIFE AND FORK
hdi_ knight in shining armor
wik_ knight in shining armor
wik_ knit one's brows
wik_ knit one's eyebrows
pes_ KNOB
pes_ KNOB‐CHEESE
pes_ KNOB‐END
wik_ knob‐gobbler
pes_ KNOB‐HEAD
pes_ KNOB‐THROB
pes_ KNOB‐TWISTER
pes_ KNOB CUSTARD
pes_ KNOB JOB
pes_ KNOB POLISHER
pes_ KNOBBLY KNEES
pes_ KNOBROT
pes_ KNOBS
pes_ KNOCK
wmi_ knock

pes_ KNOCK‐ABOUT

pes_ KNOCK‐AROUND
pes_ KNOCK A NOD
hdi_ knock about
wmi_ knock against
wik_ knock Anthony
ntc_ knock around
hdi_ knock around
wmi_ knock around with
pes_ KNOCK AT THE DOOR
pes_ KNOCK BACK
hdi_ knock back
ntc_ knock back a drink
ntc_ knock boots
hdi_ knock cold
hdi_ knock dead
pes_ KNOCK DOWN
hdi_ knock down
wik_ knock down
hdi_ knock down to size
hdi_ knock down with a feather
hdi_ knock down/over with a
feather
wmi_ knock flat
wik_ knock for a loop
hdi_ knock for a loop
pes_ KNOCK GALLEY‐WEST
hdi_ knock into a cocked hat
pes_ KNOCK INTO A COCKED
HAT
hdi_ knock into one's head
hdi_ knock it back
wik_ knock it off
wmi_ knock it off
hdi_ knock it off
pes_ KNOCK IT OFF
ntc_ Knock it off!
pes_ KNOCK IT ON THE HEAD
wmi_ knock me over with a
feather
wik_ knock off
wmi_ knock off
pes_ KNOCK OFF
hdi_ knock off
ntc_ knock off (work)
pes_ KNOCK ON THE DOOR
hdi_ knock on wood
pes_ KNOCK ON WOOD
wik_ knock on wood
pes_ KNOCK ONE'S OWN THING
pes_ KNOCK ONE'S WIG
ntc_ knock one back
ntc_ knock one over
wik_ knock oneself out
hdi_ knock oneself out
hdi_ knock out
wmi_ knock out
pes_ KNOCK OUT
wik_ knock out
hdi_ knock out cold
wik_ knock out of the box
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wik_ knock over

pes_ KNOCK OVER
hdi_ knock over

hdi_ knock over with a feather
hdi_ knock sideways

ntc_ knock some heads together
hdi_ knock someone's block off
wik_ knock someone's block off

pes_ KNOCK SOMEONE'S BLOCK

OFF
knock
someone's socks off
hdi_
wik_ knock someone's socks off
ntc_ knock someone dead
ntc_ knock someone off
wik_ knock someone off his
perch
ntc_ knock someone out
ntc_ knock someone some skin
ntc_ knock someone up
ntc_ knock someone’s block off
ntc_ knock someone’s socks off
ntc_ knock something down
ntc_ knock something into a
cocked hat
knock
something off
ntc_
ntc_ knock something out
ntc_ knock something together
hdi_ knock the bottom out of
ntc_ knock the habit
hdi_ knock the hell out of
hdi_ knock the living daylights
out of
wik_ knock the living daylights
out of
hdi_ knock the props out from
under
hdi_ knock the shit out of
ntc_ knock the shit out of
someone
hdi_ knock the shit/stuffing/tar
out of
hdi_ knock the socks off
hdi_ knock the spots off
hdi_ knock the stuffing out of
hdi_ knock the tar out of
pes_ KNOCK THE TAR OUT OF
wmi_ knock the wind out of his
sails
pes_ KNOCK THEM BANDY
pes_ KNOCK THEM COLD
pes_ KNOCK THEM DEAD
wmi_ knock them down, drag
them out
pes_ KNOCK THEM STIFF
hdi_ knock together
wik_ knock together
hdi_ knock up
pes_ KNOCK UP
wmi_ knock up [B]
wmi_ knock you down a peg
wmi_ knock you out
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wmi_ knock your socks off

pes_ KNOCKBACK
ntc_ knockdown drag‐out fight
ntc_ knocked in
pes_ KNOCKED OUT
wmi_ knocked out
ntc_ knocked out
ntc_ knocked up
wik_ knocked up
pes_ KNOCKED UP
pes_ KNOCKER
pes_ KNOCKER AND KNOB
pes_ KNOCKERS
pes_ KNOCKIE
pes_ KNOCKIE‐KNOCKIE
pes_ KNOCKING HER DEAD ONE
ON THE NOSE EACH AND
pes_ KNOCKING ON
wik_ knocking on heaven's door
pes_ KNOCKING SHOP
pes_ KNOCKOUT
wmi_ knockout
pes_ KNOLLERS
pes_ KNOLLY BIKE
pes_ KNOT‐HEAD
pes_ KNOTHEAD
pes_ KNOTTED
pes_ KNOTTY ASH
hdi_ know a thing or two
ntc_ know all the angles
hdi_ know all the answers
hdi_ know beans
wik_ know beans about
wmi_ know better
hdi_ know better
hdi_ know by heart
hdi_ know by sight
hdi_ know enough to come in
out of the rain
wik_ know every trick in the
book
wik_ know from a bar of soap
hdi_ know from Adam
ntc_ know from something
hdi_ know if one is coming or
going
know
inside out
wmi_
hdi_ know it all
hdi_ know like a book
hdi_ know like the back of one's
hand
know
like the back of one's
wik_
hand
wmi_ know like the back of your
hand
know
one's onions
hdi_
pes_ KNOW ONE'S ONIONS
wik_ know one's own mind
hdi_ know one's own mind
hdi_ know one's place
hdi_ know one's stuff

wik_ know one's way around

hdi_ know one's way around
ntc_ know one’s ass from a hole
in the ground
pes_ KNOW ONES ONIONS
hdi_ know only too well
ntc_ know shit from Shinola
wik_ know someone from Adam
wik_ know someone in the
biblical sense
know
something inside and
wik_
out
wmi_ know the first thing...
wmi_ know the ropes
hdi_ know the ropes
ntc_ know the score
wik_ know the score
wmi_ know the score
hdi_ know the score
hdi_ know what's what
ntc_ know what’s what
ntc_ know where it’s at
ntc_ know where one is coming
from
know
where one stands
hdi_
wmi_ know where we stand
ntc_ know which end is up
wmi_ know which end is up
hdi_ know which side of one's
bread is buttered
wik_ know which side one's
bread is buttered
wmi_ know which side your
bread is buttered on
wmi_ know your stuff
wmi_ know your way around
pes_ KNOWLEGE BOX
pes_ KNUCKLE
ntc_ knuckle bones
wmi_ knuckle down
wik_ knuckle down
hdi_ knuckle down
ntc_ knuckle down (to
something)
wik_ knuckle dragger
pes_ KNUCKLE DUSTER
pes_ KNUCKLE SANDWICH
wik_ knuckle sandwich
ntc_ knuckle sandwich
hdi_ knuckle under
wik_ knuckle under
ntc_ knuckle under (to someone
or something)
pes_ KNUCKLEHEAD
wmi_ knucklehead
pes_ KNUCKS
pes_ KO
pes_ KODE
pes_ KOH‐I‐NOOR
pes_ KOJAK
pes_ KOOK

pes_ KOOKY

wmi_ kooky
pes_ KOORIE
pes_ KOPASETIC
pes_ KOSHER
pes_ KOTCHEL
wmi_ kowtow
pes_ KRAUT
pes_ KRAUT ROCK
pes_ KREMLIN
pes_ KRIPTONITE
pes_ KRYSTAL
pes_ KUGEL
pes_ KUNGFU FIGHTER
pes_ KUNTA KINTE
pes_ KURI
pes_ KURVA
pes_ KUTU
pes_ KUWAITI TANKER
pes_ KVETCH
pes_ KYF
pes_ KYLIE MINOGUE
wik_ l'esprit de l'escalier
wik_ L‐bomb
pes_ LA
pes_ LA‐DI‐DAH
pes_ LA‐LA‐LAND
hdi_ la‐la land
pes_ LA BUENA
ntc_ label mate
pes_ LABONZA
hdi_ labor of love
wik_ labor of love
wik_ labour of love
pes_ LABOUR SKATE
pes_ LACE
pes_ LACE CURTAIN
hdi_ lace into
pes_ LACE INTO
pes_ LACE JOINT
wik_ laced‐up
pes_ LACED MUTTON
pes_ LACED UP
pes_ LACKS
pes_ LACKY‐BAND
pes_ LADDETTE
pes_ LADDISH
wik_ ladies' lounge
hdi_ ladies' man
wik_ ladies' man
wik_ ladies and gentlemen
pes_ LADIES AND GENTS
wik_ ladies man
ntc_ ladies’ room
pes_ LADY
hdi_ lady's man
wik_ lady's man
wmi_ lady‐killer
ntc_ lady bear
pes_ LADY FROM BRISTOL
wik_ lady garden

pes_ LADY GODIVA

pes_ LADY JANE
pes_ LADY MUCK
wik_ lady of the night
wik_ lady or tiger
ntc_ Lady Snow
pes_ LADYBOY
pes_ LAFF
pes_ LAG
pes_ LAGER AND LIME
pes_ LAGER LOUT
pes_ LAGERED UP
pes_ LAGGED
pes_ LAGGING
pes_ LAH‐DI‐DAH
pes_ LAID BACK
ntc_ laid back
wmi_ laid back
wmi_ laid bare
wmi_ laid off
ntc_ laid out
pes_ LAID OUT
ntc_ laid to the bone
hdi_ laid up
wmi_ laid up
pes_ LAIR
pes_ LAIRISING
pes_ LAIRY
pes_ LAKES OF KILLARNEY
pes_ LAKIE
pes_ LAL BROUGH
pes_ LALA
pes_ LALLIES
pes_ LALLY
pes_ LAM
pes_ LAMB DOWN
pes_ LAMBETH
pes_ LAMBETH WALK
pes_ LAME
pes_ LAME‐ASS
pes_ LAME DUCK
wmi_ lame duck
hdi_ lame duck
ntc_ lame duck
wik_ lame joke
pes_ LAMEBRAIN
wmi_ lamebrain
pes_ LAMP
pes_ LAMP ALONG
pes_ LAMPS
pes_ LANCASHIRE LASS
pes_ LANCASHIRE LASSES
pes_ LANCE
pes_ LANCEJACK
hdi_ land‐office business
ntc_ land a blow
ntc_ land a job
hdi_ land in
pes_ LAND OF HOPE
wik_ land of milk and honey
wik_ land of opportunity
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wik_ land of plenty

pes_ LAND OF THE RISING

HAGIS

ntc_ land office business
hdi_ land on

hdi_ land on one's feet
wik_ land on one's feet
wmi_ land on your feet
pes_ LAND ONE
wik_ land poor
hdi_ land up
wmi_ land up

wik_ landing strip
wmi_ landlubber

pes_ LANDOWNER
wik_ lap dog

pes_ LAP LUNG BUTTER
wik_ lap of luxury
ntc_ lap of luxury
wmi_ lap of luxury

hdi_ lap of luxury, in the

hdi_ lap of the gods, in the
wmi_ lap up
wik_ lap up
hdi_ lap up
pes_ LARD

pes_ LARD‐ARSE

pes_ LARD‐HEAD
ntc_ lard ass

wmi_ lard butt/lard ass [B]
pes_ LARDO
pes_ LARDY
pes_ LARGE

hdi_ large as life

wik_ larger‐than‐life
hdi_ larger than life
wmi_ larger than life
wmi_ lark

hdi_ lark about
hdi_ lark it up

pes_ LARRIKIN
pes_ LARRUP
pes_ LAS

pes_ LASH

hdi_ lash out

wik_ last‐ditch
wmi_ last‐ditch

hdi_ last‐ditch effort
hdi_ last analysis

wik_ last burst of fire

wmi_ last but not least
hdi_ last but not least
wmi_ last call

pes_ LAST CARD IN THE PACK
pes_ LAST DEBT
hdi_ last fling

hdi_ last gasp

wmi_ last hurrah

hdi_ last laugh, have the
wmi_ last legs
wmi_ last me
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wik_ last minute

wik_ last of the big spenders
pes_ LAST OUT
wik_ last resort
wmi_ last resort
hdi_ last resort
ntc_ last roundup
pes_ LAST SHAKE OF THE BAG
wmi_ last straw
ntc_ last straw
hdi_ last straw, the
wik_ Last Supper
wik_ last thing one needs
wik_ last trump
wmi_ last word
wik_ last word
hdi_ last word, the
wik_ latch‐key child
hdi_ latch on to
hdi_ latch onto
wik_ latch onto
ntc_ latch onto something
pes_ LATCHECO
wmi_ late bloomer
wik_ late bloomer
hdi_ late in life
hdi_ late in the day
wik_ late model
hdi_ later on
pes_ LATERAL COOKIE TOSS
pes_ LATHER
ntc_ latrine lips
ntc_ latrine rumor
ntc_ latrine wireless
pes_ LATTIE
wik_ laugh a minute
wik_ laugh all the way to the
bank
hdi_ laugh all the way to the
bank
pes_ LAUGH AND JOKE
hdi_ laugh and the world laughs
with you
pes_ LAUGH AND TITTER
hdi_ laugh at
ntc_ laugh at the carpet
pes_ LAUGH AT THE CARPET
pes_ LAUGH AT THE LAWN
pes_ LAUGH AT YOUR SHOES
hdi_ laugh away
wik_ laugh in one's sleeve
wmi_ laugh it off
hdi_ laugh off
hdi_ laugh on the wrong side of
one's mouth/face
laugh
one's head off
hdi_
wik_ laugh one's head off
hdi_ laugh out of court
wik_ laugh out of court

pes_ LAUGH OUT OF THE

OTHER CORNER OF THE
MOUTH
hdi_ laugh out of the other side
of one's mouth
pes_ LAUGH OUT OF THE
OTHER SIDE OF THE
MOUTH
wik_ laugh up one's sleeve
hdi_ laugh up one's sleeve
wmi_ laugh up your sleeve
wmi_ laugh your head off
wmi_ laugh yourself sick
wmi_ laugh yourself silly
wmi_ laughing
ntc_ laughing academy
pes_ LAUGHING BOY
pes_ LAUGHING GAS
pes_ LAUGHING GEAR
pes_ LAUGHING JUICE
hdi_ laughing matter
pes_ LAUGHING SOUP
ntc_ laughing soup
wik_ laughing stock
wmi_ laughing stock
pes_ LAUGHING WATER
ntc_ laughing water
ntc_ launch (one’s lunch)
pes_ LAUNCH LUNCH
pes_ LAUNDER
wmi_ laundered money
wik_ laundry list
ntc_ laundry list
pes_ LAUREL AND HARDY
pes_ LAV
pes_ LAVA
pes_ LAVENDER
hdi_ law and order
wik_ law Latin
hdi_ law of averages
hdi_ law of the jungle
wik_ law of the jungle
hdi_ law unto oneself
pes_ LAWFUL WEDDED
pes_ LAWN
pes_ LAY
ntc_ lay (some) rubber
wmi_ lay [B]
ntc_ lay a (heavy) trip on
someone
lay
a finger on
hdi_
lay
a finger on
wik_
ntc_ lay a guilt trip on someone
wmi_ lay a trip
hdi_ lay a wager
hdi_ lay about one
pes_ LAY ACROSS THE DRINK
ntc_ lay an egg
wik_ lay an egg
pes_ LAY AN EGG
hdi_ lay an egg

hdi_ lay aside

hdi_ lay at rest
hdi_ lay at someone's door
wik_ lay at the feet of
hdi_ lay away
pes_ LAY BY
hdi_ lay by
hdi_ lay claim to
pes_ LAY DOWN
ntc_ lay down
hdi_ lay down
hdi_ lay down one's life
hdi_ lay down the law
wik_ lay down the law
wik_ lay down the marker
wmi_ lay down your arms
wmi_ lay down your life for
hdi_ lay eyes on
wmi_ lay eyes on
hdi_ lay for
wik_ lay hands on
hdi_ lay hands on
hdi_ lay hold of
hdi_ lay in
hdi_ lay into
pes_ LAY IRON
wmi_ lay it on
wmi_ lay it on the line
ntc_ lay it on the line
hdi_ lay it on the line
wik_ lay it on thick
hdi_ lay it on thick
hdi_ lay it on with a trowel
hdi_ lay low
wmi_ lay low
pes_ LAY ME IN THE GUTTER
hdi_ lay odds
wmi_ lay of the land
wik_ lay of the land
hdi_ lay of the land, the
hdi_ lay off
wmi_ lay off
wik_ lay off
ntc_ lay off (someone or
something)
wik_ lay on
wmi_ lay on
hdi_ lay on
wik_ lay on the line
hdi_ lay on the line
hdi_ lay one's cards on the table
hdi_ lay one's finger on
ntc_ lay one on
pes_ LAY ONE ON SOMEONE
hdi_ lay oneself out
hdi_ lay open
hdi_ lay out
pes_ LAY OUT
wik_ lay over
wmi_ lay over
hdi_ lay over

wmi_ lay rubber

pes_ LAY RUBBER
wik_ lay rubber
pes_ LAY SOME PIPE
ntc_ lay some sweet lines on
someone
lay
someone low
hdi_
ntc_ lay someone out
ntc_ lay someone out in
lavender
lay
something on someone
ntc_
ntc_ lay something out
wmi_ lay the blame
wik_ lay the groundwork
wmi_ lay the lumber
wik_ lay the pipe
hdi_ lay the table
hdi_ lay to rest
wik_ lay to rest
hdi_ lay up
wmi_ lay waste
hdi_ lay waste
wmi_ lay you
wik_ laze about
wik_ laze around
wmi_ lazy bones
pes_ LAZYITIS
pes_ LAZZY
hdi_ lead‐pipe cinch
hdi_ lead a chase
hdi_ lead a dog's life
hdi_ lead a double life
wmi_ lead a life
hdi_ lead a merry chase/dance
hdi_ lead by the nose
wik_ lead down a garden path
hdi_ lead down the garden path
wmi_ lead foot
pes_ LEAD IN ONE'S PENCIL
wik_ lead nowhere
hdi_ lead off
hdi_ lead on
wik_ lead on
hdi_ lead one to
wmi_ lead pipe cinch
ntc_ lead poisoning
pes_ LEAD POISONING
wik_ lead someone down the
garden path
wik_ lead the line
hdi_ lead the way
wik_ lead time
hdi_ lead up the garden path
hdi_ lead up to
hdi_ lead with one's chin
wmi_ lead you down the garden
path
wmi_ lead you on
wik_ leader of the free world
wik_ leading light
hdi_ leading light
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hdi_ leading question
pes_ LEAF

wmi_ leaf out

hdi_ leaf through
pes_ LEAK
wmi_ leak

pes_ LEAK AIR
wik_ leak out

pes_ LEAKY BLADDER
pes_ LEAN AND FAT

pes_ LEAN AND LINGER
pes_ LEAN AND LURCH
ntc_ lean and mean
wik_ lean and mean
wik_ lean on
hdi_ lean on

hdi_ lean over backwards
wmi_ lean times

wik_ lean towards
pes_ LEAP

hdi_ leap in the dark
hdi_ leap of faith

wik_ leap to mind
pes_ LEAPER

wik_ leaps and bounds
hdi_ learn by heart
hdi_ learn by rote

hdi_ learn one's lesson
wmi_ learn the lingo

wmi_ learn the ropes

hdi_ learn to live with
wmi_ learn your place
wik_ learning curve
pes_ LEARY

hdi_ least of all

hdi_ least resistance, line of
pes_ LEATHER

wik_ leather‐lunged

pes_ LEATHER MERCHANT
wik_ leather working
pes_ LEATHERBOY
pes_ LEATHERING

pes_ LEATHERNECK

hdi_ leave a bad taste in one's

mouth

hdi_ leave a great deal to be

desired
hdi_ leave a lot to be desired
hdi_ leave alone
wik_ leave behind
hdi_ leave flat
wik_ leave for dead
hdi_ leave hanging
hdi_ leave hanging in midair
hdi_ leave hanging in the air
hdi_ leave her lay
hdi_ leave holding the bag
hdi_ leave in the lurch
pes_ LEAVE LUNCH
wmi_ leave me hanging
hdi_ leave much to be desired
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hdi_ leave no stone unturned

wmi_ leave no stone unturned
wik_ leave no stone unturned
hdi_ leave nothing to be desired
wik_ leave nothing to the
imagination
leave
off
wik_
hdi_ leave off
hdi_ leave one cold
hdi_ leave open
wmi_ leave out
hdi_ leave out
hdi_ leave out in the cold
wmi_ leave out in the cold
hdi_ leave out of account
wik_ leave somebody high and
dry
wik_ leave somebody holding
the bag
leave
someone alone
hdi_
ntc_ leave someone cold
hdi_ leave someone in peace
wik_ leave someone in the lurch
hdi_ leave someone in the lurch
hdi_ leave someone to his or her
resources
wmi_ leave the door open
hdi_ leave the door open
wik_ leave to one's own devices
hdi_ leave to someone's own
devices
hdi_ leave to someone's tender
mercies
leave
well enough alone
wmi_
hdi_ leave well enough alone
hdi_ leave without a leg to stand
on
leave
word
hdi_
wmi_ leave you holding the bag
wmi_ leave you in the lurch
wmi_ leave yourself open
pes_ LECH
pes_ LECHY
pes_ LECKY
wmi_ led to believe
pes_ LEE MARVIN
pes_ LEE VAN CLEEF
pes_ LEECH OFF
ntc_ leeky store
pes_ LEERY
pes_ LEFT‐HANDED BATSMAN
hdi_ left‐handed compliment
wik_ left‐handed compliment
ntc_ left‐handed monkey
wrench
LEFT
AND RIGHT
pes_
wik_ left and right
pes_ LEFT BACK
wik_ left field
pes_ LEFT FOOTER
pes_ LEFT HALF

hdi_ left hand doesn't know

what the right hand is
doing, the
pes_ LEFT HANDER
wmi_ left holding the bag
pes_ LEFT IN THE LURCH
wmi_ left in the lurch
wmi_ left out in the cold
wmi_ left over
hdi_ left wing
wik_ left, right and center
wmi_ left, right and center
pes_ LEFTFIELD
wmi_ leftovers
wmi_ lefty
pes_ LEG
pes_ LEG‐BITER
pes_ LEG‐MAN
pes_ LEG‐OPENER
pes_ LEG‐OVER
pes_ LEG BAIL
pes_ LEG BEFORE WICKET
pes_ LEG IT
wik_ leg man
pes_ LEG OF BEEF
pes_ LEG OF MUTTON
pes_ LEG OF PORK
wmi_ leg up
hdi_ leg up, a
ntc_ leg work
wmi_ leg work
wik_ legal beagle
wik_ legal duty
wik_ legal eagle
pes_ LEGGNER
pes_ LEGHOLDERS
pes_ LEGIT
pes_ LEGLESS
pes_ LEGOVER
pes_ LEGS
pes_ LEGS ELEVEN
pes_ LEICESTER
pes_ LEICESTER SQUARE
pes_ LEISURE HOURS
pes_ LEKKER
pes_ LEMON
wmi_ lemon
pes_ LEMON AND DASH
pes_ LEMON AND LIME
pes_ LEMON CURD
pes_ LEMON DROP
pes_ LEMON FLAVOUR
wik_ lemon law
pes_ LEMON SQUASH
pes_ LEMON SQUEEZER
pes_ LEMON SQUEEZY
pes_ LEMON TEA
pes_ LEMONADE
pes_ LEMONS
pes_ LEMONY
pes_ LEN HUTTON

pes_ LEND A HAND

wik_ lend a hand
hdi_ lend a hand
wmi_ lend a hand
hdi_ lend a helping hand
hdi_ lend an ear
hdi_ lend color to
hdi_ lend itself to
wik_ lend itself to
hdi_ lend one's ear
pes_ LENGTH
pes_ LENNY THE LION
pes_ LENO
pes_ LEO SAYER
hdi_ leopard cannot change its
spots, a
pes_ LERGI
pes_ LES
pes_ LESBO
hdi_ less than
wmi_ lesser lights
hdi_ lesser of two evils
wik_ lesser of two evils
wmi_ lesser of two evils
pes_ LESSIE
wik_ let's not and say we did
wik_ let's roll
hdi_ let's see
wik_ let‐down
ntc_ let a fart
wmi_ let a fart [B]
wik_ let alone
hdi_ let alone
hdi_ let be
wik_ let bygones be bygones
hdi_ let bygones be bygones
hdi_ let daylight through/into
hdi_ let down
wik_ let down
wmi_ let down
hdi_ let down easy
hdi_ let down one's hair
hdi_ let drop
hdi_ let fall
hdi_ let fly
wik_ let fly
wmi_ let George do it
hdi_ let go
wik_ let go
wik_ let go and let God
hdi_ let go of
wmi_ let go of
hdi_ let grass grow
wik_ let her rip
hdi_ let her rip
wmi_ let her rip
ntc_ Let her rip!
wik_ let in on
hdi_ let in on
ntc_ let it all hang out
pes_ LET IT ALL HANG OUT

hdi_ let it all hang out

wmi_ let it all hang out
wmi_ let it be
wik_ let it be
wmi_ let it go to your head
hdi_ let it lay
hdi_ let it rip
ntc_ Let it roll!
wik_ let loose
wmi_ let me have it
hdi_ let me see
wik_ let nature take its course
wik_ let off
hdi_ let off
wmi_ let off
pes_ LET OFF
ntc_ let off (some) steam
wmi_ let off steam
hdi_ let off steam
wik_ let on
hdi_ let on
wmi_ let on
wmi_ let one
ntc_ let one
wik_ let one's hair down
hdi_ let one's hair down
pes_ LET ONE DOWN FOR ONES
CHIMER
let
oneself go
hdi_
wik_ let oneself go
hdi_ let out
hdi_ let ride
pes_ LET RIP
wik_ let rip
hdi_ let sleeping dogs lie
wik_ let sleeping dogs lie
wmi_ let sleeping dogs lie
hdi_ let slide
hdi_ let slip
wik_ let slip
hdi_ let slip out
wik_ let somebody down
wik_ let somebody in on
hdi_ let someone
hdi_ let someone alone
hdi_ let someone down
hdi_ let someone have his or her
head
hdi_ let someone have it
wik_ let someone have it
ntc_ let something ride
wik_ let something slide
wmi_ let the cat out of the bag
hdi_ let the cat out of the bag
wik_ let the cat out of the bag
wmi_ let the chips fall where they
may
wik_ let the chips fall where they
may
let
the chips fall where they
hdi_
may
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wik_ let the good times roll
wmi_ let the good times roll

wik_ let the grass grow under

one's feet

hdi_ let the grass grow under

one's feet
let
the perfect be the
wik_
enemy of the good
hdi_ let the side down
wmi_ let this chance go by
hdi_ let up
wmi_ let up
hdi_ let well enough alone
wmi_ let you down
wmi_ let you have it
wmi_ let yourself go
ntc_ Let’s bump this place!
ntc_ Let’s do lunch (sometime).
ntc_ Let’s dump.
ntc_ Let’s have it!
ntc_ let’s say
pes_ LETCH
pes_ LETHAL WEAPON
wmi_ letter‐perfect
hdi_ letter of the law
wik_ letters after one's name
pes_ LETTUCE
wmi_ lettuce
wik_ level‐headed
wik_ level best
ntc_ level best
hdi_ level best
wik_ level off
hdi_ level off
ntc_ level one’s locks
ntc_ level the locks
wmi_ level the playing field
hdi_ level with someone
ntc_ level with someone
wmi_ level with you
pes_ LEVELS
pes_ LEVER ARCH FILES
pes_ LEVY AND FRANK
pes_ LEW
pes_ LEZ
pes_ LEZZIE
pes_ LIBBER
pes_ LIBKEN
pes_ LIBS
wik_ licence to print money
pes_ LICK
wmi_ lick and a promise
ntc_ lick and a promise
hdi_ lick and a promise, a
hdi_ lick into shape
hdi_ lick one's chops
wik_ lick one's chops
hdi_ lick one's lips
hdi_ lick one's wounds
wik_ lick one's wounds
wik_ lick out
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wik_ lick someone's ass

hdi_ lick someone's boots
ntc_ lick something into shape
hdi_ lick the hell out of
hdi_ lick the living daylights out
of
lick
the shit out of
hdi_
hdi_ lick the stuffing out of
hdi_ lick the tar out of
pes_ LICK UP
wmi_ lick your wounds
wmi_ lickety‐split
pes_ LICKS
wik_ licky‐licky
ntc_ licorice stick
pes_ LID
ntc_ lid poppers
ntc_ lid proppers
pes_ LIDDY
wik_ lie back and think of
England
wik_ lie before
ntc_ lie doggo
pes_ LIE DOWN
hdi_ lie down
wmi_ lie down on the job
hdi_ lie down on the job
hdi_ lie in
hdi_ lie in one's teeth
hdi_ lie in state
hdi_ lie in wait
hdi_ lie low
pes_ LIE LOW
wik_ lie through one's teeth
hdi_ lie through one's teeth
hdi_ lie with
wik_ life‐or‐death
pes_ LIFE‐PRESERVER
pes_ LIFE AND DEATH
hdi_ life and death
wik_ life and limb
pes_ LIFE AND SOUL
wik_ life and soul of the party
hdi_ life in the fast lane
wmi_ life in the fast lane
wmi_ life is just a bowl of
cherries
wmi_ life is not all guns and roses
hdi_ life is too short
hdi_ life of Reilly
hdi_ life of Riley
wmi_ life of Riley
wik_ life of Riley
wmi_ life of the party
wik_ life of the party
hdi_ life of the party
wmi_ life on the edge
pes_ LIFE PEER
wmi_ life you lead
pes_ LIFER
wmi_ lifer

pes_ LIFFEY WATER

pes_ LIFT
hdi_ lift a finger
wmi_ lift a finger
wik_ lift a finger
hdi_ lift a hand against
wmi_ lift my spirits
hdi_ lift off
hdi_ lift one's hand against
ntc_ lift one’s elbow
hdi_ lift the curtain
pes_ LIFTIES
pes_ LIFTS
pes_ LIG
pes_ LIGGER
wik_ light a fire under
hdi_ light a fire under
pes_ LIGHT A SHUCK
pes_ LIGHT AND BITTER
pes_ LIGHT AND DARK
hdi_ light as a feather
hdi_ light at the end of the
tunnel
wik_ light at the end of the
tunnel
wmi_ light at the end of the
tunnel
wik_ light bucket
ntc_ light bulb
hdi_ light dawned, the
pes_ LIGHT ENDER
pes_ LIGHT FINGERS
hdi_ light heart
wik_ light in the loafers
wmi_ light in the loafers
hdi_ light into
ntc_ light into someone
pes_ LIGHT OF LOVE
pes_ LIGHT OF MY LIFE
hdi_ light on
hdi_ light out
ntc_ light stuff
wmi_ light up
hdi_ light up
wik_ light up
hdi_ light upon
wik_ lighten someone's purse
hdi_ lighten up
wmi_ lighten up
pes_ LIGHTEN UP
wik_ lighten up
ntc_ lighten up (on someone or
something)
wmi_ lighthearted
pes_ LIGHTHOUSE
pes_ LIGHTLY AND POLITELY
pes_ LIGHTMANS
pes_ LIGHTNING
wik_ lightning‐quick
wmi_ lightning fast

hdi_ lightning never strikes

twice in the same place
ntc_ lightning rod
pes_ LIGHTS
wmi_ lights are on but...
ntc_ lights out
pes_ LIKE
hdi_ like a bat out of hell
ntc_ like a bat out of hell
wmi_ like a bat out of hell
hdi_ like a blue streak
wmi_ like a bolt from the blue
wmi_ like a broken record
hdi_ like a bump on a log
pes_ LIKE A BUTCHER'S
DAUGHTER
hdi_ like a cat on a hot tin roof
hdi_ like a cat on hot bricks
hdi_ like a champ
wmi_ like a chicken on a June bug
wik_ like a chicken with its head
cut off
hdi_ like a chicken with its head
cut off
like
a chicken with the pip
wik_
wmi_ like a dirty shirt
hdi_ like a drowned rat
hdi_ like a fish out of water
wmi_ like a hawk
wmi_ like a hot potato
hdi_ like a house afire
hdi_ like a lamb to the slaughter
ntc_ like a million (dollars)
wmi_ like a mother hawk
hdi_ like a shot
wmi_ like a ton of bricks
ntc_ like a ton of bricks
hdi_ like a ton of bricks
hdi_ like anything
hdi_ like as not
hdi_ like as two peas in a pod
hdi_ like blazes
pes_ LIKE CHEESE
wik_ like cheese at fourpence
hdi_ like clockwork
ntc_ like crazy
hdi_ like crazy
wmi_ like crazy/like mad
ntc_ like death warmed over
hdi_ like death warmed over
wmi_ like dog's breath
wmi_ like father, like son
hdi_ like father, like son
hdi_ like fun
ntc_ like gangbusters
hdi_ like gangbusters
hdi_ like greased lightning
hdi_ like hell
wmi_ like hell [B]
ntc_ Like hell!
hdi_ like hot cakes, go

ntc_ Like I care.

wik_ like it or lump it
wmi_ like it or lump it
hdi_ like it or lump it
ntc_ Like it or lump it!
ntc_ Like it’s such a big deal.
pes_ LIKE JACK THE BEAR JUST
AINT NOWHERE
pes_ LIKE JAPAN
ntc_ like mad
hdi_ like mad
wmi_ like nobody's business
hdi_ like nobody's business
ntc_ like nobody’s business
hdi_ like nothing on earth
wik_ like one's life depended on
it
hdi_ like pigs in clover
hdi_ like pulling teeth
hdi_ like rolling off a log
wmi_ like shit through a goose
hdi_ like shooting fish in a
barrel
pes_ LIKE SIXTY
hdi_ like something the cat
dragged in
ntc_ like stink
hdi_ like that
wmi_ like the devil
ntc_ like the white on rice
wmi_ like the wind
hdi_ like the wind
wik_ like there is no tomorrow
ntc_ like there was no
tomorrow
hdi_ like to
hdi_ like water off a duck's back
ntc_ like, you know
hdi_ liked to
hdi_ likely as not
pes_ LIKELY LOAD
hdi_ likes of, the
pes_ LIKKI LIKKI
pes_ LILAC
pes_ LILIAN GISH
pes_ LILLEY AND SKINNER
pes_ LILLIAN GISHED
pes_ LILLY LAW
pes_ LILS
pes_ LILY
wik_ lily‐livered
wmi_ lily‐livered
pes_ LILY SAVAGE
pes_ LIMBER
pes_ LIMBLESS
pes_ LIME
pes_ LIMEHOUSE CUT
pes_ LIMER
pes_ LIMEY
pes_ LIMMER
pes_ LIMO
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pes_ LIMP‐DICK

pes_ LIMP‐WRISTED
wik_ limp dick

pes_ LIMP WRISTED
pes_ LINCOLN'S INN
pes_ LINE

wik_ line in the sand

wmi_ line of authority

hdi_ line of fire, in the

hdi_ line one's pockets
wik_ line one's pockets

ntc_ line one’s own pocket(s)
wmi_ line up
hdi_ line up

pes_ LINEN DRAPER
pes_ LINGAM
pes_ LINGO
wmi_ lingo

wik_ link whore

wik_ link whoring
pes_ LINT‐BRAIN
pes_ LINT‐HEAD
wik_ lion's den

pes_ LION'S LAIR

pes_ LION'S ROAR
hdi_ lion's share

pes_ LION'S SHARE
wmi_ lion's share
wik_ lion's share

wik_ Lion of Judah
ntc_ lion’s share
pes_ LIONEL

pes_ LIONEL BART

pes_ LIONEL BLAIRS
pes_ LIP
wmi_ lip

ntc_ lip gloss
wmi_ lip off

pes_ LIP SERVICE
hdi_ lip service
wik_ lip service
wmi_ lippy

pes_ LIPPY
pes_ LIPS

wmi_ lips are sealed

hdi_ lips are sealed, one's
pes_ LIPSTICK

ntc_ liquid cork

wik_ liquid courage
pes_ LIQUID E

pes_ LIQUID ECSTASY
pes_ LIQUID G

pes_ LIQUID INCENSE
pes_ LIQUID LAUGH
ntc_ liquid laugh

pes_ LIQUID LUNCH

pes_ LIQUID SCREAM
pes_ LIQUID X

pes_ LIQUIDATE YOUR ASSETS
pes_ LIQUOR UP

wmi_ liquored up
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pes_ LIQUORED UP

hdi_ listen in
wik_ listen in
hdi_ listen in on
hdi_ listen to reason
wik_ listen up
wmi_ listen up
ntc_ listen up
pes_ LISTENERS
pes_ LISTING TO STARBOARD
pes_ LIT
pes_ LIT UP
ntc_ lit up
pes_ LITSOME
pes_ LITTER LOUT
pes_ LITTERBUG
pes_ LITTLE‐EASE
pes_ LITTLE AND LARGE
pes_ LITTLE BIG HORN
wmi_ little bird told me
hdi_ little bird told one, a
pes_ LITTLE BIT
hdi_ little black book
ntc_ little black book
pes_ LITTLE BO PEEP
pes_ LITTLE BOY'S ROOM
ntc_ little boy blue
pes_ LITTLE BOY BLUE
ntc_ little boys’ room
pes_ LITTLE BROWN JUG
hdi_ little by little
wmi_ little by little
pes_ LITTLE D
wik_ little emperor
pes_ LITTLE EVA
hdi_ little frog in a big pond
pes_ LITTLE GIRL'S ROOM
ntc_ little girls’ room
wik_ little head
pes_ LITTLE IKE
pes_ LITTLE JOBS
hdi_ little knowledge is a
dangerous thing, a
pes_ LITTLE MAN
pes_ LITTLE MISS MUFFET
pes_ LITTLE MORE
pes_ LITTLE NELL
pes_ LITTLE PETER
wik_ little pitcher
hdi_ little pitchers have big ears
pes_ LITTLE PRINCESS
pes_ LITTLE RED RIDING
HOODS
ntc_ little shit
pes_ LITTLE TITCH
wmi_ little white lie
wik_ little woman
pes_ LITTLEWORTH
pes_ LITTY
pes_ LIVE‐IN LOVER
wik_ live a lie

hdi_ live and learn

wik_ live and learn
wmi_ live and let live
hdi_ live and let live
pes_ LIVE BLANKET
wmi_ live by
hdi_ live by one's wits
hdi_ live dangerously
hdi_ live down
pes_ LIVE EEL
hdi_ live for the moment
hdi_ live from day to day
hdi_ live from hand to mouth
hdi_ live happily ever after
hdi_ live high off the hog
hdi_ live high on the hog
hdi_ live in
hdi_ live in each other's pockets
wik_ live in sin
hdi_ live in sin
hdi_ live in the past
wik_ live it up
wmi_ live it up
hdi_ live it up
wik_ live large
hdi_ live like a king
hdi_ live like a prince
wik_ live off
wmi_ live off
hdi_ live on
wik_ live on
wmi_ live on
hdi_ live on borrowed time
wmi_ live on the edge
wik_ live on the edge
hdi_ live on the edge
wik_ live one
hdi_ live out
wik_ live paycheck to paycheck
hdi_ live through
hdi_ live together
wmi_ live up to
hdi_ live up to
wik_ live wire
hdi_ live wire
hdi_ live with
wik_ live with
pes_ LIVELY
wmi_ liven up
pes_ LIVENER
pes_ LIVER ROUNDS
pes_ LIVERBIRD
pes_ LIVERPOOL'S AT HOME
wmi_ liveware
hdi_ living and healthy
hdi_ living daylights
wmi_ living daylights
hdi_ living end, the
wik_ living impaired
ntc_ Living large.
hdi_ living soul

pes_ LIZA MINNELLI

pes_ LIZARDS
pes_ LLOYDS LIST
wmi_ lo and behold
pes_ LOAD
pes_ LOAD OF HAY
hdi_ load off one's feet
hdi_ load off one's mind, a
hdi_ load the dice
pes_ LOAD UP
wik_ load up
pes_ LOADED
wmi_ loaded
ntc_ loaded for bear
hdi_ loaded for bear
wik_ loaded for bear
hdi_ loaded question
ntc_ loaded question
ntc_ loaded remark
ntc_ loaded to the barrel
ntc_ loaded to the gills
wmi_ loaded to the hilt
wik_ loaded word
pes_ LOADIE
pes_ LOADS
pes_ LOADSA
pes_ LOADSAMONEY
pes_ LOAF
wik_ loaf about
wik_ loaf around
pes_ LOAF OF BREAD
pes_ LOB
pes_ LOB ON
pes_ LOBE
pes_ LOBO
pes_ LOBSTER
pes_ LOBSTER AND CRAB
pes_ LOBSTERTAILS
wmi_ local yokel
hdi_ local yokel
ntc_ local yokel
pes_ LOCK
pes_ LOCK‐IN
wik_ lock horns
hdi_ lock horns
hdi_ lock in
hdi_ lock into
wik_ lock lips
hdi_ lock out
hdi_ lock the barn door after the
horse has bolted
lock
the stable door after
hdi_
the horse is stolen
hdi_ lock up
wmi_ lock you up
wmi_ lock, stock and barrel
hdi_ lock, stock, and barrel
pes_ LOCKER ROOM
wik_ locker room humor
pes_ LOCKEROOM
pes_ LOCKJAWED

pes_ LOCO

pes_ LOCO WEED
pes_ LOCUS
pes_ LOCUST
pes_ LODGER
pes_ LOFT
pes_ LOG
pes_ LOG‐ROLLING
hdi_ log in
wmi_ log off
wik_ log off
hdi_ log off
wmi_ log on
hdi_ log on
hdi_ log out
pes_ LOGHEAD
pes_ LOID
pes_ LOIE
pes_ LOLLAPALOOZA
pes_ LOLLIES
pes_ LOLLIPOP
pes_ LOLLY
wmi_ lollygag
pes_ LOLY WATER
pes_ LOMBARD
pes_ LONDON FOG
pes_ LONDON TAXI
pes_ LONDONDERRY
wik_ lone gunman
wik_ lone it
pes_ LONE RANGER
ntc_ lone wolf
hdi_ lone wolf
pes_ LONELY ART
pes_ LONG ACRE
hdi_ long ago
pes_ LONG AND LINGER
pes_ LONG AND SHORT
hdi_ long and short of it, the
wmi_ long and the short of it
wik_ long arm
ntc_ long arm of the law
wik_ long arm of the law
wmi_ long arm of the law
hdi_ long arm of the law, the
ntc_ long bread
ntc_ long dozen
wik_ long drink
pes_ LONG DRINK OF WATER
hdi_ long face
wik_ long finger
pes_ LONG FIRM
wmi_ long for
wmi_ long gone
pes_ LONG GREEN
wik_ long green
ntc_ long green
wik_ long haul
hdi_ long haul
wmi_ long in the tooth
hdi_ long in the tooth
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wik_ long in the tooth
pes_ LONG JOHN
wmi_ long johns
ntc_ long knife

pes_ LONG POCKETS
wik_ long pork

wik_ long row to hoe
wik_ long run

wik_ long shot
ntc_ long shot

hdi_ long shot, a
wik_ long since

ntc_ long story short
wik_ long story short

pes_ LONG STREAK OF MISERY
pes_ LONG STREAK OF PISS
hdi_ long suit
wik_ long tail

wik_ long time

wik_ long time no hear
hdi_ long time no see
wik_ long time no see
wmi_ long time no see

ntc_ Long time no see.
pes_ LONG TOM
pes_ LONG UN

pes_ LONGBEARD

pes_ LONSDALE BELT
wmi_ loo

pes_ LOO

pes_ LOO‐BE‐LOO
wik_ look‐in

ntc_ Look (at) what the cat

dragged in!
hdi_ look a gift horse in the
mouth
wmi_ look after
wik_ look after
hdi_ look after
ntc_ look after number one
hdi_ look alive
ntc_ Look alive!
hdi_ look as if butter wouldn't
melt
hdi_ look askance
hdi_ look back
wik_ look back
hdi_ look before you leap
hdi_ look black
hdi_ look blank
wik_ look daggers
hdi_ look daggers
wmi_ look daggers
wmi_ look down on
hdi_ look down on
wik_ look down one's nose
hdi_ look down one's nose at
wmi_ look down your nose at
hdi_ look for
pes_ LOOK FOR O'ROURKE
wik_ look forward
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wik_ look forward to

hdi_ look forward to
wik_ look here
wmi_ look high and low
hdi_ look in on
hdi_ look in the face
hdi_ look into
wmi_ look into
wik_ look into
wik_ look like
hdi_ look like
hdi_ look like a million dollars
hdi_ look like death
wmi_ look like death warmed
over
look
like he was dragged
wmi_
through a knothole
hdi_ look like something the cat
dragged in
look
like the cat that ate the
hdi_
canary
hdi_ look like the cat that
swallowed the canary
wik_ look off
hdi_ look on
wik_ look on
hdi_ look on the bright side
hdi_ look on with
hdi_ look out
wmi_ look out
wik_ look out
wmi_ look out for
hdi_ look out for
wmi_ look out for number one
wik_ look out for number one
hdi_ look over
wmi_ look over
wmi_ look over your shoulder
hdi_ look sharp
wmi_ look sharp
pes_ LOOK SICK
hdi_ look sideways at
hdi_ look someone in the eye
hdi_ look someone in the face
hdi_ look the other way
wmi_ look the other way
wik_ look the other way
wik_ look the part
wik_ look through
hdi_ look through rose‐colored
glasses
look
through rose‐tinted
wik_
glasses
hdi_ look to
wik_ look to
hdi_ look to one's laurels
hdi_ look up
wik_ look up
wmi_ look up a dead horse's ass
[B]
look
up and down
hdi_

wmi_ look up to

wik_ look up to
hdi_ look up to
wmi_ look up/look it up
hdi_ look upon
wik_ look what the cat's dragged
in
hdi_ look who's talking
ntc_ Look who’s talking!
hdi_ look/feel like death
warmed over
pes_ LOOKER
pes_ LOOKING GLASS
wmi_ looking up
pes_ LOOKSY
pes_ LOOKZEE
hdi_ loom large
wik_ loom large
pes_ LOON
pes_ LOON ABOUT
pes_ LOON OUT
pes_ LOON PANTS
wmi_ loonie
pes_ LOONY
pes_ LOONY‐BIN
pes_ LOONY BIN
ntc_ loony bin
wmi_ loony bin
pes_ LOONY TUNE
pes_ LOONY TUNES
pes_ LOOP‐LEGGED
pes_ LOOP THE LOOP
wmi_ looped
pes_ LOOPED
pes_ LOOPY
pes_ LOOSE
wik_ loose cannon
hdi_ loose cannon
wmi_ loose cannon
ntc_ loose cannon
pes_ LOOSE CANNON
wik_ loose change
pes_ LOOSE CHANGE
wik_ loose end
wik_ loose ends
hdi_ loose ends
wmi_ loose ends
pes_ LOOSE JAW
wik_ loose lip
pes_ LOOSE SCREW
wik_ loosen the apron strings
wik_ loosen the purse strings
pes_ LOOSENERS
pes_ LOOT
pes_ LOOTWORTHY
pes_ LOP
pes_ LOP‐COCK
pes_ LOPLOLLY
pes_ LOPPY
wik_ Lord's Supper
pes_ LORD AND MASTER

pes_ LORD AND MASTERED

pes_ LORD AND PEER
wmi_ lord it over
wik_ lord it over
hdi_ lord it over
pes_ LORD LOVAT
ntc_ Lord love a duck!
pes_ LORD LOVELL
pes_ LORD MAYOR
pes_ LORD MUCK
wik_ lord of the flies
pes_ LORD OF THE MANOR
pes_ LORD OF THE PIES
pes_ LORD SUTCH
pes_ LORD WIGG
wik_ Lord willing and the creek
don't rise
pes_ LORDS
pes_ LORETTA YOUNG
pes_ LORNA DOONE
ntc_ lose (all) one’s marbles
ntc_ lose a bundle
wmi_ lose a family member
wmi_ lose count
hdi_ lose face
wik_ lose face
wmi_ lose favor
pes_ LOSE FLOURESCENT
CHRISTMAS CHEER
wik_ lose ground
hdi_ lose ground
wmi_ lose ground
hdi_ lose heart
wmi_ lose him
hdi_ lose it
wik_ lose it
wmi_ lose it
pes_ LOSE IT
ntc_ lose it
wmi_ lose my train of thought
hdi_ lose no time
hdi_ lose one's bearings
pes_ LOSE ONE'S BOTTLE
hdi_ lose one's buttons
wik_ lose one's cool
hdi_ lose one's cool
pes_ LOSE ONE'S COOL
hdi_ lose one's grip
wik_ lose one's head
hdi_ lose one's head
hdi_ lose one's heart to
hdi_ lose one's lunch
hdi_ lose one's marbles
pes_ LOSE ONE'S MARBLES
wik_ lose one's mind
hdi_ lose one's mind
hdi_ lose one's nerve
pes_ LOSE ONE'S RAG
hdi_ lose one's reason
hdi_ lose one's shirt
wik_ lose one's shirt

wik_ lose one's shit

hdi_ lose one's temper
wik_ lose one's temper
hdi_ lose one's touch
wik_ lose one's touch
wik_ lose one's way
ntc_ lose one’s cool
ntc_ lose one’s doughnuts
ntc_ lose one’s grip
ntc_ lose one’s hold
ntc_ lose one’s lunch
ntc_ lose one’s shirt
wik_ lose oneself in
hdi_ lose oneself in
wmi_ lose out
hdi_ lose out
wmi_ lose patience
wmi_ lose sight of
hdi_ lose sight of
hdi_ lose sleep over
pes_ LOSE SOME CHOPPED
CARROTS
wik_ lose the number of one's
mess
lose
the plot
wik_
hdi_ lose the thread
hdi_ lose time
wmi_ lose time
wik_ lose touch
hdi_ lose touch
wmi_ lose track
hdi_ lose track
pes_ LOSE WEIGHT
wmi_ lose your appetite
wmi_ lose your cool
wmi_ lose your head
pes_ LOSE YOUR LUNCH
wmi_ lose your marbles
wmi_ lose your mind
wmi_ lose your shirt
wmi_ lose your temper
wmi_ lose your tongue
wmi_ lose your touch
hdi_ losing battle, a
wmi_ losing it
ntc_ losing streak
wmi_ losing streak
wmi_ loss leader
wik_ loss of face
ntc_ lost‐and‐found badge
pes_ LOST AND FOUND
wik_ lost cause
ntc_ lost cause
hdi_ lost cause
wmi_ lost cause
wik_ lost errand
ntc_ lost in the sauce
hdi_ lost in the shuffle
hdi_ lost in thought
hdi_ lost on one
pes_ LOT
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wik_ lot lizard
pes_ LOTION

ntc_ Lots of luck!

hdi_ lots/plenty of good fish in

the sea

pes_ LOTSA

pes_ LOTTA

wmi_ Lotus Land
pes_ LOU REED
pes_ LOUD

hdi_ loud and clear

pes_ LOUD AND CLEAR
wmi_ loud mouth
hdi_ loud mouth
pes_ LOUIE
pes_ LOUIS

pes_ LOUNGE LIZARD
pes_ LOUSE

pes_ LOUSE HOUSE

pes_ LOUSE LADDER

ntc_ louse something up
hdi_ louse up
wik_ louse up
pes_ LOUSER
wmi_ lousy

pes_ LOUSY

pes_ LOUSY BROWN
pes_ LOUSY LOU
hdi_ lousy with

ntc_ lousy with someone or

something

pes_ LOUTHOUSE
pes_ LOVE

pes_ LOVE‐IN

pes_ LOVE‐IN‐A‐PUNT
pes_ LOVE‐JUICE
hdi_ love affair

pes_ LOVE AND HATE

pes_ LOVE AND KISSES

pes_ LOVE AND MARRIAGE
hdi_ love at first sight
wmi_ love at first sight
pes_ LOVE BLOBS
pes_ LOVE BOAT
ntc_ love bombs

pes_ LOVE BUBBLES
wmi_ Love Bug

pes_ LOVE BUMPS

wmi_ love conquers all
pes_ LOVE DRUG

wik_ love goggles

pes_ LOVE HANDLES
wmi_ love is blind

wmi_ love is where you find it
ntc_ Love it!

pes_ LOVE LUMPS

pes_ LOVE MUSCLE
wik_ love muscle
wik_ love nest
wmi_ love tap

wmi_ love them and leave them
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wik_ love to bits

ntc_ Love you!
wik_ loved up
pes_ LOVED UP
pes_ LOVELIES
wmi_ lovelies
wmi_ lovelife
pes_ LOVELY
pes_ LOVER'S TIFF
hdi_ lovers' lane
wmi_ Lovers' Leap
pes_ LOW
wmi_ low
wmi_ low‐ball him
wik_ low‐down
wmi_ low‐down
wik_ low‐hanging fruit
pes_ LOW‐HEEL
pes_ LOW‐LIFE
pes_ LOW‐WHEEL
wik_ low blow
ntc_ low blow
hdi_ low blow
hdi_ low boiling point
pes_ LOW BUDGET
ntc_ low five
pes_ LOW FULHAM
pes_ LOW LIGHT JOB
hdi_ low man on the totem pole
wmi_ low on the totem pole
hdi_ low profile
ntc_ low rent
pes_ LOW RENT
pes_ LOW RIDER
wik_ low road
wmi_ lowdown
hdi_ lower one's sights
wik_ lower the boom
hdi_ lower the boom on
pes_ LOWIE
wmi_ lowlife
pes_ LUBBLY JUBBLY
pes_ LUBE
pes_ LUBRA
pes_ LUBRICATE
pes_ LUBRICATED
wik_ lubrication payment
wik_ luck in
hdi_ luck into
hdi_ luck of the devil
ntc_ luck of the draw
wmi_ luck of the draw
hdi_ luck of the draw
wmi_ luck of the Irish
hdi_ luck of the Irish
wik_ luck out
pes_ LUCK OUT
wmi_ luck out
hdi_ luck out
ntc_ luck out
wmi_ lucky break

wik_ lucky break

pes_ LUCKY CHARM
pes_ LUCKY DIP
wik_ lucky dip
ntc_ lucky dog
wmi_ lucky dog
pes_ LUCKY LEGS
wmi_ lucky streak
pes_ LUCOZADE
pes_ LUCY LASTIC
pes_ LUCY LOCKET
pes_ LUDE
pes_ LUDING‐OUT
pes_ LUDS
pes_ LUG
pes_ LUG‐HOLE
pes_ LUGER LOUT
pes_ LUGGAGE
hdi_ lull into
pes_ LULU
pes_ LUMBER
pes_ LUMBERED
pes_ LUMBERJACK
pes_ LUMMOCK
pes_ LUMMOX
pes_ LUMP
wik_ lump in one's throat
hdi_ lump in one's throat
pes_ LUMP IT
wik_ lump it
ntc_ Lump it!
pes_ LUMP OF COKE
pes_ LUMP OF ICE
pes_ LUMP OF LEAD
pes_ LUMP OF SCHOOL
wik_ lump to one's throat
wmi_ lump together
pes_ LUMPADUMP
pes_ LUMPING
pes_ LUMPS
pes_ LUMPY GRAVY
pes_ LUNATIC SOUP
pes_ LUNCH
pes_ LUNCHBOX
pes_ LUNCHING AT THE LAZY Y
pes_ LUNDY
pes_ LUNGS
pes_ LUNK
pes_ LUNKHEAD
pes_ LURGHI
pes_ LURK
pes_ LURKER
pes_ LUS
pes_ LUSH
wmi_ lush
pes_ LUSH ROLLER
ntc_ lush up
pes_ LUSHED
pes_ LUSHER
pes_ LUSTY
pes_ LUVVIE

pes_ LYCRA‐LOUT

hdi_ lying down
pes_ M
pes_ M & MS
pes_ MA BELL
ntc_ Ma Bell
pes_ MAC
pes_ MAC GIMP
ntc_ mac out
pes_ MACARONI
pes_ MACAROON
pes_ MACE
ntc_ mace someone’s face
pes_ MACER
pes_ MACHINE GUN
pes_ MACHISMO
pes_ MACHO
pes_ MACHO UP
pes_ MACK
ntc_ mack daddy
ntc_ mack on someone
pes_ MACKEREL
pes_ MACKEREL AND SPRAT
pes_ MACONOCHIE
pes_ MAD
wmi_ mad about
hdi_ mad about
hdi_ mad as a hatter
wmi_ mad as a hatter
hdi_ mad as a hornet
hdi_ mad as a March hare
hdi_ mad as a wet hen
hdi_ mad as hell/hops
pes_ MAD BEER
pes_ MAD DOG
hdi_ mad for
pes_ MAD HATTER
wmi_ mad hatter
pes_ MAD MAN
pes_ MAD MICK
wik_ mad money
ntc_ mad money
pes_ MAD MONEY
hdi_ mad rush
pes_ MADAM
pes_ MADAME DE LUCE
pes_ MADAME TUSSAUD
pes_ MADCHESTER
pes_ MADE‐IN
hdi_ made for each other
wmi_ made for each other
hdi_ made for one another
wik_ made in China
wik_ made in Japan
wik_ made in the shade
pes_ MADE MAN
hdi_ made of money
wik_ made of sterner stuff
hdi_ made to measure
hdi_ made to order
ntc_ Madison Avenue

pes_ MADZA

pes_ MAE WEST
pes_ MAG
pes_ MAGGIE
pes_ MAGGIE MAY
pes_ MAGGIE THATCHER
pes_ MAGGOT
pes_ MAGGOTY
pes_ MAGGY
pes_ MAGIC
ntc_ magic bullet
wik_ magic bullet
pes_ MAGIC DUST
pes_ MAGIC MIST
ntc_ magic mushrooms
pes_ MAGIC MUSHROOMS
pes_ MAGISTRATES COURT
pes_ MAGNOLIOUS
pes_ MAGOO
pes_ MAGPIE
pes_ MAGSMAN
pes_ MAHATMA GANDHI
pes_ MAID
pes_ MAIDEN'S WATER
hdi_ maiden voyage
pes_ MAIDSTONE JAILER
pes_ MAIN
pes_ MAIN DRAG
hdi_ main drag
ntc_ main drag
wik_ main drag
pes_ MAIN LINE
wik_ main man
pes_ MAIN MAN
ntc_ main squeeze
pes_ MAIN SQUEEZE
hdi_ main squeeze
ntc_ main stash
wik_ Main Street
wik_ mainland China
wmi_ mainstream
wmi_ major
wmi_ major (credit)
pes_ MAJOR LODER
pes_ MAJOR STEVENS
pes_ MAKE
pes_ MAKE‐OUT ARTIST
ntc_ make‐out artist
ntc_ make (it) big
wmi_ make a beeline
hdi_ make a beeline for
hdi_ make a big deal of
wmi_ make a big deal of it
wmi_ make a big to‐do
ntc_ make a boo‐boo
wmi_ make a booboo
hdi_ make a break for
wik_ make a break for it
wmi_ make a bundle
hdi_ make a bundle
ntc_ make a bundle
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wik_ make a clean breast

hdi_ make a clean breast of

wmi_ make a clean breast of it
wmi_ make a clean sweep
hdi_ make a clean sweep
wmi_ make a comeback
hdi_ make a comeback

pes_ MAKE A CONNECTION
hdi_ make a crack
hdi_ make a date

hdi_ make a day of it

wik_ make a decision
hdi_ make a dent in

wmi_ make a difference
hdi_ make a difference
wmi_ make a face
hdi_ make a face

wmi_ make a false move

hdi_ make a federal case of

wmi_ make a federal case of it

ntc_ make a federal case out of

something

hdi_ make a fool of

hdi_ make a fortune
hdi_ make a fuss
wmi_ make a fuss

hdi_ make a go of

wmi_ make a go of it
wik_ make a go of it

wmi_ make a good impression
hdi_ make a hash of
hdi_ make a hit

hdi_ make a hole in
ntc_ make a killing
wik_ make a killing
wmi_ make a killing
hdi_ make a killing
ntc_ Make a lap!

hdi_ make a laughingstock of
wik_ make a leg

wmi_ make a life for yourself
wmi_ make a living
wik_ make a living
hdi_ make a living

hdi_ make a long story short
wik_ make a meal of

hdi_ make a mess of

wmi_ make a mistake

wik_ make a mockery of

pes_ MAKE A MONKEY OF

wik_ make a monkey out of
hdi_ make a monkey out of
ntc_ make a mountain

wmi_ make a mountain out of a

mole hill
make
a mountain out of a
hdi_
molehill
wik_ make a mountain out of a
molehill
MAKE
A MOVE
pes_
MAKE
A MUCK OF
pes_
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hdi_ make a name for oneself

wik_ make a name for oneself
wmi_ make a name for yourself
hdi_ make a night of it
hdi_ make a note of
hdi_ make a nuisance of oneself
wmi_ make a pass
hdi_ make a pass at
wik_ make a pig's ear of
pes_ MAKE A PIG'S EAR OF IT
hdi_ make a pig of oneself
ntc_ make a pig of oneself
hdi_ make a pile
ntc_ make a pile
wmi_ make a pitch
hdi_ make a pitch for
hdi_ make a play for
wik_ make a point
wmi_ make a point of
hdi_ make a point of
hdi_ make a practice of
hdi_ make a run for
wmi_ make a scene
hdi_ make a scene
ntc_ make a score
hdi_ make a silk purse
wik_ make a silk purse of a sow's
ear
make
a silk purse...
wmi_
hdi_ make a small fortune
wik_ make a spectacle of oneself
wik_ make a splash
wmi_ make a splash
hdi_ make a stab at
hdi_ make a stand
hdi_ make a statement
hdi_ make a stink
wik_ make a stink
ntc_ make a stink (about
someone or something)
pes_ MAKE A TRIBUTE TO
DISNEY
make
a virtue of necessity
hdi_
wik_ make a virtue of necessity
wmi_ make advances
hdi_ make advances
hdi_ make allowance for
hdi_ make allowances for
hdi_ make amends
wik_ make amends
wmi_ make amends
wik_ make an appearance
hdi_ make an appearance
hdi_ make an appointment
hdi_ make an ass of
wik_ make an ass of
hdi_ make an ass out of
hdi_ make an end of
wmi_ make an entrance
wik_ make an example of
hdi_ make an example of

hdi_ make an exception

hdi_ make an exhibition of
oneself
wik_ make an exhibition of
oneself
wik_ make an honest woman
hdi_ make an impression
wmi_ make an offer
pes_ MAKE AN OFFERING TO
THE PORCELAIN GOD
make
an uproar
hdi_
hdi_ make arrangements for
hdi_ make as if
hdi_ make as though
hdi_ make away with
pes_ MAKE BABIES
hdi_ make bail
hdi_ make believe
wik_ make believe
wmi_ make believe
hdi_ make bold
wik_ make book
hdi_ make book
ntc_ make book on something
hdi_ make both ends meet
hdi_ make bricks without straw
hdi_ make capital out of
pes_ MAKE CHOWDER
hdi_ make conversation
hdi_ make demands on
hdi_ make do
wik_ make do
wmi_ make do
hdi_ make ends meet
wik_ make ends meet
wmi_ make ends meet
wmi_ make every effort
hdi_ make eyes at
wik_ make faces
wmi_ make faces
hdi_ make fast work of
pes_ MAKE FOOD OFFERINGS
TO THE CHINA GODS
hdi_ make for
wik_ make for
ntc_ make for somewhere
hdi_ make free with
hdi_ make friends
wmi_ make friends
hdi_ make fun of
wmi_ make fun of
wik_ make fun of
wik_ make game of
wmi_ make good
hdi_ make good
wik_ make good on
hdi_ make good time
wmi_ make good time
hdi_ make great strides
wik_ make ground
hdi_ make hamburger of

ntc_ make hamburger out of

someone or something
hdi_ make haste
wik_ make hay
wmi_ make hay while the sun
shines
make
hay while the sun
wik_
shines
hdi_ make hay while the sun
shines
make
head or tail of
wik_
hdi_ make head or tail of
wik_ make headway
hdi_ make headway
wmi_ make headway
hdi_ make heavy weather
hdi_ make heavy weather of
wik_ make history
hdi_ make history
hdi_ make inroads into
hdi_ make it
wmi_ make it
wik_ make it
ntc_ make it
wmi_ make it better
wmi_ make it big
hdi_ make it hot for
ntc_ make it hot for someone
hdi_ make it one's business
hdi_ make it snappy
pes_ MAKE IT SNAPPY
wik_ make it snappy
wmi_ make it snappy
ntc_ Make it snappy!
hdi_ make it to
hdi_ make it up
wik_ make it up as one goes
along
wik_ make it up to
hdi_ make it with
wmi_ make it worse
wik_ make light of
hdi_ make light of
wmi_ make light of
hdi_ make like
wik_ make like a banana and
split
ntc_ make like a tree and leave
wik_ make like a tree and leave
ntc_ make like someone or
something
make
little of
hdi_
wmi_ make love
hdi_ make love
wik_ make matters worse
wmi_ make me do it
wmi_ make me sick/mad etc.
wmi_ make mention
wmi_ make mincemeat of
hdi_ make mincemeat of
wik_ make mincemeat out of

ntc_ make mincemeat out of

someone or something
hdi_ make mischief
wmi_ make money
hdi_ make much of
hdi_ make my day
wmi_ make my day
ntc_ Make my day!
wmi_ make myself clear
hdi_ make no bones about
wik_ make no bones about
wmi_ make no bones about it
hdi_ make no difference
hdi_ make no mistake
ntc_ Make no mistake (about it)!
hdi_ make notes
hdi_ make nothing of
wmi_ make of it
hdi_ make off
wmi_ make off with
pes_ MAKE ONE
wik_ make one's bed
hdi_ make one's bed and lie in it
wik_ make one's bed and lie in it
hdi_ make one's blood boil
hdi_ make one's blood run cold
hdi_ make one's day
hdi_ make one's ears burn
hdi_ make one's flesh creep
hdi_ make one's hair curl
hdi_ make one's hair stand on
end
hdi_ make one's head spin
wik_ make one's mark
hdi_ make one's mark
hdi_ make one's mouth water
hdi_ make one's own way
hdi_ make one's peace with
hdi_ make one's point
hdi_ make one's skin crawl
hdi_ make one's way
wik_ make one's way
hdi_ make one sick
ntc_ make one’s bed
hdi_ make oneself at home
pes_ MAKE ONESELF BUSY
ntc_ make oneself scarce
hdi_ make oneself scarce
wik_ make oneself scarce
hdi_ make or break
pes_ MAKE OUT
wmi_ make out
ntc_ make out
hdi_ make out
wik_ make out like a bandit
hdi_ make out like a bandit
wik_ make over
hdi_ make over
pes_ MAKE PAVEMENT
ASTERISKS
make
peace
hdi_
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wik_ make peace

wik_ make quick work of
hdi_ make ready
wmi_ make room

hdi_ make rounds
hdi_ make sail

hdi_ make sense
wik_ make sense
wmi_ make sense

wmi_ make sense of it

wik_ make short work of
hdi_ make short work of
hdi_ make so bold as
ntc_ make someone

wik_ make someone's blood boil
wik_ make someone's blood run

cold

wik_ make someone's day

wik_ make someone's jaw drop
wik_ make someone's nipples

ache

wik_ make someone's skin crawl
wik_ make someone's teeth itch
hdi_ make someone look good
hdi_ make something of

wmi_ make something of it

wik_ make something of oneself

wmi_ make something of yourself
hdi_ make something worth

one's while

hdi_ make sport of
hdi_ make stick

wmi_ make strange
hdi_ make sure
wmi_ make sure
wik_ make sure

wmi_ make the bed
hdi_ make the bed

hdi_ make the best of a bad

bargain

hdi_ make the best of it
wik_ make the cut

hdi_ make the difference
hdi_ make the dust fly

hdi_ make the feathers/fur fly
pes_ MAKE THE FUR FLY
wmi_ make the grade
hdi_ make the grade
wik_ make the grade

wik_ make the most of
hdi_ make the most of

wmi_ make the most of it
hdi_ make the plunge

hdi_ make the rounds
ntc_ make the scene

pes_ MAKE THE SCENE
hdi_ make the scene

hdi_ make the sparks fly
wmi_ make the team

wik_ make the welkin ring
pes_ MAKE THEM CRY
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hdi_ make time

hdi_ make time for
hdi_ make time with
wik_ make tracks
pes_ MAKE TRACKS
hdi_ make tracks
ntc_ make tracks
wmi_ make tracks
wmi_ make trouble
hdi_ make up
wmi_ make up
wmi_ make up for
hdi_ make up for lost time
hdi_ make up ground
hdi_ make up one's mind
wik_ make up one's mind
hdi_ make up to
wmi_ make up your mind
hdi_ make use of
wmi_ make war
wmi_ make waves
wik_ make waves
hdi_ make waves
ntc_ make waves
hdi_ make way
wmi_ make way
wik_ make way
hdi_ make way for
wmi_ make whoopee
hdi_ make whoopee
hdi_ make with
pes_ MAKE WITH
ntc_ make with the something
wmi_ make your bum hum
wmi_ make your hair stand on
end
wmi_ make your head spin
wmi_ make your mark
wmi_ make your mouth water
wmi_ make your way
wmi_ make yourself at home
wmi_ make yourself scarce
wmi_ make yourself to home
wmi_ makes no difference
pes_ MAKING THE RIFFLE
pes_ MAKINGS
wmi_ makings of
wmi_ malarkey
pes_ MALARKEY
pes_ MALCOLM SCOTT
ntc_ male chauvinist pig
pes_ MALKY
pes_ MALL RAT
pes_ MALLIE
pes_ MALTESER
wik_ mama's boy
hdi_ mama's boy
ntc_ mama bear
pes_ MAMA COCA
pes_ MAMMY RAMMER
pes_ MAMPI

pes_ MAMPUS

pes_ MAMZER
hdi_ man about town
pes_ MAN ALIVE
wik_ man and boy
pes_ MAN AND WIFE
wik_ man and wife
pes_ MAN AROMA
wik_ man down
hdi_ man Friday
pes_ MAN IN THE MOON
hdi_ man in the street
wik_ man in the street
pes_ MAN O' WAR
wik_ man of few words
hdi_ man of few words
wmi_ man of few words
hdi_ man of his word
wik_ man of one's word
wik_ man of parts
wmi_ man of the cloth
wik_ man of the hour
hdi_ man of the moment
hdi_ man of the world
pes_ MAN ON THE MOON
ntc_ man on the street
wik_ man the fort
pes_ MAN THE LIFEBOATS
pes_ MAN TRAP
wik_ man up
pes_ MAN WHO RIDES THE
SCREAMING GASSER
pes_ MAN WITH HEADACHE
STICK
pes_ MAN WITH THE BOOK OF
MANY YEARS
pes_ MANCHESTER CITY
pes_ MANDIES
pes_ MANDRAKE
pes_ MANDRETS
pes_ MANDREX
pes_ MANDY
pes_ MANERS
pes_ MANFRED MANN
pes_ MANGARIE
pes_ MANGE
pes_ MANGLE AND WRING
pes_ MANGLE AND WRINGER
pes_ MANGOES
pes_ MANHOLE
pes_ MANHOLE COVER
pes_ MANICURE
pes_ MANJ
pes_ MANK
pes_ MANKY
hdi_ manna from heaven
wik_ manoeuvre the apostles
pes_ MANOR
pes_ MANTOVANI
hdi_ many a
wik_ many a time and oft

hdi_ many hands make light

work
wik_ many happy returns
hdi_ many happy returns
hdi_ many happy returns of the
day
many
is the
hdi_
pes_ MANYANA
pes_ MAP
pes_ MAP OF FRANCE
pes_ MAP OF IRELAND
pes_ MAP OF TASMANIA
pes_ MARABUNTA
pes_ MARACAS
pes_ MARBLE
pes_ MARBLE ARCH
ntc_ Marble City
ntc_ marble dome
pes_ MARBLE HALLS
pes_ MARBLE ORCHARD
ntc_ marble orchard
pes_ MARBLE TOWN
pes_ MARBLE WOOD
pes_ MARBLES
pes_ MARBLES AND CONKERS
hdi_ march to a different beat
hdi_ march to a different
drummer
march
to the beat of a
wik_
different drum
pes_ MARCHING DUST
wik_ marching orders
hdi_ marching orders, get one's
pes_ MARCHING POWDER
pes_ MARDARSE
pes_ MARDIE
pes_ MARDY
pes_ MARE
pes_ MARGARET ROSE
pes_ MARGATE SANDS
pes_ MARI
pes_ MARI LANZA
pes_ MARIA MONK
pes_ MARICON
pes_ MARIE CORRELLI
pes_ MARIGOLD
ntc_ marine (recruit)
ntc_ marine officer
pes_ MARK
wmi_ mark a watershed
hdi_ mark down
hdi_ mark my words
wik_ mark my words
wmi_ mark my words
pes_ MARK SOMEONE'S CARD
ntc_ mark time
hdi_ mark time
wik_ mark time
hdi_ mark up
wmi_ marked man
hdi_ marked man, a

pes_ MARLO

pes_ MARMALIZE
pes_ MARMELISE
pes_ MARMITE
pes_ MARMITE DRILLER
pes_ MAROON
pes_ MARPS
pes_ MARQUIS OF GRANBY
pes_ MARQUIS OF LORNE
pes_ MARRER
pes_ MARRERS
pes_ MARROWBONES
wik_ marry off
pes_ MARS AND VENUS
pes_ MARS BAR
pes_ MARSHMALLOW REDS
pes_ MARTEN
pes_ MARTIAN
pes_ MARTIN‐LE‐GRAND
pes_ MARTIN LUTHER KING
pes_ MARTY WILDE
pes_ MARVIE
pes_ MARY
pes_ MARY ANN
pes_ MARY BLANE
wik_ Mary Celeste
pes_ MARY ELLENS
pes_ MARY GREEN
pes_ MARY HINGE
ntc_ Mary J.
ntc_ Mary Jane
pes_ MARY JANE
pes_ MARY JANE WARNER
pes_ MARY ROSE
pes_ MARY WARNER
pes_ MARYLOU
pes_ MASH
pes_ MASHED POTATO
pes_ MASHER
wik_ mass destruction
pes_ MASSIVE
pes_ MASTER BATER
wik_ Master of the Universe
pes_ MATABY
wik_ match day
wik_ match made in heaven
wik_ match made in hell
pes_ MATCH OF THE DAY
wmi_ match wits
pes_ MATE
pes_ MATELOT
pes_ MATER
pes_ MATEY
pes_ MATHESON LANG
pes_ MATINEE
wik_ matter of course
hdi_ matter of course, a
wik_ matter of fact
hdi_ matter of fact, a
wmi_ matter of life and death
hdi_ matter of life and death, a
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hdi_ matter of opinion, a
wik_ matter of time

pes_ MATTRESS‐MUNCHER
pes_ MAU‐MAU
pes_ MAU MAU

pes_ MAUD AND RUTH
pes_ MAUI‐WOWIE
pes_ MAULERS
pes_ MAVEN
pes_ MAX

pes_ MAX FACTOR
pes_ MAX MILLER
ntc_ max out
hdi_ max out

pes_ MAX WALLS
ntc_ maxed out

pes_ MAXIBOLIN

pes_ MAXWELL HOUSE

wik_ may the Force be with you
wmi_ mayday (m'aidez)
pes_ MAYO

pes_ MAZAWATTEE
pes_ MAZOOMA
pes_ MAZUMA

pes_ MAZZARD

pes_ MCALPINE'S FUSILIERS
pes_ MCGARRET
pes_ MCP

pes_ MDA

pes_ ME 'N' YOU

pes_ ME AND YOU
pes_ ME ELBOW
wik_ me three

ntc_ meadow muffin
pes_ MEAL TICKET
hdi_ meal ticket
wik_ meal ticket

wik_ meals on wheels

ntc_ meals rejected by

Ethiopians

ntc_ meals rejected by the

enemy
MEAN
pes_
ntc_ mean business
wik_ mean business
wmi_ mean business
hdi_ mean business
pes_ MEAN MACHINE
ntc_ mean something
wmi_ mean streak
wik_ mean the world to
hdi_ mean to
wmi_ mean well
wmi_ measure up
hdi_ measure up
wik_ measure up
pes_ MEAT
hdi_ meat and drink to one
wik_ meat and potatoes
hdi_ meat and potatoes
pes_ MEAT AND TWO VEG
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pes_ MEAT EATER

pes_ MEAT INJECTION
pes_ MEAT MARKET
wik_ meat market
pes_ MEAT PIE
pes_ MEAT PUPPET
wik_ meat rack
pes_ MEAT RACK
wik_ meat stick
ntc_ meat wagon
pes_ MEAT WAGON
pes_ MEATBALL
wik_ meatball surgery
pes_ MEATBALL SURGERY
pes_ MEATHEAD
pes_ MEATHOOKS
pes_ MEATY
pes_ MECHANIC
pes_ MECHANICAL DIGGER
wik_ media darling
pes_ MEDICINE
pes_ MEDICINE MAN
pes_ MEDIUM
pes_ MEDZA
pes_ MEET
wik_ meet and greet
wik_ meet halfway
pes_ MEET HELL
pes_ MEET MY FRIENDS RALPH
AND EARL
wik_ meet one's maker
hdi_ meet one's match
hdi_ meet one's Waterloo
hdi_ meet someone halfway
hdi_ meet the requirements
hdi_ meet up with
wmi_ meet up with
hdi_ meet with
wik_ meet with
wmi_ meet you half way
wmi_ meeting of minds
ntc_ meeting of the minds
hdi_ meeting of the minds
pes_ MEG RYAN
pes_ MEGA
pes_ MEGABUCK
wmi_ megabucks
pes_ MEGABUCKS
pes_ MEGILLAH
pes_ MEK‐MEK
pes_ MELKPENS
ntc_ mell of a hess
pes_ MELLOW
pes_ MELLOW OUT
hdi_ mellow out
ntc_ mellow out
pes_ MELODY LINGERS
wik_ melon head
pes_ MELONHEAD
pes_ MELONS
hdi_ melt in one's mouth

wmi_ melt in your mouth

wik_ melt into
pes_ MELTED OUT
wik_ melting pot
pes_ MELVIN
pes_ MELVYNN BRAGG
pes_ MEMBER
wik_ member for Barkshire
pes_ MEMORY BOX
wik_ memory lane
pes_ MEMSAHIB
ntc_ men in blue
pes_ MEN OF HARLECH
ntc_ men’s room
wmi_ mend fences
wik_ mend fences
hdi_ mend one's fences
wik_ mend one's ways
hdi_ mend one's ways
pes_ MENDIC
pes_ MENSCH
pes_ MENTAL
wmi_ mental block
ntc_ mental giant
ntc_ mental midget
pes_ MERCH
pes_ MERCHANT BANKER
pes_ MERKIN
pes_ MERLIN THE MAGICIAN
hdi_ merrier, merry
pes_ MERRIES
pes_ MERRY AND BRIGHT
wik_ Merry Andrew
wik_ merry dance
pes_ MERRY GO ROUND
pes_ MERRY OLD SOUL
pes_ MERSH
pes_ MERYL STREEP
pes_ MESHUGGENER
pes_ MESS‐AROUND
ntc_ mess about (with
someone)
mess
about (with
ntc_
something)
hdi_ mess around
wik_ mess around
ntc_ mess around (with
someone)
ntc_ mess around (with
something)
mess
of pottage
wik_
mess
someone or
ntc_
something up
ntc_ mess someone up
ntc_ mess someone’s face up
ntc_ mess up
wik_ mess up
hdi_ mess up
wmi_ mess up
wik_ mess with
hdi_ mess with

wmi_ mess with

ntc_ mess with someone or
something
wmi_ messed up
ntc_ messed up
pes_ METAL
pes_ METALLICS
pes_ METAQUANS
wmi_ mete out
hdi_ meter is running, the
pes_ METH
ntc_ meth monster
hdi_ method in one's madness
pes_ METHODY
pes_ METHS
pes_ METHY
pes_ METHYLTESTOSTERONE
pes_ METTLE
pes_ MEXICAN
wik_ Mexican breakfast
ntc_ Mexican breakfast
pes_ MEXICAN BREAKFAST
pes_ MEXICAN MUD
pes_ MEXICAN OATS
pes_ MEXICAN PROMOTION
pes_ MEXICAN RAISE
pes_ MEXICAN REDS
wik_ Mexican standoff
pes_ MEXICAN TWO STEP
pes_ MEXICAN VALIUM
pes_ MEXICAN WAVE
pes_ MEZOOMAS
pes_ MI
pes_ MI A NUH
pes_ MIAMI VICE
pes_ MICHAEL
pes_ MICHAEL CAINE
pes_ MICHAEL HUNT
pes_ MICHAEL MILES
pes_ MICHAEL SCHUMACHER
pes_ MICHAEL WINNER
pes_ MICK
pes_ MICK JAGGER
pes_ MICK O'DWYER
pes_ MICKEY
ntc_ Mickey (Finn)
pes_ MICKEY BLISS
ntc_ Mickey D’s
ntc_ Mickey finished
pes_ MICKEY FINN
pes_ MICKEY MOUSE
wik_ Mickey Mouse
ntc_ mickey mouse
ntc_ mickey mouse ears
ntc_ mickey mouse habit
pes_ MICKEY ROONEY
pes_ MICKEY ROURKE
pes_ MICKIE MOST
pes_ MICKY BLISSER
pes_ MICKY DUFF
pes_ MICROCHIP

pes_ MICRODOT

pes_ MID
wik_ Midas touch
pes_ MIDDEN
wik_ middle ground
wmi_ middle ground
pes_ MIDDLE LEG
ntc_ middle of nowhere
wik_ middle of nowhere
wmi_ middle of the road
wik_ middle of the road
pes_ MIDDLE STIMP
wmi_ middleman
pes_ MIDDY
pes_ MIDLAND BANK
pes_ MIDLAND BANKER
hdi_ midnight oil
pes_ MIFFED
wmi_ miffed
ntc_ mifky‐pifky (in the bushes)
hdi_ might and main, with
hdi_ might makes right
pes_ MIGHTA
pes_ MIGHTY MOUTH
pes_ MIGHTY QUINN
pes_ MIKE
pes_ MIKE AND IKE
pes_ MIKE DICKIN
pes_ MIKE MALONE
pes_ MIKES
hdi_ mile a minute, a
pes_ MILE END
hdi_ miles and miles
pes_ MILK
ntc_ milk a duck
wmi_ milk it
pes_ MILK JUG
pes_ MILK OF AMNESIA
hdi_ milk of human kindness,
the
wmi_ milk run
pes_ MILK RUN
pes_ MILKBAR COWBOY
pes_ MILKER
pes_ MILKMAN'S HORSE
pes_ MILKO
pes_ MILKTOAST
pes_ MILKY
pes_ MILKY BAR
pes_ MILKY WAY
pes_ MILL
pes_ MILLARD
pes_ MILLENIUM DOME
pes_ MILLER
pes_ MILLER'S DAUGHTER
wik_ Miller of Dee
pes_ MILLIGNA
pes_ MILLION
pes_ MILLIONS ON
hdi_ mills of the gods grind
slowly
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hdi_ millstone around one's

neck
pes_ MILLWALL RESERVES
pes_ MILLWALLY
pes_ MILQUETOAST
pes_ MILTON KEYNES
ntc_ Milwaukee goiter
pes_ MIMI
pes_ MIN
pes_ MINCE
hdi_ mince matters
pes_ MINCE PIES
wik_ mince words
wmi_ mince words
hdi_ mince words
pes_ MINCER
pes_ MINCES
wik_ mind's ear
pes_ MIND'S EYE
pes_ MIND‐BLOWING
wik_ mind‐numbing
pes_ MIND BENDING
wmi_ mind boggling
pes_ MIND GAMES
wmi_ mind games
wmi_ mind go blank
wmi_ mind in neutral
hdi_ mind like a steel trap, have
a
wmi_ mind of his own
hdi_ mind of one's own, have a
hdi_ mind one's own business
wik_ mind one's own business
hdi_ mind one's p's and q's
wik_ mind one's p's and q's
wik_ mind one's P's and Q's
hdi_ mind over matter
wmi_ mind over matter
hdi_ mind the store
wik_ mind the store
wmi_ mind the store
wik_ mind you
wmi_ mind your manners
ntc_ mind your own beeswax
wmi_ mind your own business
wmi_ mind your P's and Q's
pes_ MINDER
pes_ MINDFUCK
wik_ mine arse on a bandbox
wik_ miner's canary
wik_ miners' canary
pes_ MINESWEEPING
pes_ MING
pes_ MINGE
pes_ MINGER
pes_ MINGING
pes_ MINGY
pes_ MINI MOKE
pes_ MINI MOUSE
pes_ MINK
pes_ MINNIE
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wik_ mint chocolate chip

wik_ mint condition
wmi_ mint condition
hdi_ mint condition, in
pes_ MINT LEAF
hdi_ mint money
pes_ MINT SAUCE
pes_ MINTED
pes_ MINTIE
pes_ MISBEHAVE
hdi_ miscarriage of justice
pes_ MISERY‐GUTS
wmi_ misery loves company
hdi_ misery loves company
hdi_ miss a beat
pes_ MISS A PENALTY
hdi_ miss by a mile
hdi_ miss fire
pes_ MISS FITCH
hdi_ miss is as good as a mile, a
hdi_ miss much
wik_ miss out
hdi_ miss out on
wmi_ miss out on
pes_ MISS PIGGY
wik_ Miss Right
wmi_ miss the boat
ntc_ miss the boat
hdi_ miss the boat
wik_ miss the boat
wik_ miss the mark
hdi_ miss the mark
wik_ miss the point
hdi_ miss the point
wmi_ miss the point
wmi_ miss the water till...
wmi_ miss you
wmi_ miss your chance
pes_ MISSING SLATE
pes_ MISSIONARY
wik_ Mississippi
pes_ MISSUS
hdi_ mistake for
pes_ MISTER NICE‐GUY
wik_ Mister Right
pes_ MITHER
pes_ MITS
pes_ MITT
pes_ MITTEN
hdi_ mix and match
pes_ MIX AND MUDDLE
wik_ mix apples and oranges
wik_ mix it up
wmi_ mix it up
hdi_ mix it up
ntc_ mix it up (with someone)
wik_ mix up
wmi_ mix up
hdi_ mix up
wmi_ mix you up
ntc_ mixed (up)

hdi_ mixed bag

wik_ mixed bag
hdi_ mixed blessing
wik_ mixed blessing
hdi_ mixed feelings
wmi_ mixed feelings
wik_ mixed message
wik_ mixed picture
pes_ MIXEN
pes_ MIXER
pes_ MIZZLE
pes_ MIZZOG
pes_ MJ
pes_ MO
pes_ MOANING MINNIE
pes_ MOB
pes_ MOB SCENE
pes_ MOBILE
pes_ MOBILE DUNGHEAP
pes_ MOBSTER
pes_ MOBY
pes_ MOBY DICK
pes_ MOCKER
pes_ MOCKERS
pes_ MOCKINGBIRD
pes_ MOCKLE
pes_ MOCKNEY
pes_ MOD
ntc_ mod poser
pes_ MODE
wik_ modest proposal
pes_ MODS AND ROCKERS
pes_ MOER
pes_ MOFFRATITE
pes_ MOG
pes_ MOGADORED
pes_ MOGGIE
pes_ MOGGY
ntc_ moist around the edges
pes_ MOJO
pes_ MOKE
pes_ MOLDY
ntc_ moldy fig
pes_ MOLDY FIG
pes_ MOLE
pes_ MOLL
pes_ MOLL‐BUZZER
pes_ MOLLETS
pes_ MOLLY
pes_ MOLLY MAGUIRED
pes_ MOLLY MALONE
pes_ MOLLY O'MORGAN
wik_ moment in the sun
wik_ moment of truth
hdi_ moment of truth
wmi_ moment of truth
pes_ MOMMA
pes_ MOMMET
pes_ MOMMY TRACK
pes_ MOMSER
pes_ MONA LISA

pes_ MONA LOTT

wik_ Monday‐morning
quarterback
hdi_ Monday‐morning
quarterback
pes_ MONDAY MORNING
QUARTERBACK
pes_ MONDO
pes_ MONEY
wik_ money's worth
pes_ MONEY‐CUFFEE
pes_ MONEY BOX
hdi_ money burns a hole in
one's pocket
wmi_ money doesn't grow on
trees
wik_ money for jam
wik_ money for old rope
ntc_ money from home
ntc_ money grubber
pes_ MONEY IN THE BANK
hdi_ money is no object
wmi_ money is the root of all evil
pes_ MONEY MAKER
wik_ money maker
wik_ money pit
ntc_ money talks
hdi_ money talks
wmi_ money talks
pes_ MONEY TO BURN
wmi_ money to burn
hdi_ money to burn
wmi_ moneybags
pes_ MONG
pes_ MONGIE
pes_ MONGREL
pes_ MONICA ROSE
pes_ MONIKER
pes_ MONKEY
pes_ MONKEY'S
pes_ MONKEY'S COUSIN
wmi_ monkey's uncle
pes_ MONKEY AROUND
wik_ monkey around
hdi_ monkey around
ntc_ monkey around (with
someone)
ntc_ monkey around (with
something)
ntc_ monkey bite
wmi_ monkey business
pes_ MONKEY BUSINESS
ntc_ monkey business
hdi_ monkey business
wik_ monkey business
pes_ MONKEY DUST
pes_ MONKEY JESUS
wmi_ monkey off my back
wik_ monkey on one's back
hdi_ monkey on one's back
pes_ MONKEY PARADE

pes_ MONKEY RUN

pes_ MONKEY SUIT
ntc_ monkey swill
ntc_ monkey talk
ntc_ monkey wagon
pes_ MONKEY WALK
ntc_ monkey wards
ntc_ monkey with someone or
something
wik_ monkey wrench
pes_ MONKEYS' TAILS
wik_ monkeys might fly out of
my butt
wmi_ monkeywrenching
pes_ MONOLITHIC
pes_ MONOPOLY MONEY
wik_ Monopoly money
pes_ MONSTER
pes_ MONSTER FODDER
ntc_ monster weed
pes_ MONTEZUMA'S REVENGE
ntc_ Montezuma’s revenge
pes_ MONTEZUMAS
pes_ MONTGOMERY CLIFT
wmi_ month of Sundays
wik_ month of Sundays
hdi_ month of Sundays, a
pes_ MONTHLIES
pes_ MONTHLY BILL
pes_ MOO
pes_ MOO JUICE
ntc_ moo juice
pes_ MOOCH
pes_ MOODY
pes_ MOODY AND SANKEY
pes_ MOODY SHREWDIE
pes_ MOOEY
pes_ MOOI
pes_ MOOJIN
pes_ MOOK
wmi_ moola
pes_ MOOLAH
pes_ MOON
wik_ moon on a stick
wmi_ moon them
pes_ MOONER
pes_ MOONHEAD
pes_ MOONIE
pes_ MOONLIGHT
pes_ MOONLIGHT FLITS
ntc_ moonlight requisition
wmi_ moonlighting
pes_ MOONROCK
wmi_ moonshine
pes_ MOONSHINE
pes_ MOONY
pes_ MOOSE
pes_ MOOT
hdi_ moot point
pes_ MOOZO
pes_ MOP‐TOP
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pes_ MOP AND BUCKET

ntc_ mop the floor up with

someone

wik_ mop the floor with

someone

wmi_ mop the floor with us
wik_ mop up
hdi_ mop up
wmi_ mop up

hdi_ mop up the floor with
ntc_ mope around
pes_ MOPHO

pes_ MOPOKE
pes_ MOPPED
wmi_ moppie

ntc_ mopping‐up operation
wik_ moral compass

wik_ moral high ground
wik_ moral support
hdi_ moral support
pes_ MORE‐ISH

hdi_ more and more

hdi_ more bang for the buck

hdi_ more bounce for the ounce
wik_ more Catholic than the

Pope

wik_ more cry than wool

hdi_ more dead than alive

hdi_ more easily said than done
wik_ more equal

hdi_ more fun than a barrel of

monkeys

hdi_ more in sorrow than in

anger
wik_ more like it
wmi_ more money than brains
hdi_ more often than not
pes_ MORE OR LESS
hdi_ more or less
hdi_ more power to someone
wmi_ more power to you
hdi_ more sinned against than
sinning
pes_ MORE THAN ELEVEN
hdi_ more than meets the eye
wmi_ more than meets the eye
ntc_ more than one bargained
for
hdi_ more than one bargained
for
more
than one can shake a
hdi_
stick at
hdi_ more than one way to skin
a cat
wmi_ more than welcome
wmi_ more than you can shake a
stick at
wik_ more than you can shake a
stick at
hdi_ more the merrier, the
pes_ MORECAMBE AND WISE
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pes_ MOREISH

pes_ MORIARTY
pes_ MORK AND MINDY
pes_ MORNING AFTER
ntc_ morning after (the night
before)
morning
after, the
hdi_
pes_ MORNING GLORY
wik_ morning person
wik_ morning, noon and night
pes_ MORPH
pes_ MORRIS MINOR
pes_ MORTAL
wmi_ mortal coil
pes_ MORTAR AND TROWEL
pes_ MOSH PIT
pes_ MOSHING
pes_ MOSS
pes_ MOSSBACK
pes_ MOT
pes_ MOTA
wmi_ mothball
pes_ MOTHER
pes_ MOTHER'S HELPER
pes_ MOTHER'S MILK
pes_ MOTHER'S PRIDE
pes_ MOTHER'S RUIN
pes_ MOTHER‐FUCKER
pes_ MOTHER‐IN‐LAW
pes_ MOTHER AND DAUGHTER
pes_ MOTHER BROWN
pes_ MOTHER GOOSE
wik_ mother hen
pes_ MOTHER HUBBARD
pes_ MOTHER KELLY
wik_ mother lode
pes_ MOTHER MACHREE
wmi_ Mother Nature
ntc_ mother nature(’s)
hdi_ mother of
pes_ MOTHER OF ALL
pes_ MOTHER OF MINE
pes_ MOTHER OF PEARL
pes_ MOTHERFUCKER
wmi_ motherfucker [B]
wmi_ motherhood and apple pie
wmi_ motherlode
pes_ MOTION LOTION
pes_ MOTOR
pes_ MOTOR BOAT
wik_ motor mouth
pes_ MOTORHEAD
pes_ MOTORING
pes_ MOTORMOUTH
wmi_ motormouth
pes_ MOTT
pes_ MOTTING
pes_ MOTZER
pes_ MOUEL
pes_ MOULDIES
pes_ MOULDY

pes_ MOULIN ROUGE

wmi_ mount a comeback
pes_ MOUNTAIN BIKE
pes_ MOUNTAIN PASSES
pes_ MOUNTAINS OF MOURNE
wmi_ Mounties
pes_ MOUSE
pes_ MOUSE IN THE PANTRY
pes_ MOUSE MILKING
wik_ mouse potato
ntc_ mouse potato
pes_ MOUSE TRAP
wmi_ mousy
pes_ MOUTH‐BREATHER
pes_ MOUTH ALMIGHTY
pes_ MOUTH BREATHER
wik_ mouth breather
ntc_ mouth full of South
pes_ MOUTH HARP
wik_ mouth of a sailor
pes_ MOUTH OFF
wmi_ mouth off
hdi_ mouth off
wik_ mouth off
ntc_ mouth off
pes_ MOUTHFUL
wik_ mouthful of marbles
pes_ MOUTHPIECE
pes_ MOUTHY
pes_ MOUTI‐MOUTI
hdi_ move a muscle
hdi_ move heaven and earth
wik_ move heaven and earth
wik_ move house
hdi_ move in
wik_ move it
wmi_ move it
wik_ move on
hdi_ move on
ntc_ move on someone
wik_ move one's body
wik_ move out
wmi_ move over
wik_ move the goal posts
wik_ move the goalposts
wik_ move the yardsticks
wik_ move through the gears
hdi_ move up
hdi_ move up in the world
wmi_ move you to tears
wmi_ move your ass
pes_ MOVER
hdi_ mover and shaker
wik_ mover and shaker
wmi_ movers and shakers
ntc_ movers and shakers
hdi_ mow down
ntc_ mow one’s lawn
pes_ MOW THE LAWN
ntc_ mow the lawn
pes_ MOXIE

pes_ MOZ

pes_ MOZART
pes_ MOZART AND LISZT
pes_ MOZZER
pes_ MOZZLE
pes_ MOZZLE AND BROCHA
pes_ MOZZY
pes_ MR ARNOLD
pes_ MR BIG
pes_ MR FUZZGUG
pes_ MR GUB
pes_ MR HYDE
pes_ MR MAGOO
pes_ MR MENTION
pes_ MR SAUSAGE
pes_ MR WHIPPY
ntc_ Mr. Big
ntc_ Mr. Hawkins
ntc_ Mr. Nice Guy
ntc_ Mr. Right
ntc_ Mr. Whiskers
pes_ MRS CHANT
pes_ MRS DOYLE
pes_ MRS DUCKETT
pes_ MRS FUZZGUG
pes_ MRS MOPP
pes_ MRS MORE
ntc_ Mrs. Murphy
pes_ MTF
hdi_ much ado about nothing
wik_ much ado about nothing
hdi_ much as
hdi_ much in evidence
hdi_ much less
wik_ much less
wmi_ much obliged
wik_ much of a muchness
hdi_ much sought after
pes_ MUCK
pes_ MUCK‐UP
pes_ MUCK‐UP DAY
pes_ MUCK ABOUT
pes_ MUCK IN
ntc_ muck something up
pes_ MUCK UP
hdi_ muck up
pes_ MUCKAMUCK
wik_ muckamuck
pes_ MUCKER
wik_ muckety muck
wmi_ muckrake
pes_ MUCKY
pes_ MUCKY PUP
pes_ MUD
ntc_ mud duck
pes_ MUD IN YOUR EYE
pes_ MUD LARK
wik_ mud monkey
pes_ MUD MUROTUGORA
hdi_ muddle through
ntc_ muddled (up)

hdi_ muddy the waters

wik_ muddy the waters
pes_ MUDDY TRENCH
wmi_ mudsling
pes_ MUDSUCKER
pes_ MUFF
pes_ MUFF‐DIVE
pes_ MUFFIN
pes_ MUFFIN BAKER
pes_ MUFFIN THE MULE
pes_ MUG
wik_ mug's game
pes_ MUG‐SHOT
pes_ MUG BOOK
pes_ MUG PUNTER
pes_ MUG SHOT
ntc_ mug shot
pes_ MUG UP
wmi_ mugged
pes_ MUGGED BEHIND FIVE
pes_ MUGGINS
pes_ MUGGLES
pes_ MUGGO
pes_ MUGWUMP
pes_ MUJER
pes_ MULDOON
pes_ MULE
hdi_ mull over
wmi_ mull over
pes_ MULLED
pes_ MULLER
pes_ MULLIGAN STEW
pes_ MULLIGATAWNY
pes_ MULLIGRUBS
pes_ MULTI‐COLOURED YAWN
pes_ MULTI‐FACED
hdi_ multitude of sins, cover a
wik_ mum's the word
wmi_ mum's the word
hdi_ mum's the word
pes_ MUM AND DAD
pes_ MUMBLE AND MUTTER
pes_ MUMBLEFUCKER
pes_ MUMMERSET
pes_ MUMMYSUCK
pes_ MUMP
pes_ MUMP‐HOLE
pes_ MUMPER
pes_ MUMPING
pes_ MUMS AND DADS
ntc_ munch out
pes_ MUNCHIES
pes_ MUNCHKIN
pes_ MUNG
ntc_ mung something up
pes_ MUNGA
pes_ MUNJAY
pes_ MUNNU
pes_ MUNT
pes_ MUNTA
pes_ MUNTU
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pes_ MUPPET

hdi_ murder will out

wik_ murder will out
pes_ MURDERATE

pes_ MURDERATION
pes_ MURPHY

hdi_ Murphy's law

wmi_ Murphy's Law

pes_ MURRAY MINT
pes_ MUSCLE

hdi_ muscle in
wmi_ muscle in

hdi_ muscle in on

pes_ MUSCLE MARY

pes_ MUSCLE RELAXANTS
hdi_ museum piece
pes_ MUSH

wik_ mush up
pes_ MUSHE

pes_ MUSHIES

pes_ MUSHROOM
pes_ MUSHY

pes_ MUSHY BRAINED
wmi_ music to my ears

hdi_ music to one's ears

wik_ music to someone's ears
ntc_ musical beds

wmi_ musical chairs

hdi_ musical chairs, play
pes_ MUSO
wmi_ must

pes_ MUSTARD

pes_ MUSTARD AND CRESS
pes_ MUSTARD PICKLE
pes_ MUSTARD POT

pes_ MUSTARD POTS
pes_ MUSTEE

hdi_ muster in
pes_ MUTANT
pes_ MUTIE
pes_ MUTT

pes_ MUTT'S NUTS

pes_ MUTT AND JEFF
pes_ MUTTON

pes_ MUTTON‐EYE

pes_ MUTTON DAGGER

wik_ mutton dressed as lamb
pes_ MUTTON DUMMIES
pes_ MUTTON PIE

pes_ MUTTONHEAD

hdi_ mutual admiration society
wik_ mutual admiration society
pes_ MUUNA

pes_ MWOORISH
wik_ my arse
wmi_ my ass

wik_ my bad

ntc_ My bad.

hdi_ my better half
ntc_ my dawg
ntc_ my dog
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wmi_ my eye

wik_ my eye
hdi_ my eye
wik_ my foot
ntc_ My foot!
pes_ MY FRIEND
hdi_ my God
wik_ my goodness
hdi_ my goodness
hdi_ my heart bleeds for you
wik_ my lips are sealed
ntc_ My mama didn’t raise no
dummy.
ntc_ my man
wik_ my my
hdi_ my name is mud
pes_ MY OLD DUTCH
wmi_ my old man
ntc_ my tenda
wik_ my way or the highway
wik_ my word
pes_ MY WORD
pes_ MYRNA LOY
pes_ MYRTLE
pes_ MYSTERY BAG
pes_ MYSTERY BAGS
ntc_ mystery meat
ntc_ mystic biscuit
pes_ MYSTIC MEG
pes_ MYXO
pes_ N'YAM
pes_ N'YAM AND RUN
pes_ N.T.D.
wik_ na‐na na‐na boo‐boo
wik_ na‐na na‐na na‐na
pes_ NAB
pes_ NABBER
pes_ NABE
wmi_ nada
pes_ NADGERS
pes_ NADS
pes_ NAFF
wik_ naff off
pes_ NAFF OFF
pes_ NAFFED‐OFF
pes_ NAFFING
wmi_ nag
pes_ NAG
pes_ NAG PIE
pes_ NAIL
wmi_ nail‐biter
wik_ nail biter
wmi_ nail down
wik_ nail down
hdi_ nail down
wmi_ nail him
hdi_ nail in one's coffin
pes_ NAIL IN ONE'S OWN SHOE
wmi_ nail in your coffin
wmi_ nail it down
ntc_ nail someone to a cross

ntc_ nail someone(’s hide) to

the wall
pes_ NAILED ON
pes_ NAILS AND TACKS
wik_ naked ape
wmi_ naked as a jay bird
hdi_ naked as a jaybird
wmi_ naked eye
hdi_ naked eye
hdi_ naked truth
ntc_ naked truth
pes_ NAM
pes_ NAMBY
wmi_ name‐dropper
hdi_ name after
wik_ name and shame
hdi_ name for
wmi_ name is cleared
wmi_ name is mud
hdi_ name is mud, one's
wik_ name names
hdi_ name names
hdi_ name no names
ntc_ name of the game
hdi_ name of the game, the
hdi_ name the day
ntc_ Name your poison.
pes_ NANA
pes_ NANCY
pes_ NANCY BOY
pes_ NANCY LEE
pes_ NANNY
pes_ NANNY GOAT
pes_ NANNY GOATING
pes_ NANOO
pes_ NANTI
pes_ NANTS
pes_ NANTUCKET
pes_ NANTY
pes_ NAP AND DOUBLE
pes_ NAPOO
pes_ NAPPER
pes_ NAPPER WRAPPER
pes_ NAPPLES
pes_ NAPPY HAIR
pes_ NAPS
pes_ NAR
pes_ NARC
pes_ NARCO
pes_ NARK
pes_ NARK IT
pes_ NARKED
pes_ NARKING DUES
pes_ NARKS
pes_ NARKY
pes_ NARN
wik_ narrow down
hdi_ narrow escape
ntc_ narrow squeak
wik_ nary a
hdi_ nary a

wmi_ nary a word

pes_ NASEEM HAMED
pes_ NASHO
pes_ NASTIES
pes_ NASTY
pes_ NASTY PARTY
pes_ NAT KING COLE
pes_ NATCH
pes_ NATHANIEL
pes_ NATIONAL DEBT
pes_ NATIONAL FRONT
pes_ NATIONAL HUNT
pes_ NATIVE
wik_ native soil
pes_ NATTUM
pes_ NATTY
wmi_ natural high
pes_ NATURE'S QUAALUDE
wmi_ nature calls
ntc_ nature stop
ntc_ nature’s call
pes_ NAUGHTIES
pes_ NAUGHTON AND GOLD
pes_ NAUGHTY
pes_ NAUGHTY BITS
pes_ NAUSE
ntc_ nause someone out
pes_ NAUTICAL MILES
pes_ NAUTICALS
pes_ NAVASOTA
wmi_ navel‐gazing
pes_ NAVIGATOR
pes_ NAVIGATOR SCOT
pes_ NAVVY
wmi_ nay
pes_ NAZI SPY
pes_ NEANDERTHAL
pes_ NEAR
pes_ NEAR AND FAR
hdi_ near at hand
pes_ NEAR ENOUGH
hdi_ near miss
wik_ near post
wik_ near the knuckle
hdi_ near thing
hdi_ near to one's heart
hdi_ nearest and dearest
pes_ NEAT
wmi_ neat
pes_ NEATO‐KEANO
ntc_ neato (canito)
pes_ NEBBIES
pes_ NEBBISH
pes_ NEBECH
pes_ NEBESH
ntc_ Nebraska sign
wik_ necessary evil
wmi_ necessity is the mother of
invention
necessity
is the mother of
hdi_
invention

pes_ NECK

wmi_ neck
pes_ NECK‐OIL
ntc_ neck and neck
hdi_ neck and neck
wik_ neck and neck
wmi_ neck and neck
pes_ NECK BREAKER
wik_ neck of the woods
wmi_ neck of the woods
hdi_ neck of the woods
wik_ necker's knob
pes_ NECKTIE‐PARTY
wmi_ necktie party
wik_ necktie party
pes_ NED KELLY
pes_ NED SKINNER
pes_ NEDDY
wik_ need it yesterday
hdi_ need like a hole in the head
wmi_ need money to make...
wmi_ needle
pes_ NEEDLE
pes_ NEEDLE‐DICK
pes_ NEEDLE AND COTTON
pes_ NEEDLE AND PIN
pes_ NEEDLE AND THREAD
ntc_ needle candy
wik_ needle in a haystack
hdi_ needle in a haystack
pes_ NEEDLE MATCH
pes_ NEEDLE PARK
pes_ NEEDLES AND PINS
hdi_ needless to say
wik_ needless to say
wmi_ needless to say
pes_ NEGATIVE CHUG
hdi_ neither fish nor flesh
wik_ neither fish nor fowl
hdi_ neither fish nor fowl
wmi_ neither fish nor fowl
hdi_ neither fish, flesh, nor fowl
wik_ neither fish, flesh, nor good
red herring
wik_ neither here nor there
hdi_ neither here nor there
hdi_ neither hide nor hair
hdi_ neither rhyme nor reason
pes_ NEITHER SHIT NOR
SHINOLA
NELL
GWYN
pes_
NELLIE
pes_
pes_ NELLIE BLY
pes_ NELLIE DEAN
pes_ NELLIE DEANS
pes_ NELLIE DUFF
pes_ NELLY
pes_ NELSON EDDIES
pes_ NELSON EDDY
pes_ NELSON MANDELA
pes_ NELSON RIDDLE
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pes_ NEMBIES
pes_ NERD
wmi_ nerd

ntc_ nerd magnet
ntc_ nerd mobile
ntc_ nerd pack

pes_ NERD PACK
pes_ NERDY
pes_ NERF

pes_ NERK

pes_ NERTS

pes_ NERVE

wik_ nerve‐shredding
pes_ NERVER

wmi_ nerves of steel

pes_ NERVO AND KNOX

wmi_ nervous breakdown
wik_ nervous hit

hdi_ nervous Nellie
ntc_ nervous Nellie

pes_ NERVOUS WRECK
hdi_ nervous wreck
pes_ NESH

pes_ NESSELTRIPE
wmi_ nest egg
wik_ nest egg
ntc_ nest egg
pes_ NET

ntc_ net result

wmi_ Net surfer
pes_ NETTER
pes_ NETTIE
wmi_ Netwar

hdi_ never‐never land

hdi_ never a dull moment
pes_ NEVER AGAIN
hdi_ never fear

pes_ NEVER FEAR

hdi_ never give a sucker an even

break

hdi_ never had it so good, one
hdi_ never hear the end of

wik_ never in a million years
wik_ never in a month of

Sundays

hdi_ never look back
hdi_ never mind
ntc_ never mind
wmi_ never mind
wik_ never mind

hdi_ never miss a trick

hdi_ never put off until

tomorrow

hdi_ never say die
wmi_ never say die

hdi_ never say never
wik_ never you mind
hdi_ never you mind
pes_ NEVERSWEAT
pes_ NEVIS
pes_ NEVS
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hdi_ new ballgame

hdi_ new blood
wmi_ new blood
hdi_ new broom sweeps clean, a
pes_ NEW DELHI
wmi_ new kid on the block
hdi_ new leaf
hdi_ new lease on life
wmi_ new lease on life
wmi_ new legs
hdi_ new man
wmi_ new money
hdi_ new one
hdi_ new person
wik_ new school
wik_ new standard
wmi_ new wave
hdi_ new woman
hdi_ new wrinkle
ntc_ New York’s finest
wmi_ Newfie
pes_ NEWGATE'S KNOCKER
pes_ NEWGATE GAOL
pes_ NEWINGTON BUTTS
pes_ NEWP
pes_ NEWS OF THE SCREWS
pes_ NEWS OF THE WORLD
pes_ NEWTED
pes_ NEWTON AND RIDLEY
pes_ NEWTON HEATH
hdi_ next door to
wmi_ next of kin
wik_ next thing one knows
hdi_ next to
wik_ next to
wik_ next to nothing
pes_ NFG
pes_ NIAGARAS
pes_ NIAGRA FALLS
pes_ NIBBLE
pes_ NIBBLES
pes_ NIBHEAD
wik_ nice as ninepence
pes_ NICE ENOUGH
wik_ nice guy
ntc_ nice meeting you
pes_ NICE ONE, CYRIL
ntc_ nice talking to you
pes_ NICELY DONE
pes_ NICK
pes_ NICK‐BENT
pes_ NICK COTTON
pes_ NICK OFF
wik_ nickel‐and‐dime
pes_ NICKEL‐AND‐DIME
wik_ nickel and dime
ntc_ nickel and dime someone
(to death)
pes_ NICKEL BAG
pes_ NICKEL NOTE
wik_ nickel nurser

pes_ NICKER

pes_ NICKER BITS
pes_ NICKLE AND DIME
pes_ NICKY BUTTS
pes_ NIEBLA
pes_ NIFF
pes_ NIFFY
pes_ NIFFY‐NAFFY FELLOW
pes_ NIFTY
pes_ NIG‐NOG
pes_ NIGEL
pes_ NIGEL BENN
pes_ NIGERIAN LAGER
pes_ NIGGER
wik_ nigger nose
wik_ nigger rich
wik_ niggerass
wik_ night and day
pes_ NIGHT AND DAY
hdi_ night and day
pes_ NIGHT BOAT TO CAIRO
wik_ night out
wik_ night owl
hdi_ night owl
ntc_ night person
wik_ night person
pes_ NIGRA
pes_ NIK NIK
pes_ NIKI LAUDER
pes_ NIMBIES
pes_ NIMBY
pes_ NINCUM NOODLE
pes_ NINE
pes_ NINE‐ACRE SMILE
pes_ NINE‐BOB NOTE
pes_ NINE‐DAY BLUES
pes_ NINE‐DOLLAR BILL
pes_ NINE‐EIGHT
pes_ NINE‐INCH KNOCKER
pes_ NINE‐MILE NUTS
pes_ NINE‐TAIL BRUISER
pes_ NINE‐TO‐FIVE
pes_ NINE‐TO‐FIVER
pes_ NINE CORNS
wik_ nine day wonder
wik_ nine lives
wmi_ nine lives
pes_ NINE PENN'ORTH
pes_ NINE SHILLINGS
wmi_ nine times out of ten
pes_ NINE WAYS FROM
BREAKFAST
pes_ NINE WINKS
pes_ NINEPENCE
pes_ NINEPENNYWORTH
pes_ NINEPINS
pes_ NINER
pes_ NINETEEN CANTEEN
pes_ NINETEENER
ntc_ nineteenth hole
pes_ NINETEENTH HOLE

pes_ NINETY‐DAY WONDER

pes_ NINETY‐NINE
pes_ NINETY‐SIX
pes_ NINETY‐THREE
pes_ NINETY DAYS
pes_ NINETY DOG
pes_ NING‐NANG
pes_ NING‐NONG
pes_ NINNIES
pes_ NINNIFIED
pes_ NINNY
pes_ NINNY BROTH
pes_ NINNY JUGS
pes_ NIP
pes_ NIP‐IN
hdi_ nip and tuck
wik_ nip and tuck
ntc_ nip and tuck
wmi_ nip and tuck
hdi_ nip in the bud
wik_ nip in the bud
wmi_ nip it in the bud
pes_ NIPPER
pes_ NIPPERHOOD
pes_ NIPS
pes_ NIRRUP
pes_ NISH
pes_ NISHTA
pes_ NIT
pes_ NIT NURSE
pes_ NITCH
pes_ NITERIE
wmi_ nitpick
pes_ NITRATES
pes_ NITRO
pes_ NITS AND LICE
pes_ NITSO
pes_ NITTO
pes_ NITTY
wmi_ nitty‐gritty
pes_ NITTY‐GRITTY
pes_ NITWIT
wmi_ nitwit
pes_ NIX
pes_ NIX OUT
pes_ NIXIE
pes_ NIXIES
pes_ NIXON
pes_ NO
wik_ no‐count
wmi_ no‐frills
pes_ NO‐GOODNIK
pes_ NO‐NO
wik_ no‐show
wmi_ no‐show
ntc_ no‐win situation
hdi_ no‐win situation
hdi_ no accounting for tastes,
there's
no
bargain
ntc_
no
big deal
ntc_

ntc_ no big whoop

ntc_ no biggie
wik_ no biggie
wmi_ no bloody way
wmi_ no bones about it
ntc_ no brand cigarette
wmi_ no business
wik_ no buts
hdi_ no buts
hdi_ no call for
hdi_ no call to
wmi_ no can do
ntc_ no can do
hdi_ no can do
wik_ no chance
wmi_ no chancy
wik_ no comment
wmi_ no contest
wik_ no cover
pes_ NO COW
wik_ no dice
pes_ NO DICE
hdi_ no dice
wmi_ no dice
ntc_ no dice
hdi_ no doubt
wmi_ no doubt
ntc_ no earthly reason
hdi_ no end
ntc_ no end of something
wmi_ no fair
ntc_ No fair!
hdi_ no flies on one
hdi_ no fool like an old fool,
there's
wik_ no frills
pes_ NO FT
wmi_ no fucking way [B]
pes_ NO GO
ntc_ no go
hdi_ no go
hdi_ no good
ntc_ no great shakes
wmi_ no great shakes
hdi_ no great shakes
wik_ no great shakes
wmi_ no guff
wmi_ no hard feelings
wik_ no hard feelings
hdi_ no hard feelings
wik_ no harm, no foul
wik_ no holds barred
hdi_ no holds barred
ntc_ no holds barred
wmi_ no holds barred
wik_ no ifs and buts
hdi_ no ifs or buts
hdi_ no ifs, ands, or buts
hdi_ no joke
wik_ no joy
hdi_ no kidding
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wmi_ no kidding

ntc_ No kidding!

hdi_ no laughing matter
wmi_ no let‐up
ntc_ No lie!

hdi_ no longer

hdi_ no love lost
wik_ no love lost
wmi_ no love lost

hdi_ no man is an island
wmi_ no match for
hdi_ no matter

wik_ no matter how one slices it
wmi_ no matter how you slice it
hdi_ no matter how you slice it
hdi_ no matter what
wik_ no mean feat

ntc_ no name cigarette

wmi_ no news is good news
hdi_ no news is good news
wmi_ no nonsense
ntc_ No nukes!

hdi_ no offense

wmi_ no offense, but...
hdi_ no pain, no gain
wmi_ no pain, no gain
hdi_ no picnic

wik_ no pressure

wik_ no prize for guessing
hdi_ no problem

wmi_ no problem (no prob)
ntc_ No problem.
wmi_ no qualms

wmi_ no question

wmi_ no questions asked

wmi_ no rest for the wicked
wmi_ no rhyme or reason
wmi_ no rush
ntc_ no sale

wik_ no score

wik_ no screaming hell
ntc_ No Shinola!
hdi_ no shit

wmi_ no shit [B]
ntc_ No shit!

ntc_ no show

wmi_ no shrinking violet
hdi_ no sir

hdi_ no sirree

wmi_ no skin off my nose

wik_ no skin off one's back

hdi_ no skin off one's nose
wik_ no skin off one's nose
wmi_ no slouch
wik_ no slouch

hdi_ no smoke without fire,

there's

hdi_ no soap
ntc_ no soap

pes_ NO SOAP

hdi_ no sooner said than done
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pes_ NO SPRING CHICKEN

hdi_ no spring chicken
wik_ no spring chicken
hdi_ no stomach for, have
ntc_ no stress
pes_ NO STRESS
wik_ no strings attached
hdi_ no strings attached
hdi_ no such thing
wik_ no sweat
hdi_ no sweat
wmi_ no sweat
ntc_ no sweat
hdi_ no telling
hdi_ no thanks to
hdi_ no time at all
hdi_ no time for, have
hdi_ no time like the present,
there's
no
truth to it
wmi_
hdi_ no two ways about it
wik_ no two ways about it
hdi_ no use crying over spilt
milk
no
use for
wmi_
hdi_ no use, it's
hdi_ no way
wik_ no way
wmi_ no way
pes_ NO WAY
ntc_ No way!
hdi_ no wonder
wmi_ no word
pes_ NOAH
pes_ NOAH'S ARK
pes_ NOB
pes_ NOBBER
pes_ NOBBINS
pes_ NOBBLE
pes_ NOBBY
pes_ NOBBY HALLS
pes_ NOBBY STILES
hdi_ nobody's fool
wmi_ nobody's fool
hdi_ nobody home
pes_ NOD
hdi_ nod off
pes_ NOD OFF
wik_ nod off
pes_ NOD OUT
pes_ NODAD
ntc_ nodded out
hdi_ nodding acquaintance
pes_ NODDLE
pes_ NODDY
pes_ NODDY BIKE
pes_ NODDY HOLDER
pes_ NOGGERHEAD
pes_ NOGGIN
pes_ NOGHEAD
pes_ NOISE

pes_ NOISE‐OINTMENT

pes_ NOISE FUNNELS
pes_ NOMMUS
pes_ NON‐SKID
wik_ non‐starter
pes_ NON COMPOS
ntc_ non compos
ntc_ non compos poopoo
pes_ NONCE
hdi_ none of one's business
wik_ none of someone's
business
ntc_ none of someone’s beeswax
hdi_ none of the above
wmi_ none of your lip
hdi_ none other than
hdi_ none the wiser
hdi_ none the worse for
wmi_ none the worse for wear
hdi_ none too
pes_ NONG
pes_ NOO‐HOW
pes_ NOO‐WHEN
pes_ NOODGE
pes_ NOODLE
pes_ NOODNIK
pes_ NOOGIE
pes_ NOOK AND CRANNY
wik_ nook and cranny
hdi_ nook and cranny, every
wik_ nook or cranny
pes_ NOOKIE
wmi_ nookie [B]
pes_ NOONER
pes_ NOOSE IS HANGING
pes_ NOOV
wmi_ nope
pes_ NORA BATTY
pes_ NORK
pes_ NORKS
pes_ NORM
pes_ NORMA SNOCKERS
pes_ NORMAN NORMAL
pes_ NORMANDY BEACH
pes_ NORMOUS NUTT
pes_ NORTH AND SOUTH
pes_ NORTH POLE
pes_ NORTHANTS
pes_ NORVIE
pes_ NOSE
pes_ NOSE‐BAG
wik_ nose‐pick
wik_ nose‐picker
wik_ nose‐picking
pes_ NOSE‐SHIT
ntc_ nose (candy)
hdi_ nose about
pes_ NOSE AND CHIN
hdi_ nose around
pes_ NOSE CANDY
wik_ nose candy

pes_ NOSE DROPS

ntc_ nose habit
ntc_ nose hit
pes_ NOSE HOSE
hdi_ nose in
hdi_ nose in a book, have one's
hdi_ nose in the air, have one's
hdi_ nose into
wmi_ nose is out of joint
pes_ NOSE ITCH OF SUMMER
pes_ NOSE JOB
ntc_ nose job
hdi_ nose out
wik_ nose out of joint
hdi_ nose out of joint, have one's
pes_ NOSE RAG
wik_ nose test
wik_ nose to the grindstone
hdi_ nose to the grindstone,
keep one's
pes_ NOSE WIDE OPEN
wmi_ nosebag
pes_ NOSEBLEED POSITION
wik_ nosebleed seat
pes_ NOSER MY KNACKER
pes_ NOSH
pes_ NOSH‐UP
ntc_ nosh on something
pes_ NOSH SOMEONE OFF
pes_ NOSHER
pes_ NOSTRIL INTRUDER
ntc_ nosy parker
hdi_ not a bad sort
pes_ NOT A BEAN
hdi_ not a bit
wik_ not a chance
ntc_ not a chance
hdi_ not a Chinaman's chance
hdi_ not a ghost of a chance
hdi_ not a hope in hell
hdi_ not a leg to stand on
hdi_ not a living soul
wik_ not a minute too soon
hdi_ not a prayer
wik_ not a pretty sight
wmi_ not a question of
hdi_ not able
hdi_ not about to
hdi_ not all it's cracked up to be
wik_ not all it's cracked up to be
wmi_ not all it's cracked up...
hdi_ not all that
ntc_ not all that
hdi_ not all there
wmi_ not all there
pes_ NOT ALL THERE
ntc_ not all there
hdi_ not anything like
hdi_ not anywhere near
wik_ not as black as one is
painted

wmi_ not at all

wik_ not at all
hdi_ not at all
hdi_ not bad
wik_ not bad
hdi_ not bat an eye
wik_ not be able to get a word in
edgeways
wik_ not be caught dead
hdi_ not be caught dead
hdi_ not born yesterday
hdi_ not breathe a word
hdi_ not built that way
hdi_ not by a long shot
wmi_ not by a long shot
wik_ not by any means
hdi_ not by any means
wmi_ not by any stretch of the
imagination
not
cricket
ntc_
hdi_ not cricket
wik_ not cricket
hdi_ not done
hdi_ not dream of
hdi_ not dry behind the ears
hdi_ not enough room to swing
a cat
wik_ not enough room to swing
a cat
ntc_ not enough room to swing
a cat
hdi_ not feel oneself
wmi_ not feeling myself
hdi_ not fit to hold a candle to
hdi_ not for a moment
wmi_ not for all the tea in China
hdi_ not for all the tea in China
hdi_ not for love or money
hdi_ not for the world
wik_ not for the world
hdi_ not get anywhere
hdi_ not give a damn
hdi_ not give a
fig/hang/hoot/rap/shit
wik_ not give a monkey's
wik_ not give somebody the time
of day
hdi_ not give someone the time
of day
pes_ NOT GO NAP ON
ntc_ not grow on trees
hdi_ not half bad
wmi_ not half bad
wik_ not half bad
hdi_ not have a bean
hdi_ not have a clue
wik_ not have a leg to stand on
hdi_ not have an earthly chance
hdi_ not have anything on
hdi_ not have anything to do
with
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hdi_ not have it

hdi_ not have one's heart in it
wik_ not have the faintest

hdi_ not have the heart for
hdi_ not have the heart to
hdi_ not having any
hdi_ not hear of

hdi_ not hurt a flea
hdi_ not hurt a fly

hdi_ not if one can help it
hdi_ not if you paid me

wik_ not in a million years

wik_ not in Kansas anymore
hdi_ not in the least
wik_ not in the least

wik_ not in the slightest
hdi_ not in the slightest
wik_ not invented here

ntc_ not just whistling Dixie
hdi_ not know beans

ntc_ not know beans (about

something)

hdi_ not know enough to come

in out of the rain
not
know from nothing
ntc_
hdi_ not know from nothing
ntc_ not know one’s ass from a
hole in the ground
not
know shit about
ntc_
something
pes_ NOT KNOW SHIT FROM
SHINOLA
ntc_ not know shit from Shinola
hdi_ not know someone from
Adam
hdi_ not know the first thing
hdi_ not know where to turn
hdi_ not know whether one is
coming or going
wik_ not know which end is up
hdi_ not know which way to
jump/turn
not
leave one's thoughts
wik_
hdi_ not let the grass grow
under one's feet
hdi_ not lift a finger
wmi_ not likely
wik_ not long
wmi_ not long for this world
wik_ not long for this world
hdi_ not look back
pes_ NOT MANY BENNY
hdi_ not miss a trick
hdi_ not miss much
hdi_ not move a muscle
wik_ not much of anything
hdi_ not my cup of tea
ntc_ Not my dog.
hdi_ not nearly
pes_ NOT ON
hdi_ not on any account
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hdi_ not on your life

wmi_ not on your life
wik_ not on your life
pes_ NOT ON YOUR LIFE
pes_ NOT ON YOUR NELLIE
wik_ not on your nelly
wmi_ not on your tintype
wik_ not on your tintype
hdi_ not one's day, this is
hdi_ not one iota
hdi_ not oneself
hdi_ not open one's mouth
wik_ not out
wik_ not playing with a full deck
wmi_ not playing with a full deck
hdi_ not put something past
someone
wik_ not quite
pes_ NOT QUITE
pes_ NOT RIGHT
hdi_ not right in the head
hdi_ not say/utter a word
hdi_ not see beyond one's nose
wik_ not so fast
wmi_ not so hot
hdi_ not so/too bad
wmi_ not speaking
hdi_ not suffer fools gladly
hdi_ not take no for answer
wik_ not the end of the world
pes_ NOT THE FULL QUID
hdi_ not the half of it
hdi_ not the only fish in the sea
hdi_ not the only pebble on the
beach
wik_ not the sharpest knife in
the drawer
not
think much of
hdi_
wik_ not to be able to say boo to
a goose
hdi_ not to be sneezed at
wik_ not to mention
hdi_ not to mention
wik_ not to put too fine a point
on it
pes_ NOT TO RUN A DRUM
wik_ not to say
hdi_ not to speak of
hdi_ not to worry
wmi_ not to worry
ntc_ Not to worry.
hdi_ not too
hdi_ not too shabby
ntc_ not too shabby
wmi_ not too shabby
wik_ not touch something with a
barge pole
wik_ not touch something with a
ten foot pole
not
touch with a ten‐foot
hdi_
pole

hdi_ not turn a hair

hdi_ not up to
wik_ not very
wik_ not win for losing
wmi_ not with it
hdi_ not worth a bean/fig/straw
wik_ not worth a brass farthing
pes_ NOT WORTH A CRUMPET
ntc_ not worth a damn
hdi_ not worth a damn
wik_ not worth a dime
wik_ not worth a plug nickel
ntc_ not worth a plugged nickel
wmi_ not worth a plugged nickel
hdi_ not worth a plugged nickel
hdi_ not worth a red cent
ntc_ not worth beans
wik_ not your father's
wmi_ notch below
wik_ notch on one's bedpost
pes_ NOTE
hdi_ nothing but
wik_ nothing doing
hdi_ nothing doing
ntc_ Nothing doing!
wik_ nothing flat
hdi_ nothing if not
hdi_ nothing like
hdi_ nothing new under the sun
hdi_ nothing of the kind
hdi_ nothing of the sort
hdi_ nothing short of
wik_ nothing special
wmi_ nothing succeeds like
success
hdi_ nothing to do with
wik_ nothing to it
wmi_ nothing to it
ntc_ Nothing to it!
hdi_ nothing to it, there's
ntc_ nothing to sneeze at
hdi_ nothing to sneeze at
wik_ nothing to sneeze at
wmi_ nothing to sneeze at
hdi_ nothing to speak of
ntc_ nothing to write home
about
wik_ nothing to write home
about
hdi_ nothing to write home
about
nothing
to write home
wmi_
about
ntc_ nothing upstairs
wmi_ nothing ventured, nothing
gained
hdi_ nothing ventured, nothing
gained
pes_ NOUGHTIES
pes_ NOUS
pes_ NOVICES CHASE

pes_ NOW‐NOW GIRL

hdi_ now and again
wik_ now and again
hdi_ now and then
wik_ now and then
ntc_ now generation
pes_ NOW OR NEVER
wmi_ now or never
wik_ now or never
hdi_ now or never, it's
hdi_ now that
ntc_ Now what?
wik_ now you're cooking
wik_ now you're talking
hdi_ now you're talking
wik_ now you mention it
ntc_ Now you’re talking!
pes_ NOWHERE
hdi_ nowhere near
wik_ nowhere to be found
pes_ NOWHERESVILLE
pes_ NOWT
pes_ NOWTY
pes_ NOZZER
pes_ NUB
pes_ NUBBIN‐HEAD
pes_ NUBBING
pes_ NUBBING COVE
pes_ NUCLEAR
pes_ NUCLEAR SUB
pes_ NUDDY
pes_ NUDGE
wik_ nudge nudge wink wink
pes_ NUDGER
pes_ NUDNIK
pes_ NUGGET
wik_ nugget of truth
pes_ NUKE
wmi_ nuke
ntc_ Nuke it!
ntc_ nuke oneself
pes_ NUKER
pes_ NUKES
wmi_ nukes
wik_ null and void
hdi_ null and void
pes_ NUMB‐NUTS
ntc_ numbed out
pes_ NUMBER
pes_ NUMBER‐CRUNCHER
pes_ NUMBER‐CRUNCHING
ntc_ number crunching
wik_ number games
wmi_ number is up
hdi_ number is up, one's
ntc_ number one
pes_ NUMBER ONE
wik_ number one
wmi_ number one
wik_ number one with a bullet
pes_ NUMBER THIRTEEN

ntc_ number two

pes_ NUMBER TWO
pes_ NUMBERS
wmi_ numbskull
pes_ NUMBSKULL
pes_ NUMERO UNO
ntc_ numero uno
pes_ NUMPTY
pes_ NUN'S HABIT
pes_ NUNCH
pes_ NUNNIE
pes_ NUPPENCE
wik_ Nuremberg defense
pes_ NUREMBERGS
pes_ NURSE
hdi_ nurse a drink
hdi_ nurse a grudge
pes_ NURSERY RHYME
pes_ NURSERY RHYMES
pes_ NURTLE
pes_ NUT
wmi_ nut
wik_ nut‐cutting time
pes_ NUT‐ROCK
pes_ NUT‐SACK
wmi_ nut bar, nut case
pes_ NUT CRUSHER
ntc_ nut factory
wmi_ nut house
pes_ NUT HOUSE
wik_ nut out
pes_ NUT OUT
pes_ NUT ROLL
ntc_ nut up
pes_ NUT UP
pes_ NUTCASE
pes_ NUTCRACKERS
pes_ NUTHOUSE
pes_ NUTMEG
pes_ NUTNEY
pes_ NUTS
wmi_ nuts
wmi_ nuts about
hdi_ nuts about, be
ntc_ nuts and bolts
wik_ nuts and bolts
hdi_ nuts and bolts, the
ntc_ Nuts to you!
pes_ NUTSHELL
pes_ NUTTER
pes_ NUTTINESS
pes_ NUTTY
wmi_ nutty as a fruit cake
ntc_ nutty as a fruitcake
hdi_ nutty as a fruitcake
pes_ NYETSI
pes_ NYMPH
pes_ NYMPHO
pes_ O
pes_ O.D.
pes_ O.G.
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pes_ O.J.

pes_ O.P.

pes_ O.P.P.
pes_ O.S.

pes_ O.T.T.
pes_ OAK

pes_ OAK AND ASH

pes_ OARS AND ROLLOCKS
pes_ OATER
pes_ OATS

pes_ OATS AND BARLEY
pes_ OATS AND CHAFF
pes_ OATSY

pes_ OBADIAH
pes_ OBBO

wik_ object lesson

wik_ occupy oneself
hdi_ occur to one

pes_ OCEAN LINER

pes_ OCEAN PEARL
pes_ OCEAN WAVE
pes_ OCKER

pes_ OCKERINA
pes_ OCTOPUS
pes_ ODAY
pes_ ODD

pes_ ODD‐LOT

wik_ odd and curious
ntc_ odd bird

hdi_ odd couple
wik_ odd duck

hdi_ odd man out
wmi_ odd one

wik_ odd one out
pes_ ODDBALL
pes_ ODDBOD
pes_ ODDS

wmi_ odds‐on favorite
pes_ ODDS AGAINST
wmi_ odds and ends
hdi_ odds and ends
wik_ odds and ends

pes_ ODDS AND SODS
hdi_ odds are, the
pes_ ODDS IT

pes_ ODDS ON

hdi_ odor of sanctity
pes_ OEDIPUS REX
wik_ of a

wik_ of a kind
hdi_ of a kind

hdi_ of a piece
wik_ of a piece
hdi_ of a sort
hdi_ of age

wik_ of all people

ntc_ Of all the nerve!
wik_ of all things
hdi_ of all things
wik_ of an

hdi_ of choice
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wik_ of choice

hdi_ of consequence
hdi_ of course
wik_ of course
wmi_ of course you can
hdi_ of few words, man of
hdi_ of it
wik_ of late
hdi_ of late
hdi_ of little or no avail
hdi_ of necessity
hdi_ of note
hdi_ of old
hdi_ of one's life
hdi_ of one's own accord
hdi_ of one's own free will
wik_ of one mind
hdi_ of service to someone, be
wik_ of sorts
hdi_ of sorts
hdi_ of the devil
hdi_ of the essence
hdi_ of the first water
hdi_ of the kind
wmi_ of the lot
hdi_ of the moment
wik_ of two minds
wmi_ of two minds
hdi_ of two minds, be
pes_ OFAY
pes_ OFF
wmi_ off
wmi_ off‐beat
ntc_ off‐brand cigarette
wik_ off‐color
wik_ off‐kilter
wik_ off‐roader
pes_ OFF‐SIDE
pes_ OFF‐SIDER
wik_ off‐the‐cuff
wik_ off‐the‐shelf
pes_ OFF‐THE‐WALL
wik_ off‐the‐wall
pes_ OFF‐TIME JIVE
hdi_ off again, on again
hdi_ off and on
wik_ off and on
hdi_ off and running
ntc_ off artist
wik_ off balance
hdi_ off balance
ntc_ off base
hdi_ off base
wik_ off board
wik_ off chance
ntc_ off color
wmi_ off color
hdi_ off duty
hdi_ off guard
wmi_ off key (music)
wmi_ off kilter

wik_ off like a prom dress

wmi_ off my back
hdi_ off of
pes_ OFF ONE'S BLOCK
pes_ OFF ONE'S BOX
hdi_ off one's chest, get
pes_ OFF ONE'S CHUMP
pes_ OFF ONE'S CRUST
wik_ off one's dot
pes_ OFF ONE'S FACE
hdi_ off one's feed
wik_ off one's game
hdi_ off one's guard
hdi_ off one's head
pes_ OFF ONE'S HEAD
hdi_ off one's high horse
wik_ off one's meds
wik_ off one's nut
pes_ OFF ONE'S NUT
hdi_ off one's
nut/rocker/trolley/chump
pes_ OFF ONE'S ONION
wik_ off one's own bat
hdi_ off one's rocker
pes_ OFF ONE'S ROCKER
wik_ off one's rocker
pes_ OFF ONE'S SCONE
wik_ off one's tits
pes_ OFF ONE'S TROLLEY
wik_ off one's trolley
ntc_ off one’s chump
ntc_ off one’s nut
ntc_ off one’s rocker
ntc_ off one’s trolley
wik_ off pat
hdi_ off someone's back
hdi_ off someone's case
hdi_ off someone's feet
hdi_ off someone's hands
hdi_ off the air
wik_ off the back foot
wik_ off the bat
wmi_ off the bat
hdi_ off the beam
wik_ off the beaten path
wmi_ off the beaten track
hdi_ off the beaten track
wik_ off the beaten track
wik_ off the chain
pes_ OFF THE CHAIN
pes_ OFF THE COB
wmi_ off the cuff
hdi_ off the cuff
wmi_ off the deep end
hdi_ off the deep end
wik_ off the deep end
wik_ off the grid
hdi_ off the ground
hdi_ off the handle
wik_ off the hook
pes_ OFF THE HOOK

wmi_ off the hook

hdi_ off the hook
ntc_ off the hook
pes_ OFF THE HOOKS
pes_ OFF THE HORN
wmi_ off the kitchen etc.
wik_ off the mark
wmi_ off the mark
hdi_ off the mark
pes_ OFF THE NAIL
hdi_ off the rack
wik_ off the radar
wik_ off the rails
hdi_ off the rails
wmi_ off the record
hdi_ off the record
wik_ off the reservation
pes_ OFF THE RUNWAY
wmi_ off the shelf
hdi_ off the shelf
wik_ off the table
pes_ OFF THE TOP
wmi_ off the top of my head
hdi_ off the top of one's head
wik_ off the top of one's head
ntc_ off the track
hdi_ off the wagon
wik_ off the wagon
wmi_ off the wagon
ntc_ off the wagon
pes_ OFF THE WALL
hdi_ off the wall
wmi_ off the wall
wmi_ off to a bad start
wmi_ off to a good start
wmi_ off to the races
wmi_ off topic
wmi_ off with
wmi_ off with you
wmi_ off your high horse
wmi_ off your rocker
hdi_ off, be
pes_ OFFER A SACRIFICE TO
RALPH, THE PORCELAIN
GOD
wik_ offer affordances
wmi_ offer I couldn't refuse
wik_ offer one's condolences
pes_ OFFER OUT
wik_ offer up
wmi_ offhand
pes_ OFFICE
pes_ OFFICE WALLAH
pes_ OFFICE WORKER
pes_ OFFIE
wmi_ offside (hockey)
pes_ OFFY
hdi_ often as not
pes_ OGGIE
pes_ OGGLE
pes_ OGLE

wik_ oh dark hundred

wik_ oh dark thirty
hdi_ oh dear
wik_ oh my
pes_ OH MY DEAR
pes_ OH MY GAWD
wik_ oh my goodness
wik_ oh my goodness gracious
wmi_ oh my gosh
wik_ oh my gosh
wik_ oh well
ntc_ Oh, boy!
pes_ OI JIMMY KNACKER
pes_ OIK
pes_ OIL
wik_ oil burner
ntc_ oil it
pes_ OIL LAMP
pes_ OIL LEAK
pes_ OIL SLICK
hdi_ oil someone's palm/hand
pes_ OIL TANKER
hdi_ oil the wheels
wik_ oil trash
pes_ OILED
wmi_ oilpatch
pes_ OILY
pes_ OILY RAG
pes_ OINK
ntc_ oink out
pes_ OINKER
pes_ OK
pes_ OKAY
wmi_ okay, OK
pes_ OKEY DOKE
pes_ OKIE
pes_ OKIE CREDIT CARD
pes_ OLD AND BITTER
hdi_ old as Adam
hdi_ old as the hills
pes_ OLD BAG
pes_ OLD BANGER
pes_ OLD BILL
pes_ OLD BOILED EGG
pes_ OLD BOOT
wik_ old boy network
wmi_ Old Boys' Club
pes_ OLD BUCK
pes_ OLD CHAP
wik_ old chestnut
hdi_ old chestnut
wik_ old college try
hdi_ old college try, the
wmi_ old coot
pes_ OLD COOT
pes_ OLD DART
pes_ OLD DUTCH
wik_ old fart
pes_ OLD FELLOW
wik_ old flame
ntc_ old flame
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wmi_ old flame
wik_ old fogey

pes_ OLD FOGEY
ntc_ old fogey

pes_ OLD FRYING
ntc_ old girl

pes_ OLD GIT
wmi_ old goat

pes_ OLD GOOSEBERRY
wik_ old hand

ntc_ old hand (at something)
pes_ OLD HAT
ntc_ old hat
wik_ old hat
wmi_ old hat

ntc_ old heave‐ho

pes_ OLD HEAVE HO

pes_ OLD IRON AND BRASS
pes_ OLD JAMAICA RUM
pes_ OLD KING COLE
pes_ OLD KIT BAG
pes_ OLD LADY
ntc_ old lady

pes_ OLD LAG
ntc_ old man

pes_ OLD MAN
wmi_ old man

wik_ old money

pes_ OLD MONEY
wmi_ old money
pes_ OLD NAG

pes_ OLD NELLIE
pes_ OLD OAK

ntc_ old one‐two

pes_ OLD POT AND PAN
pes_ OLD RAG
wik_ old salt

wik_ old saw
hdi_ old saw

wik_ old school
hdi_ old shoe

ntc_ old skool

pes_ OLD SKOOL
ntc_ old soldier

hdi_ old stamping ground
wik_ old stick

hdi_ old story, an

pes_ OLD SWEAT

wik_ old time used to be
pes_ OLD TROUT

hdi_ old war horse
pes_ OLD WHIP

wmi_ old wives' tale
hdi_ old wives' tale
ntc_ old woman
wik_ old woman
wik_ older adult
pes_ OLDIE

ntc_ oldie but goodie
hdi_ olive branch
wik_ olive branch
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pes_ OLIVER CROMWELL

pes_ OLIVER REED
pes_ OLIVER TWIST
pes_ OLLERROD
pes_ OLLIE
pes_ OLLIE BEAK
pes_ OLLY
pes_ OLOGY
pes_ OMAR SHARIF
pes_ OMEE
pes_ OMEE POLONY
pes_ OMI
pes_ OMI‐PALONE
pes_ OMIPOLONE
pes_ OMIPOLONI
pes_ ON
wik_ on‐the‐spot
hdi_ on a dime
hdi_ on a first‐name basis
pes_ ON A FIZZER
wmi_ on a full stomach
wik_ on a full stomach
wmi_ on a lark
hdi_ on a limb
wik_ on a losing wicket
hdi_ on a par with
wmi_ on a pedestal
hdi_ on a pedestal, put
pes_ ON A PENSION
pes_ ON A PROMISE
pes_ ON A RAFT
hdi_ on a rampage
wik_ on a regular basis
ntc_ on a roll
wik_ on a roll
hdi_ on a roll
pes_ ON A ROLL
wmi_ on a roll
wik_ on a shoestring
hdi_ on a shoestring
ntc_ on a shoestring
wmi_ on a silver platter
pes_ ON A SOLOMONS
hdi_ on a string
wmi_ on a string
hdi_ on a tangent
ntc_ on a tank
ntc_ on a tight leash
wik_ on a whim
wik_ on about
wmi_ on about
wik_ on accident
hdi_ on account
wik_ on account of
hdi_ on account of
wik_ on acid
hdi_ on again
wik_ on air
wik_ on all fours
wmi_ on all fours
hdi_ on all fours

wmi_ on an empty stomach

hdi_ on an even keel
wik_ on an irregular basis
wik_ on and off
hdi_ on and off
pes_ ON AND OFF
hdi_ on and on
wik_ on and on
wmi_ on approval
hdi_ on approval
wik_ on average
hdi_ on balance
hdi_ on behalf of
wmi_ on behalf of
hdi_ on bended knee
wik_ on board
hdi_ on board
wmi_ on board
hdi_ on borrowed time, live
hdi_ on call
hdi_ on camera
pes_ ON CANVAS
wmi_ on cloud nine
wik_ on cloud nine
hdi_ on cloud nine
hdi_ on commission
hdi_ on condition that
hdi_ on consignment
wik_ on course
wmi_ on deck
hdi_ on deck
wik_ on demand
hdi_ on demand
hdi_ on draft
wmi_ on drugs
hdi_ on duty
hdi_ on earth
ntc_ on easy street
hdi_ on easy street
wmi_ on edge
wik_ on edge
hdi_ on edge
wik_ on end
hdi_ on end
wmi_ on even terms
hdi_ on faith, take it
hdi_ on file
hdi_ on fire
wik_ on fire
ntc_ on fire
wmi_ on fire
hdi_ on foot
wmi_ on good terms
hdi_ on good terms
wik_ on good terms with
hdi_ on hand
wik_ on hand
wik_ on high
hdi_ on high
wmi_ on his last legs
wmi_ on his tail

wik_ on hold

hdi_ on hold
pes_ ON HOLIDAY
wik_ on ice
hdi_ on ice
ntc_ on ice
wmi_ on in years
hdi_ on in years
hdi_ on its merits
wik_ on its merits
hdi_ on line
wmi_ on loan
wmi_ on moral grounds
wmi_ on my back
wmi_ on my best behavior
wmi_ on my case
wmi_ on my deathbed
wmi_ on my good side
wmi_ on my plate
wmi_ on my way
wmi_ on my word
hdi_ on no account
wik_ on no account
hdi_ on occasion
pes_ ON ONE
hdi_ on one's
hdi_ on one's account
pes_ ON ONE'S ACE
hdi_ on one's behalf
hdi_ on one's best behavior
wik_ on one's bill
wik_ on one's deathbed
hdi_ on one's doorstep
hdi_ on one's ear
hdi_ on one's feet
wik_ on one's feet
hdi_ on one's good behavior
hdi_ on one's guard
wik_ on one's hands
hdi_ on one's hands
hdi_ on one's head
hdi_ on one's heels
hdi_ on one's high horse
wik_ on one's high horse
hdi_ on one's home ground
hdi_ on one's honor
pes_ ON ONE'S JACK JONES
wik_ on one's knees
hdi_ on one's last legs
wik_ on one's last legs
hdi_ on one's merits
hdi_ on one's mind
wik_ on one's own
hdi_ on one's own
hdi_ on one's own account
wik_ on one's own account
hdi_ on one's own head
pes_ ON ONE'S OWN HOOK
hdi_ on one's own
hook/initiative
on
one's own time
hdi_

hdi_ on one's part

hdi_ on one's say‐so
hdi_ on one's shoulders
hdi_ on one's soapbox
hdi_ on one's tail
wik_ on one's tod
pes_ ON ONE'S TOD
wik_ on one's toes
hdi_ on one's toes
hdi_ on one's uppers
wik_ on one's watch
hdi_ on one's way
hdi_ on one hand
ntc_ on one’s ass
ntc_ on one’s high horse
ntc_ on one’s last legs
ntc_ on one’s own hook
hdi_ on oneself
wik_ on opposite sides of the
barricades
hdi_ on order
wmi_ on our last legs
hdi_ on pain of
hdi_ on paper
wmi_ on parade
wmi_ on parole
wik_ on pins and needles
hdi_ on pins and needles
wmi_ on pins and needles
hdi_ on principle
wmi_ on probation
hdi_ on purpose
wmi_ on purpose
wik_ on purpose
wmi_ on queer street
hdi_ on record
hdi_ on relief
hdi_ on request
hdi_ on sale
hdi_ on schedule
wmi_ on schedule
hdi_ on second thought
wik_ on second thought
wmi_ on shaky ground
wmi_ on short notice
wmi_ on side
wik_ on sight
hdi_ on sight
hdi_ on someone's
wik_ on someone's account
hdi_ on someone's back
hdi_ on someone's case
hdi_ on someone's coattails
hdi_ on someone's good side
pes_ ON SOMEONE'S HAMMER
hdi_ on someone's heels
hdi_ on someone's nerves
hdi_ on someone's side
ntc_ on someone’s tail
ntc_ on someone’s watch
hdi_ on speaking terms
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wmi_ on speaking terms
hdi_ on spec

pes_ ON SPEC

hdi_ on standby

wik_ on steroids
hdi_ on strike

wik_ on sufferance
hdi_ on sufferance
ntc_ on tap
wmi_ on tap
hdi_ on tap

wmi_ on target
hdi_ on target

wik_ on tenterhooks
wmi_ on tenterhooks
hdi_ on tenterhooks

pes_ ON THE ABRAHAM
hdi_ on the air

hdi_ on the alert

wik_ on the anvil

hdi_ on the average

ntc_ on the back burner
wmi_ on the back burner
wik_ on the back burner
wik_ on the back foot
wik_ on the back of
ntc_ on the ball
wmi_ on the ball
wik_ on the ball

hdi_ on the ball, be

ntc_ on the bandwagon
wmi_ on the bandwagon

hdi_ on the bandwagon, get
hdi_ on the barrel
hdi_ on the beam
ntc_ on the beam
ntc_ on the bean
wmi_ on the beat

hdi_ on the bench
ntc_ on the bird

ntc_ on the bleeding edge
wik_ on the blink
hdi_ on the blink

pes_ ON THE BLINK
ntc_ on the blink

pes_ ON THE BLOB
hdi_ on the block

wmi_ on the books

wik_ on the bounce
hdi_ on the brain
wik_ on the brain

pes_ ON THE BREW

wmi_ on the bright side
wik_ on the brink
wmi_ on the brink

wmi_ on the bubble
wik_ on the bubble
hdi_ on the bum

pes_ ON THE BUM

hdi_ on the bum/fritz
wik_ on the button
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hdi_ on the button

wmi_ on the button
ntc_ on the button
wik_ on the cards
pes_ ON THE CARDS
wmi_ on the carpet
hdi_ on the carpet
pes_ ON THE CELLAR
hdi_ on the chance that
hdi_ on the cheap
wik_ on the cheap
hdi_ on the chin
ntc_ on the chopping block
wmi_ on the clock
wik_ on the clock
pes_ ON THE CLUB
hdi_ on the coattails of
hdi_ on the contrary
pes_ ON THE CROSS
wik_ on the cuff
hdi_ on the cuff
wmi_ on the cutting edge
hdi_ on the cutting edge
wik_ on the cutting room floor
hdi_ on the defensive
wik_ on the defensive
ntc_ on the DL
hdi_ on the dole
wmi_ on the dot
hdi_ on the dot
wik_ on the dot
wmi_ on the double
ntc_ on the double
wik_ on the double
hdi_ on the double
wik_ on the down‐low
pes_ ON THE DRIP
pes_ ON THE EARHOLE
hdi_ on the edge
wik_ on the edge of one's seat
wmi_ on the edge of your seat
pes_ ON THE ELBOW
hdi_ on the eve of
wik_ on the face of
wik_ on the face of it
hdi_ on the face of it
wik_ on the fence
wmi_ on the fence
hdi_ on the fence, be
pes_ ON THE FLOOR
ntc_ on the fly
hdi_ on the fly
wik_ on the fly
pes_ ON THE FLY
wmi_ on the fringe
hdi_ on the fritz
ntc_ on the fritz
pes_ ON THE FRITZ
wmi_ on the fritz
hdi_ on the front burner
wik_ on the front foot

pes_ ON THE GAME

wik_ on the game
wik_ on the go
wmi_ on the go
hdi_ on the go
wmi_ on the ground floor
wmi_ on the heels
hdi_ on the heels of
pes_ ON THE HOOK
wik_ on the hook
hdi_ on the horizon
wik_ on the horn
pes_ ON THE HORN
hdi_ on the horns of a dilemma
ntc_ on the horse
hdi_ on the hour
wik_ on the house
hdi_ on the house
pes_ ON THE HURRY‐UP
hdi_ on the in, be
hdi_ on the increase
hdi_ on the inside
hdi_ on the job
pes_ ON THE JOB
ntc_ on the juice
ntc_ on the junk
pes_ ON THE KNOCK
pes_ ON THE KNOCKER
wik_ on the ladder
wmi_ on the lam
ntc_ on the lam
hdi_ on the lam
pes_ ON THE LAY‐BY
hdi_ on the level
wik_ on the level
ntc_ on the level
wmi_ on the limp
hdi_ on the line
wik_ on the line
hdi_ on the lines of
hdi_ on the lookout
hdi_ on the loose
wmi_ on the loose
wik_ on the loose
ntc_ on the make
hdi_ on the make
wik_ on the make
wmi_ on the make
hdi_ on the map
hdi_ on the mark
wmi_ on the mark
wmi_ on the market
hdi_ on the market
hdi_ on the mend
wik_ on the mend
wmi_ on the mend
ntc_ on the mojo
wmi_ on the money
ntc_ on the money
hdi_ on the money
wmi_ on the move

hdi_ on the move

pes_ ON THE MUD
hdi_ on the nail
ntc_ on the natch
pes_ ON THE NEEDLE
ntc_ on the needle
pes_ ON THE NEST
pes_ ON THE NEVER‐NEVER
ntc_ on the nose
hdi_ on the nose
wik_ on the nose
pes_ ON THE NOSE
hdi_ on the off chance
wik_ on the one hand
hdi_ on the one hand
hdi_ on the order of
pes_ ON THE OTHER BUS
hdi_ on the other foot
hdi_ on the other hand
wik_ on the other hand
wmi_ on the outs
hdi_ on the outs
wik_ on the outs
ntc_ on the outs (with someone)
hdi_ on the part of
hdi_ on the part of one
ntc_ on the pill
wik_ on the pill
pes_ ON THE PISS
wik_ on the plus side
hdi_ on the point of
wik_ on the point of
ntc_ on the prowl
wik_ on the prowl
hdi_ on the prowl
pes_ ON THE PULL
wik_ on the pull
hdi_ on the Q.T.
wik_ on the Q.T.
pes_ ON THE Q.T.
wmi_ on the QT
hdi_ on the qui vive
hdi_ on the rack
wik_ on the radar
wik_ on the rag
pes_ ON THE RAG
ntc_ on the rag
pes_ ON THE RAGGED EDGE
wmi_ on the rails
wik_ on the rampage
pes_ ON THE RAZZLE
hdi_ on the rebound
hdi_ on the receiving end
wik_ on the receiving end
hdi_ on the right foot, get off
hdi_ on the right tack
wik_ on the right track
hdi_ on the right track
wik_ on the rise
wmi_ on the rise
ntc_ on the road

wmi_ on the road

hdi_ on the road
hdi_ on the rocks
ntc_ on the rocks
hdi_ on the ropes
wik_ on the ropes
pes_ ON THE RORY
wmi_ on the run
wik_ on the run
ntc_ on the run
hdi_ on the run
ntc_ on the safe side
hdi_ on the safe side
ntc_ on the same page
wik_ on the same page
wmi_ on the same wavelength
wik_ on the same wavelength
ntc_ on the same wavelength
hdi_ on the same wavelength
ntc_ on the sauce
hdi_ on the scene, be
pes_ ON THE SCHNOZZ
wik_ on the shelf
ntc_ on the shelf
hdi_ on the shelf
wmi_ on the shit list [B]
ntc_ on the side
wmi_ on the side
hdi_ on the side
hdi_ on the side of the angels
hdi_ on the sidelines
hdi_ on the skids
wik_ on the skids
ntc_ on the skids
ntc_ on the sly
wik_ on the sly
hdi_ on the sly
wmi_ on the sly
hdi_ on the spot
wik_ on the spot
wmi_ on the spot
hdi_ on the spur of the moment
wik_ on the spur of the moment
wmi_ on the spur of the moment
wik_ on the square
pes_ ON THE SQUARE
hdi_ on the square
ntc_ on the squiff
wmi_ on the stand
pes_ ON THE STRAP
ntc_ on the street
hdi_ on the street
wik_ on the street
hdi_ on the strength of
hdi_ on the surface
wmi_ on the table
hdi_ on the table
wmi_ on the take
hdi_ on the take
ntc_ on the take
wik_ on the take
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ntc_ on the tank

pes_ ON THE TAP

wmi_ on the throne

pes_ ON THE THUMB

wmi_ on the tip of my tongue

wik_ on the tip of one's tongue
hdi_ on the tip of one's tongue
wik_ on the toss of a coin
hdi_ on the town
wik_ on the town
wik_ on the trot

pes_ ON THE TURKEY
wik_ on the up

pes_ ON THE UP‐AND‐UP
hdi_ on the up‐and‐up
wik_ on the up‐and‐up
wmi_ on the up and up
wik_ on the uptake
hdi_ on the uptake
wmi_ on the verge
wik_ on the verge

hdi_ on the verge of
hdi_ on the wagon
wmi_ on the wagon
wik_ on the wagon
ntc_ on the wagon

pes_ ON THE WAGON

pes_ ON THE WALLABY
wmi_ on the wane
wik_ on the wane

hdi_ on the warpath
wik_ on the warpath
ntc_ on the warpath
hdi_ on the watch
hdi_ on the way
wik_ on the way

pes_ ON THE WAY OUT
hdi_ on the way out
hdi_ on the whole
wmi_ on the whole
wik_ on the whole
hdi_ on the wing
wmi_ on the wing

pes_ ON THE WONK

hdi_ on the wrong foot

hdi_ on the wrong side of bed
hdi_ on the wrong tack

hdi_ on the wrong track
wmi_ on thin ice
hdi_ on thin ice
wik_ on thin ice
pes_ ON TICK
pes_ ON TILT
hdi_ on time
wmi_ on time

hdi_ on tiptoe
wik_ on tiptoe
hdi_ on to

hdi_ on top
wik_ on top

pes_ ON TOP
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wik_ on top of

wmi_ on top of
hdi_ on top of
hdi_ on top of one another
hdi_ on top of the world
wik_ on top of the world
wmi_ on track
wik_ on track
hdi_ on trial
wmi_ on trial
wmi_ on vacation
pes_ ON VELVET
hdi_ on view
hdi_ on welfare
wik_ on wheels
pes_ ON WHEELS
wmi_ on your ass [B]
pes_ ON YOUR BIKE
ntc_ On your bike!
pes_ ON YOUR CYCLE
wmi_ on your deathbed
wmi_ on your guard
hdi_ on your life
wmi_ on your own
wmi_ on your side
ntc_ on your six
wmi_ on your toes
wmi_ on your way
hdi_ on, be
hdi_ on/upon request
ntc_ once‐over
wmi_ once‐over
pes_ ONCE A WEEK
wik_ once again
ntc_ once and for all
hdi_ once and for all
wik_ once and for all
hdi_ once bitten, twice shy
pes_ ONCE EVERY PANCAKE
DAY
wik_ once in a blue moon
ntc_ once in a blue moon
hdi_ once in a blue moon
wmi_ once in a blue moon
hdi_ once in a lifetime
hdi_ once in a while
wik_ once in a while
wik_ once more
wik_ once or twice
pes_ ONCE OVER
ntc_ once over lightly
hdi_ once over lightly
wmi_ once upon a time
hdi_ once upon a time
pes_ ONCER
wik_ one's bark is worse than
one's bite
hdi_ one's biological clock is
ticking
one's
blood runs cold
wik_
one's
days
are numbered
wik_

wik_ one's heart is in the right

place
hdi_ one's heart is not in it
hdi_ one's heart skips a beat
hdi_ one's heart stands still
wik_ one's jig is up
wik_ one's socks off
wik_ one's word is law
hdi_ one‐armed bandit
wik_ one‐banana problem
pes_ ONE‐ER
ntc_ one‐eyed pants mouse
pes_ ONE‐EYED TROUSER
SNAKE
wik_ one‐hit wonder
pes_ ONE‐HORSE
hdi_ one‐horse town
ntc_ one‐horse town
wik_ one‐horse town
hdi_ one‐man band
wik_ one‐man band
hdi_ one‐man show
ntc_ one‐man show
wik_ one‐night stand
pes_ ONE‐NIGHT STAND
ntc_ one‐night stand
wik_ one‐note
wik_ one‐off
pes_ ONE‐TO‐ONE
ntc_ one‐track mind
wmi_ one‐track mind
hdi_ one‐track mind
wik_ one‐track mind
wik_ one‐trick pony
pes_ ONE‐UP
wik_ one‐up
wik_ one‐upmanship
wik_ one after another
wik_ one after the other
hdi_ one and all
wik_ one and all
pes_ ONE AND EIGHT
pes_ ONE AND ELEVEN PENCE
THREE FARDEN
pes_ ONE AND HALF
ntc_ one and one
ntc_ one and only
wik_ one and only
hdi_ one and only
pes_ ONE AND T'OTHER
wik_ one and the same
hdi_ one and the same
wmi_ one and the same
pes_ ONE AND TWO
hdi_ one another
wik_ one another
wmi_ one at a time
hdi_ one at a time
wik_ one at a time
wmi_ one born every minute

wik_ one brick short of a full

load
wmi_ one brick short of a full
load
ntc_ one brick shy of a load
hdi_ one by one
wmi_ one by one
wik_ one by one
wik_ one card shy of a full deck
hdi_ one devil
hdi_ one eye on
pes_ ONE EYED TROUSER
SNAKE
wmi_ one false move
wmi_ one fell swoop
wik_ one fell swoop
hdi_ one fell swoop, in
hdi_ one foot in the grave, have
pes_ ONE FOR HIS NOB
hdi_ one for the book
hdi_ one for the books
wmi_ one for the money, two for
the show...
ntc_ one for the road
wmi_ one for the road
hdi_ one for the road
pes_ ONE FOR THE TARMAC
hdi_ one good turn deserves
another
hdi_ one hell of a
wmi_ one hell of a time
hdi_ one in a million
hdi_ one in a thousand/billion
pes_ ONE IN THE DEPARTURE
LOUNGE
wik_ one in the eye for
hdi_ one jump ahead
ntc_ one jump ahead of
someone or something
wmi_ one man's garbage is
another man's art
wmi_ one man's meat is another
man's poison
hdi_ one man's meat is another
man's poison
pes_ ONE MORE TIME
hdi_ one of a kind
wik_ one of his majesty's bad
bargains
wmi_ one of the boys
ntc_ one of the faithful
hdi_ one of these days
wik_ one of these days
wik_ one of those days
hdi_ one of those days
pes_ ONE OFF THE WRIST
hdi_ one on one
wmi_ one on one
hdi_ one on, that's
pes_ ONE OVER THE EIGHT

hdi_ one picture is worth a

thousand words
wik_ one side
wik_ one small step for man, one
giant leap for mankind
ntc_ one smart apple
wik_ one step ahead
wik_ one step at a time
wik_ one step forward, two steps
back
one
too many
wik_
ntc_ one too many
pes_ ONE UNDER
hdi_ one up
wik_ one up
pes_ ONE UP THE WHEEL
hdi_ one way or another
hdi_ one way or the other
pes_ ONE WAY POCKETS
ntc_ one’s bag
ntc_ one’s best shot
pes_ ONESER
wik_ onesie‐twosie
pes_ ONION
pes_ ONION ACT
wik_ only daughter
hdi_ only game in town, the
hdi_ only in name
wik_ only son
wik_ only time will tell
hdi_ only too
ntc_ only way to go
pes_ ONS
ntc_ onto a good thing
ntc_ onto someone or
something
wmi_ onto something
wmi_ onto us
wmi_ oodles
pes_ OODLES
pes_ OOF
pes_ OOH LA LA
pes_ OOJAMAFLIP
pes_ OONE
pes_ OONO
pes_ OP
ntc_ open (up) one’s kimono
wik_ open a can of whoop ass
wmi_ open a can of worms
pes_ OPEN A MOUTH
wmi_ open a window
hdi_ open and aboveboard
hdi_ open and shut
wmi_ open and shut
wik_ open book
hdi_ open book
wik_ open doors
hdi_ open doors
hdi_ open fire
wik_ open fire
hdi_ open house, keep
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wmi_ open mind
hdi_ open mind

wik_ open one's big mouth
hdi_ open one's eyes

hdi_ open one's heart to
wik_ open one's legs

pes_ OPEN ONE'S LUNCH
hdi_ open one's mouth
pes_ OPEN PACKY

hdi_ open question
wmi_ open season
wik_ open season

hdi_ open season on
hdi_ open secret

pes_ OPEN SLATHER

wmi_ open some doors

wik_ open someone's eyes
pes_ OPEN THE DOOR
hdi_ open the door to

wik_ open the kimono
wmi_ open to criticism

wmi_ open to question
wmi_ open up
hdi_ open up

wmi_ open up a big can of

whoop‐ass

hdi_ open with

wik_ opening of an envelope
pes_ OPPO

pes_ OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
wik_ opposite number

hdi_ opposite number, one's
hdi_ opt out
hdi_ or else
wik_ or else

hdi_ or other
hdi_ or so

wik_ or something
wik_ or what

hdi_ or what?

hdi_ or whatever

wik_ or words to that effect
pes_ ORANGE

pes_ ORANGE PIP

pes_ ORANGE SQUASH

pes_ ORANGE SUNSHINE
pes_ ORBITAL

pes_ ORCHESTRA STALLS
pes_ ORCHESTRAS

pes_ ORCHESTRATION

pes_ ORDER BUICKS OVER THE

BIG WHITE PHONE
hdi_ order of the day, the
hdi_ order someone about
wik_ Oreo cookie
pes_ ORGAN
pes_ ORGAN GRINDER
pes_ ORGAN RECITAL
pes_ ORGANIC OUTPUT
pes_ ORGANIC QUAALUDE
pes_ ORINOKO
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pes_ ORNAMENTS

pes_ ORPHAN ANNIE
pes_ OSCAR
pes_ OSCAR ASCHE
pes_ OSCAR WILDE
pes_ OSSIFER
pes_ OSWALD
pes_ OTCHO
hdi_ other day, the
pes_ OTHER END
wmi_ other fish to fry
hdi_ other fish to fry
hdi_ other good fish in the sea
wik_ other half
wik_ other head
pes_ OTHER MAN
wik_ other side
hdi_ other side of the coin
pes_ OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN
hdi_ other side of the tracks
hdi_ other than
wik_ other than
hdi_ other things being equal
pes_ OTHER WAY
hdi_ other way round, the
pes_ OTIS REDDING
pes_ OTTER
pes_ OU
pes_ OU‐DI‐DU‐DAT
pes_ OUCH‐HOUSE
pes_ OULAP
pes_ OUMA
pes_ OUMAN
pes_ OUNCE OF BACCY
wmi_ ounce of prevention
hdi_ ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure, an
OUPA
pes_
pes_ OUPA JUICE
pes_ OUR FOOD AINT COOKED
IN THE SAME POT
pes_ OUR FOOD DON'T COOK
pes_ OUSSIE
pes_ OUT
wik_ out‐and‐out
pes_ OUT‐AND‐OUTER
wik_ out and about
hdi_ out and about
hdi_ out and away
wmi_ out and out
hdi_ out at the elbows
hdi_ out at the heels/knees
hdi_ out back
wmi_ out cold
pes_ OUT COLD
hdi_ out cold
ntc_ out cold
wmi_ out for blood
hdi_ out for the count
hdi_ out for, be
hdi_ out from under

hdi_ out front

ntc_ out in left field
wmi_ out in left field
hdi_ out in left field
pes_ OUT IN THE COLD
hdi_ out in the cold
wmi_ out in the cold
pes_ OUT IN THE LEFT FIELD
hdi_ out in the open
hdi_ out into the open
ntc_ out like a light
pes_ OUT LIKE A LIGHT
hdi_ out like a light
wmi_ out loud
wik_ out loud
hdi_ out loud
wmi_ out of
hdi_ out of a clear blue sky
hdi_ out of all proportion
wik_ out of bounds
hdi_ out of bounds
wmi_ out of bounds
wmi_ out of breath
hdi_ out of breath
hdi_ out of business
hdi_ out of character
wik_ out of character
wmi_ out of circulation
hdi_ out of circulation
wmi_ out of commission
hdi_ out of commission
hdi_ out of condition
wmi_ out of context
hdi_ out of control
wmi_ out of control
hdi_ out of date
wik_ out of date
hdi_ out of fashion
hdi_ out of favor
hdi_ out of favor with
wik_ out of fix
hdi_ out of gas
wik_ out of gas
pes_ OUT OF HAND
wmi_ out of hand
hdi_ out of hand
hdi_ out of harm's way
wmi_ out of harm's way
pes_ OUT OF HERE
wmi_ out of here (outa here)
wmi_ out of his element
wmi_ out of hock
wik_ out of house and home
hdi_ out of humor
hdi_ out of it
pes_ OUT OF IT
wik_ out of it
wmi_ out of it
hdi_ out of joint
wmi_ out of joint
hdi_ out of keeping

hdi_ out of keeping with

hdi_ out of key
ntc_ out of kilter
wik_ out of kilter
wmi_ out of kilter
hdi_ out of kilter
hdi_ out of left field
ntc_ out of left field
wmi_ out of line
wik_ out of line
hdi_ out of line
ntc_ out of line
wik_ out of luck
ntc_ out of luck
wmi_ out of luck
hdi_ out of luck
wmi_ out of my depth
wmi_ out of my hair
wmi_ out of my head
hdi_ out of necessity
wik_ out of nowhere
hdi_ out of nowhere
wmi_ out of nowhere
hdi_ out of one's
pes_ OUT OF ONE'S BOX
hdi_ out of one's depth
wik_ out of one's depth
hdi_ out of one's element
wik_ out of one's face
hdi_ out of one's hair
pes_ OUT OF ONE'S HEAD
wik_ out of one's league
pes_ OUT OF ONE'S LEAGUE
hdi_ out of one's mind
wik_ out of one's mind
pes_ OUT OF ONE'S PRAM
hdi_ out of one's shell
pes_ OUT OF ONE'S SKULL
wik_ out of one's system
pes_ OUT OF ONE'S TREE
hdi_ out of one's way
ntc_ out of one’s skull
pes_ OUT OF ORDER
wik_ out of order
wmi_ out of order
hdi_ out of order
wmi_ out of our hands
wmi_ out of patience
hdi_ out of phase
hdi_ out of place
wmi_ out of place
wik_ out of place
ntc_ out of pocket
wik_ out of pocket
wmi_ out of pocket
hdi_ out of pocket
hdi_ out of practice
hdi_ out of print
wik_ out of proportion
hdi_ out of proportion
wmi_ out of range

hdi_ out of reach

hdi_ out of season
wik_ out of shape
hdi_ out of shape
ntc_ out of sight
wik_ out of sight
pes_ OUT OF SIGHT
wmi_ out of sight
hdi_ out of sight
wmi_ out of sight (outa sight)
wmi_ out of sight, out of mind
hdi_ out of someone's good
graces
hdi_ out of someone's sight
wmi_ out of sorts
wik_ out of sorts
hdi_ out of sorts
hdi_ out of square
hdi_ out of step
wmi_ out of step
hdi_ out of stock
wik_ out of stock
hdi_ out of style
hdi_ out of sync
ntc_ out of sync
wmi_ out of the ball park
hdi_ out of the ballpark
wmi_ out of the blue
wik_ out of the blue
pes_ OUT OF THE BLUE
hdi_ out of the blue
wik_ out of the box
wik_ out of the chute
wmi_ out of the closet
wmi_ out of the corner of my eye
hdi_ out of the corner of one's
eye
out
of the frying pan into
hdi_
the fire
wik_ out of the frying pan, into
the fire
pes_ OUT OF THE GAME
wmi_ out of the goodness of my
heart
hdi_ out of the hole
wik_ out of the loop
wmi_ out of the loop
hdi_ out of the loop
pes_ OUT OF THE LOOP
hdi_ out of the mouths of babes
wmi_ out of the norm
hdi_ out of the ordinary
wik_ out of the ordinary
wik_ out of the picture
wmi_ out of the picture
ntc_ out of the picture
hdi_ out of the picture
wik_ out of the question
hdi_ out of the question
wmi_ out of the question
hdi_ out of the rain
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wik_ out of the running
hdi_ out of the running
ntc_ out of the way
wmi_ out of the way
wik_ out of the way
hdi_ out of the way

hdi_ out of the window
wmi_ out of the woods
wik_ out of the woods
ntc_ out of the woods
hdi_ out of the woods

hdi_ out of the woodwork
wmi_ out of the woodwork
pes_ OUT OF THIN AIR
hdi_ out of thin air
wik_ out of thin air

hdi_ out of this world
wmi_ out of this world
ntc_ out of this world
wik_ out of this world
wik_ out of touch
hdi_ out of touch
wmi_ out of touch
hdi_ out of town

wmi_ out of tune (music)
hdi_ out of turn

ntc_ out of w(h)ack

wik_ out of wedlock
hdi_ out of wedlock
wmi_ out of whack
wik_ out of whack

pes_ OUT OF WHACK
hdi_ out of whack

hdi_ out of whole cloth
wmi_ out of wind

wik_ out of work
wmi_ out of work
hdi_ out of work

wmi_ out of your gourd
wmi_ out of your mind
wmi_ out of your tree
hdi_ out of, be

wmi_ out on a limb
hdi_ out on a limb
hdi_ out on bail

hdi_ out on one's ear
wik_ out on one's ear
wik_ out on the tiles

hdi_ out on the town
wmi_ out on the town
ntc_ out the gazoo

wik_ out the wazoo

ntc_ out the window
wik_ out the window
wmi_ out to get you
hdi_ out to lunch

pes_ OUT TO LUNCH
wmi_ out to lunch
ntc_ out to lunch
wik_ out to lunch
wmi_ out to win
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hdi_ out with it

pes_ OUTASIGHT
wmi_ outdo yourself
pes_ OUTERS
pes_ OUTFRONT
pes_ OUTIE
pes_ OUTING
pes_ OUTJIE
pes_ OUTLAW
wmi_ outplay
wik_ outpope the Pope
pes_ OUTSERT
pes_ OUTSIDE
wik_ outside chance
hdi_ outside of
pes_ OUTSIDE RIGHT
wik_ outside the box
wik_ outside world
pes_ OUTSIDER ART
pes_ OUTTAKE SHOW
pes_ OVARY TICKLER
pes_ OVER‐DO
pes_ OVER‐RIPE FRUIT
wik_ over a barrel
hdi_ over a barrel
hdi_ over again
hdi_ over against
hdi_ over and above
wmi_ over and done with
hdi_ over and done with
wmi_ over and out
wik_ over and out
hdi_ over and over
wik_ over and over
hdi_ over and over again
wmi_ over easy
hdi_ over my dead body
wmi_ over my dead body
ntc_ over my dead body
wik_ over my dead body
wmi_ over my head
hdi_ over one's head
wik_ over one's head
pes_ OVER ONE'S HEAD
ntc_ over one’s head
pes_ OVER THE EDGE
wmi_ over the edge
hdi_ over the edge
hdi_ over the hill
pes_ OVER THE HILL
wik_ over the hill
wmi_ over the hill
ntc_ over the hill
wik_ over the hills and far away
wmi_ over the hump
ntc_ over the hump
hdi_ over the hump
pes_ OVER THE MARK
wik_ over the moon
wmi_ over the rainbow
pes_ OVER THE STILE

hdi_ over the top

pes_ OVER THE TOP
wik_ over the top
wmi_ over the top
wik_ over the transom
hdi_ over with
wmi_ over with
pes_ OVERALL
pes_ OVERCOAT
pes_ OVERCOAT MAKER
wmi_ overdo it
wik_ overflow pool
pes_ OVERKILL
wik_ overkill
wik_ overleap
pes_ OVERNIGHTS
pes_ OVERSEEN
pes_ OVERSHOT
pes_ OVERSIGHT
pes_ OVERTAKEN
pes_ OWEN NARES
pes_ OWL‐GAL
wmi_ owly
pes_ OWN GOAL
hdi_ own medicine
wmi_ own medicine
hdi_ own person, be one's
hdi_ own up
wmi_ own up
wik_ own up
wmi_ own worst enemy
pes_ OWSLEY ACID
wik_ ox is in the ditch
pes_ OXFORD BAG
pes_ OXFORD SCHOLAR
pes_ OXO CUBE
pes_ OXYS
pes_ OYSTER
pes_ OYZENS
pes_ OZ
pes_ OZONE
pes_ OZZIE AND HARRIET
wik_ p'd off
wmi_ P's and Q's
pes_ P‐DOPE
pes_ P.C.
pes_ P.C.P.
pes_ P.D.
pes_ P.D.A.
pes_ P.D.Q.
pes_ P.I.
pes_ P.J.S
pes_ P.L.U.
pes_ P.M.S. MONSTER
pes_ P.N.G.
pes_ P.O.
pes_ P.R.
pes_ P.T.
pes_ PAC
wik_ pachyderm
pes_ PACIFIC SLOPE

pes_ PACK

wik_ pack a punch
wmi_ pack a punch
hdi_ pack a punch
pes_ PACK A ROD
wmi_ pack a rod
hdi_ pack a wallop
wik_ pack fudge
pes_ PACK HEAT
wik_ pack heat
wik_ pack in
wmi_ pack it in
hdi_ pack it in
ntc_ pack of lies
hdi_ pack off
wik_ pack on the pounds
hdi_ pack someone/something
off
hdi_ pack them in
wmi_ pack Uzis
hdi_ packed in like sardines
wik_ packed to the gills
wik_ packed to the rafters
pes_ PACKET
pes_ PACKET FROM PARIS
ntc_ packing (a gun)
wmi_ pad
pes_ PAD
wmi_ pad an expense account
pes_ PAD OF GALLOPING SNAP‐
SHOTS
pes_ PAD OF STIFFS
pes_ PAD OF STITCHES
ntc_ pad out
wik_ pad out
pes_ PADDINGTON BEAR
pes_ PADDLE
hdi_ paddle one's own canoe
wmi_ paddle your own canoe
pes_ PADDLERS
pes_ PADDLES
pes_ PADDY
pes_ PADDY'S EYEWATER
pes_ PADDY AND MICK
pes_ PADDY O'ROURKE
pes_ PADDY RAMMER
ntc_ paddy wagon
pes_ PADDYWAGGON
pes_ PADLOCK
pes_ PAFGHANI
pes_ PAG
pes_ PAIL
pes_ PAIN
wik_ pain and suffering
pes_ PAIN IN THE ARSE
ntc_ pain in the ass
wik_ pain in the ass
wmi_ pain in the ass [B]
hdi_ pain in the ass/butt
wik_ pain in the butt
ntc_ pain in the butt

wmi_ pain in the butt

ntc_ pain in the neck
hdi_ pain in the neck
wik_ pain in the neck
pes_ PAIN IN THE NECK
ntc_ pain in the rear
pes_ PAINFUL
pes_ PAINFUL EXPERIENCE
pes_ PAINT
wmi_ paint a picture
hdi_ paint black
hdi_ paint oneself into a corner
wik_ paint oneself into a corner
pes_ PAINT ONESELF INTO A
CORNER
paint
remover
ntc_
pes_ PAINT THE BACK SEAT
ntc_ paint the town (red)
hdi_ paint the town red
wmi_ paint the town red
wik_ paint the town red
wik_ paint the wagon
wik_ paint with a broad brush
wmi_ paint with the same brush
pes_ PAINTED MISCHIEF
pes_ PAINTED PEEPER
wik_ painting rocks
pes_ PAIPSEY
pes_ PAIR OF NICKERS
hdi_ pair off
wmi_ pair off/pair up
hdi_ pair up
pes_ PAKI
pes_ PAKI BASHING
pes_ PAL
hdi_ pal around
ntc_ pal around (with someone)
wik_ palace politics
pes_ PALADIC
pes_ PALATIC
wmi_ pale by comparison
wik_ pale in comparison
pes_ PALEFACE
pes_ PALL MALL
ntc_ pally (with someone)
hdi_ palm off
pes_ PALM OFF
wik_ palm off
pes_ PALM OIL
ntc_ palm someone or
something off (on
someone)
ntc_ palm something off on
someone
pes_ PALMER
pes_ PALONE
pes_ PALOOKA
pes_ PALOOKAVILLE
wmi_ paltry sum
pes_ PAMPASS GRASS
pes_ PAN
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wmi_ pan out
hdi_ pan out
ntc_ pan out

pes_ PAN OUT
wik_ pan out

pes_ PANAMA

pes_ PANATELLA
pes_ PANCAKE

hdi_ Pandora's box
pes_ PANGY
pes_ PANK

pes_ PANORAMAS
pes_ PANSY

pes_ PANSY CORPS

pes_ PANTOMIME COW
pes_ PANTS

pes_ PANTS AND VEST
pes_ PANTS DOWN
pes_ PANTS MAN

hdi_ pants off, the

ntc_ pants rabbits

pes_ PANTYWAIST
pes_ PAPA

pes_ PAPA OSCAR
pes_ PAPBROEK
pes_ PAPER

pes_ PAPER BAG

pes_ PAPER BAG JOB
pes_ PAPER BLUNTS
pes_ PAPER DOLL
pes_ PAPER HAT
hdi_ paper over

ntc_ paper over something
hdi_ paper over the cracks
wik_ paper tiger
wik_ paper trail

pes_ PAPERHANGER

wik_ par for the course
hdi_ par for the course
pes_ PARA

wmi_ parachute

pes_ PARACHUTE
pes_ PARACKI

wik_ parade of horribles
pes_ PARADISE

pes_ PARAFFIN

pes_ PARAFFIN LAMP
pes_ PARAKEET

pes_ PARALLEL PARKING
pes_ PARALYSED
pes_ PARALYTIC

pes_ PARANADA

pes_ PARANGLES

pes_ PARAPHERNALIA
pes_ PARBREAKE

pes_ PARCEL BOUNCER

pes_ PARCEL FROM PARIS
wik_ parcel out
hdi_ parcel out

wmi_ pardon me
hdi_ pardon me
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wik_ pardon me

ntc_ Pardon me for living!
wik_ pardon my French
ntc_ Pardon my French.
wik_ pare down
pes_ PARES‐400
pes_ PARK A CUSTARD
pes_ PARK A TIGER
ntc_ park it (somewhere)
pes_ PARK ONE'S ARSE
pes_ PARK ONE'S BUM
pes_ PARK ONE'S CARCASS
pes_ PARK SPOILER
wik_ park that thought
wik_ park the car in Harvard
Yard
pes_ PARKER‐BOWLES
pes_ PARKIE
pes_ PARKING
wik_ parking lot
pes_ PARKY
pes_ PARLAMAREE
pes_ PARLEY
pes_ PARLEYVOO
pes_ PARNEY
pes_ PARO
pes_ PARRICK
pes_ PARRO
pes_ PARSLEY
wmi_ part and parcel
wik_ part and parcel
hdi_ part and parcel
wik_ part company
wmi_ part company
hdi_ part company
wmi_ part with
hdi_ part with
pes_ PARTICK THISTLE
hdi_ parting of the ways
ntc_ parting shot
wik_ parting shot
hdi_ parting shot
wmi_ partners in crime
pes_ PARTY
hdi_ party's over, the
pes_ PARTY‐POOPER
wmi_ party‐pooper
wik_ party and play
ntc_ party animal
wik_ party animal
ntc_ party bowl
ntc_ party down
pes_ PARTY DOWN
pes_ PARTY FAVOURS
ntc_ party hearty
hdi_ party line
pes_ PARTY ON
ntc_ Party on!
wik_ party pooper
wik_ party to
wmi_ party to that

pes_ PASH

wmi_ pass around
hdi_ pass away
wmi_ pass away
hdi_ pass by
wmi_ pass for
hdi_ pass for
ntc_ pass for something
ntc_ pass go
pes_ PASS IN ONE'S ALLY
wik_ pass muster
hdi_ pass muster
pes_ PASS MUSTER
wmi_ pass off
hdi_ pass off
wmi_ pass on
hdi_ pass on
wik_ pass on
hdi_ pass on/over
hdi_ pass one's lips
hdi_ pass out
wmi_ pass out
hdi_ pass over
pes_ PASS THE BONE
ntc_ pass the buck
wik_ pass the buck
wmi_ pass the buck
pes_ PASS THE BUCK
hdi_ pass the buck
wik_ pass the hat
hdi_ pass the hat
hdi_ pass the time
hdi_ pass the torch
wmi_ pass through
hdi_ pass through one's mind
wmi_ pass up
wik_ pass up
hdi_ pass up
wmi_ pass water
wmi_ pass wind
hdi_ pass with flying colors
pes_ PASSION FRUIT
pes_ PASSION KILLER
pes_ PASSION PIT
pes_ PASSION WAGON
pes_ PASSON
wmi_ passé
wmi_ past is slipping by without
a trace
hdi_ past master
hdi_ past one's prime
pes_ PASTE
ntc_ paste someone one
pes_ PASTEBOARD
pes_ PASTING
pes_ PAT AND MICK
pes_ PAT AND MIKE
wmi_ pat answer
pes_ PAT CASH
pes_ PAT DOWN
pes_ PAT MALONE

hdi_ pat on the back

wmi_ pat on the back
pes_ PATCH
wmi_ patch things up
hdi_ patch up
wik_ patch up
pes_ PATER
hdi_ path of least resistance
pes_ PATHOGRAPHY
wmi_ paths will cross
wik_ patience of Job
pes_ PATOOTIE
pes_ PATRICK SWAYZE
pes_ PATROL
pes_ PATSY
pes_ PATSY CLINE
pes_ PATTER‐COVE
ntc_ patter of tiny feet
pes_ PATTIE
pes_ PATTY HEARST
pes_ PAUL ANKA
pes_ PAUL MCKENNA
pes_ PAUL WELLER
pes_ PAVAROTTI
hdi_ pave the way
wik_ pave the way
wmi_ pave the way
pes_ PAVEMENT PIZZA
pes_ PAW
pes_ PAW CASES
hdi_ pawn off
pes_ PAWNEE
pes_ PAX
wmi_ pay‐off
pes_ PAY‐OFF
ntc_ pay a call
hdi_ pay a call
wmi_ pay a compliment
hdi_ pay a compliment
wmi_ pay a visit
hdi_ pay a visit
hdi_ pay as you go
wmi_ pay attention
wik_ pay attention
hdi_ pay attention
wmi_ pay back
hdi_ pay back
hdi_ pay back in someone's own
coin
hdi_ pay court to
hdi_ pay dirt, hit
wmi_ pay down
hdi_ pay for
wmi_ pay him back
wmi_ pay in kind
pes_ PAY ME RENT
wmi_ pay my respects
wmi_ pay off
hdi_ pay off
hdi_ pay off an old score
wik_ pay one's debt to society

hdi_ pay one's dues

wik_ pay one's dues
hdi_ pay one's own way
hdi_ pay one's respects
hdi_ pay one's way
ntc_ pay one’s dues
ntc_ pay one’s dues (to society)
hdi_ pay out
wik_ pay the bills
wik_ pay the fiddler
wik_ pay the freight
pes_ PAY THE FREIGHT
wmi_ pay the penalty
wik_ pay the piper
hdi_ pay the piper
wmi_ pay the price
wmi_ pay the shot
ntc_ pay the water bill
pes_ PAY THROUGH THE NOSE
wik_ pay through the nose
wmi_ pay through the nose
hdi_ pay through the nose
wmi_ pay tribute
wmi_ pay up
hdi_ pay up
wmi_ pay your dues
hdi_ pay your money and take
your choice
pay
your way
wmi_
wik_ payback's a bitch
pes_ PAYDIRT
pes_ PAYOFF
pes_ PAYOFF QUEEN
pes_ PAYOL
pes_ PAYOLA
pes_ PAZZER
pes_ PEA
pes_ PEA‐BRAIN
wik_ pea patch
wik_ peace and quiet
pes_ PEACE AND QUIET
hdi_ peace and quiet
wmi_ peace of mind
ntc_ peace out
pes_ PEACE PILL
pes_ PEACH
wmi_ peaches‐and‐cream
wik_ peaches‐and‐cream
wik_ peaches and cream
wmi_ peachy
pes_ PEACHY
ntc_ peachy (keen)
wik_ peachy keen
pes_ PEACOCK
pes_ PEANUT
pes_ PEANUT BUTTER
wik_ peanut gallery
ntc_ peanut head
pes_ PEANUTS
wmi_ peanuts
pes_ PEAR AND QUINCE
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pes_ PEARL‐DIVER

pes_ PEARL HARBOUR
wik_ pearl of wisdom
pes_ PEARLIES
pes_ PEARLS

pes_ PEARLY GATE

pes_ PEARLY GATES
pes_ PEARLY KING

pes_ PEARLY WHITES
pes_ PEARS

pes_ PEARSHAPED

pes_ PEAS IN THE POT

pes_ PEASE PUDDING HOT
pes_ PEASHOOTER
pes_ PEASOUP

pes_ PEASOUPER
pes_ PEAT‐REEK
pes_ PEB

pes_ PEBBLE

pes_ PEBBLE‐BEACHED
pes_ PEBBLE MILL
pes_ PEBBLES
pes_ PEC

pes_ PECK

pes_ PECK'S BAD BOY
pes_ PECK ALLEY

pes_ PECK AND PERCH

pes_ PECK AND TIPPLE
pes_ PECKAGE
pes_ PECKER

pes_ PECKER CHEESE
pes_ PECKER SNOT

pes_ PECKER TRACKS
pes_ PECKERHEAD

pes_ PECKERWOOD
pes_ PECKHAM

pes_ PECKHAM RYE

pes_ PECKING AND NECKING
wmi_ pecking order
hdi_ pecking order
pes_ PECKINGS
pes_ PECKISH
pes_ PECKS

pes_ PECNOSTER
pes_ PECS

pes_ PECULIAR
pes_ PED

pes_ PEDAL

pes_ PEDAL‐PUSHER

wmi_ pedal her ass [B]
pes_ PEDAL MUSIC

wmi_ pedal to the metal

pes_ PEDAL YOUR DOGS
pes_ PEDDLE OUT

pes_ PEDDLE PUSSY
pes_ PEDESTALS

pes_ PEDIGREE CHUM
pes_ PEDLAR'S PACK
pes_ PEDO

pes_ PEDRO
pes_ PEE
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pes_ PEE‐SHOOTER

wik_ pee off
wik_ pee one's pants
ntc_ pee’d off
wmi_ peed
wik_ peed off
pes_ PEEING
wmi_ peek‐a‐boo
hdi_ peel away
pes_ PEEL OFF
hdi_ peel off
pes_ PEEL OFF A MASS
wik_ peel out
pes_ PEELER
pes_ PEELING A FINE GREEN
BANANA
wik_ peep pixels
wmi_ peep this
pes_ PEEPER
hdi_ peeping Tom
pes_ PEEPS
wmi_ peer sneer
pes_ PEERPERS
pes_ PEFF
pes_ PEG‐LEGGER
hdi_ peg away at
wik_ peg down
pes_ PEG IT
wik_ peg it
pes_ PEG OUT
ntc_ peg someone
pes_ PEGGY SUE
pes_ PELF
wmi_ pell‐mell
pes_ PELLETS
wik_ pelt of the dog
pes_ PEN AND INK
pes_ PEN AND INKER
pes_ PEN PUSHER
wmi_ pen those words/lines
wik_ penalty box
pes_ PENALTY KICK
pes_ PENCIL
wik_ pencil‐neck
wik_ pencil‐necked
pes_ PENCIL GEEK
wik_ pencil in
wik_ pencil pusher
wik_ pencil whip
pes_ PENCILLER
pes_ PENGUIN SUIT
wik_ penguin suit
pes_ PENHOLDER
pes_ PENN'ORTH OF BREAD
pes_ PENN'ORTH OF CHALK
hdi_ pennies from heaven
pes_ PENNY‐A‐MILE
pes_ PENNY‐A‐POUND
pes_ PENNY‐COME‐QUICK
pes_ PENNY BANGER
pes_ PENNY BLACK

pes_ PENNY BUN

pes_ PENNY FOR THE GUY
wik_ penny for your thoughts
wmi_ penny for your thoughts
hdi_ penny for your thoughts, a
pes_ PENNY GAFF
wik_ penny in the fusebox
pes_ PENNY LOCKET
wik_ penny pincher
wmi_ penny pincher
hdi_ penny pincher
hdi_ penny saved is a penny
earned, a
pes_ PENNY STAMP
hdi_ penny wise and pound
foolish
wik_ penny wise and pound
foolish
wmi_ penny wise, dollar dumb
wmi_ penny wise, pound foolish
pes_ PENNYBOY
wik_ people person
ntc_ people watching
hdi_ people who live in glass
houses shouldn't throw
stones
wmi_ people who live in glass
houses shouldn't throw
stones
ntc_ pep pill
pes_ PEP PILL
hdi_ pep someone up
hdi_ pep talk
ntc_ pep talk
ntc_ pepped (up)
pes_ PEPPERMINT FLAVOUR
pes_ PEPPERMINT ROCKS
pes_ PERAMBULATOR
pes_ PERCH
pes_ PERCHER
pes_ PERCIA
pes_ PERCY
pes_ PERCY THROWER
wik_ perfect storm
wmi_ perfect stranger
pes_ PERICA
pes_ PERICO
hdi_ perish the thought
pes_ PERISHER
pes_ PERK UP
hdi_ perk up
wmi_ perk up
ntc_ perked (up)
wmi_ pernickety/persnickety
pes_ PERP
wik_ perp walk
pes_ PERRY COMO
hdi_ person of color
wik_ person of size
pes_ PERSONAL
pes_ PERSONALS

pes_ PERTY

pes_ PERUVIAN
pes_ PERUVIAN FLAKE
pes_ PERUVIAN MARCHING
POWDER
pes_ PERUVIAN POOF
pes_ PERV
pes_ PERVE
pes_ PERVY
pes_ PET
wmi_ pet
hdi_ pet peeve
ntc_ pet peeve
pes_ PETE MURRAY
pes_ PETE TONG
pes_ PETER
pes_ PETER COOK
ntc_ Peter Jay
pes_ PETER O'TOOLE
wmi_ peter out
hdi_ peter out
ntc_ peter out
wik_ peter out
pes_ PETER PAN
pes_ PETERMAN
pes_ PETERS AND LEE
wmi_ petrified
pes_ PETROL TANK
pes_ PETROL TANKER
pes_ PETTICOAT LANE
pes_ PEW
pes_ PEWTER
pes_ PEYTON PLACE
pes_ PEZ
pes_ PG TIPS
wik_ Pharisee
hdi_ phase in
wmi_ phase me
wmi_ phase me out
wik_ phase out
pes_ PHASE OUT
pes_ PHAT
wmi_ phat
pes_ PHEASANT PLUCKER
pes_ PHENNIES
pes_ PHENOBARB
pes_ PHENOM
pes_ PHENOS
pes_ PHIL MCBEE
pes_ PHIL THE FLUTER
hdi_ Philadelphia lawyer
pes_ PHILHARMONIC
pes_ PHILLY BLUNT
pes_ PHIZ
pes_ PHIZOG
wmi_ phone‐in
wik_ phone it in
wik_ phone tag
ntc_ phony as a three‐dollar bill
wmi_ phooey
pes_ PHOTO FINISH

wmi_ photo op

pes_ PHUZA
pes_ PHUZA‐FACE
pes_ PHYLLIS DIXIE
pes_ PHYSIC
wik_ physical break
pes_ PHYSICAL JERK
pes_ PHYZOG
pes_ PIANO
wmi_ piano tied to your ass [B]
pes_ PICCADILLY
pes_ PICCADILLY CIRCUS
pes_ PICCALILLI
pes_ PICCOLO AND FLUTE
pes_ PICCOLOS AND FLUTES
pes_ PICH
pes_ PICK
wmi_ pick‐me‐up
pes_ PICK‐UP
hdi_ pick a bone with
wmi_ pick a fight
hdi_ pick a fight
hdi_ pick a quarrel
hdi_ pick an argument
hdi_ pick and choose
pes_ PICK AND CHOOSE
wik_ pick apart
hdi_ pick apart
hdi_ pick at
wik_ pick corners
wik_ pick holes
hdi_ pick holes in
wmi_ pick holes in
hdi_ pick of the litter
wmi_ pick of the litter
wik_ pick of the litter
hdi_ pick off
hdi_ pick on
wmi_ pick on
wik_ pick on
wik_ pick one's nose
hdi_ pick one's way
hdi_ pick out
wik_ pick out
wik_ pick out of a hat
hdi_ pick over
hdi_ pick someone's brain
wik_ pick someone's brain
hdi_ pick to pieces
wmi_ pick up
hdi_ pick up
wik_ pick up
wik_ pick up on
hdi_ pick up on
ntc_ pick up on something
pes_ PICK UP ONE'S DRUM
pes_ PICK UP STICKS
wik_ pick up stitches
wmi_ pick up the pace
wik_ pick up the pieces
wmi_ pick up the pieces
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hdi_ pick up the pieces
wik_ pick up the slack
wik_ pick up the tab
wmi_ pick up the tab
wmi_ pick you up

wmi_ pick your brains
wmi_ pick yourself up
hdi_ picked over

wik_ pickin' and grinnin'
pes_ PICKLE

pes_ PICKLE AND PORK
pes_ PICKLED

pes_ PICKLED ONION
pes_ PICKLED PORK
pes_ PICKY
wmi_ picky

wmi_ picture‐perfect

pes_ PICTURE FRAME

pes_ PICTURE IN THE ATTIC

wmi_ picture is worth a thousand

words

hdi_ picture is worth a thousand

words, one

pes_ PIDDLE

ntc_ piddle (around)
pes_ PIDDLE ABOUT
pes_ PIDDLED

pes_ PIDDLING

pes_ PIDDLING IT DOWN
wmi_ piddly

wmi_ piddly‐assed [B]
pes_ PIE‐EATER
wmi_ pie‐eyed

pes_ PIE‐EYED

pes_ PIE 'N' LIQUOR
pes_ PIE AND MASH
pes_ PIE AND ONE
pes_ PIE CAN

hdi_ pie in the sky
wmi_ pie in the sky
ntc_ pie in the sky

pes_ PIE IN THE SKY
pes_ PIECE

ntc_ piece (of the action)
hdi_ piece by piece

wik_ piece de resistance
ntc_ piece of ass
hdi_ piece of ass
wik_ piece of ass

wmi_ piece of ass [B]
wik_ piece of cake
hdi_ piece of cake
wmi_ piece of cake
ntc_ piece of cake

hdi_ piece of change
wik_ piece of crap
wmi_ piece of me

wmi_ piece of my mind
wik_ piece of one

hdi_ piece of one's mind
wmi_ piece of piss
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pes_ PIECE OF PISS

pes_ PIECE OF PUDDING
wik_ piece of shit
pes_ PIECE OF SHIT
ntc_ piece of snatch
ntc_ piece of tail
wik_ piece of tail
hdi_ piece of tail
wmi_ piece of tail [B]
hdi_ piece of the action
wik_ piece of work
hdi_ piece together
pes_ PIECES OF EIGHT
pes_ PIEDRA
pes_ PIES
pes_ PIFF
pes_ PIFFLE
pes_ PIFFY
wik_ piffy on a rock bun
pes_ PIG
wmi_ pig
pes_ PIG'S BREAKFAST
pes_ PIG'S EAR
pes_ PIG'S FRY
pes_ PIG'S TROTTER
pes_ PIG‐HEADED
pes_ PIG‐OUT
pes_ PIG AND ROAST
ntc_ pig heaven
wmi_ pig in a poke
hdi_ pig in a poke
wik_ pig in a poke
pes_ PIG IN THE MIDDLE
pes_ PIG IT
hdi_ pig it
pes_ PIG LATIN
pes_ PIG MEAT
pes_ PIG OFF
wik_ pig out
hdi_ pig out
wmi_ pig out
pes_ PIG OUT
ntc_ pig out
pes_ PIGEON
pes_ PIGFUCKER
pes_ PIGGY BANK
wmi_ piggy bank
wmi_ piggyback
pes_ PIGLET
pes_ PIGMOBILE
wik_ pigs can fly
wik_ pigs might fly
pes_ PIGSHIT
pes_ PIGSKIN
pes_ PIGSKIN BUS
pes_ PIGSTICKER
pes_ PIGSTY
pes_ PIGSWILL
pes_ PIKER
pes_ PIKEY
pes_ PILE‐DRIVER

wik_ pile‐up

hdi_ pile into
pes_ PILE OF BRICKS
ntc_ pile of shit
wik_ pile on
wik_ pile on the pounds
hdi_ pile up
wik_ pile up
pes_ PILGARLIC
wmi_ pill
pes_ PILL
pes_ PILL‐HEAD
pes_ PILL‐PATE
pes_ PILL‐POPPER
pes_ PILL‐SHOOTER
ntc_ pill freak
wik_ pill in the pocket
wik_ pill mill
pes_ PILLAR AND POST
hdi_ pillar to post
pes_ PILLARS
pes_ PILLOCK
pes_ PILLOCKS
pes_ PILLOW
pes_ PILLOW‐BITER
wik_ pillow talk
pes_ PILLS
wmi_ pilot project
pes_ PIMP
pes_ PIMP STEAK
ntc_ pimp steak
pes_ PIMP STICK
pes_ PIMPLE
pes_ PIMPLE AND BLOTCH
pes_ PIMPLE AND WART
wmi_ pimple pole
pes_ PIMPS
pes_ PIMPSY
pes_ PIN‐UP
pes_ PIN AND NEEDLE
hdi_ pin back one's ears
wik_ pin down
hdi_ pin down
wmi_ pin down/pin him down
wmi_ pin money
hdi_ pin money
wik_ pin money
hdi_ pin on
hdi_ pin one's faith on
hdi_ pin one's heart on
hdi_ pin one's heart on one's
sleeve
hdi_ pin one's hopes on
hdi_ pin someone's ears back
ntc_ pin someone’s ears back
pes_ PIN THE RAP ON
wmi_ pin your hopes on
pes_ PINBALL WIZARD
pes_ PINCH
wmi_ pinch
wik_ pinch‐hit

wmi_ pinch‐hitter (baseball)

wmi_ pinch an inch
wik_ pinch and a punch for the
first of the month
hdi_ pinch hitter
ntc_ pinch hitter
wmi_ pinch of coon shit [B]
wmi_ pinch of salt
wmi_ pinch off a loaf [B]
wik_ pinch one off
hdi_ pinch pennies
wmi_ pinch to grow an inch
wmi_ pine float
pes_ PINEAPPLE
pes_ PINEAPPLE CHUNK
pes_ PINEAPPLE YOURSELF
pes_ PING
pes_ PINGUS
wmi_ pinhead
pes_ PINHEAD
pes_ PINK
ntc_ pink elephants
pes_ PINK LINT
pes_ PINK PANTHER COUNTRY
wik_ pink slime
ntc_ pink slip
wik_ pink slip
ntc_ pink spiders
pes_ PINKIE
pes_ PINKO
wmi_ pinko
pes_ PINKS
pes_ PINKY AND PERKY
pes_ PINNED‐UP
wmi_ pinpoint
pes_ PINS
wmi_ pins and needles
pes_ PIP
wik_ pip to the post
pes_ PIPE
pes_ PIPE AND DRUM
wik_ pipe down
wmi_ pipe down
ntc_ pipe down
hdi_ pipe down
wik_ pipe dream
wmi_ pipe dream
hdi_ pipe dream
pes_ PIPE ONE'S EYE
hdi_ pipe up
pes_ PIPE YOUR EYE
pes_ PIPECLAY
pes_ PIPER
wmi_ pipes
pes_ PIPES
wik_ piping hot
hdi_ piping hot
ntc_ pipped (up)
wmi_ pipsqueak
pes_ PIPSQUEEK
wmi_ pirate

pes_ PISS

pes_ PISS‐DOWN
pes_ PISS‐ELEGANT
pes_ PISS‐FLAPS
pes_ PISS‐POOR
pes_ PISS‐TAKE
pes_ PISS‐TANKED
pes_ PISS‐UP
wik_ piss about
pes_ PISS ABOUT
wik_ piss and moan
wik_ piss and vinegar
wik_ piss around
ntc_ piss around
pes_ PISS ARTIST
wik_ piss away
hdi_ piss away
wmi_ piss away [B]
ntc_ piss blood
ntc_ piss elegant
ntc_ piss factory
pes_ PISS FLAPS
pes_ PISS HOME
pes_ PISS IN
wik_ piss in someone's
cornflakes
wmi_ piss in the pickles [B]
pes_ PISS IN THE SWIMMING
POOL
pes_ PISS IN THE WIND
ntc_ piss in the wind
pes_ PISS IT
wmi_ piss like a race horse [B]
wik_ piss like a racehorse
wik_ piss money up the wall
wik_ piss off
ntc_ piss off
pes_ PISS OFF
hdi_ piss off
wmi_ piss off [B]
ntc_ Piss on it!
wik_ piss on someone's bonfire
ntc_ piss on someone or
something
wmi_ piss on them [B]
wik_ piss one's pants
pes_ PISS ONESELF
wmi_ piss parade [B]
wmi_ piss poor [B]
pes_ PISS POT
wmi_ piss pot full [B]
pes_ PISS PROUD
pes_ PISS SOMEONE OFF
ntc_ piss someone off
ntc_ piss something away
wik_ piss up
wik_ piss up a rope
wmi_ piss your pants [B]
pes_ PISSABED
pes_ PISSANT
wik_ pissass
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pes_ PISSED

ntc_ pissed (off) (at someone or

something)

wmi_ pissed [B]
wik_ pissed off

pes_ PISSED OFF

wmi_ pissed off [B]

ntc_ pissed off about someone

or something

wmi_ pissed to the gills [B]
pes_ PISSER

pes_ PISSHEAD
pes_ PISSHOLE
pes_ PISSING

wik_ pissing contest

pes_ PISSING DOWN

wmi_ pissing into the wind [B]
pes_ PISSING IT DOWN
pes_ PISSPOT
pes_ PISSY

pes_ PISTOL

pes_ PISTOLS
wik_ pit

pes_ PIT

wik_ pit against
hdi_ pit against

wmi_ pit of my stomach
pes_ PIT STOP
wmi_ pit stop
ntc_ pit stop
pes_ PITCH

ntc_ pitch (the) woo
ntc_ pitch a bitch

pes_ PITCH A BITCH
wik_ pitch a fit

ntc_ pitch a tent
wik_ pitch a tent

pes_ PITCH AND TOSS
hdi_ pitch in
wik_ pitch in

ntc_ pitch in (and help)
hdi_ pitch into

pes_ PITCH INTO
ntc_ Pitch it!

hdi_ pitch on

hdi_ pitch upon
wik_ pitch woo
hdi_ pitch woo

wik_ pitched battle

hdi_ pitched battle, a
pes_ PITS
wmi_ pits

pes_ PITT STREET FARMER
wik_ pixel peeper
pes_ PIXIE

pes_ PIXILATED
pes_ PIZZA

wik_ pizza face

pes_ PIZZA HUT
wik_ pizza table

pes_ PIZZAFACE
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pes_ PIZZLE

wik_ pièce de résistance
hdi_ place in the sun
wik_ place in the sun
wmi_ place on a pedestal
pes_ PLAIN
pes_ PLAIN AND GRAVY
pes_ PLAIN AND JAM
wmi_ plain as day
hdi_ plain as day
wmi_ plain as the nose on your
face
hdi_ plain as the nose on your
face
hdi_ plain sailing
wmi_ Plan B
hdi_ plan on
pes_ PLANET OF THE APES
pes_ PLANETS
pes_ PLANK
pes_ PLANK‐HEAD
pes_ PLANT
pes_ PLANT BEETS
ntc_ plant something on
someone
wik_ plantation nigger
pes_ PLANTED
pes_ PLANTING
pes_ PLASTER
pes_ PLASTER OF PARIS
wmi_ plastered
pes_ PLASTERED
ntc_ plastered to the wall
pes_ PLASTIC
wmi_ plastic
ntc_ plastic punk
pes_ PLAT
pes_ PLATE
pes_ PLATE‐CAPTAIN
pes_ PLATE‐FACE
pes_ PLATE‐RACK
wmi_ plate is full
pes_ PLATE OF BEEF
pes_ PLATE OF HAM
pes_ PLATE OF MEAT
pes_ PLATES AND DISHES
pes_ PLATES OF MEAT
pes_ PLATING
pes_ PLATTER
pes_ PLATTERS
pes_ PLATTERS OF MEAT
wmi_ play a big part
wmi_ play a bit‐part
wmi_ play a joke on
hdi_ play a losing game
wmi_ play a mean game
wmi_ play a part
wmi_ play a prank on
wmi_ play a trick on
hdi_ play a waiting game
wik_ play along

hdi_ play along

wmi_ play along
pes_ PLAY AROUND
wmi_ play around
wik_ play around
hdi_ play around
ntc_ play around (with
someone)
hdi_ play at
hdi_ play back
wik_ play back
hdi_ play ball
wik_ play ball
ntc_ play ball (with someone)
hdi_ play both ends against the
middle
wik_ play both sides against the
middle
wik_ play by ear
hdi_ play by ear
hdi_ play cat and mouse
wmi_ play catch‐up
wmi_ play dead
wmi_ play dirty
pes_ PLAY DOCTORS AND
NURSES
hdi_ play down
wik_ play down
wik_ play dumb
wmi_ play dumb
wmi_ play fair
hdi_ play fair
hdi_ play false
hdi_ play fast and loose
wik_ play fast and loose
ntc_ play fast and loose (with
someone or something)
PLAY
FOOTSIE
pes_
hdi_ play footsie
hdi_ play for
ntc_ play for keeps
hdi_ play for keeps
hdi_ play for laughs
wik_ play for love
wik_ play for time
hdi_ play for time
ntc_ play freeze‐out
wmi_ play games
wik_ play games
hdi_ play games
pes_ PLAY GOOSEBERRY
wik_ play gooseberry
hdi_ play hard to get
wmi_ play hard to get
wmi_ play hardball
wik_ play hardball
hdi_ play hardball
pes_ PLAY HARDBALL
ntc_ play hardball (with
someone)
play
havoc
hdi_

wmi_ play havoc with

ntc_ play hell with someone or
something
hdi_ play hide and seek
ntc_ play hide the sausage
wik_ play hookey
hdi_ play hooky
pes_ PLAY HOOKY
ntc_ play hooky
wik_ play hooky
wmi_ play hooky
pes_ PLAY HOSPITALS
hdi_ play in Peoria
ntc_ play in the big leagues
wmi_ play into his hand
hdi_ play into the hands of
wmi_ play it by ear
hdi_ play it close to one's chest
wmi_ play it cool
wik_ play it cool
ntc_ play it cool
pes_ PLAY IT COOL
hdi_ play it cool
wmi_ play it for all it's worth
hdi_ play it safe
wik_ play it safe
wmi_ play it safe
wmi_ play it up
hdi_ play musical chairs
wmi_ play musical chairs
wmi_ play my cards right
hdi_ play off
wik_ play Old Harry
hdi_ play on
wmi_ play on my heart strings
hdi_ play on words
wmi_ play on words
wik_ play on words
hdi_ play one's cards close to
one's chest
hdi_ play one's cards right
wik_ play one's cards right
hdi_ play one's trump card
wik_ play one against another
hdi_ play one off against
another
play
out
hdi_
wmi_ play out
hdi_ play politics
wik_ play possum
hdi_ play possum
hdi_ play safe
hdi_ play second fiddle
wmi_ play second fiddle
wik_ play second fiddle
pes_ PLAY SILLY BUGGERS
wik_ play silly buggers
pes_ PLAY SOLITAIRE
pes_ PLAY SOLO
ntc_ play someone for a fool
wik_ play someone like a fiddle

hdi_ play the devil with

ntc_ play the devil with
someone or something
ntc_ play the dozens
wmi_ play the field
wik_ play the field
hdi_ play the field
wmi_ play the fool
hdi_ play the fool
wik_ play the fool
hdi_ play the game
wmi_ play the ham
hdi_ play the heavy
wmi_ play the heavy
pes_ PLAY THE HOP
hdi_ play the market
wik_ play the ponies
wmi_ play the ponies
wik_ play the race card
wik_ play the same tape
wmi_ play the stock market
pes_ PLAY THE WHALE
pes_ PLAY THE WHITE MAN
wmi_ play to the crowd
hdi_ play to the gallery
wik_ play to the gallery
wik_ play to win
ntc_ play tonsil hockey
wik_ play up
hdi_ play up
hdi_ play up to
hdi_ play upon
wik_ play well with others
wik_ play with
ntc_ play with a full deck
ntc_ play with fire
wmi_ play with fire
hdi_ play with fire
wik_ play with fire
hdi_ played out
pes_ PLAYERS
pes_ PLAYING THE DOZENS
WITH ONE'S UNCLE'S
COUSIN
wik_ plead the fifth
ntc_ pleasantly plastered
wmi_ pleased as punch
hdi_ pleased as Punch
pes_ PLEASURE AND PAIN
pes_ PLEAT
pes_ PLEB
pes_ PLEBBY
pes_ PLENTY
pes_ PLIM
pes_ PLINK‐PLONK
pes_ PLOD
pes_ PLONK
ntc_ plonked (up)
pes_ PLONKER
pes_ PLONKO
pes_ PLOP
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pes_ PLOT‐UP

hdi_ plot thickens, the
pes_ PLOUGH

pes_ PLOUGH THE DEEP
pes_ PLOUGHED
hdi_ plow back
hdi_ plow into
wik_ plow on

hdi_ plow under

ntc_ plowed (under)
pes_ PLUCK

wmi_ pluck at the heart strings
hdi_ pluck up one's courage
pes_ PLUG

pes_ PLUG‐UGLY
wik_ plug away
wmi_ plug away

hdi_ plug away at
wik_ plug in

wmi_ plug into

pes_ PLUG THE MUG

wmi_ plug the product
wmi_ plug the team
pes_ PLUGGED

pes_ PLUGGED‐UP
pes_ PLUGGED IN
ntc_ plugged in

hdi_ plugged in, be
pes_ PLUM

pes_ PLUM DUFF
ntc_ plumb loco
wmi_ plumb loco

wik_ plumber's helper
pes_ PLUMBING

hdi_ plume oneself
wmi_ plump full

pes_ PLUMPETTE
pes_ PLUMS

pes_ PLUNGE

pes_ PLUNGER

pes_ PLUNGEWORTHY
pes_ PLUNK

hdi_ plunk down
pes_ PLY

pes_ PLYMOUTH ARGYLL
pes_ PLYMOUTH CLOAK
pes_ PO

wik_ PO'd

wik_ poacher turned

gamekeeper
POCK
pes_
wik_ pocket‐sized
pes_ POCKET BILLIARDS
wmi_ pocket Hercules
hdi_ pocket money
wmi_ pocket of resistance
pes_ POCKET POOL
ntc_ pocket pool
pes_ POCKET ROCKETEER
hdi_ pocket veto
pes_ POD
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pes_ PODGE

pes_ PODGER
pes_ POET
hdi_ poetic justice
hdi_ poetic license
wik_ poetry in motion
pes_ POGEY
wmi_ pogey
pes_ POGO
pes_ POGO STICK
wmi_ point‐blank range
wmi_ point a finger at
wik_ point blank
hdi_ point in time
wmi_ point is well taken
ntc_ point man
wik_ point of no return
hdi_ point of no return
wmi_ point of no return
hdi_ point of view
wmi_ point of view
wik_ point out
hdi_ point out
wmi_ point out
pes_ POINT PERCY AT THE
PORCELAIN
wik_ point the finger
hdi_ point the finger at
wik_ point the finger at
hdi_ point up
wmi_ pointed questions
pes_ POINTY‐HEAD
pes_ POISON
hdi_ poison‐pen letter
wik_ poison‐pen letter
pes_ POISON DART
pes_ POISON DWARF
wik_ poison pen
ntc_ poison pill
pes_ POKE
pes_ POKE‐HOLE
hdi_ poke about
hdi_ poke around
hdi_ poke fun at
wmi_ poke fun at
hdi_ poke one's nose into
pes_ POKER
wmi_ poker face
hdi_ poker face
wmi_ pokey
pes_ POKEY
pes_ POKIES
pes_ POLACK
pes_ POLARI
pes_ POLE
pes_ POLE‐HOLE
pes_ POLER
hdi_ poles apart
wik_ poles apart
wik_ police beat
pes_ POLISH

pes_ POLISH AND GLOSS

wik_ polish off
hdi_ polish off
pes_ POLISH OFF
wmi_ polish off/polish it off
wik_ Polish parliament
hdi_ polish the apple
ntc_ polished (up)
pes_ POLISHER
wik_ polite fiction
pes_ POLITICAL ASYLUM
wmi_ political football
wik_ politically correct
hdi_ politically correct
wmi_ politically correct
pes_ POLL
pes_ POLL TOPPER
wmi_ polluted
pes_ POLLUTED
pes_ POLLY FLINDER
pes_ POLLY PARROT
pes_ POLLY WASH DISH
pes_ POLLY WOLLY DOODLES
pes_ POLLYWOG
pes_ POLO MINT
pes_ POLONE
pes_ POLONY
pes_ POLTROON
pes_ POLVO
pes_ POLVO BLANCO
pes_ POLVO DE ANGEL
pes_ POLVO DE ESTRELLA
pes_ POM
pes_ POMGOLIA
pes_ POMMY
pes_ POMPEY WHORE
pes_ PONCE
pes_ PONCE ABOUT
pes_ PONCE AROUND
pes_ PONCED‐UP
pes_ PONCEY
ntc_ pond scum
pes_ PONG
pes_ PONGO
pes_ PONGOLIA
pes_ PONIES
pes_ PONTE
pes_ PONTOON
pes_ PONY
pes_ PONY AND TRAP
wik_ pony in the barn
wmi_ pony tail
hdi_ pony up
wmi_ pony up
wik_ pony up
pes_ POO
pes_ POOCH
pes_ POODLE
pes_ POODLE‐FAKER
pes_ POOF
pes_ POOFED UP

pes_ POOFHOUSE

pes_ POOFISM
pes_ POOFIST
pes_ POOFTER
pes_ POOFY
pes_ POOH
pes_ POOMP
pes_ POON
pes_ POON UP
pes_ POONA
pes_ POONCE
wmi_ poontang [B]
pes_ POONY
wmi_ poop
pes_ POOP
wik_ poop factory
wik_ poop machine
wik_ poop one's pants
ntc_ poop out
hdi_ poop out
ntc_ poop sheet
pes_ POOPED
ntc_ pooped (out)
pes_ POOPER
wmi_ poor as a church mouse
hdi_ poor as a churchmouse
wik_ poor boy
wmi_ poor house
wik_ poor power
pes_ POOR RELATION
hdi_ poor relation
hdi_ poor taste, in
pes_ POOSA
pes_ POOT
pes_ POOTLE
pes_ POOVE
pes_ POP
pes_ POP‐POP
ntc_ pop (some) tops
wmi_ pop a cap [B]
wik_ pop a cap in someone's ass
pes_ POP A GASTRIC ZIT
pes_ POP A VEIN
pes_ POP A WINDOW
ntc_ pop for something
pes_ POP GOES THE WEASEL
wmi_ pop in
pes_ POP IT
ntc_ pop off
hdi_ pop off
wik_ pop one's clogs
pes_ POP ONE'S ROCKS
ntc_ pop one’s cork
pes_ POP ONES CLOGS
wmi_ pop over
wik_ pop someone's cherry
wik_ pop the cherry
hdi_ pop the question
wik_ pop the question
ntc_ pop the question
wmi_ pop the question

wik_ pop up

wmi_ pop up
hdi_ pop up
ntc_ pop wine
wmi_ pop your buttons
pes_ POPCORN
wmi_ popcorn brain
wik_ popcorn movie
ntc_ popcorn pimp
wik_ pope's nose
wmi_ pope's nose
pes_ POPE OF ROME
pes_ POPEYE THE SAILOR
pes_ POPPER
pes_ POPPERS
pes_ POPPLE
pes_ POPPY
pes_ POPPYCOCK
pes_ POPSHOP
pes_ POPSY
pes_ PORCELAIN GOD
pes_ PORCELAIN PROJECTILES
wik_ porch monkey
pes_ PORK
pes_ PORK AND BEANS
hdi_ pork barrel
pes_ PORK CHOP
pes_ PORK DAGGER
ntc_ pork out
pes_ PORK PIE
pes_ PORKER
pes_ PORKIES
pes_ PORKY
pes_ PORKY PIE
pes_ PORKY PIG
pes_ PORRIDGE
pes_ PORRIDGE WOG
pes_ PORT AND BRANDY
pes_ PORT WINSTON
pes_ POSER
pes_ POSH
pes_ POSH AND BECKS
pes_ POSH SYDNEY
wmi_ positive
pes_ POSSE
hdi_ possessed by
hdi_ possession is nine points of
the law
pes_ POSSUM BELLY
pes_ POSTAGE STAMP
wik_ poster boy
wik_ poster child
wik_ poster girl
pes_ POSTIE
pes_ POSTMAN'S KNOCK
pes_ POT
wmi_ pot
pes_ POT AND PAN
ntc_ pot boiler
wik_ pot calling the kettle black
wmi_ pot calling the kettle black
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hdi_ pot calling the kettle black,

the
ntc_ pot hound
pes_ POT HOUSE
pes_ POT OF GLUE
wmi_ pot of gold
pes_ POT OF HONEY
pes_ POT OF JELLY
ntc_ pot party
ntc_ pot sniffer
pes_ POTASH AND
PERLMUTTER
pes_ POTATO‐HEAD
wik_ potato chaser
pes_ POTATO MASHERS
pes_ POTATO PEELER
pes_ POTATO PILLING
wmi_ potato sack
ntc_ potato soup
pes_ POTATO TRAP
pes_ POTATOES IN THE MOULD
pes_ POTCH
wik_ Potemkin village
pes_ POTHEAD
pes_ POTLESS
wmi_ potlicker
pes_ POTS AND DISHES
pes_ POTTED
wik_ potter
pes_ POTTER
wik_ potter's clay
wik_ potter's field
pes_ POTTY
ntc_ potty mouth
wik_ potty mouth
pes_ POULTICE
pes_ POUND
ntc_ pound a beer
pes_ POUND NOTE
pes_ POUND NOTEISH
pes_ POUND OF BUTTER
wik_ pound of flesh
wmi_ pound of flesh
hdi_ pound of flesh
pes_ POUND OF LEAD
pes_ POUND ONE'S MEAT
pes_ POUND ONE'S PORK
pes_ POUND ONE'S PUDDING
pes_ POUND ONE'S WEENIE
ntc_ pound one’s ear
ntc_ pound one’s meat
hdi_ pound out
wmi_ pound salt
wik_ pound sand
ntc_ pound some beers
ntc_ pound someone’s head in
ntc_ pound something out
ntc_ pound the books
pes_ POUND THE EAR
wik_ pound the pavement
hdi_ pound the pavement
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wmi_ pound the pavement

pes_ POUNDS AND PENCE
hdi_ pour cold water on
wik_ pour cold water on
ntc_ pour cold water on
something
pour
it on
wmi_
pes_ POUR IT ON
wik_ pour oil on troubled waters
hdi_ pour oil on troubled waters
hdi_ pour on the coal
wik_ pour one's heart out
pes_ POUR ONES
OVERINDULGENCE
hdi_ pour out one's heart
wmi_ pour out your soul
wmi_ pow
pes_ POWDER
ntc_ powder monkey
wmi_ powder my nose
pes_ POWDER ONE'S NOSE
ntc_ powder one’s face
ntc_ powder one’s nose
pes_ POWDER PUFF
ntc_ powder room
ntc_ powder up
ntc_ powdered (up)
pes_ POWDERED CHALK
pes_ POWER
pes_ POWER AND GLORY
pes_ POWER BARF
hdi_ power behind the throne
wik_ power behind the throne
pes_ POWER BOOT
wik_ power chord
ntc_ power hitter
wmi_ power play (business)
wmi_ power play (hockey)
wmi_ power to burn
ntc_ power tool
wmi_ power trip
wmi_ power user
wmi_ powers that be
wik_ powers that be
hdi_ powers that be, the
pes_ POX
pes_ POX OF
pes_ POXY
pes_ POZZY
pes_ PR
hdi_ practice makes perfect
wmi_ practice what you preach
hdi_ practice what you preach
wmi_ prairie oyster
wmi_ praise him to the skies
hdi_ praise to the skies
wik_ praise to the skies
pes_ PRANG
pes_ PRANNET
pes_ PRANNOCK
pes_ PRANNY

pes_ PRAT

pes_ PRAT ABOUT
pes_ PRATFALL
pes_ PRATTY
pes_ PRAWN
wik_ prawn cocktail offensive
pes_ PRAWN CRACKERS
pes_ PRAY AT THE PORCELAIN
ALTAR
wik_ pray tell
ntc_ pray to the enamel god
ntc_ pray to the porcelain god
pes_ PRAY TO THE PORCELAIN
GODDESS
pes_ PRAY TO THE PORCELAIN
GODS
pes_ PRAYER
pes_ PRAYER BONES
hdi_ prayer, not a
pes_ PRAYING AT THE
PORCELAIN ALTAR
pes_ PRAYING TO THE
PORCELAIN PRINCESS
wmi_ pre‐menstrual syndrome
wik_ pre‐war
wik_ preach to deaf ears
wik_ preach to the choir
wmi_ preach to the choir/preach
to the converted
hdi_ preach to the converted
hdi_ precious few
hdi_ precious little
pes_ PREEMIE
pes_ PREGGARS
pes_ PREGGERS
wmi_ prepare like crazy
pes_ PREPPIE
wmi_ preppy
pes_ PRESCOTT
hdi_ presence of mind
wmi_ presence of mind
pes_ PRESS
ntc_ press (the) flesh
pes_ PRESS AND SCRATCH
wmi_ press charges
wmi_ press into service
hdi_ press into service
wik_ press on
wmi_ press on
hdi_ press on
hdi_ press one's luck
hdi_ press someone's buttons
hdi_ press the flesh
pes_ PRESS THE FLESH
wik_ press the flesh
hdi_ press the panic button
ntc_ press the panic button
wmi_ press the panic button
wik_ pressed for time
hdi_ pressed for time
pes_ PRETENDICA

pes_ PRETTY‐BOY

hdi_ pretty as a picture
wmi_ pretty as a picture
pes_ PRETTY LIPS
hdi_ pretty much
wmi_ pretty penny
wik_ pretty penny
ntc_ pretty penny
hdi_ pretty penny, a
wik_ pretty pictures
wik_ pretty up
hdi_ prevail on
wik_ prevail upon
pes_ PREVIOUS
hdi_ prey on
wik_ price is right
hdi_ price is right, the
wik_ price of tea in China
hdi_ price on one's head
wik_ price on one's head
wmi_ price out
hdi_ price out of the market
wik_ price out of the market
wmi_ price you have to pay
pes_ PRICK
pes_ PRICK‐LICK
wmi_ prick [B]
pes_ PRICK TEASER
wik_ prick up one's ears
hdi_ prick up one's ears
hdi_ pride and joy
pes_ PRIDE AND JOY
wmi_ pride goeth before a fall
hdi_ pride of place
pes_ PRIG
pes_ PRILE
wmi_ prima donna
hdi_ prime mover
wik_ prime of life
hdi_ prime of life
hdi_ prime the pump
pes_ PRIMO
ntc_ Prince Albert
pes_ PRINCE ALBERT
wmi_ Prince Charming
pes_ PRINCESS DI
pes_ PRINGLE
hdi_ print out
wik_ private branch exchange
hdi_ private enterprise
hdi_ private eye
ntc_ private eye
wik_ private eye
pes_ PRIVATE PARTS
pes_ PRIVATE RYAN
pes_ PRIVATES
pes_ PRIVET
pes_ PRO
wik_ problem child
wmi_ proby
pes_ PROD

pes_ PRODDY

pes_ PROG
pes_ PROJECTILE STYLE
pes_ PROLE
wmi_ promise the moon
wik_ Promised Land
pes_ PRONG
wmi_ pronto
pes_ PRONTO
wik_ pronunciamiento
hdi_ proof of the pudding, the
wmi_ proof of the pudding...
wik_ prop up the bar
wik_ prophet of doom
wik_ propose a toast
wmi_ props
pes_ PROPS
hdi_ pros and cons
pes_ PROT
pes_ PROTEIN SPILL
wik_ protest too much
hdi_ proud as a peacock
hdi_ prove out
pes_ PROVIDE A SPECIMEN
pes_ PRUNE
pes_ PRUNE AND PLUM
pes_ PRUSSIAN GUARD
pes_ PS AND QS
pes_ PSEUD
pes_ PSYCH ONESELF UP
hdi_ psych out
ntc_ psych out
wmi_ psych out
ntc_ psych someone out
pes_ PSYCH SOMEONE OUT
ntc_ psych someone up
hdi_ psych up
pes_ PSYCHADELIC SPIT
ntc_ psyched (out)
ntc_ psyched (up)
wmi_ psyched/psyched up
pes_ PSYCHEDELIC
pes_ PSYCHO
wik_ psychological warfare
pes_ PSYCHOPATHIC
wik_ pub‐crawl
wmi_ pub crawl
wik_ public comment
wmi_ public property
wik_ publicity hound
hdi_ publish or perish
pes_ PUCK
pes_ PUD
pes_ PUDDING
pes_ PUDDING AND BEEF
pes_ PUDDING CLUB
pes_ PUDDINGS AND PIES
pes_ PUDDLE
wik_ puddle jumper
ntc_ puddle jumper
pes_ PUDDLED
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pes_ PUDDLEJUMPER
wmi_ puddlejumper
pes_ PUFF

pes_ PUFF‐BUCKET

pes_ PUFF AND DART

pes_ PUFF AND DRAG
hdi_ puff piece

pes_ PUFFED AIR
pes_ PUFFER

pes_ PUFFERS
pes_ PUFFY
pes_ PUG

pes_ PUGGLED
pes_ PUGGY

pes_ PUGNOSE
pes_ PUKE

ntc_ puke hole
pes_ PUKKA
pes_ PUKY
pes_ PULL

pes_ PULL‐THROUGH
wik_ pull a

hdi_ pull a boner
ntc_ pull a boner
wik_ pull a face
wmi_ pull a face

wik_ pull a fast one
ntc_ pull a fast one
hdi_ pull a fast one

wmi_ pull a few strings
ntc_ pull a job

wmi_ pull a muscle

hdi_ pull a rabbit out of a hat
pes_ PULL A ROCK

pes_ PULL A STROKE
wik_ pull a train
wik_ pull ahead

wik_ pull an all‐nighter
ntc_ pull an attitude

pes_ PULL AND PUSH
hdi_ pull away
wik_ pull away
hdi_ pull back
wik_ pull back

ntc_ pull chocks
hdi_ pull down

ntc_ pull down an amount of

money

pes_ PULL DOWN THE

SHUTTER
pull
faces
wik_
PULL
FINGER
pes_
wmi_ pull for
wik_ pull in
hdi_ pull in
pes_ PULL IN
hdi_ pull in one's horns
wmi_ pull in your horns
wmi_ pull it off
wmi_ pull it out
ntc_ pull jive
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wik_ pull my finger

hdi_ pull no punches
hdi_ pull off
wik_ pull off
pes_ PULL OFF
pes_ PULL ONE'S FINGER OUT
wik_ pull one's finger out
hdi_ pull one's own weight
wik_ pull one's punches
hdi_ pull one's punches
wik_ pull one's socks up
wik_ pull one's weight
hdi_ pull one's weight
ntc_ pull one’s belt in (a notch)
ntc_ pull one’s pud
ntc_ pull one’s punches
ntc_ pull one’s wire
pes_ PULL ONES PUD
ntc_ pull oneself off
wik_ pull oneself together
hdi_ pull oneself together
wik_ pull oneself up by one's
bootstraps
hdi_ pull oneself up by the
bootstraps
hdi_ pull out
wik_ pull out
ntc_ pull out all the stops
wmi_ pull out all the stops
hdi_ pull out all the stops
wik_ pull out all the stops
hdi_ pull out of a hat
wik_ pull out of one's ass
wik_ pull out of the fire
wik_ pull out of the hat
hdi_ pull over
wik_ pull over
wik_ pull punches
wmi_ pull punches
wik_ pull rank
hdi_ pull rank
pes_ PULL RANK
hdi_ pull round
wik_ pull somebody's leg
wik_ pull someone's bacon out
of the fire
pull
someone's chain
hdi_
pes_ PULL SOMEONE'S JACKET
hdi_ pull someone's leg
wik_ pull someone down a peg
ntc_ pull someone’s chain
ntc_ pull someone’s leg
hdi_ pull something
ntc_ pull something off
wik_ pull strings
hdi_ pull strings
wik_ pull teeth
wmi_ pull that
wmi_ pull the goalie (hockey)
wik_ pull the other leg

wik_ pull the other one, it's got

bells on
wmi_ pull the pin
pes_ PULL THE PLUG
wmi_ pull the plug
wik_ pull the plug
ntc_ pull the plug (on someone
or something)
hdi_ pull the plug on
wmi_ pull the rug out
hdi_ pull the rug out from under
wik_ pull the rug out from under
someone
wik_ pull the trigger
wik_ pull the wool over
somebody's eyes
hdi_ pull the wool over
someone's eyes
wmi_ pull the wool over your
eyes
hdi_ pull through
wmi_ pull through
hdi_ pull together
wmi_ pull together
hdi_ pull up
wik_ pull up
wmi_ pull up stakes
wik_ pull up stakes
hdi_ pull up stakes
wik_ pull up stumps
wmi_ pull up your socks
hdi_ pull wires
wmi_ pull your chain
wmi_ pull your leg
wmi_ pull your weight
wmi_ pull your wire [B]
wmi_ pull yourself together
pes_ PULLET
pes_ PULLEYS
pes_ PULLING POWER
hdi_ pulling teeth
pes_ PUMP
pes_ PUMP‐OUT
ntc_ pump (some) iron
ntc_ pump (someone) up
wik_ pump iron
hdi_ pump iron
pes_ PUMP IRON
ntc_ pump iron
wik_ pump out
pes_ PUMP SHIP
ntc_ pump ship
ntc_ pump something up
pes_ PUMP THE STUMP
ntc_ pump up
hdi_ pump up
ntc_ pumped (up)
wmi_ pumped/pumped up
pes_ PUMPERS
pes_ PUMPIN
pes_ PUMPKIN

wik_ pumpkin head

pes_ PUMPS
pes_ PUNAANY
hdi_ punch a/the clock
wik_ punch above one's weight
pes_ PUNCH AND JUDY
wik_ punch below one's weight
hdi_ punch in
hdi_ punch out
ntc_ punch someone out
ntc_ punch someone’s lights out
wmi_ punch your lights out
pes_ PUNCTURED
pes_ PUNK
pes_ PUNK AND GUT
ntc_ punk kid
ntc_ punk out
pes_ PUNK ROCKER
pes_ PUNKETTE
pes_ PUNTER
wmi_ puppy
hdi_ puppy love
wmi_ puppy love
ntc_ puppy love
ntc_ pure and simple
wik_ pure and simple
hdi_ pure and simple
hdi_ pure as the driven snow
wik_ pure finder
wmi_ pure luck
wik_ purely and simply
pes_ PURLER
pes_ PURPLE HEARTS
pes_ PURPLE PATCH
wik_ purple prose
pes_ PURPLE RAIN
wik_ purple state
ntc_ purr (like a cat)
pes_ PURSE
hdi_ purse strings
pes_ PURSER'S NAME
pes_ PUSA
pes_ PUSH
pes_ PUSH ABOUT
hdi_ push around
wik_ push in
pes_ PUSH IN THE TRUCK
hdi_ push it
wmi_ push me (to the limit)
ntc_ push money
ntc_ push off
hdi_ push off
hdi_ push on
hdi_ push one's luck
wik_ push one's luck
hdi_ push paper
hdi_ push someone's buttons
wik_ push the boat out
wmi_ push the boat out
wik_ push the envelope
hdi_ push the envelope

wmi_ push the envelope

hdi_ push the panic button
ntc_ push the panic button
wmi_ push the right buttons
hdi_ push up daisies
wmi_ push your luck
wmi_ pusher
pes_ PUSHER
wmi_ pushing fifty
wik_ pushing it
ntc_ pushing up daisies
wik_ pushing up daisies
pes_ PUSHING UP DAISIES
wmi_ pushing up daisies
pes_ PUSS
pes_ PUSSER
pes_ PUSSY
pes_ PUSSY‐WHIPPED
ntc_ pussy fart
pes_ PUSSY MAGNET
wik_ pussy out
wmi_ pussy whipped
pes_ PUSSY WILLOW
pes_ PUSSYCAT
ntc_ pussyfoot (around)
wmi_ pussyfoot around
wmi_ put‐down
pes_ PUT‐ON
pes_ PUT‐TO
ntc_ put‐up job
hdi_ put‐up job
wmi_ put 'em up
wmi_ put 'er there
wmi_ put a bug in my ear
hdi_ put a bug in someone's ear
ntc_ put a con on someone
ntc_ Put a cork in it!
wik_ put a damper on
hdi_ put a damper on
ntc_ put a damper on something
wmi_ put a different slant on it
hdi_ put a finger on
wik_ put a foot wrong
wmi_ put a hex on me
wik_ put a lid on it
wmi_ put a lid on it
hdi_ put a premium on
ntc_ put a smile on someone’s
face
wik_ put a sock in it
pes_ PUT A SOCK IN IT
ntc_ Put a sock in it!
hdi_ put a spin on
wik_ put a stop to
hdi_ put a stop to
hdi_ put across
wik_ put all one's eggs in one
basket
hdi_ put all one's eggs in one
basket
put
all your eggs in...
wmi_
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wik_ put an end to
wmi_ put an end to
hdi_ put an end to

hdi_ put an idea in one's head
hdi_ put an idea in someone's

head
PUT
AND TAKE
pes_
hdi_ put aside
hdi_ put at ease
hdi_ put at someone's disposal
wmi_ put away
hdi_ put away
wik_ put back
hdi_ put back the clock
ntc_ put balls on something
hdi_ put behind one
hdi_ put by
hdi_ put by/away
wmi_ put down
hdi_ put down
wik_ put down
wik_ put down for
wik_ put down roots
wmi_ put down roots
hdi_ put down roots
wik_ put down to
hdi_ put flesh on the bones of
wik_ put food on the table
hdi_ put forth
hdi_ put forward
wik_ put forward
hdi_ put hair on one's chest
wik_ put hair on someone's
chest
hdi_ put heads together
wmi_ put her there
wmi_ put him in his place
hdi_ put ideas into someone's
head
hdi_ put in
hdi_ put in a good word
wmi_ put in a good word for
wmi_ put in a hard day
wmi_ put in a plug for
hdi_ put in an appearance
hdi_ put in mind of
hdi_ put in mothballs
wik_ put in motion
hdi_ put in one's place
hdi_ put in one's two cents
hdi_ put in one's way
hdi_ put in order
hdi_ put in practice
pes_ PUT IN THE BOOT
hdi_ put in the way of
wmi_ put in time
wik_ put in with
hdi_ put into effect
hdi_ put into practice
wik_ put into practice
hdi_ put into words
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wmi_ put it

pes_ PUT IT ABOUT
hdi_ put it mildly
wmi_ put it on the bill
wik_ put it there
hdi_ put it to
hdi_ put lead in one's pencil
wik_ put lipstick on a pig
wmi_ put me on
hdi_ put money on
wmi_ put my finger on it
wmi_ put my foot down
wmi_ put my neck on the line
wmi_ put off
hdi_ put off
wik_ put off
hdi_ put on
pes_ PUT ON
wik_ put on
hdi_ put on a brave face
hdi_ put on a brave front
hdi_ put on a pedestal
wmi_ put on a pedestal
wmi_ put on airs
wik_ put on airs
hdi_ put on airs
hdi_ put on an act
hdi_ put on hold
hdi_ put on ice
hdi_ put on one's thinking cap
hdi_ put on record
pes_ PUT ON THE BLOCK
ntc_ put on the dog
wik_ put on the dog
wmi_ put on the dog
hdi_ put on the dog
hdi_ put on the feed bag
ntc_ put on the feedbag
hdi_ put on the map
wik_ put on the map
ntc_ put on the nosebag
wik_ put on the red light
ntc_ put on the ritz
hdi_ put on the ritz
hdi_ put on the spot
hdi_ put on weight
wik_ put one's ass on the line
wik_ put one's back into
hdi_ put one's back into it
hdi_ put one's back up
hdi_ put one's best foot forward
wik_ put one's best foot forward
hdi_ put one's cards on the table
wik_ put one's cards on the table
hdi_ put one's face on
wik_ put one's feet up
hdi_ put one's feet up
hdi_ put one's finger on
wik_ put one's finger on
hdi_ put one's foot down
wik_ put one's foot down

hdi_ put one's foot in it

wik_ put one's foot in it
wik_ put one's foot in one's
mouth
hdi_ put one's hand to
wik_ put one's hands together
pes_ PUT ONE'S HANDS UP
hdi_ put one's head on the block
hdi_ put one's heart in it
hdi_ put one's house in order
pes_ PUT ONE'S LEGS UNDER
SOME ONE'S MAHOGANY
hdi_ put one's mind at rest
hdi_ put one's mind to
wik_ put one's mind to it
hdi_ put one's money on
hdi_ put one's money where
one's mouth is
wik_ put one's money where
one's mouth is
wik_ put one's name in the hat
hdi_ put one's nose out of joint
pes_ PUT ONE'S NOSE OUT OF
JOINT
put
one's oar in
hdi_
wik_ put one's pants on one leg
at a time
hdi_ put one's seal on
hdi_ put one's shoulder to the
wheel
wik_ put one's shoulder to the
wheel
wik_ put one's trousers on one
leg at a time
wik_ put one foot in front of the
other
hdi_ put one in mind of
hdi_ put one into the picture
hdi_ put one off
hdi_ put one off one's stride
hdi_ put one off one's stroke
pes_ PUT ONE ON A
CROSSTOWN BUS
pes_ PUT ONE ON SOMEONE
hdi_ put one out
wik_ put one over
wik_ put one past somebody
wik_ put one through one's
paces
ntc_ put one’s nose in (where
it’s not wanted)
put
oneself across
wik_
hdi_ put oneself in someone's
place
wik_ put oneself in someone's
shoes
hdi_ put oneself out
ntc_ put oneself straight
hdi_ put our heads together
wmi_ put out
wik_ put out

hdi_ put out

wik_ put out a fire
wmi_ put out about
wik_ put out feelers
wmi_ put out feelers
hdi_ put out feelers
hdi_ put out of business
wmi_ put out of its misery
hdi_ put out of one's mind
wik_ put out of one's misery
pes_ PUT OUT THE LIGHTS AND
CRY
hdi_ put out to grass
hdi_ put out to pasture
wik_ put out to pasture
hdi_ put over
hdi_ put over a fast one
hdi_ put over on
hdi_ put paid to
wik_ put paid to
hdi_ put right
ntc_ put some distance between
someone and someone or
something
put
some sweet lines on
ntc_
someone
wik_ put somebody in his place
wik_ put someone's back up
ntc_ put someone away
pes_ PUT SOMEONE AWAY
hdi_ put someone away
hdi_ put someone down
pes_ PUT SOMEONE DOWN
wik_ put someone down as
hdi_ put someone in his or her
place
wik_ put someone in his place
wik_ put someone in mind of
hdi_ put someone on
ntc_ put someone on
pes_ PUT SOMEONE ONE
ntc_ put someone or something
out of the way
hdi_ put someone out of his or
her misery
ntc_ put someone out of the way
hdi_ put someone right
hdi_ put someone through his or
her paces
ntc_ put someone to bed with a
shovel
put
someone up
hdi_
ntc_ put someone up
hdi_ put someone up to
hdi_ put someone wise
ntc_ put someone’s nose out of
joint
ntc_ put something away
wik_ put something behind one
wik_ put something into
perspective

ntc_ put something on the street
wmi_ put stock in
hdi_ put that in your pipe and
smoke it
wik_ put that in your pipe and
smoke it
Put
that in your pipe and
ntc_
smoke it!
pes_ PUT THE ACID IN
pes_ PUT THE ACID ON
hdi_ put the arm on
ntc_ put the arm on someone
wik_ put the bee on
pes_ PUT THE BITE ON
ntc_ put the bite on someone
hdi_ put the bite/touch on
hdi_ put the blame on
pes_ PUT THE BOOT IN
wik_ put the boot in
pes_ PUT THE BOOTS TO
hdi_ put the cart before the
horse
wik_ put the cart before the
horse
put
the cat among the
wik_
pigeons
ntc_ put the chill on someone
hdi_ put the clamps on
wik_ put the clock back
wik_ put the clock forward
hdi_ put the fear of God into
wik_ put the feedbag on
hdi_ put the finger on
ntc_ put the finger on someone
wmi_ put the finishing touches
on
ntc_ put the freeze on someone
pes_ PUT THE FRIGHTENERS
ON
wik_ put the hammer down
wmi_ put the hammer down
hdi_ put the heat on
wmi_ put the heat on
ntc_ put the heat on someone
pes_ PUT THE ISSUE ON
SOMEONE
put
the kibosh on
wmi_
wik_ put the kibosh on
pes_ PUT THE KIBOSH ON
hdi_ put the kibosh on
ntc_ put the kibosh on
something
hdi_ put the lid on
hdi_ put the make on
pes_ PUT THE MOCKERS ON
wik_ put the moves on
ntc_ put the moves on someone
pes_ PUT THE NIPS IN
pes_ PUT THE NUT ON
wik_ put the pedal to the metal
ntc_ put the pedal to the metal
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wik_ put the plug in the jug

wmi_ put the right spin on it
hdi_ put the screws on

ntc_ put the screws on someone
hdi_ put the skids on

hdi_ put the skids under
ntc_ put the skids under

someone or something

ntc_ put the squeeze on

someone
PUT
THE TIN HAT ON
pes_
pes_ PUT THE WIND UP
wik_ put the wind up
hdi_ put their heads together
ntc_ put them together for
someone
wmi_ put them up
wmi_ put things in perspective
hdi_ put through
wik_ put through
wik_ put through its paces
wik_ put through the mangle
hdi_ put through the wringer
wik_ put through the wringer
hdi_ put to bed
wik_ put to bed
wmi_ put to bed (print media)
wik_ put to bed with a shovel
ntc_ put to bed with a shovel
wmi_ put to death
hdi_ put to death
hdi_ put to flight
hdi_ put to good use
ntc_ put to it
hdi_ put to it, be
wmi_ put to rest
hdi_ put to rights
hdi_ put to sea
wmi_ put to shame
hdi_ put to shame
hdi_ put to sleep
wik_ put to the sword
wmi_ put to the test
wik_ put to the test
hdi_ put to the test
wik_ put to use
hdi_ put together
wik_ put together
wmi_ put too fine a point on
ntc_ put too much on it
hdi_ put two and two together
wik_ put two and two together
hdi_ put up
wik_ put up
pes_ PUT UP A BLACK
hdi_ put up a brave front
wik_ put up one's dukes
hdi_ put up or shut up
wmi_ put up or shut up
wik_ put up or shut up
ntc_ Put up or shut up!
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wmi_ put up the money

hdi_ put up with
wmi_ put up with
wik_ put up with
hdi_ put upon, be
hdi_ put wise
wik_ put words in somebody's
mouth
hdi_ put words in someone's
mouth
put
you at ease
wmi_
wmi_ put you away
wmi_ put you in a bad mood
wmi_ put you off your game
wmi_ put you through the mill
wmi_ put your best foot forward
wmi_ put your foot in it
wmi_ put your foot in your
mouth
put
your heart into it
wmi_
wmi_ put your mind to it
wmi_ put your money where
your mouth is
ntc_ Put your money where
your mouth is!
wmi_ put your shoulder to the
wheel
wmi_ put yourself out
wmi_ put yourself through
college
hdi_ put/set someone's back up
pes_ PUTDOWN
wmi_ putting me on
wmi_ putting on the ritz
wik_ putty in someone's hands
hdi_ putty in someone's hands
pes_ PUTZ
ntc_ putz around
hdi_ puzzle out
pes_ PYRAMID
hdi_ Pyrrhic victory
wik_ Q quotient
pes_ QS
pes_ QUAALUDES
pes_ QUACK
pes_ QUACKERS
pes_ QUADS
ntc_ quaff a brew
pes_ QUAIL
pes_ QUAINT
wmi_ quake in his boots
wik_ quake in one's boots
hdi_ quake in one's boots
pes_ QUAKE ONES GIZZARD
hdi_ quake/shake like a leaf
pes_ QUAKER
wik_ Quaker gun
pes_ QUAKER OAT
pes_ QUAL
ntc_ quality Joe
pes_ QUANDONG

hdi_ quantum leap

wik_ quantum mechanics
pes_ QUARTER
wik_ quarter‐pounder
wik_ quarter of
wik_ quarter past
pes_ QUARTER PAST TWO
pes_ QUARTER TO TWO
pes_ QUAS
pes_ QUASIMODO
pes_ QUATRA
pes_ QUAVER TUB
ntc_ Que pasa?
pes_ QUEAN
pes_ QUEASE
pes_ QUEEN
wik_ queen bee
hdi_ queen it
pes_ QUEEN MUM
wik_ queen of beasts
pes_ QUEEN OF SPADES
pes_ QUEEN OF THE MAY
pes_ QUEEN OF THE SOUTH
pes_ QUEEN VIC
pes_ QUEENS PARK RANGER
pes_ QUEENSBURY RULES
pes_ QUEER
pes_ QUEER‐BASHER
pes_ QUEER‐BASHING
pes_ QUEER‐ROLLING
ntc_ queer as a three‐dollar bill
wik_ queer bashing
ntc_ queer fish
wik_ queer fish
ntc_ queer for something
pes_ QUEER SCREEN
wik_ queer someone's pitch
pes_ QUEER STREET
wik_ Queer Street
wik_ question mark
wmi_ question of
wik_ quiche‐eater
pes_ QUICHE OUT
wik_ quick‐and‐dirty
wik_ quick‐fire
wmi_ quick and dirty
hdi_ quick and the dead
hdi_ quick as a bunny/flash
hdi_ quick as a wink
wik_ quick buck
ntc_ quick buck
ntc_ quick fix
wmi_ quick like a bunny
wik_ quick off the mark
hdi_ quick off the mark
wik_ quick on the draw
hdi_ quick on the draw
wmi_ quick on the draw
hdi_ quick on the trigger
wik_ quick on the uptake
hdi_ quick on the uptake

ntc_ quick one

hdi_ quick one, a
pes_ QUICK SILVER
wmi_ quick study
ntc_ quicker than hell
hdi_ quicker than you can say
Jack Robinson
wmi_ quicker than you can say
Jack Robinson
pes_ QUICKIE
wmi_ quickie
wik_ quicumque vult
pes_ QUID
hdi_ quid pro quo
pes_ QUIDLET
pes_ QUIDLETS
pes_ QUIDS‐IN
hdi_ quiet as a mouse
pes_ QUIFF
pes_ QUILL
pes_ QUIM
pes_ QUINCE
wmi_ quit this place
hdi_ quit while one's ahead
ntc_ quit while one is ahead
wmi_ quit while you're ahead
ntc_ Quit your bellyaching!
hdi_ quite a bit
wik_ quite a bit
hdi_ quite a few
hdi_ quite a lot
pes_ QUOD
pes_ QUOIT
wik_ quote unquote
ntc_ quote, unquote
wik_ qwerty syndrome
pes_ R & R
pes_ R AND R
pes_ R G KNOWLES
pes_ R2
pes_ RAAS
pes_ RAASCLAAT
pes_ RABBI
pes_ RABBIT
wmi_ rabbit
pes_ RABBIT'S PAW
pes_ RABBIT‐O
pes_ RABBIT AND PORK
wmi_ rabbit died
wmi_ rabbit food
ntc_ rabbit food
pes_ RABBIT FOOD
wik_ rabbit hole
pes_ RABBIT HUTCH
ntc_ rabbit punch
wmi_ rabble‐rouser
wik_ rabble rouser
wik_ race against time
pes_ RACE NORMING
pes_ RACE OFF
wik_ race out of the traps

wik_ race queen

pes_ RACK
ntc_ rack (out)
wik_ rack and ruin
hdi_ rack and ruin, go to
pes_ RACK ATTACK
ntc_ rack duty
ntc_ rack face
pes_ RACK MONSTER
wmi_ rack my brain
wik_ rack off
pes_ RACK OFF
wik_ rack one's brain
hdi_ rack one's brain
pes_ RACK ONE'S BRAINS
pes_ RACK OUT
hdi_ rack out
ntc_ rack something up
ntc_ rack time
ntc_ rack up
wik_ rack up
wmi_ rack up
hdi_ rack up
pes_ RACKED‐OFF
pes_ RACKED‐UP
ntc_ racked (up)
pes_ RACKET
pes_ RACKET‐JACKET
pes_ RACKS OF MEATS
wmi_ rad
pes_ RAD
pes_ RADDIE
pes_ RADDLED
pes_ RADICAL
pes_ RADIO ONE'S
pes_ RADIO RENTAL
pes_ RADISH
pes_ RAF
pes_ RAFFERTY
pes_ RAFFLE TICKET
pes_ RAFT
pes_ RAFTING ON THE RIO
CACA
pes_ RAG
pes_ RAG‐BAG
wik_ rag‐chewing
pes_ RAG‐HEAD
pes_ RAG‐TOP
pes_ RAG AND BONE
wik_ rag bagger
hdi_ rag doll
pes_ RAG IT
ntc_ rag on someone
pes_ RAG OUT
ntc_ rag out
wik_ rag the puck
pes_ RAG WEEK
pes_ RAG, TAG AND BOBTAIL
pes_ RAGE
pes_ RAGGED OUT
pes_ RAGGEDY‐ARSED
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pes_ RAGGEDY‐ASS
pes_ RAGGING
pes_ RAGING

pes_ RAGMANS COAT
pes_ RAGS
wmi_ rags

wmi_ rags to riches
wik_ rags to riches
pes_ RAGTIME
wmi_ ragtop

pes_ RAGWEED
pes_ RAH‐RAH
pes_ RAIDER

pes_ RAILINGS
wmi_ railroad

pes_ RAILROAD

pes_ RAILROAD BULL
pes_ RAILROAD FLAT
ntc_ railroad tracks

pes_ RAILWAY THINKING
pes_ RAIN AND POUR
hdi_ rain buckets

wik_ rain cats and dogs
hdi_ rain cats and dogs
wmi_ rain check
wik_ rain check
hdi_ rain check

wik_ rain cheque

wik_ rain dogs and cats
wik_ rain down
wik_ rain off

wik_ rain on one's parade
hdi_ rain on one's parade

wik_ rain on someone's parade
ntc_ rain on someone or

something

ntc_ rain on someone’s parade
wmi_ rain on their parade
hdi_ rain or shine
wik_ rain or shine
hdi_ rain out

wik_ rain pitchforks
ntc_ rain pitchforks
pes_ RAINBOW

pes_ RAINBOW TROUT
pes_ RAINBOWS
pes_ RAINCOAT

pes_ RAINCOAT BRIGADE

wmi_ raining cats and dogs
pes_ RAINMAKER
wik_ rainy day

pes_ RAINY DAY WOMAN
hdi_ rainy day, a

wik_ raise a hand

hdi_ raise a hand against
wik_ raise a stink
wmi_ raise a stink
hdi_ raise a stink

ntc_ raise a stink (about

someone or something)
raise
an eyebrow
wmi_
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hdi_ raise an objection

hdi_ raise Cain
ntc_ raise Cain
wik_ raise Cain
wmi_ raise Cain
pes_ RAISE EYEBROWS
wik_ raise eyebrows
hdi_ raise eyebrows
hdi_ raise havoc
hdi_ raise hell
ntc_ raise hell
wik_ raise hell
ntc_ raise hell (with someone)
ntc_ raise hell (with something)
wmi_ raise hell [B]
wmi_ raise money
hdi_ raise one's hackles
wik_ raise one's hand
hdi_ raise one's sights
hdi_ raise one's voice
pes_ RAISE SAND
wik_ raise someone's hackles
hdi_ raise the ante
wik_ raise the bar
wmi_ raise the bar
hdi_ raise the curtain
pes_ RAISE THE DEVIL
hdi_ raise the devil
ntc_ raise the devil (with
someone)
ntc_ raise the devil (with
something)
wik_ raise the flag and see who
salutes
wik_ raise the roof
hdi_ raise the roof
wik_ raise the spectre
wik_ raise the stakes
wmi_ raise your hand against
wmi_ raise your spirits
hdi_ raise/wreak havoc
wmi_ raised eyebrows
wmi_ raisins
pes_ RAJPUTANA
pes_ RAKE
pes_ RAKE‐OFF
pes_ RAKE DOWN
wmi_ rake in the dough
wik_ rake it in
pes_ RAKE IT IN
hdi_ rake off
wik_ rake off
ntc_ rake on someone
wik_ rake over
wik_ rake over old coals
wik_ rake over the coals
hdi_ rake over the coals
pes_ RAKE OVER THE COALS
ntc_ rake something in
wik_ rake together
hdi_ rake up

wik_ rake up

wmi_ rake you over the coals
pes_ RAKER
wmi_ raking it in
pes_ RALEIGH BIKE
pes_ RALLY
hdi_ rally around
wik_ rally around
wik_ rally round
pes_ RALPH
wmi_ ralph
pes_ RALPH LYNN
ntc_ ralph something up
pes_ RAM
pes_ RAM‐JAM FULL
pes_ RAM‐SAMMY
hdi_ ram down someone's
throat
wmi_ ram down your throat
ntc_ ram something down
someone’s throat
hdi_ ramble on
pes_ RAMBO
pes_ RAMBOLD
pes_ RAMBUNCTIOUS
pes_ RAMMER
pes_ RAMMIES
pes_ RAMP
pes_ RAMP UP
pes_ RAMPACIOUS
pes_ RAMPAGE
pes_ RAMPED‐UP
pes_ RAMPS
pes_ RAMPSMAN
pes_ RAMROD
pes_ RAMSGATE
pes_ RAMSGATE SANDS
pes_ RANCHY
pes_ RANCID
pes_ RANDOLPH SCOTT
pes_ RANDOM
pes_ RANDY
pes_ RANGON
pes_ RANJITIKI
pes_ RANK
hdi_ rank and file
wik_ rank and file
ntc_ rank and file
ntc_ rank on someone
ntc_ rank someone (out)
pes_ RANKER
pes_ RANKING
pes_ RANNYGAZOO
wmi_ rant and rave
hdi_ rant and rave
pes_ RANTALLION
pes_ RANTING
pes_ RANTY TANTY
pes_ RAP
pes_ RAP CENTRE
pes_ RAP GROUP

ntc_ rap session

pes_ RAP SESSION
pes_ RAP SHEET
hdi_ rap someone's knuckles
wmi_ rap your knuckles
pes_ RAPID‐FIRE
pes_ RAPIDDO
pes_ RAPPER
pes_ RAPT
pes_ RAQUEL WELCH
pes_ RARE
ntc_ rare bird
hdi_ rare bird, a
ntc_ rare old time
hdi_ rarely ever
hdi_ raring to go
ntc_ raring to go
pes_ RARING TO GO
pes_ RASH
pes_ RASHER AND BUBBLE
pes_ RASPBERRY CHARLOTTE
pes_ RASPBERRY RIPPLE
pes_ RASPBERRY TART
pes_ RASPER
pes_ RASPING
pes_ RASS
pes_ RASTA
pes_ RASTA BOX
pes_ RASTUS
pes_ RAT
pes_ RAT‐ARSED
pes_ RAT‐BOY
pes_ RAT‐FACED
pes_ RAT‐HOLE
pes_ RAT‐RUN
pes_ RAT‐STINKER
pes_ RAT‐STINKING
ntc_ rat (on someone)
pes_ RAT AND MICE
pes_ RAT AND MOUSE
ntc_ rat around
pes_ RAT BOY
wmi_ rat fink
ntc_ rat fink
wmi_ rat on
hdi_ rat on
pes_ RAT ON
pes_ RAT OUT
ntc_ rat out
pes_ RAT PACK
pes_ RAT RACE
wmi_ rat race
hdi_ rat race
wik_ rat race
ntc_ rat race
wik_ rat run
wik_ rat running
pes_ RAT TRAP
pes_ RATBAG
pes_ RATBAGGERY

pes_ RATCATCHER'S

DAUGHTER
wmi_ ratch
pes_ RATE
pes_ RATE‐BUSTER
pes_ RATFINK
pes_ RATHE
pes_ RATHOLE
pes_ RATHOUSE
pes_ RATS
wmi_ rats
pes_ RATSHIT
pes_ RATTED
pes_ RATTER
pes_ RATTLE
pes_ RATTLE AND CLANK
pes_ RATTLE AND HISS
pes_ RATTLE AROUND
wmi_ rattle my chain
hdi_ rattle off
wik_ rattle off
wmi_ rattle on
wmi_ rattle sabres
wik_ rattle someone's cage
pes_ RATTLE SOMEONE'S CAGE
wik_ rattle through
pes_ RATTLEBRAIN
pes_ RATTLED
pes_ RATTLEHEAD
pes_ RATTLER
pes_ RATTLESNAKES
pes_ RATTLETRAP
pes_ RATTY
pes_ RAUNCH
ntc_ raunch someone out
pes_ RAUNCHY
pes_ RAVE
pes_ RAVE‐UP
pes_ RAVER
pes_ RAVERS
pes_ RAVEY
pes_ RAVI SHANKAR
pes_ RAVING
pes_ RAW
hdi_ raw deal
ntc_ raw deal
pes_ RAW DEAL
wmi_ raw deal
pes_ RAW MEAT
pes_ RAW PRAWN
pes_ RAW RECRUIT
pes_ RAWALPINDI
pes_ RAY‐GUN
wik_ ray of light
pes_ RAYS
pes_ RAZOO
pes_ RAZOR‐BACK
pes_ RAZOR BLADE
pes_ RAZOR GANG
pes_ RAZORBLADE
pes_ RAZZ
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pes_ RAZZLE

pes_ RAZZLE‐DAZZLE
wmi_ razzle‐dazzle

pes_ RAZZMATAZZ
pes_ RAZZO

pes_ RE‐ENTRY
pes_ RE‐UP

pes_ REACH

wik_ reach‐around

hdi_ reach first base

ntc_ reach for the sky
hdi_ reach for the sky
wmi_ reach for the sky

pes_ REACH FOR THE SKY
wik_ reach for the stars
wmi_ reach me

wmi_ reach out

pes_ REACHER

hdi_ read a lecture
hdi_ read a lesson
wmi_ read along

pes_ READ AND WRITE

wik_ read between the lines
wmi_ read between the lines
pes_ READ BETWEEN THE

LINES

hdi_ read between the lines
hdi_ read into
wmi_ read into

wmi_ read it over

hdi_ read like an open book
wik_ read lips

wmi_ read me (CB radio)
pes_ READ MY LIPS
wmi_ read my lips
wik_ read my lips

ntc_ Read my lips!

pes_ READ ONE'S SHIRT
wik_ read out

hdi_ read out of

wik_ read somebody's lips

wik_ read somebody the riot act
hdi_ read someone's mind
wik_ read someone's mind
hdi_ read the riot act

pes_ READ THE RIOT ACT
pes_ READ THE TOILET

wmi_ read them and weep
hdi_ read up

wmi_ read up on
wmi_ read you
pes_ READER

pes_ READIES
pes_ READY

pes_ READY‐UP

pes_ READY‐WASH
pes_ READY ROCK
wik_ ready up

pes_ READY UP

hdi_ ready, willing, and able
pes_ REAGAN DEMOCRAT
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ntc_ real bitch

wik_ real deal
ntc_ real gone
wik_ real Macoy
wik_ real McCoy
wmi_ real McCoy
hdi_ real McCoy, the
wik_ real McKoy
wik_ real superhero
wik_ real time
wik_ reality check
pes_ REALITY CHECK
hdi_ reality check
pes_ REALITY PROGRAMMING
wmi_ realize your potential
wmi_ really deaf
pes_ REAM
wmi_ ream out
ntc_ ream someone out
pes_ REAMER
wik_ reap what one sows
wmi_ reap what you sow
pes_ REAR
pes_ REAR‐ENDER
ntc_ rear (end)
pes_ REAR ADMIRAL
wmi_ rear end
hdi_ rear end
pes_ REAR GUNNER
hdi_ rear its ugly head
pes_ REAR UP
wmi_ rearend
wik_ rearrange the deck chairs
on the Titanic
wik_ rebound relationship
pes_ REC
pes_ RECCE
pes_ RECCO
wik_ recent memory
pes_ RECESS
pes_ RECKLESS EYEBALLING
pes_ RECKON
hdi_ reckon with
pes_ RECKONING
pes_ RECON
pes_ RECORD CHANGER
pes_ RECORD HOP
pes_ RECYCLE YOUR LUNCH
pes_ RED
pes_ RED‐EYE
wmi_ red‐faced
wik_ red‐handed
pes_ RED‐HOT
ntc_ red‐hot mama
pes_ RED‐HOT POKER
pes_ RED‐INKER
ntc_ red‐letter day
hdi_ red‐letter day
wmi_ red‐letter day
pes_ RED & BLUES
wik_ Red Baron

pes_ RED BIDDY

pes_ RED BIRDS
pes_ RED BUD
pes_ RED BULLETS
wmi_ red carpet
hdi_ red carpet
hdi_ red cent
pes_ RED CROSS
pes_ RED DEVIL
pes_ RED DEVILS
pes_ RED DILLIES
wik_ red dog
pes_ RED DOLLS
pes_ RED EYE
wik_ red face test
wik_ red flag
pes_ RED FLAG IS FLYING
pes_ RED FLANNEL
ntc_ red gravy
pes_ RED GRAVY
wmi_ red herring
hdi_ red herring
ntc_ red hot
pes_ RED HOTS
hdi_ red in the face, be
ntc_ red ink
wik_ red ink
pes_ RED INK
pes_ RED JELLEY BEANS
pes_ RED LEAD
wik_ red letter day
wik_ red light
wik_ red meat
wik_ red mist
pes_ RED NED
pes_ RED PIPE
pes_ RED RAG
pes_ RED RAW
pes_ RED RUM
pes_ RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET
pes_ RED SEA PEDESTRIAN
wik_ red state
hdi_ red tape
wik_ red tape
ntc_ red tape
wmi_ red tape
pes_ RED TAPER
ntc_ red tide
pes_ RED, WHITE AND BLUE
pes_ REDBREAST
pes_ REDDICK
pes_ REDDOCK
wik_ redeem oneself
hdi_ redeeming feature
pes_ REDEYE
wik_ rediscover fire
pes_ REDLINING
pes_ REDNECK
wmi_ redneck
wik_ redolent
hdi_ redress the balance

pes_ REDS

pes_ REDSHANK
pes_ REDSHIRT
wik_ reduce to rubble
wmi_ reduce to tears
pes_ REEB
pes_ REEF
pes_ REEFER
wmi_ reefer
pes_ REEK
pes_ REEKER
wik_ reel in
hdi_ reel off
wik_ reel off
pes_ REELINGS AND ROCKINGS
pes_ REELS OF COTTON
pes_ REEN
pes_ REEPO
pes_ REF
pes_ REFFO
pes_ REFILL
hdi_ reflect on
pes_ REGAL
pes_ REGGIE AND RONNIE
pes_ REGGIES
pes_ REGIMENTAL
pes_ REGINALD DENNY
pes_ REGO
hdi_ regular as clockwork
hdi_ regular fellow
wmi_ regular guy
hdi_ regular guy
pes_ REGULAR GUY
pes_ REGULARS
pes_ REGURGITATE
wik_ rein in
ntc_ reinvent the wheel
wik_ reinvent the wheel
hdi_ reinvent the wheel
pes_ REJECT
wmi_ reject out of hand
hdi_ rejoice in
wmi_ relate to that
hdi_ relative to
pes_ RELAXERS
pes_ RELEASE A CHOCOLATE
HOSTAGE
hdi_ relieve oneself
hdi_ relieve someone of
pes_ RELLO
wik_ remain to be seen
pes_ REMUSTER
pes_ RENE
pes_ RENT BOY
wik_ rent out
pes_ RENT PARTY
pes_ RENTACOP
wmi_ rented lips
pes_ RENTER
pes_ RENTS
pes_ REP

wmi_ repay in kind

hdi_ repeat oneself
pes_ REPO MAN
ntc_ repo man
pes_ REPPLE DEPPLE
pes_ REPTILE
pes_ REPTILES
pes_ RESPECT
wmi_ rest assured
hdi_ rest assured
wik_ rest assured
wik_ rest his soul
wmi_ rest his soul (God rest his
soul)
wmi_ rest my case
hdi_ rest on one's laurels
wik_ rest on one's laurels
wmi_ rest on your laurels
pes_ RESULT
pes_ RETARD
pes_ RETCH
pes_ RETIREMENT AGE
pes_ RETREAD
pes_ RETTES
hdi_ return the compliment
hdi_ return the favor
wik_ return to form
wik_ return to our muttons
hdi_ return to the fold
pes_ REUBEN
ntc_ rev something up
wik_ rev up
hdi_ rev up
pes_ REVENUER
pes_ REVEREND RONALD KNOX
pes_ REVERSE DIARRHOEA
pes_ REVERSE DRINK
ntc_ reverse gears
pes_ REVERSE GEARS
pes_ REVERSE GUT
pes_ REVERSE PERISTALSIS
pes_ REVERSE WINSTON
pes_ REVIVER
pes_ REVUSICAL
ntc_ revved (up)
pes_ REVVED UP
wik_ rex‐pat
pes_ REYNOLDS
hdi_ rhetorical question
pes_ RHINO
pes_ RHINOCERAL
pes_ RHINOCERICAL
pes_ RHUBARB
pes_ RHUBARB PILL
pes_ RHUBARBS
pes_ RHYME
wik_ rhyme off
wmi_ rhyme or reason
wik_ rhyme or reason
hdi_ rhyme or reason, no
pes_ RHYME UP
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pes_ RHYMER

pes_ RHYTHM AND BLUES
pes_ RIAH
pes_ RIB

wik_ rib‐tickler
pes_ RIBAND
pes_ RIBBER

pes_ RIBBON

pes_ RIBBON AND CURL
pes_ RIBBONS
pes_ RIBBY

pes_ RIBROAST

pes_ RICE‐BURNER
wik_ rice chaser

pes_ RICE DON'T COOK IN THE

SAME POT
wik_ rice queen
hdi_ rich as Croesus
pes_ RICHARD
pes_ RICHARD AND JUDY
pes_ RICHARD BRIARS
pes_ RICHARD BURTON
pes_ RICHARD GERE
pes_ RICHARD THE THIRD
pes_ RICHARD TODD
pes_ RICHIE
pes_ RICHY
pes_ RICK
pes_ RICKET
wik_ rickle o' banes
pes_ RICKY‐TICK
hdi_ rid of
wik_ rid out
wik_ rid up
wik_ ridden hard and put away
wet
pes_ RIDDLE
pes_ RIDDLE‐ME‐REE
pes_ RIDE
wik_ ride down
hdi_ ride for a fall
hdi_ ride hellbent for leather
wmi_ ride herd
hdi_ ride herd on
wik_ ride herd on
hdi_ ride high
wmi_ ride his coattails
wmi_ ride me
wik_ ride one's luck
hdi_ ride out
wik_ ride out
wik_ ride roughshod over
hdi_ ride roughshod over
wik_ ride shotgun
ntc_ ride shotgun
hdi_ ride shotgun
wik_ ride someone's ass
pes_ RIDE SOMEONE'S ASS
wik_ ride tall in the saddle
hdi_ ride the bench
wmi_ ride the clutch
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wik_ ride the coattails

pes_ RIDE THE DOLPHIN
pes_ RIDE THE GUN
ntc_ ride the porcelain bus
pes_ RIDE THE PORCELAIN BUS
pes_ RIDE THE PORCELAIN
HONDA
wik_ ride the rails
pes_ RIDE THE REGURGITRON
wik_ ride the short bus
wmi_ ride the wave
wik_ ride the wave
hdi_ ride up
pes_ RIDEMAN
pes_ RIDEOUT
pes_ RIDGE
pes_ RIDGE RUNNER
pes_ RIDGY‐DIDGE
wmi_ riding high
pes_ RIDING THE SQUIRREL
TRAIN
pes_ RIFF
pes_ RIFF‐RAFF
pes_ RIFFLE
pes_ RIFLE
pes_ RIFLE RANGE
pes_ RIG
wik_ rig out
pes_ RIGHT
hdi_ right‐hand man
hdi_ right‐hand woman
pes_ RIGHT‐ON
hdi_ right‐side out
hdi_ right‐side up
wik_ right and left
hdi_ right and left
wmi_ right as rain
hdi_ right as rain
ntc_ right as rain
wik_ right away
wmi_ right away
hdi_ right away
pes_ RIGHT BACK
wmi_ right before my eyes
hdi_ right down one's alley
ntc_ right guy
pes_ RIGHT HALF
hdi_ right in the head
ntc_ right in the kisser
hdi_ right of way
hdi_ right off
wmi_ right off the bat
hdi_ right off the bat
wik_ right on
hdi_ right on
wmi_ right on
pes_ RIGHT ON
wmi_ right on the money
hdi_ right on the money
hdi_ right out
hdi_ right side of the tracks

hdi_ right side, on someone's

hdi_ right tack
hdi_ right up one's alley
wmi_ right, left and center
pes_ RIGHTEOUS
ntc_ righteous collar
pes_ RIGID
wmi_ rigmarole
wmi_ rile up
pes_ RIM
wik_ rim job
pes_ RIN‐TIN‐TINS
pes_ RIND
pes_ RING
pes_ RING‐PIECE
wmi_ ring a bell
ntc_ ring a bell
hdi_ ring a bell
wik_ ring a bell
hdi_ ring down the curtain on
wik_ ring false
hdi_ ring false
wik_ ring hollow
pes_ RING IN
wmi_ ring leader
pes_ RING MASTER
wmi_ ring me
ntc_ ring off the hook
wik_ ring off the hook
wmi_ ring off the hook
wik_ ring one's bell
hdi_ ring one's chimes
pes_ RING SNATCHER
pes_ RING SOMEONE'S BELL
wik_ ring someone's bell
ntc_ ring the bell
hdi_ ring the changes
pes_ RING THE SHED
wik_ ring true
hdi_ ring true
hdi_ ring up
wik_ ring up
pes_ RINGBURNER
pes_ RINGER
ntc_ ringer (for someone)
pes_ RINGO STARR
hdi_ ringside seat
wik_ ringside seat
pes_ RINGTAIL
ntc_ ringtailed snorter
pes_ RINKY‐DINK
pes_ RINKY‐TINK
pes_ RIO
pes_ RIO GRANDE
pes_ RIOT
hdi_ riotous living
pes_ RIP
pes_ RIP‐OFF
wmi_ rip‐off
pes_ RIP‐OFF ARTIST
pes_ RIP‐RAP

wmi_ rip‐snorting mad

pes_ RIP AND TEAR
wik_ rip into
hdi_ rip into
hdi_ rip off
pes_ RIP OFF
wik_ rip off
wik_ rip on
ntc_ rip on someone
ntc_ rip snorter
ntc_ rip someone off
ntc_ rip something off
pes_ RIP THE PISS
wik_ rip to shreds
wik_ rip up
pes_ RIP VAN WINKLE
pes_ RIPE
hdi_ ripe old age
wik_ ripen up
pes_ RIPPED
ntc_ ripped (off)
ntc_ ripped (up)
wmi_ ripped off
pes_ RIPPER
pes_ RIPPING
pes_ RIPPY
pes_ RIPSNORTER
pes_ RIPSTITCH
pes_ RISE
hdi_ rise and shine
wmi_ rise and shine
pes_ RISE AND SHINE
wik_ rise and shine
ntc_ Rise and shine!
wik_ rise from the ashes
hdi_ rise from the ashes
hdi_ rise from the ranks
hdi_ rise in the world
hdi_ rise through the ranks
hdi_ rise to the bait
hdi_ rise to the occasion
wmi_ rise to the occasion
pes_ RISING DAMP
hdi_ risk life and limb
hdi_ risk one's neck
wmi_ risky business
pes_ RIT
wmi_ ritzy
pes_ RITZY
pes_ RIVER LEA
pes_ RIVER NILE
pes_ RIVER OUSE
pes_ RIVER TYNE
wik_ riverboat queen
pes_ RIVERINA
wik_ rivet counter
pes_ RIVETS
pes_ RIZZER
pes_ RMPTITUM
pes_ ROACH
pes_ ROACH AND DACE

ntc_ roach clip

wik_ roach coach
ntc_ roach pick
pes_ ROACHA
pes_ ROAD'S UP
wik_ road apple
wmi_ road apple
ntc_ road apple
pes_ ROAD APPLES
pes_ ROAD BREW
hdi_ road hog
ntc_ road hog
pes_ ROAD KID
wik_ road movie
pes_ ROAD PIZZA
ntc_ road pizza
pes_ ROAD SAUCE
hdi_ road show
wik_ road to Damascus
hdi_ road to hell is paved with
good intentions, the
wmi_ road to hell is paved...
pes_ ROADIE
pes_ ROADSTER
pes_ ROAR UP
pes_ ROARER
pes_ ROARING
hdi_ roaring drunk
wmi_ Roaring Twenties
pes_ ROARY
pes_ ROAST
pes_ ROAST BEEF
pes_ ROAST JOINT
pes_ ROAST PORK
pes_ ROAST POTATO
pes_ ROASTED DUCK
pes_ ROB
hdi_ rob Peter to pay Paul
wmi_ rob Peter to pay Paul
wik_ rob Peter to pay Paul
pes_ ROB ROY
hdi_ rob someone blind
ntc_ rob someone blind
wik_ rob the cradle
wmi_ rob the cradle
hdi_ rob the cradle
hdi_ rob the till
wik_ robber baron
pes_ ROBE
pes_ ROBERT E LEE
pes_ ROBERTA FLACK
pes_ ROBERTSON HARE
pes_ ROBIN COOKS
pes_ ROBIN HOOD
pes_ ROBIN HOODS
pes_ ROBIN REDBREAST
pes_ ROBINSON AND CLEAVER
pes_ ROBINSON CRUSOE
pes_ ROBITAL
pes_ ROBY DOUGLAS
pes_ ROCHAS DOS
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pes_ ROCHE
pes_ ROCK
wmi_ rock

wmi_ Rock

pes_ ROCK‐HEAD
pes_ ROCK‐HOG

pes_ ROCK 'N' ROLL

pes_ ROCK AND BOULDER
hdi_ rock bottom
ntc_ rock bottom
wik_ rock bottom
wmi_ rock bottom

pes_ ROCK CANDY
ntc_ rock candy

pes_ ROCK CHOPPER
wik_ rock hound

pes_ ROCK HOUSE
pes_ ROCK JOCK

pes_ ROCK OF AGES
wik_ rock on

wik_ rock out with one's cock

out

pes_ ROCK PILE

pes_ ROCK SCORPION
wmi_ rock the boat
wik_ rock the boat
hdi_ rock the boat

wik_ rock the house
pes_ ROCKER
pes_ ROCKET

pes_ ROCKET‐ON

pes_ ROCKET FUEL

pes_ ROCKET ROOM
wik_ rocket science

wik_ rocket scientist

pes_ ROCKET SOCKET
wik_ rocket up

pes_ ROCKETS

pes_ ROCKFIST

pes_ ROCKFORD FILES

wik_ rocking‐horse shit
pes_ ROCKING HORSE

pes_ ROCKING HORSE MANURE
pes_ ROCKING HORSE SHIT
wik_ rocking horse shit
pes_ ROCKS

hdi_ rocks in one's head, have
wmi_ rocks in your head
wmi_ rocks socks

pes_ ROCKWASH
pes_ ROCKY

wmi_ rocky road
pes_ ROD

pes_ ROD‐WALLOPER

wik_ rod for one's back
pes_ ROD LAVER
pes_ ROD UP

wmi_ rodchester

pes_ RODDED UP
pes_ RODDER

pes_ RODMAN
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pes_ RODNEY

pes_ RODS
pes_ ROE
pes_ ROGAN JOSH
pes_ ROGER
pes_ ROGER HUNT
pes_ ROGER MOORE
pes_ ROGERING IRON
pes_ ROGUE AND VILLAIN
hdi_ rogues' gallery
wik_ rogues' gallery
pes_ ROLAND RAT
pes_ ROLAND YOUNG
pes_ ROLL
pes_ ROLL‐UP
pes_ ROLL A DRUM
wmi_ roll around
hdi_ roll around
wik_ roll around
hdi_ roll back
wik_ roll back the years
ntc_ roll in
hdi_ roll in
wik_ roll in the aisles
hdi_ roll in the aisles
wmi_ roll in the hay
hdi_ roll in the hay
wik_ roll in wealth
pes_ ROLL ME IN THE DIRT
pes_ ROLL ME IN THE GUTTER
wmi_ roll off the tongue
wik_ roll one's eyes
hdi_ roll out
wik_ roll out the red carpet
wmi_ roll out the red carpet
hdi_ roll over
wmi_ roll over and play dead
hdi_ roll the bones
wmi_ roll their eyes
hdi_ roll up
hdi_ roll up one's sleeves
wik_ roll up one's sleeves
wmi_ roll with the punches
hdi_ roll with the punches
pes_ ROLLER
pes_ ROLLICK
pes_ ROLLICKING
pes_ ROLLING
pes_ ROLLING BILLOW
ntc_ rolling buzz
wik_ rolling in dough
wmi_ rolling in it
wik_ rolling in it
wmi_ rolling in the aisles
pes_ ROLLING STONE
wik_ rolling stone
hdi_ rolling stone
wmi_ rolling stone
pes_ ROLLMOPS
pes_ ROLLOCK
pes_ ROLLOCKS

pes_ ROLLS ROYCE

pes_ ROLLY
pes_ ROM‐GEM
pes_ ROMAN CANDLE
pes_ ROMAN COLLAR
pes_ ROMANTIC BALLAD
hdi_ Rome wasn't built in a day
pes_ ROMPUMS
pes_ RONAN KEATING
pes_ RONK
pes_ RONNIE BARKER
pes_ RONNIE BIGGS
pes_ RONSON
pes_ RONSON LIGHTER
pes_ ROO
pes_ ROOF
hdi_ roof over one's head, a
pes_ ROOFERS
pes_ ROOFIES
pes_ ROOFS
pes_ ROOINEK
pes_ ROOK
pes_ ROOKERY
pes_ ROOKERY NOOK
pes_ ROOKIE
hdi_ room and board
ntc_ room for rent
pes_ ROOSTER
pes_ ROOT
pes_ ROOT‐FACED
hdi_ root and branch
wik_ root around
wik_ root cause
pes_ ROOT FOR
hdi_ root for
wmi_ root for
hdi_ root of the matter
wmi_ root of the problem
hdi_ root out
pes_ ROOTED
hdi_ rooted to the spot
pes_ ROOTIN' TOOTIN'
pes_ ROOTS
pes_ ROOTY
pes_ ROOTY‐TOOT
pes_ ROPE
pes_ ROPE‐A‐DOPE
pes_ ROPE‐YARN
hdi_ rope in
hdi_ rope into
wmi_ rope into
ntc_ rope someone in
pes_ ROPEABLE
pes_ ROPER
pes_ ROPEY
pes_ ROPHIES
pes_ ROPHYNOL
pes_ ROPLES
pes_ RORT
pes_ RORTER
pes_ RORTY

pes_ RORY

pes_ RORY O'MORE
pes_ ROSCOE
pes_ ROSE
wik_ rose‐colored glasses
wik_ rose‐coloured
wik_ rose garden
pes_ ROSEANNE BARR
pes_ ROSEBUD
pes_ ROSES RED
pes_ ROSEY
pes_ ROSIE
pes_ ROSIE LEE
pes_ ROSIE LOADER
pes_ ROSIE O'GRADY
pes_ ROSIN
pes_ ROSIN‐BACK
pes_ ROSINER
pes_ ROSY
pes_ ROT
pes_ ROT‐GUT
wmi_ rot gut
pes_ ROTPOT
ntc_ Rots of ruck!
pes_ ROTTEN
ntc_ rotten apple
hdi_ rotten apple
hdi_ rotten egg
ntc_ rotten egg
ntc_ rotten luck
pes_ ROTTEN ROW
wmi_ rotten to the core
ntc_ rotten to the core
hdi_ rotten to the core
wmi_ rotter
pes_ ROTTER
pes_ ROTTLETRAPS
pes_ ROTWELSCH
pes_ ROUF
pes_ ROUGH‐AND‐TUMBLE
pes_ ROUGH‐IT
pes_ ROUGH‐UP
ntc_ rough and ready
wik_ rough and ready
wmi_ rough and ready
hdi_ rough and ready
wik_ rough and tumble
ntc_ rough and tumble
hdi_ rough and tumble
wik_ rough around the edges
pes_ ROUGH AS BAGS
pes_ ROUGH AS GUTS
pes_ ROUGH AS SACKS
wmi_ rough going
pes_ ROUGH HOUSE
hdi_ rough in
hdi_ rough it
ntc_ rough it
pes_ ROUGH MUSIC
hdi_ rough on, be
wik_ rough out

hdi_ rough out

pes_ ROUGH SCUFF
wik_ rough sledding
ntc_ rough someone up
pes_ ROUGH SPIN
ntc_ rough stuff
ntc_ rough time
pes_ ROUGH TRADE
wik_ rough trot
hdi_ rough up
wmi_ rough up
wik_ roughen up
pes_ ROUGHIE
pes_ ROUGHNECK
hdi_ round and round
hdi_ round figures
pes_ ROUND HEELS
pes_ ROUND OF APPLAUSE
wik_ round of applause
hdi_ round off
hdi_ round on
pes_ ROUND ON
hdi_ round out
hdi_ round peg in a square hole
hdi_ round robin
wik_ round table
hdi_ round the bend
pes_ ROUND THE BEND
ntc_ round the bend
wik_ round the bend
wik_ round the clock
wmi_ round the clock
hdi_ round the clock
pes_ ROUND THE HOUSES
pes_ ROUND THE TWIST
pes_ ROUND THE WORLD
hdi_ round trip
pes_ ROUND TRIP MEAL
TICKET
ntc_ round tripper
wik_ round up
wmi_ round up
hdi_ round up
pes_ ROUNDER
pes_ ROUNDEYE
pes_ ROUNDHEAD
pes_ ROUNDHOUSE
ntc_ roundhouse punch
pes_ ROUST
pes_ ROW
pes_ ROW‐SHAY
pes_ ROW IN
wmi_ row of beans
pes_ ROW OUT
pes_ ROWDY‐DOW
pes_ ROWDY‐DOWDY
pes_ ROWTON HOUSES
pes_ ROY
pes_ ROY CASTLE
pes_ ROY HUDD
pes_ ROY ROGERS
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pes_ ROYAL

pes_ ROYAL ALBERTS
pes_ ROYAL BLUES
pes_ ROYAL BOB

pes_ ROYAL BOOZER
wik_ royal bumps

pes_ ROYAL DOCKS

pes_ ROYAL FUCKING
pes_ ROYAL MAIL

pes_ ROYAL NAVY
ntc_ royal pain
wmi_ royal pain

pes_ ROYAL POVERTY
pes_ ROYAL REPOSE
pes_ ROYAL SALUTE

wmi_ royal treatment
pes_ ROYALIE
pes_ ROZZER
wik_ RSN

pes_ RUB

pes_ RUB‐A‐DUB‐DUB
pes_ RUB‐OFF

pes_ RUB DOWN
hdi_ rub down
wik_ rub down

wmi_ rub elbows

hdi_ rub elbows with
hdi_ rub in
wik_ rub in

hdi_ rub it in
wik_ rub it in

pes_ RUB OFF
wik_ rub off

wik_ rub off on
hdi_ rub off on

hdi_ rub one's hands
pes_ RUB OUT
hdi_ rub out

wik_ rub salt in someone's

wounds

wik_ rub salt in the wound
wmi_ rub salt in the wound
hdi_ rub salt into a wound
hdi_ rub shoulders with
wmi_ rub shoulders with

wik_ rub somebody the wrong

way
hdi_ rub someone's nose in it
ntc_ rub someone out
ntc_ rub someone’s nose in
something
rub
the wrong way
wmi_
hdi_ rub the wrong way
pes_ RUB UP
hdi_ rub up on
pes_ RUBBEDY
pes_ RUBBER
pes_ RUBBER‐CHICKEN
CIRCUIT
rubber‐chicken
dinner
wik_
RUBBER‐HEEL
pes_
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ntc_ rubber (check)

pes_ RUBBER AROUND
pes_ RUBBER BOOT
hdi_ rubber check
pes_ RUBBER CHEQUE
pes_ RUBBER DUCK
pes_ RUBBER GLOVE
wik_ rubber johnny
pes_ RUBBER JOHNNY
wmi_ rubber match
ntc_ rubber sock
hdi_ rubber stamp
wmi_ rubberneck
pes_ RUBBERNECK
pes_ RUBBISH
pes_ RUBBISHING
pes_ RUBBITY
pes_ RUBBLEHEAD
pes_ RUBBY
wmi_ rube
pes_ RUBE
pes_ RUBIES
pes_ RUBIK'S CUBES
pes_ RUBY
pes_ RUBY‐DAZZLER
pes_ RUBY MURRAY
pes_ RUBY RED
pes_ RUBY ROSE
wik_ ruby slippers
pes_ RUCK
pes_ RUCK AND ROW
pes_ RUCK ON
pes_ RUCKING
pes_ RUCTIONS
pes_ RUDDOCK
pes_ RUDDY
wmi_ ruddy
pes_ RUDDY‐HELL
pes_ RUDE BITS
pes_ RUDE BOY
pes_ RUDIE
pes_ RUDOLPH
pes_ RUDOLPH HESS
pes_ RUFF
pes_ RUFFIES
pes_ RUFFLE
wik_ ruffle some feathers
hdi_ ruffle someone's feathers
wmi_ ruffle your feathers
pes_ RUFFLES
pes_ RUG
pes_ RUG RAT
ntc_ rug rat
wmi_ rug up
pes_ RUGCUTTER
pes_ RUGGER BALL
pes_ RUGGER BUGGER
pes_ RUIN
pes_ RUIN AND SPOIL
pes_ RUINED
wik_ rule in

wmi_ rule of thumb

wik_ rule of thumb
hdi_ rule of thumb
wik_ rule OK
wmi_ rule out
wik_ rule out
hdi_ rule out
wik_ rule over
hdi_ rule the roost
wik_ rule the roost
wik_ rule the school
wik_ rule with an iron fist
pes_ RUM
pes_ RUM‐BUM
pes_ RUM‐HOUND
pes_ RUM‐JAR
wik_ rum go
pes_ RUMBLE
pes_ RUMDUM
ntc_ rummed (up)
pes_ RUMMISH
pes_ RUMMY
wik_ rumor campaign
wmi_ rumor has it
wik_ rumor mill
pes_ RUMP
wik_ rumple up
pes_ RUMPO
pes_ RUMPOT
ntc_ rumpus room
pes_ RUMPY‐PUMPY
pes_ RUN
pes_ RUN‐DOWN
wmi_ run‐in
pes_ RUN‐IN
wik_ run‐of‐the‐mill
pes_ RUN‐OFF
pes_ RUN‐OUT
hdi_ run a fever
ntc_ run a make on someone
wik_ run a mile
wik_ run a red light
wmi_ run a red light
hdi_ run a risk
wmi_ run a tab
hdi_ run a temperature
hdi_ run a tight ship
wmi_ run a tub
wik_ run about
wmi_ run across
hdi_ run across
wik_ run across
wik_ run afoul of
hdi_ run afoul of
hdi_ run after
hdi_ run against
hdi_ run along
wik_ run amok
hdi_ run amok
ntc_ run amok
wmi_ run amuck

wmi_ run an errand

hdi_ run an errand
hdi_ run around
wik_ run around
wik_ run around after
hdi_ run around in circles
hdi_ run around like a chicken
wik_ run around like a chicken
with its head cut off
wik_ run around with
hdi_ run around with
hdi_ run away
hdi_ run away with
hdi_ run by someone
wik_ run circles around
hdi_ run circles around
wmi_ run circles around you
wik_ run counter
hdi_ run counter to
hdi_ run down
wmi_ run down
ntc_ run down some lines
wik_ run down the clock
hdi_ run dry
wik_ run for
hdi_ run for it
wmi_ run for office
wik_ run for office
hdi_ run for one's life
wik_ run for one's money
hdi_ run for one's money, a
wik_ run for the hills
wmi_ run for the hills
wik_ run for the roses
wmi_ run for your money
hdi_ run foul
hdi_ run foul of
hdi_ run high
wik_ run hot and cold
wik_ run in
hdi_ run in
hdi_ run in place
hdi_ run in the blood
wik_ run in the family
hdi_ run in the family
hdi_ run interference
wmi_ run interference
wmi_ run into
hdi_ run into
hdi_ run into a brick wall
hdi_ run into a stone wall
hdi_ run into the ground
wik_ run into the ground
pes_ RUN INTO THE GROUND
wmi_ run it by me again
ntc_ run it down
wmi_ run its course
hdi_ run its course
hdi_ run like clockwork
hdi_ run of bad luck
hdi_ run of luck

wik_ run of play

pes_ RUN OF THE GREEN
hdi_ run of the mill
pes_ RUN OF THE MILL
wmi_ run of the mill
hdi_ run off
wik_ run off
ntc_ run off
wmi_ run off
hdi_ run off at the mouth
pes_ RUN OFF AT THE MOUTH
ntc_ run off at the mouth
wmi_ run off at the mouth
hdi_ run off with
wik_ run off with
hdi_ run on
wik_ run on
ntc_ run on all cylinders
wik_ run on fumes
hdi_ run one's eyes over
hdi_ run one's head against a
brick wall
hdi_ run one's head against the
wall
run
one's head into a brick
hdi_
wall
hdi_ run one's own show
hdi_ run one ragged
ntc_ run one’s rhymes
wik_ run oneself ragged
wmi_ run out
hdi_ run out
wik_ run out
hdi_ run out of
ntc_ run out of gas
wmi_ run out of patience
wik_ run out of steam
wmi_ run out of town
hdi_ run out on
wik_ run out the clock
wik_ run over
hdi_ run over
wik_ run rampant
wmi_ run rampant
hdi_ run rings around
wik_ run rings around
wik_ run riot
hdi_ run riot
hdi_ run riot/wild
wmi_ run roughshod
wik_ run roughshod over
ntc_ run scared
wik_ run scared
hdi_ run scared
hdi_ run short
wmi_ run short
pes_ RUN SOME OFF
wik_ run somebody ragged
ntc_ run someone in
hdi_ run someone in
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hdi_ run someone off his or her

feet
hdi_ run someone out
wik_ run someone through
wik_ run something by
wik_ run something past
wik_ run something up the
flagpole
ntc_ Run that by (me) again.
ntc_ Run that by (me) one more
time.
wik_ run the clock down
hdi_ run the gamut
wik_ run the gamut
wmi_ run the gamut
wik_ run the gauntlet
wmi_ run the gauntlet
hdi_ run the gauntlet
wmi_ run the risk
hdi_ run the risk
hdi_ run the show
wmi_ run the show
wmi_ run through
wik_ run through
hdi_ run through
hdi_ run to
wik_ run to
hdi_ run to earth
hdi_ run to form
hdi_ run to ground
hdi_ run to seed
hdi_ run true to form
hdi_ run up
wmi_ run up
wik_ run up
hdi_ run up against
wik_ run wild
hdi_ run wild
hdi_ run with
wik_ run with scissors
wik_ run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds
run
you out
wmi_
wmi_ run you ragged
pes_ RUN, TRIP AND FALL
pes_ RUNAROUND
wmi_ runaround
pes_ RUNNER
pes_ RUNNER AND RIDER
pes_ RUNNING DOG
hdi_ running on empty
wik_ running on empty
hdi_ running start
wik_ running target
wmi_ running water
pes_ RUNS
pes_ RUNT
wmi_ runt of the litter
pes_ RUPERT
pes_ RUPERT BEARS
pes_ RUPTURED DUCK
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wmi_ rush

pes_ RUSH
wmi_ rush hour
wik_ rush hour
wik_ rush out
pes_ RUSSEL CROWE
pes_ RUSSEL HARTY
pes_ RUSSIAN‐TURK
pes_ RUSSIAN DUCK
wik_ Russian roulette
pes_ RUSSIANS ARE COMING
pes_ RUSSKIE
pes_ RUSSKY
pes_ RUST
pes_ RUST‐BUCKET
ntc_ rust belt
ntc_ rust bucket
wmi_ rust out
wmi_ rustbucket
pes_ RUSTLE
wik_ rustle up
hdi_ rustle up
pes_ RUSTY DUSTY
pes_ RUUD GULLIT
pes_ RUX
pes_ RYAN'S DAUGHTER
pes_ RYAN GIGGS
wmi_ rye
pes_ RYEBUCK
pes_ S AND M
pes_ S.A.
pes_ S.P.
pes_ S.T.P.
pes_ SAB
pes_ SABBING
hdi_ saber rattling
wik_ sabre‐rattling
wmi_ sabre rattling
pes_ SABU
pes_ SAC
pes_ SACCHARINO
pes_ SACK
pes_ SACK‐IT
pes_ SACK ARTIST
wmi_ sack of hammers
ntc_ sack out
hdi_ sack out
wmi_ sack out
pes_ SACK OUT
wik_ sack out
pes_ SACK RACE
ntc_ sack rat
ntc_ sack time
pes_ SACK TIME
hdi_ sackcloth and ashes
ntc_ sacked out
wik_ sacked out
pes_ SACKS OF RICE
wmi_ sacred cow
wik_ sacred cow
hdi_ sacred cow

wmi_ sacred moose

ntc_ sacred mushrooms
pes_ SAD
pes_ SAD AND SORRY
ntc_ sad sack
pes_ SAD SACK
wmi_ sad sack
hdi_ sad sack
pes_ SADDAM HUSSEIN
hdi_ sadder but wiser
hdi_ saddle someone with
pes_ SADDLE TRAMP
wmi_ saddle up
pes_ SADDLEBAGS
wmi_ saddled with
ntc_ saddled with someone or
something
pes_ SADDLING PADDOCK
pes_ SADDO
pes_ SADIE AND MASIE
pes_ SADITTY
pes_ SADO‐NASO
pes_ SAFE
pes_ SAFE AND SOUND
hdi_ safe and sound
wik_ safe and sound
hdi_ safe as houses
pes_ SAFETY
hdi_ safety in numbers, there's
pes_ SAFFY EYES
wik_ sag off
pes_ SAG WAGON
wik_ said and done
ntc_ sail (right) through
something
hdi_ sail close to the wind
wik_ sail close to the wind
hdi_ sail into
ntc_ sail into someone
hdi_ sail right through
hdi_ sail through
hdi_ sail under false colors
pes_ SAILOR'S FAREWELL
pes_ SAILOR'S PLEASURE
pes_ SAILORS
pes_ SAILORS AT SEA
pes_ SAILS
pes_ SAINT AND SINNER
pes_ SAINT MORITZ
pes_ SAL
pes_ SALAD
pes_ SALAD BASKET
hdi_ salad days
pes_ SALAD DODGER
wik_ salad year
pes_ SALAMI
hdi_ sales pitch
pes_ SALFORD DOCKS
pes_ SALISBURY CRAG
pes_ SALLY‐ANN
pes_ SALLY GUNNELL

pes_ SALMON AND SHRIMP
pes_ SALMON AND TROUT
pes_ SALOME
pes_ SALT
ntc_ salt and pepper
wmi_ salt away
hdi_ salt away
pes_ SALT BEEF
pes_ SALT CELLARS
hdi_ salt down
ntc_ salt horse
pes_ SALT HORSE
wik_ salt in the wound
pes_ SALT JUNK
wik_ salt of the earth
wmi_ salt of the earth
hdi_ salt of the earth, the
pes_ SALT WATER
pes_ SALTASH LUCK
pes_ SALTED
pes_ SALTEE
pes_ SALTY
wmi_ salty
pes_ SALTY WATER
pes_ SALVADORE DALI
pes_ SALVATION
pes_ SALVATION ARMY
pes_ SALVE
pes_ SALVO
ntc_ Sam and Dave
pes_ SAM CORY
pes_ SAM HILL
pes_ SAM SLICK
pes_ SAMANTHA EGGAR
pes_ SAMANTHA JANUS
pes_ SAMBO
hdi_ same difference
ntc_ same difference
wik_ same difference
hdi_ same here
ntc_ same here
wmi_ same here
ntc_ same o(l)’ same o(l)’
wik_ same old same old
ntc_ same old story
wik_ same old story
hdi_ same old story, the
hdi_ same to you
wik_ same to you
wmi_ same to you
pes_ SAMMIE
pes_ SAMMO
pes_ SAMMY
pes_ SAMMY HALLS
pes_ SAMMY LEE
pes_ SAMMY WIDGE
pes_ SAMPLE
pes_ SAMUEL PEPYS
pes_ SAN FAIRY ANN
pes_ SAN TOY
pes_ SANCHO

pes_ SANCTIFICATION

pes_ SANCTIFY
pes_ SANCTION
pes_ SAND
pes_ SAND‐HILLER
pes_ SAND AND CANVAS
pes_ SANDBAG
pes_ SANDRAS
pes_ SANDWICH
pes_ SANDY
pes_ SANDY MCNAB
pes_ SANDY POWELL
pes_ SANGER
pes_ SANKEY
pes_ SANTA'S GROTTO
pes_ SANTA CLAUS
pes_ SAP
pes_ SAPHEAD
pes_ SAPPING
pes_ SAPPY
pes_ SARAH GAMP
pes_ SARNIE
pes_ SASHAY
wmi_ Saskatchewan pheasant
wmi_ Sasquatch
pes_ SASS
wmi_ sassy
pes_ SATCHEL‐MOUTH
pes_ SATIN
pes_ SATIN AND LACE
pes_ SATIN AND SILK
ntc_ Saturday night special
pes_ SAUCE
hdi_ sauce for the goose is sauce
for the gander, what's
ntc_ sauce parlor
pes_ SAUCED
pes_ SAUCEPAN LID
pes_ SAUERKRAUT
pes_ SAUSAGE
pes_ SAUSAGE AND MASH
pes_ SAUSAGE GRAPPLER
pes_ SAUSAGE ROLL
pes_ SAUSAGE SANDWICH
pes_ SAUSIE
pes_ SAV
wmi_ save a bundle
wik_ save face
wmi_ save face
hdi_ save face
hdi_ save for a rainy day
wmi_ save for a rainy day
ntc_ Save it!
hdi_ save one's bacon
hdi_ save one's breath
wik_ save one's breath
hdi_ save one's neck/skin
wik_ save oneself
wik_ save someone's bacon
wik_ save someone's skin
hdi_ save the day
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wik_ save the day
hdi_ save up

wmi_ save your bacon

wmi_ save your skin/neck
hdi_ saved by the bell
ntc_ saved by the bell
pes_ SAVER

hdi_ saving grace, a

pes_ SAVOURY RISSOLE
pes_ SAVVY

pes_ SAW‐HANDLE
wmi_ saw‐off

pes_ SAW GOURDS
wmi_ saw logs

wmi_ saw off a chunk [B]
wmi_ saw sawdust
pes_ SAW WOOD
wik_ saw wood

pes_ SAWBONES
pes_ SAWBUCK

wik_ sawdust trail
pes_ SAWNEY
pes_ SAX

pes_ SAXA
pes_ SAY

hdi_ say a mouthful
wik_ say again

wik_ say cheese

ntc_ Say cheese!

wik_ say goodbye

pes_ SAY GOODBYE

pes_ SAY GOODBYE TO

pes_ SAY GOODNIGHT TO
wik_ say grace
hdi_ say grace

wmi_ say jump...how high
wmi_ say my piece

hdi_ say one's piece
hdi_ say the word
wmi_ say the word
hdi_ say uncle
ntc_ say uncle
wmi_ say what
wik_ say what

wmi_ say what's on your mind
ntc_ Say what?

wmi_ say your piece
ntc_ Says me!

ntc_ Says who?
hdi_ says who?
ntc_ Says you!
pes_ SCAB

pes_ SCABBARD
pes_ SCABBERY

pes_ SCABBY EYE
pes_ SCADS
wmi_ scads

pes_ SCAFFOLDING
pes_ SCAG

pes_ SCAG JONES
ntc_ scag jones
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pes_ SCAG NOD

pes_ SCALD
pes_ SCALDED
pes_ SCALDER
pes_ SCALDY
pes_ SCALE
hdi_ scale down
pes_ SCALER
pes_ SCALLY
pes_ SCALLYWAG
pes_ SCALP
pes_ SCALPER
pes_ SCALPING
pes_ SCALY
pes_ SCAM
pes_ SCAMMERED
pes_ SCAMP
wmi_ scandal is brewing
wik_ scandal sheet
ntc_ scandal sheet
pes_ SCANDIHOOVIAN
pes_ SCANDY
pes_ SCANMAG
pes_ SCAPA
pes_ SCAPA FLOW
pes_ SCAPEGALLOWS
pes_ SCARBOROUGH FAIR
hdi_ scarce as hen's teeth
wmi_ scarce as hen's teeth
hdi_ scarcely ever
hdi_ scarcer than hen's teeth
hdi_ scare out of one's wits
wik_ scare out of one's wits
pes_ SCARE PARTY
ntc_ scare someone or
something up
wik_ scare story
wik_ scare the bejeebers out of
ntc_ scare the hell out of
someone
wmi_ scare the life out of me
wik_ scare the pants off of
ntc_ scare the pants off
someone
hdi_ scare up
pes_ SCARECROW
pes_ SCARED FARTLESS
wmi_ scared out of my wits
ntc_ scared shitless
wik_ scared shitless
wmi_ scared shitless [B]
wmi_ scared spitless
wmi_ scared stiff
ntc_ scared stiff
wik_ scared to death
wmi_ scared to death
pes_ SCAREDY‐CAT
wmi_ scaredy cat
pes_ SCAREHEAD
pes_ SCARF
ntc_ scarf out

ntc_ scarf something down

hdi_ scarlet woman
pes_ SCARPER
pes_ SCAT
pes_ SCATTER GUN
pes_ SCATTERS
pes_ SCATTY
pes_ SCAVENGER PIT
pes_ SCAVVY
pes_ SCENE
pes_ SCENE‐CHASER
pes_ SCHINDLER'S LIST
pes_ SCHITZY
pes_ SCHIZ
ntc_ schiz(z) out
pes_ SCHIZO
pes_ SCHIZZED‐OUT
pes_ SCHIZZO
pes_ SCHLEMIEL
pes_ SCHLEMIELS ON WHEELS
pes_ SCHLEP
pes_ SCHLOCK
pes_ SCHLONG
pes_ SCHLUB
pes_ SCHLUCK
pes_ SCHLUMP
pes_ SCHMALTZ
pes_ SCHMALTZY
pes_ SCHMECK
pes_ SCHMECKER
pes_ SCHMEET
pes_ SCHMEGEGGE
pes_ SCHMENDRIK
pes_ SCHMO
pes_ SCHMOCK
wmi_ schmooze
pes_ SCHMOOZE
pes_ SCHMUCK
pes_ SCHMUTTER
pes_ SCHMUTZ
pes_ SCHNOCKERED
pes_ SCHNOOK
pes_ SCHNORRER
pes_ SCHNOZZ
pes_ SCHNOZZLE
pes_ SCHOOL
wmi_ school's out
pes_ SCHOOL‐MARM
wik_ school of hard knocks
wmi_ school of hard knocks
hdi_ school of hard knocks
ntc_ school someone
wik_ schoolboy error
ntc_ schoolboy Scotch
hdi_ schoolgirl complexion
pes_ SCHOOLIE
pes_ SCHOONER ON THE ROCKS
pes_ SCHTUM
pes_ SCHVARTZER
pes_ SCHWARTZE
pes_ SCISSORS

pes_ SCLERRY

pes_ SCOB
pes_ SCOFF
wmi_ scoff
pes_ SCOFFING FISHHEADS
AND SCRAMBLING FOR
THE
pes_ SCONCE
pes_ SCONE
pes_ SCONNER
pes_ SCOOBY DOO
wmi_ scoop
pes_ SCOOP
wmi_ scoop them
pes_ SCOOT
hdi_ scoot over
pes_ SCOOTER
pes_ SCOOTS
pes_ SCOPE
ntc_ scope (on) someone
wik_ scope out
pes_ SCOPE OUT
ntc_ scope someone out
pes_ SCOPER
pes_ SCORCH
pes_ SCORCHING
pes_ SCORE
wik_ score off
wmi_ score to settle
hdi_ scoring position, in
pes_ SCORP
pes_ SCORPION
wmi_ scot‐free
pes_ SCOTCH
pes_ SCOTCH COFFEE
pes_ SCOTCH EGG
pes_ SCOTCH MIST
pes_ SCOTCH PEGS
pes_ SCOTLAND
pes_ SCOTLAND THE BRAVE
pes_ SCOTSMAN
pes_ SCOUR
pes_ SCOURING POWDER
pes_ SCOUSE
pes_ SCOUSER
pes_ SCOUT
wmi_ scout's honor
pes_ SCOW
pes_ SCOWBANKER
pes_ SCRAG
pes_ SCRAGGER
pes_ SCRAGGY LOU
pes_ SCRAM
pes_ SCRAMBLE
pes_ SCRAMBLED
ntc_ scrambled eggs
pes_ SCRAMBLED EGGS
pes_ SCRAMMED
pes_ SCRAN
pes_ SCRANCH
pes_ SCRAP

pes_ SCRAP IRON

pes_ SCRAP METAL
pes_ SCRAPE
wmi_ scrape by
wmi_ scrape me off the ceiling
wik_ scrape the bottom of the
barrel
wmi_ scrape the bottom of the
barrel
ntc_ scrape the bottom of the
barrel
pes_ SCRAPE THE MUG
wik_ scrape through
wik_ scrape together
hdi_ scrape together
hdi_ scrape together/up
hdi_ scrape up an acquaintance
pes_ SCRAPER
pes_ SCRATCH
wmi_ scratch
pes_ SCRATCH AND SNIFF
pes_ SCRATCH HOUSE
hdi_ scratch one's head
wik_ scratch one's head
ntc_ scratch sheet
hdi_ scratch someone's back
wik_ scratch that
wmi_ scratch the surface
wik_ scratch the surface
hdi_ scratch the surface
wik_ scratch together
wmi_ scratch your head
pes_ SCRATCHER
pes_ SCRATCHY
pes_ SCREAM
wik_ scream bloody murder
ntc_ scream bloody murder
hdi_ scream bloody murder
pes_ SCREAM COOKIES
wik_ scream loudest
wik_ scream one's head off
pes_ SCREAMER
pes_ SCREAMING
pes_ SCREAMING HABDABS
pes_ SCREECH
wmi_ screech
ntc_ screeching (drunk)
pes_ SCREEN
pes_ SCREEVE
pes_ SCREEVER
pes_ SCREW
wmi_ screw
wik_ screw‐off
wmi_ screw‐up
wik_ screw‐up
wmi_ screw [B]
pes_ SCREW AROUND
hdi_ screw around
ntc_ screw around
ntc_ screw around with
someone or something
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wik_ screw it

hdi_ screw loose

pes_ SCREW LOOSE
wmi_ screw loose
wik_ screw off

pes_ SCREW SOMEONE

AROUND
ntc_ screw someone or
something up
hdi_ screw someone out of
ntc_ screw someone out of
something
ntc_ screw someone over
wik_ screw the pooch
pes_ SCREW THE POOCH
wik_ screw this
hdi_ screw up
pes_ SCREW UP
ntc_ screw up
wmi_ screw up
hdi_ screw up one's courage
hdi_ screw you
pes_ SCREW YOU
wik_ screw you
wmi_ screw you [B]
pes_ SCREWBALL
pes_ SCREWDRIVER
pes_ SCREWED
ntc_ screwed tight
wik_ screwed up
ntc_ screwed up
ntc_ screwed, blued, and
tattooed
SCREWS
pes_
pes_ SCREWSMAN
pes_ SCREWY
pes_ SCRIBBINS
pes_ SCRIBBLER
pes_ SCRIBE
pes_ SCRIKE
pes_ SCRIKEY
hdi_ scrimp and save
wik_ scrimp and save
pes_ SCRIMSHANK
pes_ SCRIP
pes_ SCRIPT
pes_ SCROACHY
pes_ SCROTE
pes_ SCROUGE
ntc_ scrounge (around (for
someone or something))
scrounge
around
hdi_
ntc_ scrounge someone or
something up
wik_ scrounge up
hdi_ scrounge up
pes_ SCRUB
wik_ scrub up
hdi_ scrub up
pes_ SCRUBBER
pes_ SCRUFFBAG
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pes_ SCRUFFS

pes_ SCRUMMY
pes_ SCRUMPTIOUS
pes_ SCRUNGY
wmi_ scrut
pes_ SCUBA
pes_ SCUBA DIVER
pes_ SCUD
pes_ SCUDDICK
pes_ SCUDDY
pes_ SCUFFER
pes_ SCUFFLE
pes_ SCUFFLE THROUGH
pes_ SCUG
pes_ SCULLY AND MULDER
pes_ SCUM
pes_ SCUM‐SUCKER
pes_ SCUM‐SUCKING
wik_ scum of the earth
wmi_ scum/scumbag
pes_ SCUMBAG
pes_ SCUMWAD
pes_ SCUNGE
pes_ SCUNGY
pes_ SCUNNER
pes_ SCUPPER
ntc_ scupper up
pes_ SCURF
pes_ SCUSI
pes_ SCUT
pes_ SCUTTLEBUTT
pes_ SCUZZ
ntc_ scuzz someone out
pes_ SCUZZED OUT
pes_ SCUZZY
pes_ SEA BAG
wik_ sea change
pes_ SEA DOG
pes_ SEA DUST
hdi_ sea legs
wik_ sea legs
pes_ SEAGULL
wik_ seagull approach
wik_ seagull manager
hdi_ seal of approval
hdi_ seal off
hdi_ seal one's fate
wik_ seal the deal
hdi_ seal up
ntc_ sealed (up)
ntc_ sealed with a kiss
pes_ SEAM‐SQUIRREL
hdi_ seamy side
pes_ SEAN CONNERY
hdi_ search me
wmi_ search me
ntc_ Search me.
wik_ seat‐of‐the‐pants
hdi_ seat of the pants, by the
pes_ SEBASTIAN COE
pes_ SEBASTIAN COES

pes_ SECCY

pes_ SECKO
pes_ SECONAL
wik_ second‐guess
wik_ second banana
hdi_ second banana
pes_ SECOND BANANA
hdi_ second best
hdi_ second childhood
wik_ second childhood
hdi_ second class
hdi_ second cousin
wik_ second fiddle
ntc_ second fiddle
wmi_ second fiddle
hdi_ second fiddle
wik_ second gear
wmi_ second guess
hdi_ second hand
wmi_ second nature
hdi_ second nature
wik_ second nature
ntc_ second sacker
hdi_ second sight
pes_ SECOND STOREY WORK
wik_ second string
hdi_ second thoughts
hdi_ second to none
wmi_ second wind
hdi_ second wind
wmi_ seconds
pes_ SECRETARY BIRD
pes_ SECTION EIGHT
hdi_ security blanket
wmi_ see
pes_ SEE
wik_ see a man
hdi_ see a man about a dog
ntc_ see a man about a dog
wmi_ see a man about a dog
wik_ see a man about a dog
wik_ see a man about a horse
hdi_ see about
hdi_ see after
pes_ SEE ALRIGHT
hdi_ see beyond one's nose
hdi_ see daylight
hdi_ see double
wmi_ see eye to eye
hdi_ see eye to eye
ntc_ see eye to eye
wik_ see eye to eye
wmi_ see fit
hdi_ see fit
wmi_ see hide nor hair
hdi_ see into
wmi_ see it coming
wmi_ see it through
wmi_ see me for dust
ntc_ see no further than the end
of one’s nose

hdi_ see one's way clear to

hdi_ see one's way to
hdi_ see out
hdi_ see reason
hdi_ see red
wmi_ see red
ntc_ see red
wik_ see red
wik_ see someone's point
hdi_ see someone off
hdi_ see someone out
wik_ see someone through
hdi_ see someone to the door
wik_ see something through
wik_ see stars
hdi_ see stars
ntc_ see stars
hdi_ see the back of
hdi_ see the color of one's
money
hdi_ see the elephant
wik_ see the forest for the trees
hdi_ see the last of
wmi_ see the light
wik_ see the light
hdi_ see the light
hdi_ see the light of day
wmi_ see the light of day
hdi_ see the sights
hdi_ see things
wik_ see things
hdi_ see through
wmi_ see through
wik_ see through
hdi_ see through rose‐colored
glasses
hdi_ see to
hdi_ see to it
wmi_ see to it/see to that
wik_ see which way the cat
jumps
hdi_ see with half an eye
ntc_ See ya.
wik_ see yellow
hdi_ see you
wik_ see you later
ntc_ See you later, alligator.
ntc_ See you later.
wik_ see you next Tuesday
pes_ SEE YOU NEXT TUESDAY
wmi_ see you stuck
wmi_ see you through
ntc_ See you.
wmi_ see you/see your
wmi_ see your way
pes_ SEEDS
pes_ SEEDY
pes_ SEEING‐TO
hdi_ seeing as
hdi_ seeing as how
hdi_ seeing is believing

ntc_ seeing pink elephants

ntc_ seeing pink spiders
ntc_ seeing snakes
hdi_ seeing that
wmi_ seeing things
hdi_ seeing things
pes_ SEEK AND SEARCH
hdi_ seek out
wmi_ seek revenge
pes_ SEEM AN I
wmi_ seen better days
ntc_ seen better days
hdi_ seen better days, have
wmi_ seen dead in
hdi_ seen one, seen them all
pes_ SEG
pes_ SEGGY
hdi_ seize on
wik_ seize the day
wmi_ seize the opportunity
hdi_ seize up
hdi_ seize upon
pes_ SELDOM SEEN
wmi_ self‐made man
ntc_ self‐propelled sandbag
wmi_ self‐starter
pes_ SELINA SCOTT
pes_ SELL
wik_ sell‐by date
wik_ sell a bargain
hdi_ sell a bill of goods
pes_ SELL A BUICK
pes_ SELL A DUMMY
pes_ SELL A PUP
ntc_ sell a wolf ticket
ntc_ sell buicks
pes_ SELL CARS
wik_ sell down the river
hdi_ sell down the river
wik_ sell ice to Eskimos
hdi_ sell like hot cakes
wik_ sell like hot cakes
wmi_ sell like hotcakes
hdi_ sell off
hdi_ sell oneself
wmi_ sell out
hdi_ sell out
wik_ sell out
hdi_ sell short
wik_ sell someone a bill of goods
hdi_ sell someone on
ntc_ sell someone out
wmi_ sell the farm
ntc_ sell wolf tickets
wik_ sell wolf tickets
wmi_ sell yourself short
pes_ SELLER
wik_ seller's market
wmi_ seller's market
wik_ selling point
wmi_ selling point
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pes_ SEMI

pes_ SEMOLIA

pes_ SEMOLINA
pes_ SEND

wmi_ send‐up

wmi_ send a bouquet
hdi_ send away
wik_ send away

wik_ send away for
hdi_ send down
hdi_ send flying
hdi_ send for

wmi_ send him flying
wmi_ send him up
hdi_ send in

hdi_ send off
hdi_ send on

hdi_ send out

hdi_ send round

wik_ send shivers down

someone's spine

wik_ send somebody packing

hdi_ send someone about his or

her business
send
someone from pillar
ntc_
to post
ntc_ send someone or
something up
send
someone packing
hdi_
ntc_ send someone to glory
ntc_ send someone up the river
pes_ SEND THE TROOPS IN
wik_ send to Coventry
wik_ send up
hdi_ send up
pes_ SEND UP
wik_ send word
pes_ SENDER
pes_ SENEGAMBIAN
pes_ SENSATION
ntc_ sense (bud)
wik_ sense of craft
wmi_ sense of humor
pes_ SENT DOWN
pes_ SENT UP
wmi_ sentence to death
pes_ SENTIMENTAL SONG
hdi_ separate but equal
hdi_ separate the men from the
boys
separate
the sheep from
hdi_
the goats
wik_ separate the wheat from
the chaff
hdi_ separate wheat from chaff
pes_ SEPPO
pes_ SEPTEMBER MORN
pes_ SEPTIC
pes_ SEPTIC TANK
pes_ SERGEANT
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pes_ SERGEANT‐MAJOR'S

COFFEE
pes_ SERGEANT‐MAJOR'S TEA
ntc_ serious about someone
wmi_ serious coin
pes_ SERNYL
pes_ SERPICO 21
hdi_ serve a purpose
wmi_ serve notice
hdi_ serve one's purpose
hdi_ serve one right
wik_ serve somebody right
ntc_ serve someone right
wmi_ serve the purpose
hdi_ serve the purpose
wmi_ serve them right
wik_ serve time
hdi_ serve time
wik_ serve up
hdi_ serve up
hdi_ serve up on a plate
hdi_ serves you right
pes_ SERVICE
pes_ SESH
pes_ SET
pes_ SET‐DOWN
pes_ SET‐TO
wmi_ set‐to
wmi_ set‐up
hdi_ set a good/bad example
hdi_ set a precedent
wmi_ set a spell
wik_ set a spell
hdi_ set about
wmi_ set about
hdi_ set against
hdi_ set ahead
hdi_ set an example
hdi_ set apart
wik_ set apart
wik_ set aside
hdi_ set aside
hdi_ set at
hdi_ set at rest
wik_ set back
hdi_ set back
hdi_ set back on one's heels
hdi_ set back the clock
hdi_ set by
wik_ set down
hdi_ set down
hdi_ set eyes on
wmi_ set fire
hdi_ set fire to
hdi_ set foot
wik_ set foot
wmi_ set foot
wmi_ set for life
wik_ set for life
hdi_ set forth
hdi_ set forward

hdi_ set great store by

hdi_ set in
wmi_ set in
wmi_ set in her ways
wik_ set in motion
hdi_ set in motion
wik_ set in one's ways
hdi_ set in one's ways, be
wik_ set in stone
hdi_ set loose
ntc_ set of pipes
wik_ set of pipes
ntc_ set of wheels
wmi_ set of wheels
wik_ set off
hdi_ set off
wmi_ set off
hdi_ set on
hdi_ set on a pedestal
hdi_ set on fire
hdi_ set one's back up
wik_ set one's cap at
hdi_ set one's cap for
hdi_ set one's face against
hdi_ set one's heart on
hdi_ set one's mind at rest
hdi_ set one's mind on
hdi_ set one's seal on
wik_ set one's shoulder to the
wheel
hdi_ set one's sights on
hdi_ set one's teeth on edge
hdi_ set one back
hdi_ set one back on one's feet
hdi_ set out
wmi_ set out
wmi_ set out for
wmi_ set out to
wik_ set pulses racing
hdi_ set right
hdi_ set sail
ntc_ set someone back
ntc_ set someone up (for
something)
hdi_ set store by
hdi_ set straight
wik_ set straight
wik_ set the bar
hdi_ set the pace
hdi_ set the record straight
hdi_ set the scene for
wik_ set the stage
hdi_ set the stage for
hdi_ set the table
wmi_ set the table
wik_ set the Thames on fire
wik_ set the tone
hdi_ set the wheels in motion
wik_ set the wheels in motion
wmi_ set the world on fire
hdi_ set the world on fire

hdi_ set to

hdi_ set to rights
wik_ set to work
hdi_ set tongues wagging
hdi_ set up
pes_ SET UP
hdi_ set up housekeeping
hdi_ set up shop
wik_ set up shop
wmi_ set up shop
hdi_ set upon
wmi_ set you back
wmi_ set you straight
wmi_ set you up
wmi_ set your mind at ease
wmi_ set your price
wmi_ set your sights
wmi_ set your teeth on edge
pes_ SETTER
pes_ SETTLE
hdi_ settle a score
hdi_ settle down
wmi_ settle down
hdi_ settle for
wik_ settle for
wmi_ settle in
wik_ settle in
wmi_ settle it
wik_ settle on
hdi_ settle on
hdi_ settle someone's hash
wik_ settle someone's hash
ntc_ settle someone’s hash
hdi_ settle up
hdi_ settle upon
wik_ settle upon
hdi_ settle with someone
hdi_ settle/wipe out an old
score
hdi_ settle/wipe out old scores
ntc_ seven‐year itch
pes_ SEVEN AND SIX
wmi_ seven come eleven
pes_ SEVEN DIALS
pes_ SEVEN OUT
pes_ SEVERE
pes_ SEW
ntc_ sew something up
hdi_ sew up
pes_ SEW UP
ntc_ sewed up
ntc_ sewer hog
pes_ SEX
pes_ SEX BOMB
ntc_ sex goddess
ntc_ sex kitten
wik_ sex machine
pes_ SEX ON A RIVERBANK
pes_ SEX ON A STICK
wik_ sex on a stick
wik_ sex on legs

ntc_ sex pot

wik_ sex talk
pes_ SEX UP
wik_ sex up
wik_ sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll
wik_ sex, lies and videotape
pes_ SEXATIONAL
pes_ SEXCAPADE
pes_ SEXERCISE
pes_ SEXING
pes_ SEXPERT
pes_ SEXPOT
pes_ SEXTON BLAKE
wik_ sexual congress
wik_ sexual minority
wik_ sexual relation
wik_ sexual tension
pes_ SEXY
ntc_ Sez me!
ntc_ Sez who?
pes_ SHAB
pes_ SHAB‐RAG
pes_ SHABANGING
pes_ SHABAROON
pes_ SHABBA RANK
pes_ SHABBEROON
wmi_ shabby
pes_ SHABU
pes_ SHACK
pes_ SHACK‐UP
wik_ shack up
hdi_ shack up
ntc_ shack up (with someone)
wmi_ shack up [B]
wik_ shacked up
pes_ SHACKERETTE
pes_ SHACKLES
pes_ SHADE
wmi_ shades
pes_ SHADES
hdi_ shades of
wmi_ shades of
hdi_ shadow of one's
former/old self
hdi_ shadow of one's self
pes_ SHADY
wmi_ shady deal
pes_ SHAFT
wmi_ shaft
pes_ SHAFTED
pes_ SHAFTING
pes_ SHAFTS
pes_ SHAG
pes_ SHAG‐BAG
ntc_ shag (off)
ntc_ shag ass (out of some
place)
pes_ SHAG ONE'S HAND
pes_ SHAGGED
ntc_ shagged out
pes_ SHAGGER
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pes_ SHAGGERS BACK

pes_ SHAGGING WAGON
wmi_ shagging wagon

hdi_ shaggy‐dog story
pes_ SHAGNASTY
pes_ SHAGROON
pes_ SHAKE

wmi_ shake a habit
hdi_ shake a leg
wik_ shake a leg
wmi_ shake a leg
ntc_ shake a leg

wmi_ shake a stick at
hdi_ shake a stick at

pes_ SHAKE AND SHIVER
pes_ SHAKE DANCER
pes_ SHAKE DOWN
hdi_ shake down

hdi_ shake hands
wmi_ shake hands

hdi_ shake hands on

pes_ SHAKE HANDS WITH THE

UNEMPLOYED

wmi_ shake him

hdi_ shake in one's boots
ntc_ Shake it (up)!
hdi_ shake off

wik_ shake on it
wmi_ shake on it

hdi_ shake one's head

hdi_ shake someone's hand
hdi_ shake someone's tree

ntc_ shake someone down

hdi_ shake the dust from one's

feet

wik_ shake the pagoda tree
hdi_ shake up

hdi_ shake with laughter

pes_ SHAKE YOUR SHAMBLES
wmi_ shaky ground
pes_ SHAM

wik_ sham Abram

hdi_ shame on you

wik_ shame, shame
pes_ SHAMED‐UP
pes_ SHAMPOO

pes_ SHAMPOO THE RUG
pes_ SHAMPSTEADS
pes_ SHAMUS

pes_ SHANGHAI
pes_ SHANK

wik_ shank‐nag
ntc_ shank it

ntc_ shank’s mare

wik_ shanks' mare
wik_ shanks' nag

wik_ shanks' pony
pes_ SHANT

hdi_ shape up
wik_ shape up
wmi_ shape up
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ntc_ shape up

wik_ shape up or ship out
pes_ SHAPE UP OR SHIP OUT
wmi_ shape up or ship out
ntc_ shape up or ship out
pes_ SHAPES
pes_ SHAQ‐FU
pes_ SHARD
hdi_ share and share alike
wmi_ shareware
pes_ SHARK
ntc_ shark repellent
pes_ SHARKS
pes_ SHARON
pes_ SHARON STONE
wmi_ sharp
pes_ SHARP
pes_ SHARP AND BLUNT
hdi_ sharp as a razor
hdi_ sharp as a tack
wmi_ sharp as a tack
wik_ sharp cookie
hdi_ sharp practice
wik_ sharp tongue
wmi_ sharpen up
wmi_ sharpen your pencils
pes_ SHARPER'S TOOL
pes_ SHARPIES
pes_ SHASSEN
pes_ SHAT
pes_ SHATTEN
pes_ SHAUN SPADAH
pes_ SHAVE
wik_ shave and a haircut
pes_ SHAVEN HAVEN
pes_ SHAVER
pes_ SHAVING CREAM
pes_ SHAWL
pes_ SHE
wik_ she'll be apples
wik_ she'll be right
pes_ SHE‐MALE
pes_ SHE‐MAN
pes_ SHE‐OAK
pes_ SHE‐OAK NET
wmi_ she peed
pes_ SHEBANG
pes_ SHED
wmi_ shed a little light on
wmi_ shed a tear
wik_ shed a tear
hdi_ shed blood
hdi_ shed light on
wik_ shed light upon
pes_ SHEEN
pes_ SHEENY
pes_ SHEEP‐DIP
pes_ SHEEPSHAGGER
pes_ SHEEPSKIN
wmi_ sheesh
pes_ SHEET

pes_ SHEETS

pes_ SHEILA
wmi_ shekel
pes_ SHEKELS
pes_ SHELF
pes_ SHELL
pes_ SHELL‐LIKE
ntc_ shell an amount of money
out
pes_ SHELL MEX
wmi_ shell out
wik_ shell out
hdi_ shell out
ntc_ shell out (an amount of
money)
SHELLAC
pes_
wmi_ shellack
pes_ SHELLACK
pes_ SHELLACKED
pes_ SHELLACKING
pes_ SHELLBACK
pes_ SHEMOZZLE
pes_ SHENANIGANS
pes_ SHEPHERD
pes_ SHEPHERD'S BUSH
pes_ SHEPHERD'S PIE
pes_ SHEPHERD'S PLAID
pes_ SHERBERT
pes_ SHERBERT DAB
pes_ SHERBERT DIP
pes_ SHERM
pes_ SHERMAN
pes_ SHERMAN TANK
pes_ SHERMANS
pes_ SHERRY
pes_ SHICE
pes_ SHICER
pes_ SHICKER
pes_ SHICKERED
pes_ SHICKERY
pes_ SHICKSA
pes_ SHICKSTER
pes_ SHIFT
hdi_ shift for oneself
wik_ shift gears
pes_ SHIKSE
pes_ SHILL
pes_ SHILLING TABERNACLE
pes_ SHILLINGS AND PENCE
pes_ SHILLY‐SHALLY
pes_ SHIM
pes_ SHIM‐SHAM
pes_ SHIM SHANKING
pes_ SHIMMY
wik_ shimmy on down
pes_ SHIN
pes_ SHIN‐PLASTER
pes_ SHINDIG
pes_ SHINDY
pes_ SHINE
ntc_ shine someone

hdi_ shine up to

pes_ SHINED‐ON
pes_ SHINER
pes_ SHINGLES WITH A
SHIMMY
pes_ SHINNER
pes_ SHINY AND BRIGHT
pes_ SHINY BUM BRIGADE
pes_ SHIP IN FULL SAIL
hdi_ ship of state
pes_ SHIP OUT
hdi_ ship out
pes_ SHIP OVER
pes_ SHIP UNDER SAIL
hdi_ ships that pass in the night
wmi_ shipshape
pes_ SHIRALEE
pes_ SHIRLEY BASSEY
pes_ SHIRT AND COLLAR
wik_ shirtless
pes_ SHIRTLIFTER
pes_ SHIRTY
wmi_ shirty
pes_ SHIT
pes_ SHIT‐ASS
pes_ SHIT‐BAG
pes_ SHIT‐CHUTE
wik_ shit‐eating grin
pes_ SHIT‐FACED
wmi_ shit‐faced [B]
pes_ SHIT‐FOR‐BRAINS
pes_ SHIT‐HOLE
pes_ SHIT‐HOT
pes_ SHIT‐KICKER
pes_ SHIT‐KICKING
pes_ SHIT‐LIST
pes_ SHIT‐SCARED
ntc_ shit a brick
pes_ SHIT A BRICK
wik_ shit a brick
pes_ SHIT AND DERISION
pes_ SHIT BRICKS
pes_ SHIT CREEK
pes_ SHIT DISTURBER
wmi_ shit disturber [B]
wik_ shit factory
wmi_ shit fire and apple butter
hdi_ shit for the birds
ntc_ Shit happens.
pes_ SHIT HEAD
wmi_ shit hit the fan [B]
pes_ SHIT HOLE
wmi_ shit hot [B]
wmi_ shit list [B]
wmi_ shit myself [B]
hdi_ shit on
pes_ SHIT ON
ntc_ shit on a shingle
pes_ SHIT ON A SHINGLE
pes_ SHIT ON ONE'S OWN
DOORSTEP

ntc_ shit on someone

wik_ shit one's pants
pes_ SHIT ONES PANTS
wik_ shit oneself
wik_ shit or get off the pot
pes_ SHIT OR GET OFF THE POT
wmi_ shit or get off the pot
hdi_ shit or get off the pot
ntc_ Shit or get off the pot!
wmi_ shit or wind my watch
pes_ SHIT OUT
wik_ shit out of luck
wmi_ shit out of luck [B]
pes_ SHIT SACK
pes_ SHIT SCARED
pes_ SHIT SHOVER
pes_ SHIT STABBER
wik_ shit stain
pes_ SHIT STIRRER
wmi_ shit through a goose
hdi_ shit will hit the fan, the
pes_ SHIT YOURSELF
pes_ SHITBAG
pes_ SHITCAN
wmi_ shitface [B]
pes_ SHITFACED
pes_ SHITHEAD
wmi_ shithead [B]
pes_ SHITHEEL
pes_ SHITHOUSE
pes_ SHITLESS
wmi_ shitload
pes_ SHITS
pes_ SHITSTAIN
pes_ SHITSTINKING
wik_ shitstorm
pes_ SHITTER
wmi_ shitting bricks [B]
pes_ SHITTY
pes_ SHITTY‐HELMET
wmi_ shitty [B]
ntc_ shitty end of the stick
pes_ SHIV
pes_ SHIVER AND SHAKE
pes_ SHLEP
pes_ SHLEPPER
pes_ SHLEPPY
pes_ SHLOCK
pes_ SHLOCKMEISTER
pes_ SHLUB
pes_ SHMARMY
pes_ SHMEG
pes_ SHMEGEGGE
pes_ SHMO
pes_ SHMOOZE
wmi_ shmooze
pes_ SHNICKEL
pes_ SHNIDE
pes_ SHNORRER
pes_ SHODDY DROPPER
pes_ SHOE
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wmi_ shoe‐in

hdi_ shoe is on the other foot,

the

ntc_ shoe polish

pes_ SHOES AND SOCKS
wmi_ shoes like boats
pes_ SHOEY

pes_ SHOFUL
wmi_ shogun

pes_ SHONICKER
pes_ SHONK

pes_ SHONKY

pes_ SHOO‐FLY
pes_ SHOO‐IN
wik_ shoo‐in
wmi_ shoo‐in

ntc_ shook up
hdi_ shook up
pes_ SHOOL

pes_ SHOOMERS
wmi_ shoot

pes_ SHOOT

wmi_ shoot‐out

wmi_ shoot‐out (sports)
pes_ SHOOT‐UP
wmi_ shoot‐up

wik_ shoot 'em up

pes_ SHOOT A CAT
ntc_ shoot ’em up
wik_ shoot down
hdi_ shoot down

wik_ shoot first and ask

questions later
shoot
for
hdi_
ntc_ shoot for the sky
wmi_ shoot from the hip
hdi_ shoot from the hip
ntc_ shoot from the hip
wmi_ shoot it out
wik_ shoot off at the mouth
hdi_ shoot off one's mouth
pes_ SHOOT ONE'S BOLT
wik_ shoot one's bolt
hdi_ shoot one's bolt
pes_ SHOOT ONE'S LOAD
wik_ shoot one's load
pes_ SHOOT ONE'S MOUTH OFF
wik_ shoot one's mouth off
hdi_ shoot one's wad
pes_ SHOOT ONE'S WAD
ntc_ shoot one’s breakfast
ntc_ shoot one’s cookies
ntc_ shoot one’s mouth off
ntc_ shoot one’s supper
ntc_ shoot one’s wad
pes_ SHOOT ONES LOAD
wik_ shoot oneself in the foot
hdi_ shoot oneself in the foot
ntc_ shoot oneself in the foot
ntc_ shoot someone down in
flames
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ntc_ shoot someone or

something down
hdi_ shoot square
hdi_ shoot straight
wik_ shoot the boots
wmi_ shoot the breeze
wik_ shoot the breeze
hdi_ shoot the breeze
ntc_ shoot the breeze
pes_ SHOOT THE BREEZE
pes_ SHOOT THE BULL
wik_ shoot the bull
ntc_ shoot the bull
ntc_ shoot the cat
ntc_ shoot the crap
ntc_ shoot the dozens
wik_ shoot the messenger
wik_ shoot the moon
ntc_ shoot the shit
pes_ SHOOT THE SHIT
wik_ shoot the shit
wmi_ shoot the shit [B]
ntc_ shoot the works
hdi_ shoot the works
wik_ shoot through
pes_ SHOOT THROUGH
wik_ shoot through like a Bondi
tram
shoot
up
hdi_
wmi_ shoot up
pes_ SHOOT UP
ntc_ shoot up
ntc_ shoot up (on something)
wmi_ shoot your mouth off
wmi_ shoot your wad
wmi_ shoot yourself in the foot
hdi_ shoot/throw the bull
pes_ SHOOTER
wmi_ shooting fish in a barrel
pes_ SHOOTING GALLERY
pes_ SHOOTING GRAVY
ntc_ shooting iron
wik_ shooting iron
pes_ SHOOTING IRON,
wmi_ shooting match
pes_ SHOOTING STICK
pes_ SHOP
wmi_ shop‐floor struggle
hdi_ shop around
wmi_ shop talk
pes_ SHOPKEEPER
wmi_ shoplifting
pes_ SHOPPER
pes_ SHOPPING
ntc_ shopping list
pes_ SHOPPY
hdi_ shore up
wik_ shore up
pes_ SHORT
pes_ SHORT‐ARM INSPECTION
pes_ SHORT‐ARSE

pes_ SHORT‐CHANGE

pes_ SHORT‐EYES
pes_ SHORT‐HOUSE
pes_ SHORT‐STUFF
pes_ SHORT AND CURLIES
hdi_ short and sweet
wik_ short and sweet
pes_ SHORT ARM
pes_ SHORT ARMS
wik_ short code
wmi_ short cut
pes_ SHORT DOG
wmi_ short end of the stick
ntc_ short end of the stick
hdi_ short end of the stick, the
pes_ SHORT EYES
hdi_ short for
ntc_ short fuse
wik_ short fuse
pes_ SHORT HAIRS
wik_ short hairs
hdi_ short haul
wik_ short leash
hdi_ short notice, on
hdi_ short of
wik_ short of a length
pes_ SHORT OF A SHEET
wik_ short on looks
wmi_ short one
ntc_ short one
hdi_ short order
pes_ SHORT OUT
hdi_ short run
hdi_ short shrift, give
wik_ short strokes
wmi_ short strokes
wmi_ short temper
wik_ short temper
wmi_ short with me
pes_ SHORTARSE
wmi_ shortchange
wmi_ shortfall
pes_ SHORTHOUSE
wmi_ shot
pes_ SHOT
ntc_ shot down
pes_ SHOT DOWN
ntc_ shot in the arm
wmi_ shot in the arm
wik_ shot in the arm
hdi_ shot in the arm, a
wmi_ shot in the dark
ntc_ shot in the dark
wik_ shot in the dark
hdi_ shot in the dark
ntc_ shot in the neck
pes_ SHOT STOPPER
ntc_ shot to hell
hdi_ shot to hell
ntc_ shot to the curb
hdi_ shot up

pes_ SHOTGUN

wik_ shotgun approach
wik_ shotgun shack
ntc_ shotgun wedding
hdi_ shotgun wedding
wik_ shotgun wedding
wmi_ should be so lucky
hdi_ should have stood in bed, I
pes_ SHOULDER
wmi_ shoulder the blame
wik_ shoulder to cry on
hdi_ shoulder to shoulder
wmi_ shoulder to shoulder
wmi_ shoulder to the wheel
ntc_ shouldn’t happen to a dog
pes_ SHOUSE
pes_ SHOUT
pes_ SHOUT AND HOLLER
pes_ SHOUT AT YOUR SHOES
hdi_ shout down
pes_ SHOUT EUROPE AT THE
SINK
wik_ shout from the rooftops
hdi_ shout from the rooftops
pes_ SHOUTING TO HUEY AND
RALPH
wmi_ shove down my throat
hdi_ shove down someone's
throat
pes_ SHOVE IT
wmi_ shove it [B]
wik_ shove off
ntc_ shove off
hdi_ shove off
pes_ SHOVE OFF
pes_ SHOVE SHIT UPHILL
pes_ SHOVEL
pes_ SHOVEL AND BROOM
pes_ SHOVEL AND PICK
pes_ SHOVEL AND SPADE
pes_ SHOVELLER
pes_ SHOVELS
pes_ SHOVELS AND SPADES
pes_ SHOVER
pes_ SHOW
wmi_ show‐off
pes_ SHOW‐OFF
pes_ SHOW‐UP
hdi_ show a clean pair of heels
wik_ show a clean pair of heels
wik_ show a leg
hdi_ show and tell
ntc_ show and tell
wik_ show ankle
ntc_ show biz
hdi_ show must go on, the
hdi_ show of hands
hdi_ show off
wik_ show off
wmi_ show off
wik_ show one's cards

hdi_ show one's colors

wik_ show one's face
hdi_ show one's face
hdi_ show one's hand
hdi_ show one's heels
pes_ SHOW ONE'S STUDS
hdi_ show one's teeth
wik_ show one's true colors
hdi_ show one's true colors
pes_ SHOW OUT
wmi_ show promise
hdi_ show signs of
wik_ show somebody the door
hdi_ show someone a good time
hdi_ show someone out
hdi_ show someone the door
hdi_ show someone the ropes
hdi_ show someone to the door
hdi_ show someone up
wik_ show the flag
hdi_ show the way
hdi_ show the white feather
hdi_ show to advantage
hdi_ show to good/one's
advantage
wik_ show up
wmi_ show up
hdi_ show up
wmi_ show you around
wmi_ show you the ropes
wmi_ show you up
wmi_ show your stuff
wmi_ showboat
pes_ SHOWBOAT
pes_ SHOWCROP
wmi_ showdown
pes_ SHOWER
pes_ SHOWER BATH
wik_ shower of shit
ntc_ shower scum
pes_ SHPEW
pes_ SHRAPNEL
pes_ SHRED
pes_ SHREDDIES
pes_ SHREWD‐HEAD
pes_ SHREWDIE
pes_ SHRIMP
pes_ SHRIMPER
pes_ SHRIMPING
pes_ SHRINK
wmi_ shrink/head shrink
pes_ SHRINKER
wmi_ shrinking violet
wik_ shrinking violet
hdi_ shrinking violet, a
pes_ SHRUBBERY
wmi_ shrug it off
hdi_ shrug off
wik_ shrug off
hdi_ shrug one's shoulders
pes_ SHTICK
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pes_ SHTOOK

pes_ SHTOOM
pes_ SHTUM
pes_ SHTUP

pes_ SHUCK

ntc_ shuck down

wmi_ shuck on down to the

fraidy hole

wmi_ shucks

pes_ SHUDDER
hdi_ shuffle off

wik_ shuffle off this mortal coil
wmi_ shuffle the chairs on the

deck

pes_ SHUFFLEBUTT
pes_ SHUFTY
pes_ SHUNT

ntc_ shush (up)

pes_ SHUSH BAG
pes_ SHUSHY

wmi_ shut‐down
pes_ SHUT‐EYE
wmi_ shut‐in

wmi_ shut down
hdi_ shut down
wik_ shut down
pes_ SHUT EYE
wik_ shut in

pes_ SHUT IT

wmi_ shut my mouth
hdi_ shut off

hdi_ shut one's eyes to
wik_ shut one's face

hdi_ shut one's mouth
wik_ shut one's mouth
hdi_ shut one eyes to
hdi_ shut out

hdi_ shut the door

hdi_ shut the door on
wik_ shut the door on
ntc_ shut up
wmi_ shut up
hdi_ shut up

wmi_ shut your face

pes_ SHUT YOUR FACE
ntc_ Shut your face!

ntc_ Shut your mouth!
ntc_ Shut your trap!

wmi_ shutout (sports)
pes_ SHUTTER‐BUG
pes_ SHUVVER
pes_ SHY

hdi_ shy away from
wik_ shy bladder
pes_ SHYLOCK
pes_ SHYPOO

pes_ SHYSTER

ntc_ Siberian express

hdi_ sic transit gloria mundi
pes_ SICE

pes_ SICK
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ntc_ sick (up)

wik_ sick and tired
hdi_ sick and tired
wmi_ sick as a dog
hdi_ sick as a dog
wik_ sick as a parrot
hdi_ sick at heart
wmi_ sick at heart
hdi_ sick at one's stomach
wmi_ sick building
hdi_ sick in bed
hdi_ sick joke
wik_ sick list
wik_ sick man
wik_ sick note
wmi_ sick of
wik_ sick puppy
pes_ SICK SQUID
wmi_ sick to death
ntc_ sick to death (of someone
or something)
wmi_ sick to my stomach
hdi_ sick to one's stomach
hdi_ sick/tired to death
pes_ SICKENER
wmi_ sicker than a dog
pes_ SICKIE
pes_ SICKLE
pes_ SICKO
wmi_ sicko
pes_ SIDE
pes_ SIDE‐ARMS
pes_ SIDE‐WHEELER
hdi_ side against
hdi_ side by side
wmi_ side by side
wik_ side effect
wik_ side issue
hdi_ side of the tracks
hdi_ side street
hdi_ side with
pes_ SIDEBOARD
pes_ SIDEKICK
ntc_ sidewalk superintendent
ntc_ sidewalk surfing
pes_ SIDEWAYS
pes_ SIDEWINDER
pes_ SIDLEY
ntc_ sieg‐heil someone
pes_ SIEVE‐HEAD
pes_ SIGGING
wik_ sigh of relief
pes_ SIGHT
wmi_ sight for sore eyes
wik_ sight for sore eyes
hdi_ sight for sore eyes, a
wik_ sight unseen
hdi_ sight unseen
pes_ SIGMUND FREUDS
wmi_ sign in
wik_ sign in

hdi_ sign in

wik_ sign of the times
wik_ sign off
wmi_ sign off
hdi_ sign off
wik_ sign on
hdi_ sign on
wik_ sign on the dotted line
hdi_ sign on the dotted line
hdi_ sign one's own death
warrant
hdi_ sign out
wmi_ sign out
hdi_ sign over
hdi_ sign up
wmi_ sign up
hdi_ signed, sealed, and
delivered
pes_ SIGNIFIER
pes_ SIGNIFY
pes_ SIGOURNEY WEAVE
pes_ SILAS HOCKINGS
wmi_ silence is golden
hdi_ silence is golden
pes_ SILENT COP
pes_ SILENT HORROR
hdi_ silent majority
pes_ SILENT NIGHT
pes_ SILENT TERROR
pes_ SILICON CHIP
pes_ SILK
ntc_ silked to the bone
wmi_ silkhead
pes_ SILLIKIN
pes_ SILLY HOUSE
pes_ SILLY MONEY
wik_ silly money
pes_ SILLY MOO
wik_ silly season
pes_ SILO
pes_ SILO BUSTER
ntc_ silo drippings
wik_ silver‐tongue
wmi_ silver‐tongued
wik_ silver‐tongued
pes_ SILVER AND GOLD
pes_ SILVER BAR
wik_ silver bullet
ntc_ silver bullet
ntc_ silver goose
hdi_ silver lining
wik_ silver screen
wik_ silver spoon
wmi_ silver spoon
pes_ SILVER SPOON
wik_ silver surfer
pes_ SILVERTAIL
pes_ SILVERY MOON
pes_ SIM
ntc_ simmer (down)
wmi_ simmer down

hdi_ simmer down

wik_ simmer down
pes_ SIMOLEON
pes_ SIMOLEONS
ntc_ Simon Legree
hdi_ simon pure
pes_ SIMP
pes_ SIMPATICO
pes_ SIMPLE SIMON
pes_ SIN‐SHIFTER
pes_ SIN BIN
wmi_ sin bin (hockey)
pes_ SIN BOSUN
pes_ SINBAD THE SAILOR
hdi_ sine qua non
pes_ SINEX
pes_ SING
hdi_ sing a different tune
wik_ sing along
hdi_ sing another tune
hdi_ sing for one's supper
wik_ sing from the same
hymnbook
wmi_ sing his praises
pes_ SING LUNCH
hdi_ sing out
pes_ SING PSYCHEDELIC
PRAISES TO THE DEPTHS
OF THE
hdi_ sing someone's praises
wik_ sing soprano
wik_ sing the praises of
pes_ SING TO THE SINK
wmi_ sing up a storm
pes_ SINGER
wik_ singing from the same
hymnbook
singing
soprano
wik_
pes_ SINGLE‐O
wmi_ single file
hdi_ single file, in
wmi_ single out
hdi_ single out
pes_ SINGLETON
pes_ SINK
wik_ sink in
hdi_ sink in
hdi_ sink one's teeth into
wik_ sink one's teeth into
ntc_ sink one’s teeth into
something
sink
or swim
hdi_
wik_ sink or swim
hdi_ sink through the floor
pes_ SINKER
wmi_ sinking feeling
hdi_ sinking feeling, a
pes_ SINSEMILLA
pes_ SIP
pes_ SIPHON
pes_ SIPPERS

pes_ SIR ALEC

pes_ SIR ANTHONY BLUNT
pes_ SIR LANCELOT
pes_ SIR PAUL
pes_ SIR WALTER SCOTT
wik_ siren song
pes_ SISSY
pes_ SISTER
pes_ SIT‐DOWN
pes_ SIT‐DOWN JOB
hdi_ sit at one's feet
hdi_ sit at someone's feet
wik_ sit back
hdi_ sit back
pes_ SIT BESIDE 'ER
hdi_ sit bolt upright
hdi_ sit by
pes_ SIT DOWN
hdi_ sit down
hdi_ sit idly by
wik_ sit in
hdi_ sit in
wik_ sit in for
wmi_ sit in judgement on
wik_ sit on
hdi_ sit on
wik_ sit on it
hdi_ sit on one's hands
wik_ sit on one's hands
wik_ sit on the fence
hdi_ sit out
wik_ sit out
hdi_ sit pretty
wik_ sit still
wmi_ sit the fence
hdi_ sit through
wik_ sit through
wmi_ sit tight
wik_ sit tight
hdi_ sit tight
hdi_ sit up
hdi_ sit upon
hdi_ sit well with
wmi_ sit with you
pes_ SITE
pes_ SITTER
ntc_ sitting duck
hdi_ sitting duck
wik_ sitting duck
wmi_ sitting duck
hdi_ sitting on a powder keg
wmi_ sitting pretty
wik_ sitting pretty
hdi_ sitting pretty
ntc_ sitting pretty
pes_ SITUATIONER
pes_ SIWASH
pes_ SIX
pes_ SIX‐PACK
pes_ SIX AND EIGHT
wik_ six and two threes
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wmi_ six bits

wik_ six bob a day tourist
pes_ SIX BY SIX

ntc_ six feet under
wik_ six feet under
hdi_ six feet under

pes_ SIX MONTHS HARD

wik_ six of one, half a dozen of

the other

wmi_ six of one, half a dozen of

the other
hdi_ six of one, half a dozen of
the other
wik_ six of the best
pes_ SIX PACK
pes_ SIX TO FOUR
wik_ six ways to Sunday
pes_ SIXER
wmi_ sixes and sevens
pes_ SIXPENN'ORTH
hdi_ sixth sense
pes_ SIXTY‐EIGHT
ntc_ sixty‐four‐dollar question
pes_ SIXTY‐NINE
wik_ size queen
pes_ SIZE QUEEN
wmi_ size up
wik_ size up
hdi_ size up
pes_ SIZZLE
pes_ SKAG
ntc_ skag jones
ntc_ skagged out
pes_ SKANK
pes_ SKANKING
pes_ SKANKY
pes_ SKAT
pes_ SKATE
wik_ skate on thin ice
wmi_ skate on thin ice
wik_ skate over
hdi_ skate over
wmi_ skaters
wik_ skating on thin ice
pes_ SKEDADDLE
pes_ SKEETER
pes_ SKEEZICKS
pes_ SKEIN OF THREAD
pes_ SKELDER
wik_ skeleton crew
wmi_ skeleton in the closet
hdi_ skeleton in the closet
pes_ SKELL
pes_ SKERRET
pes_ SKETCH
pes_ SKETCHLEY'S AERIAL
pes_ SKEW
pes_ SKEW‐WHIFF
pes_ SKIBBY
pes_ SKID
pes_ SKID ARTIST
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ntc_ skid marks

ntc_ skid row
hdi_ skid row
pes_ SKID ROW
ntc_ skid row bum
wmi_ skidaddle
pes_ SKIDLID
pes_ SKIDMARK
pes_ SKIDOO
pes_ SKIDS
wmi_ skids
pes_ SKIFFLE
pes_ SKILL
pes_ SKILLIGALEE
pes_ SKILLY
pes_ SKIM
pes_ SKIMMING
wik_ skimp and save
pes_ SKIN
pes_ SKIN‐POP
ntc_ skin a goat
hdi_ skin alive
pes_ SKIN AND BLISTER
hdi_ skin and bones
wik_ skin and bones
pes_ SKIN AND GRIEF
pes_ SKIN CHIMNEY
hdi_ skin deep
ntc_ skin flick
pes_ SKIN FLICK
ntc_ skin game
pes_ SKIN GAME
wik_ skin in the game
ntc_ Skin me!
hdi_ skin of one's teeth
hdi_ skin off one's nose
pes_ SKIN OUT
pes_ SKIN UP
wmi_ skin virgin
pes_ SKINFUL
wmi_ skinhead
pes_ SKINHEAD
pes_ SKINK
pes_ SKINNED RABBIT
pes_ SKINNER
pes_ SKINNY
pes_ SKINNY‐DIP
pes_ SKINNY AS A BROOM
wmi_ skinny dip
ntc_ skinny dip
pes_ SKINPOP
pes_ SKINS
wmi_ skins game
pes_ SKINT
pes_ SKINTITIS
pes_ SKIP
pes_ SKIP‐TRACER
ntc_ skip (out)
wik_ skip a beat
pes_ SKIP AND JUMP
hdi_ skip bail

pes_ SKIP BAIL

wmi_ skip classes
hdi_ skip it
pes_ SKIP IT
ntc_ Skip it!
pes_ SKIP KENNEL
wmi_ skip out
wik_ skip out
hdi_ skip out
hdi_ skip out on
wik_ skip rope
wik_ skip town
pes_ SKIPPER
pes_ SKIPPERING
pes_ SKIPPY
pes_ SKIRT
wik_ skirt chaser
pes_ SKIT
pes_ SKITE
pes_ SKIVE
pes_ SKIVER
pes_ SKIVVIES
pes_ SKIVVY
wmi_ skoal
pes_ SKOOKUM HOUSE
pes_ SKOSH
pes_ SKRIM SHANKING
pes_ SKULL
pes_ SKULL‐DRAG
pes_ SKULL ORCHARD
pes_ SKULLED
wmi_ skunk
pes_ SKUNK
pes_ SKUNK WEED
pes_ SKUNKY
pes_ SKY
hdi_ sky's the limit, the
pes_ SKY‐BLUE
pes_ SKY DIVER
ntc_ sky hook
wmi_ sky isn't blue
pes_ SKY PILOT
pes_ SKY ROCKET
ntc_ sky rug
pes_ SKY THE WIPE
ntc_ sky’s the limit
pes_ SKYER
pes_ SKYLARK
pes_ SKYMAN
pes_ SKYSCRAPER
pes_ SLAB
pes_ SLACK
pes_ SLACK‐JAW
wik_ slack‐jawed
hdi_ slack off
pes_ SLACK TWISTED
wmi_ slackass [B]
pes_ SLAG
pes_ SLAG‐OFF
pes_ SLAG DOWN
pes_ SLAG OFF

wik_ slag off

pes_ SLAGGER
pes_ SLAGGING
pes_ SLAGGY
pes_ SLAISTER
wmi_ slam
pes_ SLAM
ntc_ slam a beer
pes_ SLAM BARF
pes_ SLAM DANCING
ntc_ slam dunk
hdi_ slam dunk
wik_ slam dunk
ntc_ slam some beers
pes_ SLAMMED
wmi_ slammer
pes_ SLAMMER
pes_ SLANG
wik_ slanging match
pes_ SLANGS
pes_ SLANGWHANG
pes_ SLANT
pes_ SLANT‐EYES
pes_ SLAP
pes_ SLAP‐AND‐TICKLE
hdi_ slap down
ntc_ slap happy
hdi_ slap in the face
ntc_ slap in the face
wik_ slap in the face
wmi_ slap my afro / slap my fro
hdi_ slap on the back
wik_ slap on the wrist
hdi_ slap on the wrist
ntc_ slap someone on the wrist
ntc_ slap someone’s wrist
pes_ SLAPHEAD
pes_ SLAPPER
pes_ SLAPSIE MAXIE
pes_ SLASH
wmi_ slash and burn
pes_ SLASHER
pes_ SLASHER MOVIE
pes_ SLATE
hdi_ slated for, be
pes_ SLATHER
pes_ SLATING
pes_ SLATS
pes_ SLAUGHTER
pes_ SLAUGHTERED
pes_ SLAUGHTERHOUSE
pes_ SLAUGHTMOBILE
ntc_ slave away (at something)
pes_ SLAVE MARKET
ntc_ slave market
pes_ SLAY
pes_ SLAY ONE
pes_ SLEAZE
hdi_ sleaze factor
pes_ SLEAZEBAG
pes_ SLEAZEBALL

pes_ SLEAZEBUCKET

pes_ SLEAZO
pes_ SLEAZY
pes_ SLEDGE
pes_ SLEDGEHAMMER
pes_ SLEDGING
pes_ SLEEP
hdi_ sleep a wink, not
hdi_ sleep around
wik_ sleep around
wmi_ sleep around [B]
wik_ sleep in
wmi_ sleep in
hdi_ sleep in
ntc_ sleep it off
wmi_ sleep it off
hdi_ sleep like a log
wmi_ sleep like a log
hdi_ sleep like a top
wik_ sleep on
wik_ sleep on it
hdi_ sleep on something
hdi_ sleep out
hdi_ sleep over
hdi_ sleep through
wik_ sleep together
wik_ sleep under the same
bridge
sleep
with
wik_
hdi_ sleep with
wik_ sleep with the fishes
pes_ SLEEPER
wmi_ sleeper
pes_ SLEEPERS
wik_ sleeping at the switch
wik_ sleeping giant
wik_ sleeping policeman
pes_ SLEEPING POLICEMAN
wmi_ sleepy head
wik_ sleepy head
pes_ SLEEPY PILLS
wik_ sleeves from one's vest
pes_ SLEIGH‐RIDE
hdi_ sleight of hand
pes_ SLEW‐FOOT
pes_ SLEWED
pes_ SLICE‐AND‐DICE
pes_ SLICE OF HAM
ntc_ slice of the action
hdi_ slice of the cake
hdi_ slice of the pie
pes_ SLICE OF TOAST
pes_ SLICEING ONE'S CHOPS
wmi_ slick
hdi_ slick as a whistle
pes_ SLICKSTER
pes_ SLIDE AND SLUTHER
pes_ SLIDE ONES JIB
pes_ SLIDES
ntc_ slightly rattled
wik_ slim chance
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wmi_ slim chance
pes_ SLIM JIM

hdi_ slim pickings
pes_ SLIME

ntc_ slime bag

ntc_ slime bucket
pes_ SLIMEBAG

pes_ SLIMEBALL

pes_ SLIMEBUCKET

wmi_ slimebucket [B]
hdi_ sling hash

hdi_ sling mud at

wik_ sling one's hook
ntc_ sling the cat

pes_ SLING YOUR HOOK
pes_ SLINGER

pes_ SLINGERS

hdi_ slink away
hdi_ slink off
wmi_ slip

wik_ slip‐up

ntc_ slip (up)

hdi_ slip a cog

hdi_ slip a gear

pes_ SLIP A LENGTH
wmi_ slip a notch
wmi_ slip away

hdi_ slip away/off
wik_ slip by

wik_ slip into

pes_ SLIP INTO

wik_ slip into something more

comfortable
SLIP
IT TO SOMEONE
pes_
ntc_ Slip me five!
hdi_ slip of the lip
wik_ slip of the pen
wmi_ slip of the tongue
wik_ slip of the tongue
hdi_ slip of the tongue/pen
hdi_ slip one's gears
hdi_ slip one's mind
pes_ SLIP ONE OVER ON
ntc_ slip one’s trolley
wmi_ slip out
hdi_ slip out
wik_ slip someone's mind
ntc_ slip someone a Mickey
ntc_ slip someone five
hdi_ slip something over on
hdi_ slip through one's fingers
wik_ slip through the cracks
wik_ slip under the radar
hdi_ slip up
wmi_ slip up
wik_ slip up
wmi_ slip your mind
hdi_ slippery as an eel
wik_ slippery as an eel
pes_ SLIPPERY SID
wik_ slippery slope
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wmi_ slippery slope

hdi_ slippery slope
pes_ SLIT
pes_ SLITHER AND DODGE
pes_ SLITTY EYE
pes_ SLO‐MO
wmi_ slo mo
pes_ SLOANE RANGER
pes_ SLOB
ntc_ slob up
pes_ SLOBBERCHOPS
pes_ SLOG ONE'S GUTS OUT
pes_ SLOGGER
pes_ SLOMVOSH
pes_ SLOOP OF WAR
pes_ SLOP
wik_ slop bowl
pes_ SLOPE
pes_ SLOPE OFF
pes_ SLOPEHEAD
pes_ SLOPEY
pes_ SLOPPING‐UP
pes_ SLOPPY JOE
pes_ SLOPS
pes_ SLOSH
pes_ SLOSH AND MUD
pes_ SLOSHED
ntc_ sloshed (to the ears)
wmi_ sloshed to the gills
pes_ SLOSHER
pes_ SLOT
wik_ slot in
pes_ SLOUGH
ntc_ sloughed (up)
wik_ slow‐walk
wmi_ slow as a dead snail
wmi_ slow as molasses...
wik_ slow burn
hdi_ slow burn
ntc_ slow burn
hdi_ slow but sure
wmi_ slow day
hdi_ slow down
wik_ slow down
wmi_ slow down
hdi_ slow on the uptake
hdi_ slow up
wik_ slow up
wik_ slowly but surely
pes_ SLOWMO
wmi_ slowpoke
pes_ SLUDGEGULPER
ntc_ sluff (off)
wmi_ sluff off
pes_ SLUG
pes_ SLUG‐FEST
pes_ SLUG‐NUTTY
pes_ SLUG AND SNAIL
wik_ slug away
wmi_ slug away
ntc_ slug it out

wmi_ slug of

pes_ SLUGFEST
pes_ SLUGGERS
pes_ SLUICE ONE'S GOB
pes_ SLUICE THE THROAT
pes_ SLUM
pes_ SLUM BURNER
pes_ SLUM GUN
pes_ SLUMGULLION
pes_ SLUMMOCK
pes_ SLUSH
pes_ SLUSH AND SLURRY
ntc_ slush fund
pes_ SLUSH FUND
pes_ SLUSH PUMP
ntc_ slush up
ntc_ slushed (up)
pes_ SLUSHY
pes_ SLUTTY
pes_ SLY
wik_ slå noe i hartkorn med noe
pes_ SMACK
ntc_ smack (dab) in the middle
wmi_ smack dab in the middle
pes_ SMACK IN THE EYE
wmi_ smack of
wik_ smack of
pes_ SMACK OFF
ntc_ smack the road
pes_ SMACKED‐OUT
pes_ SMACKER
pes_ SMACKEROO
pes_ SMACKERS
pes_ SMACKHEAD
pes_ SMALL‐TIME
hdi_ small aleck
wik_ small arms
hdi_ small beer
ntc_ small beer
wik_ small beer
wik_ small change
ntc_ small change
hdi_ small cog in a large wheel
ntc_ small fortune
hdi_ small frog in a big pond
hdi_ small frog in a large pond
hdi_ small fry
ntc_ small fry
wik_ small fry
hdi_ small hours
pes_ SMALL POTATOES
wik_ small potatoes
ntc_ small potatoes
wmi_ small potatoes
hdi_ small potatoes
wik_ small print
hdi_ small print
wmi_ small talk
hdi_ small talk
wik_ small talk
hdi_ small time

hdi_ small wonder

wik_ small wonder
wik_ smallpox blanket
pes_ SMARM
pes_ SMARMITE
pes_ SMARMY
pes_ SMART‐ARSE
pes_ SMART‐ASS
ntc_ smart aleck
wik_ smart arse
hdi_ smart as a whip
ntc_ smart ass
wik_ smart chance
ntc_ smart cookie
ntc_ smart guy
ntc_ smart money
pes_ SMART MONEY
ntc_ smart mouth
wik_ smart off
hdi_ smart set
wmi_ smartass [B]
wmi_ smarten up
pes_ SMARTMOUTH
wmi_ smarts
pes_ SMARTS
pes_ SMASH
pes_ SMASH AND GRAB
hdi_ smash hit
wik_ smash hit
ntc_ smash hit
pes_ SMASH MOUTH
wik_ smash up
pes_ SMASHED
wmi_ smashed
pes_ SMASHER
pes_ SMASHEROO
wmi_ smashing
pes_ SMASHING
pes_ SMEAR
pes_ SMEAR AND SMUDGE
wik_ smear campaign
hdi_ smear campaign
pes_ SMEARS
pes_ SMEECH
pes_ SMEESH
pes_ SMEG
pes_ SMEG‐HEAD
pes_ SMEGGY
wik_ smell a rat
ntc_ smell a rat
hdi_ smell a rat
wmi_ smell blood
wik_ smell blood
ntc_ smell blood
ntc_ smell fishy
hdi_ smell fishy
ntc_ smell it up
ntc_ smell like a rose
wik_ smell like a rose
wik_ smell of an oily rag
wik_ smell of the lamp

wik_ smell test

wik_ smell the barn
ntc_ smell the stuff
ntc_ smell to (high) heaven
hdi_ smell to high heaven
wik_ smell up
hdi_ smell up
wmi_ smell where you're
stepping
pes_ SMELLER
wmi_ smelling yourself
wmi_ smells
pes_ SMELLY BREATH
pes_ SMICKS
pes_ SMIDGE
wmi_ smidge/smidgeon
pes_ SMIDGEN
pes_ SMIDGIN
pes_ SMILE
pes_ SMILE AND SMIRK
pes_ SMILE AND TITTER
hdi_ smile on
ntc_ Smile when you say that.
wmi_ smithwright it
pes_ SMOKE
ntc_ smoke‐filled room
pes_ SMOKE‐HO
pes_ SMOKE‐O
wmi_ smoke and mirrors
wik_ smoke and mirrors
ntc_ smoke and mirrors
ntc_ smoke eater
pes_ SMOKE HADDOCK
ntc_ smoke like a chimney
wik_ smoke like a chimney
wmi_ smoke like a furnace
hdi_ smoke out
wik_ smoke out
wik_ smoke pole
wik_ smoke signal
pes_ SMOKER
pes_ SMOKEY
ntc_ Smokey (the Bear)
pes_ SMOKEY BEAR
pes_ SMOKEYS
pes_ SMOKIES
wmi_ smoking gun
hdi_ smoking gun
wik_ smoking gun
ntc_ smoking gun
pes_ SMOKO
hdi_ smooth as silk
wik_ smooth down
wik_ smooth operator
ntc_ smooth operator
wmi_ smooth out
hdi_ smooth over
wmi_ smooth sailing
hdi_ smooth sailing
wik_ smooth sailing
wmi_ smooth talker
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pes_ SMOOTHIE
pes_ SMOTHER

pes_ SMOTHER GAME
pes_ SMOUCH
pes_ SMOUSE
pes_ SMOUT

pes_ SMOWY

pes_ SMUDGE

pes_ SMUDGER
pes_ SMUG

pes_ SMUGGED
pes_ SMUSH
pes_ SNACK

pes_ SNACK ATTACK
pes_ SNAFFLE
pes_ SNAFU
pes_ SNAG
wmi_ snag

pes_ SNAGGER
pes_ SNAGS
pes_ SNAIL

wik_ snail's pace
hdi_ snail's pace

pes_ SNAIL‐MAIL
hdi_ snail mail

pes_ SNAKE'S HISS

pes_ SNAKE‐BITTEN

pes_ SNAKE CHARMER
ntc_ snake eyes
wik_ snake eyes

pes_ SNAKE EYES

hdi_ snake in one's bosom
wik_ snake in the grass
ntc_ snake in the grass
hdi_ snake in the grass

pes_ SNAKE IN THE GRASS
pes_ SNAKE JUICE
hdi_ snake oil
wik_ snake oil

ntc_ snakebite medicine
pes_ SNAKES

wik_ snakes and ladders
pes_ SNAKY
wmi_ snap

pes_ SNAP

wmi_ snap a picture
wmi_ snap at
hdi_ snap at

hdi_ snap back

ntc_ snap course
wik_ snap it up

ntc_ Snap it up!

hdi_ snap judgment
wik_ snap judgment

hdi_ snap one's fingers at
ntc_ snap one’s cookies
hdi_ snap out of

ntc_ snap out of something

wik_ snap someone's head off
hdi_ snap someone's head off
ntc_ snap something up
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hdi_ snap to

ntc_ snap to (attention)
ntc_ Snap to it!
hdi_ snap up
wmi_ snapped
ntc_ snapped (up)
pes_ SNAPPER
pes_ SNAPPERS
pes_ SNAPPY
pes_ SNAPS
pes_ SNARF
pes_ SNARLER
pes_ SNART
pes_ SNATCH
pes_ SNATCH 22
wik_ snatch defeat from the jaws
of victory
pes_ SNATCH IT
pes_ SNATCH ONE'S TIME
wik_ snatch the pebble
wmi_ snatch victory from the
jaws of defeat
wik_ snatch victory from the
jaws of defeat
snaved
in
ntc_
pes_ SNAVEL
pes_ SNAZZ
ntc_ snazz something up
wik_ snazz up
pes_ SNAZZED‐UP
wmi_ snazzy
pes_ SNAZZY
pes_ SNEAK
hdi_ sneak preview
pes_ SNEAKSMAN
pes_ SNEAKY PETE
wik_ sneck posset
pes_ SNEEZE
hdi_ sneeze at
pes_ SNEEZE CHEEZE
pes_ SNEEZE CHUNKS
pes_ SNEEZER
pes_ SNIB
pes_ SNIDE
ntc_ snide remark
pes_ SNIFF
pes_ SNIFF A POWDER
wik_ sniff out
hdi_ sniff out
wik_ sniff test
pes_ SNIFFER
pes_ SNIFFER AND SNORTER
pes_ SNIFTER
pes_ SNIFTY
pes_ SNIG
pes_ SNIP
pes_ SNIPCOCK
pes_ SNIPE
wik_ snipe hunt
pes_ SNIPER
pes_ SNIPES

pes_ SNIPPY

pes_ SNIPS
pes_ SNIT
pes_ SNITCH
wmi_ snitch
pes_ SNOB
pes_ SNOCKERED
pes_ SNODGER
pes_ SNOG
pes_ SNOG AND FUCK
pes_ SNOLLYGOSTER
pes_ SNOODLING
pes_ SNOOKER
pes_ SNOOKERED
pes_ SNOOP AND PRY
pes_ SNOOT
wmi_ snootful
pes_ SNOOTY
pes_ SNOOZE
pes_ SNOOZER
pes_ SNOOZING AND SNORING
pes_ SNORE
pes_ SNORE‐PIG
pes_ SNOREGASM
pes_ SNORER
pes_ SNORK
pes_ SNORKER
pes_ SNORKY
pes_ SNORT
pes_ SNORTER
pes_ SNOT
wik_ snot‐nosed
pes_ SNOT‐NOSED
pes_ SNOT GROVELLER
pes_ SNOT RAG
pes_ SNOTNOSE
ntc_ snotnose(d) kid
pes_ SNOTRAG
pes_ SNOTTY
wmi_ snotty‐nosed kid
pes_ SNOUT
pes_ SNOUT‐FACE
pes_ SNOUTCAST
pes_ SNOUTER
pes_ SNOW
pes_ SNOW‐BLIND
pes_ SNOW AND ICE
pes_ SNOW BALL
ntc_ snow bunny
pes_ SNOW CONE
wik_ snow job
pes_ SNOW JOB
hdi_ snow job
ntc_ snow job
wmi_ snow job
wik_ snow on the mountaintop
wik_ snow on the rooftop
pes_ SNOW OUT
wik_ snow out
pes_ SNOW SEALS
ntc_ snow stuff

wmi_ snow them

hdi_ snow under
pes_ SNOW WHITE
pes_ SNOW WHITES
wmi_ snowball
pes_ SNOWBALL
wik_ snowball's chance in hell
pes_ SNOWBALL'S CHANCE IN
HELL
hdi_ snowball's chance in hell, a
ntc_ snowball’s chance in hell
pes_ SNOWBIRD
wmi_ snowbirds
pes_ SNOWDROP
pes_ SNOWDROPPER
pes_ SNOWED
wik_ snowed under
pes_ SNOWFLAKE
pes_ SNOWMAN
pes_ SNOZZ
pes_ SNOZZLE
pes_ SNUB
pes_ SNUBBY
pes_ SNUBS
pes_ SNUFF
pes_ SNUFF‐IT
pes_ SNUFF DIPPING
ntc_ snuff film
pes_ SNUFF IT
hdi_ snuff it
ntc_ snuff it
pes_ SNUFF MOVIE
hdi_ snuff out
pes_ SNUFF OUT
pes_ SNUFFBOX
pes_ SNUFFER
pes_ SNUFFY
pes_ SNUFTY
hdi_ snug as a bug in a rug
wmi_ snug as a bug in a rug
pes_ SNUGGLE
wik_ snuggle bunny
pes_ SNURGE
pes_ SO
pes_ SO'JER
pes_ SO'S
pes_ SO'ST
pes_ SO‐AND‐SO
wik_ so‐and‐so
wik_ so‐called
wmi_ so‐so
hdi_ so ... as
wmi_ so and so
hdi_ so as to
ntc_ so bad one can taste it
hdi_ so be it
wik_ so be it
wik_ so far
hdi_ so far
hdi_ so far as
hdi_ so far as I can see

hdi_ so far as possible

hdi_ so far as that goes
hdi_ so far as that is concerned
wmi_ so far, so good
hdi_ so far, so good
ntc_ So gross!
wmi_ so help me
hdi_ so help me
hdi_ so help me God
hdi_ so long
wmi_ so long
hdi_ so long as
wik_ so long as
ntc_ So long.
hdi_ so many
hdi_ so much
wik_ so much as
hdi_ so much as
wmi_ so much as
hdi_ so much for
wik_ so much for
ntc_ So much for that.
hdi_ so much the
wik_ so quiet one can hear a pin
drop
wmi_ so quiet you can hear a pin
drop
wmi_ so small you could barely
swing a cat
wmi_ so small you had to back
out to change your mind
hdi_ so that
wik_ so there
hdi_ so to speak
wmi_ so to speak
wmi_ so what
hdi_ so what
pes_ SO WHAT
ntc_ So’s your old man!
pes_ SOAK
ntc_ soak one’s face
hdi_ soak up
pes_ SOAKED
hdi_ soaked through
wik_ soaked to the bone
wik_ soaked to the skin
hdi_ soaked to the skin
pes_ SOAKER
wik_ soaking wet
pes_ SOAP
pes_ SOAP‐DODGER
pes_ SOAP AND FLANNEL
pes_ SOAP AND LATHER
pes_ SOAP AND WATER
wmi_ soap box
pes_ SOAP DODGER
hdi_ soap opera
wik_ soapbox
pes_ SOAPY
pes_ SOAPY BUBBLE
pes_ SOB
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ntc_ sob sister
wmi_ sob story
ntc_ sob story
wik_ sob story
hdi_ sob story

ntc_ sober as a judge
hdi_ sober as a judge
ntc_ sober up
wmi_ sober up

wik_ social death

ntc_ social disease
wik_ social ladder

wik_ socialized medicine
pes_ SOCK

wik_ sock‐knocking

pes_ SOCK‐PUPPET
hdi_ sock away
ntc_ sock hop
hdi_ sock in

hdi_ sock it to

wmi_ sock it to me

ntc_ Sock it to me!

pes_ SOCKDOLAGER

pes_ SOCKDOLOGER
ntc_ socked in

pes_ SOCKED IN
pes_ SOCKET

pes_ SOCKET MONEY
pes_ SOCKING
pes_ SOCKO
pes_ SOD

pes_ SOD‐ALL
wik_ sod all

wik_ sod off

pes_ SOD OFF
pes_ SODA

wik_ soda jerk
pes_ SODDEN

pes_ SODDING

pes_ SODOM AND GOMMORAH
pes_ SOFA LOAFER
ntc_ sofa spud
pes_ SOFT

wmi_ soft‐top

ntc_ soft berth

pes_ SOFT BOY
ntc_ soft core

hdi_ soft in the head
ntc_ soft in the head

pes_ SOFT IN THE HEAD
wmi_ soft in the head
hdi_ soft job

wmi_ soft market
wik_ soft Mick

ntc_ soft money
hdi_ soft on

ntc_ soft on someone

ntc_ soft on someone or

something
soft
pedal
wmi_
soft
pedal
hdi_
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ntc_ soft pedal something

wik_ soft sawder
pes_ SOFT SAWDER
wmi_ soft sell
hdi_ soft sell
ntc_ soft sell
wik_ soft shoe
ntc_ soft soap
hdi_ soft soap
hdi_ soft spot
wik_ soft spot
wmi_ soft spot
wik_ soft touch
ntc_ soft touch
hdi_ soft touch
pes_ SOFTBALLS
hdi_ soften up
wik_ soften up
wmi_ soften up
wmi_ soften your stance
wik_ softly softly
pes_ SOFTSHOE
wmi_ software
wmi_ software piracy
ntc_ software rot
pes_ SOFTY
pes_ SOGGIES
pes_ SOGGY
hdi_ soil one's hands
pes_ SOILED DOVE
wik_ SOL
pes_ SOLAR SEX PANEL
ntc_ sold cober
wmi_ sold on
pes_ SOLD ON
ntc_ sold on someone or
something
sold
on, be
hdi_
hdi_ sold out
pes_ SOLDIER
pes_ SOLDIER ANTS
pes_ SOLDIER BOLD
wmi_ soldier on
wik_ soldier on
pes_ SOLID
wmi_ solid as the Rock of
Gibraltar
pes_ SOLID SENDER
pes_ SOLLICKER
pes_ SOLO SEX PANEL
pes_ SOMATOMAX
wmi_ some chick
wik_ some people
pes_ SOME PIG
ntc_ some pumpkins
ntc_ some punkins
hdi_ somebody up there loves
me
ntc_ someone or something
from hell
someone’s
ass is grass
ntc_

pes_ SOMERSET MAUGHAM

wik_ something awful
wmi_ something borrowed,
something blue
hdi_ something else
pes_ SOMETHING ELSE
hdi_ something else again
hdi_ something in the wind
wmi_ something is haywire
wmi_ something is rotten...
wik_ something like
hdi_ something like
hdi_ something of a
hdi_ something or other
wmi_ something smells
wmi_ something snapped
hdi_ something tells me
ntc_ Something’s got to give.
hdi_ sometime thing, a
wmi_ sometimes life is a bucket
of shit and the handle is
inside [B]
pes_ SOMETIMEY
hdi_ somewhere along the line
wik_ somewhere along the line
hdi_ son of a bitch
ntc_ son of a bitch
pes_ SON OF A BITCH
hdi_ son of a gun
ntc_ son of a gun
pes_ SON OF A GUN
wik_ son of the morning
wmi_ song and dance
wik_ song and dance
pes_ SONG AND DANCE
hdi_ song and dance
pes_ SONG OF THE THRUSH
pes_ SOOGEE
pes_ SOOGEE‐MOOGEE
pes_ SOOK
pes_ SOOKY
pes_ SOONER
hdi_ sooner or later
hdi_ sooner the better, the
pes_ SOOTY
pes_ SOOTY AND SWEEP
pes_ SOPERS
pes_ SOPES
wmi_ Sophie's choice
ntc_ sopping (wet)
pes_ SOPPY
pes_ SORE
pes_ SORE‐FOOT
wik_ sore point
hdi_ sore point, a
pes_ SOREHEAD
pes_ SORROWFUL TALE
ntc_ sorry about that
ntc_ sorry ’bout that
pes_ SORRY AND SAD
pes_ SORT

hdi_ sort of

wik_ sort of
wik_ sort oneself out
pes_ SORT OUT
wik_ sort out
pes_ SORTED
wmi_ SOS
pes_ SOSSIE
hdi_ sought after
pes_ SOUL COUGHING
pes_ SOUL FOOD
pes_ SOUL KISS
wik_ soul kiss
ntc_ soul kiss
wmi_ soul mate
hdi_ soul of, the
pes_ SOULIE
pes_ SOUND
hdi_ sound as a bell
wmi_ sound asleep
wik_ sound asleep
wmi_ sound bite
hdi_ sound bite
hdi_ sound off
wmi_ sound off
ntc_ sound off (about
something)
pes_ SOUND ON
hdi_ sound out
pes_ SOUNDING
wmi_ sounding board
pes_ SOUNDO
pes_ SOUNDS
pes_ SOUP
wik_ soup‐to‐nuts
pes_ SOUP AND GRAVY
pes_ SOUP MAN
ntc_ soup sandwich
wik_ soup sandwich
ntc_ soup something up
pes_ SOUP STRAINER
hdi_ soup up
pes_ SOUP UP
ntc_ Soup’s on!
pes_ SOUPED UP
ntc_ souped up
pes_ SOUPY
wmi_ sour grapes
hdi_ sour grapes
wik_ sour grapes
wik_ sour note
hdi_ sour on
wmi_ sour puss
pes_ SOUSE
pes_ SOUSED
pes_ SOUTH OF FRANCE
pes_ SOUTH POLE
pes_ SOUTHEND‐ON‐SEA
pes_ SOUTHEND PIER
pes_ SOUTHEND PIERS
wmi_ southpaw

pes_ SOUTHPAW

pes_ SOUVENIR
pes_ SOV
pes_ SOW
pes_ SOW'S‐BABY
pes_ SOW‐BELLY
wik_ sow one's wild oats
pes_ SOW ONE'S WILD OATS
hdi_ sow one's wild oats
wmi_ sow wild oats
pes_ SOZZLE
pes_ SOZZLED
pes_ SPACE
pes_ SPACE CADET
ntc_ space cadet
hdi_ space out
pes_ SPACE OUT
ntc_ space out
wik_ space out
ntc_ space someone out
pes_ SPACECAKE
ntc_ spaced (out)
wmi_ spaced out
pes_ SPACED OUT
pes_ SPACEROCK
pes_ SPACEY
pes_ SPACK
pes_ SPACKER
pes_ SPACY
pes_ SPADE
wmi_ spade work
pes_ SPADGER
pes_ SPAG
pes_ SPAG BOL
pes_ SPAGHETTI
pes_ SPAGHETTI‐EATER
pes_ SPAGHETTI BENDER
wik_ spaghetti western
pes_ SPAM
pes_ SPAM CAN
pes_ SPAM FRITTER
pes_ SPAM MEDAL
pes_ SPAMHEAD
pes_ SPANISH
pes_ SPANISH ARCHER
pes_ SPANISH GUITAR
pes_ SPANISH MAIN
pes_ SPANISH ONION
wik_ spank the monkey
pes_ SPANK THE MONKEY
pes_ SPANK THE PLANK
pes_ SPANKER
pes_ SPANKERS
pes_ SPANKING
ntc_ spanking new
pes_ SPANNER
hdi_ spar with
pes_ SPARE
pes_ SPARE‐TYRE
wmi_ spare me
pes_ SPARE RIB
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wik_ spare someone's blushes

hdi_ spare the rod and spoil the

child

hdi_ spare tire
wik_ spare tire
ntc_ spare tire

wik_ spare tyre
pes_ SPARK

pes_ SPARK OUT

wik_ spark spread
pes_ SPARK UP
pes_ SPARKLE

pes_ SPARKLER

pes_ SPARKLERS
pes_ SPARKO
pes_ SPARKS

hdi_ sparring partner

pes_ SPARROW BRAIN
pes_ SPARROWFART

pes_ SPARROWHAWKING
pes_ SPASM BAND
pes_ SPASTIC
pes_ SPAT
pes_ SPAZ

ntc_ spaz around
ntc_ spaz down
ntc_ spaz out

pes_ SPAZZ OUT

pes_ SPAZZMOBILE
pes_ SPEAK

hdi_ speak down to
hdi_ speak for
wik_ speak for

wik_ speak for oneself
wmi_ speak highly of
ntc_ Speak it!

wmi_ speak of the devil
wik_ speak of the devil
hdi_ speak of the devil
ntc_ speak of the devil

wik_ speak of the devil and he

appears
speak
of the devil and he
wik_
shall appear
hdi_ speak one's mind
wik_ speak one's mind
hdi_ speak one's piece
wik_ speak out
hdi_ speak out
wmi_ speak out
hdi_ speak out of turn
ntc_ speak someone’s language
hdi_ speak the same language
wik_ speak to
hdi_ speak too soon
hdi_ speak up
wmi_ speak up
wik_ speak up
hdi_ speak up for
wmi_ speak volumes
hdi_ speak volumes
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wik_ speak volumes

wik_ speak with a forked tongue
wmi_ speak your mind
pes_ SPEAKEASY
pes_ SPEAR
pes_ SPEAR THE BEARDED
CLAM
pes_ SPEARCHUCKER
pes_ SPEC
pes_ SPECHIE
pes_ SPECIAL
wik_ special delivery
pes_ SPECIAL K
pes_ SPECIAL LA COKE
wik_ special needs
pes_ SPECKS
pes_ SPECKY
pes_ SPECS
wik_ spectator sport
pes_ SPEE
pes_ SPEED
ntc_ speed demon
wik_ speed freak
ntc_ speed freak
pes_ SPEED LIMIT
ntc_ speed merchant
wik_ speed queen
wmi_ speed up
hdi_ speed up
wik_ speed up
pes_ SPEEDBALL
pes_ SPEEDFREAK
pes_ SPEEDING
pes_ SPEEDRAP
wik_ Speedy Gonzales
pes_ SPEELER
pes_ SPELL
wmi_ spell disaster
hdi_ spell out
wmi_ spell out
wmi_ spell you off
pes_ SPELLKEN
pes_ SPELUNKER
pes_ SPEND
wik_ spend a penny
pes_ SPEND A PENNY
wmi_ spend holidays
wmi_ spend time
pes_ SPENDING
hdi_ spending money
ntc_ spending money
wmi_ spending money
pes_ SPENG
pes_ SPENT
pes_ SPEW
pes_ SPEW CHUNKS
ntc_ spew one’s guts (out)
pes_ SPEW SNACKS
pes_ SPEW SPUDS
pes_ SPEW THE WILD OATS
pes_ SPIC

wik_ spic and span

wmi_ spice of life
wik_ spice up
wmi_ spice up
pes_ SPICK
wik_ spick‐and‐span
wik_ spick and span
hdi_ spick and span
pes_ SPICKETTY
pes_ SPIDER
pes_ SPIEL
pes_ SPIELER
wik_ spiff up
pes_ SPIFFED
ntc_ spiffed out
ntc_ spiffed up
pes_ SPIFFING
pes_ SPIFFLICATE
pes_ SPIFFLICATED
pes_ SPIFFS
pes_ SPIFFY
wmi_ spiffy
pes_ SPIFLICATE
pes_ SPIGGOTY
pes_ SPIKE
pes_ SPIKE‐BOZZLE
wmi_ spike a drink
wmi_ spike the ball
pes_ SPIKE UP
pes_ SPIKY
pes_ SPILL
hdi_ spill blood
wik_ spill one's guts
pes_ SPILL ONE'S GUTS
wik_ spill one's seed
ntc_ spill one’s guts (to
someone)
spill
one’s guts on someone
ntc_
wik_ spill out
wik_ spill the beans
pes_ SPILL THE BEANS
hdi_ spill the beans
ntc_ spill the beans
wmi_ spill the beans
pes_ SPILL THE GROCERIES
ntc_ spill the works
wmi_ spill your guts
pes_ SPILLING
pes_ SPIN
wmi_ spin a yarn
hdi_ spin a yarn
wik_ spin a yarn
hdi_ spin control
wmi_ spin crew
ntc_ spin doctor
wmi_ spin doctor
hdi_ spin doctor
hdi_ spin off
wik_ spin one's wheels
hdi_ spin one's wheels
ntc_ spin one’s wheels

hdi_ spin out

wik_ spin out
pes_ SPIN SOMEONE'S DRUM
wmi_ spin the bottle
wmi_ spin your wheels
pes_ SPINACH
pes_ SPINE‐BASHER
wik_ spine‐tingling
pes_ SPINIKEN
pes_ SPINNING AT THE TRACK
ON FOOLS DIM
wmi_ spinny
wmi_ spinork/spinorky
hdi_ spirit away
wmi_ spirit away
hdi_ spirit is willing but the
flesh is weak, the
pes_ SPIRY
pes_ SPIT
wik_ spit‐and‐polish
pes_ SPIT‐SPOT
pes_ SPIT AND DRAG
ntc_ spit and polish
hdi_ spit and polish
pes_ SPIT AND SAWDUST
pes_ SPIT CHEESE
pes_ SPIT CHIPS
wik_ spit it out
ntc_ Spit it out!
pes_ SPIT ROAST
pes_ SPIT TACKS
wik_ spit the dummy
hdi_ spit up
pes_ SPITBALL
pes_ SPITCHERED
pes_ SPITFIRE
pes_ SPITHEAD PHEASANT
wik_ spitstick
wik_ spitting distance
hdi_ spitting distance
pes_ SPITTING FEATHERS
wmi_ spitting image
hdi_ spitting image
wmi_ spitting mad
wmi_ spitting nails
pes_ SPIV
pes_ SPLASH
hdi_ splash down
wik_ splash down
pes_ SPLASH OF RED
pes_ SPLASH PAPER
pes_ SPLASH THE BOOTS
wmi_ splashback
pes_ SPLATTER MOVIE
pes_ SPLAY
pes_ SPLIB
pes_ SPLICE
wik_ splice the mainbrace
pes_ SPLICED
pes_ SPLIFF
hdi_ splinter group

wmi_ split

pes_ SPLIT
pes_ SPLIT‐ARSE
ntc_ split a gut
wmi_ split a gut
hdi_ split hairs
wik_ split hairs
wmi_ split hairs
wik_ split one's sides
hdi_ split one's sides
pes_ SPLIT PEA
pes_ SPLIT PEA SPEW
hdi_ split second
wmi_ split second
hdi_ split the difference
wmi_ split the difference
hdi_ split ticket
wik_ split up
ntc_ split up
wmi_ split up
pes_ SPLITTER
ntc_ splitting headache
pes_ SPLOSH
pes_ SPLURGE
wik_ Spock ears
pes_ SPOD
pes_ SPOFFISH
pes_ SPOIL
hdi_ spoil for
wmi_ spoil for a fight
wmi_ spoiled brat
ntc_ spoiled rotten
ntc_ spoiling for a fight
wmi_ spoilsport
hdi_ spoken for
pes_ SPON
pes_ SPONDULICKS
pes_ SPONDULIES
pes_ SPONGE
hdi_ sponge off
ntc_ sponge off someone
hdi_ sponge on
pes_ SPONK
pes_ SPOOF
pes_ SPOOFED
pes_ SPOOK
ntc_ spook factory
pes_ SPOOKED
pes_ SPOOKY
pes_ SPOON
pes_ SPOONY
pes_ SPORES
pes_ SPORRAN
pes_ SPORT
hdi_ sporting blood
hdi_ sporting chance, a
pes_ SPORTING LIFE
pes_ SPOT
wik_ spot check
ntc_ spot market
ntc_ spot of lunch
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wmi_ spot of tea
wik_ spot on
wmi_ spot on

ntc_ spot someone (something)
wmi_ spotcheck

pes_ SPOTTED DICK
pes_ SPOTTERS

pes_ SPOTTY DOG
pes_ SPOUT OFF
pes_ SPRAG

wik_ sprain one's ankle
ntc_ sprain one’s ankle
pes_ SPRASI ANNA
pes_ SPRAT

pes_ SPRAUNCY

pes_ SPRAY THE OVARIES
pes_ SPRAZER
pes_ SPREAD

wmi_ spread like wildfire
hdi_ spread like wildfire

hdi_ spread oneself too thin
wmi_ spread out
wik_ spread out

wmi_ spread the word
hdi_ spread thin
pes_ SPRING

hdi_ spring chicken
ntc_ spring chicken
wik_ spring fever

pes_ SPRING FOR
wik_ spring for

hdi_ spring for
wmi_ spring for

ntc_ spring for something
wik_ spring in one's step
hdi_ spring on someone
ntc_ spring someone
wik_ spring to life

wik_ spring to mind
pes_ SPRINGER
pes_ SPRINKLE

pes_ SPRITSAIL‐YARD
pes_ SPROG

pes_ SPROG BOG

pes_ SPROGGED UP
pes_ SPROOT
pes_ SPROUT

ntc_ sprout wings
pes_ SPRUCE

wik_ spruce up

wmi_ spruced up
pes_ SPRUCER
pes_ SPRUIK

pes_ SPRUNG
pes_ SPUD

pes_ SPUD‐BASHING
pes_ SPUD BARBER
pes_ SPUD ISLAND
pes_ SPUDS

pes_ SPUNK

pes_ SPUNK BUCKET
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pes_ SPUNK RAT

pes_ SPUNK STAIN
pes_ SPUNK STAINED
pes_ SPUNK UP
pes_ SPUNKER
pes_ SPUNKY
wik_ spur of the moment
hdi_ spur on
wmi_ spur on
pes_ SPURT
pes_ SPUTNIK
hdi_ spy on
pes_ SQUAD CAR
pes_ SQUAD HALT
pes_ SQUADDIE
pes_ SQUADROL
pes_ SQUANDERLUST
wmi_ square
pes_ SQUARE
pes_ SQUARE‐BASHING
ntc_ square (meal)
ntc_ square apple
hdi_ square away
wik_ square away
wmi_ square deal
hdi_ square deal
ntc_ square john
ntc_ square john broad
ntc_ square joint
wmi_ square meal
wik_ square meal
hdi_ square meal, a
ntc_ square off
wmi_ square off
pes_ SQUARE OFF
hdi_ square off
wmi_ square one
wik_ square one
hdi_ square one's shoulders
ntc_ square peg (in a round
hole)
hdi_ square peg in a round hole
wik_ square peg in a round hole
wik_ square peg into a round
hole
pes_ SQUARE PUSHING
pes_ SQUARE RIGGER
wik_ square rod
ntc_ square shooter
wmi_ square shooter
hdi_ square the circle
hdi_ square up
wmi_ square up
hdi_ square with
ntc_ square with someone
ntc_ squared away
ntc_ squared up
pes_ SQUAREHEAD
pes_ SQUASHED
wmi_ squat
pes_ SQUAT

pes_ SQUATTER

pes_ SQUAW
pes_ SQUAWK
ntc_ squawk box
pes_ SQUEAK
hdi_ squeak by
hdi_ squeak through
pes_ SQUEAKER
wmi_ squeaky clean
ntc_ squeaky clean
hdi_ squeaky wheel gets the
grease
wmi_ squeal
pes_ SQUEAL
pes_ SQUEALER
wmi_ squealer
pes_ SQUEAMISH
pes_ SQUEEGEE BAND
pes_ SQUEEZE
pes_ SQUEEZE‐BOX
hdi_ squeeze by
hdi_ squeeze off
wik_ squeeze out
ntc_ squeeze play
hdi_ squeeze play
pes_ SQUEEZE THE LEMON
hdi_ squeeze through
pes_ SQUEEZER
pes_ SQUELCH
pes_ SQUIB
pes_ SQUID
pes_ SQUIDGE
pes_ SQUIDGEY
pes_ SQUIFF
ntc_ squiff out
pes_ SQUIFFED
pes_ SQUIFFER
pes_ SQUIFFY
pes_ SQUIFFY DOO
pes_ SQUIGGLE
pes_ SQUILLION
pes_ SQUINCH
wik_ squint like a bag of nails
pes_ SQUIRISH
pes_ SQUIRLY
pes_ SQUIRREL
pes_ SQUIRREL‐ FOOD
wmi_ squirrel away
wik_ squirrel away
hdi_ squirrel away
ntc_ squirrel out of something
ntc_ squirrel something away
pes_ SQUIRT
pes_ SQUIRTER
pes_ SQUISH
pes_ SQUIT
pes_ SQUITS
pes_ SQUITTERS
pes_ SQUIZ
pes_ SQUIZZED
pes_ SQUOT

pes_ SRI LANKA

pes_ ST CLEMENT
pes_ ST GEORGE
pes_ ST LOUIS BLUES
pes_ ST MARTINS‐LE‐GRAND
pes_ STAB
pes_ STAB‐MAN
wik_ stab in the back
hdi_ stab in the back, a
hdi_ stab someone in the back
pes_ STACK
hdi_ stack the cards
ntc_ stack the deck
hdi_ stack up
wmi_ stack up
wik_ stack up
wik_ stack z's
wmi_ stacked
pes_ STACKED
pes_ STACKERS
pes_ STAFF OF LIFE
hdi_ staff of life
wmi_ stag
pes_ STAG
pes_ STAG DANCE
ntc_ stag line
hdi_ stag party
pes_ STAG PARTY
wik_ stage‐door Johnny
pes_ STAGE‐DOOR JOHNNY
hdi_ stage a comeback
pes_ STAGE FREIGHT
hdi_ stage fright
wik_ stage of the game
hdi_ stage whisper
pes_ STAGGER
pes_ STAGGER‐JUICE
pes_ STAGGER LEE
pes_ STAINS
pes_ STAIR DANCING
pes_ STAIR JUMPING
wik_ staircase wit
pes_ STAKE
wik_ stake a claim
hdi_ stake a claim
hdi_ stake out
hdi_ stake out a claim
ntc_ stake someone or
something out
ntc_ stake someone to
something
pes_ STAKEOUT
pes_ STAKEY
ntc_ stale drunk
pes_ STALIN ORGAN
pes_ STALK
pes_ STALK‐ON
pes_ STALK FEVER
pes_ STALL
pes_ STALLION
pes_ STAMINA

pes_ STAMMER AND STUTTER
pes_ STAMP
pes_ STAMP AND GO
hdi_ stamp out
wik_ stamp out
pes_ STAMPERS
hdi_ stamping ground
ntc_ stamping ground
pes_ STAMPS
pes_ STAN AND OLLIE
pes_ STAND
pes_ STAND‐OFF
pes_ STAND‐ON
pes_ STAND‐OVER
pes_ STAND‐OVER MAN
pes_ STAND‐UP
hdi_ stand a chance
wik_ stand a chance
hdi_ stand at ease
pes_ STAND AT EASE
wmi_ stand away
wmi_ stand behind
wik_ stand by
hdi_ stand by
wmi_ stand by me
wmi_ stand corrected
hdi_ stand corrected
wik_ stand corrected
hdi_ stand down
wik_ stand down
hdi_ stand fast
wmi_ stand for
wik_ stand for
hdi_ stand for
pes_ STAND FROM UNDER
wik_ stand from under
hdi_ stand guard
pes_ STAND IN
wmi_ stand in
hdi_ stand in awe
hdi_ stand in awe of
wik_ stand in for
hdi_ stand in for
hdi_ stand in good stead
wik_ stand in someone's shoes
wmi_ stand it
hdi_ stand no earthly chance
hdi_ stand off
hdi_ stand on
pes_ STAND ON
wik_ stand on ceremony
wmi_ stand on ceremony
wik_ stand on its own
pes_ STAND ON ME
hdi_ stand on one's own feet
wik_ stand on one's own two
feet
pes_ STAND ONE'S CORNER
wik_ stand one's ground
hdi_ stand one's ground
wik_ stand out
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wmi_ stand out
hdi_ stand out

hdi_ stand over
hdi_ stand pat
wik_ stand pat

ntc_ stand pat (on something)
pes_ STAND SAM

wik_ stand someone in good

stead

ntc_ stand someone up
hdi_ stand still for

pes_ STAND STILL FOR
wik_ stand stock still
ntc_ stand tall
wik_ stand tall

pes_ STAND THE BROADS
hdi_ stand the gaff

hdi_ stand the sight of

wik_ stand the test of time

pes_ STAND THE THREE‐CARD

TRICK

ntc_ stand there with one’s bare

face hanging out

pes_ STAND TO ATTENTION
wmi_ stand to lose

hdi_ stand to reason
wik_ stand to reason
hdi_ stand to sense
wik_ stand up
wmi_ stand up
hdi_ stand up

hdi_ stand up and be counted
wmi_ stand up and be counted
hdi_ stand up for
wmi_ stand up for
wmi_ stand up to
hdi_ stand up to

hdi_ stand up with
wik_ standard fare
pes_ STANDERS

hdi_ standing joke

hdi_ standing on one's head
hdi_ standing order
wmi_ standoffish

pes_ STANLEY KNIFE
pes_ STAR

pes_ STAR'S NAP

pes_ STAR‐FUCKER
pes_ STARCH

pes_ STARDUST

pes_ STARE‐CAT
hdi_ stare down

hdi_ stare in the face

wik_ stare someone in the face
pes_ STARGAZER

pes_ STARK NAKED
wmi_ stark naked

wmi_ stark raving mad
hdi_ stark raving mad
pes_ STARKERS
pes_ STARKO
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pes_ STARRY NIGHT

wik_ stars in one's eyes
hdi_ stars in one's eyes, have
pes_ STARSKY AND HUTCH
pes_ START
wmi_ start a fire under him
wmi_ start from scratch
hdi_ start from scratch
hdi_ start in
hdi_ start in on
hdi_ start off
hdi_ start off on the right foot
wik_ start off on the wrong foot
hdi_ start out
wmi_ start out
hdi_ start over
wmi_ start over
wik_ start over
hdi_ start something
hdi_ start up
wmi_ start up
wmi_ start with a bang
pes_ STARVE THE CROWS
pes_ STARVER
pes_ STASH
wik_ stat whore
pes_ STATE
wik_ state of affairs
wmi_ state of mind
hdi_ state of the art
wmi_ state of the art
wmi_ state secret
pes_ STATIC
hdi_ status quo
hdi_ status symbol
hdi_ stave off
wik_ stave off
wmi_ stay abreast
wmi_ stay alive
wmi_ stay awake
wik_ stay behind
hdi_ stay cool
wmi_ stay in line
ntc_ stay loose
wik_ stay on
hdi_ stay over
wmi_ stay put
wik_ stay put
hdi_ stay put
wik_ stay the course
hdi_ stay the course
wik_ stay the distance
wik_ stay tuned
ntc_ Stay tuned.
wmi_ stay up
hdi_ stay with
hdi_ staying power
hdi_ steady as a rock
wik_ steady the ship
pes_ STEAK AND BUBBLE
pes_ STEAK AND KIDNEY

pes_ STEAK AND KIDNEY PIE

pes_ STEAL
wik_ steal a march
hdi_ steal a march on
wik_ steal somebody's thunder
hdi_ steal someone's heart
hdi_ steal someone's thunder
hdi_ steal someone blind
wmi_ steal the show
wik_ steal the show
hdi_ steal the show
hdi_ steal the spotlight
wmi_ steal your heart
wmi_ steal your thunder
pes_ STEALER
pes_ STEALERS
pes_ STEAM
pes_ STEAM IN
pes_ STEAM PACKET
ntc_ steam someone up
ntc_ steam someone’s beam
pes_ STEAM TUG
pes_ STEAM TUGS
pes_ STEAM UP
wmi_ steam up
ntc_ steam up
pes_ STEAMBOATS
pes_ STEAMED
ntc_ steamed (up)
hdi_ steamed up
pes_ STEAMED UP
pes_ STEAMER
pes_ STEAMERS
pes_ STEAMIE
pes_ STEAMING
pes_ STEAMROLLER
pes_ STEAMY
wmi_ steamy
hdi_ steel one's heart against
pes_ STEEN
pes_ STEENTH
pes_ STEEP
wmi_ steer clear
wik_ steer clear
hdi_ steer clear of
pes_ STEERER
pes_ STEFFI GRAF
pes_ STELLENBOSCH
pes_ STEM
wik_ stem the rose
hdi_ stem the tide
wik_ stem the tide
hdi_ stem to stern
wmi_ stem to stern
pes_ STEMS
pes_ STENCH‐TRENCH
pes_ STENCHFOOT
pes_ STEP‐OFF
hdi_ step aside
wmi_ step aside
wik_ step aside

wik_ step back

hdi_ step by step
hdi_ step down
wik_ step down
wmi_ step down
wik_ step forward
hdi_ step in
wik_ step in front of a moving
train
hdi_ step in the right direction, a
hdi_ step into
hdi_ step into someone's shoes
ntc_ step off the curb
pes_ STEP ON
wik_ step on a rake
wmi_ step on his dick
hdi_ step on it
wik_ step on it
wmi_ step on it
ntc_ Step on it!
wmi_ step on people
hdi_ step on someone's toes
wik_ step on someone's toes
wmi_ step on their toes
wmi_ step on your dick
wik_ step out
hdi_ step out
hdi_ step out of line
wmi_ step out of line
ntc_ step out on someone
hdi_ step out with
hdi_ step outside
ntc_ step outside
wik_ step over
ntc_ step right up
wik_ step up
hdi_ step up
pes_ STEP UP
wik_ step up to the plate
wmi_ step up to the plate
pes_ STEPHEN FRY
pes_ STEPHENSON'S ROCKET
ntc_ stepped on
pes_ STEPPER
wik_ stepping razor
wik_ stepping stone
pes_ STERKS
pes_ STERRIKA
pes_ STEVE MCQUEEN'S
pes_ STEVEN
pes_ STEVIE WONDER
pes_ STEW
pes_ STEW‐BUM
ntc_ stew bum
wik_ stew in one's juices
hdi_ stew in one's own juice
pes_ STEWART GRANGER
pes_ STEWED
ntc_ stewed (up)
pes_ STEWED PRUNE
ntc_ stewed to the ears

ntc_ stewed to the gills

pes_ STEWIE
pes_ STICK
wmi_ stick‐in‐the‐mud
wik_ stick‐in‐the‐mud
pes_ STICK‐UP
wik_ stick a fork
ntc_ Stick ’em up!
wik_ stick around
hdi_ stick around
ntc_ stick around
hdi_ stick at
wik_ stick by
hdi_ stick by
wmi_ stick in my craw
hdi_ stick in one's craw
hdi_ stick in one's throat
wik_ stick in someone's craw
wik_ stick in the mud
pes_ STICK IN THE MUD
ntc_ stick in the mud
hdi_ stick it
wmi_ stick it out
wik_ stick it out
hdi_ stick it to someone
ntc_ stick it to someone
wik_ stick it to the man
wmi_ stick it up your ass [B]
ntc_ stick like shit to a shovel
ntc_ stick man
wmi_ stick my neck out
pes_ STICK OF CHALK
pes_ STICK OF ROCK
hdi_ stick one's neck out
wik_ stick one's neck out
wik_ stick one's nose in
wik_ stick one's oar in
pes_ STICK ONE ON
ntc_ stick one’s nose in (where
it’s not wanted)
hdi_ stick out
wik_ stick out
hdi_ stick out a mile
ntc_ stick out like a sore thumb
hdi_ stick out like a sore thumb
wmi_ stick out like a sore thumb
ntc_ stick shift
ntc_ stick someone with
something
wmi_ stick them up
hdi_ stick to
wik_ stick to
wmi_ stick to it
hdi_ stick to one's guns
wik_ stick to one's guns
hdi_ stick to one's last
hdi_ stick to the ribs
wmi_ stick to your guns
wik_ stick together
hdi_ stick together
wik_ stick up
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hdi_ stick up

wmi_ stick up for
hdi_ stick up for
hdi_ stick with
wik_ stick with

wik_ sticker shock
ntc_ sticker shock
wmi_ stickhandle
pes_ STICKIE

wik_ sticking‐place
wik_ sticking point
pes_ STICKS

pes_ STICKS AND STONES
pes_ STICKSING
pes_ STICKY

pes_ STICKY‐BEAK

pes_ STICKY‐FINGERED
pes_ STICKY‐NOSE
pes_ STICKY BEAK
pes_ STICKY BUN
pes_ STICKY DOG

pes_ STICKY FINGER
hdi_ sticky fingers
ntc_ sticky fingers
wik_ sticky fingers

pes_ STICKY TOFFEE
pes_ STIFF
wmi_ stiff

hdi_ stiff as a board
hdi_ stiff as a poker
wmi_ stiff upper lip
hdi_ stiff upper lip
wik_ stiff upper lip
pes_ STIFFENER
pes_ STIFFIE

pes_ STIFFING THE STROLL
pes_ STIFFY
pes_ STILL

hdi_ still and all

hdi_ still as a mouse

pes_ STILL SHITTING YELLOW
hdi_ still small voice

hdi_ still waters run deep

wmi_ still wet behind the ears
pes_ STILTS
pes_ STIM

pes_ STING

pes_ STINGING NETTLE
pes_ STINGO
pes_ STINK

pes_ STINK‐FINGER
pes_ STINK‐WEED
ntc_ stink on ice

wmi_ stink the joint out

hdi_ stink to high heaven
hdi_ stink up

pes_ STINKARD
pes_ STINKER

pes_ STINKIBUS
pes_ STINKING

ntc_ stinking (drunk)
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pes_ STINKING RICH

ntc_ stinking rich
ntc_ stinking with something
pes_ STINKO
pes_ STINKPOT
pes_ STINKS
pes_ STINKY‐FINGER
pes_ STINKY FINGER
pes_ STINKY PINKY
pes_ STIPE
pes_ STIR
pes_ STIR‐CRAZY
wik_ stir‐crazy
ntc_ stir crazy
hdi_ stir up
hdi_ stir up a hornets' nest
pes_ STIRLING MOSS
pes_ STIRRER
pes_ STIRRUP
pes_ STITCH
wmi_ stitch in time
hdi_ stitch in time, a
wmi_ stitch of clothes on
pes_ STITCH UP
pes_ STIVER
pes_ STOCIOUS
wmi_ stock in trade
wik_ stock phrase
hdi_ stocking feet
pes_ STOCKING FILLERS
pes_ STOCKS AND SHARES
pes_ STODGE
pes_ STOGIE
pes_ STOINKER
pes_ STOKE ON'E BOILER
pes_ STOKE ON'E FURNACE
pes_ STOKE ON TRENT
pes_ STOKED
ntc_ stoked (on someone or
something)
ntc_ stoked out
pes_ STOKERS
pes_ STOLYPIN'S NECKTIE
pes_ STOMACH OVERFLOW
ERROR
pes_ STOMP
ntc_ stomp (on) someone
pes_ STOMP ON
pes_ STOMPER
pes_ STOMPERS
pes_ STOMPIE
pes_ STOMPING
pes_ STONE
wmi_ stone's throw
wik_ stone's throw
hdi_ stone's throw, a
pes_ STONE‐BROKE
ntc_ stone (cold) sober
ntc_ stone blind
pes_ STONE BONKER
ntc_ stone broke

hdi_ stone cold

wik_ stone cold
ntc_ stone cold fox
wmi_ stone dead
wik_ stone dead
ntc_ stone dead
hdi_ stone deaf
wik_ stone deaf
pes_ STONE END
pes_ STONE FINISH
ntc_ stone fox
pes_ STONE GINGER
ntc_ stone groove
pes_ STONE JUG
ntc_ stone sober
wmi_ stone unturned
hdi_ stone/stony broke
pes_ STONED
wmi_ stoned
ntc_ stoned (out)
ntc_ stoned out of one’s gourd
ntc_ stoned out of one’s head
ntc_ stoned out of one’s squash
ntc_ stoned silly
pes_ STONEFACED
pes_ STONES
wik_ stonewall
wmi_ stonewall
pes_ STONEWALL BONKER
pes_ STONK
pes_ STONKER
pes_ STONKERED
pes_ STONKERS
pes_ STONKING
pes_ STONY
pes_ STONY‐BROKE
pes_ STOODED
pes_ STOOGE
pes_ STOOK
ntc_ stool (on someone)
ntc_ stool (pigeon)
pes_ STOOL PIGEON
hdi_ stool pigeon
pes_ STOOLIE
pes_ STOOLING
pes_ STOOP
hdi_ stoop labor
hdi_ stoop to
pes_ STOP‐THE‐CLOCK
pes_ STOP AND GO
pes_ STOP AND RUN
wik_ stop and smell the roses
pes_ STOP AND START
wik_ stop at nothing
hdi_ stop at nothing
wmi_ stop at nothing
hdi_ stop by
hdi_ stop cold
wik_ stop dead
hdi_ stop in
hdi_ stop off

wik_ stop on a dime

ntc_ stop on a dime
wmi_ stop on a dime
pes_ STOP ONE
hdi_ stop one short
hdi_ stop over
hdi_ stop payment
wik_ stop press
hdi_ stop short
hdi_ stop short of
hdi_ stop someone's clock
wik_ stop someone in his tracks
hdi_ stop the clock
wik_ stop the lights
ntc_ Stop the music!
wik_ stop the presses
pes_ STOP THIEF
pes_ STOP TICKING
hdi_ stop up
wmi_ stop you cold
wmi_ stop you in your tracks
pes_ STOPPED
pes_ STOPPER
pes_ STOPPERS
pes_ STOPPO
wik_ store up
pes_ STORES
pes_ STORK
wik_ storm in a tea‐kettle
hdi_ storm in a teacup
wik_ storm out of the blocks
pes_ STORMER
pes_ STORMING
pes_ STORY
hdi_ story of my life, the
ntc_ story stock
pes_ STOSHIOUS
pes_ STOT
pes_ STOTIOUS
pes_ STOTTER
pes_ STOUSH
pes_ STOVE‐UP
wik_ stovepipe hat
pes_ STOW
hdi_ stow away
ntc_ Stow it!
pes_ STRADADICTOMY
hdi_ straddle the fence
ntc_ straddle the fence
pes_ STRADIVARIUS
pes_ STRAFE
wmi_ straight
pes_ STRAIGHT
pes_ STRAIGHT‐SHOOTER
pes_ STRAIGHT‐UP
pes_ STRAIGHT AND NARROW
wik_ straight and narrow
hdi_ straight and narrow, the
wik_ straight arrow
ntc_ straight arrow
pes_ STRAIGHT ARROW

hdi_ straight as an arrow

wmi_ straight away
wik_ straight away
hdi_ straight away
wmi_ straight cash
ntc_ straight dope
wmi_ straight dope
hdi_ straight face
wik_ straight face
wmi_ straight face
wmi_ straight from the horse's
mouth
hdi_ straight from the horse's
mouth
wik_ straight from the horse's
mouth
ntc_ straight from the horse’s
mouth
ntc_ straight from the shoulder
wmi_ straight from the shoulder
wik_ straight from the shoulder
hdi_ straight from the shoulder
hdi_ straight goods
wmi_ straight goods
ntc_ straight low
ntc_ straight man
wmi_ straight man
wik_ straight man
hdi_ straight off
hdi_ straight out
wik_ straight out of the chute
ntc_ straight shooter
ntc_ straight talk
wmi_ straight talk
hdi_ straight talk
hdi_ straight ticket
wmi_ straight up
ntc_ straight up
hdi_ straight up
pes_ STRAIGHTEN
pes_ STRAIGHTEN OUT
wik_ straighten out
hdi_ straighten out
hdi_ straighten up
ntc_ straighten up and fly right
wmi_ straighten you out
pes_ STRAIGHTENED‐OUT
pes_ STRAIGHTENER
pes_ STRAIN OFF
pes_ STRAIN THE GREENS
pes_ STRAIN THE POTATOES
pes_ STRAMASH
pes_ STRAMMEL
wik_ strange bedfellows
hdi_ strange bedfellows
wik_ strange bird
ntc_ strange bird
hdi_ strange to say
hdi_ strangely enough
pes_ STRANGELY WEIRD
pes_ STRANGLE A DARKIE
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pes_ STRANGLER
pes_ STRAP

pes_ STRAP‐OIL
pes_ STRAP‐ON

wik_ strap on a pair

ntc_ strap someone with

someone or something
wmi_ strapped
pes_ STRAPPED
hdi_ strapped for
pes_ STRAPPED FOR CASH
pes_ STRAPPER
pes_ STRAW BASHER
hdi_ straw boss
ntc_ straw boss
wmi_ straw horse
hdi_ straw in the wind
hdi_ straw poll
wik_ straw poll
hdi_ straw that breaks the
camel's back
wmi_ straw that broke the
camel's back
hdi_ straw vote
pes_ STRAW YARD
pes_ STRAWBERRIES
pes_ STRAWBERRY
pes_ STRAWBERRY RIPPLE
pes_ STRAWBERRY TART
pes_ STREAK
wik_ streak of good luck
pes_ STREAKER
pes_ STREET
pes_ STREET‐SMART
wik_ street appeal
pes_ STREET CRED
ntc_ street people
ntc_ street pusher
ntc_ street smart
ntc_ street smarts
wmi_ street smarts
ntc_ street sweeper
ntc_ street time
wmi_ street wise
pes_ STREETCAR
pes_ STREETMAN
pes_ STREETWISE
pes_ STREEVUS MONE ON THE
REEVUS CONE
hdi_ stress out
pes_ STRETCH
hdi_ stretch a point
wik_ stretch one's legs
hdi_ stretch one's legs
ntc_ stretch one’s legs
wmi_ stretch the dollar
wmi_ stretch the envelope
wik_ stretch the truth
wmi_ stretch the truth
pes_ STRETCHED
pes_ STRETCHER
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wmi_ stretching it

pes_ STREWTH
wmi_ strictly business
wmi_ strictly for the birds
pes_ STRIDERS
pes_ STRIDES
pes_ STRIKE
hdi_ strike a balance
hdi_ strike a bargain
wmi_ strike a bargain
hdi_ strike a chord
hdi_ strike a false note
hdi_ strike a happy medium
hdi_ strike down
hdi_ strike it lucky
ntc_ strike it rich
wmi_ strike it rich
wmi_ strike me
pes_ STRIKE ME DEAD
hdi_ strike oil
ntc_ strike out
hdi_ strike out
wmi_ strike out (baseball)
wmi_ strike out on your own
hdi_ strike pay dirt
ntc_ strike pay dirt
hdi_ strike the right note
wik_ strike through
wik_ strike up
wmi_ strike up a conversation
wmi_ strike up the band
wik_ strike while the iron is hot
wmi_ strike while the iron is hot
hdi_ strike while the iron is hot
wmi_ strike your fancy
pes_ STRIKER
pes_ STRINE
pes_ STRING
wmi_ string a line
hdi_ string along
wmi_ string along
wik_ string along
wmi_ string bean
pes_ STRING BEANS
wmi_ string of good luck
hdi_ string out
hdi_ string together
wik_ string up
hdi_ string up
pes_ STRING VEST
pes_ STRINGBEAN
pes_ STRINGS
wik_ strings attached
hdi_ strings attached
pes_ STRIP
wmi_ strip
wmi_ strip mall
wik_ strip off
pes_ STRIPE
pes_ STRIPE UP
pes_ STRIPED

pes_ STRIPER

pes_ STRIPES
wmi_ stripped
hdi_ stripped to the buff
pes_ STRIPPERS
pes_ STRIPY
pes_ STROKE
pes_ STROKE BOOK
wmi_ stroke of genius
wmi_ stroke of good luck
wik_ stroke of work
wmi_ stroke your ego
pes_ STROLL ON
pes_ STROLLER
pes_ STRONG
ntc_ strong‐arm man
ntc_ strong‐arm tactics
pes_ STRONG IT
pes_ STRONG JOINT
hdi_ strong point
hdi_ strong silent type
hdi_ strong suit
pes_ STRONZER
pes_ STROP
pes_ STROP THE MULLIGAN
pes_ STROPPY
pes_ STRUCK
pes_ STRUGGLE‐FOR‐LIFER
pes_ STRUGGLE AND STRAIN
pes_ STRUGGLE AND
STRAINERS
pes_ STRUGGLE AND STRIFE
pes_ STRUGGLE BUGGY
pes_ STRUM
ntc_ strung‐out shape
ntc_ strung (up)
pes_ STRUNG OUT
hdi_ strung out
ntc_ strung out
wmi_ strung out
wik_ strut one's stuff
hdi_ strut one's stuff
ntc_ strut one’s stuff
wik_ stub out
pes_ STUBBLE‐JUMPER
wmi_ stubblejumper
hdi_ stubborn as a mule
pes_ STUBBY
pes_ STUCK‐UP
hdi_ stuck for, be
pes_ STUCK ON
wik_ stuck on
wmi_ stuck on
ntc_ stuck on someone or
something
stuck
on, be
hdi_
wik_ stuck up
hdi_ stuck with
ntc_ stuck with someone or
something
STUD
pes_

wik_ stud muffin

pes_ STUDENT
pes_ STUDSLEY
ntc_ study animal
pes_ STUFF
pes_ STUFF‐IT
ntc_ Stuff a sock in it!
wik_ stuff and nonsense
hdi_ stuff and nonsense
wmi_ stuff it
hdi_ stuff it
pes_ STUFF ONE'S CRAW
wik_ stuff one's face
hdi_ stuff one's face
hdi_ stuff the ballot box
wik_ stuff up
pes_ STUFFED
wik_ stuffed like a turkey
ntc_ stuffed shirt
wik_ stuffed shirt
hdi_ stuffed shirt
wik_ stuffed to the gills
pes_ STUFFER
pes_ STUK
pes_ STUKACH
pes_ STUKKIE
pes_ STUMBLE
hdi_ stumble across
hdi_ stumble on
pes_ STUMBLEBUM
pes_ STUMBLERS
wik_ stumbling‐block
wmi_ stumbling block
wik_ stumbling block
hdi_ stumbling block
pes_ STUMER
pes_ STUMP
pes_ STUMP IT
wmi_ stump me
wik_ stump up
pes_ STUMPS
pes_ STUMPY
pes_ STUNG
pes_ STUNNED
pes_ STUNT
pes_ STUPE
pes_ STUPEFI
ntc_ stupid fresh
pes_ STUTTER AND STAMMER
pes_ SUB‐CHEESE
pes_ SUBBIE
pes_ SUBBY
pes_ SUBJECT
hdi_ subject to, be
pes_ SUBMARINE
pes_ SUBMARINES
hdi_ subscribe to
pes_ SUBSTANCE
pes_ SUBWAY ALUMNI
wik_ such‐and‐such
wmi_ such a card

hdi_ such and such

wik_ such as
hdi_ such as
hdi_ such as it is
wmi_ suck
pes_ SUCK
wik_ suck‐boy
pes_ SUCK‐HOLE
ntc_ suck (some) brew
ntc_ suck (some) suds
wik_ suck a big one
wik_ suck a lemon
wik_ suck ass
wik_ suck balls
wik_ suck cock
wik_ suck donkey balls
wik_ suck donkey cock
wmi_ suck eggs
wik_ suck face
pes_ SUCK FACE
ntc_ suck face
wik_ suck hind tit
pes_ SUCK IN
wik_ suck in
hdi_ suck in
hdi_ suck into
wik_ suck it
wmi_ suck it up
wik_ suck it up
wik_ suck my balls
wik_ suck my cock
pes_ SUCK OFF
wmi_ suck off [B]
wik_ suck someone's cock
ntc_ suck someone’s hind tit
ntc_ suck something up
wmi_ suck the hind tit [B]
wik_ suck the kumara
wik_ suck tits
wik_ suck up
pes_ SUCK UP
hdi_ suck up to
wmi_ suck up to
ntc_ suck up to someone
wmi_ suckbucket
wmi_ sucked in
wmi_ sucker
pes_ SUCKER
pes_ SUCKER‐PUNCH
ntc_ sucker for someone or
something
SUCKER
LIST
pes_
hdi_ sucker list
ntc_ sucker list
hdi_ sucker punch
wik_ sucker punch
wmi_ sucker you
wmi_ sucks
pes_ SUCKY
pes_ SUCTION
pes_ SUDDEN
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pes_ SUDDEN DEATH
ntc_ sudden death
pes_ SUDS

pes_ SUDSER
ntc_ Sue me!

ntc_ sue the pants off (of)

someone
pes_ SUEDEHEAD
pes_ SUET
pes_ SUEY POW
pes_ SUFF
pes_ SUFFER
wmi_ suffer a setback
wik_ suffer fools gladly
hdi_ suffice it to say
pes_ SUFFOLK BANG
pes_ SUGAR
pes_ SUGAR AND HONEY
pes_ SUGAR AND SPICE
pes_ SUGAR CANDY
wik_ sugar coated
pes_ SUGAR DADDY
hdi_ sugar daddy
ntc_ sugar daddy
pes_ SUGAR STICK
hdi_ sugar the pill
pes_ SUGAR UP
wik_ sugarcoated
pes_ SUICIDE BLOND
wmi_ suicide pass
pes_ SUIT
hdi_ suit down to the ground
hdi_ suit oneself
hdi_ suit up
wmi_ suit yourself
pes_ SUITABLE CASE
pes_ SUITED AND BOOTED
wmi_ suits you
pes_ SULPHITE
hdi_ sum and substance
wik_ sum of its parts
hdi_ sum total
hdi_ sum up
wik_ sum up
pes_ SUMBITCH
wik_ summer and winter
ntc_ summer complaint
pes_ SUMO
pes_ SUMOS
ntc_ sun belt
hdi_ sun belt
pes_ SUNBEAM
wik_ Sunday best
ntc_ Sunday best
pes_ SUNDAY BEST
wmi_ Sunday best
hdi_ Sunday best
wik_ Sunday driver
ntc_ Sunday driver
pes_ SUNDAY MORN
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pes_ SUNDAY MORNING

NIGHTMARE
pes_ SUNDAY PUNCH
ntc_ Sunday punch
pes_ SUNDOWNER
pes_ SUNFISH
pes_ SUNNIES
ntc_ sunny‐side up
hdi_ sunny side
pes_ SUNNY SOUTH
wmi_ sunset years
pes_ SUNSHINE
pes_ SUP
pes_ SUPE
pes_ SUPER
wmi_ super‐duper
pes_ SUPER ACID
pes_ SUPER C
pes_ SUPER GRASS
pes_ SUPER JOINT
wmi_ super mint
pes_ SUPER WEED
pes_ SUPERBITCH
pes_ SUPERCHARGE
wmi_ supercharge
pes_ SUPERGRASS
wmi_ superstar
hdi_ supposed to
wik_ supposed to
hdi_ sure as death and taxes
wik_ sure as eggs
ntc_ sure as hell
wmi_ sure as hell
wmi_ sure as shit
hdi_ sure as shooting
wmi_ sure bet
hdi_ sure cure
hdi_ sure enough
wik_ sure enough
hdi_ sure of oneself
wik_ sure of oneself
ntc_ sure thing
hdi_ sure thing
wmi_ sure thing
pes_ SURF
pes_ SURF‐BUM
ntc_ surf the net
wmi_ surf the Net
pes_ SURFBOARD
pes_ SURFIE
pes_ SURGICAL TRUSS
pes_ SURPLUS
wik_ surprise surprise
pes_ SURREY DOCKS
hdi_ survival of the fittest
pes_ SUS
pes_ SUS LAWS
pes_ SUSHI BAR
pes_ SUSIE ANNA
wik_ suspend one's disbelief
pes_ SUSPENDED

pes_ SUSS

pes_ SUSS OUT
ntc_ suss someone out
pes_ SUSSED
wik_ Sussex Drive
pes_ SUSSO
pes_ SUSSY
pes_ SUZI
pes_ SUZIE COBOL
pes_ SUZIE WONG
ntc_ Suzy Homemaker
pes_ SWAB
pes_ SWABBER
pes_ SWACKED
pes_ SWADDLER
pes_ SWADDLING
pes_ SWADDY
pes_ SWAG
pes_ SWALLOW
pes_ SWALLOW AND SIGH
pes_ SWALLOW BOBBY
hdi_ swallow one's pride
wik_ swallow one's pride
hdi_ swallow one's words
wmi_ swallow that
pes_ SWALLOW THE ANCHOR
ntc_ swallow the dictionary
wmi_ swallow your pride
pes_ SWAMP
pes_ SWAMP DONKEY
pes_ SWAMPER
pes_ SWAN
pes_ SWAN LAKE
hdi_ swan song
wik_ swan song
pes_ SWANKPOT
pes_ SWANKY
pes_ SWANNEE RIVER
pes_ SWAP
hdi_ swap horses
ntc_ swap notes (on someone or
something)
SWAP
OFF
pes_
pes_ SWAP SPIT
wik_ swap spit
ntc_ swap spits
pes_ SWAPPER
pes_ SWASH
pes_ SWATCH
pes_ SWATCHEL
pes_ SWAVE
pes_ SWEAR AND CUSS
hdi_ swear at
wik_ swear by
wmi_ swear by
hdi_ swear by
hdi_ swear in
wmi_ swear like a sailor
hdi_ swear like a trooper
ntc_ swear like a trooper
wik_ swear off

wmi_ swear off

hdi_ swear off
wik_ swear on a stack of Bibles
hdi_ swear on a stack of Bibles
ntc_ swear on a stack of Bibles
hdi_ swear out
hdi_ swear to
pes_ SWEAT
pes_ SWEAT‐BOX
pes_ SWEAT‐HOG
ntc_ sweat blood
hdi_ sweat blood
ntc_ sweat bullets
hdi_ sweat bullets
wik_ sweat bullets
wmi_ sweat bullets
pes_ SWEAT EQUITY
wik_ sweat equity
wmi_ sweat it
wmi_ sweat it out
wik_ sweat of one's brow
hdi_ sweat of one's brow
pes_ SWEAT ON
hdi_ sweat one's guts out
hdi_ sweat out
ntc_ sweat sock
ntc_ sweat something out
wmi_ sweater girl
pes_ SWEATY SOCK
pes_ SWEDE‐BASHER
pes_ SWEENEY
pes_ SWEENEY TODD
pes_ SWEEP
wik_ sweep aside
wik_ sweep away
hdi_ sweep off someone's feet
pes_ SWEEP ONE'S CHIMNEY
wik_ sweep out
wik_ sweep someone off their
feet
wik_ sweep something under
the rug
sweep
under the carpet
wmi_
hdi_ sweep under the rug
wmi_ sweep you off your feet
pes_ SWEET
pes_ SWEET‐PEA
pes_ SWEET‐TALK
hdi_ sweet dreams
wik_ sweet dreams
pes_ SWEET F A
wik_ sweet fuck all
wik_ sweet hereafter
wik_ sweet Jesus
pes_ SWEET LUCY
wik_ sweet Mary
wik_ sweet Mary mother of God
ntc_ sweet nothings
wik_ sweet nothings
hdi_ sweet nothings
wmi_ sweet on

hdi_ sweet on, be

pes_ SWEET PEA
pes_ SWEET SMURF
wmi_ sweet spot
hdi_ sweet talk
wmi_ sweet tooth
wik_ sweet tooth
hdi_ sweet tooth
hdi_ sweeten the kitty
wmi_ sweeten the pot
wik_ sweeten the pot
hdi_ sweeten the pot/deal
wik_ sweeten up
pes_ SWEETENER
wik_ sweetheart deal
ntc_ sweetheart deal
pes_ SWEETIE
wmi_ sweetie pie
hdi_ sweetness and light
wik_ sweetness and light
wmi_ swell
pes_ SWELL
pes_ SWELL‐HEAD
wmi_ swelled head
hdi_ swelled head, have a
pes_ SWIFT
wmi_ swift
pes_ SWIFTIE
pes_ SWIFTLY FLOW
pes_ SWIG
pes_ SWILL
pes_ SWILLAGE
pes_ SWILLED
hdi_ swim against the current
hdi_ swim against the
stream/tide
wik_ swim upstream
wik_ swim with sharks
hdi_ swim with the tide
ntc_ swimming in something
pes_ SWINDLE SHEET
ntc_ swindle sheet
pes_ SWING
ntc_ swing both ways
pes_ SWING BOTH WAYS
wik_ swing for the fences
hdi_ swing into action
ntc_ swing into high gear
wik_ swing of things
ntc_ swing shift
wik_ swing state
pes_ SWING THE LEAD
ntc_ swing with someone or
something
pes_ SWINGE
pes_ SWINGER
pes_ SWINGERS
pes_ SWINGLE
wik_ swings and roundabouts
pes_ SWINGSTER
pes_ SWIPE
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pes_ SWIPES

pes_ SWIPEY
pes_ SWISH

pes_ SWISHER
pes_ SWISHY

pes_ SWISS ARMY KNIFE
pes_ SWITCH‐HITTER
wik_ switch‐hitter
wik_ switch off
hdi_ switch off

pes_ SWITCH OFF
ntc_ switch off

pes_ SWITCH ON
ntc_ switch on
wik_ switch on
hdi_ switch on

pes_ SWITCHED‐ON
ntc_ switched on

pes_ SWITCHEROO
pes_ SWIVEL EYED
pes_ SWIZZ

pes_ SWIZZLE
pes_ SWOON
pes_ SWOOP

pes_ SWORD

wik_ sword and sandal

wik_ sword and sorcery

hdi_ sword of Damocles
pes_ SWORDSMAN
pes_ SWOT
pes_ SWY

pes_ SYLVESTER STALLONE
pes_ SYNOGOGIAN

pes_ SYNTHETIC COCAINE
pes_ SYPH

wik_ syphon the python
pes_ SYRUP

pes_ SYRUP OF FIGS
pes_ SYSOP

pes_ SYSTEM D
pes_ T

pes_ T'WADDEN
pes_ T AND A
pes_ T AND E
pes_ T REX
pes_ T.B.A.
pes_ T.H.

pes_ T.L.U.

pes_ T.N.T.
pes_ T.S.

pes_ TA‐TA KISS
pes_ TA‐TAS
pes_ TAB

pes_ TAB‐END

pes_ TAB ACTION
pes_ TAB SHOW
pes_ TABBY

pes_ TABLE‐ENDER
wik_ table scrap
pes_ TABLETS
pes_ TABNAB
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pes_ TABS

pes_ TACEVAL
pes_ TACHE
pes_ TACK
pes_ TACK ATTACK
pes_ TACKER
pes_ TACKINES
pes_ TACKLE
pes_ TACKY
pes_ TACO‐BENDER
ntc_ taco stand
pes_ TAD
pes_ TADGER
pes_ TAFF
pes_ TAFFETY
pes_ TAFFIA
pes_ TAFFY
pes_ TAG
wik_ tag along
wik_ tag team
pes_ TAGGED THE PLAY WITH
THE SLAMMER ISSUE
pes_ TAGGER
pes_ TAIG
pes_ TAIL
hdi_ tail away
wmi_ tail between his legs
wik_ tail between one's legs
hdi_ tail between one's legs,
with one's
hdi_ tail end
wmi_ tail lights
hdi_ tail off
wmi_ tail wagging the dog
wik_ tail wagging the dog
hdi_ tail wagging the dog, the
wmi_ tailgate
ntc_ tailgate party
hdi_ tailor‐made
pes_ TAILOR‐MADE
hdi_ tailor‐made for
pes_ TAILPIPE
pes_ TAIWAN
pes_ TAKE
ntc_ take‐off artist
wmi_ take‐out restaurant
hdi_ take a back seat
wmi_ take a back seat
wik_ take a back seat
wik_ take a bath
pes_ TAKE A BATH
hdi_ take a bath
ntc_ take a bath (on something)
wik_ take a bead on
ntc_ take a beating
wik_ take a bite
wmi_ take a boo
wik_ take a bow
wmi_ take a bow
hdi_ take a bow
ntc_ take a break

hdi_ take a break

wmi_ take a break
wik_ take a breath
wik_ take a breather
wmi_ take a bullet
wik_ take a bullet
hdi_ take a chance
wik_ take a chance
wmi_ take a chance
pes_ TAKE A CHILL PILL
ntc_ take a chill pill
hdi_ take a crack at
wik_ take a crack at
ntc_ take a crack at something
ntc_ take a crap
wik_ take a crap
ntc_ take a dig at someone
hdi_ take a dim view of
wik_ take a dim view of
ntc_ take a dirt nap
ntc_ take a dive
pes_ TAKE A DIVE
wmi_ take a dive
wik_ take a dive
wmi_ take a drive/trip
ntc_ take a dump
wmi_ take a dump [B]
hdi_ take a fall
ntc_ take a fall
hdi_ take a fancy to
hdi_ take a fit
wmi_ take a flight
ntc_ take a flyer (on something)
wik_ take a gamble
wik_ take a gander
wmi_ take a gander
ntc_ take a gander (at someone
or something)
hdi_ take a gander at
wik_ take a grab
wmi_ take a guess
hdi_ take a hand in
ntc_ take a hike
wmi_ take a hike
wik_ take a hike
hdi_ take a hike
hdi_ take a hint
pes_ TAKE A HORN
ntc_ take a jab at someone
wik_ take a joke
wmi_ take a joke
hdi_ take a joke
hdi_ take a leaf out of someone's
book
wik_ take a leaf out of someone's
book
hdi_ take a leak
wik_ take a leak
ntc_ take a leak
wmi_ take a leak [B]
wik_ take a licking

hdi_ take a liking/shine to

hdi_ take a load off one's mind
ntc_ take a load off one’s feet
wmi_ take a load off your feet
wik_ take a long walk on a short
pier
take
a look
wik_
wmi_ take a look
hdi_ take a look at
ntc_ take a lot of nerve
ntc_ take a nosedive
wik_ take a number
ntc_ take a page from someone’s
book
hdi_ take a pass at
wmi_ take a pee [B]
wik_ take a pew
hdi_ take a picture
wmi_ take a picture
wik_ take a picture
wmi_ take a piss [B]
hdi_ take a poke at
wmi_ take a poke at
wmi_ take a poll
pes_ TAKE A POP AT
ntc_ take a pop at someone
ntc_ take a powder
pes_ TAKE A POWDER
wmi_ take a powder
hdi_ take a powder
wik_ take a powder
hdi_ take a rain check
pes_ TAKE A RAINCHECK
wik_ take a risk
wmi_ take a risk
wmi_ take a round out of
ntc_ Take a running jump (in
the lake)!
wik_ take a seat
hdi_ take a shellacking
wmi_ take a shine to
hdi_ take a shine to
ntc_ take a shit
wik_ take a shit
wmi_ take a shit [B]
wmi_ take a shot
ntc_ take a shot (at something)
wik_ take a shot in the dark
wmi_ take a snap shot
wik_ take a spill
hdi_ take a spill
wik_ take a spin
ntc_ take a squat
wik_ take a stab at
hdi_ take a stand
wik_ take a stand
wmi_ take a stand
wmi_ take a strip off
ntc_ take a swipe at someone or
something
take
a tumble
wik_

hdi_ take a turn for the better

wik_ take a turn for the better
wik_ take a turn for the worse
ntc_ take a walk
hdi_ take a walk
hdi_ take a whack at
ntc_ take a whack at someone or
something
ntc_ take a whack at something
wmi_ take a whiz
hdi_ take aback
wik_ take aback
hdi_ take account of
wmi_ take action
hdi_ take advantage of
wmi_ take advantage of
wmi_ take after
hdi_ take after
wik_ take after
hdi_ take aim
wik_ take aim
hdi_ take amiss
hdi_ take an interest
hdi_ take apart
hdi_ take as gospel
hdi_ take aside
hdi_ take at face value
hdi_ take away from
hdi_ take back
wmi_ take by storm
hdi_ take by storm
hdi_ take by surprise
wmi_ take calls
hdi_ take care
wmi_ take care
hdi_ take care of
wmi_ take care of
wmi_ take care of business
ntc_ take care of number one
ntc_ take care of numero uno
ntc_ take care of someone
ntc_ Take care.
wmi_ take chances
wmi_ take charge
hdi_ take charge
wik_ take cover
wmi_ take cover
hdi_ take cover
hdi_ take doing
pes_ TAKE DOWN
hdi_ take down
hdi_ take down a notch
wik_ take down a peg
hdi_ take down a peg
wmi_ take drugs
hdi_ take effect
wik_ take effect
wmi_ take effect
wik_ take exception
hdi_ take exception to
wik_ take exception to
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wmi_ take exception to
wik_ take five
ntc_ take five

pes_ TAKE FIVE
hdi_ take five
wmi_ take five

wik_ take flight
hdi_ take flight
hdi_ take for

hdi_ take for a ride

wik_ take for a spin

hdi_ take for gospel

hdi_ take for granted
wik_ take for granted
wmi_ take for granted
wik_ take guard
hdi_ take heart
wik_ take heart
wmi_ take heart
wik_ take heed

wmi_ take him down a peg
wmi_ take him out
hdi_ take hold
hdi_ take ill
wik_ take ill

wik_ take in
wmi_ take in
hdi_ take in

hdi_ take in good part
hdi_ take in hand

hdi_ take in stride

wik_ take into account
hdi_ take into account

hdi_ take into consideration

hdi_ take into one's confidence
hdi_ take into one's head

hdi_ take into one's own hands
hdi_ take issue with
wmi_ take it
ntc_ take it
hdi_ take it

wmi_ take it and run
wik_ take it away
wmi_ take it back
hdi_ take it cool

ntc_ Take it down a thou(sand)!
pes_ TAKE IT EASY
wik_ take it easy
ntc_ take it easy
hdi_ take it easy
wmi_ take it easy

wmi_ take it easy on

wmi_ take it for a spin

hdi_ take it from here
hdi_ take it from me
wik_ take it from me

hdi_ take it from there
wmi_ take it in stride

wmi_ take it like a man

ntc_ take it on the chin
wik_ take it on the chin
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hdi_ take it on the chin

ntc_ take it on the lam
ntc_ take it on the nose
hdi_ take it or leave it
wmi_ take it or leave it
wik_ take it or leave it
ntc_ Take it or leave it.
hdi_ take it out of one
wik_ take it out on
hdi_ take it out on
wmi_ take it out on
ntc_ take it out on someone or
something
wik_ take it outside
wmi_ take it personally
ntc_ take it slow
wmi_ take it the wrong way
ntc_ take it through the nose
wmi_ take it to heart
wik_ take it to the bank
ntc_ take it to the street
hdi_ take it upon oneself
wmi_ take it with a grain of salt
wmi_ take its course
wik_ take its toll
hdi_ take its toll
wik_ take kindly
hdi_ take kindly to
wik_ take leave
hdi_ take leave of
wik_ take leave of one's senses
wmi_ take leave of your senses
wik_ take liberties
hdi_ take liberties
wik_ take lightly
wik_ take lying down
hdi_ take lying down
wik_ take matters into one's
own hands
wmi_ take me seriously
wmi_ take my hat off to
wmi_ take my head off
wmi_ take my place
ntc_ take names
pes_ TAKE NAMES
wik_ take no for an answer
hdi_ take no for an answer, not
wik_ take no notice of
hdi_ take note
hdi_ take notes
hdi_ take notice
wmi_ take oath
hdi_ take off
wmi_ take off
ntc_ take off
hdi_ take off one's hands
hdi_ take off one's hat to
wmi_ take off, eh
wmi_ take offense
hdi_ take offense
hdi_ take office

wik_ take on

wmi_ take on
hdi_ take on
wmi_ take on a new light
wik_ take on faith
hdi_ take on faith
ntc_ take on fuel
hdi_ take on oneself
wik_ take one's ball and go home
hdi_ take one's breath away
wik_ take one's chance
hdi_ take one's chances
hdi_ take one's cue from
wik_ take one's eye off the ball
hdi_ take one's hat off to
wik_ take one's hat off to
wik_ take one's leave
hdi_ take one's leave
hdi_ take one's leave of
wik_ take one's lumps
pes_ TAKE ONE'S LUMPS
hdi_ take one's medicine
wik_ take one's pick
wik_ take one's time
hdi_ take one's time
wik_ take one's tongue out of
someone's ass
hdi_ take one's word for
wik_ take one for the team
ntc_ take one’s belt in (a notch)
ntc_ take one’s lumps
hdi_ take oneself off
wmi_ take out
wik_ take out
hdi_ take out
pes_ TAKE OUT
hdi_ take out of
wik_ take out of context
wik_ take out the trash
wmi_ take over
wik_ take over
hdi_ take over
hdi_ take pains
wmi_ take pains
hdi_ take part
wik_ take part
wmi_ take part in
ntc_ take pictures
hdi_ take pity on
wmi_ take place
hdi_ take place
wmi_ take possession
hdi_ take potluck
wik_ take pride
hdi_ take pride in
wmi_ take revenge
wmi_ take risks
hdi_ take root
hdi_ take shape
wik_ take sick
hdi_ take sick

hdi_ take sick/ill

wik_ take sides
wmi_ take sides
hdi_ take sides
pes_ TAKE SIGHTS
wik_ take silk
wik_ take sitting down
wmi_ take solace
ntc_ take some doing
hdi_ take some doing
ntc_ take some heat
wik_ take somebody's word for
it
wik_ take someone's head off
hdi_ take someone's life
hdi_ take someone's measure
hdi_ take someone's name in
vain
hdi_ take someone's part
hdi_ take someone's point
wik_ take someone's point
hdi_ take someone's side
hdi_ take someone's word for
hdi_ take someone at his or her
word
hdi_ take someone for a ride
ntc_ take someone in
hdi_ take someone in
ntc_ take someone off
ntc_ take someone or something
apart
ntc_ take someone or something
off
take
someone or something
ntc_
on
ntc_ take someone out
ntc_ take someone to the
cleaners
hdi_ take something
wik_ take something as read
wik_ take something in one's
stride
take
something in stride
wik_
hdi_ take something on faith
ntc_ take something out
hdi_ take something out on
ntc_ take something public
hdi_ take steps
hdi_ take stock
hdi_ take stock in
wmi_ take that
ntc_ take the (long) count
pes_ TAKE THE ARTHUR
wik_ take the biscuit
pes_ TAKE THE BISCUIT
hdi_ take the bit between one's
teeth
hdi_ take the bit in one's mouth
hdi_ take the bitter with the
sweet
take
the blame
wmi_

hdi_ take the bread out of

someone's mouth
wik_ take the Browns to the
Super Bowl
wik_ take the bull by the horns
wmi_ take the bull by the horns
hdi_ take the bull by the horns
wmi_ take the bus/plane
wik_ take the cake
wmi_ take the cake
hdi_ take the cake
wmi_ take the chill off
ntc_ take the cure
wik_ take the cure
hdi_ take the edge off
hdi_ take the fall
ntc_ take the fall
wik_ take the fall
hdi_ take the field
wik_ take the field
ntc_ take the fifth
wik_ take the fifth
hdi_ take the Fifth
wmi_ take the flack
hdi_ take the floor
wik_ take the game to
ntc_ take the gas pipe
hdi_ take the heat
wik_ take the heat
wmi_ take the heat
ntc_ take the heat
ntc_ take the heat off someone
hdi_ take the hint
wik_ take the hint
pes_ TAKE THE HUFF
hdi_ take the initiative
hdi_ take the law into one's
hands
hdi_ take the law into one's own
hands
wik_ take the lead
wik_ take the liberty
hdi_ take the liberty of
hdi_ take the liberty to
hdi_ take the load off
hdi_ take the measure of
someone
pes_ TAKE THE MICHAEL
wik_ take the Michael
pes_ TAKE THE MICK
wik_ take the mick
pes_ TAKE THE MICKEY
wik_ take the mickey
pes_ TAKE THE MICKEY BLISS
wik_ take the offensive
wik_ take the pee
ntc_ take the pipe
wik_ take the piss
pes_ TAKE THE PISS
ntc_ take the piss out of
someone
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ntc_ take the pledge

hdi_ take the plunge
wik_ take the plunge
ntc_ take the plunge
wmi_ take the pulse

hdi_ take the pulse of
wmi_ take the rap
hdi_ take the rap

ntc_ take the rap (for

something)
take
the red pill
wik_
wik_ take the reins
hdi_ take the rough with the
smooth
wik_ take the shadow for the
substance
pes_ TAKE THE SHAME
ntc_ take the spear (in one’s
chest)
take
the stage
wmi_
wmi_ take the stand
wik_ take the stand
hdi_ take the starch out of
ntc_ take the starch out of
someone
hdi_ take the sting out of
wmi_ take the trouble
hdi_ take the trouble
wik_ take the wheel
hdi_ take the wind out of one's
sails
wik_ take the wind out of
someone's sails
take
the wind out of
ntc_
someone’s sails
hdi_ take the words out of
someone's mouth
take
the wrong way
hdi_
wik_ take things as they come
ntc_ take things easy
wmi_ take this job and shove it
[B]
take
time to smell the roses
wmi_
wik_ take to
hdi_ take to
hdi_ take to heart
wik_ take to heart
hdi_ take to one's heels
wik_ take to one's heels
hdi_ take to one side
wik_ take to task
hdi_ take to task
wik_ take to the cleaners
hdi_ take to the cleaners
wik_ take to the hills
hdi_ take turns
hdi_ take umbrage
wmi_ take umbrage
wmi_ take up
hdi_ take up
wik_ take up a collection
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hdi_ take up a collection

hdi_ take up arms
wmi_ take up cudgels
hdi_ take up for
hdi_ take up on
hdi_ take up room/time
hdi_ take up space
wik_ take up the cudgel for
hdi_ take up the cudgels
wik_ take up the gauntlet
wmi_ take up the slack
hdi_ take up where one left off
hdi_ take up with
hdi_ take wing
hdi_ take with a grain of salt
wmi_ take with a grain of salt
wmi_ take you down a peg
wmi_ take you for all you've got
wmi_ take you in
wmi_ take you to court
wmi_ take you to task
wmi_ take you to the cleaners
wmi_ take your lumps
wmi_ take your pick
wmi_ take your pulse
wmi_ take your seat
wmi_ take your sweet time
wmi_ take your time
wmi_ take your turn
wmi_ take your word for it
hdi_ take/throw a fit
wmi_ taken
hdi_ taken aback
wmi_ taken for a ride
wmi_ taken in
hdi_ taken with, be
wmi_ takeoff on
wmi_ takes one to know one
hdi_ takes one to know one
hdi_ takes two
wmi_ takes two to tango
ntc_ takes two to tango
ntc_ taking care of business
ntc_ tale of woe
pes_ TALENT
wik_ talent management
hdi_ talk a blue streak
wik_ talk a blue streak
ntc_ talk a blue streak
wik_ talk a mile a minute
wmi_ talk a mile a minute
wmi_ talk about
wik_ talk about
hdi_ talk around
hdi_ talk at
wmi_ talk away
wik_ talk back
hdi_ talk back
wmi_ talk back
wmi_ talk big
ntc_ talk big

hdi_ talk big

wik_ talk dirty
hdi_ talk dirty
wik_ talk down
hdi_ talk down
hdi_ talk down to
hdi_ talk into
wmi_ talk into
wmi_ talk is cheap
wik_ talk is cheap
wmi_ talk it over
wmi_ talk it up
ntc_ talk like a nut
wik_ talk like an apothecary
wik_ talk of the devil
wik_ talk of the town
hdi_ talk of the town, the
ntc_ talk on the big white phone
ntc_ talk one’s head off
hdi_ talk out
hdi_ talk out of
wik_ talk out of turn
wik_ talk out one's ass
hdi_ talk over
wik_ talk over someone's head
hdi_ talk round
hdi_ talk sense
wmi_ talk shop
hdi_ talk shop
hdi_ talk someone's arm off
wik_ talk someone's ear off
hdi_ talk someone's ear/head
hdi_ talk someone's pants off
ntc_ talk someone ragged
wik_ talk someone under the
table
ntc_ talk someone’s ear off
wmi_ talk the leg off the lamb of
God
wik_ talk the talk
wik_ talk through one's hat
hdi_ talk through one's hat
ntc_ talk through one’s hat
wmi_ talk through your hat
hdi_ talk to
ntc_ talk to earl
pes_ TALK TO GOD ON THE BIG
WHITE TELEPHONE
ntc_ talk to hear one’s own
voice
talk
to Herb and Al
ntc_
TALK
TO HUEY DOWN THE
pes_
BIG WHITE TELEPHONE
pes_ TALK TO JOHN ON THE
PORCELAIN TELEPHONE
TALK
TO RALPH ON THE
pes_
BIG WHITE TELEPHONE
pes_ TALK TO RALPH ON THE
CAMODE‐A‐PHONE
TALK
TO THE CARPET
pes_
talk
to
the hand
wmi_

wik_ talk to the hand

pes_ TALK TO YOUR SHOES
wik_ talk turkey
ntc_ talk turkey
wmi_ talk turkey
pes_ TALK TURKEY
hdi_ talk turkey
ntc_ talk until one is blue in the
face
wik_ talk up
hdi_ talk up
wmi_ talk your ear off
wmi_ talk your head off
hdi_ talked out
wik_ talking head
ntc_ talking head
wik_ tall in the saddle
ntc_ tall in the saddle
ntc_ tall one
wmi_ tall one
hdi_ tall order
ntc_ tall order
wik_ tall order
pes_ TALL POPPIES
wmi_ tall tale
hdi_ tall tale
wik_ tall tale
ntc_ tall timbers
pes_ TALLET
pes_ TAM RAG
pes_ TAMP UP
hdi_ tamper with
pes_ TAMPI
pes_ TAN
hdi_ tan someone's hide
wik_ tan someone's hide
wmi_ tangle with
ntc_ tangle with someone or
something
pes_ TANK
wmi_ tank
pes_ TANK FILLER
pes_ TANK UP
ntc_ tank up
hdi_ tank up
pes_ TANKED
pes_ TANKED UP
ntc_ tanked up
wmi_ tanked/tanked up
pes_ TANKER
pes_ TANKY
pes_ TANNED
pes_ TANNER
wik_ TANSTAAFL
pes_ TAP
pes_ TAP‐DANCE
pes_ TAP‐DANCER
pes_ TAP‐OUT
pes_ TAP CITY
ntc_ tap dance like mad
ntc_ tap out

ntc_ tap someone (for

something)
pes_ TAPE
hdi_ taper off
wik_ taper off
pes_ TAPIOCA
pes_ TAPPED
pes_ TAPPED‐OUT
ntc_ tapped out
pes_ TAR
hdi_ tar and feather
pes_ TAR AND FEATHER
wik_ tar with the same brush
wmi_ tar with the same brush
pes_ TARANTULA‐JUICE
pes_ TARD
pes_ TARDLE
pes_ TARMAC
pes_ TARNAL
pes_ TARNATION
hdi_ tarred with the same brush
pes_ TART
pes_ TART ABOUT
pes_ TART FUEL
pes_ TART UP
pes_ TARTAN BANNER
pes_ TARTAR
pes_ TASH
wik_ task force
pes_ TASSEL
pes_ TASSIE
pes_ TASSLE
pes_ TASTE
ntc_ taste blood
pes_ TASTE DINNER
wmi_ taste of his own...
hdi_ taste of one's own medicine
wik_ taste of one's own medicine
pes_ TASTY
pes_ TAT
pes_ TATAH
pes_ TATE AND LYLE
pes_ TATER
pes_ TATER‐TRAP
pes_ TATERS
pes_ TATERS IN THE MOULD
pes_ TATIES
pes_ TATS
pes_ TATTER
pes_ TATTIE‐TRAP
pes_ TATTLER
pes_ TAVISH
pes_ TAX
hdi_ tax with
pes_ TAXI
pes_ TAXI‐CABS
pes_ TAXI RANK
pes_ TAYTERS
pes_ TD OFF
pes_ TEA
pes_ TEA AND COCOA
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pes_ TEA AND TOAST
pes_ TEA CADDY

pes_ TEA FOR TWO

pes_ TEA FOR TWO AND A

BLOATER

pes_ TEA GROUT
pes_ TEA LEAF
ntc_ tea party

pes_ TEA POT LID

pes_ TEA STRAINERS

pes_ TEA TOWEL HOLDER
pes_ TEABAG

pes_ TEABOARDY
pes_ TEACH

hdi_ teach a lesson

hdi_ teach an old dog new tricks
wmi_ teach an old dog...

wik_ teach someone a lesson

wmi_ teach you the tricks of the

trade
hdi_ teacher's pet
wik_ teacher's pet
pes_ TEAED
pes_ TEAED‐UP
pes_ TEAFER
pes_ TEAGUE
pes_ TEAHEAD
pes_ TEAM
wmi_ team player
wmi_ team up
wik_ team up
hdi_ team up with
wik_ team up with
pes_ TEAPOT
pes_ TEAPOT LID
pes_ TEAR
pes_ TEAR‐ARSE
pes_ TEAR‐UP
wmi_ tear a strip off
wik_ tear a strip off somebody
wik_ tear apart
hdi_ tear apart
hdi_ tear around
wmi_ tear around
hdi_ tear at
hdi_ tear away
wik_ tear away
hdi_ tear down
hdi_ tear into
ntc_ tear into a place
ntc_ tear into someone
ntc_ tear into something
hdi_ tear it
pes_ TEAR IT UP
ntc_ tear loose (from someone
or something)
wmi_ tear me apart
hdi_ tear off
ntc_ tear off
pes_ TEAR OFF A BIT
pes_ TEAR OFF A PIECE
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hdi_ tear one's hair

wik_ tear one's hair out
pes_ TEAR ONE OFF
hdi_ tear out one's hair
ntc_ tear someone or something
apart
tear
someone or something
ntc_
up
ntc_ tear someone up
wik_ tear up
wik_ tear up the pea patch
pes_ TEARAWAY
pes_ TEARING
wmi_ tearjerker
pes_ TEARS
pes_ TEASE
hdi_ tease out
pes_ TECATA
ntc_ technicolor yawn
pes_ TECHNICOLOR YAWN
pes_ TECHNICOLOR YODEL
pes_ TECHNICOLOUR BURP
pes_ TED FRAZER
pes_ TED HEATH
pes_ TEDDY BEAR
pes_ TEDDY BOY
hdi_ tee off
wik_ tee off
pes_ TEE OFF ON
ntc_ tee someone off
ntc_ teed (up)
wik_ teed off
ntc_ teed off
wmi_ teed off
wmi_ teed up
wik_ teensy weensy
pes_ TEENTH
wmi_ teeny‐weeny
wik_ teeny weeny
pes_ TEENYBOPPER
wik_ teething troubles
pes_ TEFLON
pes_ TEFLON BRAINED
ntc_ telegraph one’s punches
wik_ telephone tag
pes_ TELETUBBY
pes_ TELL
wmi_ tell a soul
hdi_ tell a thing or two
wik_ tell against
wik_ tell all
wmi_ tell all
wik_ tell apart
hdi_ tell apart
wmi_ tell him a thing or two
wmi_ tell him off
wmi_ tell him where to get off
wmi_ tell him where to go
hdi_ tell it like it is
wik_ tell it like it is
ntc_ Tell it like it is.

wik_ tell it to Sweeney

wik_ tell it to the marines
hdi_ tell it to the Marines
hdi_ tell me
hdi_ tell me about it
ntc_ Tell me another (one)!
wmi_ tell me another one
wmi_ tell me straight
hdi_ tell off
wik_ tell off
hdi_ tell on
wmi_ tell on
ntc_ tell shit from Shinola
ntc_ tell someone what to do
with something
tell
someone where to get
ntc_
off
hdi_ tell someone where to get
off
tell
tales
hdi_
wik_ tell tales
ntc_ tell the (whole) world
pes_ TELL THE TALE
wik_ tell the truth
hdi_ tell time
wik_ tell you the truth
pes_ TELLYBELLY
hdi_ tempest in a teacup
hdi_ tempest in a teapot
wik_ tempest in a teapot
wmi_ tempest in a teapot
wik_ tempt fate
hdi_ tempt fate
wmi_ tempt fate
hdi_ tempt the fates
pes_ TEN
wmi_ ten‐four (CB radio)
wik_ ten a penny
pes_ TEN COMMANDMENTS
wik_ ten foot pole
ntc_ ten percenter
pes_ TEN TO TWO
pes_ TEN TO TWOS
hdi_ tend to
pes_ TENDENCIES
hdi_ tender age
wmi_ tender age of
hdi_ tender loving care
hdi_ tender mercies
pes_ TENDERFOOT
pes_ TENNIS RACKET
pes_ TENT PEG
wik_ TEOTWAWKI
pes_ TERENCE STAMP
wik_ terminal leaves
pes_ TERRIBLE TURK
wik_ territorial pissing
pes_ TERRY WAITE
wik_ test bed
wmi_ test drive
wik_ test of time

wmi_ test the water

wik_ test the waters
wmi_ test your metal
pes_ TEVISS
pes_ TEX RITTER
pes_ TEXAS LEG SPREADER
pes_ TEXAS TEA
wmi_ TGIF
pes_ THAI STICKS
pes_ THAISTICKSWISHER
wik_ than a bygod
hdi_ thank God
wmi_ thank goodness
wmi_ Thank Goodness It's Friday
hdi_ thank goodness/heaven
wmi_ thank heavens
hdi_ thank one's lucky stars
wik_ thank one's lucky stars
ntc_ thank you very much
wmi_ thank your lucky stars
ntc_ thanks a bunch
wmi_ thanks a bunch
wik_ thanks a bunch
wmi_ thanks a million
wik_ thanks for nothing
hdi_ thanks to
wmi_ that'll be the day
wik_ that'll be the day
hdi_ that'll be the day
wmi_ that'll be the frosty Friday
wmi_ that's a corker
wmi_ that's a crock (of shit) [B]
hdi_ that's a new one on me
hdi_ that's about the size of it
wmi_ that's all she wrote
wik_ that's all she wrote
wmi_ that's cool
wmi_ that's his bible
hdi_ that's how the ball bounces
wik_ that's just me
wmi_ that's life
hdi_ that's one on me
hdi_ that's right
wmi_ that's stretching it
hdi_ that's that
wik_ that's that
wmi_ that's that
hdi_ that's the beauty of
wmi_ that's the spirit
wmi_ that's the ticket
wik_ that's the ticket
hdi_ that's the ticket
wmi_ that's the way the ball
bounces
hdi_ that's the way the ball
bounces
wmi_ that's the way the cookie
crumbles
pes_ THAT'S TORN IT
wik_ that's what's up
wik_ that's what she said

wmi_ that a boy/that a girl

hdi_ that ain't hay
ntc_ That ain’t hay!
pes_ THAT AND THIS
wik_ that does it
hdi_ that does it
hdi_ that does the trick
hdi_ that figures
wik_ that figures
hdi_ that is
wmi_ that is that
hdi_ that is to say
hdi_ that makes two of us
hdi_ that takes care of that
wmi_ that takes the cake
ntc_ That tears it!
ntc_ that way
hdi_ that will do
ntc_ That’ll be the day!
ntc_ That’ll teach someone.
ntc_ That’s a new one on me.
ntc_ That’s about the size of it.
ntc_ That’s all she wrote.
ntc_ That’s all someone needs.
ntc_ That’s my boy.
ntc_ That’s show business (for
you).
ntc_ That’s so suck!
ntc_ That’s the stuff!
ntc_ That’s the ticket!
ntc_ That’s the way the ball
bounces.
ntc_ That’s the way the cookie
crumbles.
ntc_ That’s the way the mop
flops.
ntc_ That’s what I say.
ntc_ That’s what she wrote.
pes_ THATCH
pes_ THATCHER
pes_ THE‐SHORT‐AND‐CURLIES
wmi_ the acid test
wmi_ the age of majority
wmi_ the air was blue
pes_ THE ALL‐OVERS
pes_ THE ALUM
wmi_ the apple doesn't fall far
from the tree
wmi_ the apple of his eye
pes_ THE BAKED BEAN
wmi_ the balance of power
wmi_ the ball's in your court
wik_ the ball is in someone's
court
wmi_ the be‐all, end‐all
pes_ THE BEAST
hdi_ the beauty of
wik_ the bee's knees
wmi_ the bee's knees
wmi_ the benefit of the doubt
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wmi_ the best‐laid plans of mice

and men go oft astray
hdi_ the best‐laid schemes go
astray
wmi_ the best of both worlds
wmi_ the best things in life are
free
wmi_ the big 0
pes_ THE BIG A
wmi_ The Big Apple
pes_ THE BIG APPLE
wmi_ the big cheese
pes_ THE BIG HOUSE
wmi_ The Big O
wmi_ the big picture
wik_ the big sleep
pes_ THE BIG SMOKE
pes_ THE BIG SPIT
wmi_ the bigger they are the
harder they fall
hdi_ the bigger they come
pes_ THE BILL
pes_ THE BIN
wmi_ the bitter end
pes_ THE BLACK ROLLS ROYCE
wmi_ the blind leading the blind
pes_ THE BLOCK
pes_ THE BLOWER
pes_ THE BOLLOCKS
pes_ THE BOONDOCKS
pes_ THE BOOT
hdi_ the bottom falls out
wmi_ the bottom fell out
wmi_ the bottom line
pes_ THE BOUNCE
pes_ THE BOX
wmi_ the breaking point
hdi_ the breaks
wmi_ the brush‐off
wmi_ the buck stops here
wik_ the buck stops here
wmi_ the bum's rush
pes_ THE BURBS
wmi_ the burbs
wmi_ the burning question
pes_ THE BUSINESS
hdi_ the business
wmi_ the butt of the joke
wmi_ the call of duty
wmi_ the calm before the storm
pes_ THE CAN
wmi_ the can
wmi_ the cart before the horse
wmi_ the cat's ass [B]
wmi_ the cat's meow
wmi_ the cat's out of the bag
pes_ THE CATBIRD SEAT
pes_ THE CHAIR
hdi_ the change
pes_ THE CHILLED ARTICLE
pes_ THE CHOP
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pes_ THE CLAP

pes_ THE COMPANY
wmi_ the crack of dawn
hdi_ the creeps
wmi_ the crunch
wmi_ the crux of the matter
wmi_ the customer is always
right
wmi_ the cutting edge
pes_ THE D.T.S
pes_ THE DADDY
hdi_ the damage
wmi_ the day of the family farm
pes_ THE DEEP FRY
wik_ the devil
wmi_ the devil makes work for
idle hands
hdi_ the devil of a
wmi_ the devil you say
wmi_ the dickens you say
wik_ the die is cast
wmi_ the downside
pes_ THE DRAIN
pes_ THE DRINK
pes_ THE DRIP
wmi_ the dying seconds
wmi_ the early bird gets the
worm
The
End
wik_
wmi_ the end‐all, be‐all
wik_ the end all‐be all
wmi_ the end justifies the means
wik_ the end of one's rope
wmi_ the end of the line
wmi_ the eye of a needle
wmi_ the eye of the storm
wmi_ the F‐word
wmi_ the family jewels
wmi_ the fat hit the fire
wmi_ the fickle finger of fate
wmi_ the fifth column
pes_ THE FILFTH
wik_ the finger
pes_ THE FIRM
wmi_ the first leg
wmi_ the first pancake is always
spoiled
wik_ the fix is in
pes_ THE FRONT
wmi_ the full Monty
pes_ THE GAS WORKS
pes_ THE GATE
pes_ THE GERBIL
wmi_ the gift of the gab (the gift
of gab)
the
gloves are off
wmi_
wmi_ the goat
pes_ THE GOD SQUAD
wmi_ the going gets rough
wmi_ the going rate
wmi_ The Golden Rule

pes_ THE GOODS

wmi_ the gospel truth
wmi_ the grass is greener on the
other side of the fence
wmi_ The Great One
wmi_ The Great White Hope
wmi_ The Great White North
pes_ THE GREATEST
wmi_ The Grim Reaper
wmi_ The Group of Five/The
Regina Five
wmi_ The Group of Seven
pes_ THE GROVE
wmi_ the handwriting is on the
wall
the
hard way
wmi_
pes_ THE HAWK
pes_ THE HEADS
pes_ THE HEAT
wmi_ the heat is on
wik_ the hell out of
hdi_ the hell with
wmi_ the hell you say
pes_ THE HEY DIDDLE DIDDLE
pes_ THE HORN
pes_ THE HORNIES
pes_ THE HORRORS
hdi_ the horse's mouth
pes_ THE HUMP
wik_ the icing on the cake
hdi_ the idea
wmi_ the in's and out's
wmi_ the in‐crowd
hdi_ the in thing
wmi_ the inside story
wmi_ the inside track
pes_ THE JERSEY YODEL
wmi_ the jig's up
hdi_ the jig is up
wik_ the jig is up
pes_ THE JIMMIES
pes_ THE JOE BLAKES
wmi_ the john
pes_ THE JOINT
wik_ the joke is on someone
wmi_ the joke is on you
pes_ THE JUNCTION
wmi_ the key to success
pes_ THE KNOCK
wmi_ the knock against
pes_ THE KNOWLEDGE
pes_ THE KREMLIN
pes_ THE LABOUR
pes_ THE LANDSCAPE
wmi_ the lap of luxury
wmi_ the last of it
wmi_ the last straw
wmi_ the last word
hdi_ the latest
hdi_ the latest thing
wmi_ the laughing stock

wmi_ the lay of the land

pes_ THE LEAST
wmi_ the life of Riley
wmi_ the life of the party
wmi_ the lights are on but
nobody's home
the
like of one
hdi_
hdi_ the likes of
hdi_ the limit
wmi_ the lion's share
wmi_ the living daylights
wmi_ the living end
wik_ the long and short
hdi_ the long and the short of it
wmi_ the long and the short of it
wmi_ the long arm of the law
wmi_ the loo
wmi_ the Lord helps those who
help themselves
the
lowdown
wmi_
hdi_ the lowdown on
wmi_ the luck of the draw
wmi_ the luck of the Irish
pes_ THE LUMP
pes_ THE MAGIC WORD
wmi_ the makings of
pes_ THE MAN
wik_ the man
wmi_ the man in the middle
wmi_ the Man in the Moon
pes_ THE MAN UPSTAIRS
pes_ THE MARZIPAN SET
hdi_ the masses
hdi_ the matter
pes_ THE MET
wmi_ the middleman
pes_ THE MILK ROUND
pes_ THE MOB
wmi_ the moment of truth
wmi_ the more the merrier
hdi_ the more the merrier
pes_ THE MOST
wmi_ the most
pes_ THE MUNCHIES
pes_ THE MURPHY
pes_ THE NADGERS
wmi_ the naked eye
pes_ THE NAME'S HUNT NOT
CUNT
wik_ the name of the game
pes_ THE NEEDLE
pes_ THE NICK
pes_ THE NIGHT'S A PUP
wmi_ the nitty‐gritty
pes_ THE NOD
wik_ the nose knows
pes_ THE NUTS
wmi_ the odd one
wmi_ the odds‐on favorite
pes_ THE OFFICE
pes_ THE OLD BOY

wmi_ the old college try

wmi_ the old man
wik_ the old woman is plucking
her goose
wmi_ the once‐over
wmi_ the one that got away
pes_ THE ORDER OF THE BOOT
pes_ THE OTHER
wik_ the other day
hdi_ the other day
hdi_ the other way round
pes_ THE PACKET
wmi_ the past is slipping by
without a trace
pes_ THE PEOPLE
wmi_ the Peter Principle
wik_ the pick of the litter
wmi_ the pick of the litter
hdi_ the picture
wmi_ the picture of health
wmi_ the pill
pes_ THE PIPE
wmi_ the pit of my stomach
wmi_ the pits
pes_ THE PITS
wik_ the pits
hdi_ the pits
pes_ THE PLOD
wik_ the plot thickens
pes_ THE POCKS
wmi_ the point of no return
wmi_ the pope's nose
pes_ THE POUND
wmi_ the powers that be
pes_ THE POX
wmi_ the price you have to pay
wmi_ the proof of the pudding is
in the eating
wik_ the quality
wik_ the rabbit died
wmi_ the rabbit died
wmi_ the real McCoy
pes_ THE REAL MCCOY
pes_ THE REAL THING
pes_ THE RED‐EYE
wmi_ the rest is gravy
wmi_ the rest is history
wik_ the rest is history
pes_ THE RHUBARBS
pes_ THE RIGHT STUFF
wmi_ the right stuff
wmi_ the road to hell is paved
with good intentions
wmi_ The Rock
pes_ THE ROCK 'N' ROLL
wmi_ the room is so small you
have to go outside turn
around
wmi_ the root of the problem
hdi_ the ropes
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pes_ THE ROUGH END OF THE

PINEAPPLE
pes_ THE ROYAL ORDER
hdi_ the rub
wik_ the rubber meets the road
wmi_ the runaround
pes_ THE RUNS
wmi_ the runt of the litter
wmi_ the salt of the earth
hdi_ the same old rigmarole
hdi_ the same with me
wmi_ the school of hard knocks
hdi_ the score
pes_ THE SHAKES
pes_ THE SHINY
wmi_ the shit hit the fan
pes_ THE SHITS
pes_ THE SHITTER
wik_ the shoe is on the other
foot
wmi_ the short end of the stick
pes_ THE SHOVE
pes_ THE SHUFFLE
wmi_ the sin bin (hockey)
pes_ THE SKITTERS
wmi_ the sky isn't blue
pes_ THE SLAMMER
pes_ THE SMOKE
pes_ THE SMOTHER GAME
pes_ THE SNIP
pes_ THE SOCHE
hdi_ the soul of
pes_ THE SPANISH ARCHER
wmi_ the spice of life
wmi_ the spitting image
wmi_ the squeaky wheel gets the
grease
the
stake
hdi_
pes_ THE STEEL
pes_ THE STICKS
wmi_ the straight dope
wmi_ the straight goods
wik_ the straw that broke the
camel's back
pes_ THE STRENGTH
wmi_ the strong, silent type
pes_ THE STRONGBOX
pes_ THE SWEENEY
wmi_ the sweet spot
pes_ THE SYPH
wmi_ the tail wagging the dog
wmi_ the take
wmi_ the talk of the town
wmi_ the tender age of
wik_ the terrorists will have won
hdi_ the thing
hdi_ the thing is
wik_ the thing is
wik_ the thing of it
wmi_ the third degree
pes_ THE THIRD DEGREE
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pes_ THE THREE R'S

pes_ THE THREEPENNY BITS
hdi_ the ticket
wmi_ the tide turned
hdi_ the tiger cannot change its
stripes
THE
TIME OF DAY
pes_
wmi_ the tip of the iceberg
pes_ THE TOM‐TITS
pes_ THE TOMS
pes_ THE TOPS
pes_ THE TRAYS
pes_ THE TREATMENT
wmi_ the tricks of the trade
wmi_ the turn of the century
wmi_ the turning point
wmi_ the underground
wik_ the upper hand
wmi_ the upper hand
hdi_ the very idea
wmi_ the way I see it
wmi_ the way to a man's heart is
through his stomach
wmi_ the way you hold your
mouth
pes_ THE WET
pes_ THE WET SEASON
wmi_ the wheels fall off
wik_ the wheels fell off
pes_ THE WHIRLING PITS
wmi_ the whole ball of wax
pes_ THE WHOLE BOILING
wmi_ the whole caboodle
hdi_ the whole enchilada
wmi_ the whole nine yards
wik_ the whole nine yards
wmi_ the whole shebang
hdi_ the whole shebang
wmi_ the whole shooting match
wik_ the whole shooting match
hdi_ the whole shooting match
hdi_ the whole way
wmi_ the whole works
wik_ the whole world and his
dog
pes_ THE WIDOW
hdi_ the willies
hdi_ the wiser
wmi_ the wolf is at the door
wmi_ the wolf knocking
pes_ THE WORKS
hdi_ the works
wik_ the world and his wife
wmi_ the world is your oyster
wik_ the world over
hdi_ the worm has turned
hdi_ the worse for the wear
pes_ THE WORST
pes_ THE Y
pes_ THE YARD
pes_ THELMA RITTER

pes_ THELONIUS MONK

hdi_ them's fighting words
wik_ them's the breaks
wik_ them's the facts
hdi_ then again
wik_ then again
hdi_ then and there
ntc_ then and there
wik_ then and there
wmi_ then and there
wmi_ there's a catch to it
wmi_ there's many a slip twixt
the cup and the lip
wmi_ there's more than meets
the eye
there's
more than one way
wmi_
to skin a cat
hdi_ there's no accounting for
tastes
there's
no fool like an old
hdi_
fool
wmi_ there's no love lost
hdi_ there's no smoke without
fire
there's
no telling
hdi_
hdi_ there's no time like the
present
wmi_ there's no tomorrow
wmi_ there's no two ways about
it
wmi_ there's not much to choose
between them
wmi_ there's nothing to it
wmi_ there's one born every
minute
wik_ there's only one
wmi_ there's something fishy
wmi_ there's something rotten in
the state of Denmark
wik_ there and back
hdi_ there and then
wmi_ there are two sides to
every story
hdi_ there but for the grace of
God go I
hdi_ there is no way
wmi_ there is nothing either
good or bad, but thinking
makes it so
wik_ there we go
ntc_ There will be hell to pay.
wik_ there ya go
pes_ THERE YOU ARE
wik_ there you are
ntc_ There you are.
wmi_ there you go
wik_ there you go
ntc_ There you go.
wik_ there you have it
wik_ there, there
ntc_ There’s nobody home.

hdi_ thereby hangs a tale

wmi_ these parts
pes_ THEYDON BOIS
pes_ THIC
pes_ THIC THERE
wmi_ thick
hdi_ thick and fast
pes_ THICK AND THIN
hdi_ thick and thin
wik_ thick and thin
wmi_ thick as a brick
pes_ THICK AS PIGSHIT
wik_ thick as thieves
hdi_ thick as thieves
pes_ THICK EAR
wik_ thick of things
hdi_ thick skin
pes_ THICKIE
pes_ THICKO
wik_ thief in the night
wik_ thigh‐slapper
pes_ THIMBLE AND THUMB
wik_ thin‐skinned
wik_ thin air
hdi_ thin as a rail
ntc_ thin dime
wik_ thin edge of the wedge
hdi_ thin edge of the wedge
wik_ thin end of the wedge
hdi_ thin on top
pes_ THING
wmi_ thing‐a‐ma‐bob / thing‐a‐
ma‐jig
thing
or two
hdi_
wmi_ things are looking up
hdi_ things are looking up
wik_ things that go bump in the
night
pes_ THINGY‐MA‐BOB
hdi_ think a lot of
hdi_ think aloud
wik_ think aloud
hdi_ think back
hdi_ think better of
wmi_ think better of it
hdi_ think big
hdi_ think highly of
hdi_ think little of
hdi_ think nothing of
wmi_ think nothing of it
wik_ think of England
hdi_ think on one's feet
wik_ think on one's feet
wik_ think one's shit doesn't
stink
think
out
hdi_
wmi_ think outside the box
wmi_ think over
hdi_ think over
wik_ think over
hdi_ think piece

hdi_ think positive

wmi_ think straight
hdi_ think tank
wik_ think tank
wmi_ think tank
wik_ think the world of
hdi_ think the world of
wmi_ think the world of
hdi_ think through
wmi_ think through
hdi_ think twice
wik_ think twice
hdi_ think up
wmi_ think up
wik_ think up
hdi_ think well of
wik_ think with one's little head
pes_ THINKER
hdi_ thinking cap
hdi_ third degree
wik_ third degree
ntc_ third degree
wmi_ third degree
wik_ third hand
pes_ THIRD LEG
wik_ third person
hdi_ third rail
wik_ third string
wik_ third wheel
ntc_ third wheel
hdi_ third world
ntc_ thirst‐aid station
ntc_ thirsty soul
pes_ THIRTEEN AND A BAKERS
pes_ THIS AND THAT
hdi_ this and that
hdi_ this is where I came in
ntc_ This is where I came in.
wik_ this minute
wmi_ this mortal coil
wmi_ this one is on me
hdi_ this side of
hdi_ this, that, and the other
pes_ THOMAS COOK
pes_ THOMAS TILLING
pes_ THORA HIRD
pes_ THORAZINE SHUFFLE
wmi_ thorn in my side
hdi_ thorn in one's flesh
hdi_ thorn in one's side
wik_ thorn in someone's side
wik_ thorn in the flesh
wik_ those who can't do, teach
pes_ THOUSAND PITIES
pes_ THOUSE
wmi_ thrash
pes_ THRASH
hdi_ thrash about
hdi_ thrash around
hdi_ thrash out
wik_ thrash out
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wik_ thread the needle
wmi_ threads

pes_ THREADS

hdi_ three's a crowd

ntc_ three‐alarm fire
wmi_ three‐bagger

wik_ three‐martini lunch
wik_ three‐on‐the‐tree
hdi_ three‐ring circus
wik_ three‐ring circus

pes_ THREE‐WHEEL TRIKE
pes_ THREE AND ME

pes_ THREE BLIND MICE

ntc_ three bricks shy of a load
hdi_ three cheers for
ntc_ three fingers

pes_ THREE PARTS GONE
ntc_ three point two
hdi_ three R's
wik_ three Rs

ntc_ three sheets (to the wind)
ntc_ three sheets in the wind
hdi_ three sheets in the wind
pes_ THREE SHEETS TO THE

WIND
wik_ three sheets to the wind
wmi_ three sheets to the wind
hdi_ three sheets to the wind
wik_ three skips of a louse
wmi_ three slices short (of a full
loaf)
ntc_ three squares
pes_ THREEPENNY BITS
pes_ THRILL
hdi_ thrill to death
hdi_ thrill to pieces
pes_ THROAT
ntc_ throat gag
pes_ THRONE
pes_ THRONE ROOM
ntc_ throne room
pes_ THROTTLE A DARKIE
pes_ THROTTLE ONE
pes_ THROTTLE PIT
hdi_ through and through
ntc_ through and through
wik_ through and through
hdi_ through one's hat
hdi_ through one's head
hdi_ through one's mind
hdi_ through rose‐colored
glasses
wmi_ through the grapevine
wmi_ through the mill
hdi_ through the mill
ntc_ through the mill
hdi_ through the motions
wik_ through the roof
wmi_ through the roof
wmi_ through the wringer
wmi_ through thick and thin
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hdi_ through thick and thin

pes_ THROW
wik_ throw a bone to
hdi_ throw a curve
wmi_ throw a curve
ntc_ throw a fight
ntc_ throw a fit
wik_ throw a fit
hdi_ throw a fit
ntc_ throw a game
wmi_ throw a game
wmi_ throw a kiss
ntc_ throw a map
pes_ THROW A MENTAL
hdi_ throw a monkey wrench
into
wmi_ throw a monkey wrench
into the works
wik_ throw a party
wmi_ throw a party
hdi_ throw a party
hdi_ throw a punch
ntc_ throw a punch
pes_ THROW A SICKIE
wik_ throw a sickie
wik_ throw a spanner in the
works
wik_ throw a tantrum
wmi_ throw a tantrum
ntc_ throw a technicolor yawn
pes_ THROW A WOBBLY
wik_ throw a wobbly
wik_ throw an eye
wik_ throw aside
hdi_ throw away
wmi_ throw away
hdi_ throw back
wik_ throw caution to the wind
wmi_ throw caution to the wind
hdi_ throw caution to the winds
wmi_ throw chunks
wik_ throw chunks
hdi_ throw cold water on
wik_ throw cold water on
wmi_ throw cold water on
pes_ THROW DINNER
hdi_ throw discretion to the
winds
wik_ throw down
ntc_ throw down
hdi_ throw down the gauntlet
wik_ throw down the gauntlet
wmi_ throw down your arms
hdi_ throw dust in someone's
eyes
throw
for a loop
wik_
hdi_ throw for a loop
wmi_ throw good money after
bad
throw
good money after
hdi_
bad

wik_ throw good money after

bad
hdi_ throw in
wik_ throw in
wik_ throw in at the deep end
hdi_ throw in one's hand
hdi_ throw in one's lot with
hdi_ throw in someone's face
hdi_ throw in the sponge
ntc_ throw in the sponge
hdi_ throw in the towel
wmi_ throw in the towel
ntc_ throw in the towel
wik_ throw in the towel
wik_ throw in with
wmi_ throw insults
hdi_ throw light on
wmi_ throw me for a loop
ntc_ throw money at something
wik_ throw money away
wik_ throw off
hdi_ throw off
hdi_ throw off balance
wik_ throw off balance
hdi_ throw off the track
wik_ throw off the trail
wmi_ throw on a dog for you
wik_ throw one's cap over the
windmill
wik_ throw one's hat in the ring
hdi_ throw one's hat in the ring
wik_ throw one's toys out of the
pram
THROW
ONE'S VOICE
pes_
wik_ throw one's weight around
hdi_ throw one's weight around
ntc_ throw one out on one’s ear
ntc_ throw one’s cookies
ntc_ throw one’s hat in the ring
ntc_ throw one’s voice
ntc_ throw one’s weight around
hdi_ throw oneself at
hdi_ throw oneself at someone's
head
hdi_ throw oneself into
hdi_ throw open
pes_ THROW OUT
hdi_ throw out
wmi_ throw out
wik_ throw out
hdi_ throw out the baby with
the bath water
hdi_ throw over
ntc_ throw salt on someone’s
game
throw
shapes
wik_
wik_ throw smoke
wmi_ throw some light on
wik_ throw somebody a curve
hdi_ throw someone
ntc_ throw someone for a loop

ntc_ throw something back

ntc_ throw something together
wmi_ throw that in
wmi_ throw the baby out with
the bath water
wik_ throw the baby out with
the bathwater
wmi_ throw the book at
hdi_ throw the book at
wik_ throw the book at
ntc_ throw the book at someone
ntc_ throw the bull
ntc_ throw the crap
hdi_ throw the first stone
wik_ throw to the dogs
hdi_ throw to the dogs/lions
wik_ throw to the wind
hdi_ throw to the wolves
wik_ throw to the wolves
hdi_ throw together
wik_ throw under the bus
wik_ throw up
wmi_ throw up
hdi_ throw up
pes_ THROW UP
hdi_ throw up one's hands
ntc_ throw up one’s toenails
hdi_ throw up to
wmi_ throw you
wmi_ throw you to the dogs
wmi_ throw your weight around
wmi_ throw yourself at him
hdi_ throw/toss out
wmi_ thrown in
pes_ THRUST
hdi_ thumb a ride
ntc_ thumb a ride
wik_ thumb a ride
hdi_ thumb one's nose
wik_ thumb one's nose
ntc_ thumbnail sketch
hdi_ thumbnail sketch
ntc_ thumbs down
ntc_ thumbs up
wik_ thumbs up
hdi_ thumbs up
pes_ THUMBSUCKER
pes_ THUMP‐UP
pes_ THUMPING
pes_ THUNDER‐BAGS
pes_ THUNDER‐BOWL
pes_ THUNDER‐CHUNDER
RAINBOW PARFAIT
pes_ THUNDER‐THIGHS
pes_ THUNDERBOX
pes_ THUNDERING
wik_ thus and so
wik_ thus and such
hdi_ thus far
pes_ TIC‐TAC
pes_ TICK

pes_ TICK OFF

hdi_ tick off
wik_ tick off
wik_ tick over
wmi_ tick over
ntc_ tick someone off
ntc_ ticked (off)
wmi_ ticked off
pes_ TICKED OFF
pes_ TICKER
pes_ TICKET
wmi_ ticketed
wmi_ tickety‐boo
pes_ TICKETY‐BOO
pes_ TICKLE
hdi_ tickle one's fancy
wik_ tickle pink
wik_ tickle somebody's funny
bone
tickle
someone's fancy
wik_
hdi_ tickle the ivories
ntc_ tickle the ivories
wik_ tickle the ivories
pes_ TICKLE THE IVORIES
pes_ TICKLE THE OVARIES
pes_ TICKLE THE PICKLE
pes_ TICKLE YOUR FANCY
ntc_ tickled (pink)
wik_ tickled pink
hdi_ tickled pink
pes_ TICKLED PINK
wmi_ tickled pink
hdi_ tickled to death
pes_ TICKY‐TACKY
pes_ TIDDEN
pes_ TIDDIES
pes_ TIDDLE
pes_ TIDDLED
pes_ TIDDLER
pes_ TIDDLER'S BAIT
wmi_ tiddly
pes_ TIDDLY
pes_ TIDDLY‐DUM
pes_ TIDDLY WINK
pes_ TIDDLYWINK
pes_ TIDDY
pes_ TIDDY OGGIE
pes_ TIDDYVATE
pes_ TIDE'S OUT
wmi_ tide me over
hdi_ tide over
wik_ tide over
wmi_ tide turned
pes_ TIDY
pes_ TIDY AND NEAT
hdi_ tie down
wmi_ tie in
hdi_ tie in
wmi_ tie into
hdi_ tie into
hdi_ tie into knots
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ntc_ tie it on

pes_ TIE OFF

hdi_ tie on the feed bag
ntc_ tie on the nosebag
hdi_ tie one's hands
ntc_ tie one on
wmi_ tie one on

pes_ TIE ONE ON
wik_ tie one on
hdi_ tie one on

wik_ tie someone's hands
wik_ tie the knot
hdi_ tie the knot
ntc_ tie the knot

pes_ TIE THE NOOSE

pes_ TIE THE RAP ON
wik_ tie up
wmi_ tie up
hdi_ tie up

wik_ tie up loose ends
wmi_ tie up loose ends

hdi_ tied to apron strings

wmi_ tied to your mother's apron

strings
tied
up
hdi_
wmi_ tied up
ntc_ tied up
pes_ TIGER
pes_ TIGER'S MILK
pes_ TIGER'S SWEAT
hdi_ tiger by the tail
ntc_ tiger juice
ntc_ tiger sweat
pes_ TIGER TANK
wik_ tiger team
ntc_ tiger(’s) milk
pes_ TIGHT
pes_ TIGHT‐ARSE
pes_ TIGHT‐ARSED
wmi_ tight‐ass [B]
wik_ tight‐lipped
hdi_ tight as a drum
hdi_ tight as a tick
ntc_ tight as a tick
wik_ tight lips
ntc_ tight money
wmi_ tight race
hdi_ tight rein on, a
hdi_ tight ship
wik_ tight ship
hdi_ tight spot
wmi_ tight spot
wik_ tight spot
ntc_ tight spot
hdi_ tight squeeze
ntc_ tight wad
wmi_ tight/tight fisted
wik_ tighten one's belt
hdi_ tighten one's belt
pes_ TIGHTEN ONE'S FACE
ntc_ tighten one’s belt
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wmi_ tighten our belts

wik_ tighten the purse strings
hdi_ tighten the screws
hdi_ tighten the screws on
pes_ TIGHTLIP
pes_ TIGHTWAD
pes_ TIGRE
pes_ TIGRE DE BLANCO
pes_ TIGRE DE NORTE
pes_ TIJUANA BIBLE
pes_ TIJUANA CREDIT CARD
ntc_ Tijuana taxi
wik_ til death do us part
pes_ TILBURY DOCKS
pes_ TILE
hdi_ till all hours
ntc_ till hell freezes over
hdi_ till hell freezes over
wmi_ till hell freezes over
ntc_ till kingdom come
hdi_ till the cows come home
wmi_ till the cows come home
ntc_ till the fat lady sings
wmi_ till you're blue in the face
pes_ TILT
hdi_ tilt at windmills
wik_ tilt at windmills
pes_ TIM
pes_ TIMBER
pes_ TIME
wmi_ time's a wasting
wmi_ time's up
pes_ TIME‐BOMB
ntc_ Time (out)!
wik_ time after time
hdi_ time after time
hdi_ time and a half
hdi_ time and again
wmi_ time and again
wik_ time and material
hdi_ time and tide wait for no
man
time
and time again
hdi_
hdi_ time bomb
hdi_ time flies
wmi_ time flies when you're
having fun
hdi_ time hangs heavy
hdi_ time hangs heavy on one's
hands
time
immemorial
hdi_
time
is
money
wmi_
hdi_ time is money
wmi_ time is of the essence
hdi_ time is ripe
hdi_ time is up
hdi_ time of day
hdi_ time of one's life
wik_ time of the month
wik_ time off
wmi_ time off

hdi_ time off

hdi_ time on one's hands
wmi_ time on your hands
hdi_ time out
wmi_ time out
wik_ time out
wik_ time out of mind
hdi_ time out of mind
wmi_ time ran out
wmi_ time stands still
ntc_ time to cruise
wmi_ time to kill
wmi_ time to time
hdi_ time warp
hdi_ time was
hdi_ time will tell
wik_ time will tell
wmi_ times were hard
pes_ TIN
pes_ TIN‐ARSE
pes_ TIN‐CUPPING
pes_ TIN BATH
ntc_ tin cow
pes_ TIN CUPPING
wmi_ tin ear
wik_ tin ear
hdi_ tin god
wik_ tin god
pes_ TIN HAT
ntc_ tin hat
pes_ TIN LID
wmi_ tin Lizzie
pes_ TIN PAN ALLEY
pes_ TIN PLATE
pes_ TIN TACK
pes_ TIN TANK
pes_ TINA TURNER
pes_ TINCTURE
pes_ TINFISH
pes_ TING‐A‐LING
pes_ TINHORN
pes_ TINIES
pes_ TINKER
wik_ Tinker to Evers to Chance
hdi_ tinker with
pes_ TINKERBELL
pes_ TINKLE
pes_ TINKLE THE IVORIES
pes_ TINKLER
pes_ TINNED DOG
pes_ TINNIE
pes_ TINNY
pes_ TINS OF BEANS
pes_ TINSEL TOWN
wik_ TINSTAAFL
pes_ TINY
pes_ TINY TIM
pes_ TINY TTERS
pes_ TIO TACO
pes_ TIP
wik_ tip‐off

wmi_ tip a few

wmi_ tip of my tongue
wik_ tip of the hat
wmi_ tip of the hat
hdi_ tip of the iceberg
wik_ tip of the iceberg
wmi_ tip of the iceberg
hdi_ tip off
pes_ TIP OFF
wik_ tip off
wik_ tip one's hand
hdi_ tip one's hand
wik_ tip one's hat
ntc_ tip one’s hand
pes_ TIP OUT
hdi_ tip the balance
wik_ tip the scale
wmi_ tip the scales
wik_ tip the scales
hdi_ tip the scales
wmi_ tip the scales at
pes_ TIP THE WINK
wmi_ tip your hand
wik_ tipping it down
pes_ TIPS
wmi_ tipsy
pes_ TIRED
wik_ tired and emotional
wmi_ tired of
wmi_ tired out
hdi_ tired out
hdi_ tired to death
pes_ TISKET
pes_ TISSEN
pes_ TISWAS
pes_ TIT
pes_ TIT‐BAG
pes_ TIT‐MAN
pes_ TIT ABOUT
pes_ TIT AROUND
pes_ TIT FOR TAT
wik_ tit for tat
wmi_ tit for tat
hdi_ tit for tat
pes_ TIT WANK
pes_ TIT WILLOW
wmi_ titch
pes_ TITCHY
pes_ TITFER
pes_ TITHEAD
ntc_ titless wonder
wik_ tits‐up
ntc_ tits and ass
wmi_ tits and ass (T & A) [B]
wmi_ tits in a wringer
wik_ tits up
ntc_ tits up
wmi_ tits up [B]
wik_ titsup
pes_ TITTIE
pes_ TITTY

pes_ TIZZY

hdi_ TLC
wmi_ to‐do
hdi_ to a certain degree
hdi_ to a certain extent
hdi_ to a degree
wik_ to a fare‐thee‐well
hdi_ to a fare‐thee‐well
hdi_ to a fault
wmi_ to a fault
wik_ to a fault
wmi_ to a man
hdi_ to a man
wik_ to a nicety
hdi_ to a T
wmi_ to a T
wik_ to a T
hdi_ to a turn
wik_ to a turn
hdi_ to advantage
wik_ to all intents and purposes
hdi_ to all intents and purposes
hdi_ to an extent
hdi_ to and fro
pes_ TO AND FRO
pes_ TO AND FROM
wik_ to be honest
pes_ TO BE IN THE STRAW,
wmi_ to be perfectly honest
hdi_ to be sure
wik_ to be sure
hdi_ to beat all
wmi_ to beat the band
wik_ to beat the band
hdi_ to beat the band
ntc_ to beat the band
hdi_ to begin with
wmi_ to blame
hdi_ to blame, be
ntc_ to boot
wik_ to boot
wmi_ to boot
hdi_ to boot
wmi_ to coin a phrase
wik_ to date
hdi_ to date
hdi_ to death
wik_ to death
pes_ TO DIE
wik_ to die for
ntc_ to die for
wik_ to do with
wmi_ to each his own
hdi_ to each his own
wik_ to go
wmi_ to go
ntc_ to go
hdi_ to good purpose
hdi_ to hand
wmi_ to heart
hdi_ to heel
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wmi_ to hell and gone
ntc_ to hell and gone
hdi_ to hell and gone

wik_ to hell in a handbasket
hdi_ to hell with

wmi_ to hell with that [B]
ntc_ To hell with that!
hdi_ to inch along

hdi_ to little purpose
hdi_ to my mind
hdi_ to no avail

hdi_ to no purpose
hdi_ to one's face
hdi_ to one's feet

hdi_ to one's heart's content
wik_ to one's heart's content
wik_ to one's mind

hdi_ to one's name
hdi_ to oneself

wmi_ to perfection
wik_ to pieces
hdi_ to pieces

pes_ TO PUT THE KIBOSH ON
hdi_ to rights

hdi_ to save one's life

wik_ to say nothing of
hdi_ to say nothing of
wik_ to say the least
hdi_ to say the least

hdi_ to some degree
hdi_ to some extent
hdi_ to spare

hdi_ to speak of

hdi_ to start with

pes_ TO SUFFER A RECOVERY
wik_ to tell the truth
hdi_ to that effect
wik_ to that end

hdi_ to the best of

wmi_ to the best of my

knowledge

hdi_ to the bitter end
hdi_ to the bone

hdi_ to the contrary
hdi_ to the core

hdi_ to the effect that

hdi_ to the ends of the earth
hdi_ to the fore
hdi_ to the full

hdi_ to the fullest
wik_ to the gills

hdi_ to the good
wik_ to the hilt
hdi_ to the hilt

hdi_ to the last

hdi_ to the letter
wik_ to the letter
hdi_ to the life

hdi_ to the manner born
wmi_ to the max
ntc_ to the max
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pes_ TO THE MAX

wik_ to the max
wik_ to the moon
hdi_ to the nines
wmi_ to the nth degree
hdi_ to the nth degree
wik_ to the point
hdi_ to the point
wik_ to the T
wik_ to the tee
hdi_ to the teeth
wik_ to the tonsils
wik_ to the tune of
hdi_ to the tune of
ntc_ to the tune of something
hdi_ to the victor belong the
spoils
hdi_ to the wall
wmi_ to top it off
hdi_ to wake the dead, loud
enough
hdi_ to whom it may concern
hdi_ to windward
hdi_ to wit
pes_ TOAD
wik_ toad‐strangler
pes_ TOADSKINS
pes_ TOADSUCKER
wmi_ toast
wik_ toast of the town
pes_ TOASTED
pes_ TOASTED BREAD
pes_ TOASTING
pes_ TOBGUE SUSHI
pes_ TOBLER
pes_ TOBLERONE
pes_ TOBY
pes_ TOBY JUG
pes_ TOBY JUGS
pes_ TOD SLOANE
wik_ today we are all
pes_ TODDLE OFF
wik_ toddle off
ntc_ toddle off
ntc_ toddy blossom
pes_ TODGER
pes_ TODGER DODGER
pes_ TOE
pes_ TOE‐JAM
wik_ toe‐to‐toe
ntc_ toe jam
pes_ TOE RAG
ntc_ toe tag
wmi_ toe the line
hdi_ toe the line
wik_ toe the line
hdi_ toe the mark
pes_ TOENAIL
pes_ TOERAG
wik_ toes up
pes_ TOEY

pes_ TOFF

pes_ TOFFEE
pes_ TOFFEE‐NOSED
pes_ TOFFEE WRAPPER
pes_ TOG
wmi_ together
pes_ TOGETHER
hdi_ together with
pes_ TOGGED TO THE BRICKS
pes_ TOGS
pes_ TOILET
pes_ TOILET‐TALK
pes_ TOILET BOWL LOVE
ntc_ toilet mouth
pes_ TOILET ROLL
ntc_ toilet water
pes_ TOKE
wmi_ toke up
wik_ toke up
wmi_ token gesture
pes_ TOKYO ROSE
pes_ TOLE
pes_ TOM
pes_ TOM‐FOLLERY
pes_ TOM‐TIT
pes_ TOM AND DICK
pes_ TOM AND JERRY
pes_ TOM CAT
pes_ TOM CRUISE
pes_ TOM DOOLIES
pes_ TOM FINNEY
pes_ TOM HANKS
pes_ TOM HARRY
pes_ TOM HOUSE
pes_ TOM MIX
pes_ TOM NODDY
pes_ TOM PATROL
pes_ TOM PEPPER
pes_ TOM SAWYER
pes_ TOM SQUAD
pes_ TOM THACKER
pes_ TOM THUMB
pes_ TOM TUG
wik_ Tom, Dick or Harry
pes_ TOM, HARRY AND DICK
pes_ TOMAHAWK
pes_ TOMATO
pes_ TOMATO CAN STIFF
wik_ tomato juice
pes_ TOMATO PUREE
pes_ TOMATO SAUCE
wik_ tomato tomato
pes_ TOMBSTONES
pes_ TOMCAT
pes_ TOMFOOLERY
pes_ TOMMIES
pes_ TOMMY
pes_ TOMMY‐GUN
pes_ TOMMY ATKINS
pes_ TOMMY COOKER
pes_ TOMMY COOPER

pes_ TOMMY DODD

pes_ TOMMY FARR
pes_ TOMMY FULFIGER
pes_ TOMMY GUNS
pes_ TOMMY O'RANN
pes_ TOMMY RABBIT
pes_ TOMMY ROLLER
pes_ TOMMY ROLLOCKS
pes_ TOMMY STEELES
pes_ TOMMY TRINDER
pes_ TOMMY TRIPE
pes_ TOMMY TUCKER
pes_ TOMMY TUPPER
pes_ TOMMYROT
pes_ TOMORROW
hdi_ tomorrow is another day
pes_ TON
pes_ TON‐UP
pes_ TON‐UP KID
wmi_ ton of bricks
wmi_ tone down
wik_ tone down
hdi_ tone down
wmi_ toney neighborhood
pes_ TONGS
pes_ TONGUE‐BATH
wik_ tongue‐in‐cheek
pes_ TONGUE‐JOB
wmi_ tongue‐lashing
wik_ tongue‐tied
pes_ TONGUE AND GROOVER
pes_ TONGUE BATH
hdi_ tongue hangs out, one's
wmi_ tongue in cheek
hdi_ tongue in cheek, with
pes_ TONGUE JOB
ntc_ tongue loosener
ntc_ tongue oil
pes_ TONGUE SUSHI
pes_ TONGUE WRESTLE
hdi_ tongues wag
pes_ TONK
pes_ TONKA TOY
pes_ TONKING
wmi_ tons
ntc_ tons of something
ntc_ tonsil bath
wik_ tonsil hockey
ntc_ tonsil hockey
wmi_ tonsil hockey
ntc_ tonsil paint
wik_ tonsil tennis
ntc_ tonsil varnish
pes_ TONY BENN
pes_ TONY BLAIR
pes_ TONY COTTEE
pes_ TONY HATCH
wik_ too bad
hdi_ too bad
wmi_ too bad
wmi_ too big for his britches

wik_ too big for one's boots

hdi_ too big for one's boots
hdi_ too big for one's britches
wik_ too big for one's britches
wik_ too clever by half
hdi_ too close for comfort
hdi_ too close to call
hdi_ too close to home
wmi_ too deep for me
wmi_ too far gone
hdi_ too good to be true
wmi_ too hot to handle
wik_ too hot to hold
wmi_ too little too late
hdi_ too little, too late
wmi_ too many chiefs and not
enough Indians
hdi_ too many cooks spoil the
broth
too
many cooks spoil the
wmi_
broth
ntc_ too much
pes_ TOO MUCH
hdi_ too much of a good thing
wik_ too rich for one's blood
ntc_ too rich for someone’s
blood
wmi_ toodles/toodle‐oo
pes_ TOOHIEHALL
pes_ TOOIES
pes_ TOOKUS
pes_ TOOL
pes_ TOOL‐UP
pes_ TOOL ALONG
wmi_ tool around
ntc_ tool around
pes_ TOOL AROUND
wik_ tool around
pes_ TOOL CHEST
pes_ TOOL UP
hdi_ tool up
pes_ TOOLBOX
pes_ TOOLKIT
pes_ TOOLS
pes_ TOOP
pes_ TOOT
wik_ toot one's own horn
ntc_ toot one’s own horn
wmi_ toot your own horn
wik_ tooth and nail
wmi_ tooth and nail
pes_ TOOTH BOOTH
hdi_ tooth fairy
pes_ TOOTHPICK
pes_ TOOTIN'
pes_ TOOTING BEC
pes_ TOOTING STOMPS
ntc_ tootle along
pes_ TOOTSIE ROLL
pes_ TOOTSIES
pes_ TOP
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wik_ top‐shelf

ntc_ top banana
hdi_ top banana

pes_ TOP BANANA
wik_ top banana

pes_ TOP BOLLOCKS
wik_ top brass
hdi_ top brass
ntc_ top brass
ntc_ top dog
wik_ top dog

pes_ TOP DOG
hdi_ top dog
wmi_ top dog

wik_ top dollar
hdi_ top dollar

wik_ top drawer
wmi_ top drawer
hdi_ top drawer
wik_ top edge

pes_ TOP FLAT

pes_ TOP FLOOR
pes_ TOP GUN
wik_ top hand
wik_ top hat

pes_ TOP HAT

ntc_ top heavy
wmi_ top it off
wik_ top it off
wmi_ top it up

pes_ TOP JOB

pes_ TOP JOHNNY
pes_ TOP JOINT

pes_ TOP JOLLY
pes_ TOP MAN
wmi_ top notch
wik_ top notch

wik_ top of mind

pes_ TOP OF THE FORM
ntc_ top of the heap
wik_ top of the line

wik_ top of the morning
wmi_ top of the morning
pes_ TOP OF THE SHOP
hdi_ top off

pes_ TOP ONE

wik_ top oneself
hdi_ top out

wmi_ top secret
wik_ top shelf

pes_ TOP STOREY
ntc_ top story
wmi_ top that

hdi_ top to toe
wik_ top up

pes_ TOP WEIGHT
pes_ TOP WHACK
pes_ TOPPER

pes_ TOPPING

wik_ topple over
pes_ TOPPO
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wik_ topsy turvy

pes_ TORCH
pes_ TORCH JOB
ntc_ tore (up)
ntc_ tore down
ntc_ torn (up)
hdi_ torn between, be
ntc_ tornado juice
pes_ TORPEDO
wik_ torque off
wik_ torqued off
pes_ TORRIDIDDLE
pes_ TOSH
pes_ TOSHER
pes_ TOSHEROON
pes_ TOSS
pes_ TOSS‐POT
wmi_ toss‐up
wik_ toss‐up
wik_ toss around
hdi_ toss down
pes_ TOSS IN ONE'S ALLY
ntc_ toss in the sponge
wmi_ toss it around
ntc_ Toss it!
pes_ TOSS OFF
hdi_ toss off
ntc_ toss off
hdi_ toss one's cookies
hdi_ toss one's hat in the ring
ntc_ toss one’s cookies
ntc_ toss one’s lunch
ntc_ toss one’s tacos
ntc_ toss something off
wik_ toss up
pes_ TOSS YOUR COOKIES
pes_ TOSS YOUR TACOS
pes_ TOSSED
pes_ TOSSER
pes_ TOSSING COOKIES
pes_ TOSSLE
pes_ TOTAL
wik_ total clearance
wmi_ total stranger
pes_ TOTAL WRECK
pes_ TOTALLY
wmi_ totally awesome
ntc_ totally clueless
wmi_ totem pole
pes_ TOTSIE
pes_ TOTTER
pes_ TOTTIE
pes_ TOTTIES
pes_ TOTTY
wik_ totus porcus
pes_ TOUCH
wik_ touch‐and‐go
wmi_ touch a drop
wik_ touch a nerve
ntc_ touch a sore point
wmi_ touch and go

ntc_ touch and go

hdi_ touch and go
wik_ touch and go
pes_ TOUCH AND TAP
wik_ touch base
wmi_ touch base
ntc_ touch base (with someone)
hdi_ touch base with
hdi_ touch bottom
wik_ touch cloth
hdi_ touch down
wmi_ touch it with a ten‐foot pole
pes_ TOUCH ME ON THE KNOB
wmi_ touch of
pes_ TOUCH OF THE OTHER
pes_ TOUCH OF THE TAR‐
BRUSH
wik_ touch of the tar brush
hdi_ touch off
wmi_ touch off
wik_ touch off
wik_ touch on
wmi_ touch on
hdi_ touch on
wik_ touch oneself
hdi_ touch up
wmi_ touch up
pes_ TOUCH UP
wik_ touch up
hdi_ touch upon
hdi_ touch wood
wik_ touch wood
wmi_ touch wood
wmi_ touch you
wmi_ touched
pes_ TOUCHED BY THE MOON
hdi_ touched by, be
wik_ touched in the head
wmi_ touched in the head
wmi_ touchy
wik_ touchy‐feely
pes_ TOUGH
wmi_ tough act to follow
hdi_ tough act to follow
wmi_ tough bananas
pes_ TOUGH BOUNCE
hdi_ tough break
ntc_ tough break
wik_ tough call
wmi_ tough call
wik_ tough cookie
ntc_ tough cookie
pes_ TOUGH COOKIE
ntc_ tough cookies
wik_ tough cookies
wmi_ tough customer
ntc_ tough customer
ntc_ tough egg to crack
wmi_ tough going
pes_ TOUGH GUY
ntc_ tough guy

hdi_ tough it out

wik_ tough love
wmi_ tough luck
hdi_ tough luck
wik_ tough luck
ntc_ tough luck
hdi_ tough nut
pes_ TOUGH NUT
ntc_ tough nut to crack
hdi_ tough nut to crack
wmi_ tough on me
wik_ tough row to hoe
wmi_ tough row to hoe
ntc_ tough row to hoe
hdi_ tough row to hoe
ntc_ tough shit
pes_ TOUGH SHIT
hdi_ tough sledding
wmi_ tough sledding
ntc_ tough something out
wmi_ tough tarts
wmi_ tough times
wik_ tough titties
pes_ TOUGH TITTY
wmi_ tough titty
wik_ tough titty
ntc_ Tough titty!
wik_ tough toodles
wik_ tough tuchus
wmi_ toughen up
wik_ toughen up
pes_ TOUGHIE
ntc_ tourist trap
pes_ TOURISTAS
pes_ TOUT
pes_ TOWEL
pes_ TOWEL HEAD
pes_ TOWER
pes_ TOWER BRIDGE
pes_ TOWER HILL
pes_ TOWER OF PISA
wmi_ tower of strength
hdi_ tower of strength
pes_ TOWN
hdi_ town and gown
wik_ town and gown
pes_ TOWN BIKE
pes_ TOWN CRIER
pes_ TOWN HALLS
pes_ TOWNS AND CITIES
ntc_ toxic waste dump
pes_ TOY
wik_ toy boy
wmi_ toy with
hdi_ toy with
pes_ TOYBOY
wik_ toys in the attic
wik_ track down
hdi_ track down
wmi_ track record
hdi_ track record

wik_ track record

pes_ TRACKS
pes_ TRAD
pes_ TRADE
hdi_ trade down
hdi_ trade in
wmi_ trade insults
hdi_ trade off
hdi_ trade on
wmi_ trade secret
hdi_ trade up
pes_ TRADESMAN'S ENTRANCE
pes_ TRAF
pes_ TRAFALGAR SQUARE
pes_ TRAFF
wmi_ traffic jam
pes_ TRAIL BOSS
wik_ trailer park trash
wik_ trailer trash
ntc_ trailer trash
pes_ TRAILS
pes_ TRAIN
hdi_ train of thought
wmi_ train of thought
pes_ TRAIN SURFING
wik_ train wreck
pes_ TRAIN WRECK
pes_ TRAINSPOTTER
pes_ TRAMP
pes_ TRAMP'S NECK
pes_ TRANK
pes_ TRANKS
pes_ TRANNIE
wmi_ tranny
pes_ TRANNY
pes_ TRANQS
pes_ TRAP
pes_ TRAPPY
pes_ TRAPS
wmi_ trash
pes_ TRASH
ntc_ Trash it!
ntc_ trash mouth
wik_ trash out
wmi_ trash the place
pes_ TRASHED
pes_ TRASHED OUT
pes_ TRAVEL AGENT
hdi_ travel light
pes_ TRAY
pes_ TRAY‐BITS
pes_ TREACH
pes_ TREACLE TART
wik_ tread lightly
hdi_ tread on someone's toes
hdi_ tread the boards
hdi_ tread water
pes_ TREASURE
pes_ TREASURE HUNT
hdi_ treat like dirt
pes_ TREBLE CHANCE
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pes_ TREE‐SUIT
pes_ TREES

wik_ trench mouth
pes_ TRENDOID
wmi_ trendy
pes_ TREY

pes_ TREY OF SOUS AND A

DOUBLE RUFF

pes_ TREZZ

wmi_ trial and error
hdi_ trial and error
hdi_ trial balloon
ntc_ trial balloon
wik_ trial balloon
wmi_ trial balloon
hdi_ trial by fire
wik_ trial by fire
wmi_ trial run

hdi_ trials and tribulations
pes_ TRICH
pes_ TRICK

pes_ TRICK CYCLIST

wik_ trick of the trade

ntc_ trick on someone
hdi_ trick or treat
hdi_ trick out

pes_ TRICKERATION

wmi_ trickle‐down economics
hdi_ tricks of the trade
ntc_ tricks of the trade
wmi_ tricks of the trade
wik_ tried and true
hdi_ tried and true
wmi_ tried and true
pes_ TRIFF

wmi_ trifle with me
pes_ TRIG

pes_ TRIG ONES WIG
pes_ TRIGGER

wik_ trigger‐happy
hdi_ trigger happy
pes_ TRILBY

pes_ TRILBY HAT
pes_ TRIM

hdi_ trim one's sails
pes_ TRIMMED
pes_ TRIMMER
pes_ TRIP

wik_ trip balls
wik_ trip out

hdi_ trip the light fantastic
wik_ trip to the woodshed
hdi_ trip up

pes_ TRIPEHOUND
hdi_ triple threat

ntc_ triple whammy
pes_ TRIPPED‐OUT
ntc_ tripped out
pes_ TRIPPY

pes_ TROJAN

wik_ Trojan‐horse
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pes_ TROLL

pes_ TROLLEY
pes_ TROLLEY AND TRAM
pes_ TROLLEY AND TRUCK
pes_ TROLLEY DOLLY
pes_ TROLLEYS
pes_ TROLLEYWAGS
pes_ TROLLING
pes_ TROMBONE
pes_ TROMBONES
pes_ TRONK
pes_ TROOPS
pes_ TROPICAL FISH
pes_ TROPPO
pes_ TROT
wik_ trot out
hdi_ trot out
pes_ TROTS
pes_ TROTTER‐CASES
pes_ TROTTERS
pes_ TROUBLE AND FUSS
pes_ TROUBLE AND STRIFE
wik_ trouble in paradise
hdi_ trouble one's head with
hdi_ trouble oneself about
hdi_ trouble someone for
pes_ TROUBLES AND CARES
pes_ TROUGH
pes_ TROUSER
pes_ TROUSER BANDIT
pes_ TROUSER SNAKE
pes_ TROUSER TRUMPET
pes_ TROUT
ntc_ Tru dat.
pes_ TRUB
pes_ TRUCKING
wik_ true believer
hdi_ true blue
wik_ true blue
wmi_ true blue
hdi_ true colors
wmi_ true colors
hdi_ true to
wik_ true to one's colors
pes_ TRUG
pes_ TRUGGY
pes_ TRUMP
hdi_ trump card
ntc_ trump something up
pes_ TRUMP THE HUMP
hdi_ trump up
wik_ trump up
ntc_ trumped up
pes_ TRUMPET
ntc_ trumpet spider
pes_ TRUNCHEON FODDER
pes_ TRUNCHEON MEAT
pes_ TRUNK AND TREE
pes_ TRUNKER
ntc_ Trust me!
wik_ truth be told

hdi_ truth is stranger than

fiction
hdi_ truth will out
wmi_ try it
wmi_ try it on
wmi_ try it out
wmi_ try me
pes_ TRY ON
hdi_ try on
wik_ try one's hand
hdi_ try one's hand
wik_ try one's luck
hdi_ try one's luck
hdi_ try one's patience
wmi_ try out
hdi_ try out
ntc_ try someone back (again)
wmi_ try that
wmi_ try that on for size
wmi_ try your darndest
wmi_ try your hand at
wmi_ try your luck
pes_ TS
pes_ TUANOLS
pes_ TUB
wik_ tub of guts
wmi_ tub of guts
ntc_ tub of guts
ntc_ tub of lard
pes_ TUB OF LARD
pes_ TUBBY
pes_ TUBE
wmi_ tube head
wmi_ tube him
ntc_ tube it
wik_ tube steak
pes_ TUBE STEAK
ntc_ tube steak
wmi_ tubular
pes_ TUBULAR
pes_ TUCK
hdi_ tuck away
hdi_ tuck in
pes_ TUCK IN
pes_ TUCK IN WITH
hdi_ tuck into
pes_ TUCK UP
pes_ TUCKED UP
pes_ TUCKED UP AND
SNUGGLED
TUCKER
pes_
wik_ tucker out
pes_ TUCKERED
pes_ TUCKERED OUT
hdi_ tuckered out
wik_ tuckered out
wmi_ tuckered out
pes_ TUDE
pes_ TUEHALL
pes_ TUFT
pes_ TUFT HUNTER

pes_ TUG

pes_ TUG O' WAR
wik_ tug of war
hdi_ tug of war
pes_ TULIP
pes_ TUMBLE
pes_ TUMBLE TO
pes_ TUMMY BANANA
wmi_ tump
pes_ TUN
pes_ TUNA
wik_ tune in
wmi_ tune in
hdi_ tune in
pes_ TUNE IN
ntc_ tune in (to something)
wmi_ tune me out
wik_ tune out
ntc_ tune out
hdi_ tune out
ntc_ tune someone or
something out
wmi_ tune up
hdi_ tune up
wmi_ tuned in
ntc_ tuned in
wmi_ tunnel vision
pes_ TUP
wik_ tuppence
wik_ tuppence worth
pes_ TURD
pes_ TURD BURGLAR
ntc_ turd face
wik_ turd in the punchbowl
pes_ TURF
wmi_ turf it
pes_ TURF OUT
wik_ turf out
wik_ turf war
pes_ TURISTAS
wmi_ turkey
pes_ TURKEY
pes_ TURKEY‐NECK
wik_ turkey shoot
wik_ turkey slap
pes_ TURKISH BATH
pes_ TURMIT
pes_ TURN‐OFF
wmi_ turn‐on
pes_ TURN‐ON
wik_ turn‐on
wik_ turn a blind eye
wmi_ turn a blind eye
hdi_ turn a blind eye to
wik_ turn a corner
wik_ turn a deaf ear
hdi_ turn a deaf ear
wik_ turn a hair
hdi_ turn a hair, not
wik_ turn a phrase
wik_ turn a profit

wmi_ turn a profit

wik_ turn a trick
hdi_ turn a trick
ntc_ turn a trick
pes_ TURN A TRICK
wmi_ turn about is fair play
hdi_ turn against
wik_ turn against
ntc_ turn around
hdi_ turn around
wik_ turn around
hdi_ turn around one's finger
hdi_ turn away
hdi_ turn back
wik_ turn back
ntc_ turn belly up
wik_ turn down
wmi_ turn down
hdi_ turn down
hdi_ turn for the better
hdi_ turn for the worse
wik_ turn heads
wik_ turn in
hdi_ turn in
ntc_ turn in
wmi_ turn in
wik_ turn in one's grave
hdi_ turn in one's grave
wik_ turn into
wmi_ turn into
wik_ turn into a pumpkin
hdi_ turn loose
wik_ turn loose
wik_ turn of events
wik_ turn of phrase
hdi_ turn of phrase
wmi_ turn of the century
hdi_ turn of the century
hdi_ turn of the tide
hdi_ turn off
wik_ turn off
wik_ turn on
ntc_ turn on
hdi_ turn on
wmi_ turn on a dime
ntc_ turn on a dime
wik_ turn on its head
hdi_ turn on one's heel
wik_ turn on one's heel
hdi_ turn on the waterworks
ntc_ turn on the waterworks
wmi_ turn on you
ntc_ turn on, tune in, drop out
wik_ turn one's back
hdi_ turn one's back on
hdi_ turn one's hand to
hdi_ turn one's head
wik_ turn one's nose up
hdi_ turn one's stomach
wik_ turn one on
ntc_ turn one’s toes up
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ntc_ turn onto someone or

something
pes_ TURN OUT
hdi_ turn out
wmi_ turn out
wik_ turn out
hdi_ turn out all right
pes_ TURN OVER
hdi_ turn over
ntc_ turn over
wik_ turn over
hdi_ turn over a new leaf
wmi_ turn over a new leaf
wik_ turn over a new leaf
hdi_ turn over in one's grave
wik_ turn someone's crank
wik_ turn someone's head
ntc_ turn someone off
ntc_ turn someone on
ntc_ turn someone or something
upside down
ntc_ turn someone out
pes_ TURN SOMEONE OVER
ntc_ turn someone’s stomach
ntc_ turn someone’s water off
wik_ turn tail
hdi_ turn tail
ntc_ turn tail (and run)
wmi_ turn the air blue
wik_ turn the air blue
hdi_ turn the clock back
wmi_ turn the corner
hdi_ turn the corner
wik_ turn the corner
wmi_ turn the other cheek
hdi_ turn the other cheek
wik_ turn the other cheek
wmi_ turn the other way
wik_ turn the page
hdi_ turn the scale
wik_ turn the tables
hdi_ turn the tables
wmi_ turn the tables on
wik_ turn the tide
hdi_ turn the tide
hdi_ turn the trick
hdi_ turn thumbs down
ntc_ turn thumbs down (on
someone or something)
hdi_ turn to
wik_ turn to dust
hdi_ turn to good account
wik_ turn tricks
pes_ TURN TURK
ntc_ turn turtle
hdi_ turn turtle
wmi_ turn ugly
wik_ turn up
wmi_ turn up
hdi_ turn up
wik_ turn up for the book
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hdi_ turn up like a bad penny

wik_ turn up one's nose
hdi_ turn up one's nose
hdi_ turn up one's toes
ntc_ turn up one’s nose at
someone or something
turn
up the heat on
hdi_
hdi_ turn up trumps
wmi_ turn up your nose at
hdi_ turn upon
hdi_ turn upside down
wik_ turn upside down
wmi_ turn you around
wmi_ turn you on
wmi_ turn your back on
wmi_ turn your crank
wmi_ turn your stomach
wmi_ turn yourself in
hdi_ turn/wind/wrap around
one's finger
hdi_ turnabout is fair play
wmi_ turncoat
pes_ TURNED‐ON
ntc_ turned off
ntc_ turned on
wmi_ turning point
wmi_ turnout
pes_ TURPS
pes_ TUSH
pes_ TUSHIE
pes_ TUSHROON
pes_ TUTTI‐FRUTTI
pes_ TUTTY
pes_ TUX
pes_ TV
pes_ TWANG
pes_ TWAT
wik_ twatfaced
pes_ TWEAK
wmi_ tweak
pes_ TWEAK OF THE THUMB
pes_ TWEAKER
wik_ Tweedledum and
Tweedledee
hdi_ tweedledum and
tweedledee
twelve‐ounce
curls
wik_
pes_ TWENTY‐FIVE
ntc_ twenty‐four, seven
ntc_ twenty‐twenty hindsight
hdi_ twenty‐twenty hindsight
wik_ twenty‐twenty hindsight
wik_ twenty to
wik_ twenty to the dozen
wik_ twenty winks
pes_ TWERP
wmi_ twerp
wik_ twiddle one's thumbs
hdi_ twiddle one's thumbs
ntc_ twiddle one’s thumbs
pes_ TWIG

wmi_ twig to that

wmi_ twiggy
pes_ TWIGS
wmi_ twilight years
pes_ TWILLIE
pes_ TWIMP
pes_ TWINE ON
pes_ TWINKIE
pes_ TWINKLE
wmi_ twinkle toes
wik_ twinkly‐eyed
pes_ TWIST
ntc_ twist (slowly) in the wind
pes_ TWIST AND TWIRL
hdi_ twist around one's finger
wik_ twist in the wind
ntc_ twist in the wind
hdi_ twist in the wind
wmi_ twist my arm
wik_ twist of fate
wmi_ twist of fate
wik_ twist someone's arm
hdi_ twist someone's arm
wik_ twist someone's balls
ntc_ twist someone’s arm
wik_ twist the knife
wmi_ twist your words
pes_ TWISTICAL
wmi_ twit
pes_ TWIT
pes_ TWITCHER
pes_ TWITE
hdi_ two's company
hdi_ two's company, three's a
crowd
wmi_ two's company, three's a
crowd
two‐bit
wik_
pes_ TWO‐BIT
wmi_ two‐fisted attack
wik_ two‐fisted drinker
ntc_ two‐fisted drinker
pes_ TWO‐POT SCREAMER
wik_ two‐second rule
pes_ TWO‐TIME
ntc_ two‐time loser
wik_ two‐way street
ntc_ two‐way street
wik_ two a penny
wmi_ two abreast
pes_ TWO AND EIGHT
wik_ two birds with one stone
hdi_ two bits
wmi_ two bits
wik_ two bob
pes_ TWO CAMELS
hdi_ two can play at that game
wik_ two cents
hdi_ two cents
wmi_ two cents' worth
pes_ TWO EYED STEAK

pes_ TWO FAT LADIES

ntc_ two fingers
pes_ TWO FINGERS
wmi_ two for one
wik_ two for two
wmi_ two heads are better than
one
wik_ two left feet
wmi_ two left feet
hdi_ two left feet, have
hdi_ two of a kind
wmi_ two pee holes in the snow
wik_ two penn'orth
wik_ two pennies' worth
hdi_ two shakes of a lamb's tail
ntc_ two shakes of a lamb’s tail
ntc_ two sheets to the wind
wmi_ two sides to every story
hdi_ two strikes against
hdi_ two strings to one's bow
wik_ two thumbs up
ntc_ two umlauts
hdi_ two ways about it
hdi_ two wrongs do not make a
right
pes_ TWOC
pes_ TYKE
hdi_ typhoid Mary
wmi_ typo
wik_ tyre kicker
pes_ U‐IE
wmi_ U‐turn
pes_ U.S.
pes_ U.VS
ntc_ ugly as sin
hdi_ ugly as sin
hdi_ ugly customer
hdi_ ugly duckling
wmi_ uh‐huh
wmi_ uh‐uh
pes_ UMBRELLA
pes_ UMPTEEN
pes_ UN‐EAT
wik_ unavailable energy
hdi_ uncalled for
pes_ UNCLE
ntc_ Uncle (Sam)
pes_ UNCLE BERT
pes_ UNCLE BILL
pes_ UNCLE BOB
pes_ UNCLE DICK
pes_ UNCLE FRED
wik_ Uncle Joe
pes_ UNCLE MAC
ntc_ Uncle nab
pes_ UNCLE NED
pes_ UNCLE SAM
ntc_ Uncle Sugar
pes_ UNCLE TOM
ntc_ Uncle Whiskers
pes_ UNCOOL

pes_ UNDER

hdi_ under a cloud
wik_ under a cloud
wmi_ under a spell
wik_ under a spell
hdi_ under age
hdi_ under any circumstances
hdi_ under any other
circumstances
wmi_ under arrest
hdi_ under arrest
hdi_ under consideration
wmi_ under control
hdi_ under cover
wik_ under erasure
hdi_ under false colors
wmi_ under fire
hdi_ under fire
wik_ under fire
wik_ under glass
pes_ UNDER HEAVY MANNERS
wmi_ under his own steam
hdi_ under lock and key
wik_ under lock and key
wmi_ under my belt
wmi_ under my breath
wmi_ under my care
wmi_ under my nose
wmi_ under my skin
wmi_ under my wing
hdi_ under no circumstances
wik_ under no circumstances
wmi_ under oath
wik_ under one's belt
hdi_ under one's belt
hdi_ under one's breath
wik_ under one's breath
hdi_ under one's feet
wik_ under one's hat
hdi_ under one's hat
hdi_ under one's nose
wik_ under one's nose
hdi_ under one's own steam
wik_ under one's own steam
hdi_ under one's skin
wik_ under one's thumb
wik_ under one's wing
hdi_ under pain of
hdi_ under par
wik_ under pressure
wmi_ under pressure
wik_ under sail
hdi_ under someone's spell
hdi_ under someone's thumb
hdi_ under someone's wing
ntc_ under someone’s thumb
hdi_ under the aegis of
ntc_ under the affluence of
incohol
under
the auspices of
hdi_
under
the
carpet
wik_
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hdi_ under the circumstances
wik_ under the cosh

hdi_ under the counter

hdi_ under the cover of
wik_ under the covers
hdi_ under the gun
ntc_ under the gun
wik_ under the gun

hdi_ under the hammer

wik_ under the impression
hdi_ under the impression
wik_ under the influence
hdi_ under the influence

wmi_ under the influence of

alcohol
under
the knife
hdi_
wik_ under the knife
wik_ under the microscope
wik_ under the pump
wik_ under the radar
wik_ under the rug
hdi_ under the same
circumstances
wik_ under the sun
hdi_ under the sun
hdi_ under the table
pes_ UNDER THE TABLE
wmi_ under the table
wik_ under the table
ntc_ under the table
wik_ under the weather
pes_ UNDER THE WEATHER
ntc_ under the weather
wmi_ under the weather
hdi_ under the weather
wmi_ under the wire
hdi_ under the wire
wik_ under the wire
ntc_ under the wire
wik_ under the yoke
wik_ under water
wik_ under way
wmi_ under way
hdi_ under way
wmi_ under wraps
wik_ under wraps
ntc_ under wraps
hdi_ under wraps
wmi_ under your thumb
pes_ UNDERARM
pes_ UNDERCHUNDERS
pes_ UNDERDAKS
wmi_ underdog
pes_ UNDERGROUND
hdi_ underground railroad
wmi_ underhanded
pes_ UNDERKECKS
pes_ UNDERPINNING
pes_ UNDERSCRUB
ntc_ underwater basket
weaving
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wik_ underwater basket

weaving
pes_ UNDERWHELMED
pes_ UNDUB
pes_ UNGLUED
pes_ UNHEALTHY
hdi_ unheard of
pes_ UNHINGED
pes_ UNHIP
pes_ UNIT
wik_ university of life
hdi_ unkindest cut
hdi_ unknown quantity
pes_ UNLOAD
pes_ UNMENTIONABLES
wik_ uno ab alto
pes_ UNREAL
wik_ unring a bell
pes_ UNSTRUNG
pes_ UNSTUCK
wmi_ unsung hero
pes_ UNTHINKABLES
pes_ UNTIED
wik_ until hell freezes over
wik_ until one is blue in the face
wik_ until the cows come home
wmi_ until you're blue...
pes_ UNTOGETHER
pes_ UNTOQUE
hdi_ unvarnished truth
wik_ unwashed masses
pes_ UNWRAPPED
hdi_ unwritten law
pes_ UP
wik_ up‐and‐comer
wik_ up‐and‐coming
wik_ up‐to‐date
ntc_ up a creek
hdi_ up a creek
ntc_ up a storm
wik_ up a storm
wmi_ up a storm
hdi_ up a tree
ntc_ up a tree
hdi_ up against
wmi_ up against
wik_ up against
wik_ up against it
ntc_ up against it
wmi_ up against it
pes_ UP AGAINST THE WALL
ntc_ up an’ Adam
ntc_ up an’ at ’em
hdi_ up and about
hdi_ up and around
hdi_ up and at 'em
wmi_ up and coming
hdi_ up and doing
wik_ up and down
wmi_ up and running
wik_ up and running

pes_ UP EACH OTHER

wik_ up for
wmi_ up for grabs
ntc_ up for grabs
hdi_ up for grabs
wik_ up for grabs
wmi_ up for it
wmi_ up for sale
hdi_ up front
wik_ up front
ntc_ up front
wmi_ up front
ntc_ up high
wik_ up hill and down dale
ntc_ up in arms
hdi_ up in arms
wik_ up in arms
wmi_ up in arms
wmi_ up in smoke
wik_ up in the air
wmi_ up in the air
hdi_ up in the air
ntc_ up in the air (about
someone or something)
up
on
wmi_
wik_ up on
pes_ UP ON BLOCKS
hdi_ up on something, be
hdi_ up one's alley
wik_ up one's own ass
hdi_ up one's sleeve
wik_ up one's sleeve
ntc_ up one’s alley
pes_ UP ONESELF
ntc_ up pot
wik_ up shit's creek
wik_ up shit's creek without a
paddle
pes_ UP SHIT CREEK
wik_ up shit creek
hdi_ up shit creek
ntc_ up shit creek (without a
paddle)
wmi_ up shit creek [B]
wik_ up shit creek without a
paddle
up
someone's alley
wik_
wik_ up someone's street
ntc_ up stakes
wmi_ up the ante
wik_ up the ante
hdi_ up the creek
wik_ up the creek
wmi_ up the creek
pes_ UP THE CREEK
ntc_ up the creek (without a
paddle)
hdi_ up the creek (without a
paddle)
UP
THE DUFF
pes_
UP
THE POKE
pes_

ntc_ up the pole

pes_ UP THE POLE
hdi_ up the river
ntc_ up the river
wik_ up the river
pes_ UP THE SPOUT
pes_ UP THE STICK
wmi_ up the stump [B]
wmi_ up the wahoozey
wik_ up the wall
hdi_ up the wall
pes_ UP THE WALL
ntc_ up the wall
wik_ up the walls
wik_ up the wazoo
wik_ up the ying yang
pes_ UP TIGHT
ntc_ up time
hdi_ up to
wmi_ up to
hdi_ up to a point
hdi_ up to date
wmi_ up to date
wik_ up to eleven
wik_ up to here
ntc_ up to here
wmi_ up to it
wmi_ up to my ears
hdi_ up to no good
wmi_ up to no good
wik_ up to no good
hdi_ up to one's ears
hdi_ up to one's old tricks
ntc_ up to one’s ears
ntc_ up to one’s eyeballs
ntc_ up to one’s knees
ntc_ up to one’s neck
hdi_ up to par
wik_ up to par
wmi_ up to par
ntc_ up to scratch
wik_ up to scratch
wmi_ up to scratch
hdi_ up to scratch/snuff/speed
wmi_ up to snuff
wik_ up to snuff
pes_ UP TO SNUFF
ntc_ up to snuff
wik_ up to something
wmi_ up to something
wmi_ up to speed
wik_ up to speed
hdi_ up to the hilt
hdi_ up to the mark
wmi_ up to you
wmi_ up with
wik_ up with the lark
wik_ up with the larks
wmi_ up your alley
wmi_ up your sleeve
pes_ UP YOURS

wik_ up yours

hdi_ up yours
wmi_ up yours [B]
pes_ UPCHUCK
wmi_ upchuck
pes_ UPFRONT
wmi_ uphill battle
wik_ uphill battle
wmi_ upon my word
wmi_ upon the words
offhandedly spoken
pes_ UPPER
wik_ upper crust
hdi_ upper crust
wmi_ upper crust
hdi_ upper hand
wmi_ upper hand
ntc_ upper story
hdi_ upper story
pes_ UPPERS
pes_ UPRIVER
wik_ ups and downs
hdi_ ups and downs
wmi_ upset the apple cart
wik_ upset the applecart
hdi_ upset the applecart
ntc_ upshot (of something)
wmi_ upside
hdi_ upside the head
pes_ UPSTAIRS
pes_ UPSTATE
wmi_ uptalk
wmi_ uptight
pes_ UPTIGHT
hdi_ upward of
hdi_ upwards of
pes_ UPZIDES WITH
wik_ urban fabric
pes_ URBAN SURFING
ntc_ urge to purge
pes_ URGER
wik_ Use a sledgehammer to
crack a nut
hdi_ use one's head
wik_ use one's head
pes_ USE ONE'S LOAF
wik_ use one's noggin
wmi_ use up
hdi_ use up
ntc_ Use your head!
ntc_ Use your noggin!
ntc_ Use your noodle!
wmi_ used to
hdi_ used to
wik_ used to
wmi_ useless as a fifth wheel
wmi_ useless as the tits...
pes_ USER
wmi_ user friendly
pes_ USING
pes_ USING MONKEY WATER
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pes_ UTE

hdi_ utter a word
wmi_ Uzi
pes_ V

pes_ V‐8

pes_ V AND T
pes_ V.A.T.
pes_ V.C.

pes_ VAC

pes_ VACUUM CLEANER
pes_ VADA
pes_ VAG
pes_ VAL

wik_ vale of tears

wmi_ vale of tears (valley of

tears)
pes_ VALIUM
pes_ VALL‐TO
pes_ VALLEY GIRL
wik_ valley of death
wik_ valley of the shadow of
death
pes_ VALO
pes_ VALS
pes_ VALSPEAK
pes_ VALUMS
wmi_ vamoose
pes_ VAMOOSE
pes_ VAMOS
pes_ VAMOSE
pes_ VAMP
pes_ VAMP UP
pes_ VANILLA
pes_ VARDER
pes_ VARDY
wik_ variable tandem repeat
locus
variety
is the spice of life
hdi_
wmi_ variety is the spice of life
hdi_ variety store
hdi_ various and sundry
ntc_ Vatican roulette
pes_ VEARIES
pes_ VECTOR‐SPEW
pes_ VEEP
pes_ VEG‐OUT
ntc_ veg (out)
wik_ veg out
wmi_ vegetate (veg out)
ntc_ vegged out
pes_ VEGGIE
pes_ VELCRO
pes_ VELCRO‐HEAD
pes_ VELVET
hdi_ vent one's spleen
ntc_ vent one’s spleen
pes_ VENTILATE
pes_ VENTILATE SOMEONE'S
SHORTS
VERA
LYNN
pes_
VERBAL
pes_
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wik_ verbal assault

pes_ VERBAL DIARRHOEA
pes_ VERBOTEN
hdi_ verge on
wik_ verge on
ntc_ vertical bathtub
wik_ vertically challenged
wik_ very good
hdi_ very thing, the
wik_ very well
hdi_ very well
hdi_ vested interest
pes_ VET
pes_ VETTE
pes_ VEX
pes_ VEX‐MONEY
pes_ VEXED
pes_ VIBE
pes_ VIBE ON
pes_ VIBES
pes_ VIBRATIONS
pes_ VIC
pes_ VICIOUS
hdi_ vicious circle
ntc_ vicious circle
wik_ victory at sea
ntc_ video jock
pes_ VIDRIO
pes_ VILLAIN
hdi_ villain of the piece, the
pes_ VILLE
pes_ VIM
hdi_ vim and vigor
ntc_ vim and vigor
pes_ VINE
pes_ VINO
pes_ VINYL
wmi_ VIP
pes_ VIPER
hdi_ viper in one's bosom
wik_ virgin territory
wmi_ virgin territory
wmi_ virtual reality
wmi_ visit a spell
ntc_ visit from Flo
ntc_ visit from the stork
ntc_ visit the plumbing
ntc_ visiting fireman
ntc_ vital statistics
pes_ VITAMIN A
pes_ VITAMIN C
pes_ VITAMIN E
pes_ VITAMIN P
pes_ VITAMIN T
pes_ VITAMIN V
pes_ VITAMIN X
pes_ VITAMINS
pes_ VLAM
pes_ VLUMMOX
pes_ VOCE
pes_ VODDY

pes_ VOETSEK

pes_ VOGUE
pes_ VOLK
pes_ VOM
pes_ VOOMPSE
pes_ VOTCH
hdi_ vote down
wik_ vote down
wmi_ vote of thanks
hdi_ vote with one's feet
wik_ vote with one's feet
ntc_ vote with one’s feet
wik_ vouch for
wik_ vowel quantity
pes_ VREK
pes_ VUZZ
ntc_ w(h)ack someone (out)
ntc_ w(h)ack someone or
something up
w(h)ack
something (out)
ntc_
ntc_ w(h)acked (out)
pes_ WACK
wmi_ wack
pes_ WACK‐OFF
ntc_ wack off
pes_ WACKED
wmi_ wacko
pes_ WACKO
pes_ WACKY
wmi_ wacky
pes_ WACKY BACKY
pes_ WAD
pes_ WADDEN
hdi_ wade in
hdi_ wade into
pes_ WADERS
pes_ WAFFLE
ntc_ waffle (around)
pes_ WAG
pes_ WAG‐IT
pes_ WAG OFF
ntc_ wag one’s chin
hdi_ wages of sin, the
hdi_ wail like a banshee
ntc_ wail on someone
hdi_ wait a minute
wmi_ wait a minute
wmi_ wait a sec
hdi_ wait and see
wmi_ wait around
hdi_ wait at table
wik_ wait for it
wik_ wait for the ball to drop
wmi_ wait for the other shoe to
drop
wait
for the other shoe to
hdi_
drop
wik_ wait for the other shoe to
drop
wait
on
hdi_
wait
on
customers
wmi_

hdi_ wait on hand and foot

wik_ wait on hand, foot and
finger
wik_ wait on someone hand, foot
and finger
wik_ wait on someone hand,
foot, and finger
hdi_ wait on table
wmi_ wait on tables
wmi_ wait on you hand and foot
hdi_ wait out
wmi_ wait up
hdi_ wait up
wik_ wait up
wmi_ wait up for
hdi_ wait upon
wik_ wait upon hand and foot
wmi_ wait with bated breath
hdi_ waiting game
wik_ waiting game
hdi_ waiting in the wings
hdi_ wake‐up call
wmi_ wake‐up call
wmi_ wake up
wmi_ wake up and smell the
coffee
wik_ wake up and smell the
coffee
wake
up on the wrong side
wik_
of bed
wmi_ wake up on the wrong side
of bed
wmi_ wake with a start
pes_ WALDO
wmi_ walk
pes_ WALK
wmi_ walk‐through
wmi_ walk a straight line
wik_ walk a tightrope
hdi_ walk all over
wik_ walk all over someone
wik_ walk and chew gum at the
same time
wik_ walk away
hdi_ walk away from
wik_ walk away from
hdi_ walk away with
wik_ walk back
wmi_ walk down
ntc_ walk heavy
wik_ walk in on
wik_ walk in the park
wik_ walk in the snow
wmi_ walk of life
wik_ walk of life
hdi_ walk of life
hdi_ walk off with
wik_ walk off with
hdi_ walk on air
ntc_ walk on eggs
hdi_ walk on eggs

wmi_ walk on eggshells

wik_ walk on eggshells
ntc_ walk on sunshine
ntc_ walk on thin ice
wik_ walk on water
hdi_ walk out
hdi_ walk out on
wik_ walk over
hdi_ walk over
ntc_ walk soft
hdi_ walk someone through
hdi_ walk tall
ntc_ walk tall
wik_ walk the dog
hdi_ walk the floor
wik_ walk the line
wik_ walk the plank
wmi_ walk the plank
hdi_ walk the plank
wik_ walk the talk
wmi_ walk the talk
wik_ walk the walk
wik_ walk through
hdi_ walk through
wmi_ walk through
wmi_ walk up
pes_ WALKING‐STICK
ntc_ walking dandruff
hdi_ walking encyclopedia
ntc_ walking on rocky socks
pes_ WALKING PAPERS
ntc_ walking papers
hdi_ walking papers
ntc_ walking wounded
wmi_ wall flower
ntc_ wall job
wik_ Wall Street
pes_ WALLACE AND GROMIT
pes_ WALLAH
pes_ WALLOP
pes_ WALLOPER
wik_ wallow in the mire
ntc_ walls have ears
hdi_ walls have ears, the
pes_ WALLY
pes_ WALLYBASHER
pes_ WALLYHUMPER
hdi_ Walter Mitty
wik_ waltz Matilda
ntc_ waltz off (with something)
ntc_ waltz through something
pes_ WAMBLE
pes_ WAMBLE‐CROPPED
pes_ WAMMERS
pes_ WANG
pes_ WANGLE
pes_ WANK
pes_ WANK MAG
pes_ WANK OFF
ntc_ wank off
pes_ WANK STAIN
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pes_ WANKER

wik_ wanker's cramp
pes_ WANKERED
pes_ WANKY

ntc_ Wanna make sumpin’ of it?
pes_ WANNABE
pes_ WANT

wmi_ want a piece of me
hdi_ want for nothing
hdi_ want in

wmi_ want it so bad I can taste it
ntc_ want list

wik_ want out
hdi_ want out
ntc_ want out

wmi_ want to make something of

it

ntc_ Want to make something of

it?
WAR‐PAINT
pes_
wik_ war bride
ntc_ war chest
hdi_ war horse
hdi_ war of nerves
wik_ war of nerves
ntc_ war paint
ntc_ war zone
pes_ WARB
pes_ WARBY
hdi_ ward off
pes_ WARE
pes_ WAREHOUSE
pes_ WAREHOUSING
hdi_ warm as toast
ntc_ warm body
pes_ WARM FUZZIES
wik_ warm fuzzy
hdi_ warm heart
wik_ warm regards
ntc_ warm someone up
hdi_ warm the bench
hdi_ warm the cockles of one's
heart
wik_ warm the cockles of
someone's heart
hdi_ warm up
wmi_ warm up
hdi_ warm up to
hdi_ warm welcome
ntc_ warmed over
wmi_ warmed over
hdi_ warp and woof
wmi_ warped sense of humor
pes_ WART
pes_ WARTS
wik_ warts and all
ntc_ warts and all
hdi_ warts and all
wmi_ wash
pes_ WASH
wmi_ wash‐out
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hdi_ wash down

wmi_ wash down
wmi_ wash it down
wmi_ wash it off
hdi_ wash one's dirty linen in
public
wash
one's hands of
hdi_
wik_ wash one's hands of
ntc_ wash out
wmi_ wash out
hdi_ wash out
wik_ wash out
ntc_ wash someone away
hdi_ wash up
wmi_ wash your hands of it
ntc_ washboard abs
ntc_ washed out
wik_ washed out
hdi_ washed out
wik_ washed up
wmi_ washed up
hdi_ washed up
wmi_ wasn't born yesterday
pes_ WASP
wmi_ WASP
pes_ WASTE
hdi_ waste away
wik_ waste away
wik_ waste breath
pes_ WASTE GOOD BEER
wmi_ waste no time
hdi_ waste not, want not
wik_ waste not, want not
wmi_ waste not, want not
hdi_ waste one's breath
pes_ WASTED
wmi_ wasted
wik_ watch it
hdi_ watch it
ntc_ Watch it!
hdi_ watch like a hawk
wmi_ watch me like a hawk
hdi_ watch my dust
ntc_ Watch my lips!
hdi_ watch my smoke
wik_ watch one's mouth
wik_ watch one's step
hdi_ watch one's step
wik_ watch out
hdi_ watch out
wmi_ watch out
wmi_ watch out for
hdi_ watch over
wmi_ watch over
wik_ watch over
wmi_ watch over like a mother
hawk
wik_ watch this space
wmi_ watch your every move
wmi_ watch your language
ntc_ Watch your mouth!

wmi_ watch your P's and Q's

wmi_ watch your step
ntc_ Watch your tongue!
hdi_ watched pot never boils, a
pes_ WATER
wmi_ water‐cooler talk
hdi_ water down
wmi_ water down
wik_ water down
ntc_ water one’s cheeks
wik_ water over the dam
hdi_ water over the dam
pes_ WATER SPORTS
wik_ water to my mill
hdi_ water under the bridge
wmi_ water under the bridge
wik_ water under the bridge
wik_ watered‐down
pes_ WATERING HOLE
ntc_ watering hole
wmi_ watering hole
wmi_ watershed mark
pes_ WATERWORKS
pes_ WAVE
wik_ wave away
pes_ WAX
hdi_ wax and wane
wmi_ wax eloquent
wmi_ wax poetic
pes_ WAXY
pes_ WAY
pes_ WAY‐OUT
wik_ way back when
wmi_ way cool
ntc_ way down
ntc_ way it plays
ntc_ way off (base)
ntc_ way out
wmi_ way out (away out)
wik_ way out of a paper bag
wmi_ way out of line (away out of
line)
way
rad
ntc_
hdi_ way the wind blows, which
hdi_ way to go
wik_ way to go
wmi_ way to go
ntc_ Way to go!
wmi_ way you hold your...
pes_ WAZZ
pes_ WAZZOCK
wik_ we haven't got all day
hdi_ we was/were robbed
hdi_ we wuz robbed
wmi_ weak‐kneed
hdi_ weak as a kitten
hdi_ weak link
hdi_ weak moment, in a
ntc_ weak sister
wik_ weak sister
wik_ weak tea

wik_ weaker vessel

pes_ WEAPON
pes_ WEAR
hdi_ wear a different hat
pes_ WEAR A SMILE
hdi_ wear and tear
hdi_ wear another hat
wmi_ wear down
hdi_ wear down
wik_ wear down
hdi_ wear more than one hat
wmi_ wear off
hdi_ wear off
hdi_ wear one's heart on one's
sleeve
wear
one's heart on one's
wik_
sleeve
hdi_ wear out
wmi_ wear out
hdi_ wear out one's welcome
wik_ wear out one's welcome
wmi_ wear out your welcome
wik_ wear rose‐colored glasses
hdi_ wear the pants
wmi_ wear the pants
ntc_ wear the pants (in the
house)
hdi_ wear thin
wik_ wear thin
wik_ wear too many hats
hdi_ wear two hats
hdi_ wear well
wmi_ wear your heart on your
sleeve
ntc_ wearing (nothing but) a
smile
pes_ WEASEL
pes_ WEASEL AND STOAT
wik_ weasel out
hdi_ weasel out
ntc_ weasel out of something
hdi_ weasel word
wmi_ weasel word
pes_ WEASEL WORDS
pes_ WEATHER
hdi_ weather the storm
wik_ weather the storm
wmi_ weather the storm
hdi_ weave in and out
pes_ WEB
pes_ WEDDING TACKLE
pes_ WEDGE
pes_ WEDGED
pes_ WEE
pes_ WEE‐WEE
hdi_ wee hours
wik_ wee small hours
pes_ WEED
wik_ weed out
wmi_ weed out
hdi_ weed out

pes_ WEEDHEAD

pes_ WEEDY
wik_ weekend warrior
ntc_ weekend warrior
pes_ WEENIE
pes_ WEENIE‐WAGGER
pes_ WEENSY
hdi_ weep buckets
pes_ WEEPIE
pes_ WEEPING WILLOW
pes_ WEEPY
wik_ weigh against
wik_ weigh down
hdi_ weigh down
wik_ weigh in
hdi_ weigh in
wmi_ weigh in at
hdi_ weigh on
hdi_ weigh one's words
hdi_ weigh upon
pes_ WEIGHT
pes_ WEIGHT TRAINERS
ntc_ weird out
pes_ WEIRD OUT
ntc_ weirded out
pes_ WEIRDIE
pes_ WEIRDO
wmi_ weirdo
pes_ WEISENHEIMER
wmi_ wekabi
pes_ WELCH
pes_ WELCHER
hdi_ welcome mat
hdi_ welcome to, be
wik_ welfare Cadillac
pes_ WELL
hdi_ well's run dry, the
pes_ WELL‐OILED
wik_ well‐padded
wik_ well ain't that the catfish in
the trap
wik_ well and good
hdi_ well and good
wik_ well and truly
wik_ well done
wmi_ well heeled
pes_ WELL HUNG
wmi_ well hung [B]
hdi_ well off
wmi_ well off
hdi_ well out of, be
hdi_ well preserved
pes_ WELL STACKED
wmi_ well taken
wmi_ well to do
wik_ well, I never
wik_ well, well
wik_ well, well, well
pes_ WELLIE
pes_ WELLIE‐WANGING
pes_ WELLY
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pes_ WELSH

pes_ WELSHNUT
pes_ WENCH

hdi_ wend one's way
wik_ Wende

pes_ WENDY

wmi_ went through the roof
wmi_ went to bat for
wmi_ went under
wmi_ went wild

pes_ WENWIES
pes_ WERDEN

ntc_ Were you born in a barn?
pes_ WET

hdi_ wet as a drowned rat
hdi_ wet behind the ears
wmi_ wet behind the ears
wik_ wet behind the ears
wik_ wet blanket
hdi_ wet blanket
ntc_ wet blanket
wik_ wet boy

wik_ wet dream

pes_ WET GOODS
ntc_ wet noodle
ntc_ wet one

wik_ wet one's pants

wik_ wet one's whistle
hdi_ wet one's whistle
ntc_ wet rag

pes_ WET SCENE
ntc_ wet sock

wmi_ wet the bed
wik_ wet the bed

pes_ WET WEEKEND

wmi_ wet your whistle
pes_ WETBACK
wmi_ whack

pes_ WHACK

wik_ whack‐a‐mole
ntc_ whack off

pes_ WHACK OFF
hdi_ whack off

wmi_ whack off [B]
pes_ WHACKED

hdi_ whacked out
pes_ WHACKER
pes_ WHACKO

pes_ WHACKTABACKY
pes_ WHACKY

pes_ WHACKYWEED
hdi_ whale away

ntc_ whale into someone or

something

wmi_ whale of a game
hdi_ whale of a time
ntc_ whale on

ntc_ whale the tar out of

someone
WHAM‐BAM‐THANK‐YOU‐
pes_
MA'AM
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pes_ WHAMMERS

pes_ WHAMMY
pes_ WHANG
pes_ WHANGER
ntc_ whank off
wmi_ what's‐his‐face
hdi_ what's bugging you
hdi_ what's cooking
wmi_ what's cooking
wik_ what's cooking
hdi_ what's done is done
wik_ what's eating somebody
wmi_ what's eating you
wik_ what's eating you
hdi_ what's eating you
wmi_ what's going down
wmi_ what's going on
wik_ what's going on
wmi_ what's good for the goose is
good for the gander
wik_ what's in it for me
wmi_ what's in it for me
wik_ what's it to you
hdi_ what's it to you
hdi_ what's it to you?
hdi_ what's more
wmi_ what's new
wik_ what's new
hdi_ what's new
hdi_ what's new (with you)
hdi_ what's new, pussycat?
hdi_ what's the beef?
wmi_ what's the big idea
hdi_ what's the big idea
wik_ what's the difference
hdi_ what's the good of
wik_ what's the good of
hdi_ what's the idea
wik_ what's the matter
hdi_ what's the matter
wmi_ what's the poop
hdi_ what's the use of
wik_ what's up
pes_ WHAT'S UP
hdi_ what's up
wmi_ what's up
hdi_ what's up with
hdi_ what's what
wmi_ what's what
wik_ what's what
hdi_ what's with
wmi_ what's your beef
wmi_ what's your poison
wmi_ what‐cha‐ma‐call‐it
pes_ WHAT‐FOR
wmi_ what‐if
ntc_ What (a) nerve!
ntc_ What (in) the devil?
ntc_ What (in) the fucking hell!
ntc_ What (in) the hell?
wmi_ what a brain

wmi_ what a dish

wmi_ what a rigmarole
wmi_ what a rush
hdi_ what a zoo
hdi_ what about
wik_ what are the odds
wmi_ what came over me
ntc_ What can I do you for?
wmi_ what did I do to deserve
this
what
did your last slave die
wik_
of
wik_ what do I know
hdi_ what do you know
wik_ what do you say
ntc_ What do you say?
hdi_ what do you take me for?
wik_ what else is new
ntc_ What else is new?
wik_ what for
hdi_ what for
hdi_ what gives
wmi_ what gives
hdi_ what gives with
ntc_ What gives?
wmi_ what goes around comes
around
hdi_ what goes around comes
around
hdi_ what have you
hdi_ what if
wmi_ what if
ntc_ What in (the) Sam Hill?
ntc_ What in Sam Hill?
wik_ what in tarnation
wmi_ what in tarnation
wmi_ what in the name of heaven
wmi_ what in the world
hdi_ what in the world
hdi_ what is more
wik_ what is more
pes_ WHAT IS UP?
wmi_ what it boils down to
wik_ what it takes
hdi_ what it takes
hdi_ what makes one tick
wik_ what me worry
wik_ what not
wik_ what of it
hdi_ what of it?
wik_ what someone said
ntc_ What someone said.
ntc_ What the deuce?
wik_ what the Devil
ntc_ What the devil?
wmi_ what the dickens
ntc_ What the fucking hell!
wmi_ what the hay
wmi_ what the heck
ntc_ What the heck!
hdi_ what the hell

wmi_ what the hell [B]

ntc_ What the hell?
wmi_ what the Sam Hill
wmi_ what was I thinking of
wik_ what was someone
smoking
what
was that
wik_
hdi_ what with
wik_ what with
wmi_ what you don't know won't
hurt you
wik_ what you see is what you
get
ntc_ What you see is what you
get.
What(’s)
up, G?
ntc_
ntc_ What’s buzzin’ (cousin)?
ntc_ What’s cooking?
ntc_ What’s eating someone?
ntc_ What’s going down?
ntc_ What’s going on?
ntc_ What’s happ(ening)?
ntc_ what’s his face
ntc_ what’s his name
ntc_ What’s in the bag!
ntc_ What’s new?
ntc_ What’s poppin’?
ntc_ What’s shakin’ (bacon)?
ntc_ What’s the catch?
ntc_ What’s the deal?
ntc_ What’s the good word?
ntc_ What’s the scam?
ntc_ What’s up, doc?
ntc_ What’s your age?
ntc_ What’s your damage?
pes_ WHATCHAMACALLIT
wik_ whatever creams your
twinkie
wik_ whatever floats your boat
wmi_ whatever floats your boat
wik_ whatever it takes
ntc_ whatever turns you on
pes_ WHATS YOUR SONG KING
KONG
wik_ whatsamatta
pes_ WHATSIT
pes_ WHEAT
wmi_ wheatbelt
hdi_ wheel and deal
ntc_ wheel and deal
wik_ wheel away
ntc_ wheel man
wmi_ wheeler‐dealer
pes_ WHEELIE
pes_ WHEELMAN
wmi_ wheels
pes_ WHEELS
pes_ WHEELS‐MAN
wmi_ wheels fall off
hdi_ wheels in motion
hdi_ wheels within wheels

pes_ WHEEZE

hdi_ when all's said and done
wik_ when all is said and done
wik_ when Hell freezes over
hdi_ when in Rome do as the
Romans do
when
in Rome, do as the
wmi_
Romans do
wik_ when it's at home
hdi_ when it comes to
wmi_ when it comes to
wmi_ when it rains it pours
hdi_ when least expected
hdi_ when one's back is turned
hdi_ when one's ship comes in
hdi_ when pigs fly
wik_ when pigs fly
wik_ when push comes to shove
ntc_ when push comes to shove
wmi_ when push comes to shove
hdi_ when push comes to shove
hdi_ when the cat's away, the
mice will play
wik_ when the chips are down
wmi_ when the chips are down
hdi_ when the chips are down
hdi_ when the cows come home
wmi_ when the crunch comes
hdi_ when the dust has settled
wmi_ when the dust settles
wik_ when the dust settles
ntc_ when the eagle flies
ntc_ when the fat lady sings
wmi_ when the going gets tough
hdi_ when the going gets tough,
the tough get going
ntc_ when the shit hit the fan
hdi_ when the shit hits the fan
wik_ when, as, and if
hdi_ when/then the shit hits the
fan
pes_ WHERE'S IT AT
wik_ where's the beef
hdi_ where's the beef?
hdi_ where's the fire
wmi_ where's the loo
wmi_ where angels fear to tread
wmi_ where do they get off
hdi_ where do we go from here
ntc_ Where have you been
keeping yourself?
Where
in (the) Sam Hill?
ntc_
ntc_ Where in the world?
wik_ where it's at
wmi_ where it's at
hdi_ where it's at
ntc_ Where on (God’s green)
earth?
ntc_ Where on earth?
hdi_ where one is coming from
hdi_ where one lives
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ntc_ where someone lives

ntc_ where someone’s head is at
ntc_ where the action is
hdi_ where the action is

wmi_ where the rubber hits the

road
Where
the Sam Hill?
ntc_
wik_ where the sun don't shine
ntc_ where the sun don’t shine
hdi_ where there's a will, there's
a way
wmi_ where there's a will, there's
a way
hdi_ where there's life there's
hope
where
there's smoke
hdi_
hdi_ where there's smoke
there's fire
ntc_ Where’s the beef?
ntc_ Where’s the fire?
hdi_ whet one's appetite
wmi_ whet your appetite
hdi_ whether or no
hdi_ whether or not
wmi_ whew
hdi_ which is which
hdi_ which way the wind blows
wik_ whichever way one slices it
pes_ WHIFF
pes_ WHIFFY
hdi_ while away
hdi_ while back
hdi_ while there's life there's
hope
pes_ WHINGE
hdi_ whip hand
hdi_ whip into shape
ntc_ whip off
ntc_ whip one’s wire
pes_ WHIP SOME SKULL
ntc_ whip something into shape
ntc_ whip something off
ntc_ whip the dummy
wik_ whip through
hdi_ whip up
wmi_ whip you
wmi_ whip you into shape
pes_ WHIPLASH HUSTLER
pes_ WHIPPER‐SNAPPER
pes_ WHIPPETS
hdi_ whipping boy
pes_ WHIPSTITCH
pes_ WHIRLY‐BIRD
wik_ whisk away
wik_ whisk off
ntc_ whiskers (man)
ntc_ whiskey tenor
wik_ whisper campaign
hdi_ whispering campaign
pes_ WHISTE AND FLUTE
pes_ WHISTLE
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wik_ whistle‐blower

wik_ whistle‐stop
pes_ WHISTLE BAIT
wik_ whistle Dixie
hdi_ whistle Dixie
hdi_ whistle for
hdi_ whistle in the dark
ntc_ whistle in the dark
wik_ whistle in the dark
wik_ whistle past the graveyard
wik_ whistle walk
pes_ WHITE
wik_ white‐knuckle
pes_ WHITE‐KNUCKLE
hdi_ white as a sheet
pes_ WHITE BREAD
wik_ white Christmas
wik_ white coat hypertension
pes_ WHITE CROSS
pes_ WHITE ELEPHANT
ntc_ white elephant
wmi_ white elephant
wik_ white elephant
hdi_ white elephant
hdi_ white feather
hdi_ white flag, show the
wik_ white hat
ntc_ white hat
wik_ white hole
wik_ White House
ntc_ white knuckler
wmi_ white knuckles
pes_ WHITE LADY
hdi_ white lie
wik_ white lie
wmi_ white lie
pes_ WHITE LIGHTNING
pes_ WHITE LILIES
wik_ white magic
wik_ white marriage
wik_ white on rice
hdi_ white sale
pes_ WHITE SATIN
wik_ white sheep
pes_ WHITE SPACE
pes_ WHITE TELEPHONE
wik_ white trash
pes_ WHITE TRASH
wik_ white wedding
pes_ WHITENER
wik_ whitewash
pes_ WHITEY
wmi_ whiz
ntc_ whiz kid
pes_ WHIZZ
wik_ who's 'she', the cat's
mother?
wik_ who's who
hdi_ who's who
ntc_ Who (in) the devil?
ntc_ Who (in) the hell?

wmi_ who cares

wmi_ who do you think you are
hdi_ who knows what
wik_ who shot John
ntc_ who shot John
ntc_ Who the deuce?
ntc_ Who the devil?
ntc_ Who the hell?
ntc_ Who’s your daddy?
ntc_ whole bag of tricks
wik_ whole ball of wax
ntc_ whole ball of wax
hdi_ whole ball of wax, the
ntc_ whole bunch
wik_ whole cloth
wik_ whole enchilada
ntc_ whole enchilada
ntc_ whole fam damily
wmi_ whole hog
hdi_ whole hog
pes_ WHOLE HOG
hdi_ whole kit and caboodle, the
hdi_ whole megillah
ntc_ whole new ball game
hdi_ whole new ballgame, a
ntc_ whole nine yards
hdi_ whole nine yards, the
ntc_ whole schmear
hdi_ whole schmeer
ntc_ whole shebang
hdi_ whole shebang
wmi_ whole shebang
wik_ whole shebang
ntc_ whole shooting match
wmi_ whole shooting match
ntc_ whole wide world
wik_ whomp on
wik_ whomp up
hdi_ whoop it up
wik_ whoop it up
pes_ WHOOPSIE
pes_ WHOOPSY
pes_ WHOP
pes_ WHOPPER
pes_ WHOPPING
ntc_ whopping (great)
pes_ WHORE
wmi_ whore blossom
pes_ WHOREHOUSE
pes_ WHORESUCKER
wmi_ whup you
wmi_ whup your ass
wik_ why in God's name
wmi_ why in the name of...
wmi_ why in the world
wik_ why on Earth
wik_ whys and wherefores
hdi_ whys and wherefores
pes_ WI'
pes_ WICK
wmi_ wicked

pes_ WICKED

pes_ WIDDLE
pes_ WIDE
pes_ WIDE‐ON
wik_ wide awake
hdi_ wide awake
wmi_ wide awake
wik_ wide berth
wik_ wide of the mark
hdi_ wide of the mark
ntc_ wide open
hdi_ wide open
ntc_ wide place in the road
pes_ WIDGET
pes_ WIDGIE
pes_ WIDOW
wik_ widow‐maker
pes_ WIDOW TWANKEY
pes_ WIDOWS' AND ORPHANS'
FUND
ntc_ wiener nose
pes_ WIG
hdi_ wig out
pes_ WIG OUT
ntc_ wig out
ntc_ wigged (out)
pes_ WIGGER
pes_ WIGGING
ntc_ wiggle out of something
wik_ wiggle room
pes_ WIGGY
wmi_ wild
pes_ WILD
wik_ wild‐goose chase
wmi_ wild about
hdi_ wild about, be
ntc_ wild and woolly
wmi_ wild and woolly
hdi_ wild card
wmi_ wild goose chase
hdi_ wild goose chase
wik_ wild horses
hdi_ wild horses couldn't drag
me
hdi_ wild oats
pes_ WILD OATS
hdi_ wild pitch
pes_ WILDING
pes_ WILF
wik_ will do
hdi_ will not hear of
wik_ will o' the wisp
wik_ willful ignorance
pes_ WILLIAM
pes_ WILLIE
pes_ WILLIE‐WELLIE
pes_ WILLIES
wik_ willow in the wind
pes_ WILLY
wik_ willy‐nilly
wmi_ willy‐nilly

pes_ WILTSHIRE

pes_ WIMP
wmi_ wimp
pes_ WIMP‐BOD
pes_ WIMP OUT
ntc_ wimp out (of something)
pes_ WIMPISH
pes_ WIMPO
pes_ WIMPY
wmi_ wimpy
ntc_ Win a few, lose a few.
wik_ win back
wmi_ win big
hdi_ win by a nose
wik_ win by a nose
wmi_ win by a nose
hdi_ win by a whisker
wmi_ win going away
hdi_ win hands down
hdi_ win in a walk/breeze
hdi_ win on points
hdi_ win one's spurs
hdi_ win out
wik_ win over
hdi_ win over
hdi_ win some, lose some
wik_ win the day
hdi_ win the day
wmi_ win the hearts
hdi_ win through
pes_ WIND‐BONKER
pes_ WIND‐UP
pes_ WIND‐UP MERCHANT
pes_ WIND‐WANKER
pes_ WIND AND KITE
wik_ wind back the clock
hdi_ wind down
wik_ wind down
wmi_ wind up
hdi_ wind up
wik_ wind up one's bottoms
wmi_ windbag
pes_ WINDBAG
wmi_ winded
pes_ WINDER
pes_ WINDJAMMER
pes_ WINDOW
wik_ window‐shopping
wik_ window dressing
wmi_ window of opportunity
wmi_ window on the world
pes_ WINDY
hdi_ wine and dine
wik_ wine tosser
pes_ WING
pes_ WING‐WONG
ntc_ wing heavy
wik_ wing it
hdi_ wing it
wmi_ wing it
ntc_ wing it
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pes_ WING IT

pes_ WINGDING
wmi_ wingding
pes_ WINGE

wmi_ wingnut
pes_ WINGS
wmi_ wingy
pes_ WINK

hdi_ wink at

ntc_ wink of sleep
pes_ WINKER
pes_ WINKIE

pes_ WINKLE

pes_ WINKLE‐PICKERS
pes_ WINKY

wmi_ winner take all

wmi_ winning isn't everything;

it's the only thing

hdi_ winning streak
wmi_ winning streak
wik_ winning ways
pes_ WINO
wmi_ wino

wik_ winter rat
pes_ WIPE

pes_ WIPE‐OUT

ntc_ Wipe it off!

hdi_ wipe off the face of the

earth
hdi_ wipe off the map
pes_ WIPE ONE'S NOSE OF
wik_ wipe out
ntc_ wipe out
hdi_ wipe out
pes_ WIPE OUT
wmi_ wipe out
wik_ wipe somebody's eye
ntc_ wipe someone out
ntc_ wipe something out
wmi_ wipe that smile off your
face
ntc_ wipe the floor up with
someone
hdi_ wipe the floor with
wik_ wipe the slate clean
hdi_ wipe the slate clean
wmi_ wipe you
ntc_ wiped (out)
pes_ WIPED OUT
ntc_ wiped over
pes_ WIRED
wmi_ wired
wmi_ wired for sound
ntc_ wired into someone or
something
wired
up
ntc_
pes_ WIRER
pes_ WISE
pes_ WISE‐UP
wik_ wise apple
ntc_ wise guy
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hdi_ wise guy

ntc_ wise to someone or
something
wmi_ wise to us
ntc_ wise up (to someone or
something)
wise
up to
hdi_
pes_ WISEACRE
pes_ WISEASS
ntc_ wish book
pes_ WISH BOOK
ntc_ wish list
hdi_ wish on
hdi_ wishful thinking
wmi_ wishful thinking
wik_ wishful thinking
wmi_ wishy‐washy
pes_ WITCH
pes_ WITCH‐DOCTOR
hdi_ witching hour
pes_ WITCHY
pes_ WITH‐IT
ntc_ with (one’s) eyes (wide)
open
with
a bang
ntc_
hdi_ with a grain of salt
hdi_ with a pinch of salt
wik_ with a vengeance
hdi_ with a vengeance
wik_ with a view to
hdi_ with a view to
hdi_ with a will
hdi_ with all due respect
wmi_ with all my heart
hdi_ with all one's heart
hdi_ with an eye to
wik_ with an eye to
wik_ with an eye towards
wik_ with any luck
hdi_ with bad grace
wmi_ with bated breath
wik_ with bated breath
hdi_ with bated breath
ntc_ with bells on
wmi_ with bells on
hdi_ with bells on
wik_ with both hands
hdi_ with daggers drawn
ntc_ with flying colors
wik_ with flying colors
hdi_ with flying colors, pass
with
hdi_ with good grace
hdi_ with half a heart
wmi_ with his tail between his
legs
hdi_ with interest
wmi_ with it
hdi_ with it, be
wik_ with knobs on
wik_ with no further ado

wik_ with one's bare hands

hdi_ with one's eyes closed
hdi_ with one's eyes open
hdi_ with one's fingers in the till
wik_ with one's head held high
hdi_ with one's pants down
hdi_ with one arm tied behind
one's back
hdi_ with one hand
wik_ with one voice
hdi_ with one voice
wik_ with open arms
hdi_ with open arms
wik_ with pleasure
hdi_ with reason
hdi_ with reference to
hdi_ with regard to
hdi_ with regard/respect to
hdi_ with respect to
hdi_ with the best of them
hdi_ with the best will in the
world
hdi_ with the exception of
hdi_ with the gloves off
wmi_ with the naked eye
wmi_ with wings
hdi_ wither on the vine
wik_ within ames ace
wik_ within an ace of
hdi_ within an ace of
ntc_ within an ace of (doing)
something
hdi_ within an inch of
hdi_ within bounds
hdi_ within call
wmi_ within earshot
hdi_ within hail
wik_ within reach
hdi_ within reach
hdi_ within reason
ntc_ within spitting distance
hdi_ within view
hdi_ without a doubt
wmi_ without a doubt
wmi_ without a full deck
wmi_ without a hitch
ntc_ without a hitch
hdi_ without a leg to stand on
wmi_ without a stitch of clothes
on
without
a stitch on
hdi_
without
a word of a lie
wmi_
hdi_ without batting an eye
wmi_ without batting an eye
hdi_ without comparison
hdi_ without doubt
wik_ without fail
hdi_ without fail
hdi_ without further ado
wik_ without further ado
hdi_ without more ado

hdi_ without question

wmi_ without question
hdi_ without so much as
wmi_ without turning a hair
pes_ WITHYWIND
wik_ wits' end
pes_ WITTER
pes_ WIZZ
pes_ WIZZARD'S SLEEVE
pes_ WMBA
pes_ WOB
pes_ WOBBLEFATS
pes_ WOBBLER
pes_ WOBBLY
pes_ WODGE
wik_ woe betide
pes_ WOG
pes_ WOG GUT
pes_ WOLF
wik_ wolf down
wmi_ wolf down
hdi_ wolf in sheep's clothing
wik_ wolf in sheep's clothing
wmi_ wolf in sheep's clothing
ntc_ wolf something down
wik_ wolfpack
pes_ WOLLIE
hdi_ woman in the street
hdi_ woman of few words
hdi_ woman of the world
pes_ WOMBLE
hdi_ won't hear of
wmi_ won't see you stuck
wmi_ won't tell a soul
hdi_ won't wash
wmi_ wonder of wonders
hdi_ wonders will never cease
pes_ WONK
pes_ WONKY
wmi_ wonky
pes_ WONT
pes_ WOOD
ntc_ wood butcher
pes_ WOODBINE
pes_ WOODEN
wik_ wooden‐top
wik_ wooden mare
wik_ wooden spoon
pes_ WOODENTOP
pes_ WOODIE
ntc_ woods are full of something
pes_ WOOF
ntc_ woof cookies
wmi_ woof your cookies
pes_ WOOFTER
pes_ WOOLAH
pes_ WOOLIE
pes_ WOOLIES
pes_ WOOLLOOMOOLOO YANK
pes_ WOOLLY
pes_ WOOLY BLUNTS

pes_ WOOP WOOP

pes_ WOOZY
wmi_ woozy
pes_ WOP
pes_ WOPS
pes_ WOPSY
wik_ word‐for‐word
wik_ word for word
hdi_ word for word
wmi_ word for word
ntc_ word hole
wmi_ word is good
wmi_ word is out
wmi_ word of honor
hdi_ word of honor
wmi_ word of mouth
wik_ word of mouth
hdi_ word of mouth, by
wik_ word on the street
wik_ word on the wire
wik_ word play
wik_ word to the wise
wmi_ word to the wise
hdi_ word to the wise, a
pes_ WORD UP
ntc_ Word up.
pes_ WORDLE
hdi_ words fail me
hdi_ words of one syllable, in
hdi_ words stick in one's throat
hdi_ words to that effect
wmi_ wordsmith
wmi_ work
pes_ WORK
wik_ work a treat
hdi_ work both sides of the
street
work
cut out for
wmi_
wmi_ work ethic
hdi_ work in
hdi_ work it
wmi_ work it out
hdi_ work like a beaver
hdi_ work like a charm
hdi_ work like a
dog/horse/Trojan
work
my buns off
wmi_
wmi_ work my fingers to the
bone
wik_ work nights
wmi_ work of art
wmi_ work off
hdi_ work off
hdi_ work on
wik_ work one's butt off
hdi_ work one's fingers to the
bone
wik_ work one's fingers to the
bone
work
one's magic
wik_
work
one's tail off
wik_
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hdi_ work one's tail/butt off
hdi_ work one's way

ntc_ work one’s ass off

ntc_ work one’s buns off
ntc_ work one’s butt off
ntc_ work one’s tail off

ntc_ work oneself (up) into a

lather

ntc_ work oneself up

ntc_ work oneself up to

something
hdi_ work out
wmi_ work out
pes_ WORK OUT
wik_ work out
hdi_ work out all right
pes_ WORK OVER
hdi_ work over
wik_ work someone's arse off
wik_ work someone's ass off
ntc_ work someone over
wik_ work spouse
wik_ work the crowd
pes_ WORK THE ORACLE
wmi_ work the room
wik_ work the room
wmi_ work things out
wik_ work to rule
wmi_ work to rule
hdi_ work up
wmi_ work up a sweat
wmi_ work up a thirst
hdi_ work upon
wik_ work wonders
hdi_ work wonders
wmi_ work your ass off [B]
wmi_ work your buns off
wmi_ workaholic
wmi_ worked up
wik_ worked up
hdi_ worked up, be
wik_ working girl
pes_ WORKING GIRL
ntc_ working stiff
pes_ WORKING THE LEMON
wmi_ workout
pes_ WORKS
wik_ world‐beater
wmi_ world beater
hdi_ world is one's oyster, the
ntc_ world is one’s oyster
wmi_ world is your oyster
hdi_ world of good, a
wmi_ World Wide Web (www)
wmi_ worldly wise
wmi_ worlds apart
wik_ worlds apart
pes_ WORM
wik_ worm's‐eye view
pes_ WORM‐EATER
hdi_ worm into
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hdi_ worm out of

hdi_ worm turns, the
ntc_ worms in blood
hdi_ worn out
wmi_ worn out
hdi_ worn to a frazzle
wmi_ worried sick
hdi_ worried sick
hdi_ worried to death
ntc_ worry wart
wik_ worry wart
pes_ WORSE
pes_ WORSE BIN?
wmi_ worse for wear
hdi_ worse for wear
wik_ worse for wear
pes_ WORSHIP AT THE
PORCELAIN ALTAR
pes_ WORSHIP RALPH AT THE
GREAT PORCELAIN
THRONE
wmi_ worship the ground she
walks on
hdi_ worship the ground
someone walks on
wik_ worship the ground
someone walks on
pes_ WORSHIP THE PORCELAIN
GOD
wik_ worship the porcelain god
ntc_ worship the porcelain
god(dess)
ntc_ worst‐case scenario
wik_ worst comes to worst
wik_ worst of both worlds
wik_ worth a Jew's eye
wik_ worth every penny
hdi_ worth its weight in gold
wik_ worth its weight in gold
wik_ worth one's salt
hdi_ worth one's weight in gold
hdi_ worth one's while
wik_ worth one's while
ntc_ worth one’s salt
wmi_ worth their weight in gold
hdi_ worthy of the name
pes_ WOTCHER
pes_ WOTSIT
ntc_ would not be seen dead
hdi_ would rather
hdi_ would that
ntc_ Would you believe?
wmi_ wouldn't be caught dead
hdi_ wouldn't be seen dead
hdi_ wouldn't dream of
hdi_ wouldn't hear of
wik_ wouldn't hurt a fly
wmi_ wouldn't miss it for the
world
wouldn't
say boo to a goose
wik_

wmi_ wouldn't say shit if her

mouth was full of it [B]
wik_ wouldn't shout if a shark
bit him
wik_ wouldn't touch with yours
wik_ wouldn't you know
wik_ wouldn't you know it
ntc_ wouldn’t touch someone or
something with a ten‐foot
pole
wound
up
wmi_
pes_ WOW
wmi_ wow
pes_ WOWSER
pes_ WRAP
wmi_ wrap‐up
wmi_ wrap around his finger
wik_ wrap around one's little
finger
wrap
in the flag
wik_
wmi_ wrap it up
ntc_ wrap one’s car around
something
ntc_ wrap something up
hdi_ wrap up
pes_ WRAP UP
wik_ wrap up
wmi_ wrap up
wmi_ wrap your mind around
ntc_ wrapped up (in someone
or something)
ntc_ wrapped up (with someone
or something)
wrapped
up in
hdi_
wmi_ wreak havoc
hdi_ wreak havoc
wik_ wreak havoc
pes_ WREATH
pes_ WRECK THEM
pes_ WRECKED
wik_ wrestle with a pig
pes_ WRETCH
wik_ wriggle out of
pes_ WRINKLY
hdi_ writ large
wik_ writ large
hdi_ write down
wik_ write home about
hdi_ write in
wmi_ write it off
hdi_ write off
pes_ WRITE ONE'S NAME ON
THE LAWN
hdi_ write one's own ticket
wik_ write one's own ticket
hdi_ write oneself out
hdi_ write out
hdi_ write up
wmi_ write up
pes_ WRITER
wmi_ writer's block

wik_ writer's cramp

hdi_ writing on the wall
wik_ written all over someone's
face
wmi_ written all over your face
wmi_ written in blood
wmi_ written in stone
hdi_ wrong‐foot
pes_ WRONG 'UN
hdi_ wrong end of the stick, the
wik_ wrong place at the wrong
time
hdi_ wrong scent, on the
hdi_ wrong side of someone
wik_ wrong side of the tracks
hdi_ wrong side of the tracks
ntc_ wrong side of the tracks
pes_ WRONGO
hdi_ wrote the book on
pes_ WULL
pes_ WUPP
wmi_ wuss
pes_ WUSS
pes_ WUST
pes_ WUT
pes_ WYATT EARP
pes_ WYNONA RYDER
wmi_ Wysiwyg
pes_ X
pes_ X'S
wik_ X's and O's
pes_ X‐AMOUNT
pes_ X‐OUT
wmi_ x‐rated
pes_ X‐RATED
hdi_ X‐rated
wik_ X factor
wmi_ X Generation
wik_ X marks the spot
hdi_ X marks the spot
wmi_ x marks the spot
ntc_ X marks the spot.
pes_ XD OUT
wmi_ XL
pes_ XTC
pes_ Y
wmi_ ya
pes_ YACK
pes_ YACKA
pes_ YACKER
pes_ YACKERS
pes_ YACKETY‐YAK
pes_ YACKY
wmi_ yada
pes_ YAH
pes_ YAHOO
pes_ YAK
wmi_ yak
ntc_ yak it up
wik_ yak shaving
pes_ YAKKA

pes_ YAKKER

pes_ YAM
pes_ YAMMER
pes_ YANG
pes_ YANK
pes_ YANK OFF
ntc_ yank one’s strap
pes_ YANK SOMEONE'S CHAIN
pes_ YANK SOMEONE'S CRANK
ntc_ yank someone around
ntc_ yank someone’s chain
ntc_ yank someone’s crank
wik_ Yankee dime
wik_ Yankee go home
pes_ YANKING
pes_ YAP
pes_ YARD
ntc_ yard dog
pes_ YARD ON
wik_ yardarm to yardarm
pes_ YARDBIRD
pes_ YARDIE
pes_ YARDMAN
pes_ YARDY
pes_ YARK
pes_ YARRA
pes_ YATTER
pes_ YAWN
wmi_ yawner
pes_ YAWNSVILLE
wik_ ye gods
ntc_ Ye gods!
ntc_ yea big
pes_ YEAH‐MAN
wik_ yeah, right
ntc_ Yeah, right!
pes_ YEAR
wik_ year dot
hdi_ year in, year out
wik_ year in, year out
pes_ YEASTING
pes_ YEECH
pes_ YEGG
pes_ YEH
pes_ YELL
wik_ yell at
pes_ YELL AT THE GROUND
pes_ YELL FOR HUGHIE
ntc_ yell one’s guts out
ntc_ yell one’s head off
wik_ yell silently
pes_ YELLOW
wmi_ yellow
pes_ YELLOW‐BELLY
wmi_ yellow belly
pes_ YELLOW BOY
wik_ yellow brick road
wik_ yellow cake
pes_ YELLOW EYE
wik_ yellow grease
pes_ YELLOW JACKETS
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wik_ yellow journalism
wik_ yellow light

wik_ yellow press

pes_ YELLOW SATIN
pes_ YELLOW SILK

ntc_ yellow streak (down

someone’s back)
pes_ YELLOW VELVET
pes_ YELLOWS
pes_ YEN SHEE
pes_ YEN SLEEP
pes_ YENTA
pes_ YENTI
wik_ yeoman's service
wmi_ yeow
wmi_ yep
wmi_ yeppers
pes_ YER
pes_ YERBA
pes_ YERHIA
hdi_ yes and no
wik_ yes man
wik_ yes to death
pes_ YESCA
pes_ YETI
pes_ YEWS
pes_ YID
wik_ yield the ghost
pes_ YIKE
pes_ YIKES
wmi_ yikes
wmi_ yin yang
pes_ YING‐YANG
pes_ YINYANG
pes_ YIPPY
wmi_ yo
pes_ YO
pes_ YO‐YO
ntc_ yo mama
pes_ YOB
pes_ YOBBO
pes_ YODEL
pes_ YODEL IN THE CANYON
pes_ YODEL IN THE VALLEY
ntc_ yodeling in a canyon
pes_ YOK
wmi_ yokel
pes_ YOMP
wmi_ yonder over there
pes_ YONI
pes_ YONKS
pes_ YONNIE
pes_ YORK
pes_ YORKSHIRE
hdi_ you'd better believe it
wik_ you'll never guess
wmi_ you're full of it [B]
wmi_ you're kidding
wmi_ you're not kidding/ you
aren't kidding
wmi_ you're on
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wmi_ you're only as good as your

last shift
wik_ you're telling me
hdi_ you're telling me
hdi_ you're welcome
wmi_ you've got to be kidding
hdi_ you've lost me
pes_ YOU‐KNOW‐WHAT
ntc_ You (had) better believe it!
wik_ you all
pes_ YOU AND ME
wmi_ you and the horse you rode
in on
ntc_ You and what army?
ntc_ You and who else?
ntc_ You asked for it!
hdi_ you bet
wik_ you bet
hdi_ you bet your ass
wmi_ you bet your boots
ntc_ You bet your boots!
ntc_ You bet your sweet life!
ntc_ You bet your sweet
patoot(ie)!
You
bet.
ntc_
wmi_ you betcha
ntc_ You betcha!
hdi_ you better believe it
wmi_ you can't make a silk purse
out of a sow's ear
wik_ you can't say fairer than
that
wmi_ you can't sell anybody if
you don't love everybody
hdi_ you can't take it with you
wmi_ you can't teach an old dog
new tricks
you
can't tell a book by its
wmi_
cover
hdi_ you can't win
hdi_ you can't win 'em all
hdi_ you can bet your (sweet)
life
hdi_ you can bet your bottom
hdi_ you can bet your bottom
dollar
you
can bet your bottom
wmi_
dollar
wmi_ you can lead a horse to
water but you can't make
him drink
you
can lead a horse to
hdi_
water but you can't make it
drink
wmi_ you can run but you can't
hide
hdi_ you can say that again
wik_ you can say that again
ntc_ You can say that again!
hdi_ you can take it from me

wmi_ you can thank your lucky

stars
ntc_ You can’t dance at two
weddings.
ntc_ You can’t fight city hall.
ntc_ You can’t get there from
here.
ntc_ You can’t take it with you.
ntc_ You can’t win them all.
hdi_ you could cut it with a knife
ntc_ You could have knocked
me over with a feather.
wmi_ you don't miss the water
till the well runs dry
wmi_ you don't say
wik_ you don't say
hdi_ you don't say
hdi_ you don't say so
ntc_ You don’t know the half of
it.
ntc_ You eat with that mouth?
hdi_ you get what you pay for
wmi_ you got it
ntc_ You got it!
ntc_ You got that?
wik_ you guys
ntc_ You guys bitchin’?
wmi_ you had to be there
wmi_ you have to be good to be
lucky
ntc_ You heard the man.
hdi_ you just can't win
hdi_ you just don't get it
ntc_ You kiss your momma with
that mouth?
hdi_ you know
wik_ you know it
hdi_ you know something?
wik_ you know what
hdi_ you know what?
wik_ you knows it
wik_ you lot
hdi_ you name it
wik_ you name it
wmi_ you need money to make
money
you
never can tell
hdi_
hdi_ you never know
wmi_ you reap whatsoever you
sow
hdi_ you said it
hdi_ you scratch my back and I'll
scratch yours
wik_ you shouldn't have
wmi_ you snooze, you lose
ntc_ You want to step outside?
wik_ you what
wik_ you wish
ntc_ You wish!
ntc_ You’re the doctor.

ntc_ You’ve got another think

coming.
hdi_ young at heart
wmi_ young at heart
wik_ young at heart
ntc_ young blood
pes_ YOUNG FOGEY
wik_ young fogey
wik_ young lady
wik_ young man
wik_ young Turk
ntc_ young Turk
pes_ YOUNGBLOOD
pes_ YOUR FUNERAL
wmi_ your goose is cooked
hdi_ your guess is as good as
mine
ntc_ Your guess is as good as
mine.
wmi_ your lip
wik_ your mileage may vary
wmi_ your number is up
wmi_ your own worst enemy
ntc_ Your place or mine?
wmi_ your turn
wik_ yours sincerely
hdi_ yours truly
wik_ yours truly
wmi_ yours truly
ntc_ yours truly
pes_ YOUT' MAN
pes_ YOUTH
pes_ YOYO
wmi_ yoyo
pes_ YUCK
pes_ YUCKY
wmi_ yuk
pes_ YUKE
wmi_ yum
pes_ YUM‐YUM
wmi_ yummy
pes_ YUMMY
pes_ YUPIFY
wmi_ yuppie
pes_ YUPPIE
pes_ Z'D OUT
pes_ Z'S
pes_ Z‐BIRD
pes_ Z CAR
pes_ ZA
pes_ ZAC
pes_ ZACATECAS PURPLE
pes_ ZACHARY SCOTTS
pes_ ZAD
pes_ ZAK
pes_ ZAMBI
pes_ ZAMBUCK
pes_ ZAMIE
pes_ ZAMIETESS
pes_ ZANAX
pes_ ZANE GREY

pes_ ZANI

pes_ ZANZY
pes_ ZAP
wmi_ zap
hdi_ zap out
pes_ ZAPPED
pes_ ZAPPER
pes_ ZAPPY
pes_ ZAR
pes_ ZARNDRER
pes_ ZARP
pes_ ZASU PITTS
pes_ ZAY
pes_ ZAZZ
pes_ ZAZZLE
pes_ ZAZZY
pes_ ZEB
pes_ ZEBRA
pes_ ZED
pes_ ZED ABOUT
pes_ ZEDLAND
pes_ ZEE
ntc_ zeek out
pes_ ZELDA
pes_ ZELDA GOOCH
pes_ ZEN
pes_ ZENNIT
pes_ ZEP
pes_ ZEPPELIN
pes_ ZEPPELINS IN A FOG
pes_ ZERKED
ntc_ zerked (out)
pes_ ZERKING
pes_ ZERO
pes_ ZERO‐COOL
hdi_ zero in on
wik_ zero in on
pes_ ZERO MINUS
pes_ ZERO OUT
pes_ ZETZ
pes_ ZHLUBBY
pes_ ZHOOSH
pes_ ZIB
pes_ ZID
pes_ ZIFF
pes_ ZIG
pes_ ZIG‐ZIG
wik_ zig when one should zag
wmi_ zig when you should zag
pes_ ZIGABOO
pes_ ZIGGERBOO
pes_ ZIGZAG
pes_ ZIGZAGGED
wmi_ zilch
pes_ ZILCH
pes_ ZILLION
pes_ ZILLIONAIRE
pes_ ZIM‐ZIM
pes_ ZIMMER
pes_ ZING
pes_ ZING UP
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pes_ ZINGER
wmi_ zinger

pes_ ZINGY
wmi_ zip

pes_ ZIP

ntc_ Zip (up) your lip!
ntc_ zip along

pes_ ZIP COON
pes_ ZIP GUN
ntc_ zip gun
pes_ ZIP IT

ntc_ Zip it up!

pes_ ZIP ONE'S LIP
wik_ zip one's lip
wik_ zip up

ntc_ Zip your lip!
wmi_ zip/zippo

pes_ ZIPPER CLUB

pes_ ZIPPER DINNER
ntc_ zipper head

pes_ ZIPPER SEX

pes_ ZIPPERHEAD
wmi_ zipperhead

pes_ ZIPPERSNIFFER
pes_ ZIPPO
pes_ ZIT
wmi_ zit

pes_ ZIT DOCTOR
ntc_ zit doctor

pes_ ZITSFLEISCH
pes_ ZIZZ

pes_ ZIZZY

pes_ ZNEES
pes_ ZOD

pes_ ZOFTIG
pes_ ZOID

pes_ ZOLA BUDD
pes_ ZOMBIE

pes_ ZOMBIE JUICE
pes_ ZOMBOID
hdi_ zone out

pes_ ZONE OUT
pes_ ZONED

ntc_ zoned (out)
ntc_ zonk out
wik_ zonk out
wmi_ zonked

pes_ ZONKED

ntc_ zonked (out)
pes_ ZONKY
pes_ ZOO
wmi_ zoo

pes_ ZOO DADDY
pes_ ZOOB

pes_ ZOOBRICK
pes_ ZOOEY
pes_ ZOOK

pes_ ZOOM
wmi_ zoom

wmi_ zoom in
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ntc_ zoom in (on someone or

something)
hdi_ zoom in on
ntc_ zoom off
ntc_ zoom out
ntc_ zoom someone out
ntc_ zoom up
pes_ ZOOMIE
pes_ ZOOT
pes_ ZOOT SUIT
pes_ ZOOTY
pes_ ZOQUETE
pes_ ZORBA
pes_ ZORBA THE GREEK
ntc_ zounked (out)
pes_ ZOWIE
pes_ ZS
pes_ ZSA ZSA GABOR
pes_ ZUCCHINI
pes_ ZUKE
pes_ ZULL
pes_ ZULU
pes_ ZUMMIT
pes_ ZUMMUT
pes_ ZUP?
pes_ ZURUCKER
hdi_ à la
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